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The College And yniversiiy Systems Exchange is a natio

dedicated to the advancement and use of information syst

The basic purpose of CAUSE is to help member I
management capabilities through improved informati

(
CAUSE provides member institutions' with

ness of their administrative infrnfition
'Exchahge Library, which is a clearingho

systems contributed by members; an Info

systems Or information; consulting s
management Plans; organizational pub
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A
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atick,Reque 'st Service to locate sp9cific

ices to review ADP organizational and
cations; and thp National Conference.,

J
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Conference.
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THE, MANAGERIAL REVOLUTION REVISITED

Glenn EBrooks .

Profe'isor orlDolitical Science
,' -The.Colorado college.

.dN.drado Springs*, Colorado

6

3

.
,. .

-The iniroductidn of 'rationalized manageMtnt,in colleges
t

and universities consisiin4 of compdt e informatidt .'rk
. 4.

systems, institutional research, systekaticbudgeting,

and new 'forms of' organization, wasa ogical responie -

he increasing complexity,, pace,'scale, and costsdf 110

-;kigher education. In,retrospqt, howeVer, it is evident
..

th&(i).'ttleconditions
.
in the universities were only _

, - -
,

symptomatic of arger forces atvork in American .society,

and' thus the, ew.procedres:couldhave only limited

bA; nagement designed. to control rapid growth

will nece sazily work in periods-,of-stability or .

.

441,

contraCtion; and '(-3) the "managerial revolutioh" has

'rot yet ,addr ssed itAlf to fundamental issues of human

values.in American Higher education.
.

.

p

a
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'Pad 11, if you will ,.the story of Rip' Van Winkle. "On a fife autu al

recounted Washington Irving, "Rip had unconsciously scrambled to on

of the highest parts of to Kaatskill Mountains." There he encountered:

company of odd-looking personages playing ft nine-pins," who plied him

with liquor.from great flagons and soon lulled him into a long, mystellous

sleep. When he awoke, he- found that his entire world had changed. gis-xoin
,

village "was altered; it was larbtr and more populous. There' were rows bf _

houses which he had-never seen before, and thoseiich had been his famil-
-,

ler haunts had disappeared. Strange names were over she doors -- strange

faces at the windows--everything was strange. His mind now misgave him;

be began to'doubt whether both he and the world around him were not be-

witched." What is more, poor-Rip found that "the vary character of the
A

people seemed changed. There was a busy, bustling,disputatious tone abut

it, instead of the accustomed phlegm and drowsy tranquility." So gradually,

by a painful process Of ',inquiry and realltion, Rip underttood that a

great revolution- -the American Revolutionhadooccurred during his long

s 1 umber. 'rrt:--w so efore -he could get. into the regular: track, of

. gossip, or could be made to. comprehend the strange events that had taken

plate during his torpor...."

. There is an analogy to my own situation. Ten years ago, Francis Rourke
ti

. and I tried to examine some of the beginnings of significantlIfimilistrative

change in American highei. education. Having done -that, I went into a decade

of,' well , not exactly slumber, but of benign negle t of -the evolving events.

Now, through this fortunate opportunity to reflect ok the developments of

these past years, I find mysalf in the situation d# RiO\Van tWinkle. 'The-
\.

'III administrative world has changed-- dramatically so, but Oct necessarily in
a

1

1 4

\

a

4
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in,all the ways I had pTdicted.'. I find rows/of offices which I had never

seen before, strange names ver the doors, and indeed a "bustling, disr

pitatioq'tone,".. and I -rea ze that it may well take fie son time "to get

intethe regulaP. track orgossip, or.... comprehend the strange events"

that have taken place during my torpor.

But that, indeed, Is my task, and I shell approach it in four brief.

sCages: -by taking stock of where we stood ten years ago with respect to

the managerial !evolution-, by making some estimates of where we stand'

today, by reporting to you the judgments of some tontenporarypdminis7

trators about the value of modern managerial techniques, and then by

drawing some conclusions of my own abOut the jievnt status of the- whole

affair.

A decade ago, American collejtycid universi;ies were at a takeoff
.

point in areas of administrative modernization, but for- the most part ,',
.

the innovations were tentative,%their organizational status was precarious,
* ,

and their benefits were' uncertain. There was no doubt,' however, that they

'were proceeding apace. 'Fueled by demands for -increased efficiency, more

data about university operations, and expanded capacities to absorb, then -

rising enr ollments, 'unilersities had turned to a repertoire of new ap-
\

4

fi

proachei.
fr

In'titutional resear-erh-ad already made solid inroads and was

spreading throughout the country. Studies of all walks,of university

life were being carried out by specialized researchers. Their findings

.. wererbeing Submittid to university decisionmakers; coordinating boards;
,L

.. ,

and state. and
,

fiederal agencies, although not in every case were the fruits

of their labors afmted upon or even read.

15
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The'computer had fqund its way into most of the larger' institutioni,

alt hough many smaller schools still relied oh traditional hand and machine

processing. Computer offices occupied inconspicuous positions on the

. a ',strati ve 'organi ration- chart s. At this' time, computers were used

mainly'to process routine data. They were expensive and relajvely slow.

They had not yet demonstrated significal.t sayings in time, staff, or. money.

Comprehensive conputerrbased-managenient information systems were little

more than gleam in 'the taiet of .somt specialists, Only a handful- of

7

-

'Att.,'unlversiiiei co.uld claiit to-hava, anything that reititmou a genuinely in-
A,

bra
46,:

::
'12ted system, and even Stnie of these were ignored by top,administrators./ . . I , . f ,

0

The mid-sixties were the' halcyon days of new budgeting techniques.
. -,,e . ' I..

Planning-prolrammintudgetoing -systems were. in -good favor in government
,

circles, and 'uni ver.si tie1 sCramblecrto c.ationali ze their. budgeting pro-..
, ... 1

4.. . :&..r.
cedures. It was a: .ti of rapid Intreaies. in appropriations. Budget

: f .
formUlas provideth a...politically.acceptable way to insure that a university

.

wou)d receiver its fair share 04,f financial support. :Theformulas themselves
. . .-

were'usually hartimered out, in. political bargaining sessions among univer-
._.

. .,. .

41-ty%president.s and legislatth4s1 but once'-the fighting was over, the
: .. , '1

".4ortitilts..11a0.,--a. neat, quanti tati ve , al mot t scienti fi'c look aboUt them which
5' .

°w . . i
pleased everyone._ Educators werg happy viith the th`pught that a rising

-tide raises *all the boats, and had few occasions to wdrey about what -might
4 - ,6,

tide
At

t happen if the tde should start to go out.
- ..;,:

.... ,,, ,, ...

10'

r' .,...- ...

More sdientffic forms :of dgeting were frequently discussed but 1
A , 4 , '7' , ,

A
rarely used. PPBS looked' appearing 9p paper but kept hittitg persistent

, snags. What appeared so eminently rational to a young budget officer
Q

Seemed menacing or s11iy to Vie president; Sometimes, in actual practice,
s -1

, *l.
..-

I.

t o
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. .
universities employed two coexisting systems orbudgeting. One was.

modernized, quantitative, analytical, systematicand was used largely --
. . , . .

to give the impression,to external constituents that the university was

being higtly efficient and scientific in allocating its resources.`,.Less

readily visible was a traditional budgeting system based on tough-political
, .

retities. In the' final an a lysi s--a t least in those days--it was pretty

clear tha't the political system dominated the rationalized system, but

. that the situatton could change over 'time.

If rationalized 'budgeting was designed principally for external

consumption, quantitative 'space management was, more of an internal matter.

Ten years ago, space.
41*

managemer4 was aftleady well underWay-and was having

substantial effects on the allocation of existing facilities and the

planning of new space. Political problems were in evidence, to be sure,

depaistre,ts and offices resisted the invasions of their empireS, but

space was so readily quantifiable, and pressures were strong to provide at

least moderately equitable. facilities. Thus administrators accepted space

management-readilyso readily, in fact, that they sometimes overlooked

genUtne diiferences among academic part is that should have been taken
4.

into account.

Administrative reorganization and modernized staffing were other large

-iteR on the agenda of 'urikersities a decade ago. Universities were taking

°a hard look at their internal organization to see if there were more effi-

',tient ways :to' carry out their activities. This need was intensified by .
." .r ,

the emergeti-ce of new activities and new ,lernds of peoplerWho were looking

for stab.14 roles in the adMinistrative hierarchy. Where shotild we put the

computer peOple? The institutiOnal researchers? The budgeters? :These.

,were important questions of the day.

4
s,



Just as there was concern for reorganizatidn withini14titutions,

great attention was being given to the creation or, extension of multi-
.

.campus institutions and statewide Systems. It was generally assumed that

larger, more tightly integrated Systefos would produce'rationality, effi-
ciency,

,

9

and ec'onorny. But persistent critics*--rhany- of them-university

presidents and legisl tors,--,were fighting hard for institutional autonomy. .

,on the grounds that he 4ig systems would add neiv,, oppressive layers of

l'eaucracy wi thout improving the quality of education or reducing ,its
,t , .expense. ' i , \..s

i
In' short, the situation a, decade agd was,one of flux. Rourke and I

.
4 , .

thought that we-sot Certain likely trends anti potentialities-, but we were
., ------. ,

,

not entirely confident. We suggested that modernized management techniques
7; # /

had to be examined for their effects on the political power structure of

universities Is well- as-for their effects- on economy andefficlency. In-
,

deed,)We noted that two quite diffeerent languiges were often spoken in

The practiorlers them*lifes tended todiscussions e such techniq
0

-think and spea_k7-eften r Eher nai4dly, but sometimes with a ,certain cunning---

in the language of the objeci-ve'scienti~sserting that computers and

information systems, for example, were purely neutral instruments of good

management. The( keptics onrcampUt tended to speak in the language of

-politics: These neWilevices, they said, are perhaps theoreticallY-Iieutral,

but practically they are capable of transforming the entire ,distribution
.

of power wi thin an nsti tution.. ,

Rourke 'and ,I cautioned against overzealous or premature application

of nevi techntques of managertient. ,We argued; however, that they co,ald have

"a sal utary effec t on hilehe'r education: i f they were -Appl i ed withth ,sensi tivi ty
/
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to the distinctive feattireCO '''''''''' We expressed:Concern 'about'
/ ....

the operation of- a kind of'Gresham's law. of quantification, in which an

teraphasis would be-1Saced on those aspects of university' operation,which

could be most easily Measured, driving out other inpo'tant but more elusive

quasi tati ve standards of educational endealor. We commended the trend

, toward greater openness arld candor in university management which ,seemed
.. ,,,

. , r . .

. . . . .-

to accompany the intr cti of modern data prOcessing and-institutional -
t

s , .

., research. We ex,pressedti;e hope that.the computer cbuld tte used 'are
. ,

tnstrument 'Of humanization of acimi a.istriati On at th; same- time 'that we
. - . . .

.

''predictedwith mptie'accuracy,thanI expected, that it appeared "inevitable,

that is the univ'ers4ty of the futurp .virtually every coutine 'administrative
,

contact:v/1,th the student 11 be channfted through electronic data-

procesiing equipment. ", fin ,we ueged* faculties to recogni ze, that
,*** .5 °

. ,

modern 'condi.tions requi red .them eto,put ,thei r..own hdtses n order .by e.

.

developing more systematic means- of.deverbping aCademic.poylcy and making

i academic deciiions. -All of these processeS taken togetKer:ve, Said,..
e

added up to an' incipient revolutiorfa f,undairentaki change in the charaC/ter
,

, .

all administration in) Ameri can s hi\g'he re education.. ..
.

. - - . .

Now it is time. to ask what', as:hafiperied ihiee ensuing detade.,-In'
.,

general, I want to sulgest that we have indeed had a fundamental Change,

,.. .
sufficient to warrant the.name,:cat 7volutipn,"`.biff that the nature' of the '

chang i5 not quite what' i t appeardd to ,be ink the middle sixties. "
, Ip. t

( ,ttl first 'point is that th'ere. has been -4o take. s,ortie liberties with a
.. i

. e

term from socialist theory:--uneven development of the revolution. It

would appear that administrattve modernization is,not,a package deal, -ir

which one innovation .inevitably brings with it: Conputerization,

)
, 19 6
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`Space management,: and management Information systems have prOceededWithr
almost. dazzling speed and comprehentivepest. 'ItIstitutional research has

.

-expanded w4thout prodAcing dramatic change: RatiOnalized budgeting has
4.

remained \largelS, wfiere it was a decade -ago, giving the -impressive, appearance

of sophisticated objectivity, yet down'-deep retaining most of its tratli-

tional featUres.. And administi:ative organization has made room for the

innovations but:has not changed very significantly. In coming to these
ft.

brash ge ral-izati.ons, I have relied in part on the judgment -of a nutter

"of admi istrators whom I consulted during the'praparati on of this paper.

Let me qubte froh some of their remarks tog i you the flavor of,their

views. (And, here I must.add one worthy statistic: university presidents

and directors of institutiorral research reply to letters more:proiptly and

extensiVoly than do.finariCial' vice "presidents, budget officers; and directors

of....etfinputet centers.) 1

,

My leading question was: have new management'techniques made sub-

stantial changes in the way administrative decisions are made in your -
. ,

institution? The response was, in effect, "not much in the Ends but quite

a bit in the means." A director of institutional research put it succipdtly:

"we still rely primarily on the collective wisdom of those most experienced

in the subject of the decision. 'However the degree of refinement and pre- .

vision of thought which some of delans, nit vice presidents,now. bring to

important decisions is significantly greater than itwat ten years ago."

'He added the tantalizing suggestiOn that there is a generation gap it work

when he said "the more reCentlyappointappointed deans and Vice presidents rely .

more heavily upon data and.analysis than those who have, been around a long

time." An academic vice president at an institution knbwn for its avant

p

20
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garde techniques Concluded that-"new management techniques have a lloyed us
, .

,to maintain a reasonable decision =making. posture. during 'this period of 71'

significant growth" and "have aided...in attempting to 'respond to the ever-
. .

increasing mandates of;the state and federal government." But he suggested ' i
..,

.ftirther that th4 techniques had not knetratedfar up in the administrative
f

echel.on s-. "Top 1 eve) adminiStratidn he said, "has not retei ved the optima,'
.

benefits of these techniques as the resource's have been channeled into

operating management." l take that to mean that the mi ddle ,Dureaucracy

las grim!), and hbs taken charge of the techniques but the. pyincipaadmin;

istrators are still isolated from them.

The presidents are Somewhat less cOmol imentary. The chancel lor of -a

major university concluded tbat,'ithe 'revolution' in the managenient of

(higher education has changed the language of discussiOn 'but not the essential

core of the deCisfon-making pracess. Decisions now take place at two levels.

Analysts of the campus talk with those of the System who talk with those of

the coordinating ()bard Who talk with those in, the bureau of the budget in

. , the state capi tOl . They .trade materials .and, reports and general ly don't
or

do! much harm. On the other hant, the real decisions get made when -the
"t,

governqr sand' the legislative leaders make' deteminAtrions hwiing to do with

ottom line numbers of "low' much will. be given to various segments making .

claims upon the state's reclurces." For example, he noted, "analysis might

show tha t one part,of the higher educaution 'system could be, 'efficiently and

effectively' closed down; but 'the political realities are that'it can't be

done. fact, even within a campus the alteration in flow of resources /

is determined by 'political factor's,' only slightly influenced by the

'devel'opMents , that-we- called-' the managerial revolution'."

p
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.Another president of .a sizka..1.1 *1 state college:told me-that relatively -----

few; of the newer management techniques have - resulted in. substantia) changes

in our decision making process....However, since new,techniques-and ma-

chines have.the potential for providing data .tb,assist.iri adMinistrative

decision making, they can enable us to make more "intelligent projections;

and canisave us time that ,.might be used in working with people and ideas....

Re added that his institution had even "dallied from time to time with some

I things developed by WICq."

A more- abrupt judgment came from the feisty head of a large branch-,

carrpus',of a state university: "Admini strative decisions are made as they

alwayt have been made," ne4ntended; "largely on the basis of seat-of-tpe-
.

pants responses."

a,...While there may be some reservation about the effects of new techniques

for budgeting and the way'thac power is-arranged in the university, there
.

is another 'consistent theme that emerged from rtly informal explorations.

It is that computers have beenlifes'avers. "By far tht most imp artant
I '

developtnent,-" said one chancellor, "has been theApplication of the com-
.

puter ,to the development Of systems to handle /41.e 'paper flow and to permit

us to 'do a more effectivejob of running registration, the business office;

the library, and so on.", A major university cresident. concluded that the

computer and the use of models were the most significant changes in %pi-
,

ity ?nanagemeht. "The computer," he said, "enables us tp do.'more with

less'. We_are powerful in new ways," he adds,, "builtso vulnerable in new

ways." He 'did not elaborate on his sense 'of vulneribility, buti suspect

that it was along the same lines -of one adminiitrator who said, "The e

managerial revolution gets both praised and 'blamed for results for which .

it is- not responsible. ltny ;faculty rhembers kelieve that the reason why

I

0 ' )
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,resources are more scarce now, than in thepast is because the 'business

manager ' have taken charge."

er issue that concerned us a decade ago was wt?the. managerial

4

9iinnovati
4

ons designed in a period of enrmous expansion would function

quite differently in a time of contraction or arsteaciy state.' I asked my

resOondents that quetion, and got rather mixed replies. They felt that

wasesier to get agreement on politically delicate matterduring%

periods of affluence- -for example', to agfee on budget formulas or the

introduction of new procedures.. They bel ieve, i t was. possible to paper
_ .

over misallocations and mistakes as long as the pie was getting largef:

But when times are-tight, as one administrator noted,_ the "reallocations

-bkome painfully akpardt to everyone. A shift in prig ties pas to be

Much more carefully examined, documented and defended. In a word," he

,,,,slid, "decisions must be better informed decisions....In 'a period of

prolPerity even .the naive and uninformed administrator may well, be the

benef.iciary of unexpected event; in a-period of austerity he is more

,likely to beNti)e vctirr I would put it another way: administ'rators,

facUl ty, and politicians go alohgwith modern management when i tgi ves .

they comparative advantages in the competition for scarce resources. When

those advantages, are threatened, th re is a good chance, that- they will

abandon the system and revert to co ventional managerial warfare.
, ..

A third qUestion that interested us a decade ago "and continues to

. - I V
interpst me today is whether modern managerial techniques have made uni-,

. A .

' ''versit'y administration more personal orhave created. a more dehumanized ,

,
atudsphere, Again, the jury i-s di vi dedi Most of the, administrators that

r j have surveyed seem agreed that there is lets time fo'r personal, face-to-

face relationships with their colleagues and with students, but they are

th
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'I
w ,ncit inclined to put' the blame on computers or management inforMation systems.

tithe
the contrary, itey seem to feel that these techniques have, on the. whole,

, .

been an asset in the struggle to maintain human contact.

This -conclusion seems to be 'confirmed by the experience at Mown

institution, which in recent years has developed a complicated corrcuter

-1% registration system to handle a nine-module course program in which courses

of differing length. and format run Simultaneously:- The system operates

like a United Airlines reservation system. Within strict upper limits on

classsize,.students register for afull year of courses but are free to .

drop and add future colirse.s at any time during the year. Fora student
I ,

body of only 1800 students, our registrar reports that there are around

20;000 drop-add transactions' during ttel year. it is incredible, butTit

. works. The winning combination is a smart registrar, a pleasant -registra-
t- tfon staff, a.sensitive computer shop, and .Smedley, the tireless computer'I

who lives in the basement. 'Registration has even been made .something of

a game involving betting points on courses to get what they want. Our

studentsactually seem to enjoy the process.

To recapitulate my analysis so far: development has been uneven and

results have been mixed; adminittrative dernization is not a complete

package. But there, is something more to be 'said. Ten years ago, it seems

to me that none of us was- sufficiently/aware of the way in which American

higher education and its management systems were shaped-and limited by

larger forces A work in our society. To be sure, mostof cis who thought.

aboUt these things usually said something about how-there had been a great

increase in. enrollments in higher education, how the proliferation of

institutions created new demands' for coordination and rational ofanagement,

r
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.

how the knowledge explosion added to the complexity -of. mo/lern hi gher,

education - -the 1 i tany is long and familiar.. But t, for one, had not
'3 t , .

.

seen the full ificance of those factors a decade ago.
,

4f
$

' The real olutiori in management is not measured by the tech- .

niques it employs, but rather by the fact that management as a whole"

has become deepnplicited in-a social order whose main chafacter--

"""'istiss , Ole vast size, great complexity, and What social thebrists

"`the industrial mode of produEtion."

The statistics about the size of the Arrerivv. can educational 4ffort

are too familiar to repeat here. What we must remember, however, is

that no universities in the Middle As exceeded 800 students, and

frequently dropped below that 'number when the plague or political

conflict thinned their-ranks. It was not until 1914 that a &Over-
.

city' in the whole Western world exceeded 5000 students. Now we work

with systems that are 'literally measjired lk tens and hundreds of
. r i - .

tthousands.. i
,

Along with these changes in size have come, massive differenti.ation's

of structures. Faculty departments of large universities are legion.

Administrations are _divided into offices that are so specialized and so

technical that one office literally does not know what another is doing,

4

S

.1

3

even in those institutions ,which pride ,themselyes in face-to-face relation-

ships and even, heaven help us, in, those which have integrated management

A

25
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hirdfmation syftems.:, In the, light of such enormous. changes in; scale and'
, .

cialization, we must, believe, admit that the-structureS Of the modern
. .

and the societyAn.which it resides are*qualitatively-different
. , , .

.
,from iheir ance's'tors. That -is something we have t?jssed in many of our

. ?. ,
'discussions of the managerial revolution. 4 .?,

. , tkis..-Ogard, ilaurke asd I did not fully ap`preciate the significance '
Jr ..

.
..

of na lona) organizations of university. ministrators in furthering

1%17

S

Managerial innovations. -At that time-, .most of the organizations were the
0.

.9traditional alphabet soup o+ budget', registration, computer, space, anti-
.

.

institution81 research people,. mostly exchanging information and-having

a good time atsnational conventions. Since that time, the appearance of.

NCHEMS and CAUSE represent an important development in the evolution of .

university management because thly provide new dimensions of services;

programs, and'norms of operation on a national scale. The change, however,

is not necessarily an unqualified plus for-higher education. NCHEMS; for

example, has had some worthy ideas, but it has become an institution with
.

vested interests in the success of its programs. As one influential uni-.

vtrsity.president;put it, "NCHEMS stands in the vanguard cif those wfl would

build models. Bluntly, most 'don't 14y. Having served on one of the

NCHEMS numerous advisory committees during its formative years, I cart

testify personally to the fact that there were:-and are--many highly corn-

petep-and dedicated individuals in suchf:groups. Yet, it must be said

that some national organizationS tend to develop a momentum and life. of

their own which may have little to, do with the

of haghe learning. SP far, CAUSE seems to be

on 'the membership and administrative iTirtetices

central needs and purpbses

a happy exceRtion.

of individual institutions

I and a lean central office which serves as a clearing hobse of ideas and
.

/
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data, CAUSE 'provides a much-needed communicatiorknetwork without adding a

htie. wiighilf a national adminiitrative -bureaucracy in higher edkation.

So far',I have ipoken_of size and comIrlexity. The other factor is

the industrial mode of produCiloni-NWhen 'Adam Smith published The Wealth

of Nations in 1776, he sawthat industrialization involved mu Wore than

. the development of, Machines as substitutes for human labor.. He believe0

that an enteprise--indeed. a whoa spciety*built on the principles of

spocializaiionof work ancrialfterdependendli through a system of free exchange

lib
would be substantially 'more' productive,than a society, of localized, self-

sufficient\individuals. He was essentially,correct. Specfaltzation,

rationalized' organization, and interdependency combined with machines and

new energy sources fo.tranStbrm western ,civilization. The transformation

was so astonishingly complete and so powerful that 1$ has affected not'on-ly

. *4

the basic productive sector buteyery other form of human organization.

< ,

. Consider college Sports, -to take an amusing-example. Ask a football player

.

frOm the institutions represented here to describe himself. Me is .1,1kely

di

... . .
_

to say "Iam a 'strong side linebacker," or "I play defensive end ori probable

'0
. . .* '

.

.
pass situations betweeT.the thirty yard lines." The chilling fact is that

ao,

such systems. work.' These giant, spec101ized; professionalized organizationsa

r
one could almost all them organisinS becauseNhey are so tightly inter-

4
..

s
.

.
,. -

. dependentnow dominate our society. \Lewis. Thomas, in, his'.fine little
..

').
. 0 \

book The Lives of a' Cell, ilould have u think of the whole eartl(as a kirtd.
i .--

bf'sjiiing org/Ilii It is terripting to a, with more pride than accuracy, ,

that ttIe Unisversity funcionS as.a lobe of the oraism's brain. In 'one
.

.4

eV

respect, tai t is a noble and edifying metaph . In: another raespect, it is .

a frightening "thought; because'it sug § tha, the interdependency .has

. .-. .
vs

.
. ?.*.t'
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'1C%one so*gieat and so Complete that malfunctions in ona part of the orga

let us say in the production of wheat crops in the Arner\canmidlands--coul

bring calamity to the entire society and with it to the thole system of

higher education,.

That is what I mean when 1.---say*we are implicated. As individuals and

as institutions, we =are committed to maintain a system that extends far .

beyond the campus. We are proud, of our abilities to manage 'large and corn-

plex.institutions
ll
; but there may bee some truth in the idea that -the insti-

tutions are actually- managing us.

Nowhere is our implication better revealed than in the present confusion

over the leveling off or shrinkage of enrollments and funds. The response

of many institutions is to becor4 more and more involved in the industril

4

1

t

-mode of production. The pattern iq becoming familiar. Universities hire

professional' fund-raisers, undertake national and regional a4krtising

. Campaigns, change their curriculum to .attract new kinds oVstudentss,and

start cutting costs, in all -areas of university operation. A Chicago Tribune
b

correspondent, Joan Beck, argued in a,recent colrn ,that,these measures

were not sufficient. Administratorrwould now have to attack the academic.

heartland. ".Faculty," she said, "will have to be more productive....1bst

fiacberi now work on1,4 36 weeks'a year. Many.have teaching schedules that

'' leave much time for, othinendeavors....Demands that teachers do researc

61.

.1 4 '

p

and publish will have' to be re-evaluated.....Better methods of cost accounting

will ha* to be used ige colleges....(and) tenure will pave to be phased ou."

These a're not' radical proposals, and indeed some of

consideration. What As most striking, however, is

sive Adustrialization-of the uNversity enterprise

them deierve careful
4.

that they reflect progres-

. The blending of the
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,university and other institutions of society is pervasive. This is not so

much to' say that the 'uni versity has become a factory. That is an oft-
a ,

repeated error.. More accurately we should y that educational institutions,

businesses, industries, goverrynent a ncies, and even research and philan-

thropic qrganizations are converging on the industrial mode as the central

characteristic of their 'organizational style. 'While a state ;university may

apply productivity measures to'its faculty, Xerox and IBM have many plants

that look essentially like c.ollege campuses and their employees operate".

much in the same way that faculty members do. This blending has occurred

so gradually, so unintentionally, that we can scarcely say it was a matter

of deliberate educational policy. It just happened, and here we are, and

that may be the real revolutionary event..

This brings me toiny final and perhaps readily anticipated remark. .

. University administrators need, to reexamine the fundamental purposed of

thei.r; thstitutions if higher education is to survive and prosper. For I

have'come to,agree with 'Robert Nisbet, in his trenchant analysis in The

Twilight.of Authority, that "the uni,versity and. college are fast £coming

expendable in the minds of a growing proportion of the'Western, population:"

The reason, he argues, per%uasively, is that there has been a "transformation
, I I

of the,university from a community founded upon tie academic dogma that
. I

,.-
--

. , knowledge is good in si is own right' and ukterbe the ;Ore of any academic,

comniunfty to an organiiatfon thatbears less and less resemblance to'com-
1

munityof,any kind and 'more and more to factory, office, And marketplace:
. . .

,

Institutions thrive when their functions Seem di stincti ve and important;
.

/ . ..
and they undergo decline and sleath when their functions have come to seem

. ..--

more or less in.dIstin,guishable'from"thoselperformed by. other-institutions.'"

16
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In this spirit, I suggest that_ it is not enough to apprals% the

managerial revolution in higher educatiOn purely in, terms -ofethe effi- .11

ciency itihas brought to colleges and universities. Nor is it.'sufficient

to moment on -the iffetts of such management on the power structure of

!" higher aducatiori.114hat must be added is a serious analygis of the ends of
r

the university as a.,human community, and' the place'of. that institution 'in
. 'a society deeply .committed to giant organization and sometimes dangerous

intelependency., To put my own Jytaies on the line, I believe that admin- A

istrative parocedures should enhance the qualities of educationarcorrounity,

institutional atipnomy, and creativity for students and professors. 'Those

which uncritically liter increased centralization, costly and needlets

.standardization of educational activity, and a proliferation of admit-
. n

trative bureaucracy, are merely hastening-the day when American colleges
;

and universities will lose the remnants of their distinctiVe character and

` function in a free society.'

1,
4

I
4
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THE ROLE OrtirE MINICOMPUTER

IN ADMINISTRATIVE DATA PROCESSING

He!N. Morris
Vice President and General Manager .

Harris ComputerSystems Division
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida

27

We all live in aiworld of constant change. This view is particularly evident to
thdse of us working in the computer business. One can recognize the tremendous
imps& of the :coniputer in today's society; and then when you look at it in a
historical perspective, the computer industry is only an infant.

If was only some 30 years ago tl)at the first -working computer, called 'the
ENIAC4.,was in service at the Abdrdeen Proving Ground in Maryland. This machine,

.

developed by e UProfessors Eckert and Mauchly from thniversity of Pennsylvania,
'Vets absolutely amazing in terms of its performance. It completely eclipsed all
previous inethods of manual or automatic calculations. ,TOday, only one and a half

generations later, entire rooms of) computer equipment can be out performed by
lust of highspeed, microprocessor chips.

ris announced a 'System last June at the 1976 National Computer'
Conference{in New York CitPvhich has the e?fective computing power of upwards

of a million times more than the original ENIAC when one considers all the factors

that go.into effective work. The'acfual computer in this system is mounted on only
cpe board and contains many laige-scale arrays including six of these

microprocessors. Certainly a dramatic example of ch.
In the early 1960's, Dr: Elmer Engstrorn, Pre ent -of RCA, made the

following comment in a .talk he presented: "The majxitf of the scientists and
engineers produced by the hunian race in all of its long history 'are alive and at
work today:" The significance of that statement is even further enhanced when one

recognizes that these scientists and engineers were also using the most powerful
tool ever devised by man including large-scale digital computers. It was only a
few yeaPs after these remarks were made that we began to see the emergence of a
neOlippr?ach to computing which was quickly dubbed the "minicomputer."

,

r-
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The first of thisnew breed was the PDPirIntroduced in 1965, it became
immediate. scomsinerical sticcets and was the cornerstone for one of the largest

4

,
dOmputer'ecompanies today. This machine ,sol4 for only $18,000 including 41Cor

-memory whidk astounded those`of us working Within the large-scale computer area.

Since that -time, we have seen 'expansion of minicomputers in both' directions.

!Today, we have the smallest or"jnierocomputers" up to the largest of "super"
minicomputers. The spgctrum has become so broad 'and the applications so diverse7

.. %

. that is almost meaningless to use the term
.
minicomputer. However, there is a
I

,pr gene . ly agreed !won definition Of theclasses or categories a 'minicomputers. I

will discuss .them here, briefly, in order to. reduce or eliminate any

misunderstanding. \ , .
.,

010

Class I

Tse minicomputers Are really a microprocessor on a board or ina box. The
..' ,

usage of them are growing very 'rapidly, and it is my belief that they willpermeafe

aim4i every sector of our lives. In the near future we will see them in home
. . .

appliances, him' e entertainment, automobiles, etc. It is a powerful new tool, and
,. .

we areijust learning how to use it effectively. . '
c/ .,

.

i. .... .
Class II .

.!:- .. .
- : These minicorfiputers are those with fiord lengths of less than46-bits, limited

" e .

computer power, and limited memory capability. These are the older machines-.

such as the PDP8 mentioned pieviourgy.
4

, .

. ..' ..
4. - Class III AN I p, 3

These minicomputers are the 16-bit machines which, even today, make up
the majority of the markl.- They have been the backbone of the astounding growths

of this industry. Found mainly in industrial process control applications, they are, . .
. scattered throughout the research and.development laboratories around the world. i

..,1

it

ClasaiiiK . ( -

These minicomputers are *chines with word lengths of 16 -, 24-and 32-tbits,

with extensive- memorycapabtlity, many hardware options, and significant software

offerings.' It is the /Class IV minicomputer systems that are the major ones in
4

administrative data processing. , rk be
(
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. One of the lcerreasons that we may now consider Clasp

Administrative Data Processing has been the fantastic increase

dollar spent...Over the years, this price/perfor' mince reillOihas

exponential fashion.

IV minicomputers for

in performance per

been increasing in an

It is simply not easy to measure
relationship to any other purchase. For

-2_

automobile you ban go to the showroom,

the "effectiveness-.ofcpmputer power in

example, if you rant to evaluate a new

determine the- munbitr of-cylinders in the
-

engine, its horsepower, its gasoline mileage, whether it's a two- door -or four-door

vehicle and then you can drive it aid make your judgement regarding`
I

When .you set out to measure the effectiveness of oft computer system, the

handling ability, etc.

purchasing decision becomes a more complex problem.

At the Harris Computer Systems, we have done extensive "modeling" andlto

belieVe we understand thoroughly the many complex and interacting variables that/
-1;-. relate to effective computer power. We track. and plot, some 26 categories;and

each of these are broken into as Many as ten subcategories. With weighting
- - 4

techniques and regression analysis, we have been able to -closely describe the

capabilities of computer systems in the marketplace over the last 20 years. With

the increase projected in computer power; we feel we can accuratdly predict what
those of us in the industry be-able to provide over the next four or five years.

With [this background and recognizing that.the rate of change in the computer
I

business is still increasing let's 'look at some of the features of the Class IV
minicomputers that ark of interest to- those Is administrative .data processing.

First",, thise machine possess very strong compute power.. You will find they
.

contain state -of- the -art technology. The liberal use of large-scale, integrated
';.circuits and microprocessors contributes to,' this poifer. There are many hardware

and t)rdware/software options available which can further increase the effective

power in doing certain- if indtof specialized work. Harris, for example, offers &very

powerful floating pint, hardware Scientific Arithviet>1.1nit as an option. For

those people with- heavy FORTRAN "number crunching"..tasks,.this option gives
-

tremendouslhcrease in effective power.
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Another feature is the availability of large on-line memories andieven some

virtual memory operating systems. At Harris, for example, We car4opui tuf,much as

756,000. bytes of on-line memory coupled with our virtual memory operating system'

called VULCAN. VULCAN; which is a true virtual memory operating system
operating through paging hardware in .the mainframe, gives The user essentially

:unlimited Ineglory capabilities with veryefficient paging and control.' Until just a

, few short- years ago, this kind or capability was available only on the larger
machines in what I will refer to as the IBM Market..

.
A third feature is the file handling capability of Class IV minicomputers and,

in fact, some computer manufacturers,, such as Harris offer complete data base

management systems. With large, on-line memories and powerful operating

systems, it is a natural to add effective file-handling capabilities. r For this

requirement, Harris selected CINCOM's highly successful TOTAL system which

enables users to operate large, data base systems using standard COBOL while
operating under a true virtual memory operating system .

Thisl. in turn, leads us to another feature the ease of conversion. Just a

few years Ago, :the minicomputer world was fullig non-standard software. Tt*-

"home yys vn" specials were the ones that were featured. When you recognize that

the main thrust of minicomputers would be`for laboiatories where little software is

required, this evolution was a very natural 'one. Today, hoWever, most of the

computer manufacturers in the Class IV category offer standard languages.

Harris supports seven languages' under` its operating system, including 1g74

ANSI standard,COBOL; as well as the latest approved version of FORTRAN and

many others. ,Use of these standard languages makes conversion of customers
software from one machine to another easier, faster; and more efficient. In fact,

we have found that if your programs are written in the IBM COBOL, which is ANSI

1971, this conversion is really very easy.

Finally, a main feature in Class IV minicomputers is the greatly improved
pte /performance ratio available on most of .these systems; especially ithen

compared to tradipor, systems used for administrative data processing. With

budgets yightandladditional money scarce, the prudent data processing manager

must consider these factors in looking ahead at the problems he must solve In his

business.

r
S
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With all these wondedul features, perhaps you are thinking. you shoed brow
out everything you have and replace it all with these Class IV. minicomputers!
HoWever, we- all honestly }Mow that there is no such 'thing -as a "free lunchi" and

indeed, any decision shelf d be made carefully by considering all the known factors

involved. There are some major concerns in using minicomputers in administrative

data processing, and they should be examined in light of your own particylar
-Situation. .

,

First, let's talk about wiftware, as a major concern in the computer buying
process. As I said earlier, a few ye , ars ago only very minimal sOftware was
available on any minicomputer. Today, extreineli-powerful software is availabler.
from a few ofeomputer manufacturers. This alone should cause a serious computer

...

buyer to be concerned about the maturity of the software. For example, Harris has

had its virtual operating system in the field for well over three years. It takes this
...

kind of time and care and attention to achieve the necessary degree of maturity
and effectiveness.

$f

Additionally, the traditional computer suppliers to the' administrative data
processing market bring with them a large array of applications packages.
Conversely, the minicomputer manufacture" offe) Very 41tle. ' I do realize with
the active programs of CAUSE, that your organization(has avairble a very large

. .

and active exchange program or application packages.

Another major concern in the area of software selection is that of security.
A few years ago when the minicomputer was uieditra laboratory, security Was not

,
much of a problem. The .use of the machine was usually controlled byta small
group, .and the Computer area could be locked at night eliminating unauthorized

.

access to either equipment or data.

in the kind of processing ceiltersAhat we are talking about
today,

this is not
.

always the case, and one must seriously be concerned about security. As one of my
, .

university friends puts it, you must include the "diabolical sophomore factor" inf
your thinking. 'At Harris our system software designers recognize these poiential
problems, and they provided elaborate- features to assist users in establishing
security of the files, access to/only selected files and dynamic assignments of user
priorities.

3'5. IP'.
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Another area of copcern is Using Class IV minicomputers for administrative

data processing is that of'support. Generally, minicom?uter manufacturers do not
provide the broad array of literatur& offered by the traditional suppliers to this

1r

/ marketplace. Literature is generally complete, but written with a high technical

content as one,
IIP

would expect from companies who only afew years ago dealt just,

with engineers. 1
. .

Along with literature, one should examine .the availability of training and

service to match the par,ticular requierntqnts. At Harris.we'olfer service going all -).
the dray from a short training coarse and a phone number to a full time on-site

personnel. We feel that service should be tailored to the needs of the' customer.

Finally, in this area of support,'Users Grotips are just beginni 'to be established.

Membership is a.User Group may not be- a serious require t in your own cente$

particularly since you belong tcthe CAUSE, organization, but it is a concern and

should be considered.
Well, that's where we arelpdfly when one.considers the capability of Class IV

minicomputers to serve the administrative data processing area. What are the

trends? I believe there are Somme very exciting things coming down the road and I

wish to mention just a few of them.
We have been hearing the buzz words of networking and resource sharing for '

a number of years now. This is another of those ideas whose time has arrived.

Some networking ability is Teady offered by some of the computer
manufacturer's and i ed several of/us have exciting programs unglii way;

Harris CompUter. Systems is engaged in a joint 'development' program with

V Case Western Reserve University to develop a hetrogeneous networking capability.
It is our belief that a network that can involve only one vendor's system is not an

adequate solution the growing' power of distributed day processing. We are,

therefore, -engaged : in a development program 'that will establish appropriate
network protocols aided by some special software and hardware that will enable

computers 'supplied by different vendors to be an effective node on an active

network. >

I would like to tell you that I think some standardiiation in this area ,will
ti

Amen, but in fact, I do not believe it will. The approach we at Harris are taking

is a technique which we believe will minimize the-diffidulities caused by lack of

standardization. Networking and resource sharing is real and, is beginning to

happen. It should cause each of us to epatine,his organization 'and his future

requirements to determine if some of these techniques could help him do a more

effective job.
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. Another eireiting trend is what we at Harris call tag srtem pff-loading. As
most data processing systems approach their capacity,.we haVe traditionally looked
towdda our computer manufacturers for some kind of migiation path to a 'more
pOWerful system. Asall of us lcnow' who have lived,. h this kind ota transition,
it 'is TregLiently painful and expensive. I believe that a C IV minieomputors

, will be increasingly used tb avoid the neciasity for major system upgrade.
Usually, there are a handful of requirements which sign to bottleneck the big
system. A.careful examination of the capability 00-6C-taloa\ and tomorrow'sClass IV
minicomputers can offer tremendous *relief in some of these _areas and, In feet,
increase the effeCtiveness .of the computer ,center with' minimal disruption of

I --existing software.
I

Harris, for example, offers siynultaneous RATE capability to IBM, Univac and.
CDC systems through standard probscol. The growing redognition of these kinds of

,

alternatives 11, in my opinion, draitically' alter the traditional migration path of
major data p ocessing vendors.

One al trend that is 'exciting to me is the probable use of cost effective
multiprocessor capabilities with fail -soft or graceful degredation features. The
experience being gained in the field today, combines with the inc* eased leverage of
Modern technolOgy rill make this a reality and the possibilities are eliciting and
almost limitless.

, Froth these remarks I believe it is possible to draw a few conclusiobs. I think
we must recognize that minicomputers are not a panacea. 'None of us should
expect to simply put in a new Class IV minicomputer system and have all of the

.

problems disappear. We do, however: for the first time have a viable -alteznative in
considering. current and new applications and this alternative was not available to,
us just a few years ago. It is my belief that the Cass IV minieomputerjs useful \
today 'and' will be an even better tool tomorrow to help us solvi the probleMs of
administratiVe data processing.

(

1i
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MANAGEMENT NEEDS FOR COMPUTER.SUPPORT
r

ti

Alice J. Irl?y,"
Vice President for Student Services

Rutgers, The State University
New Brunswick, New Jersey

Univdrsity management has many and varied needs for

effective computer services in support of their processing

and information functions. While promises are made and

well intended, the results achieved Are too often not

in accordance with expectations. The challenge which

exists for the computer center managers is to better

understand these needs and assist in the development

of effective and timely solutions. A manager's perspec-

tive of ilibe many needs for Computer services and an

evaluation of the various problems and frustrations

encountered in meeting these needs_wert.! presented

in this paper.
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MANAGEMENT NEEDS "FOR CI:MUTER' SUPPORT

43,

At the outset it'might be.worthwhile to sara word about my perspec-

tive concerning the topic. One of my roles is that of a vice president

in a multi-unit university with twenty-two units spread across three ..'

9
V

campuses. Another is that of a manager in the University responsible

for several fairly large-scale operations which are dependent on data

processing support. These-operations are centralized in an organizatidnal

structure which is mixed in terms of centralized/decentralized authority,,

and one in ti-ansitionl Thirdly, I am involved through th'e Board of
/-*

Directors in a coop6rative state-wide computer network which constiNat%

the means of production for all administrative data processing support
A K

in the University. A new computer network, coupled with an institution

in transition, trying to cattt up in technology and administrative

support systems in a short period of time to overcome years of neglect,

presents a dynaMic environmeilt to say the least. Zt'may represent such

Su extreme in coMplexity,,confilsion, and chaos that my Views may be

unnecessarily pessimistic or, at best, somewhat removed from the reality

of other advanced institutions. However, in talking with colleagues in

other institutions far'thelast several years, I find many attitudes,,.,

problems, and hopes common to us 411. It is to those common situations

that I address my remarks today..''

Management's Need for processing'and Intrma ion

4"

Ev,ery.now a1 then my presldent, with tongue iztheek, will suggest
-.0411,0

.
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t it iwthe president's job to do the worrying and the vice presidente

be to do the working. That "working" iaververela number of functions

as-it pertains to data processing support. Vice presidents are usually.

responsible for line operations which must deliver Rrics to multiple t

.-- V.

parts of the University community. Everyoneis familiar with these -\
4 . ,

activities in accounting'and payroll and the hUsiness area, buti.ris'
.

.

also truein areas such as university development, alumni relations,-
-,.

admissions, financial aid, and registration.- The top level.manager, then,

1

must depend on t&i,computer in one way or another to deliver these services,

to control the operations, to analyze costs of operations, and,to develbp

data to demons--trate accountability to internal auditors, the Board of-

.

Go4ernors, a Coordinating board at the State level, to state legislature

and the federal, government.' At the same time the Vice Prestdent is

Charged with delivering services and supervising ()ongoing administrative

operations, he haw also the responsibility for devetopinikpolicies for
-

those operations throughout the University, both operational policies

procedures and governing policies'for the University. Tbis requires

extensive, accurate and timely management iaf rmatidlik 7,inally, the.tlik
OF". 10111k

level manager is almost constantlrin need of ti which" Cad be used.to

. k
deWelbp positions for public policy.

.

-..

;

'A few esaallies'iwill .A:byidget subilOsibi'from a State
ye

University to a coordinatidg board

. -

aggregating numbers according to a"

educational
,

policies,And programs. Data are required Lo justify the-
-

or the legislature is far.liore than

formula; it ,is frequently a review of

14

e
dollars( in the budget in terms.of the mission of the institution, tWe

effectiveness of existing programs, and the direction of,,the futime

4 / , .

4
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. morals. Another example is in the area of financial ailipolicilrWhat ', ,

effect does a tuition Increase of 30 percent have, on a 'student b00? A

.
-

.

t
i

*How much should tuition be raised? What effects do:changes in federal
''''

- k j
legislation have on the financial aid operapion of the University?: This

-... .

fr

d

. .

J
7..

;

'oecomes a major

tution has betty

anothersource

policy question when one thinks that. even a state insti-

' *
ea la and'20 million dollars in financial aid from one or.

r. . .
. A

.
These kinds oCquestions.requirg\a modeling aapability

which must be built into adequate. computer support.'

l "; The management ne at .0e presidentia' andvice
, .

are not the only ones in 1n2eduCattonal instituelme In fact, there are

1

, .

multiple management requirements Deans of instruction need detailed
, - % _

inforMation.t9. work with students a4d faculty and department Weeds; they
'., ..

. *y
-

-' also heed ,aggregate data to underta for changes, within their
-t ..

. -

,

units. The game is true of, direetors of.operations,,,whether it is the
0.4 . . , /

comptroller,, the university dire or of admisSions, thedirector of wage 4

,

and salary adiinistratipn,,or the direCior of employee reiaelons-in charge
- ,

0 .

of ollective torgaining., Library staff fall is Olk same category,.with

a'need e librry function effectively in terms of cirCdtetion,
rlir-

.

.s 2 . .

acquisitionei indq'al,the game time, to!manage staff operations' in a multi-
. . iiii. . .

..: * itbrary 41.ty System One can add to these, the needs of directors
,.._& P v

7
,

ok institutes, 'aciae provOsts, institutibnel research staff. What any
R

4
people

of this envt

.

the computer suppore;ireafail to'understlnd about the nature

,

10---

Lent is that\many-of thest requirements may, 'in fact, be .
,

, . ;411

iii'ilth'compatipg and Conflicting wbkhin rgiven area. ke:ne muldipiies

' 'the' possibIlitt-of th 6 multiple requinamentebeing in conflict by'the

liumber,o f areas ,th a computer center must support,lone beginipto

.
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. .

understand how data processing managers can get confused, can disburse-,

their resourcesctoo thinly, can over7extendheir jurisdiction., all of

which can result irrnadequate delivery of service.

cite 'a couple of eases to'illustrate these cosilkting requirements..

Ir
. . Case No. ;1 - Admiss ons. Last year we'hed a fiscal crisis iiiafterJereey

0
.

,,

that not only jeopardi the state- approiriatib.n to the University with

in estimates tut of $i6'--million, 64 tlireatetied to reduce the enrollment
.

in 4e Universit 7, 00 to 8,000 students: The pressure on enrollments
.r,....

put tt?e admission opera ioA .under'severe strairi, -for ;while the political
1 a -N, . '

0 'ciebatesbtegti-r aginis in th halls of the littgir and the 'press, the
, . r- x

, admix 'doe sta
-110'

%

pfepared to

,.
rh,put" i a..1"Catc11.22" dicament; They r

were a,skedir,
,

. e- ..'1, ' 4.
.

. .

it -and e to1.1 students to reach the first projection ,-
t

2

(an *drelltelit stuc er o) and at ,the same 4ime prepare to -cut that enroll-
i \

°
6 '

,

ment ,b4Y\7,000.4.9. 8,600 students. Several 'ionohs prior to the crisis, a
= /-

.,-.. iieii dat'arocessingiSystem Iiail been installed' and staff, had been consoli-
.

dti i

dated from four locations into. one. The demands placed on "the data

I

4

-

. , , , .-,. ..

processing system were four-fdld:, .
''..

sr,.
4

(.. ,

Y ,

rerf

- .

1.. To make it-possible to admit students. A stiieent c,ariroi be
'- ..:1,admittea w4hpiit staff interaction viii.th the sy'stem., . '' Z

)., u t '.
',...jt provideilescriptive-datalor management to use inAtleseribing

to-pe;ittca). leAdeys the ;implit of cutting eniolYtnehts. P.This
to on like population, projections about.meant cluogaphic

ectilat3i, spiel y of the, applicant- population, predicted
*

- : .. - -,' 3 To' (m management `data, weekli_ so thatidi
made about -the number of students that m

..
i.

hat to be established, in order, to attempt
semi- rolling basis throughout, the epring

.
the'Atedreainty of the sitUation.,.

tJ

deWicinq4tbuld be
ht be admitted on a
onthb. fists

to hedge against the
e" 4

I 4

1 ' ' ,
r e '.../ i. e MP et

4. To provide data to theldeans of the respe ti units about theJ..'

4 0,
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students applying to their units. Foi the first time, a,
student could apply to multiple units of the University 'on
asingle application so that the overlap'in.oppE4tations

° increased substantially over prior years.

I believe one can see easily the pOtential. cowflict in requireinidts.
.

I eedqd special computer runs to give'me _summary data, that I could use

with the Un versity's various publics; fly director of admissions needed
. .

_

detailed. applicant lists by high school with'the overlap analyzed to know'
. ,

, .
4

,

the nature df the population with whith she was dealing. The dean's and
v . .,--

'.

the admissions offiCers working with those deans were anxious lo know '

,J, 0

.t

what.wts happening and, moreover, wanted that information in more-or-less

the same form that they had received it in prior ears. Finally, some
,

4 of the admissions staff resented all of th6'co g necessary to maintain

' Ole syctem, so their'requiRemerfts were for simpli ty. r will not go

Into- the details of the situation. Instead let me simply say that the

.

ole:
aystem itself, 'in my judgment spade it possible for the University to be

.
4,. _

./'
responsive toth 1 demands_of the moment and at. the.samestime .

-

,- . . ,. * -

contro mai opetatiOns. Others, howevekw blamed the admissions '.

system,for many Ofthe r,perational difficulties that were experienced.
, _

.0
.

J Case'No. 2 - Registration and illing -In a University that is going i

through a transition -from many virtually autonomous enits-to one with a

.iilance between local autonomy nd university governance and control,

;the'variabinty ofplaedureo within units and the lack of discipline

si)ross,units,is a common phenomenon. Registration and billing is a good
. .

.

. .,

.

example.- In the
,

vpast, there was fttuallyno link between a student's

registration"And'his having to pay his !air until well into the Semester
. . ,

:,...

whetea/ieconciliatioWwal made by the cashiers' offices. For the past
.

,

,

a..
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year, we hlre"tted ih two together and now requirt-students to make ,

'appropriate contact with the cashier's office before they can register.

If a student has a "hold" on his record, he must settle that with the

cashier's office-before he is able to register,' This results in a
4

numbettof students who preregistered being "knocked off" the reges=

,..-

4ratlitn'system,yhereby they must come back into the systemohrough the

dean's office durik a late registration. This kindjOf control is very
e

important-from the standpoint of the fiscalaccountability in terms of

P

oUstudent accounts receivables. So the University's audit committee;, 1

the Vice President and Treasurek and others understand the importance- .

, N ,

of this control. At the, same time, having students "Arekisiered" is a

1C.
. #

0 ,

pain and aqproblem for" the deans becsuge a) they :want tcrget:ai mai"
.

students registered ae possible sin&their'flCulty-lines are based on
, . r , I-1., .

the number of full.timeequivalent students and 8) they must reschedule
. .

, . s .,,o, .

..

whoand counsel the students who are derewtered;theiwiansfor theit
-'

4, ,, ,

class and section sizes may also be ,erupted. Thus, when students are

''
.

,;..,. , '
.

not periitted to registeet,.deans,ogy accuse the.zoftstrars of not serving

,,,A :. __ ' '
.

them adequat'ely. OF, since one' dltficultY may also`' lie ii,theliong turn-

-b-- .. ir

044 -
- -e.

around time and poor quality conmtol 1# e-data pro system in

-e t

handling the additions, deletions, and changes,'data processing is *Rae .

_
. /

registrationThe
4
situation becomes.cofifused: rs it a Oroblem? Is'It'a

data-processing problem? Is ita financial polity problem? ''In any event,

4 .
/7---\ , ,

the accountability functisp is in.cconflict with the-service-kunctibn and
4 P .. .7. -,

_
,. . 6 '

data processing and administrative services are paugl3t in
the'midd.1k

le.

, 1
,

.1*
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Viewd'of Top Level Management and Data Processing Toward Each Other

. .

0 A
_

tigw let me turn to-a description of the attitudes that frequently
--___

-Prevail in the 'environment that
t

I have described. .

- i

First: let me say a word about how a number of top level managers

view. ;computers and data processing.' Ftrst of all, there is the manager
I

.

4 9
A

,fropiggik

who does not see the relationship between datehe'wants for management

purposes and the time .requirements and accuracy of data input into a

computer system. For exaftle, he may want to know the total qprollment

on the first day of classes, but not understand that academic schedules

4
e

do not require students to. register until ten days into the term. Or,

he may want to have aggregate data on'subjectsor elements that.do hot

41
.exist olithe data base. It is very difficult to convince him that yo(

can not report data that you Can not collect. Other top managerd are;,

4:

suspicious computers and believe that it is the data processing staff

that make repOrts inaccurate and'incomplete. *They see, computers as

threate ing and somehow diminishing the humane aspect of higher education.
.

On the other hand, there are those managers who believe that technology -

la*

cannot only save the world, but hassled administrators arell, that both'

grea er service and economy can be achieved through the use of a complex

machine. But, few"-top level administrators in higher education see the

computer all the main means of production. Somewill acknowledge the

computer as a support methansim or a record keeper. However, thpse days'

are over for many of us and-the computer hAs become a major 110 in a

product process. Since higher education is seldom thought of by

academi dministratorre.A production process, thinking of computers"

45.
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epugnant.one. We
.

. , (6,
,

,
. ' A . 0, e

.

. .. .
in this fashion is a foreign notion, and to so , a x

,

'ha Ve accepted mail roOmh,,teyephones; technology in medical s4hoolb and
, ..

, , -?

. in engineering schools, even computers'in generating payroll checks-
_,

r.

but not yet in areas efose to the academic .hearteofythe community,

admissions, faculty wbrkload, control of space, or financial aid.

The rea.ity of the situation, I believe, is that a) computeis are
'

costly, a fact which must be recognized, b) the technology has in a number

- ,

of institutions outstripped the expertise to accommodate it and control

and c),many institutions are structurally ill equipped to fully

utilize the potential resources of compleitomputers. Some of top manage-

6

ment may be ignorantAisinterested, and lack expertise; middle management

limy be uncoordinated and in an vironment inoWirch functions have,been'

splintered *and dispersed so that ontiol,is seldojn possible; and data

processing staftthemselves may' be too far down in the, hierarthy, or, at

the very least, the-victims of very-bad public relations. 'Because of these.
ar

attitudes and images, and because the 'computer is not seen.as integral to

A

th day-to-day operational' process, top level management frequently,

relegates, too mudhlto the data processing ianager and, in effect, tells

him-to go into the closet and come out day when he has the answers.

We are dealing, then, with at least three views of.the world - -what I

have called'a Troublesome Tritgie of Tensions among top level management,

middle,levgl management, and ddta processing'management. In this worlA

,
the data processing tanager usually assumes one of three roles which I

am sure ou will recognize. The "first I call Kenny, The King. He'be-,

lieves thit with his expertise and with the very expensive hardwaft for

ch he has respaitsibility, he is in a 4sitiOn to create an empire,.

46
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with the data processing operation at the center of the adminiitrative
I

universe.' He is driven by a "territorial'imperatiVe"'that seeks to con-
.

trol everything and anyone that has anything to'do with' computers on-

eamPUs. He knows he is indispensible and he wants to remind everyone

of it every day. The second, pe sonality is that Of Meeky Mouse, the
4

yes man who agrees to anythi a top manager suggests. He knows that

technology is the answer a d he feels required to'deliver today or'
)

tomorrow anything that't wirld of teChnology promises in the immediate

ifuture. Thus; he candilLy nci,- an, he promises too much. Moreover, he-.

would rather say ye's than have o try to educate the top manager who may

be Suite ignorant. A third personality is Bully Bureaucrat. He knows he
1.

cannot perform miracles today, tomorrow, oreven next week and so he sets

about p o ec ng helf' and making the reord so that when criticism doest uft

come, he will have a scapegoat. Everytime a requeSt for services is

made, he needs one man-month to conclude he needs more resouf'ces. Bully

Bureaucrat will tie up an organization with pape rwork so that frequently
.

more manpower is spent in planning, justifying, and documenting than in

actually. changing a system or.delixering a service. Blizz words constitute

hiss vocabUlary.

'HoOkipa these personalitiesdevelopV Since I do not believe that
44),.

dais processing managers are innately diffeient from other pegle, there'll

,

muSt be forces and'con4 .movewhich move thtm toward one of these molds

These, in turn, affect the bperating envirohment for much of the adininistra-

.
ill.1,ive work in the university. On It'd one hand, I believe that top level

administrators contribute much to this condition.

0
may be' the following!'

4 7

A few of the factors
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Possible Shortcomings of Top Management:

1. 'They leave the_setting of goals to DatKProcessing in-

stead of unders'Oanding Tha,t goals can 6*set realis4cally

only by top manigement.

2. They leave the setting of general specifications in the

development of application systems to Data Processing when

they should recognize that general specifications must

come from thiloser side of the house with the involvement ,

of both top level and middle level management.

3. They assume 'no responsibility for the development or

implementation of a new system for they leave the control

of data, both input and output, to Data .Processing and

assume that it must be handled internally within Data

Processing.. ,

4. They leave th4 cost justification and budgeting to.data

processing and then complain about the inefficiency and

cost limits of the entire operation.

5. They let Data Processing identify the users.

6..
Finally, they leave the sktting of priorities, both in

terms of developmental work and, maintenance of operations,.

to the Data Processing manager.,

On the'other hand, the Data Processing manager falls victim tora

--
number of situations.

Possible Shortcominips of Data Processing Management:

1. He undertakes dvign work his staff is not equipped to do.

O
4

2. He thinks only in terms of software and data processing'

operations rather than in terms of an entire administrative

system. .

3. He ignores the necessity of training, both in his own staff

and in the administrative offices throughout the university.

4. His internal structure may be organized to jeoparcize and

thwart change rather than to accommodate. it.

5. His staff are generally not organized to deal with the user

in A productive way, especially if thereAre multiple users.

4''

6. He is ineffective in monitoring, controlling, and aiditing

41evelopthental projects.

48 .
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1. 'He may frequently generate plans for changes in hardware
configuratiod without consultation of the user and with--,
out integrqtion with the pser's plans.

8. He may assume responsibilities-that should be focused
elsewhere,.i.e., the setting of priorities4

9. He may not be able to relate services to dollars, and
thus, without.a chargeback systek_5annot help users make
intelligent decisions.

10. He may assume that the university, in its administrative
aspects, functions like a business enterprise.%

The Delineation of Responsibill,ties Among Top Management
in Data Processing '

In order to change the environment and to move toward a more produc-

t

tive operation, Vbeiieve. that university management and data processing'

administration must delineate the responsibilities of each.. 'This dilinea-
i

tion may vary somewhat from institution to institutione but I think there

are checklists such as those proposed'on the foliating page,_which can be

helpful in trying to work toward a clarification -proles:

49
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functions Top Management Should Perform

1. Set goals and'general direction.

2. ,' Set general specification4k

3. 'Define the information needed from the system.

4. Determine how data must be prepared and controlled iff the

user area.

5. Decide the proper balance of centralized vs. decentralized

processing.

6. Determine to whattextent the is to guarantee the
implementation orpolicy dr to serve as record-keeper.

7. To specify the inter.faces that areorequired among uier

arearand data professing. a

0
8. -Examine the efficiencidesand cost trade-offs of

, specific systems and operations.

9. To require audits of developing systems and operations.

functions,Data Processing Should Perform

1. Advise on the relationships of! management -information
systems aild day -to -day operations.

2. Spell out alternatives between generqized retrieval
packages-arid production reporting capihIlities.

3. Make propoials on the structure of the data base.

4. Develop plans for data basemanagement alternatives.

5.. Advise on micro or macro appioaehes in developing systems.

6. Take responsibility for implementing projects under

general useeproject 'direction.

7. Provide stability in operating environment. Provide

reliability through quality.control and production

control procedures.

4 8! Develop and maintain accurate,readable,usable documentation.

50
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Now there Are some4iisks in presenting the responsibilities in this

fashion. It is possible that the University manager and the data pfocess-

. ins administrator can _become so self - conscious about their respective

roles and not stepping on each other's toes that it becomes an Alphonse.

and Gaston situation: each waits for the other.' Or, specific listings of

responsibilities might lead to pointing'fingers, one saying that the other

hasn't fulfilled.hii function. If this happens, nothing gets done.
.

The list above emphasizes the functions of top level users. In

the last several years, the data processing administrator hAs learned to

give constant lip service to the motto "involve the user". Many writers

'and speakers in recent years have emphasized the importance of the role of

the user. Far example, Len Swanson writing'in the Spring 1975 issue of

the Educate Bulletin writes:

"Among"the most important elements in developing administra-
tive information systems'are clarifying administrators'
expectations about the Vole and purpose of the system and
gaining the require commitments of time dnd money for its

development. The f rep in accomplishing this can be
taken by involving users in all phases of the development
process and increasing their awareness of the potentials
and limitdtions of the system."1

lOks is more easily said thAn done, and it is ivortant .

to strike a balsnrce. For example, some data processing managers make

1

the mistake of a suming that anyone outside the computer center is a

user They then get bogged down trying,to serve everyone who places.a

,----

demand.on them.- Or, the data processing administrator, in the name of e

user involvement, can try to involve too many users simultaneously in

trying to reach eonsens n specifications and policies. The project

team and its advisors get,bogged down because leadership, direction'

51
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and authoiity are too much dispersed.- It is important to know which users

as

are key for particular kinds of decisions. "The data processing mahager

-must learn to recognize points of leverage andeoutces of effective

authority.

Finally, the list above describesWhat might be done, but not how.

It is important to recognize that a top-level manager is no going to

fulfill every function precisely or completely; neither will the data

processing administrator. So what_can be done? There are ho easy

answers of short-cut solutions, but I do believe that both high-level

management in an institution and the data processing leadership must

development an awareness of the environment. and a sensitivity to the needs

and requirements of each other. I can'think of four specific things:

(a) recognize the elements required for change, (b) recognize the elements

of stabili4y, (c) organize in order to be responsive, (d) keep In per-

spective the entire pracess 'of production,not simply the comptfer center-

Take each of these one at a time.

a. The Elements Required for Change: Top level management must

establish and cl 'fy the organizational structure, the

roles of_staff the depl,eyment of operations staff, and the

codification f policies. Specifically it must provide .

data processing with a pOlicy-imakiqg mechanism, a priority-

setting mechanism, and a planning enyironment with regular

review of dollars, manpower, hardwaie, and developmental

projects. If things are not in place, the data processing

manager must seek to have them clarified and established. lie

must look for points of leverage'among top management and'make

requests for.the planning and policy mechanisms if they are ..-

not in place.lkSometimes outside consultants can'serve as an

instrument for change by focusing on specific needs in the

data .processing. area. ..

Stability: hhe t processing manager must'ovide a

predictable enviro ent, not predictable scapegoats. He must

familiarize users th a known and stable operatingarystem,

\...512.

e
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. and alert major users to.planned changes in the system. 'Further,
he must prdide recommendations and plans for data ,base %
management systems with proper data base administration. If

the data processing administrator is not providing conditions
of stability, top mOnagebent must become involved in *

.

*. facilitating the development of the enuitonment either
through staff changesN'increased supervision, and/or changes ,.
in the configuration of the center.

. ,

i

c. Responsiveness to Clients: >Bureauracracies tend 63 get.set in
concrete; they become inflexible and immovable. This is a

real danger in the computer center even when there are well
established plans for change.J,In order to avoid this, data
processing Must organize in a way to facilitate the constant .

adjustment of resources, especially in the development of new

Systems. It bust also designate ,trouble-shootersyho can
respond quickly to crises situations. It must sound the alert

to top management when there are predictions of trouble, If

. . these conditions do not exist,, it is management's responsibility
to shake things up a bit, .

.,

1
a ,

d. The Process ofTroduction: Both university management and .data
prbcessing administration muse see the Piftess of production
as a continuous process with-extensions on all sides of the

Ail
compute nter. I call this view "portal to portal". It

begins themailbox coming into the unillersity and ends
*with the mailbag going out of the university. The attached

chary depicts this in a simplified fashion. There is an
,interdependence among administrative staff and data processing
staff thatcmust be fUlly recognized. .$oftwate changes'in the
computer center lead to changes in the operationel'areas which

interact with the computer center; these in turn lead to
.

changes in the various publics.' This ripple effect. can be
quiteexplosive sometimes if procedures are -not planqed
adequately and processes are not controlled and implemented,

on sdhedule.
. .

In conclusion, I believe that much el the success of an effective
,

'

computer center from the standpointof top tanagement will depend on the

development of'the kinds of awareness mentioned above, diplomacy, goodwill,

and(open
communications. The data pilices'sing tanager must undeistand. that

ly 1

he, too, is,managing people and n.not,just machines. If hie staffitar;Ot

come to know thoroughly the users' needs they will become ineffective

or, if they become bogged down in bureaucratic red tape, users will find,

/"'
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shortcuts and alternate paths of developing systems, even to the point,

.
-

of,hiring staff themselves. (Ineo the main ingredients for data 1Ntocess-

'` ins staff is courage. Someone said that "he.frho sticks his head above
- .

thei crowd will' be hit with rotten fruit." If oncannot handle the fruit

and laugh at himself and the situation as he gulps it down,"he may be

-4'

better off somewhere other .than in a processing in an academic'`

L

community.
,

f
..

Magazine:

I.

,

4/ 11,

1Len,Swanson, "AdMinistratiie Systems Development:. Sharing

People Resources," Educom, Spring; 19/5, P.2.
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ADMZNIST TIVE DATA PROC4SSING,

.T H C A S E Ff1P, EXECUVVE MANAGEMENT INVOLVEMENT-,4)

f
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,

4:-
Aq?, Overview .

Johri F.' Chaney
Associate, Director,

g Motional C'enter for I-Ligher
ianagement Systems (NCHEMS1

.

'6

-Considerable attenfibil has been given. to :improving the effectivenesst .

\ of administrative. coVtiting hecausenf its increasTng imfortance to
ationeKactivities in colleges and

its havelieen direated to techn'i.-
.41-'61 conSideratiolis: (rrardigare and softwatre to be used, programming 4,

. stOdards end procedgr'es,, and soon) or to isolated applications required

59
,

'most ptla-Pping,,maPiagement and op

u4.1yersitles..- But most,of these e

-

4 ss . ," 7>

.by*middLemaniqeMent._ In order te'.effec4 the kinds of changes that will :
.

. serve.the-'needs.Of-deciston-diakers and managers in postsecondary
.

education,' the involvement, as 'opposed to 'passive sunport,* .0:t4e chief
execUtiv.es 46 crucial. Involvement encompasses leadership in

il) 461.13011 oFti Kg arid 'clefibing-objectives ,goal s agd policies for i nfirMati on

ystems, (2): integrating information systems with other administrative
*frionS'Ohd (3)Neveloping information systems. .-

:Re

.

A copy Of the publeicaicin is available from The National Center for
iiigherducation KaPagement Systems, P. 0, Drawer P, Bouider,'Cblorado.
80302

f
.

41

.,*Based upon an NClitIk'A publication of the same title by Ronald W. Brady,
Llptln F. Chaney., Georsl'e W-. Baughman, and Robert A. Wallhaus.
, '
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REGgan' FORM INFORMATION' SYSTEM
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'A CASE STUDY

gorge z. Baughman'
cr- Ditector-
Special Projects

()Filth State UnmIversity
,Colambus,

..9,.

This paper ciikcusses the 4uidekines applied .by he
VP

eithio ifberd_of, Regentl for,executive.4 ement in 4 ,v
he development a'qd implementation of rmdtion-

, ,

..

systems.,-The study deals with the way in which
t,-

.-.

Ohio Board, of Regen ts fosterTO vide-scale inititutiondlr

"involvement iri theldevelOpmelp arid, implementation of'
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. MANAGEMENT INVOLVEMENT IN THE OHIO BOARD'OF
. REGENTS' UNIFORM INFORMATION SYSTEM

: . CASE0STUDY-
,

A3 orge cV&., Baughman .

0 State University

.' (4
.

.11 a

BACKGROUND T O THE CASE

63.

When Roh Brady, Johp Chaney, Bob' Wallhaus and I authored "AdMinistrative

Data'Processing: TheCaSe fo E utive ManagTeni Involvement" for NCHEMS

in 1975, we concluded withsix guidelineg for inIplementation:,

.1, 'Recapin the Ostinction be n. the'subAtance of the
decision process and the log '6%and technology of
planning /analysis budgeting ral systems.,

-

-

2. -.Recognize the need to'reorpnize administrative ruct-
ti

ures on a function-oriented rather than a process-o ented
basis.

Implement .4a formal long-range planning process that util-
izessthe-ipfbrmation systems and relies,upOn the, budgetary
and allocation 4ystems.,

Recognize realisiicallY-the costs, the benefits, and the
. time needed foe4hvelopment. .

5. Create wide-scale involvement all levels in all.-.

relevant' departments. i '

6. aeate an'environment for administrative units that pro-
, , motes,mutpal interdependence rather-than self sufficiency.

" This yea', when;asked to update our work.forthis'Cirference, I

selected a casestudyito demonstrate-the successful applilirlon of these

guidelines.s must hasten to point out that my case subject, the Ohio
. .

Board of Regents, cleverly managed :to apply'-these guidelines nearly nine

years before we authgrethem. However; the fact that their Untform - '

:Information System his erved statewide decilion makers directlyfor over
. .

'ten years.is most dramatic evgdence'tnat management involvement can,woek.

A .setondary'cidteria for my SeleCtion of the,R:genta' system is'that J

have been.involved with aspectsof the design, use axed maintenance of

that system.from both an institutional and statewide perspective since'
.

its inception. fi

.
to ,

.
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' This CaS9/StUdY jsr4n2ex-post adalysi of howithp work of the 40/

execOtivemanagement,of the'Ohlb:Board of Regents in designing, install-

ing and using aiUnif4rm ihformation System clearly illustrates the six

guidelines we recommended. For those who are iaterestedin the details
.

w

of the System I suggest three references.: ..

....-
,

. 1. "The Ohio Board of Regents' Uniform Information System.

aild'Resource Analysis Model" -,41illiam B. Coulter,,Yice

.--,--3hancellorfor Administration, The Ohio Board of Regents;

College anti University Mleichine'.0 rds Conference Pro-

ceedings,4May 1972. This 22 pag ariicle discusses how

the data Oses have been built, atntained and used for

reporting and resource analysis purposes'd+an jntier-

institutional basis. .

2. 'State Budgeting for Higher Education" \---7Jotin D. Miliett,.

Chancellor, The Ohio Board of Regents,-qeneal-Session

Address to the College and University:Machine Records

Conference .play 1972. A 25 page diseossion A e

Uhiform Information System Is an ,integral ,part "of the

budget-41g philosophy, practices and' OodeAurej in Ohio.

\ ,

,I,

System
:*

3. "Ohio Board of Regents' Uniform Information System-Pt&

'ceduraljManual" updated annually'since 1967 and contains

the detailed dilfinitions,.formats, codes and conventions

fdOtsu.bmitting common coded transactions for students,

taculty,inanciaI, spacercourse and course registration

records:. .

66
,

.
.

,

In addition, it contains the,description and logic by which

subsidy entitlehent-.1s centrally calculated based on,indil-

taual student registrations and inttitutionol course in-

4 ventory records. . _

, . , , .

For purposesipf our discussion today-it ist sufficient to know that

. . ,

6 .
the:Ohio !Ward of Regents' Uniform Information System has since 1967 :

...,:, '

Collected uniform unit record data on eachstudent, 'IN

each course registration, each faculty and teaching

_.-staff member, each room and, each, course offer'id.

Alft:
_

,

-0014cted aggregatiolgtaon bpagets and expenditures

.by.program and-functleo and for-non-instriletional
,

staff by type -and program.

58.,
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Used these data to prepare over 40 profile repo
(Exhibit A); a resource analysis ofihstruoilohal
expenditure, staffing, students and space b*.pro-

. 'gran' and le41 (Exhibit B); and to calculate in-.
stitutional subsidy entitlement based on program
and course level differentials (Exhibit C).'.

- 4

.11

410

EXhUTIVE INVOLVEMENT BY.GUIDELINE
(.., , )

..g.

1: Distinguish between the substance of the decision process
.

and the'logistics/technology of systems.
., $

olOV
, ,

-

From the beginning, Chancellor Millett differentiated between

the subStance of the decision process andAtie logistics/

'technology of'the sysfeth. In the mid-19604%tio was4faced
AP

' 911 'the problems of .0eatly increased delpand for. state
.

suppo for existing and new institutions of higher edUcaiion:

To control this growth and proYide for equitable distrilion .

of state subsidy Millett insisted on edecision process that

useditxpenditure based, program and level bf instructidn

differentiated, budget models.

As a former stateguniversity president, he was awarc that the

common information` about enrollments, staffing, space and costs

by program and eourse level, that he needed to support this

decision proceis simply did not exist. But because_it was '

vital to his decision procesi he insisted that it be created.

He was-willing to delegate logistics and technology to ethers

and the various 4ploers' ,that realm included two consult-

ing firms that helped deve p datk colleqion.forriais and out,

put reports, various' staff members from uniyersities that were 1

used to'define sub-systems; task'Arces that fought out the de-

finitional issues and the State Departmeoi'of Finance that pro-

idded programming and cdmputing ones olltract basis. CoUlter, as

Program Officer, coprdina'tedkthese effOrts meseffectfvely.

4r.
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The extent Of delegation of logistics end,tectinology to

(Viers is:dramatically illustrated by the fact that the

Ohio Board of 'Regents has never had a computer systems

aiplyst*of. a computer programme On its staff and yet its

system annually collects and processes ynit record data

from 1.3 senior institutions and 48 two-year campuses

with over 350,000. students'.

2. Reorganize administrative 'strActures toreflect function.

A

Because each inistitutiorrin'Ohio.operates.witha separate

Board of Ttus'te4, the Board of Regents nave little to day

about administratfve structures. rideed they -have generally

aided -the area of how sheuldan.instituttan beorganizet. .

or ho.,should it spcnd:its resources. liowever,10n planning
.4

I.

and'allocating state resources the .Regent fT,adamantly,

purled a functional rather than process drypnted:pliilosophy,:

anIFtheir Uniform Information,SysteM clearly reflects

-9

,, Most simply, the system.collects imformation that reflects'.
4 t.

A*iilett's premises that:

a. State - government ii prtricipalryintereSted,in the in-

structional function.

b. The instructional function needs'needs' toOeaifferentiated

tO.

..by program and by levb1 of instruction withifrprogram. .

. .
l0

c . Expenditure ,objectives and.subsidy should. tte.sdt based

on common support factors by program and livel'weA6fited'''',, '

by enrollments and NOT by objectlf expense, (e4.,.

'Salqry increases) or institutional' history.

The Resobrce Analysis Model, which combines.studinijactilty,1

space and figlocial dataYby logrant and level cOntains fifty

programs and five levels within each* Progradoc404e4a110

250-functional cells., These are the basis'fdr seimpi6rioj.in-

stitutional uses of resources and arriving at common expend-

.

*iture models by function:,

e .
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3.- Use the Information System in the libnl'range pIanni69
. .

process and budgetaryand allocation. systems.

IRIP
/From the above it should
-
be apparent that the iform In-

/.formation System is an integfal'Aart of the Regents',60dget
. t

. . and allocation system:°;It provides the quantitative basis

' for establishing budgets and the corral vsystem.for both

-. . ,calculating and auditing subsidy entitlement. In,addition,
.

/the system provides the profile'data thathas been used in

State Master Plans and the:conceptual structure forAkse...-

. plans.. . 1

Most significantly, from a slbrg yange planning standpoint,
. ,

the system has, provided the allocation basis by'which six

of the seven new senior institutions and Over 30 new

two-year institutions have been added to state assisted4
higher education Ohio over a 9 year period...

4.. '.Recognize realistically the costs, ilk benefits and the

time needed for development. -4N.

o

Mtllett,'is a former president o a state university in

Anil, and Coulter, as a former legislative analyst AO the. '

first Executive Directaj of eVoluntary council of Oesidentsof

the six state universities, were both well aware of ttie

benefits of havin6'compahble, functionally oriented
,

statistical and cost data.'

Costs and time needed for development were controlled at

a central levelby'heavy use of outside contracting. 16:

stitutions, which really bore the brunt of implementation,

.sijnply sOelved many of their internal plans in order to

respond to the enormous initial demands of the system

because of the veiled.threat of loss of,subsidy, For

61
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themost part schedules wgre 'met although the existance

of pure dita did not impede the QhancellorTr;orm propos

.

ing an using subsidy models that wer eclectically de-
4111"

rived.

ContilnOng computing.costs ef the systems are remarkably

low'and indeed have been redu4d by nearly 50% in the past
of&

four years although the volume of reporting has increased

substantially. In 1972, the Regents spent about $125,000

annually'to support' the central processing .of over 1.5 r illioh,

unit records on course registrations, room.utilization,.

f.culty service, etc. This year that cost will be in the

neighborhood Of 565,000 largely through t re use of stream; ' _

lined programming, strategic use of data center tate

Ilifferentials.for off-shift procesfing and microfiche out-

puts.

/JC Create wide-scale involvement at all levels and in all

r-

A

relevant departments.

Once. the preeepts of whaltethe executive management. of the

Regents wanted the syTfg; to provide ,were- set forth there

Was wide-scale invOvement of institutional representatives.

'Essentially, the system data defirlitlks came in'the.forfi'
-

of eight, 80 column, cardtformats for liportingl'.

1. Student characteristics for each student.

2. Course enrollments for each studeht.

3. Course inventory fOr etch course.

4. Faculty characteristics for each faculty \'

/ member and teaching asistant.

5. Faculty service report for each faculty
member and teaching assistant.

.6. Building inventory:record for each build-
ing.

7. A room inventory record for each room.

8. A classroom and laboratory utilization re.
cord for each room used for a course.
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In addition, there /were forms develOped for reporting a
. .

total personnel inventory by program anCifinanciaf budget
1. ,

Old expenditure-,data, %,

. -

. Task forces ofegistrars, institutional researchers, space
....

analysts, buclgei and financial persons, etc were assembled -

1
to iron out consistent definitions anc to agree on reporting

conventions and procedures.

At the analytical level, task forces Were also assembled to

I

4

discuss the procedures for automating the subsidy calculat-

ion from student and course- records and to work out the

rigors of providing institutionally consistent d4a for the

Resource Analysis' Model. Thes)ask forces have been .

assemble* again from time to time when major changes in

subsidy formulas have been introduced or when new data re:.

quirements such as E.E.0,, or inflation'adjustipents-to

models have cropped up.

6. Create an environment for administrative units that promotes
0

mutual interdependence rather than self sufficiency.
. '

4
The long range implicaNsns of the Regents' Uniform In-

formation-System are probably the greatest in this arda..

For the first t inancial officers had to deal with

registrars on a unit record compatibility bisis. The

"course inventory" had'to relate to every student and

every room using instructional space. Faculty service

reports had to allocate time;fo each cell-where'there

were enrollments, etc.'
. 4

For most institution this was the Hirst tiMsi.that

rigorOus fanctionalre l-ationshiPs had ever been applied

to their data. In many cases this application encouraged

the development of institutional data systemS. This,
\t,
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of course, has in turn been instrumental in improving,

the technical and logistical .aspects of planning/

analysis budgeting control systems.

The character of this system - where a program th4t is

"common"receives common support regardless of what an

institution chooses to spend forces institutions'into

a mutual interdependence; Arguments that it costs more

at ""institution X" must be'made on p72rammatic grounds

not historical accident. Instead of 7nstituiiohal

bickering over wholpt what shafe of the pie, the name

of the game is to better undertand'the "mutual" program

cost 'differentials .and to demOnstratir,orograMmaticipin-

stitutional.,dinces.

,

Thus, we come fullcircle on our guidelines in that,, with close ex-

4

ecutive involvement,-technology has assiste4pgreatly in changing thesub-
.

stance of-the decision- process. And that, I believe, is'whatiour book

'is about.

.
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ENROLLMENT DATA

INVENTORY end Public Informition Reporting

1. Student Counts by Major Field of Study
2. Student Counts by Age and Rank"
3. Student Gqunts by Day and Evening Enrollment
4. Student Loao (in credit hours of registratiOn) by Major and.Rank.
S. Student Counts by Sex and Rank
6. Student Counts by Sex, Marital Status and-Living Arrangements
7. Student Counts by State and County of Residence.

UTILIZATION
,

1. Full-Time Equivalent EnrollmentBY Academic Srpqram and Rank of Student*
2. Full-Ti Ec.ivalicnt Enrollmert by AcademIc 'reigram and Levet of'Course
3. Class Si Analysis by Acade-4 Program and Level of Course

-4. Subsidy culation.

V

EXHIBIT A

PROFILE OUTPUT REPORTS OF THE
OHIO BOARD OF REGENTS' UNIFORM INFORMATION SYSTEM

STAFFING DATA

INVENYDRY and Public Information Reporting

1. Academic and Non - Academic Personnel Lnventory (Manually prepared resort)
2. Faculty Inventory

a. Highest degree. earned, by Academic Program and Rank
b. Doctoral College, by Academic Program and Rank
c. Salary Analysis

- High. Low, Mean, by Academic Program and Rank
- Frequency Distribution, by Academic Program and Rank

. d. Full-Time Equivalent Counts, by Academic Program and Rank
e. Term of Contract

UTILIZATION

1. FaCulty Teaching Loads
gib

k. a: Credit Hours Assigned
b. Contact,Fours Assigned
c.- Student. Credit Hours Produced

2. Faculty Service Analysis

a. By; Primary functions

Byjevel pf Instruction, within Instructional function

3. Distribution of Overall Teaching Load

a. Among Ranki of Staff
ts b. Among Academic Program Areas

4. Costs Assignable to Academic Programs and bourse Loads

a. full-Tire Equivalent Staffing Costs*
b. ;glary Costs* it

,f1NAMIAL DATA
41'

,1NVENTCRY and Public Informatiy Reporting

1. °Orating income

A

a. Statement
O b. Budget Estimate

.

Page 1 of 2

2. Applicatibn of Current IncomesAvailable for Instructional and General Purposes

Al. Statement
b. Budget Estimate

3. Instructional an General Expenditures*

111: Statement .

b. Budge": Estimate

4. Departmental InstrucitNand Research Expenditures*

S. Separately Budgeted Research, Income and Expenditures

6

71
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EXHIBIT i
Page 2 of 2

6. Public Services. Income_and Expenditures

7. Auc111arp6ervices. Income and Expenditures

8. ; Student Aid. Income and Expenditures ,

9. Summary of-Income and expenditures

UTILIZATION

1. Expenditures by Object and by Academic Program*

2. Income and Expenditures Per Full-Time Equivalent St udent

PHYSICAL PLANT DATA

A

INVENTORY and Public Information Reporting

Land Inventory and Use Report

2. Building Inventory Report

3. Room Inventory Report*

UTILIZATION

1. Classroom and Laboratory litilization Report*

*INPUTS to the Resource Anatiiis 3,

\ ti

e

art
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EXPENDITURE ANO REStURCE RECUIRENENTS

FOR fOOFTE STUDENTS /

/(

805U

5C472
3842
030

' 2980
7033

CNTRL

31098
2217
6021
1654
1517

CLEyg -KENT

35552 47305
6928 10024
'1C10 1360
. 5938 3753
9369 79140.-

CEPAATMENTAL INSTRUCTION
FACULTY SALARIES (.
OTHER STAFF .

OTHER EXPENSES
INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES
LIJAANIES , -
SIOuckt StkvICES 7669 11817 11879 1C842
661ERAL EXPENSE - 7991 16278 591C 94d9
to4IN1*TtATION 6372 13516, 7196 4959W

C.1
FoiLICSEKvICE 440 10 968 440
4LSEANCH 82 0 206;' 424,
STJOtNT AW 3543 8790 17C9 3931
PLANT i'r 1 16687 26887% 21330. 11251
4J411.14AY SERVICE 1288C t1C72 4846 . 7654

TOTAL 121628 139092 11ee46 119344

FACULTY / 100 SADENTS 4'. 6 4.1 3.4 3.5
JEAN ,-DEPT. CHAIRMAN '.3 .1. .0 .0
PROFESSURS .3 .4 .0 .6
ASSOC: PROFESSORS .2 .2 1.1 .5
ASST. PAO6tSSORS 4 1.6 .4 1.0 1.0
1.4TAUCTUHS .6 3.0 .3 .4

W
ri
oh

4AAUJATE ASST.
JTHEA

AcTuAL.FACuLTY

1.3
.1

35.8

.0

.0

7.2

.2 .8

.8

.21.4 '24.6

V)
765 173, 670 686/MAL E4ROLLMENT

1IYISICN UNWRGRAO 674 157 561 610
UOPEK 0191SION UNMDRAC 86 ' 17 108 76'
AalERS CANDIDATES 5 0 / 1 0

'PHD CANDIDATES 1 Ofo C 0
PHOPESSIONAL GUADUATES 0 0 C 0

137 37 66 64ACTUAL SPACE 1100 SO.FT.1
VALE / L 0 STUDENTS 1797 2227 1C6C 948
CLASSktOm 1797 2227 1C5C 683

. LA-OOMATORY C 0 0 238
U) OTHER 0 9 25

,0 INCCMPUTE
6640ttMENT 0 0 0 0
FACOLfy C . o

-'
C 0

SPACE C 0. 0 0

67

MIAMI C-S-U CNIOU

47630 23270 52 68
3296 13605 3 75
3370 72.90 1054
5165 3496 '2546
8063 .6434 '8358

10995 8439 146
5,356 9406, 7374
4891 2758 6618
566 1386- 570
.190 1626 4C68
.28 2 12271 3889
1652 14407 18854
832 4076 9045

117198 102471 125790 1

ir wee: eentna

LEVEL;, LOWER OPIUM U. C.

PRC6101;, kiTHEMATICi

NROI AKRON CM' 11E00 77011N TOTAL

37138 30847 35783 54476 45147.
6925 2814' 4263 1317 1495
1831 3146 4496 1226 1172
7834 259,1 2215 .2556 left
9297 6504 .5790 - 7669 53C9
12689' 740 7547 1CC71 6572
5926 10632 12928 1CI681 5719
9298 4795 3E76 EC61 6951

O 0 325 876 516
O 0 2368 0 0

?CI 1614 7326 21'50 1

1064C 10063 11446 12592 .143%
2274- 2046 6655 0 2462:

10558 82482 108978.109480, 95956'

a.

a

7 , 3.8' 3.9 3.8
.2 .0 .0 .0

.3 .4' .6 .0

1.9 ''l

.3 1.0.3

1.2 .8
dr

.2- -.0 .7 :3
1.2 -2-.-5 .4 .7.,.7 .0 .8

22.8 122.9 25.8 20.9

481 316
437 2864
42 279
5. 17

0 6

0 1

51 358
1083 1172
1083 1073

0 53%
0 44

734
638
93
2
0
0

143
195 3

1953
0

0

o o A .
0 o- '0
0, 0 0

547
479
66
2

0'

0

--

2.7 3.5 4.1, 4.2
.0,

3.
.2 .0.1 ' .0 v

.0 ..2- .3 :0

.8 .3 .7 .7
Je8 1.1 1.2 1.4
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13 17
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COST BgHAVIOR ANALYSIS:
0 . /
APPLICATION'AND USE IN

HIGI EAUCATIQN PLANNING

D.

Frederick J. Turk-
Management Consulting.Department

Pedt, Marwick, Mitc1Z11& Co.
I° New York, New York

4
, ..4 0 .

This paper presents the results of studies. conducted 1* --
.

the National Associeign_ of College.dba University'

Business Officers (NACUBO) and P'ea-t,, MarW2cR, 14,itchell &
..

'Cbetp4p cy on ost and revenue behavior, analy'sis and itsrole.
, .

.

in tho planning processIti higher educKtiOn..
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Cost Behavior Analysis:
Application and Use in
Higher Education Planning

;:7

Hier education has experienced unusual resource allocation

difficultiebja recent years. Enrollments havedeveledwhile-costslhave
, 'A"

.continued to incrlee4 Educators, -are faeed with the prospect of Rro-

viding edvtional services in the 1980's to a declining collige age
_

population.

More and more, Legisla;ors and others are.faced with a variety

of social and economic conditions reflecting human needs other than

higher education. In their mtnds, these individuals naturally seek to

.

re-examine previous hipriorities assigned-to'gher educational programs

an0 related activities. Their call is for "accountability".
At . ,..

:

.
4,Because of these concerns,.ffiany nave Insisted or improved planning':

',:

. _

V a means 'of more-effectively allocating /scarce resources to valuable.'
v..:

..
. I,.

programs. ny'have isited oh cost information td assist the, planning.

t

II' .

Aikoicess. :

.This paperis concerned-witlyWO set u of cost behavior analysis
,

. r

rn
.1 . .

...2'
.f.a

in planning stroeess-as performed by-instituti10116f higher education.
.-- ...., 0, 4.4

f ..

Planning in the sense omit one perceives 'a need for th4ge in the
.

---''''

. ..
e

.
future andconsidershowreaeurces may be bestVallocated to;achieve a

Ili I

41 ,t .

r a.
. .V .

desi red outcoMe. : ' '.
.1

0
e

J....,
. .

*

/
Recent Events ft"

BiltherEducition Costing
I

: Much has occurred recently in higher education concerning theusa

of- cost information in:the- resource allocation process. In the pase, ,

P

.
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..

. .

many' users offeost;einCluding Words, p yldents, legislators, education_
6 a

V,
V

4 .

o

.

ft

1 commissions andothers havesused.average.historical unit cost as the
.-, i

. . ,

% -

basis for allocating resources. Manz allocation formula's .have bayn'
,

. ,

dbveloped based TAI::,this*concept. Until recently, Ths National Center
.

. ,

...

.. _- to ,

for.Highg,Education Misstatement Systsems (NCHEMS)_at the Western Inter-,
) r,

states CommisiiOn-oniHigher Educationo(WICHE)' recommended in the Cost
1 4

SiS uil and,Ithe
,

rhfarmation Exchange Procedures Manual that
. . .

.
historical cogt was an-acceptable method Of projecting future cositt. The

. -

National Commission on the Finanbing of PT SecOndaiy.EdUcItion also
1

. .
I

'

-., .

qe. ", ,

suggested that historical unit cost information was useful for Voth

, , .P

historical accOuntlibiIity and irranalyzing resource requirements i
.-

. \
. . 1. .i .

A

,4 .

.
Because average historical unit cost was suggested as the means, of

-r 1
.

. '0.
. Ali': 406. ''.. .

.
, t.,

satisfying these cliff' nt useellEe National Nssociat. ion of Colldge and "
.

-

tniersity'BUSineffs Offrcesss(NACUBO) wa!econcerned.that this type?of

, .,(

-cost might be inappropriate for certain uses, Accordingly,,NAdUBO and
-....

.

. 1
.

. .

its Costing Standards Committee decidled' to study the subject of costing
.. ,

and cost analysis a sir applied to higher education. Pest,
-..

Marwick,

411P

Mitchell .e. Co. wassaskad to serve as consultants to these studies
. .

,. `'.4.
.

Fair studies on costing were conducted 'by NACUBO:
,

-

1. The finit
,

study result4d in the 'preparation of a document en-
. , .

titled Fundamental Consberitionstfor Determining Cost,informa-
.

.

1.tion in HiRher Education. This whs a "landmark" study which
; 6

A,.
o

....
'

. .
,

1. yundamen Considerations for Determining Gost Information in qgher

.
Iducation, National' Association of College and University Susiais
Officers, Washington, D.C., Aultist 28, 1975. ' ,

`k
-

tie

-2-
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.defined for highereducation -- costing terms; different cost

determination'methods aria approaches, different cost analysis

methods, and most itportantly twekve4fundamental costing

standards. Thin study was'funded by & number of institutions
- -

.

* ,

of higher educati- on and related organizations as well as th.
a. --'. . , I.

O 4 *

Internationa Business Machines Corporation.

.

2. The second study began once bas c.00sting definitions were
. ,

deveroped. Thesecondstndy.invoiwed an evaluatiOn of the Ost

0

a'

Analysis. Manual (CAM) And the Information Ixchange procedures,

- "
.

11-

dost Stvay.PrOce
.

dlies.(IEP)' published by NCHEMS.' The most

important reiult'of the evaluation dealt with the putposesLfor

'Which CAM and IEP were-designed. N ACUBO,published a paper
.

entitled Evaluation of isTO4E145. Coating Procedures describing the
.. v- / a k4 .

10 4. .. , -'
dbuZlusions and-recOmmendations of the itudye

:
.

. a. 3,...ih'e thil-d..gfforrt.resuited film the ftrst tWo.'-. -NACUBO and NCNEMS

$ . . , . ,. .
k .

.agreed that certain ItevigionS vele needed.-to the'CAMJIEP'systems.
, --,-__,. .

' 10.--?---- 11---,-.. _
1--, .

.

.
.

I, Ai. AACUBO aftd NctEMi-ra;e-no-w;Cb-47.;Tnl...0! requirid changes. ,

4. Fihally,'it was decided that a study should lie:conducted.on the' gip
. . . .. s

. :
. .

,

. subject of, .cost behavior analysis o .

r plahnirig.' This paper
, . s , , . '

,, .

AlummarYtet the results of that,study.-
,

0.
,..

-. ..NAcno Findings on ' ,

: ?

,
.

.
0,. 'Using iiisioricil Unit Casts. 1 .

.

.,. .0

.

:
.

,
. , r &

..
.

,Btfote discussing cost behavior analysis', 'i appropriate to.

describe briefly t1 0 NAOMI fipdinga. The results o theNAdUBO Atudies
T.

J,
,........ . . e; r

,' ,

/ . . 4
.4 ''

.

indicated that'hiatoricai'average,unit cost.information is pet useful '

ell, ,

. .

for controllin and evaluating perfotmance. Hittoric4 information has

limited utility in the planning process except for reference.pRrposes,
. Y

14411:

9

4.

.,
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These studfes codcluded that planning requires information on future

.

cost behavior. Empirical research indicated that cosrIn the future

often do es not follce the historical\average. -Future cost behavior may
4 1

., .

e'cfifferent because:as th' total number of units of service changes,

cost does not change proportionately. .MOreover, changes in policy, and

canes in environmental conditionS-can significantly influepee cost

behavior.

),lanninn Process I

Planning involves decisioniaking. It is a process that is used to
ft.

selectta future course of action based onrelevant facts. Planking
.

invols the following tae's:
.

idsntifYing needs,

,Sete pining specffic goals and objectives,

.
ide'nti ing feasible alternatives,

11.

Af deveioping ogram plans, and

preparing,finan ial plane. '

4 v,
To.prepart financial'plan , it is necessary to projeCt future cost be-

- 4 N I .P. F

4
P ''i . havkor; /111

.

rojection cess aeqomplished by performing two differ-

, ,',, * f -

/
*

, ..ent yet relate activi4
.

* . ) .
,--

...1, =Xeterm ning.the effect on cost of veridus alter6t9We courses

fr- '7
Of ac n.assuintng that volume Pt held ,constant ., -

or. i

#

V

'111 b

2. ,Dettrmihing the fixed arid varidlike components of totil-cost for
ti -4 " .

alternatives at different levels of.41ume

This projection' process can be described asis shown in Figure 1. A
ec

. .

'Variety of.feasible alternativeaAs identified. -The future cost of .these

alterhAtives is dtemined at an assumed level of volume. 'The financial,
v

s .1.

0

--4-
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I

a '
esultsare analy ed ?yf programmatic and, other considerations

d t mine the appropripte course 1/1 action to be selected.

4.

y be determined that the effect of volume changes on future

cost beha for should also be considered for certain alternatives. To

.
examine the influence of volumeon the cost of these alternatives; it

is necessary to consider the fixed and variable nature of-cost beh4ior.
c

'Again, the res lts are analyzed, tt select the course of action to be

followed.

The projec 'ion process is art iterative procies in the sense that

projections are ade for a variety of alternatives' at different levels
,

e
,,,e

of-volume: The rocessilltntinuesuntil the appropria course--of action
...

-- ..

-identified.

i Alternative Courses
... I

/ oof Action

)4* itlteroative courses of action consist of changes in ,(a.') goals?

;

fspecific objectives, and programs, (b) Tolidies, and c) organizational

*, 1

structure, The scope and co4erit of alternatives are influenced by the

,existing-institutional status, by potential decisions that may.be made
.

4,
by administrators and by poisible changes in the environjnent.

In orderto.poject cost
.

effectiiely, alternatives_ must be clearly

, defines. The'unique characteristics.of the alternative must be deter=

.mined These characteristics might include tescription of the back-

,

ground, goals and objectives, scope, approach, and specifiC resources

.

required.

i
Adm-inistrative Decisionsio' .

A

One of the Determinants of cost behavior raladministrative decisions.

fiesions represent, matters .that administrators can Aktro either wholly

1

4111N.-



fit

t or substantially.

A variety of decisions infVuence cost belibior. These decisions

`14.S#

include deciding on the scope and content of programs as well as the

(

83,

4

way1esources will be used to accomplish programmatic objectives.

* . .

. , ; Clearly; a relationship exists between decisions affectinginstitui,

0

tip4a1 programs and decisions affecting the use of resources. For .

inftance, student needs determine requirements for instruction, non-
.

scademric activities and administrative service functions. Programs are_

developed in support 8f each of these needs as well as for research

activities. ThL scope and content of programs detinmes the resources

required to accomplish program objectives. These resources i lude.

faculty, administrative personnel and 'facilities. .The
41.

use of these

resources repregents the future cost attributed to program alternatives.

A variety of adminfStrative decisions influences cost behavior.

For faculty, future cost behavior is influenced by such decisions as:

the number of faculty,

tAir rank;

,salary levels,

contract terms,

Arkload,,,and I

retirement Oiler:

The NACIJBO ptudy on cost behlvior analysis identifies in tabular form

approximately 180 decisions for 18 segments of a college or university.

Akthough'certainly not fomplete, the table serves as a usefill check for

plannerjrwhen attempting to project cost,

I

I

%.

\

A
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/

environmental Conditions -

Future cost behavior is also influenced by changes in the environ-
,

ment which cannot be. ubslantially Changed by decisions of theiinstitu-
;

do Environmental conditions exist fn the social, ecofioffilta political,

and physical milieu in Which the institution operate but over

.'which the institution has no direct control.. Accordingly, ey may be 4

defined furtildr as conditions which are directly the opposite of ad-
.

ministratiye decisions.
LP

Changes in environmental conditions that have an influence on future

cost behavior may be 4Ilustrated by the following:

availability of qualified personnel regionally,

competitive regional-personnel pay rates,

obsolescence of computer technology, and

market prices for computer equipment.

Similarly the amount of resources available to the institution (i.e.,

revenue) may also be influenced by, the environment. These influences

II

'total pattern of giving nationally,

-1 level of support for studAt aid from federal, state, and othei-.

sources,

college age population regionally, and
M

college going rate of students.

In each case, these conditions cannot be substantially changed by the

institution,: ,As a° result, the institution must be prepared to adapt to

them in order to survive..

-78
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changes.in,Volume

Besideks determining the projected cost of alternatives, it is alsO

necessary to consider the effect of changes in volume on cost behavicor.'

When making projections at. different. volume levels, costs should be

,separated into Iixed, variable, and mixed categories. Each of these

85

categories= represents the unique behavior of c st in relation to volume,

Certain casts are clearly fixed -- for a given period of time they will

-
remain constant regardless of changes in vo.1.41me within a given range.

Other costs are clearly variable --' they have proportional unit relation-.

ship to volume, agaiq within time and'vder. me range constrfrints. Other

elements of costs that are,nqt clearly fixed or variable appear to, change

irregularly.in relation to volume. These costs are mixed ancl must be

analyzed and strated into fixed and variable components.

The segregation of cost into fixed, variable, and mixed categories

is dependent on two parameteri that must be defined before a

-Nis made:

1. Time - for what period is cost being projected?' tIn the short rdn

certain costs may be fixed while in the long run they may become

4.

variable. r
2. Relevant Range of Service - what _.range of .level. of service%is_trot"

tfte,aXPlection being made? This is determined to focus cost

analysis on realistic levels of service. Projections of cost'ost'

.

beyond the relevant range are not useful or.practicae:'

Cost Behavior Analysis

Up to this point, we have been talking about such faCtors as volume,

decisions and environment -- all having'an influence on future Cost

Sim 87 9
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behavior. These factors ate contidered when prolocting cost. .Once
- .

projections are prepared,'it is nesesserto analyze cogt! Two upular
. t..

.

.. .
, .-

methods of cost behavior.analysts are;.
.

Goit-yolume-revenue an ysis and:,
a

Differential ,cost and revenue anal$s.

Cost-volume-revenue analysis assists planners in examining how,

changes in volume will affect cost and revenue. This relationship of

volume to cost and revenue is often portrayed on a cost-volume-revenue

t chart. The chart provides a* pictorial representation of fixed, variable,

and mfxe6 cost 'proj ections described earlier. It shows theejost-vOlume-

revenuerelationship-at a single point in time within, a relevant range

'of volume..

On the chert.(shown as Figure 2 ; 'revenue piesented,as diiectly

Ibriable-with"volume. The analysis assumes that revenue per'studenta'S

. .,
. ,

constant over the'releyant range of student &Emend for'instructional
6.

. 4 J ' ''' '
services. .. -

..., \. . .- . .

_,Cost is depicted ass

.

fixed and variable. Mixed cost is assumed to be
.,-..

..
separated in't'o. its fixed and variable compents. Fixed cost remains

11,e'
Constant in. total for all levels of,volumellithth the relevant range.

o

Because the_chazt presentee short run.relationshj.p of cost to volume,

. N

a

cost
.

. _,.._

the predoMinant amount of total cost is fixed. -VIable -cost per student. . . .

;

..., is assumed to be the lame

.

over tho-relevant rangC,of student'qmand being 1

. .

I-
,

/.

.

projettsi
.

7

. . .

-
By-presenting the ,relationship of cost and revenue at different '

t

L

levels of Volume, the anaTyst can identify the p'oiat at which equalibritin
..,

I

between gaih and"loss is achieved. phis point is often referred tows /
.

.z # ,' .

e

the "breakeven point". n the evmple, enrollment below 4,400 studenthe:

,

I



q

indicates that the institutio n will incuraaoSS whereas enrollment

above that point indicates a gain. 'Revenue per student remains bonitane

while the projected tot. illt cost per student increases or decreases as

volume is decreased or increased, respectively. This occurs because

fixed cost per student decreabes as volume 'inc'reases and increases tile
.

volume decreases., Because in the short run there is a high percentage of
. 4

fined .costs to total costs, an extreme leveragiftg effect occurs as volume

.di
varies'above

1d
below the breakeven point. As d iesult, it

.

is necessary
. .

. for administrators to understand this leveraging pgenomenon and its

'effect on the net results of opefratkons: _

i . .-
Cost-volume-revenue-. analy$is is a suseful tool that attempts to

. e

4
simplify the complex b havior of c6Wt and revenue to volume. It assumes

.

'that...the .folrowing conditieps -

24,..

1. Cost can be identified OOK, fixed. dk variable,
/

.> .

.. Fixed;ccst-will be unchanged over' the relevant range of voitime
s

;. ,
-. i --

being 'considered; ,

.,
-. .

3.-'Variable cost 'will- change proporiionately to changds in t
.

.
,

t. revels of.volume being considered,

-7,

. Cost and, revenue will follow a linear:patiiin over the' relevant

,

range of volitme being considered, *`7L_; Tis;

A 1.

5: Efficiency and productivity are to remain the same,.
.

,
. , .

...4 _

6. The major 'factor affecting cost'and-revenue is a change in

volume.
4,

Cost-volume-revenue analysis is two-tdimensional in the'sense that
A

cost and reOenue ape shown in relation, to volume. In the short run, A

A

this relationship' may be important because the predominant,number

r--
k82
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1

df costs Ae fixed.' In the, Yong run, howevet,
%

`dimension)
No,

may haveta significant effect On

Bitause universities >nyerate. under 'dynamit conditions,
..,'

*
., 4

sions,must be considered in analyzing'cost and revenue

V. .
..,

. .

factors are deCisions that can be, -made,by the
.

,,

other faetnts (a third

cost and revenue behavior.

11.-

environmegtaf Conditions:. ,

Another

Differeidial

I,

the addition,

analysis a

'89

4.

all three dimen-
..

41.

behavior. These

institution and.,Changes in

#.

method of analyzing cos4is differential cost analysis.
. -4,.

4 I IA.
cost represents-the-change in totla cost- result j,ng from 7,

. 4 i ' .

t -:le I I t?

elimination, or modification. of actiities.° Differential.

VagoiatioR oE:coSi.4-VoluMe-revenue analysis. Differfritial

..' . .
,

analysis,'howevtir
,

follcuses On those oQsts that Will be changed.
-''

t

thelourse of action being consideredbe adoptee.. In terms. of

43;; i'c'onse9uences, the-ofikly, costa that, are relevant are those
,

; .

be diSfetent'as a result of the

.

be attributed, to aiternatves to artIve at full- coats is unimportant..
a II:.

Decision,

r

,,

costs that will

The fact that othe'r coats may

Dikerential analysis is most for.comparing the economic
4

;
one altern*ye with those of another. 47 comparing the

.
,

- "
in-coalgedmcational pftinne a and administrators can assess

.

benefits;-of
'.

differences
4

1

'v\ 44
g ,

alternatives in terris of the significance of the net cOnttiimtionto

,

of drain-upon,,Anetitutional resources. 1 Colleges and universittes may,
i ,i1,

'

. ,.,
1 , . '10, drt,

, .: , i

use this..riype offanalyeis tp examine a wide variety of. courses of action,.
A. 1. -' :;, 1

. . .
. 1. ', a,. S

.

such as changes\in "progrd6; changeaoin tie- method of providing education-
t

'
.4

A'al sery ces, and-vbrititions in 'the leverl of service.

im la
t

en when admifstrAors plan for t

1;

va et7
t

.4!ro5eeted

alternatives

cost, behavior

at, dfffdrent eve

of alternatives ma

.

%

I

6 future, y consider

s of sewice olume' Thec%'-n
IP

he'caltulate manually. liany,

4

A

a

a

41
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-

times the alternatives .being considered are too 'complex to be, examined

without computer assibtance. In such instances, A computer simulatiOn

i

model may busedused which is representative of;the actuar conditions bying ,

. *

.examined. ,
, 6

,
,

, ,
%

A simulation model is mathematical representation of a reati system
=-

...
.

, .

or process.' A mbdel is bused to analyze the complex,relationships'thdt
o .

4

`exist in a college or university setting. A model is merely a tool

designed to assist top, level administrators in exami ning the economic
. .

'consequences of changes in volume, decisions and_environmental conditions.

a

It providei an opportunity to examine the .consequences of a 'variety of

, .

alternativeNefore selecting a course of action.

. A simulation

,

model is often used most4pffectively, by top-level
*

A
-!odeel:iionmakers... Thfse individuals include legislatorg,, coMmissionersr

.
,

boards of trustees, preside t , and others interested in,determining
.

I.,

_

)thekfuture direction of programs. By testing the.con4quences of alter -'

policiesnatives in advance; tiliw are able to establish pOlicies with reasonable;

.

-,.. . .

forethought and justification., These policies serve as guxIlines when
.

preparing detailed long-range financial plans and budgeis.fo

.Using computeri;edimlation planning models to project cost is .7a

(valUable'exercisa..Such a mostel, however; is only a sophisticated calcu-
-4

}"tor and adding machine reacting to predetermined internal relationships*

A' , .
.

and.changes initiated by
o
the planner. Its value to the idatibution catl

.
,,

only be measured by how Neil th planning results are used in the faanage-,'

i
input 'process. Considering c consequences of, ,a variety,of'

- .
,

.0.

. _

e .. alternatives anti *their deciding _on a e.,oT action is,importantl ...

s, ,.., , .

.- . ,
. , -

;
Implementing plans ana'Tonipring thei progessiia more important.'

°

212-

84,
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91

Ihe principalconcepts involved in using cost behi4or analysis for

resource allocation,may be seminar izedias follows: 4,

I, at behavior analysis is a necessary tool'in rationally.esti-

mating the Datvre economic,consequences.of various'alterna ves.
P

When exoMining t49 economic consequences of many alternatives,

'admikistYatorS must cons ider the effect on revenue as wefl as on
Air

cost: the term "cost behavior analysis" as used hereafter is

.:in tended to include the study of the behavior of both costs and
A

non'

revel es.

-2. EStimating future' economic aptivity'encompasses two'diEferent
.. .

.. .-

but related activities:

%
wt , ....

.

a; determining the effect on ',St of various alternative courses
°_ . .

of ittion agsuding no
- .

change/in
.

the,volu

4

me of service per-

I
. , ,--/ formed . .

. .

4 1:.s.

r .- I; determining the fixed and variable components of total cost .,
, -P1 \

.- , '
- for the alternative different levels of volume

.

dr
3.';Alterative dourses of action gonsist.of4ta) changes in goals,

specifid objectives, and programs, (b) policies, and (c)

. .
zational 'structure. .

,

4.. The act of selecting and imillementing a given alternative requires
.

administratorOte'make cettain specific decisions. These deci-?

sions in lumwe futAire_coste. Those acts that thfluerpe future

,

cost 'beha'Vior are.te red to as "decision fadtors."

4,

, o
% . N. .

.
'.

5. Environmental conditions that are beyond the Control;iiithe
f .1

institution also influence cost behavior. Decision maker,

should consider Rossible c hangesin the environment, referred to
0.

C
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p

as "environmental

tia4 rnatitvea.

6.' For

.

AectEd tudent crefiliehoursy. This phenomenon isreferred.to

II

.1(

factors,'' when projeCting cost behaVior for

h alternative, cost can atee behave differently depending

on th projected level of volume of service (for example, pro.

-!t "fixed or variable"

behavior

rele'ai
.

nature of cost. Projections of Cost

in fixed and variable terms are perfirmed within a,

range of-volume and for a defined period of time.

7. Proje ns oilcogt readily can be made manually if only a few.

alternatives and factors influencing-cost behavior are considered.

Aq the number of alternatives and decision and environmental'

.
factors increase and become more complex,-a"computerized siMula-

.

tlen model is useful.

8, Cdst behavior analysis 'p ovid s-information on the economic

consequences of alteruatives. Non-economic information about
F p

ri*
43rograms, students,,faculty,-facilitiesand

. ,

45110Un lso'.-pe examined when milking Ae ision

These are the essential Concepts that should be considered when

.

e '-examining.7 -the future economic consequenCei of. alternative Courses of

-1
other considerations

eaboUt the' future.

.

.

8.6.

-14-
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PLANNING AND INFORMATION SY TEMS f
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4

Ass t:ant Provbst
Gle R. Stevens
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10.

,

Collective bargdIni'ng with a faculty union brings unique

problems to institutional management. In'this pape.r the

-needs ar. planning and information system involvement
e

are described for -Such system areas as. costing and

managemenc, progr, anning,:personnel,

s arfand compensation, an source managetent.'
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7ACtiLTIPCOLLECTIVE BARGAINING: THE PROBLEMS

AND NEED FOR PLANNThit AND,D4NFORMATION SYSTEMS
r*.

rim ,
!

' ,t
, ' ,1 ,

The advent of collective bargaining highlights the'neeakto relate institu-

tional
. .

95

management and-,Pla ing to information systems. This fact was quite
.apparent duringa prolonged period'of negotiations between representative f

,-
. then3oard of Control and the faculty union at, Northern Mic4 higIn University;,
Northern, which is an Institution c erpproximately 9,000 students, is in the

. =
sec id year of a two-year pact With the faculty association represented by

.
.../

- , , I
1 .

the ericah Association of Ufliversity.Professons. . ... I
/ , 0

Ilk
My rentirks regarding theproblems and need for plannifig Old infortna.. ..

-: .
.

el#

tion systerns are design,ed. to be both andprescriptive. , I intend
.

4 ' - . . , . . ,
.

to draw he oily on the experiences we have had-to date, with bargaining at
$ = .

-*Northern Michigan University in order to ".illu-strate the relationship between

6 pglicy considerations and inNirrnational
'
needs which emerge in- the, context of

4

i \ ' -- .
4111).

e

collective bargaining. Ultimately, most "management, pcisitions" are "finan-

.
d',, . r t

ciar poitiort13;" as wet shall see. r
,

.
t

40
, , .- . , A

. ,
Some characteristics .of bgrgaining strategy will no doubt be reflected 4

i

in my comments,. becase it ii' simply impossible; t`o, avoid such references.,-u
..II ,, 0 =

. S
' a ''.

i,-
. CricrtI eV er , ,the mai r areas to 'be -c,onsiddx4scl in this presentation are as ',follSWS:. A %

V tr '
,

...

4

,

t

e

,, 1. Costing a.nc12"inancia.1 Management
4 ,

, Program Manage'rrientaild Planning

3. 'Personnel Management arid', Planning
.," !".

4

.4
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A
;

/ .
_Central 'to the process ofiliargaiiling

, is the concept and ;Ilac tice of
- . . ,

, .
..

planning. In his dis'cussion of the ming prdeels, 1:,ahti observferthet
. , , . .

;

. . . [the] effectiveness of planning depends on. . clear assessment

of present conditio'ns (where we are) and ihsight, intc/fuggre trends

(what_will probablfhappen)-in _light of our desired goals (where we
i

-wish,t.o go). "1
. . .

This statement summarizes the bargaining procels ratherwell..
,. .

Assessing Present Conditions: The Pre-bargain jug Phasi,
. . . . .

,As 'look back,. it is clear that we did not have- in' easily retrvable
.

data that would be' c.. .important in, bargaining. In
i'' 4

_

-preparation foe- bargaining, very little time was spenton deiveloping or

refirilig our information base because rhost of our OfforV v*re concen-.

trated on the forrnaonof manggement positions. Perhaps this was a
. -

natural occurrence in that most of us were g to learn as much "as we

1
.-could, aboUt bargaining and bargaining strategy.. In shOrt, we 'did not fully .. '' P.

. ..- . -
/ I .. v 4

appreciate theiimpcgtance of having infofrhation in hand; and, as a leAse: '-
t -" , .

quence', we undoubtedly spent more time than was asecessary on ,the nego-'
r

., .' . ' t .
.

I

tiatiOn of certain issues. To this point' would alsb add that the faculty

'bargaining team is entitled to certain data. If youcanKieliver what they.' '

, entitled tb in good tirrie; you ma.Pbe able to avoid public confrontations

on t.he access to 'information., is sue. MoreoiKer, bargaining is likely to be

much.thore productive when'both sides liave a'comrnon da

.theiz.respective positions are derived.

89
.

f
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Prior to bargaining, it is essential, -therefore, that a thorough cosh ,, ... --. . . f
S '

asses°sment be initiated. Most institutions have fairly good data on 'fixed
s,.1'

costs (e. g. , salary and fringe benefit%) and an salary dependent costs
2 e

retirement and F.I. C.A.). Yet, in bargaining information require-

_ments or detnands often corrie a surprilie. Let.me'illtistrate this point

'as it relates to faculty travel.
ti

Before.ba.rgaini,ng began fwe did not have complete data on past and

current expenditures for travel, other thaii the information which" camel

from departmental expenditure reports. Theoriginal faculty proposal

asked for an individual travel allotment which would have seqiillred a

.sigmficant wcreas

supplement tie

.

in expenditures.' In pre-bargaiilling days, funds to

mental: travel allocations came from. a variety Of

source's; When we began to probe our records, however, we found that
F fj

I

much more had been'expended foAfaculty travel in:precediag yea's than
, .

we thou'ght. We had information 2n expenditure4 for travel ecorded in
.4.

_one or more of our information subsystems, but it was not eaty to track.
IP

.The difficulty we encoun d obtaining this data also pointed out the value

of having an integrated information,syste,na.
. .

t ' ,

Since personnel costs'- obviously comprised a lart. prop tion of,
$

. .
= . k . .-

,

. expenditures; we d'eterniineddas precisely as possible our existi g corn

pensation costs. To do so we accesed our master personnel file in erde'r -
_

to identify liow much was currently being spent on'salary and various fringe°

benefits for'the bargaining unit. *I

-,.
An-illustration of the kind'of data we have in this file and one type of

. /
Ai*

'Wing appears in Figure I-. I- . , 90

;op
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Moziths Rap 1c Retirement '75

_ Empl. Sex Code Salary FICA WA VSAU

09* It

I
Ass

r/i4

09' Inst
,F

09 ProfM,
9 Prof

M

R $19,052.00

*,

a

Life . Tot, F\rng Total
'Ills. LTD' Benefits Act. 'Comp:

$2, 476.76 $656. 67* $89. 26 '"$67.20

$1, 550.38
$11,926. 00

. $53. 5.r $67.20
1$1, 671.

.

$3, 289.'89

$2, 705. 17 $656.67 $93. 70 .$67.20

$20, 809. 00
$3, 522.74 $24, 33.1. 74

$2, 774.46 $656.67 $98. 14 $67.20

R $21, 342. 00 $3,'596.47"

$22, 341.89

$13, 597..09

$24, 938.47
tz:

Department Totals

'RAND T d TA LS

a

* (
$9, 506. 77 $1, 970: 01 $334. 61. $268. 80

1

$73,129:00
I , "' $12-, 080.1 $85, 209.1.9

$4, 675,218. 00 $607,178. 34 -$21, 732. 92 $823, 544. 96 $5,498, 762. 96

$177, 300. 90 $16, 732. 80

4' 61
h_

FIGURE 1 ,
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1-rom analyses such as these, it wits readily apparent that:the so- galled
..

.

. ) .
. ?

.

"fringe benefit" items- added up to a rather significant amount of committed

99 .

dollart, and it w,as reasonable to assume that derriands 'for additional fringe'
.

benefits)were likelyto be presented.
. .

I mention these.
factbrs only to point out that the possession of isito -

mation had an impact on the determination of management positions. To

, '.. ,be more specific, we developed an initial approach to negotiating salary

. and ,fringe benefits from the standpoint of total cornpenisation rather than
. -.4---. _

-- dealing with salary and fringe:separately. Needle.ss to say, this approach,

was not receive kindly.

Bargaining also provided the administration with an opportunity, to take
ir

a fresi look at an old problem: the cost Of accumulated sick lekve.. For

many years the university's sick leave policy had retriained unchanged.
.

As faculty retired (and not many have in recent years'), they became eligible

for a lump -sum paymenqual tb one-half of tie number of unusedsick
.. ..,....

leave days., Barring cataStrophic, illness,yokpeople bank ,a fair number
--, .

of days by retirement,time. Have you eveAt.ociped-tdidalculate'your
* .

... ...te

Potential liability.in this area?'- We d,.thcOset about developing a modified_
.. "-.. , l

sic.% leave policy which ultimatefy,f k tlie form of an income p?Otection plan.'

t . **
.Our-goal was simple: tc? reduce our future liability by cappinCsick,leave at

4, .,,- *
.1 :

.presenti'day Lary rat'es.. One ain, infn,rmation h a direct bearing on
, '. ,t :,

:,the determination of policy.
..

.)

'
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If tkere is a lesson to be rear/ledand r believei theretis;-one can

. ,1 . .7

estential,to have aurate and comp information on. II,

-1- , 4

I

r

observe that it is

,

costs ,and expenditures as the parameters df adrninistrativspositions on,

_

r

bargaining iasuee are shIped. This is particuiarlY important wheri-multipie:

year contracts are being considered', (or in' such instances the need to

project costs becomes even more critical. The management negotiating

beam, therefore, must 1 e directed to give broad consideration to alt
4

potential areas. of negotiat ion. -By the-end of the pre-bargaining_ phase,
I

r

management should' have a fairly "comprehensiye. understanding of the goals
1

it hopes to achieve as a/ result' of bargaining,
4 4

_

At this juncture allowerrie to digress for
t

a.moment. I'Wo'uld urge those.
r

.% . r. A

of you who are 'or _who may be involved in bargaining to seriously consider
, .. .0.

having someone on the negotiating team who has data manipulation capabil-
,-

ities. This person need not Le a computer expeit, bu he or she shcguld be

able to .keep on top of informational needs at alrtimes. It is also desirable -.

. to have someone in your data processing center assigned to the negotiation

support group. Because of the confidential nature of rgaining, there is-

some risk in having too many hands in the pot, but suffiCe it to say that

is important to establish good t:vOrkin relationships between the negotiating

team and selected persons who are directly involved in intrmation system

activities.

Action and geaction: The Bargaining Phake
44F

For those,of you who have had bargaining experience you know that it

is Often diffucult to predict how the union prioritizes the subjects to be discussed

46t
:4
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..
at the table. generally 'speaking, I suspect that the initial a_dini.nistrative

4posture is to .eact rather than initiate. By this I mean that the factilicr s ..lps

_ .
is likely to present their proposal.slirst, therimitiliagerrient respOndsv.

\
.- . ,--

In any event, once formal proposals are on the table planning becomes
. ,

. . .
- arctive, with each side ttempting to influence the direction. of birgaining.

Earlier I mentioned that management positions are basically financial

'positions, Personnel decisions haye Significan st implications:
. . ., .

A decision to promOte, for example,, has both an immediate and. long-term:

consequence; a decision to grant tenure represents' a.major lOng-term

financial commitment. In bargaining; .however, the initial focus is
.. , .

likely to be on salary considerations. -Without gping into too much detail
I '

about the spar/ling which took place at the outset of, bargaining, I would
-

r /
like to deScribe the evolution of bargaining on the salary issue and how-

, -

informatiOn needs related to this process,

't

. >" .... .

In our case, the faciilty Minion placed a yew high value on achieving
-.t -

..,-/
. . (. ',,equity within the salary structil'xe. Evigitually, we.agre.ed to use a , -41,

.
..-.

. 1 . ,salary table as a basis of negotiating (see Figure 2). These salary leyel t

values were not considered minimuth rates, rather, they served as
sir

reference points for determining
! ',4 a ,.

.
would receive in addition to an across-the-board factor. Negotiatio

centered on the, amounts to be allocated for each,purpose. '
.

much ':equity" moneyca.pe'rson

e

Thtoughout: the salary negotiation phase, theie was' considerable IF
4 t

interest on both sides in working toward a three -yea k contract.- In
,

-Figure 3k you will note the effects of distributing different ,amounts
1

1.0



I LEVEL. VALUE TABLES
I

Years

1 $11, 00
i

2 i
.

$11,\540 $1:4,

$12, 000

4 $12, 480'; .

10

In st /Le ct

5 $12, 980
.

6 $13, 300 I
...-... ,

7

8 *.

a
9 .

C

st

Asst Assc Prof

$13, 600 $16, 520 % "' $21, 990
. .

080 2 i$16, 940 $224:430

3

96

4

$11.:570 $17, 366 $22p880
s

$15, 080- $17, 800 $23, 330

$15, 600 $18, 240, $23, 81
. .

$16,000 $18,700' N $24, 28.0

$16, 240 '$19,160 $24, 760

$19, 640 $25, 260

. $20;130. . $E5, 760
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FIGURE.3

ANALYSIS LA'TEST COMPENSATION PROPOSALS
BY T1/41E 1,,SOARD TE:AM AND THE AAUIi

(AAUP' , in parentheses, our analysis)

1975?-76 1976-77 I977-78",

Total Am. Aunt Available
(needed) for
Compensation Increases

.

Compensation Increase'
Restilts:
All faculty
1, Ave. ollar inerc:a se
2. Ave ercent increase\
3. Ave. total compen-

sation

$250, 000

$1, 009
5.75%
$18, 55

($350, 000)

($1,419)-
48. 07%)
($18, 908)

4

$160, 000($215, 000)

$597 ($745)
3.2Z% (3,04%)
$19, 150 ($19,653)

$450, 000

$1, 502
T. 84%
$20,8652

($675:' 00)

- .1
($2, 373,
02. 077;''
($22,04

ti

To3a1. Amount Available
(neecled) for Salary

-

Increase $188, 700 (1277, 700) 4129, 800 ($186, 500) $244, 500 ($383, 460:

EaMry Increase Elements: \
1. -Across-the-board 2. 0%

,

(5.5%) 2.0% (1. 5%) . 2. 0% (2. 5%)
2. Catch :up factor 0.287 (0'. 23) 0. 134 (0.32) 0.402 (to Leach

A
level)

3. One-time merit awards -0-\ (- 0-) ',\ -o- . ($22,000) $25, 000 ($36, 000)
4, If old sala'rjr is over

level $300 (gets A/B) $360 (grits A/11.) $300 (gets A/B)
5. Maximum increa,se $1,800 (none) $1,800 (none) $1, 800 (none)

Salary Increase Result:
(excluding merit awards)

A. Al acuity
1 Ave. dollar increase $793 i$1,138) $486 ($615) ;822 4 ($).361)

Ave. percent
increase 5.21% (7.48%) A.09% (3. 83%)

***
5.06% (7.80%)

3. Ave; salary $15,750 ($16,065) $16,236 ($16,681) $17, 058 ($17,922)
TOTAL COMPENSATION *lag

INCREASE 5.75% (8. 07%) 3./23% (.3:94%) 8. 81% (12.07%)

ii
I-

.(41cturning Faculty)

ss
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a

\ln acco rdapc e withlite parameters each side had established at one
./.

oint in time. Needless to say, it was extremely useful to be able to

get relatively short turn-around.on our requests for data 'given modification
,,' i0

of the variables. Moreover, it,was beneficialt to share with the union
i .

. , . .
. itiformation in a format ch aS that which appears in, Figure 3, . .

One compertsation factor which h.d. to be considered was the cost

of promotion/ In Figure 4 you will' see how ,we-projected costs for this
°

item. Certain'assumptions obviously were made in making the,se projections,

but we well able to partial tout a cost elerbent with some degree of certainty

since we had already reached tentativeragreemetit on the criteria for

promotion. An added benefit of having this type of daa was to see .what

would happen to salary rates for individual, faculty members, specific'
41111

ranks, and departmentabunits.

Summary

Other illustrationscould be cited which would argbe for the development

of a comprehensive data base. There is no doubt that the scope fl. bargaining

has an impact orl data requirements. For example, an institution which

has an. unstable enrollment picture is,likely to experience intense pressuire qf

/ . .- 1 ./ A
, p .

, for an elaborate retrenchment or lay-off policy and procedure. Some of

/ 4
.

, you may be familiar with contract provisions which call for main ining
I .

specific faculty-studerit ratios'. One can only hope that such coniract langu. age\..
.: .

n be justified on other than emotional grounds.
.

The progittmplanning area has, received the least attention thus far

in bargaining. If the projections regarding intUreenrollmests hold true, ,

however, job security may well.,beconae the priority,subjeCt for negotiation.
n

99
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A 2-YEAR PROJECTION OF ALL FACULTY IN THE BARGAINING UNIT
.

FISCAL YEAR 75 - 76 FICAL YEAR 76 - 77
A PPT RANK OLI5 TOTAL NEW RANK' OLD TOTAL NEW

PERIOD -YRS SALARY INC SALARY -YRS SALARY ,INC SALARY
P TI-If FISCAL YEAR. . 'A' INDICATES AN ADJUSTED- ViNLI1E

09

09

,-

el

49

09

100

ASSC -cc. $17,500 $ 966 $ n., 466 -1PR,OF4-1 $18,466,

ASSC -8 $15,800 $1,267 $17, 067~ - PROF -1 $17, 067
. _

,ASSC -7 $18, 600 $ 506A *19,160 *.-PROF -1 $19, 100

ASSC.-7 $18, 100 $ 550* S18,650 *-PROF-1 $18;650

ASSC:6 %18,100 $ 500A $18, 600 ASSC -7 $18,600

FIGURE 4

r.

4`

.$748 $19,214

$891 $r7, 958

.$1)83 $19, 783

$72+94* .19,379

$395 $18,995

.

IP!0
1-n

0
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' C.

Data such as that which can be generated by NCHEMS' Induced Coursi Lo'ad'
17

Matrix (ICL.M.) has significant implications for staff and program.plaening
.

both in and outside the bargaining arena.
. 7 f

Many of you ar familiar with IBM's Business'(Sy -stems Planning (BSP)
. .

. .
procfos: 2 This app roach, which has been adopted by a number of colleges

,
,-

and universities wlio have undertaken informatii system studies, is, in

my opinion, well suited for managei-nent applicationsin' collective

bargaining. BSP is a process-oftented activity which sttesses planning

and information system needs. Bargaining is, in many respects, an art;
4

but one should not overlook the fact that it is an intensely analytical

, activity as well. Manement tools such as BSP can be adapted to meet

the unique character of 4 college or,university environment.

At the conclusion of their study on the impact which unions have' -

17,14
'on academic governance, Kemerer and Baldridge observe that ". . .admin-

.

istration activities' are likely to become moig consistent and preBictable;
. ,

for collective bargaining force' administrators to ayoid ad hoc decision
-

. , king, ' ,3 Perhaps one of the salutary benefits of baigaining is that adinin-\ , .

ators have fewer opportunities to make ad hoc decisions.

id

atio

The development

pplicatfon of inforMation systems may also add a greater degree of

lity to bargaining itself. .
41 4 41, S.

Al ough bargaining is essentially an adversarial process, 'administration
.

1
..presentatives must seek afcommOdations which proMote quality.

\ .o.

- agreed -to professiona esponsibility and goal.-7'.#1they

.

and..fac

as mut 11
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cannot achieve such accommodations, then, ?as Proffrs'sor Brooks noted

this s mgrn g, furiheT-"trnausfrialization' of 4.h academic enterprise is,
inevitable

2.
IBM A
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PARTICIPATIVE MANAGEMENT:

'ITS PLACE INEFFECTIVEDY PLANNING AND

ALLOCATING AN INSTITUTION'S DATA PROCESSING RESOURCU

I

David G. Glasscock
Vice Pretldent,*InStitutional-Research.a Milli in University

Decat , Illinois'

.Mary P. McKeown
Coordinator, Administrative ProjeCts ,

University of Illinois Foundation
' Urbana, Illinois

f

109

The theory of participative management can be used to

reach effective decisions in planning and allocating

resources for-_data processing.. Case studies of the use

of participative management in making decisions within a

university environment related to data processing

installations'and'management ate"pre*ented in this paper.

Hints for applying this technique areolNien to assistN.

other educational.administrators in the effective,alloca-_

tion of scare institutional resources for data.gocessing.
I
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Today, most educational institutions and' organizations are faced with

a

$ '

the complexities of merging large amounts of information in a Irariety of

,

administrative and elkational areas. These areas include student itafotita-
,

tiow, financial information and'resouice p ing and allocation information;

to name but a fe1,4. The'decision on how to most# efficiently and effectively

store and process this data is acritical one for educational manaws. It

t

is a cision which can det4Minethe effectiveness of the instittion in .

.
serving its varied constituencies and in wisely using its resource:

11,

Altholigh this decision, the choite°of a data processing method, usually

involves thousands of dollars, and many choices of alternatives for adminis-

trators making the decision the recent literature of educational managemerit

is almOst devoid of articles, and, information, on how to make this.critical

choice. ) 6

Prior 'to 1967, there were very few articles on anything related to,data

processing in rhe'eddtational environment. Those few trealiises which did

exist gave little assistance to decision-makers. Between 1967 and 1072 a

(
rash of articles, related.to the educational uses of computers appeared in

journals circulated among all of the facets of the educational community.

The landmark Computers on Campus was written'during this time; but it, like

most other articles and books on educational data processing, gave very

little practical information for decision- makers -on how to best determffie'

what the data processing needs of his her institution were and how to
I

best meet these needs. In "So You Are Planning to Buy a Computer!" (Educa-

/ tional Digest, 319: -2-, '73), gartha and PatriCk Rourke briefly list,some

steps to fon& in making a data processing decision. They advise a feasi-

bility study;of applications, consideration of software, and exact perfor-

mance specifications as a Means of-obtaining he computer best suited,to-

405 .

-
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the institutionalmeeds.' Their article, is' 416
T-

.., t

.in asS'isting the perplexed educational manager

only one which gOe that ,far

in making decisions about
\ . ,

_\

,data-pro eng installations,

The purpose ofthis,paper-is to outline an approach used by two differ-

t ducational Organizations tp determine which data processing alternatiVe

'best suited their needs. Perhaps tF experiences endured by.these

lar organizations might benefit other educational panagers who face the same

decision. Alt hough both of- -these decisions were made in inFtitutions of

higher education, the methodology, can easily be appiied to other. levels of .

both private anti public education.

The determination of what kind of data,protessing facility best suited'

4

the needs 4f eachsofaheseto,educational organizations was completed at --.

,

separate times by different individuals with diverse backgrounds and rspec- .

-/ tives; however, the modi operandi. were basically alike. Each used a feasi-

bility Studyllased on the concept,of participative management to arrive at a

-,conclusjon.as to what type o f data' processing facility would best suit the

Q

needs of the organization.

The theory of participative management in a feasibility study is thiS:

as each of the Many consumers of i data` processing center becomes more in-
.

volved in the determination of what tfieir data processing needs are, and
SO

what facility can best suit those needs, the e interested these people

will become in the uses of data processing. us, it will be less likely

that, consumers will feel outside the qainstream of the 4igisi"aking pro-

cess. Tecause'allare giv an opportunity to express their ideas concern-

. ing needs, and the/best mann r of' meetingmeeting those needs, each person can feel

-fo
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,

that the ile,ciS ion coperniil.g. Ahe .data- proceaing.facility, is partialic. his

or her own decIsidr6L- Therefor, theiess likely these pe6le will .be to

1,13

''- . f'' ,.fr

attack the:decision 'ante kbtitly:hi dePthe effeiveness of the facility'

in 'user`meeting 'us heeds. Users at all leVe of ,the organitational structure

s hould" be involved, As man), a disappginte dat,g processing manager can

. readily, attest, faculty, staff; administrat e and/of student resistance to

a,data processing facility" can belhe major CaUse of ;le failure 'of an.instal-,
t.

It

4

. ,lation4 0. p

In College and,University Busiiiss, Dennis emphasizes the point that '.

. . 1 411car .
staff supportand participatioh is critical to a*Ccessful &ta mcessfng, '

"40

installatidifurthei, he states that the r:Voivpment and support: -of highly
. , 4 t "%low

_
, .

. , .
.

.

placed aeiMinistrativelMrsonnel'is,essential. Thd, the invol/emeat af major:
4.'

1

:

adminiltrativp.officiais of the organization should tie anJVgril,seg*nt;of

.

the feasibility study. . '

)11
Applying this theory of participative management to vpractical

,

tion lead to the elopment of a becific plah or action at eactrof thetwo

separate erganiiationsjdisctissedFier The remainder of,this:paper will lie

devoted to a:description of eaChof two data processing feasibility

studies, comparison ,of the two, And iMplic4tions of this success or failure

for other educational organizations and institutions.

\
I

. ..,4. .0..
4 fr

. I .

The two educational organizations involved were Mallikin.University in
.s 4

,

Decatur, Illinois, and the University of no on Urbana,
:
flliis Fouriadti, Urb ,
-

Illinois. .
4

is
1,0

/ .4as4
, ..

Mllikin University is a private, church-related residential college

0 a

offering a wide range of program§at theundergraduate level to
,approximately

.

0
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-1,500 fulltime equivalent sfudents. Located in an industrialized, mid-state .

'city of 90,000, ih altOoperative advanced level degree

. program with Eastern Illinois University,.Southern Illinois University, the'
P.

University of Illinois and/Sangamontate University. Approximately 200

-faculty and staff arje,emplOyed-at Millijdn.

The University of Illinoispundation is a corporations formed:under the

laws-of IllinoWand affiliated.with the University' It 6..rves

, . :-.
. .

-..)

,three functkous: l)' to encoufage private giftsftb the linlyerSity; '2) tc,

.. .

serve as a financial agent'Or'the. University when'requested-to?do so.by,the - .

,

.
.

Board of Trtstees of the University, by borrowing funds,'purchasinglproper- .

. , S....,

.

ties, and leasingthese-properties to the University untilsUch time as-the-'
.

Urq!it::!.ty can' purchase, the property; .and 3) 'to receive the rights to inven-

tions turned over to it by the University and, in,the cases in which these 1/P:'
. -

seem toTrave commercial value, to develop the commercial potential of these

patents.-
, -

Foundation has 'a total staff of 2S people, fond-raisers, admAis-
v- ;

itntors,"A:lerical personnel the three car uses of'the,University of

.Illinois.

s

o
_

- At Nlillikin, data proCessing is a function of the VIF-President for

.Institlitiolel Research. This followsfhe recomnendations of the American- ''

Council on Education; the American Education Research AssccidkAgii4, and other .

groUps, for.thd'organilational pliceMent of the data processing' facility.

TilOthe-centeT dogs ft4or fligr aministrtivelyto any of its-Consumers,

4s._notiunder the direct control of'eitheT the administrative orlacademitx

. .

areas, and is located in an organizatiOnally neutral area.
- - ,

I
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Te determine what the data processfng needs at Millikin were,. the Vice-

115

President for InStitutional Research, with the assistance of a college -wide

AI ,dommittee for data processing,,Conducted a'survby of all the s4nents of the

.University domMunity: Each department and unit, academic and administrative;,

.

was queried as to what-its personnel saw as its data procesSing nerds. (This.

his an essential paik of the theory of participative management.) NO depart-
.

ment or individual was forced to participate illthis needs assessment; con-

sequently some of those offices who -are normally users of'a data processing

facility (like the Registrar) were conspiCuous by their absence from the list

..of those'whovoiced their data processlng needs.

From this survey, a summary needs,list was developed which represented

the input of only those which chose'to participate. These groups woad be the

t-

departmentsandindividuals who would be expectedto be the most likely users

. of a central data processing facility. their interest was, apparent.
I

As each unit listed i s data processingyneeds, each was asked to give

three est s o t costs would be' in processing the inforinatiorf:- a

conservative estimate, or the least pdSsible cost of processing this data; an

. .

estimate which would be:the normally expected cost for Processing; and an

estimate of the most it could possibly cost to perform the data processing

functions. y.

Those individuals.participating were then asked how they wouldperceive,
.

,
.

, p..

these needs being met, be .that by manual processing, crputer, or some otter
l'- N

,

way., Personnel also liste4 what, would be the most optimal configuratiO for

$ ' *
w 4 4 i

pr9cessing:theirdata, no tter what the cost. .,

''
,

_. .

All this informatibn was summarized by the Bata Pkessing Committee ,unto

lists of needs,' and a table of the three cost'figures OainiMal, normal and

1C9
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maximal) for data processi g. From these summaries it was, determineci 'that; to

meet thaP data P'Tocessing n eds of the institution, or rather only those needs

which individuals who had been willing to participate'in the:needs assessment

study had delineated, a computer facility would be necessary. Because the

staff and students, participating in the needs assessment survey-felt very,

strongly that a data processing facility should be an in-house facilityratherl

than some sort of.serviceobureau or

data processing center would have to

During this period of time, all

shared facility, 'it was determined that a

be located on the Millikfn campus.

known makes or brandVerf computer hard-

Ware available for .use j.n Decatur were invesuigated by the staff of the .office
. .

A . .

)

of the Vice President for Institutional Research: Many brands were rejected

,

.
. .

becauseAheir yearly rental cost s too expensiyer, pr came standard with4;(to

capabiliti in excess of both immediate and foreseeable future needs.

Ftom this rese4rch of computer hardwafe, two, rands emerged as those

JohiCh could cost-effectively meettpe needs expressed by the various constitu-

;

-encies.at4illikin University. The data processing committee compared and
OMP

contrasted these two brands in great detail on it ability to meet system

specifications.

,From the recommendation of the data' process

the pr9sident of Millikiri,-ighose final decision t

sing facility wasrg computer was rented and insta

on the Millikin campus, and personnel were hired, Th

4

ttee, on approvalof.

e of a data proces-

n the central building

facility hirbeemin'

by.Nallikin staff, a
.

.

operation for tikree years,/and is, bymost evaluatiohs

\

successful acility.
, t

Evaluation of the success or failure of thetdata processing center at

Milhikin to,meet the needs explicitly stated by-the many constituent-groups of

a 11 0
IA%
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the University Is anon-going process. 'There is almost bnanimouS agreement

g these'gToups that-the tenter,is meeting their nee. This succes s

meeting the needs of the University"iS due in largeTart-to the method by
. 0

which the data 'processing installatigl was conceived =- the feasibility study

\,..ich"used participatiyemnagement as its underling theory.

Thus, the concept. of using$articipative management in a feasibility

study to determine the,dgtaTrocessing needs of arqducational installation

has proved to work wellciat at least one institution of higher, education.

,

.

The University of,1linoiS FoUndation had data processing needs which

,

were,administrative i, nature, as opposed ;6 the combination of both adminis-

trative and academic needs OfMalikin. 'Since 1965, the Foundation hgd been

using a batch processed Computer tape,,system to maintain giving records on

about 50,000 donors; There as another "sivsteat which maintained accounti4
s).

records on over 2,000 funds and general accWits Unhappiness over the

ability of these systens to,provide,inforMation which was useful to nanage-
.- 1 4,

ment or to fund raisers had grown, to the point!that little:reliability was

plated on any of the donor records.

-

To evaluate the situation and make recommendationsjor needed changes,

the Foundation hired a management 'Consultant. This consultant used eilen-
.., .

-it,' -

.tially the same methodology reach a retpmmendati.on for the data pve*ssing

srstem oftie University:of linois Foundation aS'did the Vice-Presidentlor
. b .. *-

itiUMillikihal RiInstitutonesearc at n nversy., /7
-

,

First, all clerical and professional Staff members were asked to

cipate in a survey to-determine the. neeps'of the brganian Arid how the

, N

It

111:
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Staff felt those needscould best be met. Only those staff which were wi

to participate, ere included in the survey. This included all of the ce

:

raising and administrative staff, but not all of the.clerical personnel

Prson was asked to lists what the current needs of the Foundation werIf
or her' perception, and What additional needs could

advantageous to the functioning of the organizat

Each

7n his

be foreseen which/would be

. Also, staff wore asked

.in what ways the current needs were and were not being met.

This needsnee-ds survey indicated that there vas substantial misunderstendingi:'

byFUn4ation 'staff about system capabilities. Likewise, data procsing
. - .

MW

perSonnel did nOt Comprehend the needs perceived' by the Foundation staff.
I

Comiynication,between the officesWas virtually non-existent.

The use of participative management immediately allevialbd this situation.

itBecause both offices wereincluded in discussiohs about system requisites,

and capabilities, the communication channels between the two offices were

opened to meaningful discussion for the first time in years.
..

Estimates of the costs of meeting both current and projected needs were

obtained for pessimistic, normal and optimistic levels .of funding, This was

'the -same method as was used.at-Mallikin University.

Because the University of "illinois Foundation serves the University of ,,, _

2 ,..

.
.

-'.Illinois; the chief adlistrators of the University'were4also surveyed-to, .

. 1 ,

determine what management needs the Foundation fulfilled, or should fulfill,.

''.. for the University, and-its related affiliateS,,like the Alumni Association
'

and the Athletic Association. All thesneeds were cd4iled into a listing
i .

.

,

encompassing the needs expressed not only hycFoundation staffib& also by

Univemkity piWsonnel.

11?
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his suriiary of needs was presented to all the Foundation and University

of Illinois personnel participating in the'survey. Each person was asked his .

dr -her ideas On the best method(s) of meeting these requirements. At the':'same

all brands'and'models of computer hardware availablein Champaign7Urbana

il

"
..

. were investigatqd to determine their aiility to meet specifications. Addition-

/

ally, manual processing and accounting machines were explored to determine the
.., *

.feasibility of thOse types of systems in4etin the org zation's data pro-

cessing requisites.

From all fhe recommended alternatives for data processing, the staff

s..2. agreed that Five possible systems had.possibilities for medting the current

.requir4ments. These.five'aliernatives were explored in detail; exact system

!'speCifications'Were.develOped to evaluate the alternativeS. From the staff,,,
,..:' e . '

4
a to

`_....e :recommendations regn-ding.these,alternatives, then, a computer system with on-
.

. A
ine terminal entry and erocessing of gifts and other account transactions was

...
, c.

4, V -
selected. This

/

sYfteM, an'on-lifle, datalpa'se system Utilizing IMS, has been .,..;.
.- .v

. functioning for one year. .Gifts ate posted to individual records and're-'::

ceipts mailed to donors within three days delivery to the office; fund-
,

. . .

raisers 'Nay obtain haid cbpy output of individual records at any time. Con-
1 f

,

'fidence in and 4cceptance of the on-line, system is at very'high levelsin
. ,

. narked contrast to the rather depressing stktuf data. processing two years'

ago.

-Improvements in And evkuation'of this sYsta is a continOang;piOdess-v-
. From all accounts, both University and. FoundatiOn personnel are extremely.

,

satiSfiedwith.the success Of the ystem in meeting organizational needs at

this time.
4

,
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Both of thOfiasibility.studies described above provided an opportunity .

tv observe the usefulness both of the theory of participative management and'

. of feasibility studies In the arena Of edwational data-processini.
.

, .. .
It i5 impossible to, generalize from these two itudies to all. situations'

,,. . t
e

' in which ,decisions concern data pr.ssces§ing in, an educational ,environment
1 ( s

are required. It is possible, however, to note 'that,, in two very difprenti-
., , ', ,-,_ ., 4 : ,. - . .

segments o£ the educational world; the,methodologr. of using, participative
.... '...management in a feasibility-study produced "good" decisions ., - (k "good,' ;

ft ,

' i- . ,.
decisdon is here defined as a decision which has Ulf' suppori of 'different._..-

. , . J1 ._ ; , -... 4 . .

. ...

levels of institutional'kerarchy and which produces a d4ta processing, . , *
--,-- AIL . .

situation which meets' perdeived organizational ,nerds.) Because participqtive
,,,

-. ,.- 4 ' V Er
management- involves each, leve1 7 f

th,

e
.
organization, hie-richr 'in he, decision-

'''' ,, ,. .
"., ,

making proCess4 individuals' are induced,. :s:i' regatd the decision made' (to chaise

I.a
. -,:, . . li . V ,
data processing' irtstallation).as their own deciSioni. . As ft is human nature

r A

a .

to support ones ollm 'decisions , support by the different levels of ' organiza;,.

.
- .V.onal.hieraichy, for; the data, ?roacessing alternative could' be said ¶,d be ,.

, ,,
-, .,

p estined. ':- " , .. , ,. :.*, .

=To insure the continued success of the data'processifnsiinstallatiori in

:meeting ;organizational' meets, it, is. not _sUfficteit to u.e-,participative,

;management in needs asse,Ssffient and installation choice, and then stop.
.

, ,

The'eontinued iniolvement of eacti lever of organizational hierarchy in the 'N. ,
go---.....

, . .. .
. ,, , . . .' v,

;cotinuing evalua'tibn of the system is essential. 'Without continued involve-,
, .

. ,.
-o+ ; :. rent by staff; (through 'the ayenue of a user's committee, for example)., it ii

. ,

, -..---.

probible that the installation Will lose the crucial support ofjits users Ind
. ., , . : ,

, .

1?e perceived as not adequately meeting their need§..'.. - t.
1 ._ t .- ,

.. --

-
.

1
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An underlying crcept of the theory of participativeinanagement is cpeh
,

communication' between all levels of management. TQ have;theopencoMmunica-

tion between 'staff members which existed in ,the needs assessment stage of'

planning for data processing eliminated, could'produce mistrust among staff

and even open hostility toward the dat'a processing persOnnel and office%',In

ization where staff do not_continue to participate in the planning,

ion and management ofclata processing, 1 cking cohesiveness and

arrorg

evalua

direction, fattions'are likely to proceed in diverse directions,,contributing
/ tf

to upheaval and the eventual failure of the data process ng facilAy. The

experiences of the two,organizatipns discussed hel-e support this.viewpoint
4:0

itiated Using pareici:Therefore, ifiplannirtg.forAata processing is
. , ..,

., -

45t,ave4nanagement, continuing, gpOrations and eval

'. I

facility should' lso utilize the same management theory.
"{

'

There are other disadvantdOs to the use of participative management%

Mismanagement style requires Nuch longer time frame to reach decisions

tioir crf the data processing

.

because of the involvement of many individuals. Since it is3Said that time is
' . . 4

money, this would imply that using participative management consznes more of,.,

. .

.

an institution's resources'; human and monetary; than'do other management
'

.nethods. It can be argued, however,Ithat the benefits derived from participa-

tive management more than offset the additional costs in time.ana money.

The two organIzatiOns.disc4sed before are not large; to test the,appli-
-

cability of the participative management theory in educational datJ(Processing

in large organizations, these techniques were used with the DecaturlIllinois)

!'"Public Schdol District The pecatur Schools.serve 20,000:studentspd employ
!

. _1,
'toyer 2,0006staff members. To.this date, pfiliminary needi..anal)isis his been.

.

. , .

. . . .

/

,

'f made, employing the methodology, of participative management in a fe4sibility
, , .

,

5
+IP

%
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;. . As a 'result of that pi.eliminary studythe.flecatlir Schools*hale
' I

iatere theii- data p essing 'organizationto more effectively net district

.needs. It is hoped' th more complete informatio*.regarding the Decatur
4,

4

,schools' systems uetperiment" 1411 be available soon, so that the 'experiences
.

of tlie University of Illinois FOilndation and Millikin University in the appli-
.

cation,and use of the theory of 'participative 'management in planning for and .

,managlng llta'processing. facilities can be Tore readily generaltzable to other

%.

,

6/ _ size organizations.- /

Perhaps this can give other :educational administrators a tested methodo-
,

logy to use in increasing the probability of a successful data processing

, ,

facility'. At, a time t'rhen' edaCational administrators are being' hfld accountable

, for their decisions and. for the wise allocation of scarce resources, any methOd

which would increase the probabiXity 'of passing this test should :be' welcome.

.

4
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To, insure institutional and program funding at adequate

'and eguita4ledevels oda continuing basis, planning

and management information systems must be instituted
.

and accorded a nigh pri'brity by public colleges
f
and

'
universities; InstitutiOns dependent upon the'stste for

appropriated monies must be able to define, support shd.

defend their \perception of the-educatiorial future ing, 7

poSsible oppaSition to a legislative and/or executive

perception oi,face abdicatiori of indreasing amounts of

cohtrol over their future direction. At. issue issan

educational vesus a fiscal view of higher education,'

v

4A:
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INTRODUCTION

When the title of this paper was chosen, the intended message'

was two-fold. First, we believe that many states ate Adopting fundingi.)

mechanisms and methods' which do say 1n, rather clear terms "Any

a

l,institution that comes to our door seeking money had better be able

to back ur the, request with hard data." And that hard data is becoming

more and mere voluminous as -the years go by Alich,.in turn -dictates

a information system of some type. Second, we didn.1 intend to insult

your iutelence by ,t4lgesting thdt this Is the.only reason you bipuld

institute an information system. Rkithell this. t -only tbdil.late st,

litit.probabl, the str:,n4st, force yet brought to bear and forcing you

inexorably in the direction of information systems.
"-;

4

We would liKc to explore what has brought.us to thAm.poiat and whatI

c
_

-
the mefloinr tr intitntions' might be - or should we say is already?

In a 44 of tene..1,,r taltulators, electronic watches with extreme

accurac-), and mini-computers that can be bought for hundreds of dollars -

but out-perform the hundred -'thousand dollar computers of just a few
.

.
.

years ago, it is to the advantage of every institution of higher

education as well as executive and legislative offices to obtain the

. best information available. (We assume here, or course, that the bet-.
.

ter the information, the better will be the final decision. It is
'

.heiped that this is not yet totally unwarranted:!) .

118 a
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IDENTIFICATION OF TRENDS

Perhapi the factor that has captured most of the headles\in

the past several years has been that of enrollnents. .Prior to actually

receiving the fall 1176 enrollments, the National Center foT Education

4

a

Statistics estimated that the total college and university_ enrollment

would be=- virtually identical to that of a year ago. We don't-know

how each of your states have made out, but-Michigan4as followed idiot

appears to be the nation-Wide trend. in reporting a. slight decline,

While our publicly supported fou r-year-dfolleges. and universities

declined about two percent, file publicly supported two=year colleges

(those.growth colleges of the sixties) dedlined about five percent.

All4this supports the forecasted enrollment developments of many

who agtee on at least two conclusions: 1) colleges and universities

cannot'expecf io achieve long-range growth through the enrollmeqrof

larger numbers of the traditional college-age drUdent in liberal arts

programs, and 2) the long-term declihe in the birthrate and apparent

stabilization in the college attendance rate of 18 to 20 year-olds are

central contr4buting factors that, must be considered. For institutional

and publit planner:if, enrol/dent analyses become diredtional services

for,adjusting to emerging programs and recruitment needs. To fully
v

appreciate the enrollment patterns, demographic trends, economic

participation rates and student interests, higher educational officials

must be able to operationalize such informati,on as planning tools.

119



Declining levels of public finand)61 suppor( for higher education''

11

'.
. -

. : . '

also represents a key trend affecting colleges.ana.uninrsitiesthxnugh-_

K . , A

'out-theUnited States. Decreased funding levels and'executive cuts

coupled with rapid growth, in the edst of goOds and services have Man-;

±

dlited- tuition and fee increases for most institutions. In NoileMber,

leireWroniclt of Higher Education reporeed,tlie median tuition rais'by
.

.state colleges vas ten rcent,over lastyear 1 s rate. Inflation_Combined

with lagging state appeapr-iations were cited a4 the causes for.the

sharp tuition increase borne by students. That same article pot, that 0
,

tuition and fees increased for graduate students even more than for.
- 4

undergraduates, some 15 to 20 percent aver t'he previous ear- With

student e4arges and tile cost_ofgoods and. services doubli during the

past ten years coinciding with a decline in the Level of public support,

an apparent shift in public priorities Teas surfaced. Students and
. - 4

, .

their families are assuming an increasing portion of the costs of
,

nigher education as the states' share declines.- This view cdUpled,

with an examination of enrollment information prOtende'that fewer

student's will bear a larger share of the costs. Obviously, the adequaO

of the funding levels is related to each state or institution, but

such dramatic cost increases raise the question of student access

remaining equitable. If a state or institution is. committed to a

goal of equal access'to Higher education for all citizens, then confronted

with shortfall funding and double digit cost increases without con-
_

- e;^ Ol 1, $

1rtt additions to;financfal atylow carOccest'to higher e4A0itionrii'
. ,

Oan
r ___-

) - --
be maintained?

_120
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Another trend 'appears tler be the confusioiCbetween governance and

ilianagement. There needs to be a distinctioo;. they;are not the same

process. We "suspeArthat this blurriig o4 relationshipi is one
,

explanation forfcurrent financial problems. Gbvernance is that process,

Concerned with basic issues of purpose and policy; managementis that 1

process concernedwith work petf-ormance. Those people respongible
)

. V
A .

for college and university governance have been enlarging their focus
4 a

to address budget decision which,, in the final analysis, relates to

speCific departmental oblectives. What was once the sole property.

of managemeAt'of'resourcee has becomethe focus of discussion of the

1policymakers. The result as been the raising of the level. of decision-
.

'.

making to higher and higher levels within the university, or has even

moved them out -of the university and-1.15o the statehouse. -The result

is protracted among departments, faculty and administration for favor-

able budgetary decisions 'for their'respeCtive'objectives, regardless

of the overall budgetary implications. the reasons for this rising

level of dectlionmaking are d4pless many, but it appears_that the

major o7e is the frustration felt by everyone when they try to -"bred

limited resources farther and farther. The belief .is that the job

dill be easier, and the results more equitable, if only they knew just
.

a little bit more or werelable to control at a bit finer level. than

they have inthe past. It is obvious to most who take time to dtep

back from thfs pfoblem to see that the result/Ts a change in'the identity

121
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of-the players, not increased wisdouvr a larget amount of funding

-ayailabte for c The basic need ft-any level,
'

however., still exists, that of planningtand coordinatidftfor maximum
.

utilization'of'resources. Greater complexity will continue to fdfce.
:

more dentrafization of decisiondlekinkunless everyone involved has

Access to the' game informaltn.: The dIfficultY, as in the past,As
411

to.avoid program leveling or hom*nization and balance between control
.

' 0
.

- . ' .. ,

and autonomy. By adhering. to clearly defined levels of administrative

4. responsibility and faculty responsibility, thai goal can.be achieved.

... . . ,

The impact of collective bargaining and facul0 unionizatiod

upon higher educati6n ip'beginning to be felt and appreciatedby almost

" ,' .. 4 Y
every institutional-and-4encr planner by now. The imposition

1

of col-
.:

, .
. .

lecEive bargaining' agreements have, in general, encouraged the growth. ,

. %.>r

df more formal conflict- resolution arrangements within all sectors'
.

of higher education .The reliance on formal authority and grievance

,

procddures'tends.to be ireater4n.organized institutions-than in non-

unionized instituttons. As an outcome a collective bargaining activ-

ities,*College and university administration of contracting and non-
.

contracting institutions alike re induced to collect, and maintain

.

extensive employment infdrmation and records for the development of ap
.** 0

- .

'informatiln\r for analytic pgrposes. State government reepoile to

*collective bargaining in. higher education hasgrended to support -leg-
.

..

..

is Lion 040 ie increasingly structuring the management of the confliCt
0

. that is arising. And even if that not happened, management is being.
1 .1 ,0

'I / .1

r.
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.
caught in a vise gri of rising demands on one side and stable'or

decreasing resources on the other.

The trend towar formula fuming will be left to a later portion ,

ea

of this paper.

OUR "mimics"

There are many publics to which institutions and the state

4
,

.

executive and legislative offices must redpond. These factdrs, too,

e'-

are helping to push every institution toward increased use of in ormatiort

systems.

The state eXecutive 4fices and legislatures have-twO basic
./

functions to perifOrm with respect to the funding of stae highert

educat,iontil'einstitutiong. First,is to determine, among an array of

many state-level priorities, what portion 9f-state resources can be

-21'-- ,.
Y allocated to higher education. The Second function is toy devise some

' ..

::
.

, mechanis& for distributing these resbnrcdermong
.

instititions,

.

In the performance of these functions at the state level., institutiohs _
A,

must be aware of-the many publics to which state agencies, Governors'

offices, and legislators are responsive. A.single letter from a

' * 4'
disgruntled constituent to an influential legislator can sometimes/2

.,. . ,

, I

have as much impact on an appropriation as a vac-hour prisentatibn by

4

tte university president. Other, more organized, lobbying groups can
4

41.

also strongly influence the political procevss.

11. 12g
,"

.

`If

I



Insome states, teachstcra unions and other' organized labor

gr ups are extremeli'inportant and an have substantial impact
A

el.ther for or against higher ucation funding. 'Business organizations, `
,

. t.
.

like state chalbers of commerci7, have generally been more concerned
. -

with revenue and taxation issues. Other citizen or --otrununi,ty groups .

can play infltence the course of legislative action'. Welfare. rights

lobbiei can have the effect of diverting unds from highereducatian
Off. .

to social services budgets.
,

Student organizations have traditionally focused pheir attention

at the campus level, but other university -based &pups like faculty

' associations, professional organizations, and accrediping agencies

can develop al? impact at the sate capitol which may w?ll influence

an institution's level of support.

4
Governors and individual legislators tightly perceive themselves

,,,

as ;epresenting a broader constituency than just the higher education

community.' 'There is keen competition among many sectors ipor a share
. , 1

,
of limited state resources. As has been seen ,from recent trends ,,,in

.. ...

state support, higher education may be loosin ground in competition
,

,

.... . i

f with otter priorities. The existance of thes other publics which
....

4

\ .can have impact on state funding'decisions provides added reason to

1

-, . '(...

support specific', objectiyet and quantative,approachet to higher

edtwatil.funding.- Providing these kinds of arguments 'in support of
.. .

appropriations requestama .and.you khoW they will, require the col--

lection of data never

rpakellur-case."

,44,

ore needed, but which will be neoesary to
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WHERE ARE WE GOING? WHAT DOES IT MEAN?

Change is:a; factof life Ind, in fact, is life. Change will

always be' With us and. is the major support for iMproved Wormation

and planning:, Whenchange is knOwn to be coming, the desire is there

:td make the "best" change possible - the one that will solve the most

/problems or offet the greatest flexibility in the future. In an
1

earlier r,eport on the "steadystate" of education, the dicussion is

really ab ?t the evolving mix of changes that are taking ilace,and

must be dealtillwrth.I There are actually five areas of change that must

be addressed.

A

First, the introduction of new or improved products'is occurring

in higher education also. Oer the years, higher education has produced'

4

extensive-Credentialiam, the associate degree, the external degree and

life-long, ;earning as new "products" gb serve the needs of the people.

While many of these changes have evolved over the years, many of the'

new changes in direction are,taking place in shorter And shorter time -*

periods and some method must be,implemented that will allow more rapid

evaluation of these changes and provide-a method of projecting how

each newChange might impact on higher education.

./ ,

Second, new methods of-production are Higher'education .

is responding to A changing society by'proViding new ways of offering

the product needed. It is in tHis area that technology has been held

,,
,

out as the greatest change-agent since the educational business began.
.

. .
.

.

)

I

.1:25
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+.--That,--such A massivePchangegs not yet taken place.- such as comely

individualized instruction, hor4 television education for everyone
I

tends to hide the greatchanges that have takeriplac,e in the last

twenty years, and with the advent of mini-computers, a,Rotential

explosion orchanges may be just around /the

Third, the development of new markets.

corner.,

This has probably-received

the greatest emphasis as the "savior"'of the higher cation scene.
.1

It was., or is, to be the devalopment .of life-long learning and the

non-vraditional students that will.provIda/the numbers of lifarner-st

in the. coining years to off-set the reduced number of traditidnal college-_

ae.students. Whether or not this will come true is to be seen bu-t the

#

need exists to examine these potential groups to determineif higher

ducation is rea1.1y the answer to their opeds.

jourth, sources of'revenues for higher education are a continuing,

,

problem area. If new sources of revenue exist, it is nos readily ap-

parent and maximum utilization must be made of current sources. In a
.

day and age of reduced growth, if not actua decline in revenue, and

when the demands upon those revenues are t imbjng at fantastic rates,

higher education is,fdrced to presint a case that isstrongei than

ever as to why they should get a piece of that pie. Improved utilizatiom

of and management of resources within the institution is piso an area
..

tbat--t needs as much impl-Ovement as possible. Ii is difficult to ask
.

. 1 ./.

4

fqr resources if maximum utilization is not being made for those resources
0 -

already-received.
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the organization of higher education into more responsive
1 *-

formeis.a major area of change. Because of a number of forces at

.

.mork on higher education - enrollments, part-time "studentslincreased

.*
. .

.
,

expectations,-more.liesure time, etc., - new Toms Jot higher education
. , k

. . .
. . , .

have emerged iq the past few years. Consortia halre developed to combine

401
.

the strengths of beyeral.institus tions,

j

small and specialized institutions
,

4
hive combined for a l ar ger and stronger organization, and branch,

. ,
.

_
,campuses or learning" centers are pcipping up left and right to meet the

V

.
..

,,

needs of tfte people where they live.,

41
/

When a chise look is ,taken at each of these five areas, it can be

4 .
.-,

.
.

. i'aeen that underlying each of theM' is a demand for more, and more accurate.,
.

. .
. ,

informatioh upOn mhIch,to make decisiqns. to one sense, planning and

management systems are needed to "keep up with the_Jones" since they
,

provide tlie'datfi to back-Up the. services. They are` also needed to

0-

enable1 yo:tepresent your version of the Pbest" future - and where you.

.
4

a

fit in. That there' is'ilo one answer to every problem is a truism*.but"

\
....., .

an important one. Each person or orgarkization will look at a problem

. , .

from tr own background and pqint of view. The one that can Nat
,. .

support their kTument will have the best chance of convincing the
.

decisionmakers thatheir way is "the" way to go.'

c.

STATE FUNDING MECHANISMS

Perhaps, in no other area are changes occurring which are placing

so much of a pressure.on higher education. attempt to_build a.

.
.lber,ter`mousetrap, states are moving to different and more complex methods

%.

to determine what'ihare of state resources hidgr edi t, on will receive.

:127 c
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About, half of the states use some kind of formula mecanism for

providing public support to colleges and universities. These formula

funding mechanisms rely primarily upon enrollment andthistOrical

expenditure.data to determine levels of support to beappropiiated.

There are ,problems however, associated- with .the forpaUla.aPproach to

,funding higher education; it is hoped that. the ipadequacies of these

methods can be Changed with the development of addi onal and new

measures of output.

Our state, Michigan, is currently in the process of deielOpin

and phasing in (over.a three-year periOd)'a formula funding mechanism

to appropriate support for public colleges and universities. 'To ad-"
dress the historical and quantitative inequities cottainea in the

present budgetary method, incremental funding prioritfeswere assigned

to other'factors in addition to enrollment and expenditure data. The

Tole and service mission of the individualjnstitu,tion is one component

Of the new funding formula on which appropriated supportto.colleges.

and universities is made. Among'the elements examined within the role

and mission component are.the institutions' statements of their role
1

and the focus and scope of its service area in relation to its under-

graduate and graduatiiprofessional programs. Another significant*

componentpf the new formula spproach is the funding Consideration it

accords tO.theconcept-of "peey" institutions, Under this concept,

institutions haye been designated as research, regional., technical or

state college in orientation, ,this taxonomy helps to insure that like

p,
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programs in similar inVutions will be fuided at.comparable levers.

At present, joint institutional and state agency .sub-committees,are

woricitip to identify and refineapther measures which are unique to

Michigan higher education.
4

. .

One of the problems aUsociated with the development and implementation

of formula funding mechanisms is slow institutional response in the

development of a data base.' This operational shortcoming may be man-

dated to lame colleges and universities because of their size and

economy of scale. Executive commitment -alone...can not singularly create

an adequate support system for immediate response to formula funding

information requirements. Institutions with insufficient data resources
/'

±-technology must ,j'e allottgd adjustment time to complete transition

) responsibilities without the difficulty oKeing financially peialized

/
/

for their former method of operation. The potential for inequitqle

formula generated appropriations stemming-from lagging institutional

response becomes a legitimate concer- n when one notes the diverse

'levels of information And data treatment which exist within higher.

education. Subsequent formal appropriations.to the instituti-on could '

be' affected by the initi8l lack of requiied data.

Competition for public funds from the states' programs, institutional

segments and emerging priorities have provided strong incentives for

stateA to:adoPt formula funding mechanisms. Instillitional and state

budgetary requeses,must be presented in-a form that is undustandably

129
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justified and apnuntable or face certain eronton to other public
f

.

interests which can be presented in such a format.. The formula funding

method is an ipproach which canincorporate the current mandatesof

pdblib finance. Beyond the general public interest, concern for

accountability is the issue of inter- institutional competition, for

state resources. The funding differences_ which are attributable to

historical reasons, personal qualities of college representatives and'

"flagship" designations cannot be redressed simply by adopting a

4' formula mechanism. However, formula funding doesn't impode barriers

to the solving ofthose issues as long as all of those involved,
4 -147t

.institutions, stnte,agencies and the legislature dnd\governor, work

toward the Solving of'those probt,ps.

As,was previouslyimentioned, student access can 13e maaagedand

supported in a manner consistent with State goals and institutional

commitments under the guidelines established in a funding formula.

k

Student financial aid programs have to be carefully linked to
taccesa

goals An any mechanism to prevent the inadvakent exclusion df all

but the most affluent student'Clientele through inflayonary and

cyclical economic change.'

THE NEEDJOR,PLANNING AND
MANAGEMENT-TNPORMATION SYSTEMS

Knowledge is power. This is a known and acceptdd4statement of
-.

tact.rWhat may not be so clear is that data implies knowledge and that
P_4 le

data control ithe control of power. hide the teal issue in most

1 SO'
tt

,

11.
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discuisions decisionlr/s(va - what shell ha priority ov

what - the fight is usually over the datssuppor ng the points o

view. Thedifficulty is that we. not et e &good handle on how

to use data to articulate, expres and au °A our values. A planning

and managedent inf ormation System will'NOT answer: that quest on for

,you. It t::eve'r could nor will it vel.. he able to do so ,'since

.,

the arguments are so Often over d ta, Aot values Id thi= is by

conscious or unconscious choice mire ofteri t not), it ehoves

institution's of higher *cation o provide theiselves h the best

"ammunition" possiA011-4

Accurate and complete (wha ever that means) dat- is useful for

three types of activfiies. Fi t, it is useful in a building .and

supporting of requests for res urces - either fine cial or'human. What

better arzment can be given o an executive offi e and legislature'

at the-stat vel than "we ve explored all p sibilities, see the

attached docum taiion, and, if you =nt us ado such-and-

so, we will need V41e.f owing resowrdes."
1,

Second, it is useful for internal resou ce allocation.. .This is

in some ways an ension of the first use isted earlier, but goes

beyond it he sense that you work with given-end total and the

sum of interne]. allocations cerinot"'excee that total. Each department.
c

or sub-unit stands the best chance of g ining the most by submitting

the mot complete documentation.

; ip 1
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Third, it is useful in evaluation of thearlier resource allocations.

ttes-the initial allocations_werelmade, you said-thiaand-that, lmt us

now go bick,and.se if those goals hive actually been reachalir if

there could have bean a better allocation of the limited resources.
i A

There -is nothing to make-a department more "honest"-in its attempt to

perfdrm than the knoWledge that its Ain words and promises will be the

only criterim used to measure their performance.

' .

The major push at the btate. level for-expanded reporting capability,

isrthe esire of the elected officials to withstand accountability

quest ns. gOen if decisions are made on a purely political basis,

'reams of data that support such a decision will mike everyone look

better and enable legislatorsto respond to their public that they have

done their best to determine "truth" and the decisions they have made

.were the best possible in the circumstances.

"It is becoming more and more apparent that higher educational

inslittitions thanselua are no longer immune

questions from the general public, much less

to "accountability"

A
than from legislatures.

'There may have peen a time when higher edetation could ask bit and
.-

receive state dollars with hardly a question Asked about wbht the mode)?

/44

was to be used for andwhat the benefit might be,' but that tira is

lonegone. Institution after institution is tieing forced into the

".public eye" to answer hard, questions and support their, request for

continued amistanee.-

132
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Perhaps the most difficult problim in developing'and using plan
.

ning and management inforMation systems is how to integrate the

qua itative and subjective measures that higher education abounds In,

' in b the "hard data" requirements ofe4ata system Because the desire

1 .

so great to develop some type of system,.we include what can be

asured simply becauSe it can be measured. If the item measured

elates to the questions asked, it is often coincidental. An example
f,

s the student credit hour. We count them, divide by them, multiply---

by them, and hold them up as the measure of prOductivity. The problem

is that no one haii ever seen one of these ':credit hour" things and

what its relationship is to 'actual learning is an unknown and, depending

pon the course, everchanging thing.

if INFORMATION SYSTEMS.AND
STATE FUNDING MECHANISMS

In an attempt to bring some kind. of closure to this paper, we

thesho Id lastly look at, and summarize, the enefits of a planning and

liana ement information system as it relat s to state fu'dfiNg mechapisms.

The 1 key to the usefulness of such a system is the answJt to the /

questi n, "Does it deliver -the dollars ?,'

S =te goverkmkacs are concerned with problems of retrenchrat in

oVerex ded are4s of instruction, and the relationship of academic

j111-

progtams to theAob market. Searching questions are being raised about

. 133,
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such previously sacred.faculty prerogative as reduced teaching loads

for research and public service. Tbe concept of tenure may be

4 seriauslyln jeopardy in an era of declining, enrollments.

Legislative,committees ate'examining educational outcomes other

than credit hours generated as a means of assessing the social value

of higher education. Although most stags have a Strong commitment

to the support of public higher education with reasonable access to

all qlialitied individuals, ,there is concern regarding equal oppoitunities

for *men and minority groups. This concern is' reflected in melerAata

tecidests on enrollments of women and ethnic minorities and how they

into present programs.

_.The rising overall costs of governEent and increasing priority

being given to Alai services and other programs puts great pressure "..4%,,

00,
on higher education to better prove its case for a share of the pie.

r Institutions resent the added demands for more add yet more data to

be collected to satisfy the information demands at.the state level.

The state, however, must respond to y "publics" other than higher

education, and it behooves us to ma thabest case for higher education

that we can.

,

In the past, it has often happe ed that a,large part'of the data

request of institutions and provided by them to the executive arid

legislative' offices have not really b -en used to make fiscal decisions.

134
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.Demands from other sectors and limited resources have pushed specific

.concerns into the background as percentage figures (either up or

down)' determined.overall funding level. Even worse was the occasional

political vote trade-offs made in support or defeat of an issurir-
.

. .

regardless of fiscal,need.- The implementation of a common and useful

planning.and maniteient.infOrmation system at each of the institutions

and agencies involved should begin to reduce some of the unnecessary ,

7

reporting. Because of system complexity[, only.that data that is useful

will berequested. Only wbere all groups can agree on its-place in

a funding formula, will there be a need ,,,to collect a certain piece of

The flow of policy decifionmaking does not need to continue its

movement to the-state capitol. Educational decisionis miorlimay not

have fiscal implications,4put decisions need not be made. on financial'

considerations alpne. Computerized data systems can give everyone

access to the same information at theme timo-and-help,to liett -40O-

. ,

-

appropriate'decisionmaking to its lowe t, instead of its highest, .

level. 11.of this can be supported with a-comprehensive, accurate, -

".
. A.-,*..

.ww-. .

and accessible data base

.

.ilitnnkyri aFthe inititi4fional level.
; -...

. , .
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RATIONALIZING MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEj COST40-

. I

Robert J. Parde4
Dean, School of Engineering
Uni,Vbrsity of Santatlara
Santa Clara, Cal4fornia

, *

This Wiper 'examines the proposition that management int6rma,
P. , .

.t.i011 temi for-coll.eges and univirsities are not'achieving

their original objectives of supporting better.management

.

.

decisions by p

more timely

should be re

lower-costs.

oviding more and better information in a

nerr. As a conSequence, the MIt

in ,scope, and slipdardized tO achieve

e reolgurces that are released carp better

be used to sustain institutional viability.

/'

The basic theses, set f

,

s paper are:

1.... emts-Is,4 GOOD, IDEA, BUT. A4AblofITS TIME

.2. rap WAS A.sit4tyna PROPOSED A LATLE.16iNDERSTOOD
PROBLEM -' -Iir-

.

3. UNLIKE,BUSINESS, COLLE4ES AND UNIVERSITIES ARE NOT
.

-- TIME-DEPENDENT .

--'! .

. A. . ',BETTER WAGEMENTs! SHOULD NWIE.CONFUSED WITI-k
POLICY- ,DECISIONS

WA-S 'A HELP FOR YESTERDAY'S CENWRALIZED ?MINING
.., .

- "
6. INFORMATION' COLLECTED Ali STORED HAS NO VALUE" UNLESS ..

. USED

%,

7

4

7 .'"1T'S NEVER 'TQO LATE FOR'A COMPREHENSIVE ORGANIZATIONAL
ANALYSI

.

---- 8.4 STAND RATION OFCoMMON OPERATING PROCEDURES 'ON A .' ..

-' NATIONAL BASIS IS ONE ROdTE TO LOWER CAAPdS.INFORMATION ' ..

.

COSTS,
tIls .." ,

....
.

It , It

n.

. b .._ . .., ..,

9, TRENCHMENT WILL BE ORDERLY OR CHAOTICBUT/JTAILIeBE
a

; 0 ,t -.,
. i. . , 4..

4

,,

A

~

\
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w

--<#).
\ w', -I would like 4 lieve thert I am neutral. in. what may appear to ,be an

. ,
S administration -fa culty dSate over' the allocation.of resources. As an academic

,, ., , . .
\ der,' my Piimty re onsi bi 1 ity, is for 'our school of engineering. As a member - .

, \ , r , ,' , -.,

- a
A

of the teaching facu ty I am. reminded deny of the: needs of the classroom.,
4

1 g 4pr, the ljniversity, and institu-
. .

. . St r ,

.
tionaji4%earCh. Most recently.1 coordilii he converAio'n of our centrat

r, _ 4 :
X

e

da,ta prOcOsing- unit m a batch to an on.-line vstem. 'This paper describes .

, my' easohi .tor believing.that-ai fhis time, a contiderable'hdre of the,fuhds'.e. gili. Al -,it
now beihg spent. on data. Vocessing and the:development of management informatiki

. -
.

systems,, can belitr fie utilized in other .
activiSies ,which are more directly, , A :

g.

, v. , -... . .
related to sustainAntl'instiVtional viability.. .

\ -,
X. . ) .

' e or

,
. My first invqlv rit with rhnagemerit informatiowystems came in my first ,i ,, .

-. , ,i
4._

post-college I :particiPatect in a study to determine taaka,;ibil.ity of '
. . 4

. . , .. a

`'
Y

% 4,,. replacingacing a 1.1cBee Keysort factory payroll systeg, with an =IBM unit. rtcorisd systeln. '
I I ' ),. . ., aI .

'. We were priMarily interested in reducing,the, cost. of -payroll. pregar4tions I
A

. ).

'FOP. many, years, I have Ven'ivolfe4

,

. r that byTeorganin he piOctdines, we were able -to, lver Costs, and
.

-10
main , which made i unnecessary .to obtain new equipment, or retrain r
payroll clerks. Wh

,

en I first encountered. MIS for col
'

the emphasis Was on' move, better, and more ip

6 .
4 betisr_ma0igeme

stoat now' is
eW

eg:esiand universities,
" A.'

rnkitione i n support' of

de.ci's'ion's. There was ncimpntion of 3oreringioosts; rib eve
,

....,' ..
,time, to, -lower costs. ',. '

,.-.
0.... i iie i nject ,t hat I too, had high hoes f the MIS cOncepti As a member

Y+
, A **.

of the university's pla ing grobp, I beca
,

'enamoured with PPBS, and still .

r
t

r241.3i1
4

6

1

' '

.1

A
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',am. The procedure is logical, and it provides an excellent forum for the kind

of analysis atd debate that fs appropriate to the academic governibg Sty .

alit somehow, we, and most dther institutions,*were.never able to,adapt is 1

Ipapproach td our organization. I- too, developed myowb 100 variable.simUlatiom
4

planningmddei accommodating only the most fundamental planning data. Dynamic

planning, however, providing decision. makers with the opportunity to test the

' 'impact of Planning alternatives, is Still foreign to our decision procedures,
. e 4

and has note 'eplaced,the traditional approach to budget development -- .

u

_incremental changes to the previous budget.

,Th4'observations that 'foil& are my assemssmeRt-of,what went wrong--why

rational decision making hasn'tecome standard p ctice in colleges end

4
.universities, what we Carilearri from-this, what we should retain from"our 'present .

.exPerience, and what we lipid e woptking toward light, of Vie current plight

of our institutions,
-

IS'A.GOOD IDEA BUT AHEAD. OF. ITS 1-I HE

,

The reptr
. . ,,, ,41.

) '
. .

* '

colle' Wversities'summarized the aspirations for MIS and described.some

. '
.,..

of the
/
concerns for the.development and use of. systems and analytical models:

1

0
s

-s° L. .Because of growingemplexity, institutions of higher education

. are,becom14--more'diffitult Io.ponage.

69 WH1CHE seminar on management, information systems'for

AO

2. Better management is the, achievement of mote desirable ratios
AL.

51;tween cot and benefits.

'Management information systems that would provide more, better,-and

more.timely information'Would assist managers in making better decsions

because they, would better understand the consequences of alternative
,

A
courses of.ac'thonl,

Becauie management informatioNsystems are costlto.develtp, there

" 13 8. L3_ II

I

.1
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should be a regional or national coordination of MIS activities to

conserve time, effort and money by preventingduplttaedn of

. development effort.

Unlessinformatian systems and analyiical'models are a4opted and used,

their development is an4cademic exercise.
.

411

4
6. Unless' more money is spent on administration, it is unlikely that it

will bell proved.

, What has,happened to these aspirations and plans.during the.past seven years?
1

,...
.

1. institutions became no less easy
,

to manage, but,a, whole new set of .

4
,problems has developed; Expanition has been replaced by retrenchment.

S'.

Student concern with ,World social order has been,, replaced by a concern

for finding.a.personal role `fncontemporary economic acid- ty. Decreased
. ,- .

faCulty mobility hasfilitenstitedstheconflia over 'economic issues.
. . .

Sustenihg inititutional viability when there is little freedom of
.,

11,-
. -, . .

movement, has
.

become the ce ,iAal'concern:1"

2. While we continue to measur -coqs'with greater precision, we have
,

.

made littleprolness w-itk asuringbeeTTI and as a consequence,
. "4. 7*. .

have had to settle for'Ouf s for meattrinqffil Weency.
- 0

1. Analytical models have a fas iktng attraction, especially-,in the

, .A * ,ft.
classroom, but,feW have ;ucc ssfully moved into the decisioh. making

arena.

4. The national coordination of systems development continues.. It is
4

probable thath* fiscalabjity of individual institutions to
'4

'continue to participate and c ntribute will be seriously edrtailed

. despite still A be achieved oSitive goals.

.11

Theecosteffectiveness of MIS for theindiv,FUal campus is my concern

l'Irthis. paper.
lb
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6. Considerably more money has been spent on the administration function,
-.Amosomw

in colleges and universities during the past six years. This .

developmen should be subjected to analysis to see ifithere has been

return on that investment and to raise the question, what economies

of scale have been achieved.

'MIS.WAS A SOLUTION PROPOSED FOR A LITTLE UNDERSTOOD PROBLEM

While everyone is in favor of better management, more information was

proposed as a solution to the college and-university "management problem"

Without being certain ,if a lack of information was the problem. In,1969;.two
41. *

t approaches were proposed for collecting information:

1. The appreach,adopteby WINE was that there should be a clear
ti

,identification of the problem, an approach to the solution developed,

and then an identification of the inforMation required so-that ipe

Information collection and retrieval costs could be minimized

2, The ond approach was to collect and store all possible information

in anticipation of the unforeseeable question.

Considering the first case, we are still collecting information without

knowing precisely what is needed'beciuse the problems -keep changigg and we do".
,

- not know which problems or solutions we will be asked-to support. The

Cqmorehensive information retrieval approach initially encCuntered technical

Problems with data base design, but they Were resolved. 'What is still not

vknown is whether-or not the cost of achieving this level of preparedness

is justified by the institution's ability to react more quickly.

Without really understanding the decision prbcess, or knoWing'whatin-

formation was required, we therefore began Tb.catect and store massive amounts

of data muse the technblvy.became available and it seemed like a reasonable

1

a

4

-t

t
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approach. The search continues for a workable system of governance and related
, .

. 0

'decision making for Colleges,and'Ainiv'er4sities. MIS arrived before we were
A

ready"to make. useof

UNLIKE BUSINESS,' COLLEGES AND UNLWERSITIES ARE NOT TIME-DEPENDENT

There a're a number of reasons why MIS will always be les's beneficial on
,

campus than in business and industry. .

.
.. . .F..

1. There is a pay-pff for the time-dependent information in business that

can't be realized by colleges and universities. The profit potential

of fast inventory turnover, optimum equipment utilization, rapid

respcinse to market changes, or fast customer response times, are less

critical campus problems. Thecreservation systems for-the airlines

. can be duplicated forLa

what benefits. We' have tendency-to speertp our procedures because

.-we have the technological capability.

us Tegisti-ation, but at What cost and for

2. Business requires centralized planning and coordination of marketing

pl'Ost finished goods inventory 7/ production schedules, work-in-

proce4s inventory, pruchasing, manpower, and facilities, on an hourly

and even minute-by-minute basis. No such rapid dissemination of

plans or coordination of activities is required in the most complex

multicampus state systems.

3. Most campuses have not had to reach-the data processing operating

efficiencies that are expected in business. Not all institutions

te on 24-hour schedules. This has zequired larger capacity

machines, and'is nice'for big programs and for expansion, but is still

a competitor for limited funds.

In summary, information systems that are selected because of'fast response

. .
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times may not be compat able with the campus pace. A student may':not want his

grade report,in 48 hours if the price is feWer periodicals in the library.

"BTTER MANAGEMENT" SHOULD NOT BE CONFUSED WITH POLICY DECISIONS :

Defining better management as rea0ing a more desirable ratio between

costs and benefit i5 a reasonable beginning. The problem is, of course, that

we hiven't.been successful 'in measuring behefits (see Keller2) so we have

reverted to measures of outputs carefully accumulated costs, and arrived at .

"efficiencies".

41111
In our serarch for an evaluation of.performance, its seems to Me that We

"11..

ire confusing efficiency and ini itutional priorities. Efficiencies can be

developed by comparing outputs with some standard of performance. On the ot*r

hand, priorities must ultimately be selected by governing-boards and adMin-fs ,

istrators, who are then second guessed by taxpayers and tuition paying students

who either agree w ith the priorities selected, or ultimately withdraw their

jupport.

.For evaluatirig organizational unit performance, the most frequently used
. .

,measure is the "unit cost per student credit hour" for a department; college

or even acampus:

Total organizational unit costs._
Cost per student credit hour

Silent credit hours tright

. While each publication of-these talIiesof costs per studen1t-erte4t

..
'Aormalbeincludes a caveat that they.are an imperfect measure, unit costs

anttnue to be widely.,usedT-benefilts are difficult to identify and measure, ,

unit costs are understood by businessmen, they are easily calculieN from ill

readily available data; and more knowledgeable indicies have not come into use.

The next:L1nevitable step is to identify "hest managed" departments as

those with.the lowest unit cs. The higher unitcost'departments are then,

142
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by definition, the wastrels.

An example will )elp distinguish efficigdy and policy, In the. pursuit
N

of highest efficiency, an institution offering the bachelors degree could

offer a nonspecialized degree program of 120 semester hours taught in 24,five-

'unit courses. Each course would meet once a year, and be offered in an auditorium

large enough to.accommokte. an unlimited enrollment. With only 12 courses

taught in the entire college, im any one semester, four or six very talented

andhardy faculty members could handle the entire instruction program. If,

however, this model is considered abnormally efficient, and there is a desire.

to accommodate wider student interests, or establish greater'rapport among

students and faculty, then an (pert policy decision is made to move away'from

maximum efficiency and consonant lowest unit costs, towards somi'alternate model.

It is, then possible to describe titis new policy-derived model 'as a, standard.

Optimum teaching loads, section size, elective opportunity'for majors, and

other determinants of costs ere selected as a policy. It is then possible to

produce performance indices that compare performance against policy established a

standards.- -

The focus of this discussion is that high unit costs in Latin or Greek ,

occur because of limited student interest and not because of waStrel-type
1

detisions made by the chairman of the Latin and Greek department. He probably

.enrolls all of the studentt signed up in his courses in a single section; he

probably has high faculty teaching loads: Salaries may be the lowftt on campus.

1 Chiding the chairman won 't reduce the unit costs..

The policy decision is whether or not to offer Greek and Latin, a?d must'

bemade on the bests of the intrinsic value of those carses tO the academic'

program. Unit\costs do'n't aid in that decision: In a multi-campus activity,

,where consolidation of programs is possjble and students can be redirected t6

143
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r
.other campuses, the options increase. Still, normal fall course enrollments

and the annual record of degrees granted is the only information needed to

e ,

describe-the problem.
."ft

MIS WAS A HELP IN YESTERDAY'S CENTRALIZt PLANNING

Centralized planning and formulae bqdgeting during the past ten years has

been given a big assist from management information systems. When rapid

N

expansion was the key problem it was necessariqo develop incremental resource

needi so that enrollment projections could be translated into total resource

requirements. When the resources.actually became availablecentralizel

planhing was helpful in* tablishing_the priority of need--where was the tightest

pinch, physical facilities,'faculty, or the support areas. Once the allocation

was made, traditional 'stewardship of-funds" systems took over to insnsr that

funds\gga4ysed for the authorized purpose, this may have been the period when

the cOT e and university organization most closely approached- that of a

'
business organization, displaying the classical management functions of plebing

organizing, staffing, directing and controlling--the top down mode. Because of

growth, there were nearly enough resources for everyone-Lilitluding fiinds to

support the development of MIS in, the quest for "better management": Now that

the situation has reversed, there are no longer enough resources for everyone,

and the more nebulous problem of institutional viability is being faced rather'

than additional square feet of chemistry laboratories: The same system will

04

'not be equally effective. Growth,and expansion requires central -planning and
4

coordination. Viability requires grass, roots innovation, and this will not

eminate from traditional finance deominated centralized planning.

One Of the,irIkiCal tests of centralized planning isoihether or not the

plans are ever implemented. Ft appears that if a plan (not just a budget). is-

put together by a central group without conflict or extended debate by the

144
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aced is community, it will be/difficult to implement the plan because of

,
resistance or just plain inertia. 'The resistance will be created by those who.

didn't participate ih the centralized planning but are expected to implement it.
..,

On thd other'hand,-participative planning is t/me consuming and tension laden
. .

but has a greater chance for implementation because much of the conflicpas

resolved in the planning. ..

The search for viability must involve the entire academic community be-

t cause all will be effected. It is a time for arse- ordering of priorities, and

the slimming of many act4vities which grew when there were different institutional

objectives. Today's planning concern must be howto maintain institutional

'viability Art.esources ark diminished because of decreasing enrollment, inflation,

and rising costs
Ak
of plant okation. Planning must now focus on encouraging

those programs that contribute to sustained institutional viability; and --

developing new programs while at the same time developing a set of retrenchmeht

priorities to make available the necessary resources.

There does not appear to be a need for more information from a more

0.

sophisticated management information systems to help with this new planning.

Hayes reported the major information items used by the staff for the Oklahoma

State Regents for Higher Education in considering alternate retrenchment

strategies,enticipating that some institutions will lose one-third of their

enrollment in the next seven years:
3

.

Institutional enrollment:*

Institutional enrollment change

Per capita costs

Student-faculty*ratios

Number of volumes in the library

Average faculty salaries

145
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,Tenure status of faculty

Instructional spaCe per capita

Comprehensiveness of instructional programs

Instructional expenditures

All of this information could be accumulated manually.- This list,suggests

that if long range planning is not taking place in.colleges and universities,

-it is for reasons other than a lack of information. 1

,e

INFORMATION.COLLECTED AND STORED HAS NO VALUE UNLESS USED

In his discussion of the uses of,ibs,titutional data, Service describes

ah institutional systems hierarchy:
4

1) AN OPERATIONAL DATA SYSTEM collects and maintains basic data on

institutional transactions and activities S

A MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM integrates and transforms operational

data into useful information

. 3) Ai PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT SYSTEM supports analysis and understandin

of future directions

It will be proposed in next section that a comprehensive organizational \

analysis should be undertaken to match current institutional activities with \

/'
current institaiona);gbjerti'ves. One Othe goals of thi,,,analysis would be

to carefully distinguish among these three information systems.

The Operat' na data system should be analyzed with the goalrof achieving

lowest possible . The traditional question 0 procedures analysis would ,

be asked: is the activity necessary, can it be combined with another, can a

lower cost sequence be selected, and finally, is there a less expensive way

to do the activity? This analysis will help match institutional size and

complexity with, the extent of systems sophistication. Smaller institutions

may find a manual system adequate. When lower costs of cler 1 operations

111466
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can be achieved through automation, then a-move to an electronic system becomes

justifiable. Larger institutions and state systems can. justify the largest

installation that provides.them with thei'lowest-costs and-which are commensurate

with external information requirement.' Considering just this operation, level,

none of the system should be justified on the basis that it;is in support of

better management decisions: Leave this for the next higher level.

Analysis of the next level in the syStemusliierarchy;i.management information,

requires a similar procedure. In addition to identifying "the integration and

transformation of the operational data into useful information", the major

question.to be answered is who is using the information being produced, and

what value is'this to the institution? With the current financial stress, what

is the resource priority of that information use? It is necessary to distinguish

between "getting ready" and beneficial applications. FOT example, consi* an

alumni-development office information system. The most sophisticated'Systen-

would be capable of retrieving from a file containing exhaustive information

about each alumnus. As a consequence, it might'be possible to select an ideal

menu,for an alumni chapter luncheon based on the recorded preference of the

attendee's for meat, fish, or fowilt 'If this kind of information is truly

effective in developing stronger alumni support, then the exhaustive nature of,
.

I 4-

the files may-be reasonable.. If on the other hand, the files are not kept

current,-or are.queried infrequently, or the alumni Ativity is stagnant,-then

--this MIS applicati'bn may be just another monument to the wonders of technology.

I.ha already diScussed the third level of information systems at some
0

length,. An organizational.analysis will Confirm that his increasingly
A .t .

difficult to eveCtively utilize MIS at the planning level beemse of the changing

nature of the problems confronting higher education.

147
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,IT'S NEVER TOO LATE FOR A CO REHENSIVE ORGANIZATI NAL ANALYSIS

The attitude I-am seeking to convey ishat MI was 'prematurely introduced

to an organilational.setting that is unable to profi\ from its potential.

Thdre has not been the level of den nd for informati ,that was anticipated,

and much of what has been made available is not being effectively used.'

Therefore, those-Parts of the hi archy of information systems that are not

making a contribution, should `b discontinued. A compr

J,

analysis is proposed as a mechanism for identifying the

hensive organizational

seful vs. the superfluous,,

A periodic organizational analysis is necessary because i ttiutional objectives

are continually changing and a knowlidge?of what is. being ne is an essential

first step in meeting new objectives.

1
.

Four elements of the organization need to be considered:

1. Structure - The way the whole organization is develope from parts, and

the.interaction of those parts

Content - The way the work is done and how. The analysis to

include each operation and potential to change or simplify ,

3. Communication - The collection'_and retrieval of data and inf rmation41.

4. Control - The making of plans, settinb-of objectiveg, and-

of performance

What are the kinds of questions we should ask?

1) What is the cost /benefit'' -of a total ingtitOtional integration of sy tems?

itoring

This question is particularly pertinent as the costs of mini-compute

declines, and distributive systems become more'sophistidated.

24- What reports can be generated on a one-time basjs, from basic data'

without developing comprehensive files on a "beready to answer the

. question" basis. If the costs of providing instantaneous'Answers

are known to the decision makers, do they still want stand-by systems.

-148
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3) Who is reading what reports, what'do 'they do with atirnetinformation,

and what valueddes this have for the operation of theynstitutiOn?

.
4) What office or department activities are seasonal. with' peaks and

valleys. Which activities might be combinkCwith out-ofphase

'acttvities providing a reasonable-year around leveling?
. . .

4
5) Which courses can be offered in alternate years to gain inursed*

section sizes and not disrupt essential course sequencing?

6) ,Can the costs of4dfairiing small instructional sections, tt gain

greater stUdent-faculty rapport, be displayed to See if,this still

remains a high priority considering today's fiscal climath

What new kinds of activities are waiting to be initiatedcurilcular,
o

faculty development, services, if-resburces can be freed for their

support.

8 Given sampui facilities_designed when energy was cheap, what stepi
,

. --
canobe taken to accommodate the reality .of imported oil for'olopy

t

----\

- decades? i '
.

4-. ,

9) If. extra-curricular activities need to be curtailed, what are the
4

current student priorities?

loy Howcan the informatioh from an organizational analysis best be in-

troduced into the decision structure.
,. ,

41cist colleges and universities do notlook at their 5rocedures on a.
. . , .

comprehensive basis. For example, when systeMs are'jOintly developed by the

person
, 4

data proceising manager and a user, rarely does a third e participate as

. ,
. ,

....c an institutional observer to insuq that both functionsponit sub- optimize,

. , N s ,

that is, to be certain that inorder to make the user's Job easier, andplrhaPs

to test under-utilifed data processing system capacity, 'a more elaborate

systemeevolves than is reOly 'necessary if all of tfie needs of the institution
. v
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.4ei codsidered. ,. aa. ,';-
.. '

,Thii kind of compre1 henMe an
.1151

Ming. and management. info
.0 V

9*.
-, .

.

7 /% .., 9

-
prpbabil ity ot lkferziseaCtion. It is possiblethat in the/attempt- to :Iti-d

# -' s. . ,,
C. / A

o '4'W I *,, . ,.reduced resourdes?,,tbwpresent computer based systr/will be Severely curtailed '.

. . , ..
and repla-ded'by mutual systemt, many of which still axis`

0

l
,0.00

.

lysis is especially critical for 'data o
4

ti on, systems at this'time. ,T -here is a high,

,

r"

as backup. Some\
y,aytomation.'r,140essential information can be obtained at the loWest cost oily

4We nsed;an ahal,s :to find ut.

'STANDARDIZATION Of CO
s

RATING.PRoCEDURES ON AirONAL BASIS IS ONE

ROUTE .LOWER CAMPUS; INfiORMA-TION COSTS

1

x.I , 17a.

.0.#
Several years ago/we faced.the p 'ros'pect of a total dada processing systems S\

a ... .

, . , ..

col pse at Santa Nara. In.one w ek we feed alt.of the problems-that other

tions 'face jn. a -ii fetime. e' data ,base being developed over several;instal

yearha
4

in five yea

r.

. a

not become operative, and there had been three.hardWare tonfittrations

Most. programs were bentgtulatediP There was little docuMen-

. tation of prog ams w'hich had been written-in at least five languages. Programmers-

.
a. became, operators when it was- nece'isary, to run' because they never let .go. ' -4

* 4
ecauie. 0 .hi.gher 41arfes. in indifstry, aeople came and went beforI anyone knew_

a . f
- i

eirlatt mines"; And.of course, the 9i,r 1
41

who wrote and rein the payroll
0.a

. .
'prosam was'-pregnant and going to deliver before the next payroll. In quie t

.

desperation, we movfed-payroll to a bank thit produces 'four hundred thousand .
$ 4

it

ayroll--checks each week. There was some internal resistance because we could

Dffer 'pertonalTzed, catch -up soOrv.ice to those who wece late in,
.

submitting payroll AtAchers. 'Not al-1,of the reports we had formerly 'produced,...
were ay./Maine 'from the bank. They could 'not "customfze their. service for. ,

etch-13f thoulan0 of clients. We adjusted, and our payroll costs .are one-tenth
*

f what they we're. when we did it inhouse.. While we, eventually

Is

-14114106,
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oroler, ihe)world's largest bankis still Ming ou'r ta
a

w'h pry

O

-While some faculty duplicate diass notes enroute .to:a fift lisheti,text,

, _,-. , % op
.

most of us use"natilfially produCed texts. If you aee.a-fo ate author, your.,
. . ..

-. IL.
.. .

10e no' need. l'A customide ourtext "may be adopted by hutlreds ofschabis.-

textbdoks to the needs of our students. Yet

Is offcustomized,:admiAsioni., regi strati

devAopment, and finencial,reporting

. ,

ti

throughout the land, we have' '

.

on, 40rade reflorting,'thiandial aids,
, . .

, .

systems tailored to iteetthe chanIging

..,,-. 4
needs'an0 desires aftt-tr. dividuals responsiblelor those functions, 'at a ..'

,

- -' f
,

-particUlar ttme. This probably is a majOr'reason why colleges and universities
\

have not adbieved the economiesorscale that were anticipated When the'enroll--L4'
,.

.,

ments cltmbed An the fiftio, and sixties.

This group, thtCollege and University Sysfews Exchan§e, was of course,.

( 4
0' .k

organized to.swa0 software, and reduce progrenwillg costs. Yet even here I have' 4. ;
,

scratch, as it i4p to

gp

*44

heard the 'commentit's just about as easy 414.,Ftart from

$,
Vrewrite someone Ole's program to meet our needs._ I

.
t

muctOICAUSE can do.tom 3romotethe Use ,of standaediz

Perhaps this must first start] ith pressures on

am certain, hoWever,.that s software firms and

a"
. .

not certain just how

cedures !and systemi.

campus0 to re casts. L
,

. .,

seekseek '

to expand their $01ivice5, ere will be more turn=key Packages which will alldw
. -

410' "colleps and to lower t0 costs of their sehtices.
,

,...

.,
-,.

REVHMENT WILL BE ORDEA.YOW CHAOTIC, Kir 1714111 BE
. -0 . .

4

. It may be that colleges and universities wilbe unable toreact in time

.

%'

to minimizethe 'shag of retrenchment. Pefhapt the shalloigoi come

is my tfiesrs that nearly all institutions wilr need toeback away from their peak
; O.

aetivities.to

P

Most have

rb the cie6easefn post secondary education enrollments.

ready felt 'the sting of no' growth, and the lack of nfilmonqy for

00

new Orogra. Inflation' of course, continues to eat away thg reatAmoney -support.
1 ;. 1

0, c
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, . ,. ,. .
,

. :

ave *posed ttiat we do a systematic and comprehensive review of all
r

.

our current activitie* ..f4r. the purpose of identifying the essential from the

., 4 .

.

'lets ei$eptial: Ourgoal should be to sustain a viable:institution eve though

. .

- it must bp.at a somewhat lower activity-profile. This,is.a most difficult task--

establishing the priorities.biownich we move from our present to our alternate

position. MIS is one of the'iaost itibie activitil, and will be subject to

review bicaus.e it;.i.s.:.one of the, most expend ve newcomers to our4scene. I do
41%

*better management" without,not believe it can hide behind the scree
E

defending itsachievements. Faculty are sApricious-ofall erhead activities.

p. '11 5

llietn.suspicions are confirmed by such studies as that reported Buchen.

.,IW his study of hree4ch.00ls of considerably different sizes, when enrollment

dropped 2 %.-fin 1:g74-75L1Hlaculp number decreased'9%, and staff support numbers

Arqpped 8%, On the other hand, supervisory or meager-WI personnel increased-

-10
,

' 9%. Thts'latter group had.increasedsix fol-dibetween 1960 and 1975, 'while-

the Students and faculty had increased thympfolfi. -The plea telncrease

41,

. fitrancial support of management has evisiently been heard. Information has yet

to be coll ected on the impact "of that decision.
/

4
the wOrk tht.needs to be done, however, cannot be st ied by a we- they,.,

''administration-faculty'debaite. To be successful the analysis must be a
,

community activity. Thereust be an- internal, agreement on. priorities or they

will be set' from outside. 'Since institutional viablkity is-primarily faculty

viability, it will, be necessary for the faculty to arrive at rattonai priorities

'for its own actjvities, or anticipate that otheri do it for them. Those ServiceS
1

4'
which are- found'-to be essential.to the achievement,gf the primary programs must

Vio

be identifieeso that inAe,eyent ofacrosS-the-board reductions in response

to fiscal crises, control will not be ai-Otrarily appliddwithout:plari4i1.

>

4, 152.
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Planning Thsupposed to precedecontrol 'as a management function, but 'control
-14 4 4

is much easier to initftte.2, .2 -

.
. .

To the top administrationissleft.the onerous task, of preventing sub-
e *

optimization--the tendency of all of us to want the largest allocation of

'resources as possible, forour own activity se that we -cgn be ceitian that our

.

activity is outstanding and brings us deserved recognition. Few ofus are able
, --

40 objec171ely view ourselves and our activiti s in a comprehensive institutional
4

, .
.

40 .

.
. .

,-context. That is whywe must-be subjecte4 t an institutional wide analysis,
. ,

and review.
41.

Finally, r have probably been over-critical of the money spent to introduce. m.

MIS to college and university management because have.never been convinced
6

that information is-theristraint.' The p'toblehl is organizational becauseof

d;.

the peculiar nature;of theuniversity and the relationship of its constituents.

Many years ago Tickton described a fairly simple.methodfor making ten-year

-fiscal projections,. as the basis for long range ihanning.
6

The necessary
.

inforgation, could 16e assembled in a couple of days fi-pm the annual, report9 of
. .. .

. ,..
,

. v

the business offiCe:and the registrar. Ten nat. extrapolatiohs were not
ft: 1

i

difficult, restricted as Wetere_to usiq 'an bacus or slide rule: Forine.next .

A4 .

fir years,. no director of development would be caught in a meeting without his, _

,
. .......

.

, .

Tickton charts. ofet-few institutions kept tir charts uP-to-a- . .
.

he h dte
,

*Many still restrict planning to cash flow budget considerations. The

lack of planning is not because of a lack of informition. It is lack of
=

-appreciaton of its value. When that becomeievident, it will be time to look

. .

again atMls for colleges and.uni4lItities.

.153
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INFORMATION SYSTEMS: ,

CORNERSTONE.OF A SUCCESSFUL
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. .
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This paper. ,preSents asfeview of the,inn itovatib planning ', '

.

r4cess implemented4by the South Carolini System Of two - -

ear citieges., State -level claim, bass,, computer models,
i

and analytic procedurgs associated with the plannNg _
. . 'I.

. .,,

.., -

process are described, including an occupational demand/
r..,

supply,model, A financial information system, a student , ...

I \
flow model, facilities management system, and a student. 1 -..

'follow-up system: '

,
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Information Systems: Cdrnerstone of a Successful 5tatpwide Planriing Process
-

4 .`
%

Iptroduction

The South Carolina Technical and Comprehensive Educati.ondirystem (TEC) provides

cotnprehetnive, 'public, two-year pltieconilary4atrcational opportunity to the citi-..
zens to all' regions of the, state.' The .system.is dedicated to promoting economic

geveiopment rt -meeting postsecondary, vocational, technical and occupational edu-

cation needs by minienizing educational barriers- through an open-door/admissitns

policy.. .

Since its inception in '1962, the TEC 'System, has grown from two institutions .

-and4less, than 1200 students to sixteen-institutions serving 11,000 South Carolina
,

citizens in 1976. 'Currently over 150 programs of instruction offering either a

one-year diploma or itmo-year degree are available in the TEC System. These pro-. ...

grams involve -over 4000 different courses which are talght by. 2600 fulltime
4111

faculty. tn FY-77, approximately $56.million is.projicted.--% be expended by the

TEC System..

As the TEC SyS.tem grew, so did the need for information byitt central ad-
o

ministration. This need led to the ettlution of a SySternwide Management Infor-

'motion System. It was notuntil',1973 when g statewide vlahning process was

, implemented that the potential and full effect of the MIS began to be realized..

Origin of the TEC MIS:. 1970-1971
N,

A minimum amount of reporting to the centrilOffi7 was requiredof the TEC

institutions in the beginning years. Lnrollment.iumniaries and payroll information.
.

were the primary requirements. Such reporting was accomplished through use of

iriantial 'fools. Institutional_ information needS were generally met through internal

sources of 'data,. col lected and maintained rually; little information flow re-

sulted from the .central 'Office to the instiltutions.

15u. ti
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A few'TEC institutions, because df instriplional programs ip data processing,

did have accesslto small computers. Iklthough theme institutions began.to auto-
,

mate a few administrative functions, computers in the TEC System were used pri-

mariTy for instruction. A-

In 1970, thegTEC System and the South Carolina Departilent Of Education pooled

their dollar resources and established the Educationil OA. Center. An RCA "Spectra.

70/55 G was purchased and the center staffed to provide technical support to both

agencies and theie constituencies. TEC's concern and primary reaso for investing

.

in the" enter was.to provide an expanded and more appropriate data procesglng
,

curriculum to its students. Terminals placed in five of the larger .TEC tnstitutirs
' ob.

-. allowed students access to a thi4'd generation computer and the high -level computer

languages required by industry. .

A study by an outside co lting firm in 1972..concludea 'that the TEC.System

was not benefitting from the Educational Data Center.i_proportilpn to its invest:

ment. Mpreover, the study pointed to an increasing need for management data, both

at the state level and the local level, and suggested that steps be takeh to de-
,

-velop and implemena management inforOation system. The decisidn was then

made to develop a pilot student records system on the Spectra 70/55. Five insti-

tutions volunteered for the experiment. A consultanlk t and a programmer/analyst

'

were hired to design and develop the student records system. 1161eW, because

of the central administration's desire to immediatel.eobtain expanded. student .

"-

data, less thap six months weresallowed to design, develop'and Implement the

pilot systm. Consequently several short-cuts were taken. The developers adopted,

as best they could, an existing student records systern used by one.of the TE;

institutions on A small scale (IBM 1620) computer.. This,deSign plus the lack

* Of an adequate terminal handler on the5pectra, led to centralized batch system

for student records, with institutions sending their keypunched data to Columbia

by b us or United Pardel Service and receiving ou tput by thesame mode.

157
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As one might expect, the pilot student records system had its problems.

Punched cards/printouts were lost in transit, mispunched data took from five t

seven days to correct, turnaround time on reports was unmanageable. Mareoier, the

students records was intended to supplant institutional recordkeeping; in-. I
stead, it required the institutions to maintain a duplicate, manual'systeM to

meet institutional information' needs. However, quarter by quarter-improvement?

Were made in the system uhtil it was, in a small wayl contributing to the admin-

istration of the TEC System and each pilot institution..

In 1973,in an effort to expand the design of MIS to include more than a

'pilot student records system, two additional analysts/programmers were hired to

enlarge the MIS to include all institutions and provide information not only on

students, but on finanqes, courses, faculty and facilities.- Again, an unreal-

istic de'VelopMent phase (four months) was imposed upon the analysts. Once again

development shortcuts were usedr-very little documentation was developed, programs

were written in whatpver language got the job done the quickest, very little user

orientation was included, system development, testilp and implementation occurred

simultaneously. However, the
4
system designed contained a fairly comprehensive

data.base, at least from the statelev. This comprehensive data base would prove

invaltable to further develops of the MIS in later years.

The TEC MIS Comes of Age: 1973-1976'

The usefulness of the TEC MIS as,provider of management infdrmation became

apparent in 1973 when a commitment wis made by the State'Board to implement a

4

comprehensive planning process throughout the TEC 1System. As part of the reorga-

nization of the state central offic a Division of Planning and Evaluation was

established. The Division became responsible for the long-range planning, insti-
\\

tutional/system research studies, and reporting of management information for the

KC System. It was through the efforts,-Of. this Division and its Director that -the.

MIS was refined and with the additional components became the foundatiOn of the

statewide plannifig prOcess.

\ .
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The comprehensive statewide planning appro; adapted by the TEC System re&

.v
cognized the complimentary functions that exists between thenstitutional plan- _

ning and s.tatelevel planning. The function of each institution is to produce

educational "outputs" (trained students) to meet identified Qccupational needs..

. ,

The purpose of the state agency is' to support and coordinate the function of

-

the institutions. Plans-developed annually by institutions produced measurable

objectives at the program level to meet needs identified within-local service-1

areas. These annual- objectives were consister4Alith the` philosophy and goals

of the statewide *system. A plan was,also developed annually by the central

office. staff, 'describing the statewide programs necessary; to support the annual

planning cycle at eaCri:It'ution'andto coordinate the implementation of all
V

plans throughout the system.' The overall State TEC System Five-Year Plan,

gether with 'the sixteen plans developed annually by the institutions represented

the total statewide OlInnirig effort in any given year within an ongoing five-

.year planning cycle.

Six major' components of a'comprehensIve planning process were defined by

the TEC Planning System as:

I- clarificattpn of goals and objectives;

2-. assessment oT the enVironomental impact upon'the sytem/institution

3- determination'of priorities of objectives;
p

'4- development of programs of action to meet stated objectives;

5- allocation of resources to fulfill programs of action;

6.! evaluation of the effectiveness of the programs of action in

meetino objectives.

TEC System MIS became an important source of Information (both at the state

. A

and local level) for several of these comOonents. In some cases manipulation .

of dataexisting in the MIS satisfied state and local planning needs; in other

cases however, the data base waS expanded and pertinent modeltwere developed.
411,
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The assessment of environmental impact upon postTecondary education and

the formation of environmental assumptions which might affect the TEC Systim

.

ortant compchient of the planning.process. It is within limitations

y-- these environmental assumptions that institutional objectives and
. . .

programs of action are developed. The environmental assumptions cover such
,

areas as economic-conditions, government priorities and, manpower demand. One

tool developed'to assist iwestablishing Itsumptions on-manpower demand is the

Occupational Information Systk_a_hanpower demand/supply model. This model
- ,

was developed as part oflhe TEC System MIS, in conjunction with the South

Carolina Employm;nt Security Commission. The purpose of the model is to pro-

vide educational planners: at all levels with, five -year projections of manpower

supply and demand in educational terms: A brief, layman's description of this

4W
model is contained in Appendix I. The statistical projections fro11m the Qccu-

pational Information, System coupled with, data obtained from industrial surveys

conducted by the institutions, provide a fairly comprehensive picture of future

employment needs and the demand to be expected 4Or graduates of training programs.

Another important area of environmental assumptions concerns demographic

characteristics. The TEC System generally relies upon other state agencies to

provide this type of information, with the exception of enrollment projections.

A r .

The centrak office of the TEC System, using data from the ,MIS and from other state

agencies, has developed-an enrollment projection-model to prdject future ehr011-
t.

41(

ients, by institution and by Rrogipm. -The model is based on a trend analysis
s. .

technique using three populakion factors and one economic factor. A briefdi-scrip

tion of the enrollment projection model is contained in Appendix II. The infor'=!

mation from the enrollment projection model, augmented by,institutional needs

analysis, provides estiMmtes whiph.serve as the basis for setting future program.

objectives and crating fute budgets.

The statewide MIS also provides some important inpUt into the component of

resources allocation to fulfill progra of action. It is onlii.through proper

16 0
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allocation of resources that institutions (arid the state) can implement.pro-
.

grams of action and meet stated Objectives: Quarterly and annual enrollment

reports prepared by the central office provide institutional administrators an

iryeation °Chow well their institutions are meeting program enrollment ob-

jectives (enrollment projections) upon which state allocations are based.'

Administrators, by reviewing their institution's ability to meet or exceed

program objectives (enrollment prOjections), can better allocate resources to

different Aograms. Appendix III prOvides examples of the enrollment reports

generated through the MIS.

One important resource often overlooked in resource allocation is facilities.

Classrppm, laboratory and office space all contribute to the success of an edu-

. 'cational program. Space utilization reports provide an indication of how well

this resource is being used and documents an' institution's need for additional

facilities. Through the TEC MIS, quarterly utilization reillortsare produced for,

each institution. These reports, combined with enrollment projections, 01ovide

the basis for deternfining \future need for facilities. 'Appendix IV proyides

examples of the Facility Utilization reports.

Financial analyses comprisdkne of the mos important aspects.of resource

allocations. ThlITEC INS is currently :ii the midst of developing a financial

information component. Besides monthly financial statements tobe provided to

each institution this component will also provide a significant portion offlehe

input into a cost allocation model similar to the NCHEMS Co5Otand Data Manage-

ment System. This model will provide admtnistritors with am analysis of how

AO
.

different costs are allocated to prbgrams at their institution, as well as how
4

cost are allocated to programs 'systemwide.

During the three years in which the TEC Planning Process was being ilemented,

the mode of data' processing activities did not change significantly. The Spectra

70/55 was still being used primarily as a batch-mode machine. Data /reports continued
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to be shipped by United Parcel Service. TheIMIS, while ari important management

tox in the dapto-day operations of the ceniral office, did notproVidethe

same benefit to institutional administrators. However, because of ia ch insti-
.

tution'S involvement in the planning process and an increasing needs for infor-

mation available through MIS, activities were undertaken to improve the MIS. .

function and make it more responsive-to the needs of.the institutions. Programs

. and program specifications were rewritten to incorporate'identified needs-.

Numerous user seminars were held to discuss the pOSsible uses of the MrS and to
4. ' .

identify ways to improve the.system. Acatalog of proposed report's was prepared

with a chObnology of their development. User manuals were written for the MIS

agd.the Student Records System. 4

It was during this time that institutional personnel-became aware of the

potential management tool that the MIS could be for'them Consequently greater

institutional use was made. of. the MIS data, within the itt imposed by the

equipment.

TEC MIS: 1976 - V

For-the past twa.fiscal years the'TEC System, like many other state systems,

has been forced to operate under fiscag restraints. There has been no substantive

inceease'in institutional budgets; in fact, inflation'has caused 'the-real dollar
'1 4

,

.

value-of the.budgets to decline. At the same ttglig_the systemhas suffered from

lack of fiscal growth, it has been beset-by political problems. Disagreement as

* . 1* I .

to thedegree.of governing power that should reside 41th the State Board resulted
,

- ...

.

,

in a. modification of the State Board's enabling legislation. -The statelevel

. 41k

leadersh4 has changed. Thepianningjocus is no larger as comprehensive as it

once was.
_.,

The MIS, howevei., continua's to expand its seeyices and improve the efficienCy
se'

, ,.... _- ,
.

. - .

ofoperation. A year-long computer.serviCes stu4y po(nted, again, to the immediate
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1

need for'on-lime administrative terminals in the sixteen institutions and addl-.

tiofial core at ;the central computer. /The study regommended that TEC negotiate

.

.,a clract:Offilenothersstate agency, the Division of General Services, to.
1416

its, IBM
360/65:This computer configuration would provide the on-line --,

.

capability so badly needed by the
I
MIS, as well-as adequate core for futerre,devel-

.

opment. The contract was accepted in Jg4ne 1975. The Spectra 70/55 was retuned -

for batch processing work.- Mohawk Model 2300 RJE was selected as the terminal

to be used with the system. Six institutions currently have instructional

terminals installed; the administrative terminals will be. installed over the

next nine months.- In addition, a datagbase management stem and repOrt writer

have been purchased and installed in order to facilitate inioiiiutional use of

the MIS data bases. The TEC System MIS with the development of an institutional

.on- line - capability has finally' reached the stage where it will become an impor-

tant management and planningitool for the entire TEC System.

Conclusion
ik

,
.

.

It appears that several important lessons can be learned from the TECseveral

experience in developin4 anIMIS,. -.
- lb,

. ' _ !

1. An unde'rstandi.ng leadershl it a neoessity. Not 'only is it

important that the leadership of an institution understand

the -potential of an MIS, but they must also underA.tand_the_._

cost of such,a system, both in.termS,of-time needed to

.
develop such a system and the tiine needed to effectively'

involve the institution's users. MoreOyer,,an initial

show of full commitment id`ar-HMIS by,the leadership tends to

encourage ccoperation by other users. .

163
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2. Political a fiscal. considei-atotoris must be wellIbunderstood.
IMP

13411RJBotti factors have a.signifficantbearing on th -tment

given:to a statewide' MIS', the mode of development/and the

mode of operation.

3. The MIS should be vitualizedas the major support component
4, "41

Ara,planning/management system, Once, the design of the,

r

4.

4

I

14,

planning management systemislinderstood the MIS can be

ir ; ,

deverope,, effectively meet, tie data/analygis/projection
,

of that system. Lacking perspective of°'a
.

/

anning system, the OUld'develop-as a random

of data, and reports which only respond

t

requ4rements

manageNeitipl

accumulation

?iv

in an inefficient..mapner, to immediate need ford information-.

a

10 6.

..

, " '"

A
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APPENDIX I

IONAL INFORMATION SYSTEM

ti

4

The purpose o
P

educational pla

e Occupational .InformationSystem (OIS) .is to provide

and administrators at all levels.with 5-year projections

.-

'of manpower supply and demand in educational, terrtis. ng prbgram4).

Presently., OIS produces ereven ll() reports' publ shed in May'or each year._

.There is one stletwide rep ,showigg manpower supply, demand, and net demand

- -
for each occupation on a atew ide basis. Additionally, there. are ten-i(110)

..
sub-state .area reports shoWing manpower supply, demand,, and net demand for each -

II ,-

occupation in that sdb-state area.

V IS constists of three components; (1) Manpower Supply, (2) Manpower Demand,

411
. and (3). Net' Demand (demand minus supply) pr*cted, for the 5-ye.ars following the

-,. ,.pu lcat'on_ date of the. report. , .
.. .

0', . The Manpower Supply'Comionent tf OIS is comosed of all graduates of train-
-

1,

ing ,programs froM-the training institutions ofithe state, ta*ch year; the. Man-

power includeSupply data base is updateAk in the present year's graduates', and..,
. . . .

- new projections of supply are made for tfre State, and each of the ten sub-state.
. . , ,

areas.A The Supply Component consists of data gathered fromthe following .

,

2,

,sources: l
Vocational EdtsCation institutions, Teehnicaj Educ'atiOri nut:ions, pr to

,%-- t,- A ' aft N

ItodAtional aid technical ins,ti tutigns , and federal manpowe training institul-

(yItr, CEP, JOBS,./.1DTA,"CETA, etc.). Oita. showing the umber q,f, graduallei
,

in each trlini,ng program-from each of these soCirces:: is coil cted each year by
.111p

the OIS staff and added to this data.ba,se. Projections of anticipated manpower
. #

rsupply for the 'next fi ye. years

.o.these institutional sources,.

are then made° for each .tr.ainingprtogi-am from
L V

e,44

A

1.'65

-

4
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The-Oemand amponent of OIS consists of the total=gstipated demand for

.

".Worhers in each ogipmpation for the state and., for each -of the -4,en sub-statp
480

areas. TOse demand projections are obtained annually in February from the

South. Carofine Employment SeCilrity Commission. In- order'to make thesd.pro-
Ai,

.jectiOns;every emOklyer in the s.tate who has one or more employees and is

Covered.* unemployment insurance legislation (about80-85 perCent of workers

, in.the wage and salary sector of the state's'economy)' is surveyed at least 4

once every three years. In these industries undergoing rapid technblogiCal

growth, the survey is conducted more, often. Dat8 concerning employment in

e'

.
each industry obtained through these industrial.surveys is added to the data

...,. .

,

base,.and In February, ()reach year, new sets of projections of manpower demand

- ,

:for each.occupationlfor the state and each sub-state area are prOuced and

' transmitted to the'.0r§staff.

, 'Alter projections -of

those 'occupatirs. have

1

. ,
demand for each occupation, and estimated supply for.

tarNade, all: ccupatkons'with similar characteristics
.

11
4

'ario grouped (e.g. 'all types of welders would' be grouped' together, all types

, P ..Al

-of carpenters. would be grOupea,tolethderetc.). This process is called "clustering1

occwationl." .

.

Likewise,

, ill
. .. . . . .8

. .

#
all tra4n4g program 'offered commonlylbf.,thq various institutions

. .,

are grouped1;ogether: ,This prograait."
-

Ir 1

nC3ustering'is necessary because,a gy4aduate of'a welding prggramr, for -
. 0

0<ample, could potentially enter,maby,different welding ocetipatidni-(6.g. TIG

welder~, ARC Wilder', .GAS welder, etc.)
.11,

1.
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1
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Following thiPclustering of occwationsind training prograMs, the

ni
resulting supply cl-usters' ane subtrac.ted from the corresponding, demand clusters

*.

e0
giving "nut demand" for each)plgster,of occupations. These "net demand"

'calculations are peniforine4 for the state, 08 each sub-state area, for'each year

II . * ,.

that rojections gfesupply-and demand Are mad7:
.

The result of this effort is a series of eleven'reportS'Ntitewide, and

,
..

ten su*state areas) showing net manpower dLemAnd,for five future years4for

each' occupational Ouster. ' ( 4'
%

'Since these mit demand projectiOns'are made at sub-state level and mony.
i'''"

.

sub:-state
400,.

areos correspond, to TEC Centerenter Service,Areas,,these reports provide a.

4 _
.- Alk . .

,

. .

valuable tool_ .*or'plkng ta5kTOrce's as they strive, to identifv,the'occapatiOnal
_ .

.

.

,

. .

needs their 'service areas. Furthermoll, since all data basesafe update!
.

. .

every year, trandS in.eMployment for the state and any.sub-state area can be

identified;

f

1

V

t
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AVPtNDf X., II

, Enroilment Projections

. ...
Basedbn the premise that'past program enrollments were related to

,,,-
'

4.- past ntieds existing in the Service area, 'future -enrollmen'ts prOjected from
. v v

such data can be considered a point of-departure fOr ana-zing future rie*ds.
, 4, i ... -

Statistical trOnd'anaiy)is, however, provides only a conservative estimate of
-.

. -
, , ,- , .

future enrollments -in the StatesTEC Systet.- The statistical procedure assumes
, .

that characteris tics present in_ the histori-oel-datatlill be the same i441 the,
. ..,

, ..
. ,

future; -: It also assumes the effect of the'etiViroriment in the future will be
:. . ,

\ the saris as in the'past. ,Sincethe'sixteen -institutions in the State teC
e .

9 . 11"
System are 'rapidly broadening their scope 6.ecomin more comprehenSive by

. .
e

offering programs
.

futture enrollments

statistical AuVgmenting the statistical projectionstprougVthe detailed -

. ,,
to meet a greater arrarof,needs, it Can be assumed that'

,
1 MI

will exceed,thi conservative esnroll:ments projected
. -,

k
' .

... .
. . .,

needs analysis and status, analysis procedures described tnyart V ,produces
4 . . , , - 1 , .' ---=iiore reert-i-stic estimates of fulureenri5114n:s. Thete estimates then serve
' . ., ,, . , c

estimates

igas the basis for settilng fyture pro,dreMdbae 3 and creating future budgets..

-. A , '
4

o

! ' In order' to develop a defensible and feasibiO, enroiTthent Projection ftletholll .

. ,
ol.ogy for the State TEC System, central.offite staffrosearched the 'different .'

k.
techniques-Used 1 more than forty two-year systems ,,s well as thez'rofessidnal

. IP ..... or.- . di,' 14terature ,On enrol lmentrprojectiOn methodology. They:concluded that' a sfetis-.
-, ,. - .

'pal fechnique,utillaing: histohcal enroilmerlt _da and three popuratioti" factors

ti. .

could be used to project enrollments ,far TEC Instit ons. Tli,stattitical
. . / J:

.techedue was validatea by.nationally known.cOns'atants 't;y'staff-of the
,) .'

I South Carolina Commission on Higher Educationt t 'A. *

'4
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Thistatistical technique utilizes an institution's h'istoricaI, enrollment

data fro '1965 ib last.yeo, the population between 16 and'64 years of-that

,

institution's service.area from'1965 to last year, the population completing high
% .

. , .t , . =1-__i

school in service area-form 19,65 AllaWyear, and tne population elitering 'k

college from the service aea from 1965 to last year. Using these four sets of
f

.

. .

.,

data a prediction equation reflects the historical interrelatedness of.the four .

is of data., The stfttical process 1y'whieh the equation is derived also in-.

'dicates how good each population fadtot is as,a predictor. When'a prediction
.
,

equation is iderived.the'enrollMentiproject.ion is made by substituting into,th .

,.. . ..-
. ,.1

equation,- projected data4describAg the' population'between 16 and64.Years frotir
. ..

.

. ..

present.to 1980, the population completing 'high school from present to 1980, and
.

the population enteririg 'college from presen, 1980. Again, the three population '

projections rellTe to
.

.,

t_ h_ e institution's seAce area%
.

Aftersubsti. tuting each
..

t
year's, three` population projections into.Ahe equatio4, the equation is Solved.

. ,,.

for that
t
yealr's prOjected institution enrollment.', .

The projection methodology'uses multiple-regression tomalat an estimate of

unduplica1ted headcount.enrollment without regard to future programs. Itthem

applies ratio methodology-toderil the desired parameters (credit hours, Fit,

rom.the unduplicated headdeunt estimates already developed. The method-
.

d s statistical projections of headcount,'contact hours, credit'hours,

'ffEdanti-cEU'S for, each program ateach institution for any yearseiecied in the

future.
saO

V '
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AFFENDIXi II: ENROLLMENT REPORTS
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ispiet e STATE 10AA6 FOR TECHNICAL *ND COMPREHENSIVE EDUCATICN
1

mem DATE.00nT/TA ,A- SYSTEM INROLIMENT SUMMARY REPORT fiPiOnd*stwilw; DLARTER
1,04TE:RJC04129,74 ,

?. 4 ASSOCIATE DEGREE OBJECTIVE
55303 INGINEEAING GRAPHICS TECHNOLOG

TECHNICAL EDUCATION PROGRAM --6

* R T'E
CONTACT "141$IT
HOURS URS

04 GRIENVILLE.TECHNICAL COLLEGE

01 ORANGE802*CALHOUN TEC

08 PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE

22,561.0

10,208.0

13,304,5

1,218.0

611,0

817.0

09 SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE. 04 a.o

11 TRICOUNTY TEO'NICAL COLLEGE _ 10,829,5 628.5

12 YORK ANT', TEC 5,137.0 '338.0

840INEER!N0 GRAPHICS TfCHNO SYSTEM TOT, 84090.1' 5,140.0

15304 ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING TECO!,

04 GREENVILLE TECHNICALACOLLEGE 22,000.0 1,165,0
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MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS
.

4
David Klau %ner

deneral Products Division.
international Business Machines Corporation

Palo Alto;. California 'd*""
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%I 8 3

N.
More emphasis should be_placed on."human factors" in the...

.--
infossation_management ay stem.

yr

They.should beltailored
.-

. to their uter'h--the administrators, faculty, and students:

Easy cpmmunications with an infOrmation system is a
.,

- basic necestity, just as, is the ability to get 'simpler

'answers to the moSjtcoMplex questions. All.revels of °-

'the liniVersity con unity should 'be. served)loy the system,'
. .

and each level shouic1 be abler to communicate in
,
a,way

,,

Thethat is unique to-its need.- The complete management
N

SA- 'informat'ion system must be p4pared ip change; to

shrink,/asiphell as grow to.mEet the4 needs of the changirig

Tliiversity environment.

17-6
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. The University Administrator t,

:41 ,

r

Within the past ten 'years. we have seen dramitic

-changes in-the university., environment. grirollthents at

first climbpd to new highs, then declined to new lows at

some of, our institutions. Many, if not most colleges anti

'universi 'es accepted the computer as the door at the end ;

of the hallway to,the future of infOrmation handling. The

a restilt-ef all this has been to increase the complexity of

the university infrastructill.

University'aiitinistrators have always had aproblem,
1, ' . J

with information. , IA the past, when they needed 'to know'
. `...., _- - Jik:. . *-

the number Of ftill-time enrollees, they, often teiggekedP
- . . . 6-

- monument#1 effertp, the results of"-whioh dsual/y produced

ckude*approximations-. Good, correct informNtionyas hard

to come by. Some questions werete.ver -askotf_bec4use the
4

..

answers were out of sight. :For_example,what will be the,

t to the university in _faculty salaries for the_ next

semester in the history' department? It was ithpracticall

for this,guestiOn tb be answered because the infprmation*

necessary to answenRit was just not readily available:

,Ttle number'oc faculty members necessary to teach the

f- history_ Courses was .not known because the number sd

cdurses to be offered was not known. The 'of

, 4.

The Humanity in Managethent Information Systethis

7., 1 7'7 '
,,

page 2!
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"'

-s

course* ,to be offered was not known

rgistering' students was, not4 ,
administrators could 'only make semi-educated guhsses, and'

I.

because the number of.-. ,
knoyl -dither. The

10eywerellioften wrong, 4

And tihe administratdis bad other problems as well.- Ir . ,

4 i. .
:7 9---.n ry in the halls of copgress do Tge find more specia&-,.. -, '

A ." interest groups than in the halls of our higher education- 4.
'' 4 9

.
'

4411,
cat

or.

..i'.institutions ;students, "facu
a -iplf administration;

...
AM., ! ',i
tf i n a riq i a I. 'aid' offiters4 /registrar, counseliyg services;,-

stun services., . govi iniilentaL,-7314ency 'represent'atives,
A , . .

etc. Each interest group %,s'uimlitted its. needs to the- , .
al,ministratdis and expectedlta d.rnely , if. not favorabl4

°

response to its requests. ,- Unfortunately, in many cases,.., .
. ..

,. . . .

the rfral. wOrld:..tidgi taught these groups to ask; for more
- .4.*

rethan they -heeded... Th us iource planning and allocation
il

dif ficilii, task for the admirfi'stratorS.
,

, 4

e %14 . t er
I.. . Today, administrators have the co, . - - ,

.
-

,general, ' a
1 '.

techniPians:
, .

;When they
-

A 'Elk
', ,

-411,:: to input 'data' tnd interpret ,results -fr *dm . When 'they. 1

., 's :: 4 '7 '

diliniitratosh 'are - -riot
Ilr
Fhey must ,deaj. with people,, not fialthines.

guestions_they must ask qualified PerponAel

uter; Yet, in

ata proaessing

t : x , I.. _, i 4 , 7

plan and nstike 4figgions," they need planning and-Jtillieling
4

.
4 . , . 4-

tools that' ti4y 'cam understand/ although they can pev'er

h or see them; -: The aciminiitratort aita%7.mtAaily.

,

a

ft

tou
'

,

,

' anity
0

.
pv

5 -
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16

dependent on the data processing staff for their °_
. .

. einformation today.

2. Tille University Population

I '

Ironically, he introduction'of the computer into 'the

\

university environment
CNN

has had the effdct of creattng a
...

..ar new special interest group within `the university,
%

.

"i i',.; 0 ...
.7' .

.`, .. .
.population -7 the data processing st'eff. This '.group has .

.-

' become the defacto manager of information in the
.. . (

4
- ultiverdity. It inte.rfaces'with the entire university

..

.4, fa
I 'h. '4 ' '

.

...spvironment: Almost all coll stUdents.have identifying,

.
ri...--7

.computer numbers and-,u the' .-. uter to. sel;pdt courses,
v / :'

4

..
..- pay fees and -regi1 ster. Most departments. are itotified by

k
.

. .

computer printout of program changes Ude by students on
f % S .

.
their. rosters. Department heads use the dolputer to t

poheAule courses and final examinations efficiently, 'and
,

. .-,

without conflicts. ,Fapulty members :are better able tic;
, 4._.

. . .

.plan their schedules because their classroom assi4nments
% ----

..4 f I

are known well in advance. Coinseling services trackA.'
..student prOgressw,

r
sometimes through to Job pltcement, by

.. .
_

.
ueing

.

the computer:. 'The computer may-even decide that a

`degree or award slioul
A

e conferred' because of datum'

that it 'has. Tie payroll d artpente computerize their
.

-
.

information in order to `satisfy the need for timeliness

.

e Humanity in Management-, Information SIktems
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and accountability. . Planning offices track budgets

closelywith the aid of online cpmputer=based data banks.

Individuals engaged
r ,

in research 'field machine time
k° t

available for their use. In essence, every persoh n the,
.

university.epvironment interfaces directly or indi ectly
.

42::
-,

with the Machine-geneIated informatipn processes and the

.

data processing staff
.

.

4
4

3..the University Management InformationSystem

.. .

the .group .wiethin
r

the university that dontrols the
,

.._ _ information__ and_ inftdrfaces,Itith. the entire University

44'

,environment. It is, therefore, vitally Important that all 4
. .

of the other., g roups , in this environpent understAnd the

* .
..

. .

,

managewt information syktem, ,and, hive the ability to
\

..

transmit'and receive ipformatiion to and from this data
d'

peciesdliinggroup. It has, bepn post1ated that the MIS.is
%

As we have already seep., tIle,data processin4,staff is

manogement toOl: t'at it s for management use Only. My

I

.1
; 4 =The Humanity in Management Information Systems . .page

experience would indicate 'that:this is nottrue. .The

total:management informatiOn sNtem'is a' child of the

interaction of :the entire,envitonment:
V

.

Fin neidl.aid and admissiOn/Offices inet student

informa00h.-- °
. 4

Financial departments/input budget data;
:41'

,

ibO
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Stt4dents input 'requestt, such as course seleCtion

criteriaat registratibh time.i

acuity inputs teaching and research requirements-,

ugh as the number of courses they wish to teach,'

..-
niroscr.:forth.

.

. . .

,,
,

In.a total environment, each andkovery group that
WO'

,. .might b. affected .by the operations of the MIS should

particip inil .iti planning and design. Yet, even those
. .

, ;
. .

.

'tanagers who believe.that the MIS is their exclusive tool
.

.s.. .

often are not involved in its planning or design.. 'Indeed,, $/ ,

if' any university group is left out of these
Ili

,cons4derations, it. will/, .nit understand the MIS, its
1/

purpdse or, its,flInctib s. Not understanding the system

leads.. to .faulty input 'a and misinterpreted output. For
4

,

. .

exakrilide,,if administrators are not= 'aware of
0 the fact that

'students are `.9n file in the.data,:b4e in.both- alphabetic.
- ..

. . .

. ,

...

Ana Zip code order,-the 'administrators mightask for an
.. -.

. . ,

-/ -''.. alphabetic list*. in order to.fina those students who .

f . li
5

ve ,kn. a particular azip code area., TooltOf ten the data
,

. . , , .. - i% .,
.-(.liproCeiting. technicians ,responsibie, for, screeniftg such ,

. , , .. .-

administrative requests fn valijolity will, iet-thiS type of 0' .

.. .
, . . I.

6,, request pass. .becaust they astume that the administ4Aiors
.

,.. .*.% . . 1'.. ' ' G

know what they are ,doing Unfortunately', he
..

-
. - ,.. V,

..

'-.

s ,
doadministrators %'hot know what, tk for if they donot

. .,
is

a. .. . . ,

.) -
The Humanity in Management'Ipfomation'S;f3temp,.. pkge 6' .1.9`
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4
*.

.
-

r

. .
, 4

,

take .part in the .design of the syste6.
°:-. /

of any, of the other .university 'groups.
, r

"a college student during course' registratidn, I queued up

on line with ley fellOw_students inAtirder to register for a

f the line_ I learned

The, same. is true

Ire ,tall when, as

I

ti

course. When IcaMe to the' fr
. .

that the, Course I had wanted had en. closed all along.

t

My' fellow students
C
and. I should

*
have demanded a system

whereby timely informa ion would have.bee made available.
.

,
-

to' the registrars dstudents 'during e registration

period. The lack of timely 4forirtition. was a factor` in

,

the burdensome 'coucee changes that followed,the course
I

registration period becauseStudent course schedules had

firstrearranged around the ClOsed courses. ,THe

4

step,towar,ds ,a total-MIS in this case .would have been the

ettabl'

A..1'
t'is. equally import .for.tAe users/designers of

.

.
the MIS. to know what kind of in

A
ormatiOn is not stored in_

._- ..,

the-coMputer. It should-be obvious to the administrators

that, 'in general, they should not expect,A non-trivial
v

. answer to the' following ouestion: now many ccalege\
, .

- :4 .. 1

4
4

juniors'curfently in Other institutirni will transfer to,.
..., .

lgister for a history elective and require financial al*.
.

%

in this institution? Administratdis will not osk, that

ent of .a .preregistration and, modeling system.
1

.oluestion beCause they understand that the MIS they- are.. /N,
r

in 'Management Information System&
,

page
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191 ..

using could not possiblx.contsin thatinformation..,

Lastly, it A's important -theit same degree of security
p 4 /

be designed into the MIS by.,all'parties%involved in order
, 2'

group may violate the privacy of any

11 not elaborate on {this issue, it bei
4

I .

both an n-sibvieus need-and an inescapable gol.' N. W
'

r

< ,

,to ensure that

/other group.

4. A Sample managOment"Obrmation System
.4.

The' University Application Aropessihg, Center of the .1.

,ges6arch Foundation'af.the_City'University of New Yokk was
,

founded in the early :nineteen sixties tT:, pave efie way for

a centralized' admission -system for {'tie City Univers4.ty--'
. 4

tamRuses'.: At the time

separate applicatiOns

the universiti.lkyhe

of its inception, sttdents filed

nix. admission with _each campus of ,

U.A.P.C, was given the task 'CT

computerizing the application 'acceptance process anelid.
4

'feeding the ppplicant*'S -.information -,to the accepting
. .

.. , .

,', . . . - p. , , ;', r .; V
-.A. . .

, campus. Vie U.A.13.C4 began!to' 144 a small computer and
, .. /

. developed - several- batch orientedsyStems to do hid'Work'

through the nineteen siktiei. By 1966, the U.A:"P.a. was
.

.

mpl#te aPplicantinformation to more than half

'0# the iversity campuses:. The. initial system was a

.

,

. :--- , ,

success in 'that the colleges involved no .longer had td

, .

invest time and money to handie..all of these 4:11.eces of
4.0. ..

.. - 1 , c .
.

:.. ,

.1' a3.. .

- ..

1

page 8 .
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a
A

, 1

a

paper.,-In the,next five years,we "began to 3cipand the

operation to pick up the student's informatict fore they
4r P

11dd-qraduated from high school. More application programs

Were written; and: by, 1972, , evolved. By 1973,

the'U.A.P.C. had an MIS' that met most Of bur data baie
ft id

inquiry needs. At this time, we were proCeSsing almott
. .

one hundied thoUsand applications'each year.' The criteria

we had used.to design and build the MISwere,'in $rder of

import

Reliability

Frction

NItural_language
e

Performance

4

Loose data base integio and ; simple, "data

, ?
.

structures. ,

. , -
. ,

Theme moss important -aspet of the MIS was that 'i4 be
. .

. .

, reliable. We wanted .to know that wheilevdive wished to-
.

,

retrieve,information, the, -system would, be up. and running
1

and woulb atcept,our qtestiorit.
k .

0'

: Next,
;

we felthai the system tEoutd function. the way r r

it was designed- and docUmented. to function. That may
. . ,

. . .
. .

. sound simple, but it can be very difficult. when. you
.

.

'Consider that an, answer that contains unasked for
. o v, ,s

,information is an 'improper answer:
.

1 , 1. .

\

1

The Rumanitv in Mdnagement Infortnati'on Systems
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Next, we' felt that it was` necessary that the.httman'

beings -using the MIS be, ale to ask their questions'in)a.

4

.4

*language 'that approximated Engliih as closely-as possible.*

That way ,it was not necessary to train the user community
,er 4

in a' new "foreign" 1 nguage forcomMunications with the

system. In particul r;4Tiqherever possible, the MIS would

answer a query by echoing the original question. in

English, oe"Tespond with tabulatediesults. For. examplet

4
if the .query was "How many students applied to Brooklyn

College and 1 ve 'in zip code 11234 and need. financial

aid?"-, the answer would come back as."ille niimber' of

students t t applied to Brooklyn College, and iive it1 zip
. t

code 11234

Oerfortance

.
-..,

and need, financial -aid* is 3S". And far, 'as

was concerned, we- wanted to receive answers to
t .. .

. . .
. ...I'

most qUestAops- 'within oni,e hour.
.0

)

to 'We art.° felt that '-it tslould

together in such a-way so as. to

to use,the MI any .mia data

be unwise totieour data .,.
, .

make it impOssiblefor,us

was vhavailable; Edr.
,

example, if all information bias 'stored on-one.- magnetic

disk and- the disk developed alladware m, we would

f

not havebeen able-to use

,.. datalbase loosely.couPled,

the qviiS. 1.We therefo kept, the

with each. -semeste s.'student

applications and work.on a sepirate file. We .also made j

'sure to keep the files in simple. sequences' with, .as, feW
)

The Humanity
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I
interrelated links as possible. This organization insured

.1111.

t1 at the MIS could still function with- some -of the, date[.,

even though the rest of 'the'data wag'not available. The-IT

.

decisions later proved wise because they enabled-us to add.

and -modify both the Online_ aati base and the MIS

applications while the MIS was- being used.;

. ThUs,, with all of theses factors in mind, -P-our

manage exit information system was- developed: For some,

the term Management Information System brihgs'to mind a

.. . .. .

.
colospal Machine, with*lights/blinking, tape moving, and a

poor haplesS human being chained to a televiiionAube-like

apparatus,--Bu't -the:---4413_at the U,A.P.C. made as much use

of the huMan resources it dicrthe computing,reeourcea."':

Data collectiofi -began with the work done'by a person.on

the -Staff. In a methodicil fashion, the staff member

withiMinnie left our offices almost every day a camera to

'photograph the: high school files of graduatingsenicers.

Most 'administrators would have sent turn - around documents

to the schdols, in expectatic41 of .their being4 returned

with the required academic 4fOrmationg. .Yet, we foulad
/

that it was impossible for the-turn-around document method

to work in the New York City environment for a variety of .

reasiong:

opTheipersonhel'at thlphigh 'Schools were, too busy to
*

.4 t

,
The Humanity in Management Informatidri Systemt . page 11'
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respond in_time.

The data they entered on the turn- around document
.

, .- .

. .' 'forms was often incorrect and almost impossible to,
. ..

verify without examining theAsource document..

Some high school personnel were unfamiliar.with the
#,...

.

y. 1

forths and found 't. difficult: to 'fill them out

properl

f

It was to difficult to' train a group of several

hlindred,People to fill out the ferns (properly when

the personnel.turnover was significant, and their

srool7assigned tasks were ester-cAnging.

The student grading scheme dfffered frqin one high

school to another. .40

Instead, with enlarged photographs of the high school
I r

records, we were able to encode' and enter the entire

record of ,a graduating sionior° less that one Minute.

Till's speed was possible bec a specially trained
y

1 .

data entry staff at the U.AdP:C. mini-computer was used.

to verify the entered ,data for syntactic, validity% The

data was then inpUt to a large computer. -Each student's,

information was compiled into a'singlerecord' and stored
,

_ .. .. on the data 'base,. At this point an official high school

,' transcript was produced, copies Of whioh were sent to the

students and eheir school -per=sonnel 'for verification.

4 ,

A The HUmanity in Management Information' Systems page 12 '' s,.".
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Errors were corrected by allowing the high school .

personnel tb *return the-transcripts with changes clearly

'marked on the f9rm. These changes were input to the.

'- -Mini- computer, and new. transcripts eventually produced for*

reexamination.. A

At this point the data .base consisted of the correct

high school records of the graduating seniori.,_ The next.
. . /

,,

step was to add the college choices orthese 'seniors to

their records. The City University of NeW York followed

an open4prollment policy. Any graduatieg high: schoOl
*

____seniqr could', specify, ih order- of preference,up "t0 six

.61

. ir
collegek and programs of the City University as his,or her

. '

choices. Applications for admission , were received b7 ix&

1 1 )restoffice from the studentlii-themselvee,tand matched aga *.-
..

on'
, .. ,

the records on our data,base. . The choicelst ';t./ed inpuei:to 44

the .minicomputer, and filled int0-----thi-41615idpriae
,

t,

records.
.,

,

N ..",,,:
,

.,.

4i*
Because we had captured uplent information froicthe

-.

..:4 4/' .

' first year 'of high sc oot )0644h tothe' "application to ,.,

'college; we were ahle 0 ofiir several novel features,
.

..
.

1
. .

The final transcript' was produced, for the student had''

+s

t ra,
111

,
- :

, . t

not only a' record of the stlident!s high school' career, bui *

4 A, ' * .

,..

.
*a -college applicatk ,as

.

as well on arsingle fOrm., Thg 6'
e-

, A .._.
..

t N
siudents_bad this form with them when'they saw their high

Th6 HUmanity in Management infoiMatidmSystems page 13
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scho61, counselors, college counselors and the 1Wakf at't

Citypniveksity's '.Office' of Admission Services (0.A.S.).
.-The 0.A.S:.. wes primarily ba bllege admissions .copseling

, ..
,
-

service for graduating seniors whose purpose it was tQ v%
-

help the students chooie wisely from ambng ttie hundreds of..
Avo.

programs available afCity - University. The O.A.S. staff

was supplied with computer terminals,'and had ready access
4

to both thd student's transcript /application as ,well as

our data bases. It was irssible r individual counselors
7

to determine how many other student* ad alxeady

(and been accepted) to a spedific program at a'specific

college_ in the university. This made jthe job of'

evaluating a specific student's chances acceptance to

that program- 'based' qn their high sc ool performance

we also made a terminal availably to, the' Vice-
',

Chancellor of. the City University tem, With a

terminal, he could ask for any information available about

the admissions, process on a! minute byminute basis. As

mentioned, earlier, it was passible to upre the data
.

bases even while the. system wee-running. The users could
$

therefore query the current admissions status at any point

in time. Thus it was possible for the ViceChancellor to

ask, !How many students would" be accepted to program X at

4r

4 he Humeity in Managemeht,Information Systeffs (page 14
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"II
campus Y if they

at least 84 and

this question was

Was asked becaus

4

-4" 4

have a, high school graduating average ofik-
.

-require finanCial aid?".c'The answer tp

correct-to the' moment that the question

e the data on the-file, was kept current.

ormatidn was also available', the Vice
Illr

forecast the fininCialilieeds of the new

Since .income inf

Chancellor could
/ .-

college student popUlation fas a group.. Some private'

student information-was-kept on file,a
but not available: to

any online users on a individual student basis..

It was possible to simulate the allocation of all,of

the students on the databases to the Colleges 'thty had

requested and examine 'thc results- of the simulation

if
without actually affecting the acceptance-statusof any of

the students. This was necessary' becaUse the number of

seats -aVailable' for entering ,freshman cat-eaOh' Of the
, m -

campuses was liMited, and onj a simulation run cquld
ri . ,.

'\'

deterMine if.theseuseatswould be .completely filled give:me
---1,---* .

.

the acceptance 'criteria. .

: t 4 .9 .

.
.

.

Another user group was the student pdpulation. Very

lw

often, telephone calls would come in from worried students

. If asking us to vgrriff4 that.their° applications ha indeed/

. Seen processed and that they were , being copsid red far
A

admission. The queries were answered by, the U.A..t
- ,

staff:' person ansivering the telephone dells. 1( more

The Humanity ip Management Information:Systems
.;
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4

sophisticated method for answering the students' questiont

would hayevbeep to have installed telephone - .lines directly .06

into the'coMputer that would have the-applicants
.. .

. They would, Ave'

asking 'them, for

permitted .th-dm to
, .

. . .

.
lioce400heir-own records. They would then have been 'told

. -,-.

"-, 4at .4

to query the 'data bases for themselves.

called And Ileard. a recorded messa4e

.
-

entifyin§ information_whi& would have-

,

evolutionary rather than a revolutionary - process.

4. III

the status of their apglications.

. ;

. The-Total Management Information*System

gf

Te implementatio90. of to -responsive MIS i

SucCessful manageme
.41

information' systems are not born

'overnight, ,nor in ';general, all.-at once. They usually
_ .---

or 'more specialized programs. or

.5applications. Sometimes this,evolutiOn can take several

years or even
0
a decade. In each case, the 'community is-

....

careful to planik
.

for the'evolutionsso as nbt to adveriely 4;
_

.

" . .
impact any group. The plan also calls for 'as little impact.

-.%

..

as 'possike.on day to fitly, operations;.'
.

evol.ve from one

-111

For- pxample,

igiformation systems

. ,

one of the. most popular' manageMent .

'valved from a series Of application
.

. 4.
.programs at a large aerospace Company.. This ietiolutibn

-t
.1. t000)5, place over. file years. It began witk.....4p attempt `to _

C
,..001°

The ilumanityin Management information SysteI ,.page
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manage the files of very few of the company'sgroups,

thOse whose data klei contained. 'intlirmation whose

structure wab very simple. The MIS was gradually changed

to encompass the, entire .community, managing files whclee

information was very complicated and 'interdependent.
X' . .-. .: ..Among this company's data.bases is one that 4elcribes over

..,,

two million parts, and is queried many thousands of times

each day.

Another.firnl, one of the.laiger insurance companies,

'uses an MIS. today that also evolved from. several .

application programs servicingthe diverse groups of that -

company.. In this case, the original programs .managed

files whose structure was complicated. But these programs

took several years to develop. The evolution into the MIS.

at the insurance company involved the integrationof these
4

. separate application programs into one large fystem.

Today; the data basei contain information-2n the entire

company's business.. The 'Individual Policy Holder.* data

base alone contains over three and ope. half million

ecords, totaling over se ven billion characters, and is

queried ovetflye and one half thousarf times each day.

All of this would not have been possible without -careful
4

pianningof the M1$ evolution.

It is interesting to note the effects of. the MIS

7

The Humanity in Management Information Systems
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evolutiOn on the people in the data processing grpups

within these two compahies. In both cases, managersbund-

that the cost of running the system shifted from people to
,

maChihei. Staff sizes were reduced. Yet individual

salaries jumped. This was due to the changing ol:74

requirements of the data processing personnel. Whereas,

before the MIS, the typical 'employee was a data entry
'

clerk, the typical employee became .a.sySteMs analyst or a

specialist. In addition, as the jobwirements changed,

the turnover rate among employees rose. This turnover

resulted in A rising `,cast , for employee- eAucatIon an

,

training. There is no reason to believe that the same

effects will not result in the university environment.

Anothet cost- related' observation, that may be taken

into, consideration by university, and, data prodessing

adMinistrators is that a management information system has

relatively high fixed costs and 'low variable costs. That

.is expensive to develop it and to start it, yet

relatively inexpensive to-maintain and opeate it The
- .

MIS may be up and running all day and queried often b1,

many users, yet the operating costs are,low compared with

the fixed' costs. This fact may 'lead to the decision on

the part of university administrators to make more .and

more data online and available to more'perbonnel in the

,

The Humanity in Management. Information Systems page 18 ,
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\it
university environment' as soon as possible.. It is the

f gl
logical thing to 'do since the initial startup costs wi11

'already have been borne..
tom.

6. Conclusion

Ain, MIS does not Cbntrol anything. An MIS is an

information gathering and dissemination tool which permits

people' to attempt.to cqntrol, situations of which they may

be aware. This means that the designers and planners of

an MIS do not relinquish control Sof their ,data to the

computer. It is their responsibility to design the MIS

functions,in such a way so as to perthit,, the human being to

control the,' data. An MIS is a creature whose evolutio

c
-..

Iequires careful considerationand planning. Once MIS

is in operation, it mdstbe auditable. It mus e sdbject
,

to periodic review in .ender. to evalliate it :responsiveness
.

,

.

of its functiont to he community it serves. This
t

evaluation may. uncover problems in the h -machine

interface' between the MIS and its community. f the MIS

is found to be improperly deiigned, then. it should be

-

redesigned or scrapped, becatise the only purpose of an MIS

g to serve thecommunity.

Whenever the MIS planners find 'an unplanned for or

inadvertent, function in th$ new qystem, they should
1

4

The Humanity in Management Information 'Systems
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examine it Apr its usefulness, discarding it if it is

found' to be unnecessary. For example, if a list of

persons shows -the addresses of, those persons albng With

their 'lathes, and the names are .all that is-required, then

there isl/a problem. Either the addresses should indeed

appear, and the system documentation should be modffied.to

reflect)this new fact, or the addresses should not appear

and should be deleted froliAheilisting 'eS unnecessary. It.
. 4

is very common'for users of any oomputer lysteM to depend

on unplanhed "goodies", only to find that these "goodies"

will not be around in the future. Before new funCtidet

are incorporated into the MIS, steps should be taken to
.

ensure that the changes do not. adversely- impact anyone.

This also means that every attempt should be made not to

degrade the ,performance of the MIS when modifying it.- The '

'people 'who 'plan, design,, and control the MIS. have a

. responsibility to the people that are served by the MIS. /

'It is to make the MIS as responsive, 'accessible and humane

as possible.

A

IS

)

The Humanity in Management Information Systpms
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COMPUTER ASSISTED HIGHER ED4TION GEMENT:

IMPOSSIBLE DREAM OR PRESENT REALM
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Amherst

This soer presents the results of A nation-wide survey of
models and their impact on institutional planKing and

decision making. The inctea4ng use of analytical tolls

to analyze the future consequence of managemaKt action
are also reviewed.
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COMPatiTER ASSISTED HIGHER EDUCATION MANAGEMENT:

IMPOSSIBLE DREAM OR PRESENT REALITY?

',.
.

Since the.advent of computers, there has been endless disCuision of

whether computeri will be used in areas other than to perform Simple routine

$ tasks and replace humans where jddgmental decisions are involved.

Norbert Weiner, the father of'cybernetics, was an early proponent of

P the position that canputers would be involved in all areas of human
.

activity, whereas Mbrtimer Title was.an4early champion of the restricted
I

Cr- view of computer use. More recently, this argument surfaced between Drs.

2 07

4,

,Frank Ryan, the Directolipof Information Systems for the U, S. House of

Representatives, and Carl,Hammer, the, Director of Computer Sciences for

Sperry Univac. Dn.Piran argued that "computer Systems Should either

substitute for or compliment a routine procedure"1, while Dr. Hammer

suggested that "rxior we mast learn to let maciiiiies do our Mntal dvidgery

afOr.us; we become a knowledge ety.
4

Zie purposeof referencing this s old argument is that it

s a direct relationship to the use of s inhigher'educAion

ement, and whether or not we can evet bppe to utilite computers to

db anything but proce transactions and produce reports for the operational

Of an organization.

4 4
As might be expected, has been considerable disagreement in

1

literature as regards the applicability of the techniques of scientific

/NNWOMe43 in higher education in gneral and the use of analy*calucdels

1.0yan, HaMmer Theories Collide on DP's Pays to tte Future."
COMPUTIMWORLD, November 22, l97,-page 4.

d(
2Thin.

,

r

,--7, - . s d\

311b0 attempts to iiiiproye management systems and adopt the Concepts
. ,

0 -- .198
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in particular. 'As Jheitt'llothd, "the applilbation of the,systene approach to

management, even to higher educative management, is pot new. 'Opinion

divided on the usefulness, limitations, consequences and dangers, of this

approach:"4
. I 1

There'areseveral,issues around which the disagreemententers.

They are not new, and they have long been at the center,ofthe" ancient

debate between administrators,. arid 'faculties about the "proper" role of

admirastrators in higher education. Some of these are as follows:
;

I. Defining and measuring educatiopal outputs are difficult tasks.

The production functions of higher education are not COn-
.

ciSely defined, and there is no accepted formula for determining

the' resouroesirequired to produ66 a unit of output.

3. Quantifyingbasically subjective concepts suidhrasvalue-added

by"the institution is a problematical task.

4. The old issue of dentralizatiOn versus deoientralization and,

5. as Rourke and Brooks noted, the inherent conflict between

'administrative efficiency on the one hand, and academic effec7

tiveness on the other.
5

... scientific management are deeply rooted in the concept of system analysis

which ' . . : focuses attention upon the Objectives of an enterprise and

then concentrates upon the input factors.andthe dynamic process involved

in the realization of those factors.' The systems approach to organizational--

analysis means simply trying to access the Ile organization rather than

identifying one'of the parts where a difficulty may be most apparent. It

meanslooking at interior interactions to understand why the organization

is operating as it is, or to predict its-behavior. .It,means tudying

interaction of the system. or organization with the socio-po itical competi-'

tive envirOnment wittain which it is located and with Which t is inextricablyfla

linked. - e-

i

John D. Millett, DecisOn Making'-and Administration innligher Education

(Rent-, bhloi .Kent State University Press, 1968), 'page 76. ,
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Creof the major attempts to extendt4
/

upe of can in higher

/

education to the plannin0 and policy making level has been the introadction

of analytical modeling systems specifically tail9red for institutionicfi
.

.

higher education. However, as this euthbr recently pointed out, "the

usefulness of ana4ical modeling systeMs in higher education administration

As by nosceans an accepted fact at the institutional level, and users of

such systents hive_ reported mixed reetions. to their successes in journals /7(

and at conferences.°6
a

AIlumber of studies were conducted in the early, '70's'hy

Gonyea, and Wartgow in an atteMptto evaluate the use of planning

and mddels in higher edu9tion. These efforts all dealt with a 1

number of` institutions a.ad did not address the nationwide use of q.et:

es.. =4- 114714,s

conducted a nation-wide survey of all institution's identifi Z. developers

of thelfolloWing O iels : .CAMPUS, PLANTRAN, RRPM and SEARCH, survey

instrumhnt was addressed to the project leaders at 400

the,United States, Canada, South America and. Europe. 4s
followed by a separate survey of acadeMic and finanietai

who. were asked_to comment ontheir pereeptions of the

of success enjoyed with the .modeling system., The

4Earl F. Cheit
Though Systematic"
Meeting of the Amer

5Prancis E.

in Higher Education
page 3.

6
Paul J..P1

Etustrationr New
Fages17.

"The Management Systems Chal
(Washington: Paper presen
can Cbuncil of Education,

ke and Glen'E. Brooks,
(Baltimore: The John

"Institutional Use
irections for Institu

tlons In

hurvey was

strators

ativerneasbre

is of this research

How to be Academic
the ,56th Annual

. 11, 1973) , page 1.

Managerial. Revolution
Press, 1966),

Mbdels: Hope or'COntinued
Research 9, inl,, 1976) ;

aI
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effort were published'r a raonograph7 ii 1976 and the :unary of the findings

of that research effort are listed in Attachment A.
1

The iniresearch effortalso'uncoveted opportunities for future
,

research endeavors and CMMS,4with th±s author as'the principaarinvestightor;

has ciducted two.tollow-upson the original study, The fiist ;elaited

in a purvey instrument sent to 270 respondents lathe first cieustionnaire4

.

. i

This?questIonnaire solicited user's perceptions of the following ques14ens:
.

1) ,what lire the reasons that models will likely.pe"used in thlim

- institution in the future,

, 2) what are the reasons that the development and use of models

should be teetered, and

3) what was their perception of the preconditions tor future use-

oft models .

The .results of this survey instrument will be reported in a
-4

forthcoming

CEMS monograph to be available in the Spring of 1977. 0

The other-f011eow-up dealt with th0 institutions that were in the`

0

process of implementation in 175. The purpose of this research was to

_determine whether the was a significant difference between those insti-

tutions that implemented in that, year vs: earlier years. The results of

this effort will also 1;e included in'the aformentimedmonograph.
,4

Comparing the results of, the natiZlhie study on the use of models,

with the efforts of Casasco, EVans. and Wartgow listed in Attachments B,

and D respectively, we find that their findings were not substantively

different than the results of this rdiearch effort.

3'

, 1 ,.7 Paul J. Plourde, bcperience with Analytical Mbdels in Higher Education

*flagellant, (Amherst, Massadhusetts: CEMS,.June, -11/6).

A;
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As was note a in the monOgrapp,

' IF
"both the interest inand utilization of analytical models

increased substantially since the research efforts of EVans, 90nyea
I (1971), and Wartgow.(1972). ,The necessity for the institution*to

.

t itself to assign per-ion/lel to implement the models and
utili the mOdel once impleffinted, continues. to' be of the utmost
concern. .findings here show that..there is considerably more
willingness to rely' on models for long-range planning than fOr day-
to-day decision-making: Gonyea's observation in her study of ,

institutions known to hivit access to planning, or simulation models
remains true; she identified the major pkoblem as getting decision--;
makers to Use,the'outputs and support the implementation Of the'
planning system. The mere number of institutions implementing
such systems;.While indicative,of a trend, noes not telL the whole
story, since 'information about the support of 41e orgarpation.'
planning to USe-the model is also required. Casasoo's findings are -,

also very applicable today. He stated in his digcluSion that*, if
these techniques are integraNd into the 41*.r -
institutional planning s, the establidhMent of the sbcio-
technological-preconditions for the understanding acceptance and
effedtive implementation of these tools is essential 'The dynamics
of,institutional behavior and the, sociological aspects of col
and university manage en is a broad, pervasive, and engaging issue
that certainly'extendsloeyond the scope of this study into the 0
.realm of the behavioral loi4Aces. Howevaf, the'cruCial roleothat
this aspect of institutianarmanagement plays, in the successful
implementation of the t'echniquet discussed here meritsthe careful
consideration of both institutional researchers whcrare developing
newimalyibical and forecasting.techniques, as well as the institu-
tional-managers-who Wbuld in the final analysis have to utilize then.

4.

As a cpncluding note, what adNiicemight be offered from all this
information for model builders and users:' '

1) importande of process. It'mlust be recognized that a signi-
ficant number of professionals in the field believe that -

the.process bsihga model is as important ag the model
itself. The discipline requited for data - gathering in a
uniform fashion for input to the model and the attendant

'distussion on use of data output pay well be the most viable
Aspects o;model use.

2) Model simplificatiOn.,Model-,-buis need to be aware of the
model-users' desire' for simplified input -and output require-
ments.'

3) Data gases. Users must develop operationalgataAmses to
support the use of models in the long -rang fanning process
acid imday-tolay decision-making processes.

4) User education,. All administrators should participat6 in
training sessions keyed to' user educatLom It is One thing
to traidirdpiduals to keep the modelrunning, but it is
quite another to develop constructive attitudes toward the
usefulness \f models. As one president noted, we mu:*
continue'to'educate our staff and batter at the stdite Walls
of resistance and obstruction. Another respondent called fop

211
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1 . -,. ,
, ...

4 .
, . ' . % = .. ) . .

e , . ,
. training ilessicia for .all ,admini.stritive A.eveIs,-keyed to

' their. potential4s4':,or 'need o# thee .
l A V

, ) Organization)J..oceanitment.' Unless there is an organizational

tkiniiittsent. gram a hiA.level to integrate the use of the-, ;

nole,V4to,t.he Itilzakking or-clec4icnrrnaking processes, 'the

;nods): iti6li**.ittnarn a playethincf for . the institutienal
oselarkidlers,. =Outer center persohne1;4and,other protect
leaders, and few. significant benefits will be derived from

4 1

its use, After all, what does it accomplish to bee a ..

perfect computer implementatipn of modeling system if ±rt
the end it is not underptopd; nci`supported, or not useA

,

The main asSumpation--that there are few inditriduarsuecesses- .

seems to be supportal. However., the spirit of the individuals
responding to both questionnaires dries not seem to have been dampleined

by their expekienoe While perdePtions of .success -were less than ,

positive, respondents did transmit positive indications that models

can contribute to managing
bey are valuable for the of decisidns that theY.ipst2make ,

ila
.they valuable

ttutioni of higher -education,-education, that'

in their positions, and that there-Is a good possibility that) the
modeld will be used in 'their itstitutions in- the future' "8

.

,.. .

. . .

In the limo ex future, models are likely continue to be used
. (

0
as planning tools and'thls is not surprising since this was their-anitial

I intention. Clearly, as was indicated in the most recept,survey ,62.yNere
.

,. ..

r

is a need for more cibjeative! data 'for decision-making but the use

of models for "rat:purpose will

of modeling into the data gathe4n4 decisipnmakng cycles.

Far too often, mcdelihg haa seen as a eripheral activity to

.

either data gathering or decisionmalcing and befOre it is truly usefip

on a day-to-day basis, the modeling system wit 'have to boccme in inter-

active component of the management information system as well as the
)1,

data base. The ispricaticon is that the' modeling system cannot be -a

separate.and distinct entity from the operating system, the data

management\ system or the application programs. 'What is required is for

'11

-
warily have to await the integration

'1

A11

.

/

A 8Ibid , pages 67-69.

. .
. .. .03,.
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the modeling system to be considered a, part of these ,pi7eceding systems -and .

thus be resideni,in the carap4er fa,monitoring pl.Fpopest-1 the
TOP t-

.

iassUmptions ikon which, the maTlagernent of an institution are based need to,

be resident in the data base in order that data which is fed into the,

. data *se on a day-to-day basis may be :ccmpated to the .assump7cO'

ftions , processed through"the.model,, eXceiti.ons can ighted' Oe-
.

1;nailagertient. S review. In this way, modelirig will be:removea frail the hands'
,

cif the institutional. re searchers' and carpUter center thnicians and be

made a part of the day -to -day management of the ,iiistitutgicn. ,

In..Stairrary, it is clear that the use of ccirputers fOr Coordination and

ccritrct-and.strategic planning has merely touched the surface of the

possihletrin of activities. Mucil edution, inprovernent of data

base's, and organiletional cannitcnent ts utilize cettpuiers in the deCisfon:-

making process will be re9uired bef re We can truly -use the term "managernent.

system" a,, in degree of aSsurance.tharit -eists;

.

4

111.

,
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ATIMHMENT A
#

SUMMARY OF CCNCLUSIONS OF/CMS
RESEARCH STUDY ON MODEL USAGE

1. Institutions that are.perceived by their members as disposed to

It,
acceptance of innovation and new ideas r9gister a greater success

with the use of models than those insiitutictrutose nenkexs do not

perceive them asAdispOsed towards innovation.

2. The most important perceived institutional need for the use of a

model is the requirement for a forecasting ability.

3. The commitment of'the organization at a sufficiently high level is

the most important variable affecting successfal'use of the model.

4. While cost is a factor in the selection of an the data did

hot Indicate that this is the most imirrtant factor.-

5, Project leaders do not -ider the use Of the'model more Successful

than
,

s fact, it seems-thst"Where a sianificant.

variance does exist the administraters view models as more useful.

6. Models are more frequently used at the highest level of the

organitation'(Presidents and'Vice-Presidents) than at .the interme-

dicta middlemanagemeht.level.

7. Models are not integrated with.institutional data collection.

8. Few institutions base administrative decisions on the results
.

of modeling and thus have not our successful use Qf models in

darto,day'AecisiOn-making.

9. Models are usedmostfrequently as a longLrange planning tool.

10. The suotessibr failure, of the model does rat vary based on 41e,

particular model used.

Solle variance dbes exist in the relative measure of success

.

experiTced by institution type, ',

I'

c .

c.). . 2
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ida. Few institutions feel that they have satisfied a considerable number

215

of their objectives by using a model.

13. Few institutions indicate that the use of the model has been an

overwhelming success or even classified their experience as highly:

successful. .The. majority of responderp indicated that the use

-of,the model was only iomeWhat successful.
A

14. While. perceptions of mOcesswere less than positivef respdndents

did transmit positiveNindiqationS that modals an contribute to

managing an institution of higher ed tion, that they are valuable

",for the types of decisions that ey must make-in their poiitions,

and that is a good possibility thatmociels'w111 be used in

theii institutions in the future.

15.;. Finally, the data indicate that more sc histicatedjModels.are not

order for then to be useful in the higher alcation

arena'. In fact, the data seemed to imdicate:j/St the opposite

need, namely, to simplify the available models and eduoa,the

volume of camyuter output that the various systems produce.

ee-

- Source: Paul J. Plourde, "A.Study of the Usefulness of Analytical Models in
. 1.0.gher Education Administration" (unpublished doctoral dissertation, Univer-
sity of Massachusetts, Amherst, 1975), pa4eis....,frviii.i

1
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c.

PROBLEM. tS NOT.:TIJE", LACK OF 'SOPHIST I-
,CA,T ION; 'Cu

TECHNIQJJE-:?'. AREz,ONLY PARf IAL SOLUTION
DEVELOPED_ Ffiti SPEC IF IC EROBLEMS. SOCA,TED

',FROM TOTAL AIN'ST ITUT MAL "PLANNING".
/ '1.0

MOST AO,M1.1.8fPT,OkS' DO (JOT VIEti, C1

'TU.IONAL DeVZL4111ENTi IN A:.: TOTAL,

SYSTEM PLA\IV.

4. 0 FE `S UN I VERS 1 TA:ES" EMPLOY GORGU.S PLANN I NG

ilETHOD,OLOGY:..): r
A.01.v1INISTRATOR.S._ NOT. 4s" SOPH,15..T1 GATED AS

THE DEVELOREF1 OR *MODEL .

6. 'SOME TECHNICKP HIGHLY ,THEO.RET (CAL AND
HARO TO GRASP.

ESTABL ISH $QC1
T I ONS FOR UN

8. EDUCATION:-
1

ECHNOLOGICAL
DING.

Source: Casasco, pages '75-77.

S.Y"
'14
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EARLY OMM 1MENT AND INVOLVEMENT SY
A'

- A dta VAR ETY OF. PEPPLE

C Lars
$

ATT NUM JO TRAINING.

°FENN S.:T1(0 SUGGESTION or THOSE
INI/AVED.

.

.

CILLJNaNt.. S TO TR8,AT THE MODEL AS MORE

THAN, JUS A COMPUTER PREDICTION DEVICE;

PLANNIAG ORIE14TED INSTITUTIOHAD Mo.RE
4. SUCCESS.

6. M0fIYATI/ON TO'IMPAOVE DATA: BASE ,dAS"AN

,ENDURIN BENEIT'OF MODEL USE.

7; INSTITU IONS 41110H,TA4RED THE4sMODEL

AND ALLP4E0 FLEXJBLE USt, dERE MORE

SUCDESSrULAk
v . .

.H..
TECHNIOL IMPLEMENTATION' IS MINOR.

THE. HUMAN IMPLEMENTitTION RROBLEM,'THE .

TASK OF P-ETTING THE SYSTEM UTILIZED,

ROAAANS.

Evans, pages 4A2-162

A, T TA C,HME NT el
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1. T IME: TO I'MPLEMENT U1' 0EREST 'MATED.

a. MORE SU C'iS WHEN CONSULTA.14S USED:.

3 . LACK OF iliDE 'PART 111 P.AT lON- I-NFL-UENCED

PL!..TURE USE AND' C-ONF,*NCE IN MODEL. ,

:IN-SERV-1a 63,ucAT-Jo\i I NFLUECES
UTILIZATION.

,

MODELS MOST EXTENS I VEY USED' THEN A
FdRMAL:PLANiJ I-NG. PROCESS EX ISTS.

6.. AdCDRACY'-OF, BA-$E DATA INFLUENCES FUTURE
i)TILIZAT,104.

INSUFFICIENT TIME TO z DEVOTE TO PL,ANN'ING
IS A MAJOR iMPA1 RANT TO MODEL.

MODE.LS FOCUF.Z; ATTENTION N

LANNING.

tv

. 1/10 USEFUL IN I'1\1ST I TUT ION:S. .

C, :NEE' o AND 1-11,GHJI'LEVEL COMfyl I VENT

EXIST:

II

Sdurce: "Wai-igcm, pawls .20-218

r

4
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MANAGING THE INFORMATION RESOURCE

IN A 'COMpLEX ENVIRONMENT

Mumford Milder
Vice Data PtcaPes ng'& Communications.

.

Sears/ Roebuds,& Company( -

Chicago, Mikis

1/4

I.

.Information pe ades all aspects of the business nviron,

ment, and is 6f vital impottanCe to a lirge retailer.

This paper reviews the organization of the information

resource in Sears, and the-administrative polidies.-and

-procedures which h'Ve been established for the activity.

In addition, this paper covers staff recruitment and

training, systems and programraing standards, and equipment

. operation-and-conrol.

211
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'MANAGING THE INFORMAtION RESOURCE IN A COMPLEX ENVIRONMENT

:e T am sure you have heard theesteptent that the thing most necessary

-for success'in retailing is to have. the right-merchandise at the,right
. a . , ...

price in the right quantity at ih4sright place. We believe this at Seers

.

and, try hard to' accomplish it: But if we don't alwayi do it, the 'reason

.
.

can frequently be that we didn't have ehe-l-ight information, in the right

'

.

place, pt the right time. Clearly, information Jettta resource as essential .

.

(-,
_

.. .

6
to business-as the merchandise, money, and men and wen who run the

company.

It probably isn't necessary to say that Sears is ihel world's largest

retailer of,_general'merchendise distributing goods throu i pm, 3800 selling

locations. Our headquarters and mostof our buying departments are located

in dhicago, The company's five territorial or field offices, each headed

bier' Executive Vice - President, are located in Alhambra, California; Atlanta,

Georgia;'Dallis, Texas; St. Da;ids, Pennsylvania; and Skokie,' Illinois.

Thete territorial offices adminitter the company's selling units and .field

a
"s\

operatipns, while the adminiettrat/on of our. buying departments and corporate

offices takes placein headquarters. I mentidn this because I will be

referring to headquarters and the field in my remarks, and I want you to

know the meaning of this terms in Sears.

,

Well, this leads to my subject this morning. I would like to tell you

about the informAtion resource at Sears, the people and facilities that
4

-

constitute it, and how it is cmayaged and controlled. At you might- expel

it id a rather complex activity involving a large staff of professional

and technical people and a network of data centers andtcometunicatioo

facilities stretching over this nation and much of the world.

0
. I Maybe a little history and policy is the'place to start our discussion.

_.-
.

, . .
,

'3.

. ,

POor to 962, infogvation processing - or data processing, is we call, it,
.

, 1212
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a

was handle by a variety of activities and in a husker of diff rent_ways.

In 1962,,Sears consolidated all information processing functions into one

activity and gave that organization the responsibility for-the company's

dataiPprocessing research plogram and for the evaluation, development,

and applicatiOn of data processing methods and 'equipbefit throughout the

corpoiation.

V(

With this consolidation, we adopted some general policies which.Ittave

proven important:

1. We consolidated the communications function into and under

the data processing responsibility in recognition of the

interaction of communication and data transmdssion

facilities with computer and data processing operations.

We view our information processing requirement as a ,

network made up of communications And dat& processing

facilities. Obviously; communications lines and

.

equipment must work in:harmony and in'comnon purpose

With our computers and data'processing operations.

2. We adopted and follow the principle of centralized

sytitem design and programming. In this connection,

we develop and, from a programming st d int, maintain

all data processing systems. in heAdqua rs. There

are many advantages'to this policy:
4

d. It provides the company withuniform
,

systems.

. b. It enables us to use out manpower more

efficiently, and to maintain -and modify

4°.

s .,

programs more ecqpomicallx- s
(

,, Is.
....

2213
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c. It_ al facilitates auditing control and

. sys security, and makei it easier to

co

andpoint.

As a thi policy and for operational and security .for

purpos we separated the responsibilities of

systems development from that of computer or data.
et/

cen r operation. While systems and systems Changes,

distributed through our headquarters central

brary to field data-centers, the implemeCtion

, and operation of 4hesesystems in the data center is

a field responsibil1ty. Of course, the headquarters

staff assists the small field staff duringfimplenstation,

but operation is taken over by the field.

4. We recogn400d.the importance of economy and efficiency

in our widespread computer operations, and decided very

.early on the use of an assembler language instdad:of a

high level language for programming. Our choice of

asiemblei language programming-instead of the more

common high ,level language-was, and still is a lok
i

,' agonizing. But. for our circumstances, we believe the

choice was right. By training our own people and

developing and maintaining systems centrally, we
,

, minimize the developmental process and obtain maximum

benefit from the widespread and high voltme operatio4

of the systems. With nineteen rather lar e data centers

running similar systems,in support of 4c 1 stores and

-3214
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.
.

inst lations,.a modest increase in computer opera oval

efficiency will,offset any extra prsigramming effort..

We found it'advantageous,,and, in fact, necessary to

recruit and train our systems and programming personnel

instead of hiring professionals from the outside.

Regarding this policy, we recruit about seventy-five-

yctnig people from the colleges and within Sears each

year, and provide a three months data processing

'training dourse which'is conducted by. our professional

staff. Th addition to this basic programming training

.

course, we provide approgimately 16,000 class Man-hours

of advanced and videotape training each year to

maintain the expertiae"Of our staff.

6. Regarding equipment, we decided that, even though an

economic"case could be made for the purchase of the
11..

computer equipment, Sears would avoid commitments

that extended four or more years beyond the date

4 that new equipment was available. This"decision was

based on our concern for technological or functional

Obsolescence. We were embarking on a major development

ihd implementation effort and, as'a result, our

equipment needs would be growing aCa.rapid pace.

In addition, the tomputer.industry was growing rapidly

and had clearly demonstsated,significant improvements

,

in. price/performance of computers and peripheral

devices based strictly

trends df rapid growth

on improves technology. These

r

of Sears needs,,coupled with

215
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constant technological advancements-of computer products, continue .

today and still cause us to gual&againslong-term commiiments,40

1 t , , .
; .

especially inthe area of our general purpdie compUters..

7. From the start, we reco nized the importance ofthe user

in the systems deVelopment process, and took steps to .

6
.

obtain the full interests and involvementof user activities

144.4with professionfl systeds 'people in a Joint undertaking.

*s.policy is pr4ably'the most important of the points
,

I haVe InentApned. Systems development,..communications,

../
'and data center operation are ; service functiois Ili ,

Sears aftd,,as such, are not under the adtinistratiertof

the stores and company activities which they supports:

Ile function somewhat as software and service bureau-type

faciiities,_charging company units for Services!

performed.- But we long ago recognized the.vital role

of the user, or client, in the systems environment

and the fact that the user cannot relinquish his

responsibility fo'r systems performance and results

just because the manual methods and procedures have

been'converted to a computei system. It is still he

clienlos system, and he must actively participate in

system design, and must.approve the final product.

The client must also be sure that the resultant system

has adequate system controls.

/ 4

Turning now from matitis of policy, let me t'll you how we have

.

organized the information processing activity. The organization is broad17

divided into three departments; namely -

f
2s16

M
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1: The Data Prodessing Systems Department, composed o f

. .
C 4 i

four large. systems development groupV and a techniCal
. ,

.

sup0o4 function. The systems groups folloW company

.

organizational lines With one sr') deieloping corporate

.

headquarters applications, another responsible for

. retail store applications, another serving catalog
, . .

and warehousing activities,and the other handling .

.. -
general systeMsNwhich.cut &foss organizational lines. .

The technical support-group is made up of some ofuur

.

most senior professionals. This group is/responsible

fonirectuiting and training qur professional staff,

for computer oper4 ional or systems software, and for,"

'staff activities which include computer equipment

research and selectioh, systeas and programming

standards, and data base administration.

2. ,The Communicatiohs Department - responsible fiql.joice

communications throughout Sears, and for securing

themost appropriate Zrdel of service from the

,/ communications industry and.carriers. In addition,

this department is responsible fo r. telecommunications

software, equipment, and network design.

3. Data titer Operations involves the operation of

the,coepany's computer centers.- Data centers can

/-
be either headquarters or,field. Headquarters data

-1r4-
centers support programming staffs with test

'facilities and prOvide computer operas for
. 4

.

.
corporate applicationt. Field data centers provide

.

76 21
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computer faciliiies to service, operational

0

requirettnts of stores and instalihtions within AP
4

423,1.

geographic area of thf field data center. 4 /
t

..' i 8
.

One further
.

point about.ownizat on as indicated. before, Spars
. .

.

.
. .

.,.. . ,

has divided functional retponeiblliiies iktweenheadquarters- and the field

and, accordingly, certain aspects of the thrpe departmepts mentionedexist
4W.

,

in both areas. -Research, systems development, and maintenance are

.
4

accomplished in the headquartersdepartments. .The small systems and

communications staffs in the field are responsible for implementationsand.

4
the ope4ation of t ,,,systems which have been develop,4 by heddquarters In

addiEion, the field staffs'proyide technical suppbrt to the field data

centers for operational or other local requirements.

Well, with these paints about policy and some understanding of our

organization, let'A talk about admisistration - how we manage an d control

the systems and data puncessing function.

I beli eve this part of our discussion sh9uld start' with planning -

-for without good, sound plans, the
4

inistretton and control of a complex

data processtno programds diffitult, if not impossible. At Seeps we
(

handle dapa pro4ssing planning this.way:

\
44.

A 'htaff group - called TunctiOnal Advisors = serves' as the primiry
-

1414planning vity.. This group is part of the data protesaing organization,
,

.

but the indiadvals represent the print 1 functional.-areas of the company,'
. . .. li

. . .

sul as merchandieftoperatingaecounting, personnel; credit, and
- .%,

fircTory Operations. 'These individuils'wear two hats7 on. the one hind .they
.

,.

seiye as account executives for,aLl,data Pvl
.

sling systems `in

Lfunctional gra which *they represent. In this. role they wbri:with,the
e

. . I

.

.

tr.

-------.-
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client or functional departmentin the origination and control of systems

projects and, in turn, with our professional systems organization in the

`development and implementation of the system. These advisors are staff

in responsibility, they do not ravage either side of the system t

development equation... But with a direct reporting relationship to me, and

a dotted line relationship to ,the functional officer they represent, they

become an effectIveforce ih the DP program.

Under the second hat,.these advisors act as a central committee

responsible for the preparation and maintenance of the DP plan. One

advisor, presently the Merchandiking Advisor, serves as chairman of this'

4 Planning Committee and gives general directith to the group effort. The -

Committee does' hot make specific planning decisions, but rather assembles

'and docUmentwthe plan for ail data processing and communications ktivities.

Y . - .

As DP plans and
,

projects must consider functional needs and objectives Ss
.

AL
. : well as systems development and equipment capabilities, we have found thin.

Advisciry Group to be particularly 1pfective in preparing and coordinating
Is

P

our ;PP plan.

With this backaround aboUt our planning proCess, let me explain our

)..-

system development procedure.A systems project-or jab begins with ths/-

submission of a Systenis Study Request, which briefly states the problem and
4

,

.
.___,

the benefits expected from the system or system modification. The Study

Request will-usually originate with a' user department, be processed through .
't

">,,

. .
the Punctionnl Advisor for'that activity, be given,to the appropriate

...

r
.

systems development gioup for review,or-feasibility study. At this p

a Job Authorization is prepared for the job-
,

.
t

et, The feasibility study reviews the practicality of the job and ,

4 7 8

viO 1

provides an estimate of,developmental time and cost. The JA is teen
.., .

219 Os
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referred back to the usel artme ust approve the estimate and
A

trol of the systems and programmingauthorize the undettakin. .Proje

effort, is maintained under a pr cedure

'professional time and co

233

ch provides an accounting of

testing eXpense in relation to the time

and expense estimated for,,the /completion of the job. In addition, the

computerized accounting prockdur gives/ management a comparison'cif the

,\

. calendar time expended for\the project 'in relation'to the estimated

Incidentally, we rovide guidelines for our professional staff in a

standards manual which is divided into four sections. The first section

'

covers Systems Desigh; thel'Second Programming; the third Computer Operations;

and the fourth covers Audiing and Control. The manual insures that

4 c1
NOielopmental and operational,activities follow efficient,,, uniform

completion date.

.propedures, and permits maintenance support by personne other than those

originally involved in the project'.
40

a

With furthef regard to system development,' our professionals are

generally divided into-groups of about-twenty person; under the supervision 8

Qf a systems manager. Programmers in these groups use remote faCilities

from the comiSuter center for developmental and test support.- Terminals

utilizing IBM 4SO'Software are available to tnet for interactive testing,

while batch testing with'printed reports are avaifIble through RJE
. '

equipment. /
a,

.
'

(--.

All systen.i.are distributed-through the,headquarters.Central

*
.- -.4.

Library. Systems developient.groups provi source,programs and
.

N
. /

documentation to the Ce4ral Library. Library personnel compile the
, ,..

< , .

programs and release executable code with documentation, including 1

' microfiche program listings to the field systems, staff..
. .

: ,. . *

. 20
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I

Systems are checked for compliance' with standards and for completeness

/ -

and accuracy of documentatidn prior to release to the weld. Any

discrepanci ,es are, eiolve&with'developmental groups before the application

is authorized for releme_from the library. Program problemithat occur

-in the field are - documented and reported to the library where appropriate

tecor

t
are maintained to insure that follow-up and corrective action is :

. -

taken by thelheadquarters.systems group:

Afrer'impItmentation of the. system in the data center, the company

unit or activity serletd by
1
the system'is charged for the oneing 'operational

costs. The computer centers operate on, a break-even basis,,and chartall

costs of -operattbn to clients or users of. the data center: Tbis accounting

is accomplished by a computer program which makes a complete distribution.of

f-

. data center costs
r-

and produces-a series of comparative reports for management

review. These reports include unit cost' comparisons for major applications

silch as the cost to prdcess the billing systeth for each credit account, cost

to process jhe inventory control systemi for each ttem of inventory, etc.

Another example is a report comparing resource cost of various components of _

the computer, such as cost pet unit of.work performed on DASDI, tape, printers,

etc., as well apc.c,ost pei CPU minute.. These reports, produced under a uniform
r - 1 , .

.system of accounting are reviewed at the Territoriaand Corporate-offices

. with appropriate follow-lip directed to those locations where the reports

fndicate usual costs or, operating results.
S

I Should mention another aspect of control that is administered through44

4
our headquartere technicar support group. This group exercises EDP equipment

research responsibility for the company. Any new equippent or supplier is

thoroughly researched and evaluated 14 this group before it is authorized

for use in any Sears location. If th? equipment and supplier are judged

4.
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-satisfactory for use within4e0gs, thief group. working thiough the Cmi6lorate

Purchasing Office negotiates a national contract that outlines e terms-7

and conaitiOnSfor the equipment or .services provided by the vendor. Field

units taysalect,nbt.to-use the equipment,. but they may not select another 1N11.

item qr vendor unless it has alsd been so approved and a national"contract

exists. In addition, the field unit.may not obligate itself to an item of

'equipment Tor more than one year. If a longer term commitment is required,

the field, unit must submit a regGest to ,th group which will secure the

appropriate corporate approval for any lease_term in excess oione yeit.

As I have indicated previously, we are very concerned about systems

perfilimance and the efficient operation of our computer equipment. In this

t

connection, we'have a small group of technically skilled professionalsin our

T1Cnical Support Actdivity which maintains a; rather complete library of

software, monitoring tools fhat can be used'toidentify bottlenecks in systems

' and validate recommendations.for hardware changes, A-great deal Of effort

is expended by this group in identifying inefficiencies in JCL, sorts,

network parameters and the like.

To comment further about control, we hae-sp led out very literally

the security requirementa of our data proCessing operations. 'These

instructions stipulate such things as.computer room construction and fire

frprotection requirements to include detection and Halon extinguishing systems.

As ybu might expect, I cannot comment on the specifics of our personnel

security and access control requirements.

Of course, data security is defined withstrict control over the

classification of data files ,and access control to tape libraries. Provisions

for a Contingency plan are also spelled out that insure that each data center,,
;

has taken steps to provide for full recovery in case"the dlta center

should be:disabled or incapable of operation.
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t... ,

---"1- should alsodiscuss the data center' audits which are conducted by
.

. ..

.

the Sears Internal Audit Department and/or by our outside auditors. These

',,auditsaudits follow a rather koftaeoutline and can last from two days to two
..

L. .

.

weeks, depending on thedetaik covered apd the' amobnt of application audit
. J.-

inviked. These audits check .for,6onipIianCe'with company policy and

corporate standards. In adtd.tiOn, they look for security problems and

./irregularities. !.

In addition, Operational Reviews are conducted for each data center -

periodically. Thise Operational Review 'are conducted by a data center

mater from another field unit along with a member of the Corporate Staff...-.
. .

Usually, tht reviewflagts three days and covers organization, administration,
\,

and
/
ail aspects of computer bperations. These reviews have proven to die

- an excellent Methodrof.communieating'new ideas between data centers, and

'-iirdproYing the efficiency of Our operakions.

to now wehave talked.about policies, organization, management,

and confrol.. Perhaps we should take the ladt minutes of our time azd talk

aboOt the 're ults of ail this. What has been -dope in Sears with' the

information reseirce?

. Hitch of ourearly efforts in data processing were given to the

catalog and warehbusing side of our business and,-accordingly, most of

knformation processing parts this bus s'are handled by computers '

today. Virtually all tatalo orders are taken ovp-dthe counter or by
A

. .

telephone in ourselling Units and transmitted throUgh our communications.telephone

'network to regional computer oenters where the orgy's are processed, priced,

,scheduledx and then fillet-for shipment to customers.

r.

Fran this.order data, inventory records'are updated and maintained,

w '
and buyers are provided frith merchandising stitisttcs and sales forecasts

2 3
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owfor this busihess. This same order data iNprocessed tc our ustomer

index file which the basis for odi-catalog advertising and distribution

process. If 'the order is a credit charge and has been approved through our

Credit Authorization System, then it is Charged by the system_to the

appropriate credit account. Of course, sales and accounting records are

updated in.the process.

Av
I should mention that Oe are making increasinguSI of computers to

7
. .

control the materials handling operations of our distribution centers.'

Computers monitor tray, slat, and hanging sorters as well.as the 'convpyors

for transporting merchandise through shipting and receiving operations.

As an example, compUter'controlled equipment eliminates most of 'the manual

vT receiving, storage, retrieval, cutting, and shipping of heady carpet orders

. in our'Floorcovering Distribution Center in Chicago. In ;s somewhat similar

way but for quite different merchandise, our new Fashion Distribution Center

."iii Elk Grove, Illinois uses.computers to control the.mo7ement of flat and

haniing fashion goodie through thatdistribution center.

,4

si,

. 'Our business is retailing and, accordingly, a large part of our

program has ;been given to this area. .As you ;pay know!, we have note

'Thstalled elettronic registers'snd associated computer equipment 1h our
4,74

retail stores. This equipment enables our salespeople to collect the
A --

,

information needed to support computerized systems for inventory control,

,
payroll, accounting, and customer credit billing.

ft

The primary justification for installing this equipment in our

-1

provide
).

stores was to provide sales information forour retail in ntory management

..,
.

system.' But the equipmtnt, particularly the small computers in the stores,

is-used
'

for other putposes. Our retail accounting activity inthe stores ..0

.... ,

plies Ma interac$.ive wieh the store computer to handle the accounting and

13
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, Ilk
auditing function and to prepare the usual' accounting reports for store.

use and transmission to headqUartdrs.

Ap yopu would expect, we haveaa number of peripheral systems which

support the two basic system structures involved for catalog and retail

units. Our Credit AuthorizatTbn System is used nationwide and, of course,

credit sales and transactions are computerbilled byourAccounts Receivable

System. In. another area, our service representatives, when taking a

customer's phone call for repair service, can display on .a CRT screen

information about the customer's appliance purchases and service 'history, .

prepare the service-order for the call, And update the necessary accounting

records for ,the transaction. Of course, w1. use computers to process

pay5231,and personnel informatiOn for the'oVer 400,000 employes in the

company.

We are heavily involved in the consolidation of data for Lase by-

. I
. .

. 04

terriVrial and corporate management; and this.has brought about the

_,,,

developmenfpf over 3,000 computer programs or modules which are run for

these purposes is our headquarters data cen.tek. Speaking of computer

programs, we estimate that our library of computer systems contains about

8,000 program modules and represents several thousand man years of

j-

-professional effort. I adght mention that for a program of this ,1

magnitude, oUrultal data processing expenditures last year Tom system
, -

development, maintenance, and data center operation as a percent af'sales

was considerably below the industry avfirige far Fortune 500 comp anies.

,

In closing, I 'should emphasize the increasing importance of

communications and data.transmissioq in our information processing network.

I must use the term "network" advisedly because today we serve $ears

4 .

,

operations with a number of networks.- One of our networks which we call
. 4

.

.
. ,

. .

12. 2 2 5
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our4aVional Data Exchange network connects approximately 3,000 Sears
4

locations,and.aboui 00 of our supplier or vendor locations. This network

transmits our administrative telegrams, our catalog order and stock

requisition volume, purchase orders between our stores and vendors, about

'1,000 'feels of mag tape lilea: each day, and about 3/4 billion Characters of

store transaction data each day. ,Then we depend'on other networki for

credit authorization, customer service calls, and the like.

'But-our objective is to consolidate all our compunication requirements

inteone network operation. Yes, ChlenAtwork that will effectively link

every unit with every other unit of the company from an informational

standpoint:, By doing thisy we can bring the use and, capabilities of the
9 ,

computer and communications facilities to everylgment of the company.

. We have not yet completed such a netw rk f6 Sears, but we are well

underway in its development and'implementation. As we complete these

ObjectiveIPs we know that company activities and managemerit will be,better

,able to react to the dynamic requirements of the retail environlent and

will come closer to having the tight merchandise at the right price in 'the

right quantity at the right' place for the always right customer.

q

1..
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-J1%ill.

The typical MIS/EDP. Department has grown dramatically,

has accomplishe& this growth wiih-limited.funds; and is

continually hard-pressed to render services and-produce

tangib e outputs. Many MIS/EDP managers have-not taken

the t' to truly consider how they should properly operate

their d tment. This paper identifies the internal

management systems required for the effective administration

and control of in MIS/EDP.DepartMent.
.

The abstrac
'the reader.
in time for
contact the

a

t of this paper is included for the interest of
Unfortzinataty; the full papeelwasot received

publicaltion. For more information, pleasf
author.
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Computerized information systems are often installed to-

reduce costs. Frequently,_ predicted reductions are not

realized; and sometimes costs are dctually4ncreased.

This paper .explains why. Three studifen are presented

that cover cost reduction projects in the areas of'syitem
\

design aripl developmentOteleprocessing, and user _operations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There are generally three rationales far the creation or acquisition

of new hardwareisoftOare systems. The first, which is not 4irectly

related to this discussion, is a mandated action -- a new or changed,

law forces you to modify your current practices as with the Buckley_

amendment, Affirmative Action requirements, or a collective bargaining

settlement.

Secondly, it may be determined that, in order to fulfill its goals--
.

and objectives, the organization shOuld be,doing something that it

currently is hot doing or that an existing operation should be im-

proved. One f the ways Unique University might do that is toin-

1
stall a data Processing system to monitor each of its'students.

d' /-

Now, that syStem,is going to cost more than what'you have, but it

is gang to enable you to do your job better than yoU are now doing

it. The clrical cost of monitoring your student population pro-

perly withOut a data processing system would be astronomical, and
/.

it is these costs which are avoided.

As shown in,figure 1, there are three:cost,measures_involvea: X,

11
which' is the current cost; Y, which is the-cost Of doIng\the job

properly without a new system; Ind Z, which js the cost of\lbing

the job properly with a new system. The proper cost comparison then

is Y vs. Z, not X vs: Z. This is a cost avoidance j s cation.

The th4rd rationale is that actual cost savings, -- to do,the same

job we are doingigoday, but save money doin4At by installing a

new computer system -- a new piece-of hardware or software.
1
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Justification for new or improved sfsteMs js Most often a combination

of cost avoidance and cost-savings, but' rarely is It so identified.

This presentation covers areas where cost Avoidave or savings might
t

be anticipated as a result of new systems, some of the probItns and

pitfalls encountered and why they may not be anticipated,-as well

as some things that can be done to avoid the problems and pitfalls

or at least be aware of them and their possible ip.ct upon you.

ANTICIPATED COST SAVINGS/AVOIDArkE,

An area often identified as a candidate for savings js that of system

maintenance. Jewerman-hours will be'neededifor a giveo maintenance,

problem, because new techniques of higher le$11,prOgramming, struc-
00 .

a

.
. ,

-tuyed programming, use of libraries and table - driven concepts, will- 1,_
.

All contribute to easier and faster maintenance.
. 0

0 4I * 411°

8

4Secondly -- and this is probably the most often used ing Point

Of a new system -- much Iffss system enhancement ma sower will be needed

to support a new *system. Nopefully,, ny y% em meets curry, and

1.
short-term projected user needs, so t e nottconstant stream

of requests to make system changes to eet today's environment.
,

,

Tho§eiwituries shoUld be tilt inyrlhe sy0bm.fs* itS..conception.,

Another area of projected savings, particularly:in the hardware area, -

4

is that of mechanical efficiency -.- more "bang for the buck." While .

, .
,

a clock-hour of time on a newer -large computer has a greattr,base cdst, .*

you can do much more in that time than you
,

can on your current machine.,1-
..t,

.
'

,,
,

....

_tAn'instftution provtding on-line add/drbp services for its students,
..,

. a

far example,
,

maybe able to do five times as many add/drop operations,`
t

4
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k
.in an hOii0 on the new plachine- es it could on the old. Even if the

It

'f new csmputer costs tfirdetimes at much to lease,At is thei-efore ob-

vious that'the lost pei''add/dioo is much lowet. An illustration of

Ilk

. ,

the de ining.dosts-of hardwarejohich are 6ccurring-with a growtiein
i ,

efficiency is shown in Figure 2.
k-, I.

,

A fourth area, projected savings appearing in many proposals for

OftZteMs is thr/of repltcing personftocosts with machine expen-
; i.1

ditures (see Figure 3).**Nistoricaily, "people cost" -- salaries,
.,.

.

, .
. ,

fringe benefits, etc.. --. he been 4ramatically increasing while, as, ,

mentioned above, machine Loll ve decreased.

.40".-

The lastgeneral-a,44 of.projectecisaVings has been in "the area of Sur
Joe

plie's and support services,. 'Replacing paper and print time with mi-
.

. croiforms or on -line facilities; reducing file folders, cabinets, and

001r
kice space-(which, by the. way is a major - overhead cost item, often.

o look CriOlaCing. key-data operators witOpoint-of-origin data
(. ,

. .

capture -- of these-can save'

1 ()Oration:

OBLEM$ AND. PITFALLS,

1110

They tare many common problems

avoidance atemPtS: -Those of

beenAtaling vith us over the

.

griificant expense in hd overall

.

V -1

,
.-' ' !

and pitfalls encountered in cost.savings'/
, i.

is in
a
systems agd the users do have;

....

ygors fe well aware that our pranises-
. I

to- perfprma ce ratio hasnot been very good! ;There ate, I believe,

!4.

.0 two overall reasons for that. 'The first relites=to simply nOt.real
4.

VA

the anticipated savings ofi
$

ghich I have justspOlikothe second

A 4

23 2
A
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that completely unforeseen occurrences and costs arise when and after

a new system -- for instance, to mandated changes men-

,tioned above. .sg

Often, anticipated maintenance savings -go down.the drain when it be-.
7

,

comes apparent that the new software you have acquired -- IMS or a

.4.

SUPERDUPER Financial Aid System- -- is going to require talented and

expensive specialists *see to its care and feeding (see Figure 4) .

An experienced and Capable staie-of,the-art sdoftware expert is going .

. .... .
. ,

to cost you a lot more thansaIOBOL programmer Vaimee: TIP situ-:
.

,-. _ -

atioR quickly wor,ens, becatse the work produced by these specialists

,
4), -

,

Can only be maihtained
r
by others of their ilk. It is hard to find

, -

s,
. . ..

a programmer whii'is blase in tile Tace of a.,q4arige required fore pro- .

, .

gram which contains 16 levAlkOf nested IF''s. So you have to hire more
., ..

expensive people pr trainryobr current putervel in the new techniques
;

,,,,. ,i =,

and then pay bhem'accordiigslY list they "and'Abeir
Ai
hewly

N'
acquired skills

.

.,.,

flee to greeneepastures.,'Aneith0 more,,spbtle effect: of establishing ,

,

, ,,
,

,

t
a highly specialized staff.is_the loss of flexibility in assigning

,4 resarces and ty'disappearance of cross-training 'and transfer' oppor-

tunities; all of which-4an result in a need to,expand.the.staff over-

7--t--all. In any event0
the e 4 esult is'that,-whAle fe4er maintenance

.
t"

.

hours need be spent,'each hour is significantly more expensive.
w - -

The area of'system enhancemeiht is probably the area where unexpected
, , .

costs and unachieved savings most freqltly occur. 'There are two'

4 LM

main reasons for-this: The first gg a major systems effort

.(1 - 3 years),, ,the functional, 'specifications e constantly evolAn

- 7235
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there arl,legitimate'changes in the user operation' which occur between

. the day the sjiStem is designed and* the day tt 4s installed. Rarely

does a.projeCt plan incrude the time or resources necessary to deal

with this phenomenon.. Secondly., one invariably encounters Navarro's

Law of Data-Processing, "Today's luxury is tommorrow's necessfty"1%.

'.' and its corollary, "Every day a new demand". User needs will expand

and fill to overflowing the capabilities of a new system ftothe day

it is operational. Sometimes it ts justified, sometimes not, but it

always happen,.
c

A newly-installed system may =contain 27 standard reports which, ac-

cording to the feasibil' study and the system design, will fulfill

.438% of the user's information retrieval needs.' To cover the rest

you include a Random Report Generat r to be used indsemi-emergency

cases. Wellu,these semi - emergencies suddenly begin to occur three times
.

a day, and the run costs of the RRG, which.mightbe inherently inef-

ficient orimisused due to hazy specifications.typical 'of emergency
.

._
. ,

requirements, are forcing you to buy time to.run the payroll., The
. .

. net effect of 'this grth in user requirements is illustrated in

Figure 5. .Moreover, special-COBOL report-writers are produced like

crazy, and your enhancement costs skyrocket, as will your future main-

te

pance costs .

More 'bang ?Or the buck savings'are difficult to realize:because the

first new sistem to need a facility (IMS DB/DC for instance) is often

charged for its acquisition, even though it does not need all of the

faCiliertv. Then, too, interfacing requirements will often force a slow-
-

down 0 production.

I- . 237.
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The personnel savings which -are glowinglY ,touted at propogal time never

quite seem to be realized. Except in rare cases, personnel are not

eliminated. In the 'real' world, they are at' best replaced. ,A need

for a clerical position may be eliminated by a new system, but the same

system adds.4( Wykentry,operator to the,data,processing staff. uch

re-assignment is almost always.toward higher.-priced positions. 'A

sorting -burs ting,clerk becomes a data control'specialist. A programmer

becomei data base.administrator.

Supplies and services jiving?. FOrget it: Users are uncomfortable
..

with data they cannot see, touch, and taste-- "... but I Can't write

on microfiche". Also, the first system outage or doimtimeresults

1

anguished cries fdr hard-copy backup with the associated Costs of

(see Figure 6). Here again, Navarro'sfifth law operates --
, 4

the user who last year made do with weekly batch file update and printing
. ,

now cannot
t

possibly exist if his. terminal is down for a half hour.

e This results in great pressure for tedundant, hard-copy backUp or

redundant hardware.

Midway through the project, not only do you find your savings projec-.,

tion being chipped away by all these factOrs,lbut a host of unfore-

seen and unplanned for budget-Wing dragons also rise up and attack

you.

One df the most.common_things you find is that you lid not pay atten-

tion to your curves. We all know about learning-and error curves-.

4hen we estimate system thruput, do we count the transactions that

have to be re-done because of errors?. Do we guesstimate clerk, time
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by how long it would take us to do the job? Probably. Should we

estimate that way? Learning rates 4414 a profound impact on the ef-

fective use of a new system whether 'GI the transaction error rates,

as illustrated, in Figure 7, or in the capabilities of readers 101-un-

derstand and utilize a new management report.

Are we aware that a promoting feature, so vital in anew interactive

terminal system, will become a time waster which is irritating to

the point of physical violence after the user has worked the system

forkya=while? Sure are.

What abot the design mistake dragon, otherwise known as "But I

thought you meant,... ", which results in re-design, re-programming

and re-testing. Programmers/analysts are human.

257

How aboUt peripheral support of both the user and the system development .

team? Did the original proposal or plan include costs of electrical

power, air conditiOning, telephone, security, etc., etc.? Systems

do not run in a vacuum. Project team members need clerical and ad-

mipOstrative services. Doei the plan for the new system realistically

allow for computer time and transcription sufficient to carry the system_

through a thorough testing cycle? Are there provisions of ydUr time

and that of the users for training, procedures development and check-
%,

out, review meetings, parallel staffing, conversion, design and spe-

cification eValuation, and the myriad of other people-consumers?

Finally, there are the external factors over which we have no control.

Information systems are all to one degree or another designed to fit

the functions of various components of the institution. What happens

,

- I31' -2 1
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if there is a reorganiz,tion those functions are distributed dif-

ferently? What _happens when 'vendor, Who has won a software develop-
..

ment contract with a low bid ',defaults and disappears? Can you get

the job done for the same pr te? It is not likelyil A view of the

cumulative effect of these vaious cost factors is presented in Figure 8;

the overall costs for a system are. porttayed ovet-J.the long term.

IV. WHAT TO DO

Now that I have scared everyone off from attempting' any new systems

effort, what next? Well, users do some things and we do some things.,

Now that the majority of the cost inducing dragons have been spotted,

what can we do to stay out of their. territory?

Users need to be realistic and real-w orldish about their functional

needs. Be cost aware of what the new system should be asked to do.

Bob Townsend said that "Systems are like roads. Very expensive.

And no good building them until you know exactly where they're going

to wind up."1 Know where you want to wind up. Programers, analysts

and DP managers are not infallible gads. Ask questions. If you went

to a doctor because of a minor pain in your. stomach, and he told you

that you had an ulcer that needed immediate surgery, would you let,

him whip out a scalpel and commence slicing right there in ,his office?

Do not let your technical staff cut you up at-will. .Ask these folks

questions abojrt thbir proposed solutions to yo>zoroblems. Justify

those solutions.

'Robert Townsend, UP the Organization, Greenwick, Conn.: Fawcett
Crest Book, p. 19.

243
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. COST:SUMMARY.

COSTS

Development Cost

I
I

Installation

Learning Cost

I /

I
I

.0'

. 90,. .... ..
'4.

6

,

MAI GM an arms ow am 7i

.1
Operating Cost

1

,Demand Growth

244k
TIME

.FIGURE 8
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l on -lineget spoiled. An On-lhe real-time computer system ',probably
-

generates more neuroses than a minor war:
' 1.

- It is impressive. Look at those figures march across the screen.
Look at this huge hulking monster who is atlyty command. Isn't
it wOnderful.

- It works. Things get done. Its so dependab3e, I can really
depend on this system. Why, I tryst it with my life.

- It gives me prestige. Bob-smith may have his unljmited expense
account, Sadie Jones may have a Bigelow on the fjbor, but I
have the latest in computer systems. tat yoUr.hearts out.

Now comes the day when I press the attention key until my finger bleeds

and thdre is no response. The call goes to the system analyst and,
o

whatever the words, the message is clear

come back up immediately, the world will

"If this system does not,,

end!!!" (See Figure 9,)

t
Ilpreality, of course, from a completely rational point of view-,--yt,,

V

ca \probably do very will with a certain amount ofis/stems failure.

May terminal vendors,lor example, will contract to have a malfunc-

tioning unit repaired or replaced within four hours of Your service .

call. Is saving that four hours of lot ,time really worth tne lease lot.

or purchase of backup equipment, -or the constant production of. reams

of redundant reports?.

.r
.

And what should we sorcerers do? Working with users we' deed to 4,

much more realistic in terms of our profdssional needs. Cast a hard

eye on time ekttmates. Programmers,,in the ixcitement ot getting,soft
i-lk

ware to work, forget every other test shot. If you have not. done any

major systems installations lately,.51:10 or more man-days are reAM
recall-that thee is a drastic difference' between large maintenance

- 17 -
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i"* ..f
.;
or entrancenienejObsid a new design and defelopment; moreover recogniie

- . .

that a whizbanq maintenance analyst may be -the worst poss.-110'e mrsonality '

to design and install a totally new system.,

...,
Include many-4evieoints in a project plan, not, only for. post per-

. 4.

it , ... ,

formance of the project team, but 'also to igthink and confirm ,speci--
4

'

Be carefug when taping abOut future,plans. ktypica.l. conversation_
. v . . , %-

goes: ( ' I . ..
,k

se.

.

.
...

. Ikting User -- "Say, by the way,: could this new systeM foreeast'
, enrollment or?" : .-

/ -Sam Antlyst.- "Sure it could. Piece of c " ':
. .

.
...

- 0 . . .

' Those were -the direct quotes.. tAsked for a: r tition oche conver-

sation, the version's-wou ld most likely be: . -r
' ../.. . to

Irving bger ,eld I asked Sarrif the, new system - you know the -brief ..
1.. I . the student system 'which will be installed. next ' 1 .

' month -1.Wpuld be able to forecast enrollment ...,
. . profiles right away,. and he said if definitely : ,,

.

.

wduld do,
. .

,
,

.
, 1 % , . L

m Analyst -- "Oh, Iry wanted to-know4
i f we sotild possibly add . AP

on an enrollment profile forecasting sub-System
at tome -future time, irM_I told hint that we couldI easily begin ti) pl,an that-4441.1fwenharicemqn-t.". .. .. .

krx lb'ar'when' talkin4' about 'system capabilities.,

f I

S.

44

i s

4 Next, to amortize hardware., software, and operations costs over
_

and
:

app ications and over time. Rememttpr that' a lot of mileage, some etf,
,

Which you cart not 'now even ehVisioni will be realized- frOm.canplonents '''
I;

I 2;

YO Y install now
, .

... --; -- 4,:v i- . , . ... ...- , .1,1.

,. .......4 '1., . ,-
. . je t 1 7 %

r
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Have profgsttiona Ielfcross-check one another. In order to do this kindli , / r . .
of mutuat.constructive criticism, you must have a.team that respects

r

cme*an'Other; the individuals must be mature enough not to identify their

-personal, worth With:the work they create (see Figure 10). The effort
. - .

you put into' b.uIlding this kind-of team will pay multiple dividends

in the future. Use Of the new st tired desi4n and programmer team

techniques. are UsefulIere.
.

4 ",

4

1105 .brings up another point

9nd methodolOWes; remember

rationale; and Plvas pTobably

° ° ry

W MD evaluating project co trol tools

that each of them has a specific goal and

developed with- a- partitUal r set of criteria

in. mind. Thus CPM, developed by.Remingto'n Rand` for a project they

"iiittalled for Dupont4, concerns itself with costing at design time;

# PERT, created. by Booz Allen for theatiU.S., Navy's Polaris project, is

. primantily concerned with time and looks at cost only in retrospect;.

HIPO, initially- used by IBM's Systems Development Divisioh, is strongest
. .lift,

'' in suppotting increased efficiency of prqfesSional resources. You 'must

fit the toolitO your situation using a project control system deve..
lopedelsewhere "as,'is" without tailoring it would be as disasterousJ

1,

as_Tnstalling another institution's accountIg system "as is" and,ex-

necting t. to run glitch;-free

Systehs are said to fail for one -or mareiaf the following reasons;2
)

each of which can, instead of failure, lead to deteriorating cost
. i

ie

/ \ v.
2Understanding MIS 'Failures, Proceedings of(the Wharton INPN

Sf,, op Research on Computers in 6rganizatlions;,}1.1., Morgan and J.V. Soden-
--' .(Philadelphia, Pennsylvania: 1973). , I 1 I ge..

. littk 415 . 7

11,

- 20 -*
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I

S.

I

AO.

effectiveneti.. .

.;
..

'. .. .. ..
-,Opetation'al- Failure ..

(The systetn.does not do what the user needs it,,to ddoften.
because.neither.the user nor systems can agree.on what that N ,

. 4.
is.)

-Econ'omic Failure
(The syitem does not' - for sociopolitical or other reasons -(

address real cost savings potentials%)

4..
Technical Failure

(A prime example of this- is a system utilizing highly disophis-,

ticated ools -which runs 'too slow to meet the .required pro-
.duction schedule - tuition bills cape. out-with term grades.)

, - Devel opmeat *Failure .

(The effort- to,develop the system tweeds time or dollar bud-
gets or bOth and thereby so increlas the total cost that the ,

return Qii investment disappears.)
.

,

k
A .

ty Failure fir
(.The wrong sequence:fof development is followaed so that ex-

cessive costs are incurred and/or ,cost savings.opportunitiefA
are lost or delayed.)

In order to avoid failure or, more typically, diminished effectiveness

a new system installation must be intelligently planned, realistically

,
estimated, carefully implemented, and closely monitored; in a 'word,

new systems do not happen they are managed into .being by persistent

effort.

G

.
°

4

' 1
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ADMINISTRATIVE DATA PROCESSIt

TEN YEARS LATER

s - .

. ..

John "W. Hamblen, ' ' .

.Chairman and Professor of ComputerScience
University-of Misgouri %

Rolla, MissoUri
_

',The Rational Science Foundation supported 19664/.
.

A .

Inviptory of Computers in U.T.Highertducation included .

t

a check list of administrative processes for wnich the ,

_,
- 1 ,.

respondents indiglited the method of processing b4lng
. - . . -. .r. ,

used. This'paper uses recent data tioshow the changes` P: -.

. ... .whin have taken place and to'wha't deggee. A look into I -. . .
.

the future impact af,new techplogies "an Administrative 4

.

Data Procesaing are also given.,

94* 4 *
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ADMINISTRATIVE DATA ,PROCESSING 7 TEN VARS LATER.

John W. Hamblen

University of Missoiiri - Rolla.

- B ackground
.

In May 1967,a contract was awarded by the National
. .

ScienelFoUndation to.Southern Regiohal Education Board (SREB)

q

269

0

to 'plan and 'Conduct, an inventory of computers in U. ,S. Higher

Education.' A questionnaire was mailed to the 2500 institu-
,

tions,of.higher education 1istrd-by, the U.S. Office of

Education. Responses were received from nearly 2000 of-these
,

A institutions.. Summaries were reported by Hamblen 2
. The

.

survey instilument consisted of five parts with the fifthdea17.,

4
ing with administrative data processing.i Hainblen's 2

report_

0
Was prepared tinder another, contract, which wts awarded to

,

11E1?. February'1970. This contract also provided for the

Compilatioh of another inventory of computers, their utili,

zation and related degree Programs in U.S. higher. education,

for the academic and fiscal -year 1969-70.* However this time

thadministrative data' processing portion was excluded.

Summaries similar to those reported by Hamblen 2
were prepared

for publication by the National Science Foundation in June

1972
4

. In botl; cases summaries on a,state hasis were pre-
.

pared but-not published.

in order, to p'royide continuing access to these data

files, they were moved from the Southern Regional Education
.

Board in 4tlanta to,the Univerfty of Missouri - Rolla in,
(' .

.

,August 197f-when the Computer Science project director , at

t ,
252
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.SREB molr4d to Rolla_ to bechm Chairman,and,Professor of

Computer Scielte at UMR. NSF Grant EC-37530 was awarded to

UMR in March. 1973, for "Conversion and Maintenance of Data

Files on Goiriputers in U. S. Higher Education" and another

, grant:was awarded in June 1975 for the cont of a fourth

inventory of computers in U. S. Higher Education. It was ,k

hoped that'preliminaiy-data on 1975 -76 -would have be n ayail-. OPI

-4,1

able by December, 1976. However, bureaSeatic complications

L.,

arose which caused a one-year delay in ,getting formsc.leAred

by the Office of Management and Budget. The portion on

administrative data, prooissing has been- reinstated and the

items changed to agr with the Program - Classification

Structure published by the National Center for Higher Educa-
. (-- . - -

tion Management Systems (NCHEMS). The actual list was
te

vided by Charles Thomas, Executive Director, CAUSE, and a

consultant to the Tourilh Inventory of Computers-in,Hkgher

Education (FICHE) project.

The three previous reports. primarily consisii Of

straightforward tabulations and extrapolations witrilttle

or no interpretation. This was left to 'pe-readers There

will be two publications for the 1976'-77 inventory., r. The

first is to be comparable to the 1966-67 and 1969-70 publi-

. cations and, the second is,to be an inteyketatiVe report that
.

Ir.
wirl,follow the first as quickly as possible.

t

Expenditures'

Projections made fro past invvitories
4

indicate that

computing expenditures in higher education may be ih-,excess

.4
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Figure 1 .

Estimated Total.Expenditures for Computing in U.S.
Higher Education 1963 through 1980
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Figure 2

Estimated strihution of Expendit, for Instruction,
Research and.,%dmiristrative Uses o Computers in

S. P.igher Lducation, 6-67.
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Estimated Distnbution of Expenditures for Instruction,
Research and Adminis rative Uses of-Computers in

IL S. Highe ducation, 1969-70.-4
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of 800 million dollars for 1976-77 (see Figure 1). rt is not

surprising then that Federal agencies, State legislatures,

r. State governing. and. coordinating boards, and administrators

of the individual colleges and universities are hungry for

data on this seemingly ever expanding facet of higher educa-

tion.

One of the expected changes in:computer systems is the

increased involvement with networks,, and another is the more-

extensive use of,the mini-computer as a sole facility for

. 'the small co/lege'and as a.suppiemental facility in a larger

institution1L

4 The percentage of expenditures for administrative uses
1 .

increased from 30% in 1966-67 to 306 in 1969-70. The dollar' dr .
. '

amounts were 66 million and 16.1 million, respective ly, (see

Figures:2 and 3) . For 1976-77 the perc entage may be,as'higlv

as 40% or in excess of 300 milli

411

Pervasidkness of Computer,Usage for Administration

Approximately three out of four. of the college'and,uni-

versity cdmputer installations are 'doing some, administrative
, .

data processing (ste Figure 4). Grade reportsowand class

rosters top the list (see Table 1) of administrative appIi-

cations being rulron the computer. Tablet2 is a copy of the

complete summary of ,status of machint usage for administva-,

tive 'applications'in 1967. A similar summary will be avail-

able for 1977 but tWapPlication titles will conform to

the NCHEMS PCS title:: The "on-line" figures are probably.

6'
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tYPEOF
COMPUTER.
USE

.

ti

BATCH
-0)

ON.'
LINE
(%)

'.

1966-67
COMPUTER

(%)
.

tST. 1976
COMPUTER
USE . (I)

Term -Grade
Repotts

Cum. Grade .

Reports

Class
Rosters

Salary
Payroll

Honors
Lists

W-2
Statements

Hourly
Payroll

.

Payroll
Distribution.

Probation
Lists

,

Mailing
Lists

),

.

e0

.

55

,

N

, '43

.

42'
,

42

- 41

39

*38

,* 37

.

s

3

3

..

2

-3

2

2
m

.

2

3

-.

.

.

..-

'

63

58'

57

'45,

45

44

43

..

41-

41

38

4

-.

-kilt'

t

..

73

72

2111/1'

'6D

72

60

'60

60

7.0

70

.

4,

k

,

S

.

Table

The Ten Administrative-Functions Most Common on Computers
During 1966-67 and Estimated Percentages for 1976.
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',too high dud to copfusion of terminology ` Many of the apPli.-

ocations rilArtea as being 'on-line 1967 were

Life". A definite shift to the right (ie, to

li4e computer usage)lhas occurred since 1967.

batch and on:-

Pres ;tires vibe int.

exerted at 11 levels -'for accountability haire forced the

tadmAistrators to-generate every conceivable report or statis-
.

.4
tic which can be used for this purpose. As the:chief admin-

- ,

istratots became mote and more familiar with the computer and

the systems become more responsive,-this trend will- continue..
,

Extent of Sharing Computers with Academic Users

., In 'l9 7, 1.2% of the computer,instaIlations,re dedicated

A
ta adminitrative uses. wheAas this percentage dropped 'to r0% 1

b' 170-(see-Figures Sand 6),, On the other hand the Tertentage":
'AV

of inStallektioC7being used for Tesearch, instruction and

,administration increased.-from 51% to 61 %' during the sameperiod.
41

I expect the correspondvAFFercentage for 197'r to be in the

70-75t range.
sk-

., A

Whb Cattra,l.s-the .Computer
, ,

. , ,

. -,. . .

.
Iritining the period.from 1967 to ....I...970 there was a definite

.
:

.,
-, i

*

shift toward the chief academic.offiC'er as-the bass of the .

I

comppier ,installation; head and net tictles-appeared which were

categorized as 'Head ofCoMputer Facilities'L.' At the *same
-

time there wa.S:a decrease,.peroentagewise, in the-number of
It vo .

installation heads reporting to the "C /ief Business Offidgr".
% .

4Tfie 1970 .pattern ,pis expected TO be ose to what now exists.
lt

0 .

1262 ,
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Types of Computer Facilities
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In numbers of computers the stand-alone batch system-is
,

by far the most numerous administrative computer. Very few

time sharing only systems are used #or
,

administrativardata

processing. On the other hand,kthe. combined time sharing and

batch system has become more prevalent since 1967, and i$ now

the rule in large universities rather than'the exception,.

Star networks providing both. remote batch and time sharing

capabilities tre now commonatmulti.:campus universities and

state systems. It is not likely that nefworks will be utilized

across systems or state boundiries fox administrative appli-

cations, in general.

Modes of Operation

At one-campus institutions,, the computer installation

staff usually has responsibility for systems analysis and

design, programming\and operations, For,most Installations,

except for the - largest institutions, this is the best mode

f operation. Some large institutions .have separate but
.

central systems and programming taffs*.vThese staffs tend -,
. .

.

c to be large during the design; developMent And implementation

stages and late r are allowed to diminish for maintenance .1.
.

.

'puposes: Ideally,some df'.the systems staff should be absorbed 4-

4 in the various administrative ut,r departmenti as openings ,--,-----7
.

occur. If carried to extremes, this'coull develop into
. Is y \Dispersed systems' and Progrlmming etalfs wch have some in-

.

,

N
. .

herent kiefficiencies. If the systems sta f is dispersed,
,

. e .

271
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then coordination offlystem-changes beComes very difficult if
...

'done at all. .The rack of such coordination can' soon destroy
. .

6 *

.
an otherwise good ystem. 'Furthermore,' some units would not

a
4

..104trikerY to have 'enough worigfpr one systems analyst ar
,

:WF r ,,
_maybe too much fox one but not enough, for two,etc. This

.

,situatio s- likely to cause staffing problems arid does not
-

.

allow efficient use of.systems personnel. This latter objec-
r

tion is even,mb/4true for the programming function. . The
.

'Initial "bump'r in staffing, systeMs and prpiramming call be

'Avoided by.purchasing software. Those rho decide to take

thiS route should check out the vendor very carefully and .

e

have4t.aretully worded'tontract with. regard tdItesting before.
,

payMent. There are attorneys who ,specialize irt.such contracts'
.

*
, . , .-,

and one sh'ould be consulted' before the'contract is signed:

Software purchase
J

iT compatible with either, the central or
.. . \,

....

dispersed systems ana programming 'staffs,.
--; l .0 +

.-
1,''''"

Some have proposed a mote of operatioji-which they term..
.

as' User Driven Systems ". Stilth a
.4
n approach mandates'diaw-

-

persed-syit,ems and prograliming staffs sinte the end users

are not capable of driviDg,-the.syseps. The interface laft -i
ft

guages.are entirely foreign to them and the'precisetess
1
re-

.
I- .

*Attired can be completeiy:frustrating to them....Perliaps this

will change someday, but for, the present and near future ",

users who are expected r drive their own systems, will be

hiring analyst/programAi type's, to s erve AS'thei pr "chffeurs".

Another lode' being

concept: *Basic ly;iV

N

andied at present is the °utility" 4I4

the provision of computer power with ,114441

.172:
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no concern by the installation personnel as to what the uses,

'are.' A very eariable position for the installktion personnel,

but torment for the users unless they have excellent systems

and programming personnel. If the computer can be4truly oper-.

a

IP

.

0

'aced as a utility_thenirkrhaps its maintenance and superVisiont

should be relegated t'o the Physical Plant Superintendent'.

Computer installation heads who'serieusly propose that the

compu be operated a utility-don't want, to be bothdred
.

by-user probkeins and use- the utility concept as a "cop-out''''.
(

Users who may be -confronted with i utility prospect.shQuld. .

.
.

check out other alternalkes, such as a commercial supplidi

of computer pr or their own small computer, Utility' pro-,-0 v ,

ppnents are likely to Wcom:qerly awed with new hardloge,
S. , . "

and wil. r
,

make changes with little or no regard to the.,problems
,

to be caused io the user". .

#-.

.. '... The utility cOficept may siimeday be
4
operable in a'tate

k
f

4 oi university system netwprk if each campus or institution
.

is responsible for the maintenance: of "its oom data bafes
_ .

.

according to established standards with either ce ntral or

dispersed systems, programming and operations staffs. Further-

,

more, reports should not be generated from the campus data
AR

bases without giving the appropriate- campus per%onnel.a

. . chance to review the output and verify its, accuracy. _

It

What Roes the-'Future Hold?

Rather tha4 repeating by'summariz,ing', f will

/

the
e

space f'or. some further predictions for the next ten year

period.

ti

4
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,

. .
,

*1) :University systems.offices will continue to develop_.'

I.
.

41

,,
1 . -, .

/ 4 informa;bn systems in order to attain and maintain,confol '
.

4....
,,

..
,

even tAough the ss.tems-will beauchmore costly, and take
i

much longer todeveTep.tham propotkenXs estimate.T,
;

2). Independent campuses will discover the "turnkey"

di
,'system and d istributed computing mini systems not yet'

, .
. 4

on the market , F irmw-re' will be widely substituted for tdft-.

- 0

wafe itostheseSystems.. The business office will be the .

. ' e

earlietik cu;romers becalite they' have Wets to'the resoursks

.
. .

. :6.

,

'.and.. and a hailbored distrust' any other thantheir owns.
4 .

with their4data. &
.-

,

,3). Mor'b eomputedr sicence educated data base management
., . 4. .,

. - ,

. , ,

systems persdnriel.will be'required in't administration

:06thr.--ei to 'accomplish much'witheither-of the above/alterna-
6 ,

,

)-°

1

t

C

wir
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PLANNINdeCOMPUTING INA TURBULENT ENVIRONMENT
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a

4 t
Thomas W. West ,

/
/

Universiiy Director, Information &Computer Services
Indiana University

a Bloomington, .Indiana

or

ExternardAmands for economy and accountability and

pressurepressure for ;*o growth management have prompted

"highgroeducation administrators to/move toward rational 4 .
1

long-range planning processeq for all facetsopf the
institution. Ironically, the coAputer functIOn, which isA

.an essential egource', to successful strategic .planning
./

ili'admplex institution, /is not 'easily subjected to a

rational plannineppo*2. This;paper discusses' therat

'.., °variety of forces in the coMPutigig function's environ-
.

i;)ent which' cause it to be turbulent and virtually i

uncontrollable: This paper also examings-theseforces
A

0o.
an&the impact they. haQe on the planning process employed. r
tar computing.

, 6

0
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t
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PLANNING COMPUTING 14,A. TURBULENT ENVIRONMENT
. ,

INTRODUCTION AHD CONTEXT

291 r

. 4ir
,The principk1 business of universities and,colleges has been and must

Continue to)" the dispassionate concern for truth. While that may-sound

trite, ttri the basic axiom for our elcistence. Thk concern for.truth is
, ,

easily overloo d in the hectic daily life of an institution. Those of us
, .

-.involved in rannin. managing, and controlling the computing functiOn.in
,

instilutibris of -higher educittion- must be super-conscious thii concern

for.truth,,because computing could easily become the "tail- that wags ihe

dog-"in-the impending era of uncertainty facing all of higher education.
° I ,

While- the concern for"truth has been at the nexus of institutional

life since the founding of the ki r twoliniversities at Bologna and Par_is

in the 13th Century; the ,past 30 years% have brOught an unprecedented burgeoning .41e

of 'knoOledge about the physical .uniyerve and he nature-c-of man. In this brief ;.
J, .

moment of -histoil has learnert, for ti ir 'st time, the nat,urde of life,

the 'structure of tfi Cosmos , and the forces that shape our' pl anet.- The

depth_ kid s.ophisticatibn of scientific undeistanding gained -can' probably

o n 1 y be appreciated by those who have liv.ed.thromh' the'era.',: .
,

.

./.
For those,of us involved.. i-i, the managerne4. of higher education, the east

thne decades have encompassed a periodVf transitioh which has moved universities-.
..
fronr.placid environmental' settings with humanistic mission thrustIkto turbulent

I
. - - 'l

environmental settings with a mixture of hu nistics political, sociI' aild. -r ,
.

scientific concerns permeating the missions.. buring the latter part of
. - \ 4

the 19n's'and thrqu ghOut the 19601 universities were motivged, to

It become deaply.immersed as a. societal ,prottl errs. sol %ler. Thc stimuli ation. was .4'
.

.. . t r ,., .

in the rorraof massive federal, state,..and philanthropic, &liars for research

I

a77

'416
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,and public service. :.During that time
. f .%

among -all. societal needS..-
s

As,we head towed the 21st CentLfry' higher e.ducation 'is being impacted in a

dichotomizeefa4iiion. The scientific knowilkedge and understanding we have
. ., i

acquired' and continue 'to genirate, has su ted in whole new sets of indu"stri-es
.

whose, products touch. almost eyery aspect our daily lives. One product -.
.,4 ,

the digital computer - iS among the4most prominen,t to significantly,affect..,
. .

institutions of higher ed ation at their very fo ndation. Originatly

if 1 `1, . .

invented as a tool, for iertific research, the mputer is. now an essential
. .

igher educat on, also. enjoyed top billing
*

r
resour- ce forte increasing -range of kademic disciplines in all threem-1-4-bn ."

. . 0, , .
areas -- research, instruction, and-public service. -There is the widespread

<, , ro

belief that theh is little hope bf maintaining leadership in disco.vering

new knowledge, competence in transmitting it, or success in applying it
,

withoot the effective use of such a resource which characterizes institutional
..1

,

excellence. It has aLso become a mperative., tool foradminiStrators in the.

4a)naTement of aif institution: ..t .do . '-- - . ,
. , f . . ) ., ..

The. g ng demand and potential for Computing as a resource teal

comes at im when higher education lias16tt its'top billing among societal

need's and the impetus of egterrial funding"sourse has substantialli'decllned.

Clark Kerr has suggested many times that we are 'entering a Period of ucertainty,
r.

cpnfliot, contusion, and potential change sitilar to that experienced' by highere
*cation from 1820 to 1870. 'That period was one which gave 'us the. dual tySten

44

of higher education, private and public institutions; tki Olective curriculum

opining the traditional liberal arts with pragmatic/vooationat.educa on; r

an expinsion.ofi,the.rrission F institutions to include research and public-

servicli and a whole range of new institutional types linclirding state: colTdsjes.,
INF 1

the agricultural institutionePteacher is colleges; and Cdmmunity

and the-at/Option:of .universal higherieducational Ift'pOrtin#tY.
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AS we face the last ciyarterOf .thii'cehtury, is it not .ironic- that, in -,
,

ihnow
. part, a prOduct of- our acqutiition of new. knowledge is.thelmajor instrument

.. , '

, -,

being used to constrain and make-accbunable the institutions that search for

truth? The dichot of the situation is this - comOuting, ae an institutional
. ._ .

resource, is in tt embryonic stage of development in most institupns, but

it is operatilig-withfn'the'mature; pehaps a bit4fOssilA, enterpriseknown
. . , _.. .

as higher education. ',:'14.0 *.

Given.this general context the basic question facing most of us present
. A .

.

t _ -r

here today is "How do we plan computing for the long range given the,environ
" .

mental 'context in which institutions of higher/education' are'.operAting??

WHY PLAN? WRY CHANGE?

4_.
There seems to:1be increasing irittot in planning in-all sectors of

higher education. Without a doubt the most compelling reason for institutional .

,planning can be ettoeuted to the crisee, which are affecting,many. institutions. A

Ouantittiyely, many instttutions are suffering from levelling or 4101 ng

enrolliFente and A shrinkin4 financial -resource capability. Qualitatively,

',some fnsItito.utfonstareeroaing orglisplacing their mit§ion,olljectives; and

programs'fOr theSake Of "survival:" An iidtitution which .bases' its'planni4g

, -
purely.61 the premise ff "survival II ts not apt to be successfUl in .the long

run. .Ips itutional planning, tO.be constructive and to insure 0 healthy, future

. .
for the t stitution, milst be based on the' premise of"self-renewal ."' It must

.' In objeCtively 'seek end create for .itself future' oppo 'tuna ties with the vari&us
. ,

,

I `
' publics it can serve. These ideas about institut one ppanning.apply equally .IT

.A

Well to planning the. comput4ng fUnCtion with t e instftUtion.
-.. ..

, .

For an inkitution to be successful in.its c ing planning effort, it .

., . 4

, . , .

ii , ,: .

.'Io must be open to change. Far change-to be successful , i t must ingprOorate
,.. \

. : '
* 11 . :..

' 'high quality technical Sollititets to .thetinstfitu ia 'S computipg, situation and

.

f.

s. 1 0
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t
the; changes must be acceptable to the members Of the-inSititution. Change is

inevitable in o ur dynamic socity, and computers ,are at forefront of
.

)
. influencing change. Change will happen to _an .i nstituti Whether' or not

.-% . a ..., '4 ,
. is antiEipatedin a plan. Thereisairisk in planning computing because it

, ,-
. .

mayllead to changes,wliich significantly affect.the institution's mitsion*1

4, __

and thereby the behavior of its participants' in unanticipated ways. However,

the ftsk of'not planning computing is far..greater, for the changes that will

occur will then be ekternaily initiated. Through a proiesstf Planning

computi ose of us who "are managers in the area ,have en opportunity to'
1

insure that future- development anchanges are based. on the sound - .

-

prihciplesr premises, values, and philosophies which piomote the buijness

tf the institution and not those of external, forciL ,

,

e

THE NATURE PLANNI4G I

Planning theorists have inundated the literatore'with myri'ad of planning

frariewprks scrmes, systems, and PhOcesses._ Each represents the'tper'spective:

and discIpline orientation Of its, author(s). ,the die. thing that these frameworki
. gi:. . 1

. ,.

apTiear to have in comnian is. -the notiOn that icing range planning is a rational
.

A J

process, 4pnducted by rational-people to achieve maximum gains and' benefits
. #

.
_

forjhe orggiization.'. I sfand here to"tell'Yott that long range-planning for 0
.- - 'Ii , . , .

any facet of. any organiz.ation,' including, the,.computingfunction, is-,as much:a
.,

. .,
political and emotional process as 'it is rational.. .-
. . -,..
: *Even with at kriOWledgei I subscribe to the notion that longringe:plarining. - .

fin. computing must begin wittia framemirk- a single len% though which ,all,..
. 1,

, -t4se participating or affected by the planning cansmiew and underitand, ft.
. . , .,,

. 4 `
Flanni rig is a process which has.been defined in severar,,different ways by'

, 4

as rnanrauthors. Russell Aaoff defined it as well as any:.

280
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"Planning is a process that involves making and evaluating eadh,
of a set of interrelated dectsionl before action is recitered*, in a ,

situation in which it js believed- that unless.action Is taken a_
desired state is not likely to occur and that,, if apOropciatb
action is taken, the l!kelihood of favorable out,cciree caele .-

-
increased."2 . _ ,

, e4

Lorange and- Vancil define it very similarly:

"A strategic pla
an integrated.
action, and to
environmental c

ng syst has two major functions: to develop
rdinated, and consittent tong-term plan,of

cileitate adaptation of the corporation to
nge:"3

In a simplistic y I' define planning as a prodess. Planning is the mostr
.

of an,-organization can te supplied--aY a-means specific

295

important u for any organization orsy'steni. provites ;the

operational base and guidelines frofn.which all subsfantiv* decisions (policy

'and operation 1) should be developed and\implemen d.7 With the appropriate

fotindati,on

,objectiVes.

the many substantive decisions to the functions and

As depicted in Figure 1,, the planning process involves, three phases:
irp,

. developmein\t; implementation; and evaluation. ,

, \

'Figure 1... The* Planning Process
.

t

Is

".

281
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The plan development phase of the p ess wolves
o

1. The adoption of a framework or agenda;

2., The identification of key problems, issues, and opportunities

confronting the computing function;

3. Analysis of the dimensions of each issue in a concept paper;

4. The accumulation oil' accurate data about these prOblems and

issues;

5. A statement of current status of each issue including ffiter-

:

relationships with other issues;

Tbe exploration of future alternatives thatimight emerge out

of present conditions;

7. The assessment of possibleconsequences of the various

.8. The reconmendatiorkof an alternative. for implementation

relative to each issue addressed.

'le plan implementatidn.phase involves carrying out developed plaris within-.

a prescribed time schedule and organizational design., Plan evaluation Is

uil-in method of determining the degree of attainment of the plan's objectives.

Ivaluition is conductEri ageinst a' pre- determined set Of: criteria.
r-17:' 4

There are two levels of planning to'be considered in the planning process -
.

strategic planning and tactical 'planning. Strategic planning provideos the

foundation and di4ction within which tactical planning operates. -Steltegic

planning is the periodic effort designed to, specify and adjust the overall
. ...

oissionl objectives, and liftigrams of- the computing,,function.for a set period
.

. . k

Cif t 180 nt1:0 the 'future 'usilall five or rnore.years.. l'aetical piadfing is
. . ,

an ongoing effort in which sPecifiC problems and issues of the 6ighest priority
.., .

.are confronted indfiSduallyio that their cumulative resolution leads to the .
. -

1

,

fulfillinent of 'the strategic plan. ; 1

4



.

The planning process is continuous;Thence, no plan or'document is final.

A plan is an'interimCreport always subject to alteration. As a continuous 4
- .

process, all three phases are going.simultpneously in ap ideal planning effort.

First, however, an organization must launch-an initial planning effort which
we

concentrates on plan development. As a prerequisite to developing an initial

strategic plan,' the managers and adminiitrators'of the computing function must-
.

adopt a framework. In essences. this' framework will'become the agenda to be

used in developing a plan. For a framework, to be useful,the basic components

and their concepts. and vWriablet must be concise,inclusive and muste

presenteAn an interrelated way for realistic treatment. As shown in'Figure

,
there are'seven components identified as part of a strategic planning framework.

Figure 2. The Strategic Plaril Framewofk

I

p.

Publics, and Missions

Objectives

Policies,Systems, and Processes..

AP
Organization

'Personnels Resou
P.a# I,
Hardware, Software,

Financial Resources

,

d Facility Resources

.These components must be'addressed.withjn.the context of the.environmentel

setting of the institution and the computing function,

.Thg4StrtiCture As stated'earlie, Planning is aprocess which embraces

two - strategic and tactical planning. Tattical planning is essentially

best 'carried out within the extiting.decisionmaking process. Strategie planning,

however,is best carried out by a special structure(s). This proceSs requires
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the formation of a special- task force comprised of managers and users of the
.

computing function to handle this as a primatly activity. The planning task

force should be appointed by the chief a6imisfratOr ofthe'Computipg function

) or the president of the institution. The selection should be based' en criteria

established'by user committees. and computing functVvinanagersli The criteria

for selection should 'include: analyti-cal ability, objectivity, willingness

,011W

to exert extra effort, and so forth.

. .

Process and Ttme-Action-Plan. The objective for the planning task force
, / _ .

is to develop an initial strategft plan for the computing function in a very %
,

short time - an inverse Parkinson's law - collapse the work to fill the time
--I,e-

s, : _
. . .

allotted. To, accomplish such an objective it is necessary to 'prescribe a process
, .

4
and a time- schedule. The following process is designed to secure m aximum .

, ...

* , , a

participation from all publics within the institution, and to provite for -°

. feedback to those publics ,it. appropriate times in the process.
1

The majalf4 )

acttvities or events iWdeveloping a plan finclude: -,- - ''' . 4
.

1, IssukIdentification - The_problems and concerns l=acing the
- .

t

computing function must be.kiientified- and prtoritized W
..4

. use bythe plarinf09-lask once. These issues form the basis

. for developing pla0 w kthe suggested framework,

-. .

..:.?- {s
,,

2., Concept Paper, - On e.apa4sue-tar-a ,group_of issues) has been

identifted, the nning task force mustwrit a conoise
.

1
document defining the concepts,. terms, and dimensirons ofdocument 0

..-
al_

the. issue . 1142,:Oolicy alternafiv ould be itated ,_ but 16 #

no commitment to vroposee solution should. he'made.

3; 'Status Paper - Related to the issue ortisues' fow which a
4.

concept paper' has been written there should be a.statement

of 'the current status of the computing function relative to

that issue. Supporting daa should be included,

do
o

284'
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'
. .

4. Open'Heirings - T planning-tieklorce should hold oven'

thearings for each ssue-or providelor some,feedback*.f
. e e .

. -

. . . ,

':various publics. ,At the same time, indiliduals and gro

can make their feelings.knowh. .. .
...

5. .Invited Position Papers -' in additionAo open hearings, ! J

individuals or groups should have the opportun4ty to submit ,4
4

295'

*papers stating a position on an issue or issues.

. Choice of Alternative - After securing the input from the various

pubjics, the planning task ioite should make hoice awing the

alternative soluftons for each issue.

.7. Planning Document - Ttie.itternatiles for each issue--should be

integrated into the planning framewosiand preseinted in the

-initial planning document.

8. Plan Adoption - The planning document should be submitted by

the-plann,idg task force to the'appro riate decisionmaking

units. This may include user poli committees, the'to0

administrator of the computing, funct on,and,the-exeCutive

administrative body of the institutto

After an initial 'plan'it adopted, the process then moves to iimOInekation.

At the.same time-plan developMentwithin other is'ue areas might be inttiaed.
..----

RatherAhamattemoting to encompass all the 'identified issues, this procedure
(1

suggests the need ta limit the issues considered by the planning task force.
, .

I.

To-this point, the planning framework described is based totally on a

rayonal approach. No allowance has been made for4he human, political,

' and emotional elements which always intrude on the ciafity and precision of

rationality in planning.
,

4apssell Ackoff his described three approacOes to planning, two of-which

ace .vital,to the above framework - satisficing 04 ada4ivizing.

285.
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1n satisficing,planning,-an attempt s made to minimize the number and ----

glima tude of deParturessfrom current policies and practices: Onlyonodest . .,
.

increases in resource requirements aiv recommended and there are not any
f '

\"
large changesin organizational struature. The satisficing -planner teods

_...

' to enter the future facing the past and is preoccupie4 with one resource, money.
.

.
. .

, iy

Satisfjcing planning seldom produces-a radical departure from, the pastand '.

usually yields Conservative plans which Continue/most current policies, {, .

correcting only obvious deficiences. .'
.

rr

Adaptive planning is based on the principal Valve that planning does not

. -

lie in the documents produced but in the kocess of:producing'a plan.' Planning

arises out of the lack of effective management and tontres. The objective

is to 'design an organization -ernd a system for Managing thit Will minimize -

i ,

, ,

the future need-for retrospective planning.' Based on the knowledge that the

d.
.'411

/9
future carries certainty, uncertainty, and ignorance, adaptive planning

involves the dimensions of commitment ;:contingency, and responsiveness.

Adaptive planning "recognizes that Some aspeCts othe future are virtually f

,
..._

certain,in which case the'primary Ad is for a commitment to a sontinuous

,-,

..r/ ' c.:. _o
updating of the estimates of hat is ineOtable or is unhanging atfcl',Tequired.

l
.

1 . ,

,

There are certain aspects About the future of whichwe cannot ba certain, but
_k .

.

we can-be reasonably surelof thg possibilities. .In 'the;e'Caseswe use.

contingency planning to prepare forqacb eventuality so that we can quickly

1
T Aik

. exploit the opportuifnitlm that -are presented when the'futire presentsiteself.

.' "%Finally, there are aspects about the future which we cannot anticipite,includ j
.

. 6' ..

: ,
technological breakthroughs and political and.naturel rSenomena. In these cases

.....-

respAiveness pla ning needs to be incorporated. ResponsiveneSs planning lir
p .,, . . .0

directed pward designing an organization and a system for managing which tan

I :quickly detect deviations from' theeexpected and, respbnd effectively to them:.

2.8,6
.
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a

'The adaptive planner tries to
.

,charige the system in a way -that will make .
- . ..

More efficient behavior follow natutally. Adapt4e8planni ng requires, ala
.. .

arderitanding 'of the dynamics of values-- the-way values relate to needs and 'or':
r al .0

their satisfaction-and:how' changes in nerds produce changes -in values and
4, ..., ., .

-wtrats produces -changes in ritteds .5' .
. .

301

One more dimension to a long range, planning strategy.eust not be over-

oked. -',In the final analys*iA'planning should be value bdiJedi no.tdata
-

e d * T h e 'complexity of the- organizatfan wil 1 'determine- the degree of
.

differences - in the val uesatnongt thee suborgani zati ons and- grOups . These .*

differences may lead to confl Therefore, the planning; strategy should
'

seek-to reduce .conflict by. approaching the process utilizing several small

cell groups or.task forces of people who focus' on. a piece of the p.lar ning

process. Do not have ne l3sk forA or group undertake, the ent or .

As the top computing planner and administrator thenatural question
..

becomes,how then do yoilpresent a comprehensite, cohesive, and integratd

long range plan to the president'of an institution? ,J..he answer, yeu don't.

What you seek to'achieve iS the inculcation of the planning process which will
S % e s

4

enable you. and °thy. managers in the institution" to deal effectively with the:. . '''.
I , -

uncontrollable pctorsin your planning environm70.
. .. ,.

This combinapion planning *strategy is best illustrated by atdeseripti on
- :. * ° i N,"

of ache process` as emiSloyedrby the IndianaUiversity Computing Network. I -offer
. / 4

it'because it' is. my only'experiena in pl;*aincy,the computing function for an

4:institution. , .
\

,

THE INDIANA UNIVERSITY COMPUTINGAETWORK:
AN OVEAVIEW

The Network Components

Since-1971 the Indian-a University Computing

,grown,'and'eyolved into a valuable resource with

I
. , 8,

NetOork has come

which to iuppott
ti

' .

into being,

t.%
anl 'enhan ce

6
.

.:..r,; / ;t.
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the major computing tasks,related to research', instruction, public service,

and administration in the Insdiana University sYgpein: Currently, each of the-

eight campuses is,linked to. three central computinll facillities.by4a data '

communications network. Basically, each campus has the same computing.'

6 , -
capability available to its faculty: students, and admihittrators.. Figure

2 shows the location and linkages of 'the campuses. The three central

computing centers are Data Vstems and.Services (D. S. & S.), the Wrubel

411-

ComOutinsCenter (WCC); and the` Indianapolis Computing Center (ICC),serving

76;000 students and 5,000 faculty and staff.

Data Systems and Services, located on/ the Bloomington campus, is Ore:

administrative data processing department for the India4 University system.

r-

.,
This department is charged with the .responsiblity for designing systems,

.

Writing,programs, end'pocessing data for an administrative offices throughout

tWr institution. . The equipment is an IBM,370/158 computer. Each campus,has

remote batch job entry and on=line terminal access via the data communication

network.

Research, instructions and.public service users are provided'access on a

restricted bagisYwhere educational and economic requirements justify the use

'of the IBM 370/158.
r

The Marshall H. Wrubel Computing Center is a Universitywide academic

computihs facility located on the Bloominaton campus. It is designed to

'facilitate atademic research, to participate in the instructional program., and.
4

to contribute to:the development of computer sciences as a subilIct of study

throughout Indiana University. 'Wrubel is the primary academic batch \facility

,.-

for the University. However, it does also provide 48 ports of interactive

service. While-the etluipment, a Control Data, 6600 and CYBER 172,
. ..

..

accommodates,everyone irOm the student learning tp program to the advanced
..

,

research specialists,its strength is doing large numerical analysiS vital

* 0 .
4

to research. 288
12
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Figure 3. Indiana University poMputinfNetwork -
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Indian,apolii-Computing.Services is the pewest computing organization withih'

Indiana,University. It has 'a DigitalltquipmeKt Company DEC la computer located

.on'our Indianapolis campusf "Indianapolis is primarily organized to facilitate

interactive academic computing,and has 96 Sports which can be accessed from any

campus via the data cNmunication network.

. ThS Data CommuniCatiohs.NetWOrk povides the primary means for each campus

in the University to access the three central computing centers for service.

r-'
The communication network connects the campuses to each of the three central

\....Aomputers through' multiplexing equipment located at the Wrubel Computing-.

Center. :Currently, communications are handled by telephone lines,,:but plans

are now under way for,a microwavewnetwork.

IV

THE CURRENT MANAGEMENT STRWCTURE

!

1

In 1971 President Ryan realized the grorng role computing would play in -
_---

the life of Indiana University and appointed,a part-time special assista

be responsible for all compting throughout- Indiana,University. n 1973 the
s . . .

Office of Information and Compbter'Services was established with a full-time

director to assume 'the rest:visibility for planning-and coordinating acaderdc
.

and pfiinistrative computing for the Indiana University. system. This office

A
is t rrently part of the portfolio of the Vice President for:Administration:

In.addition-to planning and coordinating centralized administrative and

academic computing services, except Hospital Data' Processing, the Office of

Information and Computer Services is the control ooinirsin the University

administration.for the developm6ht of any other computthg resource acquired

. .
for the iversity. The computing services available through IUCN are designed

-

to sfy most general computing needs. Any new computer services-or hardware,

therafor a single campus. or Multi-campus.purposeore planned and approved in

conjunctiOn with Vie Offi5e of Information and Computer Services in order. to

41. 290 '
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avoid unnecessary duplication of facilities, costs, and services, It i also

305

through this 'office thaethe:Vganning and devecipment of the Indiana Uni esity

:Management Information System '( IUMIS) is being directed.

The management r ationships within the Indiana University Computing Network.

,form ayvery complex set ofinterrelatfionships. Figure 4 illustrates the current
)

management relationships. Each _regional campus-Computing center director is

directly iccodntable-to a key administrator on his or her campus. Each .al

has a functional relationship to the Network.management.through involvemen

in 14e work Of the Computer Network Operations Advisory Committee.

The *directorlof Indianapolis Computing Services is responsible to the

University Director for network services in academic computing., At the

same time he is !Tsponsible to the campus-management for local academic and

administrative computing. The director of the Wrubel Computing Center also

has a spilt responsibility but is accountable for academic.computing only

to the Bloomington campus management.

Although the director of Data Systems and Services reports only, to AI

University Director, he also is the only link fd- administratimecOmputing.

users in the Bloomington administration. The director'of Communications

Systemi Development has only a Network responsiblity.

To complement thelmnagement structure of4the IUCN, four faculty/staff,
si

committees have been established. The-Qata Systems and Services Operations,

Advisory Committee establishes priorities on use and maintenance of admin

isti'ative,computer systems. The IUMIS Steering committee coordin tes the'

developmerlt of IUMIS. The Computer Network Operations Advisory C itt

advises on techwkal and operational procedures'Of I1JCN. The Acade i

Computing Policy Committee formulates policy on the research and ins ruct onal

A .

use of computing. This committee is advised of user needs by various c aripus
. *.

cammiottees. . -
,
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IUPUI -Ex.. lice IUK-Chancel;ar LIUN-Dean of IUSB-Business .IUSE-Business
Chancellor Faculties Manager Manager

1'
IUPUI Computing '
Services-Di r.**.

- 7 - -

I -Dean
r Res. & Dev.

WE-Campus
Dean

IUPUFW-
Chance llor

t
113 Academic

Cow. ter-Di r.*
IUE Computing
Services-Dir.

IWPUFW-Comp.
Services-Dir.

*

* *

'Campus User/Policy
Committees

Academic Computing
Policy Committee

(Fomulates Policy
on Academic Use of Computing)rd

1/4.

p

IUK Computing
Services Dirt

IUN-Computing
Services-Dir.

IUSB.-Computing
Services-Dir.

4 -
I

1 , . .. - _ L " J '.

Computer Network
Qperations Advisory Comm.

{Advises on .technical
and operational procedures)

university Director -of
Management, nformation
and Computer Services,

UMIS Steering torinittee
(Coordinates Development of

* IUMIS)

D. S. & S. Operations. Adylsory
tend ttee

(Establishes Priori tins-An
Maintenance of Systems)

Direttor of the
Wrubel Computing Center*

Director bf the. Data
Communication System

Director of Data
Systems and Services

IUSE-Computing
Services-Dir.

-J

Director of the Indianapolis
,Computing Center **

The same person is the director of WCC and..the director of Bloomington Campus Academic Computing Service$-------- Direct Authority
Relationship

The same person is the director of Indianapolis Computhig Center and director of IUPUI Computing Services

-Fi4ura-4. --14{01N A-LINI VERSITY COMPUTIM -NETWORK+ MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE

a
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the planning framework and process 'described earlier has been in use in

.
the Indiana, Network Since my arrival in 1973. Prior to that time each central,

computing center operated independently of the other two centers and each did

its. own planning.

' While the management structure of each center is still separate, we
/S

.
have completed some significant pianning in a ,number of, areas including:

in overall long range hardware plan; the Indiana University Management

Information System project; and\ a financing strategy/or academiccomputing.

In aidition, there are a number of other areas where planning is currently

Underway: ..Computer'-Assthed-Instruction* (PLATO); the role of the mini and

micro processor in the network; and communications microwaving. There are,

a.still other areas we have hardly touched.-'Sptcifically the overall organizational

c-design and management of the Network is a pending issue.

IP
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

4

As stated, planning takes place within an environmental context. A

critical facet of'any planning effort is jeaking ah ongoing assessment of the

environmental status of .the organitatton. The Indira University Computing

Network environment rates- as highly t4rbulent and virtually uncontrollable
. -._ti

Several factors contribute to this hating - Users, technology, management 4d
behavior institutional inertia, and resource allocation and controi'itrategy 1(`

Use s. Although Indiana has had nearly 'a quarter-century of computing

experie , our current assessment indicates we have only begun to scratch the

surface/ of its potential as an aca mic subject of a study; a researche,

instructional, an public Service tool ; and as an agent of change in the

.

managementsbehavfor of the institution itself. Approximately ,15% of the

faculty and a slightly larger percentage of students currently make ex,tensiye

- use of computing. At the current growth rap, howe4r, we expect to have .40%wr

294
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to 50% of the f

within the deca

4

tty and an'even larger percentage of stUdents Usin% mpuiing

Our &Ssessment also indicates that there is a shi ing in

the...type of coMputing(tsers from those. who haye (seen technically grounded with

prhgramming skills td th who wiWbe
1

unsophisticated and,need package

.. programs and consultant support. Als000wehave Projected that the "soft"

sciences will overtake the "hard" sciences in hardware utilization 'thin
/ .

the decade.
. .;

. /

I t

Vi.are Uncertain as to the impact that Computer-Assisted-Ins ruction

1

may have on'Indiana University. Small experimental work has ben going on

using the programming languages which exist on the current hardware. In

addition,'the Bloomington and Fort Wayne campuses have pilot use of PLATO.
,

.

We currently have a planning effort going on in that areal.- The primary

I
hindrance for a burgeoning of,Computer-Assisted-InstructiOn using the PLATO

systet has been'the fatult, reward system. Faculty are not rewarded for

developing Computer-Assist2d-Instruction programs.

Administratively, we find that most operations Currently use data

processing as an integral part of their activities. Nowever,we do have

in the embryonic stage the automation of the University Library and text

management use*by-the Publications Office, We feel 'there are a number, of'

other potential users that h ve n t 32t surfaced._

While the extent of th Uni ersity's commitment to use its computing

resources in the public ser ice ission has not been defined in a policy,
. .

gathering and disseminatio of ,information is consistent with the purpose of

,

the institution. Currently, w have a limited number of AbliCvervice

activities with external agen ies through various schools and administrati e

units ',of the University. 0 public service area in whibh we are currehtly--

th0

doingsome planning is a carer vocational informatioh sAtem.

29'5
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We are,exporing the possible use of a package Called 6IKOVER for a massive
. )

distribution 4,the'secondary schools throughout the uni'versitYra6 possibly
. A

t .-....../

I ..
.

, .

V the secondary school system:
At

Technology. You are all cognizant o1le tecdnological 'changes which

i

have affected the comOutingfunction. The three areas that will probably

have.the. most signifiCant impact in the future are mass stOrag6(the bubble

technology>, micrdproctssing, and communications (microwaVe and satellif .

At Indiana the mini anOLmicroprocessing impact on the Network is very

uncertain and somewhat out ofcontrol. In spite of the fart that my office
t

must approve all computer equipment, this' whole area has a way of sneaking
s.

through the cracks. The ntaber of minicomputers at the. departmental lftvel

is growing.at an incredible rate. One"of our problems is that we have two

different purchasing agents for large and small equipment acquisitions.

Of course, who really cante11 whether a piece of equipment is classified

as computer ,eated or not in this day and age? Software development in areas

/ such as text management promiles' to impact computing resources at.institutions,.

Sufficelf to say that those involvit in planning computing must.provide

sufficient'flexitilitito accommodate the new technological changes with

minimal di'Sruption to the organization.

Managernit Behavior. Administrators and staff at a ukiversity can be

described in a trinary fashion - zeroes,ones,and others. The zeroes are thoe

.who 'dd not trust the computer at all. They would rather have people with

green eye shades and tennis shoes generating numbers with paper and pencils,'

The ones are ZeAots who-wish to put everehing.on the computer, regardless

of r=leed'fdr.compilerization. The others category present the real problem

area. On one hand they are zealots wanting to use the latest technology;

On the other hand, they also want tennis shoe people to verify the accuracy

of the computer. Maybe you.do not have this problem, but we do at Indiana.

296
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1nstituional Inertia.- Planners must be able toTerceive the inertiaInertia.-

,in esituaiion arid be able to penetrate it at vulnerable points to effect

, change.. It is naturaltfor anorpanization 4to continue to flowin the direction'

that it has been headed-p thus to reiistchanges. OurMajor inertia problem

at Indiana University is that we say we are a multi campus system, yet each

campus and the major adMinistrative units in the tog. largest campuses,
, .

.

.

i
'BloomingtonBloomington and Indianapolis, tend to mdVe,in their own autonomy lt directioils.

N k coMputing iS one df the few systemwide services which apPli/ars

3...

to have e support of all of the IcaMpuses andto have a positive direction
-,.,. . i

as a system. Yes, there ard,pockets of independent actions in the use of,

- 1

I

computing. 1/40atp-processing-at the University Hospital is one example of

a counterforce within Indiana University computing which has historical
I'

and political overtones,

computer Resource Allocation and:Control. We are ell confronted with

the problem of allocation and control of scarce compufing resources. A
1 a

variety of strategies has been emproyed. At Indiana the

student, or staff member has alWays had "free access" toth
,. ..

resources.' In fact, there is not any, individual or any departMental

accountability made for the use of Network" resources. The lowest level
,

.

.

.

,

. .
allocation charges assessed is at the campus level. Ifany one has

,

dividual faculty,

computing ,

some proven techhigues 4° forecasting, allocating, and controlling the use

of the computing resources, Indiana .University would. be delighted to hear ,

about them.

We do tty to prioritize and al

new and existing. admiAtrative

locate and t and programmer resources 4
. .

.

applications. However, without any charge-

back system we have been unable to get administrative departments to regulate

their own use of computing in difficult t meS. Academic computing users do

ration their use on a first come first serve basis. Incidentally, we are

297
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going to do something about control in.the second semester, and I'am going to

be,a task .force of One. .. lo
,

This is a brief description of envirogmeptal factorssaffecing,the planning

. efforts in the.Indiana Uniyersity Computing NetWqrk. Should we view our- envir-

onment as turbulent and challenging?.

.

ANAtYSIS OF-A quotTARE PLANNING EFFORT'

Oneof the most visibqeeffdrts-of planning computing at Incliandi University,
N . .

. r

was performed.during,1975-76. Our effort focused on developing a long range . l
5

0 -

computing hardware and communtcations stvtegy. Theta/lowing is a description

of the structure, process, and outcome of that effort.

Task Force Structure. in June,1975, I appointed a hfirdWare task force

consisting of three facOty'members and the directors of the three computing

centers and data communications. The faculty members were given summer
4

. \

stipends to.work on this, planning - a-Strategy I recommend to secure
#

their 'commitment., The task force was ven the task of recommending ap10-year
,.

.

haildware strategy for the Indiana University Computing NetworThis. mom-
,

4 .

mendation was 'p besubmitteci to me by Apr 1 1, 1976. The ,recommendation, . ...
. .

. . .

ultimately came in July, 1976,
4

Development.Phase Profess... The task fort- was not formally introduced to,
,

.* ,

;,
,

, i 4,/,,, '.

'or' asked to' endorse, the planning jamework as hown in Figure 2.) Rather, the
. . .

tase force tooleas given the existing mission an publics, the overall objectives,
r

and the current policy, systems, and processes of he Network. In essence.the
.... 4

task force dealt with only one variable in the fra ork '- hardware. 1

The task force did divide its work into ttfree s sages and establi shed
la

A

completion dates,fOrtsach stage.

\ 298
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.
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. ,. .. j. V vOrg,inal Due Date Actual, 1

. .
i ..

t /, --.

,. I. Data Collection and Alternative Jan-uarl , 1970 n Jeffery 1,1976 -
Strategies .. . , ,.. . 4

' , -* t ` 1 1 "I
Z.'. User arid -Administrator ,Re.action 6 March 11.1976 April 3 5 tt1976

I , Iand Coniperit - , ,,-(.: ,I. .. 4 ......, ..0 - , a
I

N k ' .,

3. Al ternative ,.ReConinen'datiifins ail& ,April 1, 1976
EhdorsEiment ,' t,-; - ". .... t , :

Jul.jcl-, 1976 Ai.
., .

. .4.
The task force followecrialrft Closely the rational rocess of events and /

,......___ , . !.

activiSies described earlier. (pageS 8-9),. Hov!tever,, one sitigficifig.factor. .
0

o

becalm a major guidelirre to the task force. l'i,epErbtOrn for hardwafe funding
e

. was to pe constrained to a 5% per year indreaq over the 1' 75 -76 -base -a"... ,....
,

seven 'year period. This growth would be conspistent with the \forecasted ii.

funding growth of the overal r institution.
. .

. .

, Star 1. The task force identife.eand deal t 'with ,a number of jssiies .ip
. \ ...-

1 )"....-reflec,ted in three major questions, t ,
.t..

. .. .

. , What is theocurrsit.gtatus and projected growth In the administrative,
,,, .; . . . ( .

.. instructiptal , research, and°public service functions of the universitr°
' .

:.. .
1

Data On the current and 'historical status of computing were readily
. .

.
*available from' each of the-central coMpljtirig centers. Te eh data were

.- . 1,..- ,

analyzedby mission area, campus, and academic unit..In addition, the,
)._,,- l , .

. .
4,. ,

task force conducted a needs analysis ; 4.ISt o 'the q9estionnaire and interview
.__.----- .

%. .
techniques. Over 3500 queitionnaires we e sentto potential' respondents

throughout the University; 405 completed questionnaire)es- were -returned, A
.

,

,
.

1

. variety of statistical analyses were made t'6 identify:the cur.cent level of _
,...

utilization and problem areas ras they related to. eo§raph i c, location, position, '
. .... r --- .

and experience of the user. Tie faculty menters on Alit ta.sk force interviewed.

major 'users on all eight campuses. Special interviews were al so'to-ndected ',
_ . . ,.

with the leaders and planners involved in litrary awtomation, the PLATO
, . . .

project :tend/ the Indian". University Managengt Information S'ystem. riroject .4
It
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were developed.

%ofhaidwire that
,

result ofth is effort was the identificatfon of areas of concern..', The task.

-. From the enalyiis of interviews'iiid questilaires%computer use.prOYections°

313

The projectio11 ns provided the basis 'for determining -tite quantity

should be incorporated irT.thevarious alternatives. Another

force attempted, tb 'determine whether or not these, concerns were pa.rt of
tstritegi c or tactical pIanningturitIn the case of tactical planning concerns,

. ,

they were passed on to the mangers of the Network.

.1

as

. .

What-.new services or applications might, be'implemented in. the University

in the future? How would stiCh services affeci,the Netwo eand Writ
, ..

would be'th cot? .Deatilig with this question,the task force identified four
. I , .

new service area's which might tiave a major impact on-the plans 'for..Network
.(,-.

-hardware. The I argest potential s0-vi:ce idehti fled was that, of Computer-
.

. .

a

Assisted-Instructionusinb" the PLATO system. for a numbe/P'of years there .

had been-a Small experiment using PLATO terminals con-nected to the University

of More recentlithe.UniversityComputer-ASsisted-Instruction W.-
a ' JO '

Comniitteihtutendorsed PLATO as the high level 'lariguageto, be used fOr"
. --Computer-Assisted-Instruction throutout' the institution.

.. 0

A` second vervice area identified was the automation cif the library system.
-. ,

The task fo'ree4ounclin embryonic development.but theplan did
;
Rot have the ,. - i

endorse'nt of the top 'administrition wi thin the institution .
i ...'' The third area/identified waS the growitrg need to have linkages with..,, .

national external rdat'a bases" in academic disciplines. The final service area-
, . .

'was the i.s.i.Te of extending the fristitution is capabi 1 ity to extermilt the' ncies
T,. , , ..

..

1 ,.
aS part of the Rublic servtcemission ,of 'academic-units. -Although this

-, 1
-. .

)--, activity was loing .on in a -modest form, ,be Unfversity was,,wit,hout a 'policy'
. s

,0, I
staternt, ,, -

I9

'What -changes direction of computing' might affect the existinkor

'rejected' hardwire resources of the ,Network? How might they be dealt, with .
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/ and the develOpment of several online.administrative systems.. Intermti
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'effectively? For the 4ndiana Network theMoitsignificant change in comptiting

Y direction was the growing 'use,of interactive terminals, for academic computing

.

academic Computing wasa political issue among the-user committees. -The 91d-
.

timers-arguedthaftilterictive computing was-antnefficientuseofjhe hardware

d, therefore, should not be significantly expanded. Newer users and those

4rdent prOponents of interactive computing argued that personal effectiveness

A \was increased by having access to the computer/via terminals. Itithou*A t a
ca'r

Oubt this issue was both political and emotional throughout the planning

IffrOcess.

The recent emergence of minicomputer's throughout the institution raided

the issue of whetheror not to interface them to the Network hardware,and if

id,how. The task force recognized the need for policy development in this

,area, bbt decided that the issue could not be addressed effectively within

the scope of the present-planning effort. However, thqstask force did recommend

that'a technical work group, be formed to determine an alternative course of

action.

Likewise, several other ssues which could technically alter the Network.

were identifitd, e out of the current planning effort. ExaApies

' include online mass storage, graphics, and distributive processing.

The task force also addressed the ipues of academic and administrative

computing consolidation and the consolidation of the two academic computing
.

,
.

centers. More will be said later,about dealing with these issues.'

While the task force members kept the user committees on all of the campuses

informed throughout the first stage, individual concept;) status, or alternapve
/

-- papers were not distributed 'during- Stage 1. atherv, three documents were

. . . .

.prepared to present the total work of Stage 1. Two documents: Indiana Universily

'111 1

, .,
.

. Computing Need, lolysis: Questionnaire and Interview Results and Current Central
tti. ..,

OR.

4
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Systems ComputinuHardwareand Softwarlilleso@ces provided valuable detailjad

resource infOrmatfOn to the user- community. The third document entjtled: Long At

Range -Computing,Hardware and Communications Strategy: Issues and Alternatives
-

S.

was the key product of Stage 1 In essence, it presented each issue, defined-

the terms, give cuerent status made-projections, and offered\the alternatives
1

for. each issue that was- considered within the scope -of this effort.

At the hear-t of the Issues, and Alternatives document Was the presentation

of three alternativesfor hardware development covering a 14-year period. The
11104

alternatives rejected any possibility of merging all of academic and administrative

computing into one. lenge hardware system. The task forcl concluded that academic

users within Indiana University demanded an open system approach,*while

'administrative computing needs demanded a more closed systenrieerdch.

Furthermore, the-complity-,Of Ind4na University seemed to justify such

separation.

the task force also concluded therthe Uolversity already hid.too much

investedrwith t'i current three vendors to consider ,moving toward an entirely

new set of Vendors. Thep only consideration, with diied opinion, was tor
.offer. a hardware' alternati ve. which eliminated the DEC 10J' systern as a Network

a

resources and * move all of its interactive academic computind' to the CDC

system. 4,

The other two alternatives maintained the 'DEC system as a Network resource.

. In one almost all interactive'ocomputing would

DEC 10 system with 256 port There would be

to the. CDC system for watch augmentation use.

be dedicated to,a multiprocessing

limited access-through 48 ports
.

In the other alternative the ,

DEC system wOuld'be topped out at 128;.ports and interactive computing would,'

grow to 176 ports on the,CDC System.

In all three atternatives, administrative-data processing was to be' done

on a multi7processing1BM 370/158, All alternatives also recommended that a
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y.

256 port system be prolthi for the PLATO p4ject on thee tDc system.' Hb ever;
-t t,.- ,

.

no provision 45s made for library automation, becausejfapeeared to lac any
. . r

officiiLendorsement within the institution.

.

All three alternatives carried a total' price tag ranging from'S25.7

-.
llion-dOlars for-the 14-yearjeriad, excluding chimmunicatiOns

The lowest alternativewas the'one elithinating the4DEC syst

was the one using the DEC system for almost 41l interactive'

million

osk

hest

uting.

41..k

Stage 2. At part of,the-second stage of develolment of

-

nning

process, these documents were circtiTated widely throughout the ity.

User cOntnittees on all eamPoies and administrators we asked to spend In ,

writing by March 1. This was later extended to April 15. Instead of co4luctiog

open tehearings, the task force members met' ndividualTy with campus user cdrseim itteei.

to discuss and riceive coTwenf§.1-jo g"ay.the least, it was a volatile.perfod

within the institution. \The one alternative tuggesting the elimination of
. 1 .

----the...DEC system was'both politiCaf end emotional on the Indianapcilis-campus

andoamong selected'uiers attheether campuses.

Each *pus 'dommittee

Responses combined rational

did rake anofficial retponke to.the task fo
oh

, political, and emotional feedback. As migh

be expeetedi there wars very little feedback from the administrators.
, 1

Stage 3. The strategy'finallrecommended by the task force expressed

a

the adaptivizing nature of planning.' It was bas'ed on the rationality of

feedback, plik the political andemotional factors. Two major questions

were raised, by the user community. There was a concern for the length o
-

the pianningsperiod given'tKit changing patterns,'growth in computing'neys

and technology could modifYstlfstantiiTTYfuture hardware requirements-.' 'The

second concern was for a'continuing program to more effectively evalu

computing-use and need%.
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,

I' The task orce took these actions in,its final recommendations to me /

adaptiig them from the, feedback received.

. Specific hardware recommendations were made for a three year period,
;1976-77 through 1978-79. , This hardware recommendation preserved for
later option the choice between growing interactive computing on the
DEC system ar the CDC system. The alternative of disposing of the

DEC syttemmas discarded as politically not feasible nor educationally
des4rable.

Theicomputer-Assisted-Instruction (PLATO) was to be-limited to a,
32-port system for,thorough evaluation during this'same period. .

Feedback revealed there was no overwhelming support among the users

tor PLATO. Further, some political realities concerning earlier
attempts on the part of the institution to get state funding for
RLATQ were revealed which caused the.task force to remove it from
a full-blown recommendation.

.. ,

3. Groups were to be established to fa itate planning for:111)1;1r),*

'automation, external data base interfaces, and minicomputer inter-
faces to theiktwork. .

,.. . . . .

. An evaluation system'was to be established to begin the working
of updating,the hardware plan in 1978-79.

Already, since July, there have been .alterations to the thrw-yeas

lipware configuration. These alterations have been based'on later 'information°.

and emerging needs. Because we have a plan, an interim report, we are able to

adapt to,these new changes and still operate within the financial constraints

that we have to satisfy.

SUMMARY

ThiS has been an attempt to share.ohe institutlon's planning experienCe---
.

utilizing a planning frameWilk and process which accommodates-_rational;

politiCal, and emotional behavior to be present in the planning"envirOnment.

In essence, planning of computing is suggested to be as much value-based as s

.' .

I
, s

it'isAata-based. A rational framework and-Orocess must 'sirve as a foundation;

however, successful planning must be adaptive to,its environmentnvironmen

)
and satisficing

P,

to its participants. Finally, while comprehensive planning is ideal,'realitl

'dictates that several task forces be assigned specific facets of the overall.

3d4
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effort to be accomplished over time. Planning, strategic or tacticO4 , is an,.

,ongoing responsibility that we as planners, managers, and controllers of the

computing function must. view as being at the nexus of our work.

I .
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,

4 a

ert J. Robinsbn
,. ..--

,.. . Director,. Computing 'center, I ipState University of New Yoik At Albany
''. Albany,, New York ::-

-'
. . 0.- i t, - ,. ,

his paper *proposqs constpaction of a. 4qarate,"data.base,.,.
.

.
environment : or'for &Diversity. planning, information, 'disti,net

,-. .. , .

,f-orti data bases and Systems'rqpOrting operational func-
.tinning arid ulanag.e;n1lrht. 'The asata base would. receive some Ar.of J.ts' input .trot' the 101IS./*ansac'itional. c3,ata bases* atti. ..
systems -through- a,3,rocess':dis.Nisiipppig" to develop .

1 temporal uniformity andprce& Of ''fiiterine to reduce
,,

'' the volume of-Tinfomation And .tó ,preri;are it for 'a usef4
.: role, in 'the, *planning,.ealviohment. Also, Proposed. is 'an'

added c.oncentFatioh irV$4.41 the MIS/transactionaI and 'thei
, , _. ,

'planning system envitonvents (bpt particularly in the.., _ .
. ,latter) on nbr-qua.ntified .data.), The Paper=-Arso suggests,

. .,the need for n,ew software tools to accommodate establishment . .
., - .of data bases_ 'containing rth:tcp..ranifative and non-

_
, *

qUantitative. ih.formation. Major issues concerning archiving
- . . .

of data, the. role Of ."me..a=-datai" or information about'.--
.

1'the' data, . processes r and. in'stitutiorial Policies. are .also
,

Cfigctissed.
..

. 41 ,
., .

. ,

,
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The' pa r-proposes;constiUction of. ev.separat data base
.

I, I

,

, .

.., environmen't forunaVersity planning informatioiti distinct from
,

' . :, 'V I ' P .c.' N

1.1

data bade nd systems supportiradperational tutIctidnin 4 and
. .

.. ,,..

some of its input (

___
managemen ' The data base would receive -

.

from the IS/transactional data- bases and systeMs through a

' 321.
TION SYSTEMS FOR UNIVERSITY P ANNING . /

proceit f 'clippirigt,to develop temporal uniipt4tity and a'
1/4

. L

process 'filtering' to reduce the.volume of' information
,

t

.

and to repare it for a useful role in "lb planning

envitonMent. .

Alto proposed is-added .concentration in both the MIS/ .

: . .

i k

transactional and the planning system environments (ut par- .14'

ticularly in the fatter) on non-quatArgied data, and suggests
4Ple

ttirneed for new software 'tools to accommodate establishment of
. .

.

data bases containing both quantitative and non. quantitative in-

formation. Major issues concerning archiving of data,.and the
- .

role of 'meta-data', or information about the data, processes,'

and institutional policies are discuSsed.

'This paper contends that significant differences exist

between-.-the kinds of information systems' environments necessary
.9,

to conduct ordinary university business and those needddto

provide a workabl,en ironment in which academic planning can
Y

4

be conducted. These two kinds of information systems maybe'

'thought of as "management" and"planiting" systems. The paper
/"

desCribes system characteristics, identifies their relationship
if

. to each other, and delineates soMd of the data elements of

interest in each. V
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. , a ,

In order to bette understand the differences, tq see how

'J
,A,

...
they serve a t-e-uniVersi,ty, and-Ltprmine how.tfiey relate and

.
,

L.__O
-

v

.how.they function; we must examine some liesic ooncepti and de-

fine'some terms. . ,

."

,
'

One df those terms .is "transactionaa system". Tpie' trans- .;

actional systems of the instit ution are those which Support:its

Operational functiOning4 These`systems ideally are Supported

by' unified structures df data called databases structures

.

.

41hich-are intended to identify major groupings of/data, to iso- /
, .

.

late idaccess keys to the data, to reduce or elminate' eredundanc

of data, and to unify the whole conceptually,. f

. -

-
.

It is most cony-di-dent-to think of a transactional system

as,maintaining-i specific transaction-related-data base. This

;

is an oder-simplification since the data bases Of various tranp-
..

., .

.
. _.,

.
.

act4onal systems are generally linked together,
.

but it makes
. .. ,

/
.

the process conceptually simpler and is, therefore justifiable -

-..-,

_. -for the-moment. .
1 1

/
.

tL-

Giyen a,set of transactional data bases and transaction,

s stem§ whicn4maintain them and make use of them, the systema
*

--noirmally thought to make up a "m anagement infOrmltion system"

ares fOr purposes of tliois article, defined to be the systems,

Which provide 'information pertittftg management to control the

transactional or operational functioning.environment of. the'

-institution. See Figure 1. .

tt has been found that a management informaticin system.-

generarly requires information not provided by the colaection

r
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t

.ofitransaction,systems. This we call "external data",
',,__4 s . '

is 4ta,-- some of which is orgAnized into data bases - which
. 1 .

_A:b_Osed to'augment the computerized system to make the infor-
.

-nation system complete. jie refer 1..,dre to info;mation such'as
.

targets, schedules, standards and the like.

_
.

.

.

One caxi.visualize the composite of the transaction data
i

. .

- bases andthose-eXtetnal data bases which are machine'processed
, -

as a...two-dithensional matrix involving the data elements and the
,

data bases, with, a third dimension provided by backup and

torical files, of the data bases. Thus, Figuie 1 shows the '

information seefortransactional systems and management infor- -

mate tr as a cube, and while it it not perfectly correct, the

analogy will suffice fox our immediate purposes..

Two types Of processes operate on the data structureso

far identified - processet associated with the transactionaa

systems and the management dnformation system. The transactional
- ,

. /

system processes,are:relatively straight-forward. They acqui.fe_
,

information from the:external world, manipulate it and store it,

- and produce various outputs - outputs otiented toward the opera-.

tidal functioning of the institution.

The management information system pro es are somewhat

4 .

More abstract. Their composite structure c sists of routine

reports which are extracted from, the data structure butalso of'
. ,

specialized or "free form" extr actions used to retpond to

questions of specific nature and short life. Thus, the computer
4".

309,
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programs and systems' involved in the management information

system change Continuously,'with old procedures and reports'

betngediscarded and new ones added, all resting on a base of

relatively routine reporting. .

% .s,

In' much the same way, an array of data can be v4ualized

for the. planning environment.. A key difference exists, however.

The piening information system requires a "three dimensional"

Iset,of infarmation - data elements, data bases and historical

representations of that information wheres the managemefit
0

information system and .transactional systems are generally

4' based on current or near-current infoiMation and are much

Mesa involvedwith historical dgta., Figure 4,shows this.

it would be a mistake, for systems planners to presume

4
that the data elements and databases required .to' properly

e. support the plannihg function are simply thosefof thetzahs-

action and manageinent information systems environment. It

4 kf
would also be erronO6us to presume that the history information

needed is the historical backup of the management information

system. The planning data matrix is different than.its counter-

part supportihg management information.

But where does,the planning data come from? It is not, as

one might expect, simply a direct transposition pf the:informa-
,

tiorOilsed in the management information system, although a
. --

mapping does exist. (See Figure 3)

Figure 4 shows that a filter must be defined a device

I ,

,which consolidates certain elemehts)of data from the management

310
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--401 transactio .4formation base, passes certain information

i
o

.through, and e iminates other information. The tricklis to

'define the filter. This will be discussed later..

Once the:filter has been determined, a process must be

325

developed.to create and maintain the historical This is
0 - as

4

done by a process we refer to as "clipping". One may think of

i

the clipping activity as a process of cutting the constant,.

stream of mabagement.inf9rmation at_ appropriate times and

passing that information through the filter. Note that the

"clipper" must operate with specified and carefully determined

freguPncies, so that the historical firs are created with

uniform recurrence over some period.: This is so because

modeling must be possible over periods of time often sparioihg

several cycles, and units of time must; thekeforei be manage7

able - i.e. uniform. Figure 5 is a representation of the

total system.
d * 4W

The process 'of defining the filter is all-importapt. Its

function is to consolidate, transmit, or reject data elements

which exist in the MIS data structure, and, project appropriate

information forwped to. the planning data base. This is a very

critical function, for the utility of the planning data base

is predicted, by the design of the filter, and changes to the

planning data base organization should be made only rarely

probably with great effort. ,

But clearly it is necest'ary to perform the filtering

fundtiOn, for With a,/cOmplete>MTB-data hese it'would bp,
,
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impractical, expensive and non-utilitarianto maintai

-torical copies and attemptto_use'them as the bases fo pIajining

information - some compacting must occur. (For example there, is,

no value in the planning environient it knowing that the naive
. . =

Of, an individidal student changed during his or her `academic'

experience at the university, but this is important information in
/ .

the transactional'system. .The number of such chariges in-a time
0

slice,_} ever, might be useful;planning information.)
v

)_ The-Aext.step is not as one,pight naturally conclude, to

define the filter. First we must better unArstand what the data .

requirements' Of the two environments are. Let us take this in

order.

First, we should define the data ,elements needed in the

MIS environment. This non - trivial operation s been describe"

in other publications for those elements whic are part of the

transactional data bases, and neither the pro ess nor the klements

'themselves will,be repeated here. Suffice-it to say that they

group themselves logically as: student, prog am, facilities,

personnel, -finance and' alumni data bases. r

But what about those data items which are required Vo develo

a reasonably complete MIS environment but which are not derived

-out the transactional processes? They can be characterized, and

fortunately they are mostly quantifiable. The author's (incomr
1

plete) list thus far includes:
,

*Targets, pr quantified goals

*Schedules

312
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l
-reporting

-operational ..

*Demand (Martt analysis)

*Strengths eaknesses

*Demog raphjc Information 4

-about the community.

-its institutiOns.

ita0 people

*Standards'

- performance

-tenure

ft

1-continuing mployment

*Standard' Models

- economic

enrollment

11

327 . .

/

1

-population

-compenSation/collective bargaining

- resource consumption

*'Attitude' Info tion

These nory-transactianal information items are.used in a

variety of way's by-the university manager, mostly to deteimine

if opeSational parameters are 'in bounds', but also to per-
.

AP
_form relatively short-r-ange,planning or forecasting.

What must be discussed now are those data elements meeded Olow
1 , -

- 1
,

to sdppyipt long-range planning functions. Tee author makes no

-".-claim that what follows is either particularly definitiVe or
ef

I 39
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*complete -- it is a first approximation! with much refinement
, . ....1'.,

',required., In d, a clieul study of the informati' n require-.
--,.....

, N..
ments of chief e4cutives And academic planners is ssential .

before any such system should actually be constructed, The
, /-

.
, .

, 610 .
.

.
following_dS'pAliminary, to such a study, and perlia would. r

,serme as a-base,. 1
' ,

i-
,....

414

Planning data-has seveliptl, char acteristics which Sepltrate
a..,

its from transactional management,,dtta: thedata is, where
,

-wo

. Ai -it evolves frot MIS data, generallycalculated'-- the.resialt

of some operation being performed on the Source data; some of

it will be less specific' thin the MIS data; much 'of the useful -
J I.

planning data is not quantifiable ,and is available and used

in rather, unstructured forms, often 'as backglound information.

The list of informtidh.derived from the MIS.data struc-

w
tUre is likely to be extensive, and complete development of, the

filter wi: be a lons.and arduous taSk. But some comments as
I

.

to the nature 9f tjie filter Caprbe made, though tentatively.

We'will first consider the role of-the filter as a screen

! through which the transactionAWIS.,data base is passed,

,

,.

- Here the. alter does what its name implies -- it screen's.,
.

,

out unneeded transactional data to keep the planningl,se reason
'

, . . ,...
. --..

able in siieak well organized. It also must ,join elements of

PleivariousAses and establish needed links
:

; ',If, all trans: ...

were we
..

d
4 (

-

action ata\basee we1 r/ de e-orred and complete, construe
. , 4.'

tion,of the filter would be a 'rel 'vely easy task, but in the
. . c 4.

.. ,

.

light of. 'realitli, the filter will a very c mpltx.set of le _ t

allit,
4

VI

o
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.

programs indeed Haweyer, no new software tools are needed,
I

. ... . .

6 e51 concrete action can beataken rather immediately.
,

/

The other role of the filter is to manipulate and coalesce
r
/

,

.

non-quantified information or inforMation which is a product of'l

operations performed on 'transactional data, perhaps having its t
.,./

roots in the MIS reportingprdaesses. Before looking at the /

. i

t

filter in this 1i5hi,'howqyer, we must examine, more fully, I

... i,

, .

- certain aspects of the planning data base.

.

.0

'
-
University-administrators have known for some time whati

recently yeas xerified by work at Harvara1 , that university top
3 ,a

management, a group to which long-range planners belong, does

not make substantial use of transactional data. Management

tends to deal with quite different kinds of information, whip

is again termed as 'external' because It_is acquired from t-'

I

'side the system.

The author's list of external information is nOt the.result

of thorough study of the needs of chief executives and planners.

A Rather,' it was set down as a working modl. to permit conceptual-

ization of the necessary techiplogy and to clarify'issues as to

information classes and necessary structure. Therefore, it is

With the proviso, tpat it not be taken too literally that the

/)!
'author presents sun'a list. ,It thus farcow4ains:

4

. 1 Mission of the Institution and its Compodents

- Neter Plans/Existihg Pla ns
.

. "Relations with,Other Institutions

315
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; 4

E

t

tg.

- Inter-institutional Nieds

- Peer Group,

. Demographic Inform on

4- Community acter

--naction to the University

:- Services Rendered to Community

- Poterttiil Services

- Cultural Needs,
46 .

- Types of IndlOtry

Community Le aders

- Regents/Trustees

- Key Alumni.,

- Professiona ocieties

- Educators

- Business and. Industry

- Labor

- Civic and Cultural,

- Federal,,State and,Local, (Government)

- Media

. Program (and, Institutional)4

- Quality%Weaknesses.

1-12elsvance (Centrality)

Library Holdings

- ResoUrces;and Facilities

Cos,/Revenue Relationship

Standar4.1tidels

316
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p 1ProgresS°Toward Targets

The Decision-making process

Formal Structure

Informk1 Structure

- ti1. . timing
i

4
.

1 .
Two added 'external!' information sets must be catefully

V

33(

considered. The first is tle set 'of definitions of data
.

elemente. _These become extremely important archival records,

and are subject
2

to change yet, the definitions applicable at a
. ,

moment in,time,!pplyingto the archived data, ake critical:to

proper understanding of the data..

The second-information set deals with 'process', or th*-

by'which data'.s generated and manipulated. While

this is very complex and the author has notyet fully explored

411 ramificationt, it appears that certain modules- of computer-
'

code (procedures) represent university Policy of the' moment and
2

themselkes thus become candidates for arjphiving. This clearly

opens a host 'of interesting technicarquestions:

The scope of information suggested for possible inclusion

-is great indeed'- ranging from quantified, or, codified informa-
1

tion-thrOugh less traditional information which licks structure

and may not beofiantifiable or even codifiabl! yet May beg for

organization, ipdexing,
4,

etc. - on ..through informat4on apout infor-

mation,'nation, and ffinally to inormation'describi- ng how other'inform4-'-
,

41)

tioh is processed. This scope Is well beyond the'present

state of the art. Yet in the long run, to produ44
4

7
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an inform or} system which will have broad significance to

planners and chief executive- i.e., be able.to cope with-apa,

accommodate _the information needs - such must be considelped.-

..
Some work has been done to handle: unstructured or non-

quantified data, though none is known which has as its objectiyes14,

\those of this paper; an interesting system which is tangentiiily'

related is described in the CUMREC '75 proceedings -- "Executive

On-Line 'Information 5Ystem"2:

Clearly, the computer caikbe used to process and orgatilize'

e g

unstructured and non-numeric information, but the primary guy-
.

tion is/ ean it be made to relate to current concepts of data

bases 4dprocesses for handling them? The author contends that
1

it should, that much will be gained. But it appears that existing
. 4

softre syitems devqoped to handle transactional, information

or data bases will halftr,'to be married to software which 'parallels
.

software represented today by text handlers and editors., extended

to permit more complex organizations. The existing tools do not

appear to be adequate for the job, and a big of tricks and

".tools appears to be necessary.

But, while this paper has discussed the technologyof planning .

information systems, the author wishes to stress again that a,,prior

question 'Must be clearly answered. It' is, "What are the teal '

4

informatiOn processing needs of chief executives and planners?".

.

Ataps to develop sstemS,without first having carefully devel-
,

4

---
tTed the answer can lead to another of what a colleague Galls

_ .

_
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"system juggernauts".. .It is my belieflPhat the concepts ore-
. '*

sentbd here. will .,prove usdful in &fining the technics/ issues

and developing the 'support systems, but we Must not lose sight

of the fundamental mission.

s

a

.
1Wyatt, J.B. arid S. Zeckhaus&r, "University Executives and si.

4. - 4.44, ,. . _
.,,

Management Informatiok: A Tenuous Relation/hip", Educational
. :4. .

Record (Summer 1975),Icpp. 175-129.
\-

.... .2Mprgan, M.Jv and R. 14ux, "Executive On.q.ine Information
.

Systems",-in Proceedings, 20th Annual College and University
ii

Machine -Records Conferencd"-- CUMREC 175

Athens, 1975) pp.. 43-55.

(University of Georgia,

1"
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iANAGING'A LARGE SHARED PROGRAMMING ,STAFF

John W. (Jack) Rus,..

'Director, CoMputqr Systems 'Division
SouthWestern Ohio Regional Computer Center (SWORCC)

.Universitr.of Cincinnati
Cincinnati, Ohio-

1

Managing a large systems and progr ing staff providihg

services to all areas of a major -un; ersity, including

':.administrative; alkidem.ic; and medica plus oteeAlg the
needi of other major non-profit organiz ions., including

-federel'agencies, Fs a)significant undertaking." This

.paper presehts the management techniques utilized in

,f

directing' arts of over eighty programmers and

analyst- a.ease study (If a, unique approaCh to successafui

ring of resouides.

.4 /

.....-"- I

f

4
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I. SUMMARY
.

11 leer. t

Managing a otlargE systems and programming staff providing
services to all areas of a major university, including
administrative, academic, and medica4 plus meeting, the needs
of, other major non-profit organizations, includitig federal
agendies, is a significant undektaking. The Computer System#
Division of the SouthWestern Ohio. Regional Computer Center,
(SWORCC) supports the University of'Cincinnati, Cincinnati
General Hospital, the 'Environmental Protection Agency, the

. National Institute, of Occupational Safety and Health, the
UnitelStates Postal Service., and a variety of other federal
-and bcal, agencies. The management techniqueftutilized in
directing the efforts of over 90V programmers and analysts
proyide an itteresting case study in a unione approach to
successfil shafing of resources.

.

II. INTRODUCTION
3.3

A. Background of _____SWORCC . .

,

.
,

The Southwestern Ohi6sRegidal Computer Center (SWORCC) -

was formed in1972 by the UniVersitt oft'Cincinnati
(U..) and Miami UniVersity (M.U.) to provide increased
computer services to 'both campusep' letho, a .-

corresponding increaseirrbudget allocation. Thiswas
accomplished by-:combining the cOMputer centers, into one
central facility And bA, Attracting .other non=profit
cirganizatione,to utilize the° computer °center. These
objectives have been 4pomplished,',ind today, the .two
_universities .peceive 6-16.4ities the,,gaMputer services
they receive in 1972'eer..i.ftactional increase less
than inflationary) in' ts. , .

.e.

B. Current Status
e 4.1.j"..N

\

. SWORCC operate an.7,Amdahl 470 V/6 at' its central
fa'cility locatqa in.the U.0 Medic4 Cent with nine
high-speed emote UoU'EnqStationtand 200 low-speed
interactive terminal's' loca d on "te;"U.C. and M.U.

t campuses as Well 'as, at other userslOcationa. =This
Amdahl 470 (plus td-plug compatible. with the .IBM

* 160/370 syqters) 'has. over 4 million bytes of core
storage with"CDC-disics, (3.6 billion bytes), CDC mass
storage (16 billion bytes), 12 IBM magnetic tape
drives, 'plus a vaiiety of peripheral equipment.
SWORCC's total bud4et44-e over $6 Million for the! 1976 -
77 . fiscal ye4roit : ,- .,

t4 4

SWOP& has two major.divisions with other support!Nipits
and a serieso; advisory committees, as shown 'in the

/ 'organization,' chart, f Figure 1. The Computer
Operations/Services 'Division. its asspensible for
providing computer services to alla SWIPCC users. This
irilliades scheduling-441nd operati,pn .of the, central

3. /330
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FIGURE 1
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-facility and some of the remote facilities as well as
management of the data entry .function, the U.C.
student/faculty ,input/output function, and, the U.C.
administrative-data processing function. T e 'Computer
Systems Division is responsible for provi ing systems
analysis and programming services; as Fel eft some
clerical support services to' U.C., administrative,
abademic and medical, and all other SWORCC users except
M.U., who hai its own staff of programmers and
analysts. This paper is a discussioD of the approaches
used in the management' of the- Computer Systems
Division.:

...I The. SWORCC Council is the 'policy andklecision making
group for SWORCC. It is made up of .iwo /01ce-Presidents
from U.C. and two from M.U. The SWORCC PAlicy
Committee consistsmf five members from U.C. and five
from MX., akrepresenting both academic and
administrativenterests on the two pampuses. Its
chief role, is to proxide support and advice to SWORQC
oon.operational and'procedural matters.

The U.C. Advisory Committee structure is responsible
for the.allocation,of computer resources supported -by
U.t. General Funds to the 'Various divisions _ and
deparVaents. The members pf each COmmittee are
representatives' of the users in that particular area
and are appointed by the 'appropriate University
officer.' They meet regularly to review the status of
computer services in their area and to set priorities
in those cases where there are competing demands for
scarce resources.

Type of-Aojects

The Computer Systems Division has grown from a staff
5c1. in 19.74 to 134 in 1976.. This staff is broken d
as follows:

1974 1976
10o

Programmer/Analysts 44 90.
Billable Clerks 3 26A
Managers % 7 10-"4
Support Clerks. 4 .8 '.4

..._

Total 8 134

77
Current projections indicate continued groWth 411 the
number of staff.

.333
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The following is a general. summary of the types of
.se ices provided:

1. D.C. General Funds - General Eunds were allocated
to support 23 programm,r/analyst Full-Time.
Equivalents (FTE's) in 197te7., This allocation,
was further brokec down by the U.C. ' Computer
Budget and Priorities Committee.as follows: '

a. . Administrative 'nate Processing (ADP) - 16
FTE's - supporting admissions,
registration, student -financial aid,

amounting, budget, payroll, .student
accounts, development /alumni, personnel,
planning, and the library. The assignment

::o4'thepe, FTE's is controlled by the. U.C.
ADP computer Services Advisory Committee.

b. Academic Computer SerVioes (ACS) - 5 FTE's
- supporting non- medical' research and
instruction .including consulting, computer
assisted instruction, and a variety of

other project?. The assignment of these
rTE's is, controlled by the P.C. ACS
,Advisory ionnittee.

c.. Medical Computer Services (!ICS) -02 rTE's. -
supporting 'medical research and instruction
including consulting, data '.analysis,

computer assisted instruction; and a

variety of other projects. The assilliment
of these rTE's-is controlled by the L.C.

rcs Advisory Committee.

2. U.C. 'don - General ,Fiends - Support is provided upon
reau,st to U.C. oTizational units who' provide
payments from grants or contracts, on other non-

' general funds accounts, and vto U:C. auxiliary
units such as the hospital, the booksto4e,iuruk
the residence halls.

3. Psers other than U.C. or M.U. " The principal
growth inthe Computer systeriiffivision has been
in the area of non-university users, primarily
the federal government. The two biggest single
users are the Environmental Protection Agency,
Environmental Research Center (7PATERC), in

.
. Cincinnati and. the 'Iational Institute . for

Occupational' Safety and. Fealth (NIOSE), in

Cincinnati. .

a. EPA -?'RC = Ilase(1 on inflividugl task orders,
ST.QRCC supports EPA-rnc at the level of 1

manager, 15 analyst/programmeis, and 11

clerks. This spport involves both

334
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scientific and administrative systems, and
includes tasks ranging from .dOmputer.
seminars to -laboratory automation to

'modeling ,and simulation to library
Thautonation to word processing. 56 separate

tasks were ordered in 1975-76 and der 30
have Been,ordefed since the contract award
of July 1, 1976, in the 1476-77 year. The
majority of this . work utilizes EPA /
computers (IBM 370 and Univac 1110) and a /
variety of softw.A(Fortran, COBOL, System/
2000) . -

/

b. NIOSH - SWORCC provides NIOSH with system
anl programming, as well ,as da a

reduction and--analysis, data entry, a d
data processing services utilizing SWORC 's
computer. These services support.NIOSH,in
its studiesof the environmental and safety
conditions of a variety of industrie5.

c. Other Federal Agencies' - STORCC provides
services to a number of other feddtal
agencies including the United States Postal
Service, WrightPatterson Air rorce Base
the .Naval Avionics .Facility and the U.S.
Civil Service Commi4sion of Dallas, Texas.
These tasks have involved a -var ety of
applications (e.g. Zip Code Cony rsion,
cost systems, tracking' ystems,
minicomputer seminars), a vari ty of
software (COBOL, Fortran, System 2p00) and .

hardware (IBM 160/370, CDC 6600, II-P635) .

'd. Non-Federal Acencies ---SWORCC provides
systems anc :programming support to non-
federal,,non-profit organizations including
the Cincinnati Board of Health, Hamilton
County Mental Health, City df Cincinnati
Family, and Business Relocation Departments
and Queen City Metro. These activities
include a variety of application areas
requiring a variety of skills. ,

.11 $

D. Organizational Structure

The Computer Systems Divislon (CSD) is organized to
respond to the varied and dynamic needs Uescribed.
above, as shown in the organization Chart of /the CSD,
Figure 2. .

..
%

., .,

- '

.
, .

(e Director of the CSD is responsible for the overall /
lirection of the division and concentrates on planning
and budgeting, user liaison, the development of ne
users, and assisting the of St7ORCC inw th

,
.
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- planning and management of SWORCC. The Associate
Director of the CSD emphasizes the' management -of
personnel and °the! Internal administrative matters.
The Director has lin authority in terms of projects
and user's and the Ass pciate Director has line authority
in personnel and'administratilli areas. Theoretibally,
`all 'staff. are available for- assignment to any area
based on the needs of users and SWORCC, and the
qualifications. ,and interests .of- the staff person,
Where practical and feasible, staff are assigned to an
area over a prolonged period of time.. These staff
represent a core,group.for each manager to draw on.

The Assistant Dire tor, and his Area Systems.Mana;ger(s),are regpon ible for providing services to
specific groups of users. This includes working-.with
the user in determining his needs,' .workiriii with the
Associate Director' in_ staff assignments,. and then
managing the actual projects which are undertaken.

Each staff member is assigned.to one primary manager
who is responsible for resolving any conflicts,
performing evaluations, and providing a direct person-
to-person relationsTlip. .11.owev.er, a staff member may '

work on several projects for different managers at the
same time. The primary manager is selected based on
projections that the staff member will work on projects
in his area 50% or more during the next three months.

III. TECHNIQUFS ANT) PROCEDURES,

lc
A. Fiscal Year Planning and Budgeting

The planning for projects and staff in the U.C. General
.Funds area for each fiscal.year involves the initial
allocation of U.C. Geneva/ Funds to SWORCC and thek2the
assignment of these funds to the advisory _committees.
Each advisory committeethen allocates the staff to the
.appropriate projects. This is pa relatively stable
process and is normally completed during the spring of
each year. It involves a, continuation of previous
commitments in many cases. However, because the demand
does normally exceed the supply, this Process requires
some very difficult resource allocation problems
especially .in the ADP area. This is clearly the
responsibility.of the advisory committees.

O

Planning for non-General Funds projectkis much more
difficult anditlynamic. Most of the activities in this,
area require an immediate response twa user request,
and it is difficult to anticipate these ibquests.
However, an 'effort is made each year to project user
needs and translate these into staff requirements.,'

333
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11,B. Effort Reporting and Projections
--

, .

. 4

.- .. .10

Each staff member submits a report of time.worked each

week by project, functioh, anciolay. -(See Attachment% 1

fOr copy, of form used.) These reports-are,the basic
input to a computer system in which time is summarized

by project and by staff person, and resulting reports
are distributed to ill, CSn, managers weekly. (See

Attachment 2 for sample pages from this wedkly report.)
This report is used by each manager as a quick way of

assuring, that each staff peisontis working on the right
projects, and that timegis bein% assigned properly to

indirect accounts (e.g. vacation, training, etc.). .

phis system produces a retort at the end of'each month
showing the time worked in the monthas well as for

the fiscal year to date, and, since the system was

implemented: (See Attachment 3 for sample, pages from

monthly report.) There ,is a report in sequence by
project and one 'in sequence by Staff person. The

report by staff person also shows.fhe percentage of
directly chargeable time for each project and shows the
projOpted percentage for that staff meMbekfor that
month and for.the next two months. The managers. use

these reports as turnaround documents entering
projecti ns for each staff person for eadh project for

the n three months. An updated report is then

produc howing the newprojectionsiwThe reports are

*also used to monitor.and control- project Costs as
compared to original projections -and to measure the

performance of individuals. They are used as a
historical basis fhr estimating costs for new projects.
rach staff member receives a copy of his report showing
how he spent his tine and how his 'time is projected for
the next three months.

'tanagers can submit new needs by using dummy

ideneFfication nunbers and entering' projections for

future months. The' AssOciate -)lrectpr then uses the
final monthlyrepdrt to identify those . staff Members

who will begin to have ttril*.availahple in future months
and those projects which have, a' need for additional.

personnel. .

C. :leeting New 'leeds

,Two other computer systems are used to sugplement the,"

Effort Reporting and' Projection ',System.: One is.. the

-Personnel Complement ystem which consists of a record

for each staff member including any Open positions. '

This' assists. 0SD managers-in maintaining the current
statusof present staff and orienings for recruiting,

purposes. The second system is tbe Skills Inventory.
System which maintains a record of the,skills postessed

'by. each staff member in teems of hardware, software,

339
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languages, and applications. Reports are produced by
individual and by skill to provide easy access to
answer any type .of questibn concerning SWORCC Staff
capability. (Seek Attachment, it, for sample pages from
Skills Inventory reports...) The system is updated width
new `staff on arrival 4nd quarterly fob' existing ffiff.

The following' are the- steps in identifying and
assigning a staff member to meet a new need

1. The Area Systems Manager wilt look to his core
group of'people for a person available,.

7
2. If the appropriate person is not ideAtified., the',

manager submits the requirement to the Associite
Director for assistance. The Skills Inventfory
and the Monthly ,Projections are used eto try - to
identify a person in another areato mee. the
need. If one -is identified, negotiations' are
undertaken with the appropriate managers to_
effect the change.

If no staff person is selected, the possibility
of utilizing staff in . other SWORCC
.divisions /departments and/or the possibility of
using U.C. faculty or students,' is purstied.. If
still not successful at this point, it may be
necessary to consider overall priorties, and A
insist that an area free up personnel from other
tasks to meet this new need.

The last possibility considered is recruiting. new,--
personnel to meet the need; Because of the,raptd
rowth of SWORCC and the CSD, recruitiqg is an

on-going function whichipis the responsibility of
the ASsociate Director. Any new' need is factored
into this function and personnel brought on board
as quickly as possible. -

A

V. Concld ion

-I.
Managing a staff of this size in a .shared environment is a.
challenging activity. It is an imperfect process which
requir s compromise, cooperation, and understanding by

. manage s and' staff. -Users must. be .cooperative and-
unders anding, .and on occasion, willineto=compromite. It
presen s many different kinds of problems', the Solutiow'to #
which an be summarized as follows.: 0

Staff personnekavailable to meet a user' need 'within. .
1Having the'properly qualified, motivate and managed I'

the userfi.time-aonstraints."
. ,

SWORCC has been successful in providing these services using
the t4chniques described. CSD managers are constantly Lie

I

4
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MONTHLY EFFCRT kEPORT WITH PROJECTION

BY STAFF MEMBER
# .

52= 3089-`BASSETT-1,--RDBTR--15-
,'

44

dr

_

14.
* .1 ,

PROJECT HOURS TO DALE OCTOBER PROJECTED TIME'
FROM 7/1JECT-DESOFIPTION--- Rii- SUB. WW.C.L.' 7PROJEET ACTUAL PROJECTED --NOV- mc JAN

/

l

7 . TIME X X

.11/111/76

")
U'
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PAGE 10

1

-INSTITUT17
TOTAL PROJECT

FACULTY grrag: REPORTING
TOTAL PROJECT*

PRCGRAM euoGgIfirmc
TOTAL PROJECT*

RES RGMTS PREDICTION MODEL

PAYR

MIS/FR

A30408

A34971

A35082

Ot 7951 153.0 12.5-
7516: * 153.0* 12.5* 8

02

-02

915.4 ; 133.5 66% 43
015.4** 133.5* 66.0* "P43

Allt
642.0 92.5 .o
642.0* 92.5* .0*

A35084--.. .02 364.5 89.5 6.5 S
A35(84-001 Q2 898.6 .0 .0

TOTAL PROJECT* 1.263.1* 89.5* 6.511"- 5

*35700 02 - .0 o o

TOTAL PROJECT .0* .0* 0*
' - - - , 4

'..e-

A35721 02 '-109.5 /02.5 43.5( 28
TQTAL PROJECT* 4 109.5* 102.5* 43.5* 28

. _
c --.- -

-RETIREMENT PObJECTIONS A35771 02 10.0 10.0 10.0 6 30
. TOTAL PROJECT* .... 10.0: 10.0* 10.0* 6 30.._..

'

--

30
30

30----3*
30 30

30 30
30 30 30 30

40 40 40-----40-
40 40 40 40

tt

STRAP PROJECT FOR URBAN DEVELaPMENT
TOTAL PROJECT*

NCN.81LLA48LE EFFCRT (X10000/
TOTAL PROJECT*

....,.

INACTIVE - PROJECTS

I t

..'

041016 92

X10000 02

16.0 16.0 16.0 .10

16.0* 16.0* 16.0* 10
t

854.3 29.0 ;5.5
854.3* 29.0* 5.5*

1X99999
TOTAL PROJECT*

GRANO TOTAL**

737.7
737:7*'.

54364.i*i
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.0*
.0

-T-

626.0* 160.0* '100 100 100 100 100
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RETIREMENT PROJECTIONS
.435771-
t-CC 1 -6 CC 7 -9

NAME

BASSETT Rosh s

[MCA/OAST HELEN

GEHRING.* MME

JEAIKE PATRIpA

***TOTALS****
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L

ID

swoacc COMPUTER SYSTEM DIVISION
MONTHLY EFFCAT REPORT WITH PROJECTION

BY PROJECT

WORK PROJECT YEAR
CLASS : SSIA TO GATE TO, GATE

CC 10-18

295-52-3C89 la,,,, 10.0
I

02

01
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02

158-.-18-..3896_ 42.0

296 -16 -0995 122.5

27246176.6 17.5
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192.0

42.0
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17.5

192.0

11/15/76
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r's6Sfosms/*HAROwARE

DORROUGHS 3500-4700

OORROuGMS 6700-7700

,

lam 3701168

NOVA

IPplow****LANCuAGE

ALuOL

-APE

ASSEMBLER

CoOOL

FU. TRAP

JCL-37010S

NOVA ASSEMBLER

PL/I

*******SOFTWARE

-CRJE

EASYTRIEYC

GPSS

ISM OS UTILITIES

us 360/370

SPSS

SXmAP

*******111; AREA

-c

APPLICATION

CLINICAL PNVESTIGATI

Ai

4

SKILLS INv,cTORY,

CASESERE RICK

TEACH

YES

DESIGN

EXPERT

EXPERIENCED

EXPERIENCED

YESYES TRAINEE

AttaChrnent 4

glOPERIENCED

EXPERIENCED

EXPERIENCED

EXPERIENCED

EXPERIENCED

EXPERIENCED

EXPERIENCED

exPERIENCE0

EXPERT

0f/09/76

PROGRAM

EXPERT

EXPERIENCED

EXPERIENCED

EXPERIENCED TRAINEE

OPERATE]

EXPERT

TRAINEE

EXPERIENCED

-EXPERIENCED

EXPERIENCED

'EXPERT
_ -

EXPERIENCED

EXPERIENCED

EXPERIENCED .

EXPERIENCED

a

EXPERIENCED

EXPERIENCED

EXPERIENCED

EXPERIENCED

/EXPERIENCED

EXPERIENCED

ExPERIENCE0

EXPERIENCED

EXPERT

MAINTAIN

EXPERIENCED

EXPERIENCED

EXPERIENCED

EXPERT

EXPERIENCED

,EXPERIENCED

EXPERIENCED

EXPERIENCED
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****HARDWARE****

.

. ' IBM 707 M"
. -

IBM: -7080

1"
INTEL 8008'MECRPR005

' INTERTRAN MINI-

LOCKHEED MAC -16

MODC0042 MINIS

NCR CENTURY 100/200

NOVA
IV

NUCLEAR DATA 810

. OPSCAN

POP 11

4

PDP 11/A0

PDP 8

POP.e.8

C PDP-8l1
4

POP1C

a53

(N

4

40#

SKILLS INVENTORY
.

441414HARDMARE****

NAME

'STANTON, GEORGE Li

GEMRING MAE

KRAFT, ROBERT.G

STAFFORD Tom

FALLON FRAN

RAY NEINRICN

8ECKER TIMOTHY 111,

FRITZ. JOE

SMITWROGER

CASEOERERICK

BECKER TIMOTHY L

QUINN. MARY

CAMERY R MICHAEL 4,

CHASE TIM

KUEMNLENZ GARY

TEACH DESIGN

EXPERT

EXPERT

YES

MOODS RO;IARD YES

JEE DANNY

JEE DANNY

CHASE TIM

CORBETT. KARL

FISH GREG

!;RITZ JOE

JEE DANNY

LEVIS JAMES

emirs ROGER

44CK'M

08/09/76

PROGRAM

EXPERT

EXPERT

EXPERIENCED- EXPERIENCED

TRAINEE

TRAINEE

EXPERT

EXPERT EXPER1

TRAINEE

EXPERIENCED

EXPERT

EXPERIENCED

EXPERIENCEi

EXPERIENCED EXPERT

EXPERIENCED EXPERT

EXPERT EXPERT

EXPERT

EXPERIENCED ,EXPERT

TRAINEE

EXPERIENCED

TRAINEE

TRAINEE EXPERIENCED

EXPERT EXPERT

% YES EXPERT EXPERT

EXPERIENCED EXPERT

TRAINEE

-ElrERIENCED

EXPERIENCED , EXPERIENCED

TRAINEE

ORERATE

EXPERT

EXPERIENCED

EXPERT

EXPERT

TRAINEE

lipAINEE

EXPERT

)
TRAINEE

EXPERT

EXPERT

TRAINEE

MA TAIN
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S

C.OG AR ASSEMBLER
.

01111tS. (CDC ASSEIBbe
, 111111

COURSE iliFp TER,.

r ASV CODER ":

EASYC.CDER

EC" kiN I VAC

EXECb-UN !VAC

FORMAC

FORTRAN

*

4

*

16'

*.-

:SKII,LSAONVENTORy

, '1t.:'N4410. SIOSSLANGUAGESSIO
,--- -

!ft
r.

.
WOODS

NAME t4d TEACH

HOWAA.
YOUNG MARK

IRMENT MIKE

W IL SON .4CK M

DOLION ALEXANDRA
4

GEORGE L.STANTON*J

LtPPOLIS MICHAEL

WOODS,HOWARD

SMITH' ROGR

MEYERS °Ay ID

ABRAHAMSON DAVID

BASSET T acia1
1

BECKER T rMOTHY L

. BeA2149. P L

1141' 11BOLTiON ALEXANDRA . 111

YES

-VES

' .... IBUBB MAURY .

,. , bUSSMAN BEVW
t 0

CAMiletY R MICHAEL,"
,_, .

4tASEBERE RACK
, 16

0
CASEBERE KATHY

e

I

4-

4

, y
,.C.4tA SE ,TIM

CLOSE KAREN ,YES
-v

1 -

COLSHER C

C 1.41114T .,X4F1L i
COWPERTHWAI TE JAN

.J4r, *s. DENNIS.

0. I

r1-47

41111k

fet0 IL/09(76 ty

PROGRAM

TRAINEE

EXPER IENCE6

EXPER IE CEO

EXPER

,0 RER E

k

PER It PECE 0

EXPie I ENCED

XPERT

EXPERIENCEDER Kitt ED
> .^'

EE

NE E

14 'EXPERT

EXPERIENCED
to. JP.

EXPERIENCED

TRAINEE
A

EXPERT./

TRAINEE,

EXPERIENCED,

EXPERIENCED

TRAINEE

EXPERIENCED.
4

EXPERIENCED

IRA NEE

TRAINgkj

EIFPERIENCED
S

TRA MEE

EXPERT

EXPERIENCED

eXPER 'MIMED

a.

TRAINEE

EXPERT

EXPEFI I ENCE))-- sl.

E ;ME
'

NEE

TRA I

;EXPE

;4440

TRAINEE , ,

EXPERIENCED

EXPERIENCED

TRAINEE

EXPERIENCED
-0

EXPERIENCED

Emega IENcgo 356'
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***S011TWARE**1180

.r

Luc t UCC)

DYNAMO 2

EASY TRIEVE

EASY TRIEVE

.
. ECAP

4

ESCAPE

EXEC 8 UNI VAO

EZFORM /PTFORM ,

4'

FON me

GPSA 4
.1.!

. , . . .
,

:L

.4

e- 357 6 .
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SKILLS INVENTORY

1004SOFTWARE***,

NAME TEACH"' DESIGN

STANTON, GEORGE L EXPERT

STUNKEL JACK C

WILLIAM KROGH

STUNKEL,I. JACK C

SOLTON ALEXANDRA

FALLON FRAN

QUINN. MARY

BOLTON. ALEXANDRA

CASEBERE RICK

GEHRING DRUCE

BOLTON ALEXANDRA '

WILLIAM KROGH

WINSTON LOW'S

iTUNRELsJACK C

SMITH ROGER

KEITH BRUCE '0

BOLTON. ALEXANDRA
ft 41

MdkErtS. 40AV I 0

WILLIAM KROGH

BOLTON. ALEXANDRA

'CAS ESERE .RICK

EDWARD'S- MARGI

40PSYT4E 14.NLev-

LAKE RONALD E.ak

PIEWI TT KAllitY

'RAY HEINRICH

a

EXPERIENCED

'0/1/09/76

4
PROGRAM

EXPER IENCED

EXPERIENCED

EXPERIENCED

YES' '* EXPERIENCED
1%..

,TRAINEE

EXPER IENCED

YES, .

4

vt

EXPAR &EKED to VIPER II114CE0

4 '

EXAERIENCED EXPERIENCED

EXPERIENCED

TRAINEE
.

EXPERIENCE*

EXPERT EXPIERT,

EXPERIENCED EXPERIENCED

` EXPERIENCED

C

I,

EXPERIENCED EXPERIENCED

EXPERIEkE0

TRAINEE

TRAINEE `

TRAINEE

' EXPERIENCED

TRA I NEE

TRAINEE
I

OPERATE `

c.

4

MAINTAIN

4

EXPERIENCED

EXEEIT

EXPERIENCED

, TRAINEE

TRAINEE
de."

TRAINEE
416.

EXPERIENCED

NEE,INEE,

lo r
EWER eNcto

TRAINEE

e

EXPERIENCED

TRAINEE

1../
/1
142

TRAINEE

TRAINEE 358
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***A AREA ****

AuTkER COUNTY

CICS CONVERSION

1EVriLUMNI

DEVELOPMENT

I

.

411

ALUMNI

.°
'ALUMNI DEVELOPMENT

APPLICATTIO4

SALES BACKORDER

SALES SCHEDULING

BOARD ,OF ELECTIONS
4

2200S TO 3270'S
,

DARK

ALUMNIDEVELOPMENT

.4

OevELOOMENTiALUMNI
t

DOCUMENTATION.

EDUCATIONAL

.LEFFORi '

E. F F REARS NG

1
,EPA

.
359

-

DARK

DARK

.5'1(111. S INVENTORY
c v .4: s.

4414** AREA 4444*

NAME

CORBETT. KARL

COROETT.KARL

LAUX. boo

mcFARLANo tMANNON

MCLAOGHLIN CAROL(N

GARV HUSSDNO

A 4
HARTKEMEYER MARY

JENIKE PATRICIA L

MCBREEN BRUCE

WE I SK I WI.. JOLE

BASSETT 43d8
)

. -

el.ISSMA#4 BEV

JENIKE L.

MCFARLAND SHANNON *

(-
a.

TIME, SHARING

FACULTY MCTIVITYANA.
FACULTY EFFORT SYSTE

.

P R1' N G
. if

NN AM8OR. EMISSIONS '

to

YUD,OVSKY MEL

STAFFORD-10M

FRdteKt. MARGRAT

FRITZ. JOE '
4

BA.SSET 7 ROBIN

BASSETT } ROBIN.

siASSETT 'ROBIN

fTAtZT DN. GE L

WOODS Howaiw.

EDWARDS MAR4 I E,

FOrSY THE 'STANLEY .

LAX 11 RONALD E

104

TEACH
t

EXPERIENCED

EXPER

TRAINEE

.4
7T RA1 NEE

.08/09/76

PROGkAbi

EXPERT

EXPERT

TRAINEE

EXPERT

EXPERIENCED

EXPERIENCED

# TRAINEE

EXPERIENCED 410.

EXPERT 13 'EXPERT

EXPERIENCED' EXPERIINCED
,

'TRAINEE
-rt---.

EXPERT.

c
EXPERT

TRAINEE.

EXpERIENKtif

EXPERT

TRAINEE

k EXPERIENCED

EXPERT EXPERT

TRAINEE EXPERT ,

EIIPERIEN5ED ,

EXPERT \

EXPERIENCED

./EXPERT

/
r TRAINEE

EXPERIENCED,

ow/RIEKE° EXPERIENCED

'er" EXPERT

OPERATE

0-

. MAINTAIN
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SECURITY IN THE DATA PROCESSING DEPARTMENT

.

,-

Raymond D. Behl-mann
Partner

Ernst & Ernst
Indian

executives believe that security means only the

ical protectibn of theAkomputer facility. In 4
imost every functional area which creates,

_processes, or uses data'pose's security problems._ This

paptr cover theEknst & Ernst approach to liata Systems

Security rathe than just. CoMputer Security through a

.Comprehen'sive rev ew:service for clients.
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NSecuriV in the Data 'Processing DepartMent

..4°1 '

.

- . ,.

i.:1

t . .
.

.

How t?ulfterable is y ur data processingleystee...What would happen if the
. .

information on your computer files were destroyed?...How susceptible it;
0
your

system' to unauikorized penetratioN4.Could you continue in business if your,

computer center was suddenly destroyed?

.

'nese are the types of questions we continue to ask our client management,

for despite. all that has been written abut potential hazards of computerized

-r ecotds our internal control and EDP reviews, which are integral Parts of in,

audit continue to Show us that few companies really know how vulnerable their

..computer systems may be. Nor do they know how costly human error, fire or losth

. of ata in pleir computer centlican be. Large dollar losses to sabOcage by
!

disgruntlecremproyees, accidents, negligence, or fraud are common; For a busi-

,-)

ness in institution highly dependent on a computer, its very-- survival can, in

fact beat stake. Yet, to paraphrase another writer, too often company execu-
k

tivef and Boards of Directors continue to play a game of corporatio n Russian

Roul/ette, that at any moment their management might receive the equivalent of

a bullet to the xorporaxe-brain, brigging disaster not only to company opera-
..

tions but akso-Tti flie employees, stockholders, customers and perhaps to depen-
if, '.

.

. . ,

dent segments of the general public; and in today's militant climate the danger
.

. .

-of'perthopal liability throeh,legal action ,b}' Othe harmed dividualsror,groUps
-,:

1

also exlIsts.,

. ,

t
. ,

4
,..

)tLet us examine some of the factorsUich.make ke/computer or data systems
t .

. / i . 1

Aktviity area system so impOrtant tqday. .

0

i %O. ,

k . or one thing, more and more reliance is bepg placed on computers fax
.

.

day-10-day operations. Not only are'companits placing their entire management
. 1

. .

information systetn at a 'central loption to control day Lto -dikactivities, but
.

.

.

fr .

s
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also includt all of their future plans %lid planning devices asipart of this in-

formation system. aa k

This increased operating reliance leaves few many processing alternS-

tives. In most installations today, manual bypass procedures are.no longer

Ipractical, s
04
nould a-problem arise during computer processing. Seldom are the

people skilled in manual processing still'Iround even. if old bookkeeping ma-

111.

,

.

chines ancrprocedures manuals could he found, and this is doubtful.

Today's data systems are also extremely complex. The'expanded use of on-
.

line systems, data communications-, integrated data bases, and other sophisti-

cated processing technrqUes has significantly increased ti complexity of most

4114.

computer operations.

Anotherfactor which makes computer security imporfanil.today s the in- ,

creasing cost and difficulty of recovering from serious accidental or inten-

tional errors,,or from natural disasters., Evenif a good backup plan is in

iexistence, the cost to bring it up quickly and to maintain it -can be extremely

.J expensive in terms of additional aquipment casts and people resources.

In today's computer environment there 'is also a much higher concentration

of risk because so much critical information is now mailtained in the relatively

small area of a central data processing department.

Finally, as the data processing operation grows, the security exposures

inc'r'ease both in number' and in the value of the potential loss, more and ate

people will be involved thus ThcreAsing the odds of fraud, human error or neg-

ligence.
I

In oider to better focus on what we are talking about, letri look at a few
,

'situations whilfh are relevant to today's topic. tquity Funding is cer- tainly .

.

one of the more colorfil frauds. Stan Goldblum and his Itolleagues pulled off
*

. '.
. .

the biggest as y et discovered fraud in U. . History. Among other thingt,'it

.,11,

\
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.involved,special comPciter coding of bogus insurance policies. Of over three

billion in face value carried on the computer records, only one billion was

legitimate,. You will see many books and articles written about this master

fraud which. may mark the point in-history when business`' realized that

computer lated security risks are something to be reckoned with.

The Equity Funding debadle probably could not have been prevented because

t
of such massive tbp management corlusion, but a good security program' would

halie required thalleven more
-
people be involved which would have reduced the

chance IrChe fraud going undewcted so long.

To put things in persPectye, I would like to quoke from the "Report of

the Special Committee on Equity 'Funding" of the AICPA: "Much of the publicity

about Equity Funding has characterized it as a "conliouter fraud." It would be

more accurate to call it a "computer-assisted Baud." The computer was used,

to a large extent, to manipulate' files and create detail, detigned to conC601

the fraud. Much of this processing was performed by personnel from outside the

EDP department who were allowed access to computer hardware, software, and files."

More specific information is available from the AICPA "Report of the Spe-

iial Committee on Equity FunciOng", and "The Great Wall Street Scandal" by R.L.

Dirks and L. Gross.

Another interesting and perhaps even romantic story is that of Vouch Tone"

Jerry Schneider. Jerry struck Pacific Telephone for $5 million worth oitele-

phone equipment. He placed orders to the company's warehouses using their touch

tone ordering system. .He then had the equipment delivered to construction sites.

,

throughout thecity where his trucks pcked them up. He later sold this equip-

ment back to the, telephone company.

. eS-

There are two stories of how he Learned to use the touch. tone

tem. One story says that 'he posed as a journalist for a D.P: magazine and

-3-
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learned ho the system worked while gathering details for an article; the other

story says that he found an instruction manual inthe company's trash.

Jerry's operat,i.on was stopped when one of his truck drivers turned him in

. ,

because Jerry wouldn't give him a raise. Which proves that good employee'rela-.

cl\tions is important regardless of one's profession. Jerry was convicted an drew

a sixty-day jail sentence which was reduced to forty days for good behavior.

While he was in jail heprogrammed the county's acciunts payable system. Jerry

is now a computer security consultant. While I.did not have the privilege of
11.

seeing the recent TV program featuring Touch Tone Jerry, I understand that he

showed that he can still breech the security of a major data system with rela-

tive ease.

-Certainly one of the more embarrassing fires was the one which struck the

data processing cent of the IBM Program Information Department In Hawthorne,

N.Y. The center was their main storage and shipping point for their systems

and applications programs. The fire occurred in 1972 and lasted for over

twelve hours. While the keyboards were turned i last tter

and tons of paper were reduced to ashes.,
.

As in the case with many computer-related fires, the fire
I
did not origi-

nate in thecomputersroem, but rather it started in a storage area directly be-
.

acalL The fire spread through the air coniOdoning ducts. The heat generated,

which incidentally reached well over 1000°F., caused the majority of damage.

As a result of the fire, IBM lost many master copies of programs. This

disaster woul,d have been much worse except that they had a ready disite r and

recovery plan which enabled them to resume operations in less than ftwe-.days,

A good example concerning the type cif problem that can occur with inade-

quate control of.thesystems development prooess is the story of the inflated

payioll:- A manufacturing company was converting an incentive payroll, based on

-4- . 365
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`zpieces produced rather than hours earned, to' a coniguterized operation. The

union contract specified that overtime, holiday, and vacation pay would be

Ji

based on an employee's average -hourly earnings for the.previous.ten dayeGI An

error made in programming the payrbll resulted in an inflated 'average hourly . ,

rate being calculated. When management discovered the error- aidattempte

correct it-the 'Union struck the cbmpany saying that a precedent has been set.

These are a few examples of problems that can occur as organizations be-
t

,

cometmore dependent on their computer operations. I am sure thit all of you

have heard many more of these horror-stories, some -real, some imagined, and

some'just embellished. Regardledsthese problems can be dealt with.

HoWever, it is important to understand that there_ 'are no 100 percent an-,

swers to computer security.

With this in mind, remember that since management (and I mean Management,

not' just data processing 'management)' has a responsibility-to protect the.com7

pany's assets and they should take a prudent- approach in-the treaPf:Computer

security.

Just what is prudence?..Prudence.is when.you trust everybody in a poker

game, but cut,the car ds anyway. /t is-an attitude:that qtestions anything out

of line or uspi4pus, and it is rejecting slipdhod procedures and "working

,,

0 .

habits. Prudence -is the basis for,,anyimacticat,and sbund.security.program
- k

....

.

and includes, trying to deal in advancewith whNplighe tUiirong.

/here are certain elements always vresent in any:good seemrity program,
AP

... ,

whether it be in the ares of plant security or computer security. The, first
.

-.. 6 ,

element is t4 deter potentia)-'sebnrity abust yith psychologically inhibiting

.

'r t is *' factas. The most cahmon form of deter en s rough the ire of sign4,- For
A '

, . . .,

Yexakple: "No Admittanc4 4 "1Authorized4personnel Only", efis
#6 .i ,

I
/

)

I

gib
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A peftedialleature of any good security program isgto.protect assets'against

loss. Min may be accomplished by sophisticated surveillance.eouipment or bx
. f

mere safegyArding:tital fecordstin a fireprojevalat.

A gobd security program should be able to prevent or divert,a threat dur-

.

ing its, implementation. For exstple, a bdtsfar alarm, a fiTe alarm, etc.
OP

4 good securitysOtem should be able tOdetect potential problems before
.

they become actQal problems. For example, 'a firibdeteCtion system can alert

-personnel to a fire in itsincipiene stage, thereby allowing them to react be-

4,
foresignifisant damage occurs..

;

Another element,of a good security system is to be able to limit the ex-
,

.01-ff`

tent of.loss should a risk materialize., kfire extinguishing system for exam-
..

.

ple would attempt to limit the damage should a fire occur in a computer faCiliv.

To 'be sure that a secur

level, phe program must hate

This would. include a

.

r 4
external'audits or reviews.

ity.program continues to perform at the desired

a provision for au and control ,on a continuing -

good nternal audit progratInoonjunction with

J 44'

0.,

An important'point to keep in mind while developing a Acurity prograTja.

that it should be done WI,thin-a reasonable tost: lgo.ane wants to pm*, more fo:'
IP 4

g security, program than the potential- risks one 4g4protectin against. Care"
'

_should be exercised not to go beyond the paint of diminishing returns. This

, . -.,

can only bedone after careful study.
. . .

Let me.again reremphasfre-that there axe no igp percent answers to corn-
.o,

pyter securit ': at any cost:* In Order to provide protection -of .assets, it is

AN ,
impfttant to'have'a pound security program.

'.,

How then, does minagemeRt,go about developing this 'security program? -

There are several steps involved in

-.

developing a security program. First 1

, . .

.

. . .
. 4 t

management (mist identify th major areas of concern - where, are the risks and

(

risks

' -6- 367
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Second, after identifying particular-risks and exposures, management must

evaluate the appropriateness of the present system of safeguards. jhitd, once

these potential eXposut-Whave been defined, a written plan addtessing these

concerns shouldbe developed. Thexposures should be priority-ranked for im-
. 0

plementation purposes. In other words, areas of concern whbte there is a high.
risk sliouldabe addressed before those representing a lesser risk.

After the plan for the sbctipity_program ha'sbeen developed,\the fourth step
.. -

plan. When actually implementirt this plan, managementis to implement

should attempt to get the full Cooperation and participation'of all employees.

'dr example, Pall American.World Airways, as part of its security program, de-
,

A. 1 .
''..

4

dared all of its 36,000 employeet:to security officers. A tightening of

securttiin all aspects °file airlines operations wag seen immediately.
--- .

'.0
..,

v
For the security program to be workable, the sixth. step is to establish re-

.

"----....

,- sponsibility for the.enforcement and control of the prograi. As the final it
, $

a .

, $
seventh 'step, indeveloping a security program,, maeagament must proVIde an audit

.-
. ...

. for cbmpliance to security procedures and to look for neat exposures and prob-
. 41

le= on e periodic and surprise basis through the use of internal audit and

A f: .

.

. -

periodic external audits-or reviews.

i4 , At

We- have found that many companies .have people trained hi industrial or

plant security. Howevdr, very few have specialists with the knowledge and'ex-
,l

.perience,to review data systems adequately and objectively. For this reason

many Companies havt%gone to odbside'consultants to assist them in this special.-

. .

izeh area.

,While'we can assist clients In all seven steps of a good security program,."--
...

.

, ' N. ,

we have geVelopethan-in-depth service covering tirl first three steps mentioned.' J

- .
,4.

Because of the.broad'scoPe oA/the Problei which extends beyond the .phys 1 ,-

. ,
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. -atipects'of confuter security we refer to'this service as ,a Data Systems Security

fi

W

IP

Review. -This re-view is intended to help: (1) Identify risks arid exposures,
. 4 .

(ZLE4rtaplUate e adequacy of current security: aid (3) Provide tte basis for
.

. ... ,

developing a priority-ranked plan. - . 'I
, .

,. -
:- .

11., Our program his been developed ail natio al basi .s; therefore, it is a'
r it

.

standardized, uniform approEeh to ,security re iews throughout the country.
, - . * e ci,

This national commitment also makes, ft. possible for our specialists in this
7 A

, .
area to r eview' the data Aystems security area and jo4flect changes and im-_

-provements to our program frolotilluing basis.
.. 4

r

4 Our ittibgrwetti is "a broad,-based;*comprehensi've review 'covering eight major,.r 4 . . .
6 L

interrelated 'areas:of computer concern_ %, The teview is disciplined; conducted.. ..
_ N; 4 1111

. ,

v
=by using...a comprellensive list of over .w. evaluation 'points covering. the mlfrjor

. I t. . 4 .. .

as of exposure 1.,w data systems) security. eV .
yet it is cusromiz.ed to meet- ha...

4
. ,

.. .
. :r .

'cormany or institer: tion ' 4ecific needs in two wys F'irst s5,andrd evalu-If .

Aaticin poidts are priority to reflect.,c specific risks,and exposures:, Then,, .

. . e ., . .
., .

additional ivE4teftion pointsA. are developed:to reflect unique aspects of the data . ' ,

,

jp podessirif 'function.

- The scope of Our ilesto SystdmsqsecUrrty
.
review incluide:

. . r or .
- - . -

- Scope - PersOnneq Practices * s.
%,..,

. A* The 'first area isr-pe,rsonnel and is concerned 'with:
.

- angatiizaV.on .structure .

- Re crn teohnlques
. 4

. Pre.-: Pdst-etplaymentroeedures
*I I

,4fr
Opentirra rules

And ocher areas where employee-rela.tedllipblems could
. .

;

9

tentially disruPCakontp any' s security -IR the data

4 .t" systems area.
, .

I 3. .69
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- We evaluate areas such as:

- Do employment practices reduce the probability of hiring-

a security risk?
.

f me
- Are there special screening procedures for persons holdidg

"Statitive" data Processing positions?

''),
.. .

/i

- Do terMinatAon procedures rdwer IDbadges, Credit Cards, '
- .

4
keys, and Similar items at'time of termination?

- Scope - Physical

I

In the area of Physicaj security we ate interested in'the physical
.

andsafeguards taken to protect peisonnel and equiptent.i;
. ,

.

- We reView"Akccess control,.surveillanee equipment, fire prevention

'
end detection systems, alarm systems,

4W
and other devices used' ,to

0 _A

.protect and safeguard the DP installati
44 V

In this area we inveriga qUestions suedes.:

. s .ID° existing safeguards adequately limit access to
\s/0

restricted areas* .
, 6 , 1 ,

s equipment been installedto prevent, detect or limit -.

w

'the-imp4ct ofnatural disaster such as fires,-froods or

.

'earthquakes?

- How often is Se equiPmentlipesed?

alb

fcppe - Data, Programs,, and- Documentation

Here we are looking for sufficient documentation, so that

data ancl_programs couipl b- recon ucted if necesdarY,
4 ita al

/
- We are also reskiewing their protec ion both on-site and,st

. .%)

' 1

.

. .

0.

.4. the backup site to insure ,protection against manipulation
.

or loisithrough acp-yents-orWillful destructiOW.

.

3 'as

e I

.
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1

- This would include program change proCeduresLdocumintation

standards, data library access controls and other techniques
.

to control and protect records.

-, Here ye 'ask questions like:'

I

e

Is the documentation sufficient

Are provisions lor the physical

and documexItation adequve?
.

.
- Scope - Operating

L.

to restore lost data progra ?

protection of data, programs

*it

- Hee we are reviewing safeguards over the information utilized

by the _D'P facility.

We review things such as:
.

- Data and output handling

t'
,

.

- Are.there techniques for assuring the accuracy 'an

completeness of data betngrprocessedr

r Operatorcontrols

-*Job controls

,

Record keeping
A

4*

, 4

Ineerisl..audit procedures
"'"' \ ,

.

. ,

And_ we would determine anglers to %mations such ad:

d'

- Arep§erating personnel adequately supermared?
-11e. --

. % ,
lip

,

- Scope. L Backup
b

,

Backup pro sionslor data, programs and documentation are
11

.;"
ereviewedto ascertain that the *per copies are retained

: .

' and ,that the provide, the m ani to adequately recover in,-

the, case of an emergency,

4
.

0

.4

-3 71
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7- We reViewitackup to insure that alternate operating plans:

exist so that,in the event of an emergency the EDP instal-

latioa,c ula Continue to function.

- In -this ate¢ we question items such as,:

-,'- Are they alternate processIng resource's available if there
.

Wan extended loss-of computer facilities;

- Are therrackup capiesof'datir, programs and documentation

to.allpw an

orfiactd"?.

Scope - Development

- ,In this area, we review the development activityof computer

systems both -from. the DP side and from thestandPoint of user

effective recovery from disaster Acb As fire

ve these plans been tested?

d;p1litMent needs. It:includes a review of:

- Specification controls

.Project review procedures

- Progbamming standards and practice'
. ,

.J.TestAng
,
techniqrs

We question situations and, procedures such as:
.

Itave. there been sitgatians.where It took several months to

wadi; the bugs out Of i newly-automated applicatio4

-.

(-
.-

Dpes.the Company's' internal audit reviewor assist in the-
?'

, desfgn of tahtrolprodedutes for new SysteMs?
A.

k

4

- Scope% - Insurmie

7 Insurance is a relatively new Area for DP emstallations.
.

We,review DP insurance for:
a .

T Tbe-scoPe'of coverages
.

...: 72
'. .4 .....--..
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'

..-

.1

Any eiluillpsiwiitten irlto the policies, and
, 6

Compliance requirements - to be sure all remepts.are
..

.

,
. ,

being met for.conttnued corsage: 7 '

-.. . ,' ',. - . , e

- InAurince is reviewe go .be sure there is an ade u d second,'
.

line Of aefense
.

'should the com pany lose some poTtion or all.pf

.

, , ./ " . .

.
its DP facility. l'i&iTet' eer. ,it 'dos not r-iminate the need fo.

a

a sound security program.

Scope - Security Program
- /

/
.

- We review a security program to be sure there

in writing covering ar s uch as:

- Contingengswand disaster plans
, .

- Employee awareness programs
c

- Enforcement 5-

11

is

1

a viable plan
.

, \
, ----.

c
- Other emergency'plans, so that if needed they can be employed

. .
. t

with the.least disruption poisible.
.

'.. ..%

-it

. ,
. .

- this area we woul4rask things uch as:
: t'

4°
-

, - es the company have forma asterpfans?

-

.

Have tbe plans ever been tested?
-

Supplemental'.
bfir,

,. .- This is the area where we

.

woultekpand the evaluation po nts,
. .

.. ...,

. . ..
to cover areas unique'tothe speciflic 'needs of the company.

.

+
The e, them are the major ateis of concern inlcomputer 'security that,-1,4

w-

our
%

our opin an'are necessary parts of a good systems security review:

(
es

- 3.7 3 - A
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,

SyVmems Development
.

Physical Safeguards.* ,Insurance

t Data, Programs and.,Documedialion S,,ecurity
t

Program and Plans

0 ,;

resolved. Altho h there ire no koo percent anSwers4 it is management'sre-,
_

,.. .

.

sponsiblity to /.exercise due,cae in providing far.the.prot,ection of She com- 0

. 4 : ,

parry 's assets./
-

,s

...
I , 1 /

. , ; , . ' : , 11P

The probem' a "nor0 Problem and:prudent-action is Aeded. We urge all

1 1!"- / ,, . . . ,

nt t6. take this, prudent action and 'to ,pfeirentto 4114 extent possible

4, . .
. I \ I 4 . . S t

the continuation of data system security uhdrror Stories". /
, t

'4
.

: ,
- *, c- A A

a. 4 . 1
Operating.Proceduie" 1 , % Sdpplemental Areas

.BaCkup Provisions

...

A/Eati Systems SecUtit Review whether done internally or by independ nt,
"' 4

.

,1
objective third partisA should give the company or institution alialistic_ . ,

.

evaluation based on analysis of expoiure and'xisg; a review of current security
*

- O.,
I , .

posture giving'practical recommendations which reflect a philosophy-of "Beason-
-

r . A .
abl Assurance" which implies that the cost of a security program

'I.

should not

'I
e the peteptial loss; andae sound basis FOr:d vp'ing a priority ranked 4

. .

.

._,

... 1

security plan. .

1

In summary, we would like to that we believe a data systems security
_

.

review. Should Wiese comprehensive broad-based scope and should be ',disciplined,

tested, anjpreCtitedi S t

- As evidenced by/Equity Funding, fires, an& other security breaches, data
._

'
_

systems security isibecoming,more,and more important. Management (and again
.

rpstate not fust'data processing margement):must take the initiati4e to,be
.

- r

surd tha-t safeguards areimPlemened and that security fireache-a are foun& and,
4 -

4.
. r 4

-13 3'74
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FAIR INFORMATION. PRACTICE LEGISLATION: /:

IMPACT 011 .HIGHER EDUCATION RECORDS SYSTEMS...,
*

Samuel I. Schaen
Privacy Projec s,

System -Developme rporation
McLean, Virginia

0

. ..
, .
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,

The Feageral:goverdment has passed 'several, Taws 'regulating
. .

,

the information handlingpractices of orgapizatiOnp.$ The
i . ,.

Family Ed catiopal Rights end Privacy. Act 'of l974.. (also
J

.

known ,at Buckley AmendMent .requires all;educational
*

institutions receiving Feder fundi to subScribe to its.. t IA
provisions. In addition, State and Federal,legIslatiori,
Ilk be ext+ded to cover teSe-'institutiOns ..ijn tine fupire.

This_ session dealt wit h-esome. cf- the, explicit' and, implic-it-----

design and,operational requirements\imposedlby.legiiiation

of inforMtion.practices. For examOi.e,..accessing, updating,

. expunging. andeprotecting information will have-to,be donp
..,

at``. the data field level rather than pt, the 'record or 'file

leel..a 1.;,Is'tiiadition4lly-been'tbe case,..
,.

-
#

= ,

.41

J

4c,

1,

AN,

4

The'-above abitract of thi-e-'sessignes included for'-the
interest of-the reader, , This session was based on.a booA '

-enti.tled,-The Privacy dect of 1974: A Refellence Manual for
. .

Corripeiariee by Arthur A. Bushkin-arid Sarduel I. ,Schaenr For' '.

further information, Vladse contact the authors at 7,n,9 .

Wistpark Drive, McLean, Virginia 22t01..

.

4.
..;$ .'

.'.',1
4

. .
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SECURITY' AND PRIVACY AT A PUBLIC_ UNIVERSITY

Herbert W. Bomzer.
AsSistant Director

Administrative Data Processing
Univer of- Zilinois

Ur a, Illinois

e4

The. data center and e user offices at a public vniversity..-

have a respO nsibility to maintain security and ec,4"protecti
4

the privacy of the individuals whose data they process.

This persists ven.though much' personal data are 4ccessible4
in.libraries. Nov/ to identify "private data, what security

preciutions

and what
,

protect pn, are questions facing adminisiiators responqible
,

o take to protect these ditta from being abused,

e reasonable costs and ,proged_ures_to_provi,de-

rip
for safeguarding inkorMation-and emiipment. The approaches

taken by a team at the University

these quesip.ons are- described, in this paper,

t.

76
O
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SECURITY AND PRIVACY AT A PUK,IC UNIVIASIVY

Use. or 'misuse of information stored in data banks can affect the

welfare'and future of every individual in our society. Wvertheless Is

odd as it may seem, at present the average citizen does not have ao, clear

definition of' al 1 his rights regarding information that:is. col 1 ected'about

him, how it is treated, or what he can_ do about its use.

The ethics and 'standards Tnaintainid by universitieshave for a long

time been a major, factor in the support , of . systems to 1 imi t the

distribution of data which were considered personal or. pri vete by an
'I

individual. The passage of the Family EducationaltRights and Privacy_ Act*-
* / .

of 1974 increatted concerns regarding security and prfvacy pi' university

records. The Act provides among -other things that federal funding will be

withheld from higher educational. institutions which deny a student the .

right to inspect and ch'allenge the content of his or her cumjiative

record. addition -the Act-linpbsesrestrictions upon access by others
, .

,to 41 student's record without I student's written consent. The

realization of the financial impact sent the universities scurrying into

investigations' o how best to insure that they were complying with the

Act..

What is meant when the, subject of privacy is addressed? According to

.0; the dictionary, privacy is the. stats of bel'ongin'g, concerning, :or being

ted to only one person orto specific persons. Op the other
4
Mend,

A,

security is defined by Webster as freedom-frpm dangeror risk. 'Clearly,

privacy cannot he. assured without security.

'Today,' there_are six federal statutes that contain aspects of privacy-

4 .protectibn:

4r,

,

1

37
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The Freedom of Information' Act

. 4The Fair Credit Reporting Act

The Family educational Rights and Privacy Act

The Privacy Act of 1974

The Fair Credit Billing Act
.

!

lit

. The Equal OpportunS ..ty Act

. e Privacy Act of 1974 applies only to the Federaligovernment, whereas

the others are general. At the state level, we find versions of these

being adopted (e.g., Arkansas,. MassOusetts, Ohio).

A general notion reflected by,legfslation suggests that, "Privacy

. .

refers to the rAhts of individuals and organizations to determine for

themselves when.' how, and to what extent information about them-is-to be

transmitted to Others.P(1) This ii consistent with the cifinition of

privacy which implies that the information is under Control, or at least

cognfiance, of the individual specified. The individual justly

concerned with ,the type of information in files, the'atcuracy, integrity,

completeness, timeliness, and 'relevance: of the information as well as its

use. SecuritY,-"on .the 'other hallb,

- information or` nprotection- .of data aga
. .

.diclosure to unauthorized persons, or unauth

es physical protection of the
,

accidental or intentional

zed modifications."(1),

Both the Privacy Acts and Credit Acts have a direct impact
, ,,n

o'public
,

.

, .

universities. In the context of the Privacy Act, it is 'necessary to

Alefte -what is meant by

111-

"student" is,defined.as,

Uni-versity Of *11 1 inois ,

"student". At the University of Illinoii)i,

person who is or has been jn,attendance at, the
. .

and for whom,the!Unlversity maintainpeducation

records personally identifiable .iriformation"..W. The definition',

2 378
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includes on-campus, extramural and"Oorrespondence course students. The .-
% . .*,

Fair Credit Reporting Act of 1971(1, amongst other things; provides'that /

. )
.

.. /.

383.

individuals be inforilied. of .the nature and substanceof information in
, %

/

'their credit 'files. The University, as an employer and as a creditor. /

maintails records which affect the credit rating of employees and

studentt: DiscloSure,of information contained in these 4tebrds mu

_comply with the Fair Credit Reporting Act.

The data center and the userWfices at a public university have a

responsibility to maintain security and to protect -the privacy_ of the

individuals whose datrthey possess. Figuqg 1 car -ser4e to illustrate the

situation affecting information privacy.. Data are collected from an.

,-)40

information source or a number of informatidt sources. -In the case of

students, this might be grades wbich are submitted by instructors' to the

department or to the registrar's office., In the finandial aids area this *

might be the basic information. that is submitted by parents to IA
.

: . .t
,

financial' aids office. P In any event, :his. 'informatjon_seneeally is,
, .

.
. . / ', / .

,

funneled to some data collection point. The data collection point is

normally under the control of some user office mithinthe

From this%point data may be accumul4e0 alcllftglrito a specified' format
2

.

for
46 .

f processing, or the data: may be-entered reitly totthe.comptiter center

. .
. ./..,:/4.

*through i terminal or data entry sh ts befaye processing. In . the forher

. case the data may be protessed oMple
,

tely within the and

4 .
.

,
.

_

become part of a physical file. AT ernatively, the data may be. assembled
: .

4 y

and 'forwarded to the data prIFessitg office to be f matted and- entered
91A, ,

into the computer. From the computer,,tRt data are -placed it storage,

:

4either' on tape, or 'On disk, before going 'through proceslimg and then are
-

3 37
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r
returOOPto storage c' are forwarded to a'legItimate user .iln the form:of 0 or

report or display. AfthibUgh the vautions ta0h 'may- vary with the firm'

the data are in, the -fact remains that the information must be 'protecte

The Privaci, Act of '1974' also created a "Privacy protection Study

Commission" to, lialce a study of data automated data 'pyocessing

programs and information ,systems gomernmental,.regionar, and:private ,cl

organiiations ih order to deiermink standards and prOcedures to be.

*nforced for the protection, of personal privacy." Although the final

report of this group i1 not forthcoming until Juna Of 1977,-. the 'issues

thathat it is addressing affect
Ar

many aspects of daily university life'
t

including health records, employmeNt Tiles, personnel files, and issues of

confidentiality. Educational Institutions are one of the 14 types of,,

organlzatiouwhose record-keeping practiCes are to be.6amined.-- A

In view of glowing activity_ at both the federal amt. Late levels,,ane''

in viewlpf their historic responsibilities, public, uhl ersities mutt be
..

.

prepared tol deal' with 1 the problems of pri cy, security', and

confidentiality. Information which legitimately belo gs in the public
,......

...... , _

li

' , -domain must' be specified and separated. In the li ht'ofthe evolving
*

issues, the public university is faced with the probl m of 'identifying
.. .

.private data, sandnd then considering whiat security precautions to take to

protect these data from being abused. *A fundamental guestgon 'facing the

university is,4 "What reasonable course of procedures can the university

provide in order to ensure that the proper safeguards are being taken ? ":
. ,

.''
. .

. . .

. At % nothe Univer9ty of Illiis administrative data are processed by a

central computer. Figure 2 shows the configuration -under which the

computer services for administrative data are provided. As nown in the

..

38.0
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figUre, the IBM 3701 168 coMputerii accessed not only by the University

r . * .
offices, bUt also by external groups such as the Illinois Board of -Higher

Education,
, lie Illinois Community College Board, and others. *. The ,14.

. -

peripherals located at the Center include:thirty-eight double capacfty_

3330 disk dtives..and twenty -two dual density .3420 tape drives.
_i

. , , '= .

Approximately 11:000 tapes. for various. user offices are stored at the

........./ .
, .

... it

Center. ,

From the, data protessing point of view, the information privacy

i
diagram can be redrawn as in Figure 3, his environment the date

.

starts with a prime user wh67, is responsible for the particular?

infOrmation. From there it is transferred in machihe readable or other

form to the data processing department. The transfer medium may take any

number of forms. such as direct entry byfeleprocessing, 'or the -.physical

4F

-transmission of raw data-sheets.. Within comptiter operations that data may .

de
be transcribed, stored in the computer or one of' its auxiliary units;

, . .

,
-

.processed via various programs, or reta4ned in 'some computer readable form

.on a file. The-data are available to the user, on a display, printout,

microfiche, or machine-readable forms., At desi ed. Printed data ars.

- o
normally returned to tile user Office be dissemin ted or used '111 some

1

N

_specific fashion. -At eaChrsteR of this data jou ney it is pogsible,that

tither the physital safety or the integrity of^thr data can' be affected.

Figure 4 summarizes the forms in which the data re 'exposer].

A committee 'was aXinttilW at the Unive sity of Illinois with the

charge ilk-
. 4.

1) Analyzing the confidentiality and cr ticality of data
, ,, it .

21'. -"'Asseiiing the vulnerability and ris s to which information is ekposedl
..

/1r
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.. 3) Investigating' technolokitalls6feguards . :- ..
.

It was agreed the group would be restricted in scope tp 'deal .

. #Nt,

Kith those aspects of the charge which related, to data latocessing and the .

, .
.administrative computer facilities-. , -

.:- . ,
,.4 - .The cowl ttee'consisied of representatives Af the general .University.,

''' .410 3

Personpel, Auditing,and Data Processing. The.commiftee decided to adop4-a\
I-

4.
,

modified 'bus- .mess `syStem_planning.approachin order to determitie'the need.
'4. #

f r pr vac and data security at the general management' level. :this,'
#.

_ . - ...A_ ,
, , s' - ,

implied topg/Bwri approach in' which the concerns, as verce.ived by each of
, ,

-,. ,. - .

the executives, would be obtaineeand used as a guide. However', it I also, ..

implied that the )execuitive interviewed would have to be informed bath as
.

to the project objectives- and their part. The. first phase of the,study was

designed' to\ identify those areas which are of majOcconcern to top level'

,executives at the University, Theplan provided that after a framework
.

,major concerns had been established the study would be eended to lower

level.executiyes in order tollitablish the details.

.Executives were invited by a memo from the Presidentts Office

;42 participate. With' the invitation they received ,a copy of a booklet

entitled "Data Security -an4 Data Processing", which was issued by- the
. ,

..r,
, State of I1 iino4s as a0executi,ve overview.

.
In additiolkl the 'committee

,
# mi.

made up charts whic'h Are put on the wall in the -room. More', the me%tittgs
. N.

>. : L.

. were to be held. These charts' served as a basis for reviewing, "the-,,
. 1

,qk
s'

background aftd stimulating conversation.
. .

.

1.

. ,

Table I lists the captions Qf charts that were used for establishing
lie

. . . 1

background., The- first' chart contained a statement which rite lted that
.

,

the- principal l of this' phase of- the study was fa- determine the ,4
, .. - .., . sI. . - . ,....: ., .

382. i
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need 4ir privacyand data security as perceived at the general manTment
I

level. This concern was to be evrested from the viewpoint of the

executive being interviewed. Thescommittee expected that dealing with

each executive individually in terms OF his area of responsibility would
.

yield a series of. welldefined,concerns.

On the second"Tart, the interviewees were shown a list of the other

people at the executive )evel that were beir' interviewed. Thus, in

codifying their thoughts, interviewees would be less inclined to

.anticipate some 'problem areas which,may be covered in the purview of

another executive.
f

Further' emphasis was given'to the importanbe of the committee's work

by showing 0 statement which-had been issued by the University of Illinois

Board of Trustees. This statement essentially authorized thePresident to

.

promulgate guidelines ..for the discharge of University of IllinOis

obligations under the Family Educational Rights/and Privacy At Of-1974.
ti

The statement was further supported by citing examples where the

apthorizayon had already been, 'put~ into effect.

The remainder of, the charts were directed toward the core problem As"
. . . .

described. The first of these was a discussion of compliance requIrements,

A.
, ,

which were grouped under the headings:

. A) Federal and State Lawi.

8) Uhivesity Policies, Statutes and General Rule$

C). Contractual.

One of the topics discussed was the impact of new legislation which

was being considered at both 'the national' and state lo.ols that would

permit \jndividuals .to hive access to thIlr.p'ersanal files under certain '

4

4
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conditions. At the stAte level Governor 'Walker had appointed a

"Commission on Individual Liberty and Personal Privac.V"(4),wilich drafted a

legislative ackage bui t on three underlying principals:

1) Informed nsedt by.the individual,

. .

2) Respo .ibility for proper use of personal information placed,on
)

-

.

t colleCtor of the information.

Public being informed about the purposes and uses for kee ing

records.
dor

Speculation- of the impact of the package was a manifeshation of

, .

c ncern. To help clarify the relative needs to protect information, it

A

as suggested that the executivesIcgnider the flhe ata as categorized from

four different Vievipoints%

. k

1) Confidentiality:

2)) Criticality,

3) Type and Severity Of Risk.

4) Frequency of Risk.

For information given or to be maintained "in_confidence", the

executives. anticipated situations which could raise" questions. For

example, whit is the:guideline of "Conftderitiality" if a:student were to

have accessto a file in which was included a copy of a letter of

recommendation written by a faculty member and requested by the student?

Were the conterAs of that letter to be'the property of the professer and

not necessarily, disclosed to,the student, or in fact, should,tilestudent
.

have\ermisSion to see what'sin that* letter? Not only students, but

employees as well would have acces1 to private files if certain

legislation were to be passed as proposed (e.g.,H.R. '1984 would Bate

8 -
384
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1 C
I . .

the right for ell ind6iduals'to have access'o their employee personnel

files fkreview-all.material that either relates to them or has a' bearing

. , on their employment status.).

Ne
s

The criticality of data is very tlear in terms.of.an administrator's

/
ltoncern. For example, certain data prematurely disclbfedcould seriously

hamper an admiflistrator's chances to obtain funds for some vital' project..

Yet, it cannot be denied-that guidelines would help in deciding to what

extent such data should be protected and to what extent these data are to

be considered 13rtvate. Closely attuned to this duestion isthe. type and

severity of risk involved in the data being exposed. In one instance, a

list may consist of the names of employees in, ,a department.' Such data

would be referred to as directWinformation, and not very critical. On

the other ha40, next to the names may be a list of. budgeted saAries.

That list may be considered a critical list, withddai hose
/

msetbuld have severe repercussions,. In ,con dering the extent of

rized'

protection required for data one must a o_ cons e frequency of

which the data are exposed to breaches of eivacy or curity.

One of the essential parameter governing t total study was to be
i i

A

able to match the 'safeguards to the categ es olopconcern and the

Compliance' requirements. ;g a result .f this matching procedure,

,71,Ircommeltdkttr ,for adminis.tc.ative act policies, procedures or

.techpological safeguards would be d velbpedf, The type and degree of

safeguards imposed would be eiunctio of the costs as well as the consi-

derations sugge%ted by the match.

Figure 5 indicates a number the major causes to whigh'oss of data

attributed. Phystcal loss cap apply to jioth records' a nd equipment.,
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The loss- can be curred as a result other an accidental or

premeditated sityation. Generally, one can take preventive steps to

-minimize losses by accidentog-Causes. However, it is not always easy to

prevent premedi ated damage-by an Informed person. Appropriatle,procedural

precauti-ons- an be helpful in -reducing the chance of intentionally

inflicted/damage. In either case, unless there -is some backup, the data
#

arje irretrievably lost. Compromised data are not generally irretrievably

lost. For example, if a'computer printout list is stolen, a dupliCate

listitanite obtained from the,computer.'

Technological safeguards that are available 'et the University were
)

reviewed for the inte'r'viewee. "These included.such measures .as hardware

.00

safegUards, software safeguards', organizalional procedures, physical and

environmental safeguards, and system desigo safeguards. For example, the

University, has provided space where the data tapes and'disk files are

relatively safikrofq physical hazard. When data are being processed by

the computer or are stored in.onlide filesfsign-on-procedurei'povide a

modicum of protection for the data via oftware.- The computer ro6m itself-

is a closed area which cin be entered only by people who are recognized or

accompanied by a recognized individual.. On the other hand, terminals in

user offices are not "locked". Such terminals conceivably "could be used

by an /intruder to break security orinvade privacy.

The effect 'of the loss of data is an influencing factor on any

' decision made to protect data. Some of the questions to be onsidered for

effect of loss of data are:

1), Is it a handicap to the operation? In particular: will the loss
A.

4,,of the data delay performance `of a particular function, dose

3
40
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the 'ablndonment ofthe operation completely, cause the use of

extra resources, or'have any other effect which 'Might detract,

from the smooth conduct of the operation?"

2) "What are the ,effects on cost to the operation caused by the

'lost of data?" This includes consideration of whether the loss

of data imposes a high cost to reproduce the basic data; Whether
1 r t

additional costs' are incurred because of a :time lag in producing

the data; whether a loss oY funding' from Federal or othev-

agencies could be affected by a loss of the data; or whether any

other direct or indirect additional costs would result.

-
"What is the implicatiom of legal exposure?" Associated

questions include: "Would, the loss of data expose the

University to lawsuits? Would,these lawsuits be of a nuisance

type or would they impose extensive obligations' Olt the

University? , Would a loss have been the. result ordirect

violation of privacy laws? What'liabilities could be, incurred

other than financial and moral?",

0 Another area. that the administrators were asked to consider in

evaluating the security and privacy issue was individual accountability.
r.

In this regard the ftandard questions of wh6, why, when, what and where

were to be vinsidered in evaluating elements of data from'the point of

f,

view of'accaintability. Typical."who" questions include; "Who hasa need

to know?", "Who has a. need t6 change?", "Who has the right, to expunge

. information?"! Typical "why" questions include, "Why do' they need to
1 I.

-,knowl!!, "Why Must*the dita;be kep't or expunged?", "Why must the data be
. .,

dhanged?": : Typical "when" 'questions include,. When dO they need to.

38'1
11
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knew?', "When will the data ,be changed or deleted?", Typical "what"
I

questions include, "What dethey need to know.?" and "What are the costs

involved inletting the data on a timely basis?". Typical "where"

,questions include, "Where is -the data located?", "Where is the data ,

souroe.located?", "Where is the data to be Lied?".

aaving established the 'ggeral background for exp essing concerns

about privacy and security, tj)e committee discussed more s ecific details

with the interviewees. For thisSpUrigose, a survey q estionnaire was

developed. The.questionnaiee dealt with deta in six broad classes:

individual student, individual staff, aggregate financial, aggregate

institutional, research administration, and academic. The questionnaires

were designed to reveal:

1) Hoti critical would it be to the functioning of the University if

data were lost? el

2) Does the ;information hme'value to a, person who might steal it?

4., What is the Jikelihood of someone using thelata for fraud or

'

embezzlement?

4) Would disclosure cause embarrassment or-loss to the university?

Fi'gure 6 is the questionnaire that addressed data relevant to the

individual student. A similar questionnaire form for the individual staff

member data /-dealt with erree/ethtlic, marital status, sex, .aged, salary,

cltizenshfp', militarybackground, exam scores,-medicaf records, etc. The

.data fOrmr addressed account tudgefsvAxpenditures,

payable, accounts 'receivable,' stores inventories,

aggregate '.financial

obli.gatiOns, **counts

.payroll, financiarititrd, etc. The aggregate institutional 'data form

,addhessed instructional units by student level, cost per instructional

12

388
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unit, headcount of majors, Alrollment' by sex Tevel/category,degrees

.

granted, gehde distribution, student quality. measures,\,51assroom
,

availability, timetable. etc. The research administration form'addressed

193

outstanding proposals, grants, budgets, agencies, subjects for proposal or

grant, expenditures by grant, etc..The'academic questionnaire addressed

Clissroom availability, timetable, degree requirements,: transfer .credit
111

,requirements, course descriptions, available degrees, etc,' Responses were
,

. weighted from one to four as illustrated in Figure 6.

' The preliminary results ihdicated that for the purposes of the study,

data could be re-grouped as: 1) Identifiable data on jndividuals% either

staff or student. 2) Financial data. 3) Other data.'

Individual data,:' both staff and students mere the major concern of

If
1 most-administrators. Emphasis was on privacy, es ecially from the view

-thai the University be in .pfiance with fe eral and state laws

pertaining to the rights of individuals. Concern as about possible
.

conflicts between privacy/security regulations end other' regulations. -For
..., . \ %.

4N

example, equal Opportunity regulations Might .require sex :information

\

.,. , .

I. ,

i whereas privacy W ./

gulatio4 'pernlit the individual tq res rict the data

. ,..
' that is released to a department. The administrators also ressed a

concerti that the .University has a moral obligation to take .cures to
. 0

insure the security of individual data.
-

In the fiRancial area, fraud and.embezzlement were of the gi:avedh
t,

concern-, especially pertaining to accoOts payable, accounts 'receivabl,g3%.

cash _receibts and payroll. These concerns are somewhat traditiotial in,

pthat they have be et tr ied by both internal and external auditors. Much

more emphisis was placed on-security tha on privacy; Lossjof financial

3R
3' `' 9
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data c ld seriously affect the operation of the University d ihe cost
. 1

, of re- creating this- data ,might be ?very. high. Questioris were raised
,,___

v concerningphys14640 security, the adesmacy of backup procedures, and the
.

I.

adequacy of control priocedes, Theft of data was of some concern, but
._ _

much less if stolen by copying. .Discosure of financial, data was of-
.

little concern except in those areas which dealt with the privacy of indi-

vidualssuch as payroll .information.

Other data, generarly aggregate in nature, were of little concern tf

either lost, stolen, or disdlosed. Frequently the aggregated information

4s disseminated, or at least available to a broad group. Academic and

aggregate institutional data consistently rated least on the scale of

possible concerns.

.Having identvified the concerns in a top- n approach, prigHties for.

(

action items and costs 'associated with thes must be 'identified. A

. /

critical review should be prected' at minimizing the possibility, of a

breach of privacy or security,ninimiling the effect: of comprdmised or

lost data (e.g.., keep fires from spreading), and maximizing, within

resourgeconstraints (i.e., money, people, facilities, time), the 'chances.

to 'recover from loss of information or breaches of security and privacy.

Detailed studies.are under way to detehnine existing administrative,

, technical and physical 'safeguards. The'areas include a broad range of

topics, some of which are shown on Figure '7. Preliminary results have

been very encouraging.

From a data processing point of view, one can easily extrapolate that

least twen0-five percent of the cost of system development will be

absorbed by considerations associated with security and privacy issue;.

s-,

3I)0-
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. In addtion, we may be seeing the demise of 'llopen )thop". When' one

.

consilhers the .responsibilities of a public university, -the issues of

Security and privacy are highly visible but ItheassOciated costs may not
.: f

be. TExisting laws ' and laws currently being
contemplated,'4

at federal,

state and local - levels, will have an impact, on the wa) infOrmation is

treated. We are only scraping thesurfaCe, but it is necessary for all

'the public univkxsities torecognize' their, security/privacy obligations..

11,and take necessary steps for meeting theie obligations.

The author wishesto ackndliledge the contributions ofthe University
, .

Ofillinois' Administration, the Executive staff, and 64 other Committee
.

members: R Franks, D. Hopkin, J. McManus D. Rubenstein.
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This paper discus4ts the results of the application of

several productiiity a'ds end'prOject managemenebbntror

techniques tO a comple ed transaction-drimanOvstem.
V"'

composed of 59 ISurchasi Bit Processing aneVendor-,

Commodity data base main nance programs. The methodology

-of top-down-nWular design implementation with a chief

programmer_ttim orgahiption are discussed followed

-.- by prISentatialtof actual experiences with a PERT chart

based project ipntroli5echnique, HIPO program dOcumentation,

prOgiam designanguage,'structuredprogramMing

structured walktilioughs, and test planning in a complex

tesing,environment.
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PRODUCTIVITY,,AIDS AND PROJECT MANAGEMENT

AN IMS SYSTEM DtVELQPMENT.EFFORT

Intloduction ri

. The mapor opiectp4 of Nit 1. off this paper is to

describe arojectIplanning And control technique

4 a9

the success of the project for which the planning
.,fr

technique`wailagpliedkcannot be attributed singul

C.

.. However,

'and,control

arlyk.to

adelauate project planjang andintrol. Part 2 af 4his
.

#

1,,.
paper describes'the,ube of sliVeral'improved.producti4Ity

.,

"techniques &Xing the .implementation phase of, the pxoject.

These techniques improved irtra-team,communications and

. .

theteby improved project managability as well as productivity..
fir

The sugcess'ofa.project.and a system depends upon

effectilie procedures in all phases of ieveloptent. Theie- .

fore, the system 'definition And system deSign phases will
. .

-be briefly discussed as an introduction 'to theiPiogramming

_

w
and testing phases where project planning and.cont1)01.are

.

_

most appropriate.

PART 1
\'

Definition Phase- -'

lguM;OuS management inforlitetion oriented projects,
. ,,

- fail because of a poorly efindd 'scope. The. data,
, - 0

.
.

.. -....gatherir and team,atudy that'is performed-is typically

114
iimitelito a process or

formaion neeci exist'S.

a s b-pro-cess..yhere. a great

Thereeulting definition

dads not describe,the interr,
' and data that are peripheral

a

408
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ationships to'processes''
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-aggravation:

The top.down system or process :analysis approach

recommended as Business System Planning
I
methodology

is suggested as the, first.step toward successful IMS

based management information syitems.

4

4

11.

The BSP study

provides,a systems implementation plan that addresses

the objectives Of'top management in addition to identifying

the,interrelationships'and information needs that cross'

organizational lines.
N\s,

The following description assume that a subsys,tem

to support the process of interest has been chosen based

upon a logical implementation sequence:..A bottom-up

implementation sequence is suggested once the top down

analysis has been completed.

/7 A more detailed datagathering activity-is usually
-a.

.

necessary following the definition phase of a BSP study.,

A functional gpecificJion"form

to insure thorough dlia gathering.

rovidesUggested format that will
-7

base and system design act vities.

suggestqd as'a guide

Figure 1 depicts d

data for both data

The purpose is to'

conceptualiz And to 'specify automated functions,th0"

interface and'support user office prbcedOres within the

process that is to besupported.. The originality and

.
.

,

imagination of the de6igner is'useful during this
, 4 .

conceptualizatiOn. Reviews by the cust----,omer being supported

should result iii additions, deletions,'and Changes to
,

.the original functional specifications,

409
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SYSTEM SPECIFICATION

FUNCTIO DESCRIPTION SHEET .

MAJOR SYSTEM ID:

FUNCTION NO.

411

FIGURE 1

NA TEAM MEMBER

DATE PAGE

1. Service or Function Name: \
As

2. .Function .Description:

Frequency:

4. Data Elements Required:

4
9

5 Availability Requirements [Response Time Turnaround

t
cp

6. Maj,or,Function Group andRelatedi umctIons InT Number'

[Describe Interfaces].:

0
1

.

7; Logicll View:

.

:

410
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Once a functional specification package is complete

and approved to include interfaces to existing and future

systems,_th0 user office and sy&tem procedures should be
4

,docuMented usirtg HIPO techniques to assure that the
.

envisioned system functions provide adequate closed loop

i information feedback support. The HIPO documentation

should
,
alo be. approved by the customers involved. Walk-4,
. ..

throughpresehtations will enhance the approVa1 process. A
. .

,

... .,
list or required data element& should also be crea ed from

,

Pt .

.. the functional specification forms. The list.dhodld

include.format,'length, and descriptive information. This
I

list, with geheral groupings by source,. should be reviewed

for completenesg and Accuracy by the customers involved and
,mL

by the design teams. Various dataibase service analysis

systems'are available to allow such _data element information

to be 'keyed and stored. The use of such a system will

save considerable grief curing the next phase of the project.

System Design Phase

Data base and systek design procedures cannot be

4
covereradequately in this paper. However, a'few comments

'will be made to maintain the continuity of the paper.
. re

V

The beginning of the,_system design phase is an

appropriate time, to increase the size and. talent ofttEe

J
4

, 411
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4

project team. The nature of project.activities becomes,
+et

more internal once the data is gathered and approvd:..

Senior programmer talent is appropriate to. debate design

strategies during team brainstorm sessions. Once the

nature of all of the system functions is reviewed and

understood by the designteam, a general system concept

is needed to organizethe system aroufid. .A transaction

_driven concept works well with IMS 'since it is simp1 an
. , i

extension of the operational nature of IMS.,
- -0 _, ..

If a transaction driven approach is chosen,tthe top

9r.
the controllers of the system should be defined

logically. A typical controller make-up is given as'

Cone approach: on-line menus, batch update controlle'r4.

and batch reportp..writer contzoller. A division by

frequency of processing might be more appropriate if the

-system-has divergent processing frequency

Once the controllers are choserk and defined, the

system design is simply a process o organizing.the-

program modules within homogeneous ntroller actions.

This involves a repeatof the analysis of the types of

transactions that drive the controllers.

The complicating factor during this phase of the

0 project is that neither the data base not the system

design is complete. ''This is viewed-by the author ads-

an iterative process.' As the functions are defined in

more detail, the logical views-Change, requiring a,

412

Re

g

.

413
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,.1

t re:=Aesign,of the logical data bases. Reviewspf all
, .

functions that are affected by the re-design of the

ti

, logical data bas4 influepce the operation of those affected

prograp modules as well as cau sing. further data' .base

#evisions: Thijproceduv
.

is- continued until all require-

.
f-

ments' are met. Comprehensive data gatherin4 will preclude

more problems Ameing thisvctivity,than will any.-other
.

factor. The gbjective is to minimize surprise.

41 Detailed program design. can be postpone until the
;

.*
.

full implementation team is assigned. ThEr system design

proposai.that re Teets the above analysis, along with
o' 4

function descl-ip oT sheets, I/O definitions, and' data 3-

/' baseidefirtion wial serve as input -to this activity. A
.

,

...
. . 5 :.

.- detailed system' walkthrough with the impleffientation team

'Will 'kic)c off' the detailed progra$ design task 't
_ .. r

N.,

,
.

$
, . ..

41,4 - , _
( Programming and Implementation Phase - A Project Plannirl

. and Control Technique

The project control system that is described here

by ex ample is based upon.a master composite' representation

Goof the system,(RAP chart) and upon tttree,different.ways

oi looking at the Status of the proj;c3n
.

. tr. o 7
l'.. by team member' (The Team Member Benchmark Reports -

. .

1 s

Figure 3 and 3A) is

413
I
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2. jay .date <The. Master CaleildAr - Pi4ilire 4)

3. by program (The Yrogram STAWB Log*- Figure 5)

The generation of ,the RAP chart is by far the most

difficult and the most critical'tatk that must be performed.

The project manager must have a.thorOugh4inderstanding

of thesystem design and of the numerous task inter-
'

dependencies associated with the installatton of a system
.

as a prerequisite to the development.of the "RAP' chart.
. , .

Noticethat.the use of this system asetimes*the completion

!of, a system design and a systesf,design proposal, estimates
/,,

..
.

,in" man days,of program code and compiletest time reopalre-

ments, and Predetei-mined'development team.resaurces to

linclude an a priori' FTE'usage plan for each team, member.
I ., .

his allows simultaneous-program assignment and project

lanning using the RAP chart.'

Resource Asfignment and Planning (RAP) Chart -.Figure 2

This chartihg method' gets its name because each team.

pember.is given a horizontal planning line on the chart

that reflects task assighments. This technique

has 'pert merf14 since ,itel-s-obvIeus that one team
.

member cannot complete all of his assigned tasks simul-

taneously.' That is, the member is time/taskcritical
,

pathed. 'This technique causgs an increase in the number

of required null pathslind task crossings on the chart

(dotted lines with activity codes beginni with X, Y, or

---/'e.g.XA, YB, ZC).

4

alb
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Programs4re*listed in order of their ieritical nature

.dueto testing and installation dependencies so that
i.,

.

.

critical programs will be assigned to different team
. .e

members tci..;achieve an eaPlier completion of all ,critical

programs. Similar programs or programs with a imfliar
. .,4"::'

functibn are-'grouped to one team member to allo learning
.

and coding reduction benefits.

Programs are assigned tip to tail along the team

'members' horizontal axis in priority order Within

or.clusters: A twenty percent overlap is planned

groups

in

figuring the time consumptibn.for each task. Note that,an

attempt is made 'tokeep each teem member equal datewise.

_Diee length of the arrows are to scale datawise in weeks

such that a vertical line drawn 'through the chart would

give a planned project status at any'paint in time.

Activities that require the participatio-nof.several

team memberA are kypt in the. central hdrizontal axis of

graphical difficulties,the chart,,or, when impossible d9,4L_

are inserted between two different team

lines. Grout activities typically have

---t,, arrows

member activity
#

several inc ming

to their begin task nodes and have several oultgoing

arrows IrosAheir ending nodes. Such activities can be
, . . ,

eXp edted to be on the critical path. At least they.are

critical projectwise., These'gkoup 'tasks can be.used as,
,

team benchmarks for control during the project;

415
4p



Standgrd, r t chart node.numberassignments'must be

Made, ascending numbers from left td right: The

'Assignment of these numbers is not critical. In fact, the

numbers can be assigned aftei the chart is_completgd.

Ip_some cases, two or more tasks must be performed

simultaneously by one team member. In such cases, the

most critical task should be'placed ;)1 the member's

horizontal axis while the other iask(s) are branched to
.

and are returneefrom. A returns from:a group activity

is shown with numerous null paths returning to multiple

team member axes.

,A-
Consider the 'legend on the trachedRAR Chart while

reviewing the RAP example. Each task is so ,coded for

cross referenCe, to other reports.

The number shoWn beneath the arrow on the RAP Chart

is the time requirement in weeks or in portibns of ,lweeks;

Data notes and pther notes are shown at the to and bottom

of the RAP.

The Team Member Benchmark Report"- Figure 3

The team member benchmark relLrt can be written

direOtly-from the RAP chart by following a horizontal

axis for a team member and by completing'the cover sheet

attathed.

to.artterMine,the

A 20% overlap of

p

The only additional effort required is

required completion date for each task.

tasks can be figured for some tasks.

41.6
.
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FIGURE 2. - RAP CHART EXAMPLE
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That is, coding will_lisgrin or the following program after

the current program isbetween 50% and 80% /coded. The

effectivevrlaP is estimated at20% on tie coding and-f

compile testAlg activities.
. 46,

The calendar set (Figure 3A)

tpllow the indication of actual

assigned or estimated completioh.

is included mainly to

letion relative to

This report serves the

folloWing pprposes by giving a copy to the team member as

well as maintaining a, set for.the project manager:

1. Serves as media for program assignment.

2. Is used for individual planning*y the team members.

3. Serves as recording mechanism for recording task

completion problems by individual.

4. Provides an'acce§s to piojectstatus by individual.

Note that the IBM calendar is used and that a page

is kept for each month of the project implementation life

419

and for each team member. Red ink notation can be used on

thetCalendar when tasks are significantly behipd. Additional

notes can be made to the calendars, e.g., team member was /

sick for thee days, additional' tasks were performed,

program "was re-assigned to another, team member, keypunch

was lost, team member will catch-tin Decause of the

termination of front end loading-', etc..

A set of these forms is filed in the projj

team member name.

4.19
1 It

file by

.1

- a
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TASK ASSIGNMENT AND,BENCHMARK REPORT' MEL RUSH

[Critical Path Team Member] FIGURE 3

PRO, RAM NO.' TASK DESCRIPTION

Detail Design PGM 81 ;. 82

PGFDVC81 Code "and Compile Test 81

PGFDVC82 Code and Compile Test 82

Pre-Unit Test Team Walk-
through

PGFDVC81,82 Unit Testirograms 81,82

Integration Test Report
Module

v."

I

420

RAP CODE

Detail

'RAP
MODES

COMPL.
DATE

Team- PGM 1,2 7-1e'
Design

MR-FDVC81-C 6,14 8-11.

MR-FDVC82-C 14,17 8-17'

. Team
*Team-Walk-SW

through
e718 8-114

FDVC81
MR-FDVC82-U 21,25 9-8

PDFDOO,
Team-FDVC80-IT

FDVC81 !

EDVC82

ti

oc
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TASK ASSIGNMENT AND BENC''' 1

[Crktical Patih Team Iderdper4

t
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re-Unit I
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st Walk-
through
Completed
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The Master Calendar Figure 4

The master calendar is the. main control feature of-
.

t 4
'the entire project control system. It can be viewedas a

'Tot 4l project GANT1' in that it shows .the required

completion date of all tasks. The master is simply filled

outby using, all team, member benchmark repofts for each
.

month in the project life, one month at a time. Tran-
.

scription-from ,one to the other is performed'by using the
d,

,one_to

coding sOeme:

glac

Last 2 digitief program number RAp n
members

WTI

initials

A red cirelelfound the encoded task designated tasks

that Are nifidantly behind. A checkmark designates a

CO ted4ask (whether it has been previously encircle.

or not).

The current, Prqvious, and next months master calendar

'and the,PAP"canee kept in-view for easy access by the

projedt-rinager. All other reportstare'filed by their key

or by theirAfunctbpn.

.
The program status log is organized by program number

e

within module. It'is updated weekly as are_all other

The'Program Status Log - Figure 5

/ reports. use of the' log is-self-explanatory with ttlo
/

excekstrons:

/

42 3
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. . #
ot

1,.. Numerous blank .areas in the various statup-categories

., when dompared to other modules reflect a need to'160c
c.

more cirbsely at the program devTlOpment statua...,R)r the
..

. 0.

module.

2., ( ** *)Programs coded in this manner are subject to.

re- assignment unless improvement in status is prediefied

for one reason or another.

Cro'ss references arenpossible from tie pro4raxh status*,

log to the RAP or to,the team member benchmark report'.
4

The mastercalendar can easily be cross-referenced to this'

: report using the 1a t two cLigits of the program number.,

Th Project Repott Form - Figure 6

The project report form is filled outby each individual
,

team member. The, report mechanismfor a weekly

up4te to
A
all previously described report;. The report form

&

is submitted on Friday. All updates are performed by..the

projectfmanager on Monday. Occasional reviews can be held.

with.team members if progress problems cannot be reconciled

easily. .,

A significant deviation.from_the plan does not neces-

-sarily require an.actfon. Various notes cOn be made to

dy the problem again at a later date. The main purpose

is to notice and*tp discuss the potential problem before__

it becomes a critical problem that' will pteclude the timely

..

..

i/

.
..

,.completion of a benchmark task.

The total weekly/hours on-the report form serve an
a

426 ,
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- /PROGRAM STATUS LOG

FIGURE 5

(Status Shown As Of August 20) July 1, 1976

NI V' 4' 1 d y '
ploGilm PGMMR WRITE-UP PDL CODED TESTED BTS TESTED TESTED > TESTED . DATE ORDER DATE NOTES

_Batch, Up_date_ligdole 2,

t
`PGFDawif i ancial Controller _ FB July 14 July 14 July 20 July 23 Aug 20 N/A ", Jul 15. FBI

5.EGFOY.C50_ riats.b_Ltlitte. Cottrg 1 ter FS J 1 14 Jul 14 Au Aug 6 ' .4 VA Jul 20 F82

GEDVC51 %fen k:jpdate Mr July 14 July 14 K
I

ui 13 Au 17 A Jul 27 MS2

PGFD C 1 oad Ven or DB MS July 14 July 14 July 27 J?ly 29 Aug 12 r NjA ,
Jul 15 MS1

% ' 41

4
Batch Eraort Writer Module

EIV.C.8.1111A13.3.010._0?at 1 14 Jul 14 Jul Jul 15 SD1

6....16FDVC8i_Corrnally Cass e Aug.12 ,JA ,Jul_ 15 MR1

FIrliB2_.Vgn dor .:Al pha t s.t Avg.) 6 _Aug _1 8 1122.:;

"-

1
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.

kdcountIng-purpose. yhe completed forms will bedccumulated

4.

:in'a file until he end of the project. The man-day require-

ment for each program and for other time associated wity--

the project can then be tabeted by function within program

for project review purPtries..

*

a

'As

429



-PROJECT
NAME Mel Rush REPORT.

FORM
WEEK
ENDING August 13, 1036

PROGRAM NUMBER/OTHER TIME
a

PGFDVC81

Commodity Cross Index List

PGFDVC82

Vendor Alpha Lis4.

Other Time - Project

Created test-trangactions

Sick LeavelSonday

427k
, r

FIGURE 6

OT-Project
OT-Other

TOTAL. END OF
MAN HOURS/ WEEK PGM STATUS

Clean .3
20

/Compile

Coding 3/4
ei 15

Complete

.

r

3

4

430
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General Comments'

PART 2

The dictionary defines productivity as-thV quality or

state which furnishes benefits, results or profits. The need

for benefits and results froM computer -based systems is thi

reason that program productivity is a popular topic of discussion

.,in data processing today. The high costs incurredin system

development and maintenance demand that wedattempt to be as

cost-effective as possible. We need efficiency, qualityand

quantity ,in our programming tasks. We slave deadlines to meet;

systems must be completed by the agreed-upon target dates. As

dates are missed, the service organization loses_ credibility.

WitA the high cost involved in salaries, management would like

to get as much output as possible. .At the same ti.me4 we would

like systems to be as error-free as possible. Maintenance is

a burden'to most data processing offices--traditional prograMs

with "bugs" pried in "spaghetti bowl" 'code have left many

analyst/progrInmers with strong legative flings about

maintenanc ork.' Finally,,to get the most from our sophisticated

hardwark we want efficient programming.

Productivity in programming is not a cure-all: In fact, it

'isn't anything new. The basis underlying productivity is

discipline, mostly In any task we undertake,

we usually learn how important it is to be organized, to knpw

exactly what we are gbing to do, to have read a1-- we need to do

. 431
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n.
, 6

-it, and to follow a streight-fotward path from start to finish.,

When we do-any of these things-in an incomplete manner or try

to find
/

a short-cut, we pay the cost, in incomplete results ,

.

which often require repairs.
1

Management sees produrtivity as /an aid to higher quality and

'quantity in output. It is important to rea]Aze that it can also

be an aid to incre*ased,motivation'from the subordinates. If

productivity is accepted into the office's-jwork procedures with

positive attitudes, the employees can find their own set of

benefits in improved skills, a gain in self-confidence, and a

sense of challenge. Training is always a major cost concern.

Formal training costs time and money, but lack of it hag a

snowball effect in lowering the average capability of employees

over a period of time. Carefully chosen Programmer teas can,

with the use of productiv .ity tools, become valuable training

aids as a side benefit. Programmers traditionally leafn from

those around them in informal discussion. The structure of

' product proaches adds the organized and disciplined
ti

attributes of formalized training to this informal-training tool.

The self-confidence mentioned as /ax} employee benefit is the'

confidence a programmer can gain -in feeling thatihis programs

are mostly error-free, easy to read, and ,highly maihtain4ble.

This aids what is called "egoless" programming. If a programmer

feels his product is good,.he is less likely to feel insecure?,

br thteatenellin 'submitting that program to his peers and

superiors for, scrutiny. We all have the needlito'take pride in

432



what we da. Finally, there 4 a sense of challenge', Often

programmers reach a level of capability and bedome bored, due

to a lack of more derdanding'work. 'Maintenance programmers'

become disillusioned with fixilg systems that never become

totally fixed. Productivity offers the challenge of a real

possibility of alMost ertor -free coding, which means a draitic

drop in debugging after the system is. up. Repair work
.=.

becomes a mbre.constructive ,task, rather than-the destructive

job it has been,' where onejfix creates more bugs.

1
important to consider the attitude of management and subordinates.

. 0

The pro uctivity tools and the rules forlising them are straight-
.

forwar But'theY will be useless dyrworse Than useless if

To get good results from program productivity aids, it'is

Alk

implemented with the wrong attitude. Management should:

1. ,Be enthu'diastic

2. Realize that actual coding output is now to be

purplly delayed until proper program designs'

are made

3. Realize the increased need for e formal discussion
th.

area for_team-Aeetings

A. Realize that there will be reluctance from some 41,

programmers topartic4ate--this is a major factor

requiring real tact. ixperienaed programmers, should

be shown that most productivity aids comefrom

habits developed by good programmers

- .433
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5, Haye productivity aids introduced

}.

enthusiastically

by suborokinatesjpeers if possible with strong vis-
-

ible support'Of management. *

_6. Structure program. teams with

.

mixture of Strong #nd

weak capabilities
t

7. Require teams tolAtablish written, guidelines before

beginning development

8. Require periodic (i.e.

reviews of guidelines

- 1
after a project igrcompleted)

and suggestions abopt revised
.

.

lige of. productivity aids.' Experience wi.11 redefine

'the proper use of these aids'

9. Realize, that program productivity requires a well-.

structured and complete-system design':

Chief Programmer Teams

ale implemented a modified use of the chief-progioncept:
- -,"

and/three other 'pro
.

-\
Our teams consisted of a chief progkammer

grammerS. Each team was given development responsibility for a

specified set of programs. (Overall' review was done 'by the

-project leader.) The team leader T.4s responsible for'assigni*,

.programs and ensuring proper review stops yeie accomplished.

Most of the librarian functions were handled by each member of
. .

'the team.' The chief programmer handled the coordination
. . , 1

librarian- functions. ,Each member of ateam Was expected to

develop a good understandingof the progiams developed within'

his team. Chief programmers of various teams were expe.cted.td*

434
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4
/ ,.

, , .7.
0

I%
,- - . .

. ::., ,.., :
,

.,, -c *
. .. .

.

..

. .eniyte necessary
.

int action betweeh.the teams for over-
, ,

.,..,

. .
. (

lapping 'tasks Ind re eScpect
4

d tb..Coordinatc intecmation
,

.. . 1.10 5 r

- ..% . .**e .

.

. telftiri4with the. prdject leadebr.and with ch ottier,

,

.P
a

Productivity Aids Used

. 4. '

1. .. # - '.

. Ou. project grAp developed, our first IMS-baaild system-

"J ;%).Y.'using ,tNe f , g productivity aids:.
%

110 If HIP. , ..ram documentation
.

,

l'it)igram design langauge
r )

.

Stuctured codinlg
=1 ..4
Structgted wa hroughs

1

i- . .. ar. .ATest. planning in 'a complex. povironNopt
,

. it

4*s We used 'each.. of these tFols a nd, strongly recommend that
4

the last three be _required fbols and the first two be sugges%ed .et.

-.

todfs. 1

"

I

or-% A. .. 1: .
.

H4Pa:Program documentation -
, -.1 i'

,
.

,

, HIPO'is, the structured tocumentatiop technique using
. .,,

..
-

.
.

baerarchy coveriiiiew charts and input-prodess-biltput'detail wor35,-..4
..

. I. . . -
1

. -

1 sheets. Prom brief _program narratives -We. prepared HIPO ipatts ,

.. .

le
- I .

*J

.
,

v. _Ong wolsheets tot each progxam. These ere filed as .program
,

, V . .... A 'documentation. : (The system proposal included HIPOs For the
t

Aystem,des.14n--but not .to the, program detail level.) Whether

the proprammer,uses HIPO or some other design tool, the

importalft4ng 'is that' the programmeresigns steTcture
,; ',.

qt,the!Program taithout doi g any act coding,. The basic-

I* A



4, 4,
.04.

4-

-u. . 43'3:
, . .

r . I.. 0, I) . ,
, , 4 '

.,

'. /, .

. rules f9r HIPO are simplethe dficuIty Is in atiplication:.-
I.P. .

41,,, -,

. ....,

.Review 0.,a co mpletesample aind and experimeutationqs tOe
.

I

best teats Sir leainingt We,did establishs guidelines
.

2

,

which merely .stated basic rules.kpr the use bPiliA'and, .-
. . , .

,....:.;- ,

6

Ek7iiided the IBM manual on HIPO- for, riferenc'e.. (See Figure. .

. -t ,

,0 14 's )

d 7B for Sample paged of a programANIP6Iderarchy:chart and1.
., a . , ,.

OrkSlleet.)

.0.
.

Prog t Design Language

,

. ; r-

t

10

, . Once'a progtammer eLtablished the structureeol th6 program
;

.
. 44'-.. , V

'we
ii

and, befpre-he stloled coding, recommended the use of Program
e 4-,

% .

.

,-. ..

Design Lang e (PDL). ',PDtkis,a typp'of shdrthand for prograWtinq
4 ti, r . ,.-- i _ r,

Iaftguages which aegumes structu&decoding concepts. It can bed
----t..i-------

gtv

,
%

considered an 'altexnative to.dk44,tded.frowcharts. Ther% are
-

four:,baFic4statemen-ts in PDL: function,
t

ado while. .Fuliction is a %ample statet'
to b4;done .(not how). For inStance:

,
-

.
nirokei ff. then, and

.' 4, .4. ' ) C-
desdribing an Dperation .?

.

, .

,

...

( I ,

a.0 lcula4 gross pay._ :
. ..

The invoke- stateme t is uiva/ent.t6 the PERFORM paragr4h'A 1 .

,
. . ,. , .

.. ih COBOL: For-instapce: ,
.. , : a

. .

'1
; ,_TNvoKg edit transactions r ,Osee.pas14 xxof KIL)

,

e 'if then' is one of the most frequently, used statements ,

.

.
staucturit programming. PDT? requir- omplete statement for

fthe if then.' For example:

the employee is Aca,demic.

THEN write. record on selected file

4 ELSE bypass record

ENDIF

.., ,.. I.,' .
., :436..
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CRE.4TE

VC26

FIGURE .7A 4

A

GET
TRANS

VC26.1

FMAT
0ENTRY
SCREEN

VC26.2

OCESS
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ENTR'

VC26.3

.14

REJECT
INVALID
TRANS
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TRANSMIT
MESSAGE,
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SYSTEM ID:

DEsciapttoN:

INPUT-' 1

S.

COMM
CODE.

LTERM .

LOCATION

1.131D DATA
ROM SCREEN

VC26
PROCESS

Figure 71

DIAGRAM ID: VC26.3 PAGE:

DATE:

OUTPUT

;41> Construct fuLl comm odity-lie

2. Edit data entered'''
N-

4
3. If not valid,

for at screen with errpr.
Message,...

*

else'

A

(RANSACTIOf
DATA BASEI

139

Create bid Segment
4

Creatg .transaction with
bid'data and write to
mesyme,gueUgi,

c. Armai screen with
acknowledgement message

V6

4.5

ERROR MSG.
3CRV.,EN DATA

(COMMODITY .

DATA BASE

.

TRANS- I

(

ID.011:ASE
\ ..

,

'ACK: SCREEli
DATA,
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.(the ENDIF signifies the enlook the 'if' statement and

especially helps 'to clarify' the end'oi embedded 'if'

sta tements). 41114.

o

The do while' is equivalent to t PERFORM UNTIL

in COBOL. For-example:.

DOWHILE location is. Urbana

INVOKE check employee type (see page xxx)
4

ENDDO.

(The E&DDO signifies the end of the 'do while' statement.)

Although PDL often resembles program 'code, the programMer

must avoid writing in code. PDL allows the Programmer .to tom-
.

pletely_think out his, program logic statements before-coding.

.This saves valuable time which isoften'loet in rewriting

'portions of code. 41 0

The guidelines for PDL inc1ude4,definitions for'the abov

otir statements plus rules for uniformity such as indentation.

See'Figure 8 for a partial PDL sample.: A- grqpp did not

saveour PDLd, but merely sed them for the stevbetween the

HIPOs and actual code.

i

Structured Coding

:

;Since there are:numerous articles and books -on structured
7
7

.

1- .
cofft, we will ,not discuSs the hos:, to of coding. We.do=retoomend

,..-

establishing written, guidelines. If well-written,--the guidelines
I '

.
. .

s' befrime a useful reference manual. For our first formal use of

.



PDL exampleA'

41st level)

initialize

READ master

READ transaction

DOWHII,E more master and more transactioskorecords

DOWHILE master key< transaction key

WRITE master

READ master

ENDDO

DOWHILE master key = transaction key

INVOKE update maste 4soutine

READ-transaction

ENDDO

DOWHILE aster key > transaction key.

WRITE 'no master fo.transaction' error message

READ transaction

ENDDO

:ENDDG

1

Figure

,

DOWHILE more master records

WRITE master

READ master

ENDDO

DOWHILE more transaction redovds

WRITE 'no 'master for transaction', message-

READ transaction

ENDDO

terminate theprogram

442
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1.

...
Update Madter Routine

.
,

4I

Figure 8 (continued)
,

. IF transaction code = 'U'
. .

THEN

.10

ELSE.

L

.

.*

IF transaction data valid
4

THEN

ELSE

update master record,

6 ,

WRITE 'invalid transaction data' error message

IF transaction code,. = 'D''

'HEN

ELSE,

delete Master record

. . v.

IF transaction code = 'A!.

THEN

forMat master record.
. .1,

I

16

''
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gtructured7code, we allowed absolutely no 0 TO statements.

We felt this would force structured coding thinking. 'We feel

this rule had value in requiring us'to really think about dur

program structure. The first program without'a GO TO is a

bit Of a struggle for inost programmers. (PDL was invaluable'he're.)

After several programs, we felt hat-it is more efficient to -N

allow therGO Tb in the limited bouAddlties of the case state-

ment (see Figure 9A).. The indeptation rules (see Figure_9B)

''for the IF, THEN, ELSE combinafion'show their value wheAver
o

the program i d... Ease in readability must be a major

coding'concern. when . The small amount of -effort require

ensure readability is more than offset by the. savings in time

4 requied for other.q to read,and Irderstand the prograt.

Structured Walk-throughs

In my opinion, the structured walk - throughs may be the most

powerful productivity tool..- The-walk-through is a'formalized.

review of a phase of h project to ensure Iccuracy and coniplet

ness. It is extremely important that., the atmosphere be,

positivb. A meeting time and place are established; the sessioW"

must be kept to no more than 2 hours; there may b rom 2.to 6

attendees (3 or 4 is the most effective number); total intorma-

on the item to bereViewed must be distributed before-the
0 *

eeting with pienty'ot time allotted for the attendees to

preparelor the session. During the session', one person should

444



0, Figure, 9A.

ow'

STRUCTURED CODING STANDARDS (excerpts)

Case structure

GO TOs must lways branch forward to exit'paragraph,-

requires the use of PERFORM . . . THRU . .

,Example:

PERFORM Paragraph A THid -Paragraph Z.

Paragraph-A.

GO To Paragraph-A-1

Paragraph-A72

\

.Paragraph-A-n

DEPENDING ON integer-identifier.

error routine.

Paragraph-A-1.

GO TO Paragraph-Z.

Paragraph-A-2.

GO TO Paragraph-S.

,Parigraph-A.

0..

GO TO Paragraph-Z.

Paragraph-Z.

EXIT.

\

draw 'ft
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10 J. rp. 91 -

STRUCTURED CODING STANDARDS (excerpts)

IF, THEN, ELSE

always align the set in same columns

code THEN and ELSE on single lines

indent action statements *from THEW or ELSE

limit nested IFs to 5 levels

[For example, see Figure 8 rule_also used for PDL]

2. PERFORM paragraph A-THRU paragraph,77B

no intervening paragraphs

GO TOs allowed only'in paragraph-A

GO Tis must -go to paragraph-B

[Only, legal use of GO TO-outside case-structure]

3. Limit segment to 2 pages

4. Use COBOL skip Verb for readability

44g.
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(

record all errors detected. At the end of the 2 hours, the

group should decide whether the walk-through,is cqmplete'or

needs to be rescheduled or whether tle program requires another

walk-throgh as soon as the errors detected are corrected.

Each completed walk-through should be recorded as a step in''

the program's development.

During our project, we held walk-throughs for a general

8. review of all program specifications and for each program

af4ter i had a clean compile. Wa]k- throughs can also bliuse.,

1ful at e program design stage (to spq,structure or logic__

errors before coding), and during the test planning and de-

bugging stages.

Walk-throughs provide a means for detecting errors early
1

_ in program (and system) development.. The articipants develop

arepertoire of most frequent programming errors and more

importantly, share the othe'r attendees' programming knowledge.

Reading code is cOnsidered one of the best means for improving

one's own code. The walk'- through furnishes' incentive fot

reading code carefully and 'thoughtfulry: Obviously, ease of

program readibility s a require makat for effective walk-throughs.

AS the programmer watches error detection prpcess, he becomes
* . .

,more committed to make the Same effort in reading the programs

of others as he wants for his_own. The walkthrough provides

tle environment foi learning of new. techniques and building of

group cohesion as well as familiarity with the group's programs.

4.4','
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Programs become more consistent within a system as,each.attendee

conforks more to the group's developing ideal.

Attitude is critical to.the wark-throligh. Attendeei must
.

avoid personalattacks or accusations. Errots,ar4mto be 0

detected, not necessarily soled. Practicality must be con-
$

sidered; rewrites are not always possible or reasonable,

Each walk-throughrequires a moderator to exercise- tact,4%. .

prevent digressiOn, VppreVent nit-picking, and provide` A.

,direction.

Test Planning

eastly, but certainly not least, is they use of a struCtured,

apprOachto testinF;_, Once a program reached the compile stage,
7

the programmer should.be required to prepare a test matrix for

testing. The matrix should reflect the different possibilities

of input and the expected results. For single progtam testing'

.the programmer is expected to Ptepare his own test data (or a

team may work together to prepare commowtest data).. As tha
m,

. _

4 0
programed* Wed to an expected result; this is checked on the -

".' A

test matrix. Often it ispeither humanly impossible or im-

practical to test.all conditions. The team should review the
4

test plan in a walk-through and determine.the minimum requited

testing. Normally an attempt is made to at least test each

line of code.

Oiice the test is completed, the plan and test data are

stored.t Future revisions or corrections should require complete

44S
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. v
0,

401,-. ,. _
. 'ensure 4 -

-100e
..

retesting-to 'progteM and system Antegr y.,^ We have
. . #

,4
.

(7 '"'' '

., .. .

fond thesee
,

filesoto, lie
J.indispensible and real ti mersaving

,

ik-,

devices.
e'

U .
.. i A
,1* "?' Of course.:; afterssingle program testing, there must be

.-
. 4. 4

.

full,,,intiOtation system tests. ,At this s-stagej the, proje
i.

?Cr
e.,

'leader,. along th,the-back-Up of the'chieirprogrammers p7
.e. ,..

'.. Y
" 0 t

each teem,"specifies in Written,f6rm'the conditions and actual
O-4*7 o

data equilledfor integration testing nd condycfs- the review

of-t* system' test result*. !See Tigure 10A and'104 for examples,

lesion
. 0 4 $

.nne Of.thecoMmon;trait.s inehe productivity :tools,is-the t.

W f...
team approach;' whose benefits inLudeiMpoved'systeM develop-

ment, increased t cliftical.ability throughout-t!he.projedt group,
0

0
. .

back-up for amil4rityand hopeful an increased

enthusiasm for,self-impxdvememt.

t
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VC04 Figure ..10

'FROM,OtieSIDE SYSTEM'
.

transadtion code' not matched to expected"'
niength. or MOD name does not begin with
4;04GF D r.

`. Commodity: )
I= not nutheriC,, or zeroes

) ..
e. V n eric and not zero. 1 .. . .

1 se ..
V

2
= ric. and not zero not in RB

. 4
V,= -num ric and not: zero, in DB

..), \
ft

'.' '2. Bid number: _\ ,,ri.
I

.- \
f,,,.-- ?.a.' buyer code \ -,.. ', .

. -- k .,

- ' I= not- alphabetic 4 or. space .

V1= alphabet c and hot%spa'ce*
,

,
.

,.

w
..

?
aliebetleicrid not spate, bid-,:not in D.

k

.
1 411;raioetiC and not space ,,,, bid kl.n DB .

seq-:number 441-

*

a

,I= nbt :numeric
V

1
= 'numeiit

V2= nufaeriC,' n t in DB
.

1-V3= numeric, bid ..i. DB \i

\ I

sub code.
I= not numericNor 1phabetic
V1= -numeric or alpha etic

__.
2
=-----nurnerthipr---alpha etic, bid not in DB:.

V3.= numeric or alphab tic , bid iri4DB
,

Bid proposal date:
I= invalid datd,;
V1= valid date

. .
V2= valid date, bid n t in Dili

r s(
V

3
= valid date; bid in DB-

,

-4.ollat campus:
invalid 'campus cbd

V1= 'valid
V 2= blank

II
452
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747

0 B Acont inued)

. .

5. Hidden-vendor:
.

.

4.
V
1
=. key error c. (RRi)

V
2
= commodity. not in'OB (ERRN)

.

e . V3=_. bid not in 6B (imp)

V4= camptis error (ERRC) s
v

IM . : V = no response/PO data for kac) mow #
.

v no more response/PO data for bid (NO MORE)

6. Hidden-PO

.V7= next vendor value -44

S

V1= nd resp/PO d4ta forbid (NONE)
. or.error condition

or no, PO data, (see hidden vendor,)

V2= next PO 'Value

/. page numbei:

P= present X*

t f7 . , -

4-

11

-

'1

°

4 ar3.

-
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NETWORKING: EVOLUTION OF A COMPUTER NETWORK FOR

'HI- GkER EDUCATION IN WEST VIRGINIA

...,
. . Wayne A. Muth

--Biiector, West Virginia Network for Educational Telecomputing;
',, Direcpor for Computing-Seri/ices; Wes Virginia University;

Professor of Computer'Science,-West-Virginia.University;
t Morgantown, West Virginia

V ' ' t _
(

tip
4

The yo g West VirginiaNetwotk for Educational Telecomputing (WVNET),
borti Mar h 4 1975, has survived its infancy and now shows signs of
betomIng reasonably capable, responsible, and robust fibungster:
Attendant t is infancy were all the usual good intentions, hard
work, fitful Aa s, mother love, and "messy things which Heeded changing."

449

4

WVNET serves all ifteet of the State supported colleges and. univeisities
and isoverseen b the West,Virginia Board of Regents. Full service
is pr yided for a micjWidministrative information processing
'needs. Remote si minicomputer=based terminals are served from a
majbr ual opuh stem hoeted by Wesf Virginia University.

,ii gap r briefly reviews the 'purpose of, ratio ale for,' and configuration.

the n twork. Accomplishments and shoiftomings ar8 discussed.
.

A' :
,,

. Current forts toward developinglit 'common administrative applications
systems" are discdsted. Certain port range ekfotts, necessary for
surviving, --the near-terti period, &pear also to hold praise for the
Anger haul ahead:4 , F

.

Fiftally, it is saeli.tfiat some particularly attractive opportunities

for "disiributerinformati6n procesiing'exisr. An examination is
made of how one migh't''go'about turning opportunity into reality over .

the next several years.'-

, 2
. _

155
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OVERVIEW

t s The West Virginia Network for Educational Telecomputing (WVNET) was

formed incMarch 1975 by the West Virginia Board of Regents. The Network. is

now configured'with hardware and is a "going concern". WVNET serves all

fifteen of the State supported colleges and universities. Service is pro-
.

vided for. the fUll range of academic and adminl,strative information processing

needs. Remote site minicomputer-based batch terminals are red from a large
- 111. .

host system located at West Virginia University in Morgantown.-

APP

In The

BACKGROUND (AND HISTORY)

Interest in fdrming a confuter network to serve higher education in West

Virginia can be traced back to at least 1967. At

.
on representing public'end private colleges and

state were actively participating in an ad hoc pi

EducatioAlk Computet CounCif".

that time; some twenty per-

universities Within the.

anning group, the "West

C

,During 1967769, interest 1#y mainly in giving counsel to persons at West

. ,

Virginia Universitf:who were then attempting to move the University out of the j
-

'"7040 age" into more modern. hardwarelip. 'Considerable effort was given to
.

.

. .

Attempting to spell outhow one could meaningfully configure and
i
use a net-

,
. . *. . . (

work. :Many:good ideas were set forth.

0

IeAugust 1969, lest Virginia University purChasealnd installed an'IBM

fr
360/75 computer system.,

456
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In August 1970; theformer "Council".was disbanded, and in its place,
mm

.another planning group, the West Virginiallpard of Regents "Computer Advisory

Committee" was formed. Although the private schools were no longer official-
.

A7 represented, some planning efforts continued on that front. This Advisory

Committee, supplemented by other personnel ,from the schools'involved, met in

.
ppecemVer 1970 for fiirther planningthis resulted in the first ':State Plan

# for Computing for West Virginia Higher Education". This "State Plan!' laid

the framework whereby a network' could be formed at a future date. It was

apparent to a gre1t number of persons that a network held promise, even
. ,

thbugh manydpersons felt considerable uneasineein heading toward that di-

411,

rection.

Some Initial Hookups

In early 1972, remote servige from the Untiversity's 360/75 was begun to

a batch terminal located on the campus of West Virginia :State College, at
*

'Institute West Virginia. This terminal served West VirginiaState College,

the West Virginia College for Graduate Studies, and the Board of Regents with

their only computer'service.

InJuly 1973, remote batch service wa's.begun to Fairmont5tate College's
p..

1130 computer. In SumMer 1974, remote batch pervice to Soutikrn West

Virginia Communityllollete, West Virginia Northern Community College, and to

Parkersburg Community Collegerwas begun..

Ali of these *initial hookups were made solely becuse it made sense to

,

do s
ro; ,

Partigipation in the evolving 4networ% at this stage was voluntary.

No fbrmal organization J.deritified as a "netwdrk"yet existed, however.
et
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_ Initial Effort

FORMALLY CREATING THE NETWORK

4.453-

Efforts towatci creating a network intensified in August 1974. A half-

n persons, representing, initially, the Board of Regents, West Virginia

University, and several existing remote users, plus an outside consultant,
0 t 16.

met often in Fall 1974 for planning and initial design. In February 197,

this effor4kculminated in'4118-page document, "A Plan for the Establishment

of the West Virginia Nework for Educational Telecomputing" (hereinafter

Called simply the "StatspPian"): "Approval of this plan' by the Board of

Regents in March 1975 marked the official beginning of the WVNET. (This

State Plan thus superseded the "original Stite Plan" of 1970--with hindsight,

the original State Plan had been quite alicely'form4ated and had been a use-..

ful instrument.)

Recommendations of the State Plan

Recommendations set forth in the State Plan were as follows:1

(1) That trig WVNET be established.
(2) That the West Virginia University Computer. Center (WVUCC) be

the host site.
(3) That the DirectOt report both to the WVU President (for WVUCC

activities) and to the ChanCellor of the Boardif Regents (for
network activities).

(4). That there be two Advisory Committees--one for P 1\cy,made up
of Vice Presidents from the institutions and ,on -for opera-
tions made up of the Computer Services Directs s from each

'.institution. (This latter committee' thus superseded the
former "Advisory Committee"..)

(5) That-existing staffs'be upgraded.
(6) 25_41. the Policy' ommittee develop a revolving five-year plan.

'That all equipme t be acquired centrally.

'Portions of
fiom a paper
presented-at
Honolulu Haw
for Network

the 'material in this and subse6en sections were 'abstracted
"The West Virginia Network for Educational Telecomputft inthhe N Hawaii International Conferen, , In Systems cien,le,

aii0 January 1976, by Mr. Richard h. Bryan, Assistant Director
Servicee, WVNET..
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(8) That each site maintain a staff to meet instructional, re4.
search, and administrative computing needs using the WVNET
facilities. .

(9) That a feasibility study be conducted concerning centralizing
and using common administrative systems.%

(10) That monies be accumulated to meet future hardware costs.
(11) That all sites be "captive customers" for three yearg%
(12Y- Thee private institutions of higher education in West irginia

be encouraged to join the WVNET.,
(13) That at some future time the WVNET be-operated as-an auxiliary

service.

Hardware /Sof tware

The configuration recommended in the State Plan consisted of a central

complex, dedicated 'telephone lines, remote'batcti terminals and interactive

terminals. Each remote Site would have a direct line to the lest site, there-

by creating a "star" network.
410.

The plan recommended that the host site continue operation of the IBM

360/75 and acquire an additibnal IBM 360/65. One of the machineS was to be

designated primarilyr administrative use while the other would be used

principally for research and instruction.

Each of the twelve remote sites was to have an RJE trminal (HASP work-
-

.station) and conversational terminal which-would communicate with the host

site via hardware multiplexers, modems, and a telephone line. A thirteenth

. site would continue to use a small Data 100 batch terminal. Thelpremote sites

would return all the.existing (rented) hardware to the vendors. This.in-
.

cluded three Data 100 batch terminals, five IBM 1130 computers,,tKo IBM

System 3 computers, one IBM 360/22 computer and one NCR '101 computer. The

total number of .conversational terminals was to be 38 after all were. in-

stalled.
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Budget Considerations
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`Ii was never intended that "money be saved" perse by creating the

Network. Intent lay in attempting to bring decent computing power to bear'

on all the needs of all the schools. A number of the schools were then.

struggling with hardware only marginallysSufficient to meet needs.

It was foreseen that costs overall would contnue to increase in the

'years ahead, but_it was seen that the increases would be,more modest by

employing a network than they would be if there were no network.. This-view

seems valid thus far.

IMPLEMENTATION

Acquisition of Host Site Hardware

During the period March 1975 to June 1976, various equipment acquisi-
,

tions were made.

At the host site at West Virginia University, the proposed "used 360/65"

which was to supplement the existing 360/75 fell by ?he wayside as no attrac-

tive offerings were made by "used" vendors in response to our formal solidi-
,

tation. After further study, an IBM 370/1/k5, was acquired on rental, and the,

360/75 as considerably upgraded by addingSioather 10f4K bytes of high speed
4

6

/

memory (taking pis to a 2 meg total of fast memory).

. al.

Acquisition'of Remote Site Hardware'. ,

...

/
.

*

..

.
.

A round of "request for proposals." 'for remote .site ,hardware was effected,
,,-

,

followed by more s4dy, followed by a formal "sealed ',Wing process ". W.
. ilk 0 \
were sale to get quite a bit more capalility at' the remote sites ',

....

06
, '460'
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-

.

for. the 'money we. had to spend than we had expected, We were .Able to iestall

....I.,

nicely. configured Digital Equipment Cdrporatien PDP 11/40's ehroughout the
s

Network (less one site which has a PDP 11/10).

..,

-----) *
It 6

I _

Etieh'system consists .of the folfOg hardware: (1) a PDP-11/40 with

, .

32K words of memory; (2).2 disk drives (2.3M words total) ; . (3) one 9-track

tape drive; ,(4i) a ,600'cpm card reader with mark sense capability; (5) a 600

. .

1pm printer; ( ) a synchronous inte4face; (7)_ a console CRT; and (8) a 16--
,

line'esynChron us. multiplexer. Onc system has a second line printer.

The software -includes the follgi*ing: (1) a HASP4rLkstation emulation

.
.

4-
package; (2) Fortran with-Commercial And gcientific:SubroutinePackages1

. . .

-N. 5
.

. -

(3) Multi-user Basic; (4) RPG-II; (5) a Batch Stream Monitor; (6) an

41F-
! 1

.ssemblet; and X7) :two operating systems (RT11 and COS 500) which allow:
..

(a) .two of three systems kMulti-user Basic', HASP'Workstation,-Batch Stream)
, 4

n
-, r

to, run concurrently, and (b) batch operation, of*RPG.concurrently,
.

-Uommtinications
1

\-
A --_____ .

_ ...
+Act' of tne remote sit is served by a leased telephone line. Mbst-'

__All.'..- ,

service is at 4800 baud, with some at 96 00. The.phone

.

lines are a subset of
c.,...- - : .

,
.

, -. .

. a lager package of lines which.State government has acquired. 'We -ply about.
,_.

-*-

-25% of what a,leased the would normally cosl. 'Service to remote converse-
..

..,,
. I

tionalterm' als from ehe host site is incomplete at present, but service

a
directly fro the PDP 11/40's exists. AdditiOnal.hookups CO these converse-

tionalterm-nals from the host Site-should be in'place by Springy
.

v ,

, .461
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Capahtlities Available to the User

The batch services offered are similar to those at most,large university
24,

installatiohs. VtgOffer a full range of compilers. We offer most of-the

usual "packages" for engineering, business, ecopomics, and the like. Our

offerings in "statistical packages" are particularly handsome. Merit IV is

available, and is heavily used. There are, however, no offerings of what

mostof you would call a "40ata base management system". \

- Conversational Services from the host site include "Yoik APL ", CPS,

Wylbur, and IRS (an- ,internally developed documentation retrieval- system).

.- BASIC ls=evailableoutOrthe PDP 11/40's.
110, _

0410ATIONAL STANCE AS OF DECEMBER 1976

Business is Booming...

Businoss is gtod,!. Demand for Our prodat runs 'high!- We have many sat-

.isfied customers. Our "assembly line" is running wp1Vand by another month
. .

ar two, after,more"tuning" of the systet, we ahould.he runniAg at nearly
4

0_

full capacity.
1411

.

- .

.

:

What more could a businessman ask for, you say? Well, we do indeed have

Some shortcomings, concerns, and worries...

'Operational Concerns
)

,

As of this time, principal operational concerns inclUde (in notarticu7
*

4,4

1.Ar oider):. /'
, . -

it

, Ilr '

1. Being abil to know at all times exactly, what kinds sers area
_. tsing what quantities of computing forat, purposes, i.e. we
need a good, solid audit trail of usage; .

4

.4
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s

.

. /
. . .

su'r'fing that our pricing structure is faii;
i .

,

3._ -En =ring that our prioritylschechiling_algokithm is responsive
tt ier'needs; ,

.

.

4. En$ ring that some/Zecent level of information security exists;

4 '

° .
,,,,

4'

'504 71i ring to get a'Oecent/Aix of tape ntilizatiodys.:disk-
utili ition; -*'., . .

./

. .. .

/'. . ,1
6. Pushin ahead with improved "ffesOurce allocation" megganismsr-*

IN e-

,

W

,,

7. !Gainin a worka6le, satisfy.ingability to monitor systems per-
/

'

!

,')formanl;

.p. e_

.
A

1

'le .

8.! Making sure we are, employing'eadh/a the, two cpu's. well;
. .

-
/ .. 'I i-t- / .

-I

.

9/. Performing some kind of meaningful planning ;for the future;

,, 1 :- 4

1,0416 LearOngto employ 'ehe computer power of the remote DEC PDP
.:, 11/40's weIrand.f0IlyYin conjunction ',with the 'computer
0_ Romer Of\the host system.

.

lik

..0.

. i N 1 V..

' . 4
-..

On the.Onehand
A

tI al quite Proud of our attempts o,providd a-workable,

f 4 , .,..

tatiiOing networ.wi.tii what I-conider'to be modest.har"OlSre and with lid'e
.

.

,'

intreSef6 personnel.
*.

the otter hand, I know of no other computing ven-
.

p--

.

1111

tureaktempting to serveserve this .iargeS7clienteleWifh this quantity of com-
-AJ

,Niter power. .So onecan't'help,but worry.,
. A

.
I. -'

,,

,A key t6 Ogfure success, tit lack of it, I feel, rests..c*te heaily.in
-

t
* .

s
hOW Well we wIll be able, to utilize the full computerepower of th$ remote

... ../

,--..
I1/40'6,with that of the two cpu's at theghost site.

. k..

...it f ..
s 0 41 It. ..0

I 0
.

, .s'

/TUndj.ng co erns .

The Stare Plan set forth a ceitikin sPending,pdttOff-ifor five years. We
.

4 .: . .,
.

doggedly pushO ahead following these' spending patterns, Ve are "on

t". As a note of interest, those of us who were involved, with the
.

. /. '

.

early planning somehow managad toxomplpetely Arget-.aboutothe pot4s1)1e.im-
. ,-

46 !CC
----%

...
, pact of inflation---this is causing quite a bit of worry `ntni.)

.. '1

4s3
..

../

of,

4

0
Or
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We are.sufficienfly funded to operate this fiscal year, And presuma*

the next, under the assumptiMn^rvof employing the 360 /75 'and 370/145 (witfi a

.148 planned to replace the 145 next July). 'But will this cip
e

antity of-hard-
':

..

6 ware-prove sufficient? In my judgment, the hardware'will probably pr9vesuf-
4'

%
"N '

,

,-

t
,,

_ficient to meet need, but not sufficient to meet demand:
. .6.ri

r

i.4
Organ4ational Concerns'

r;,-.../-../.

At present, the.position of Network Director and, the position'of Director,

".for,, Computing Servicesoat West Virginia University are filled by the same
..0 . . - .

. li---. .
.

person. This was by intent at'the time Of starting the Network--or, perhaps-,, '4.1

. ... .....-, . 9. .

one should Nisr that this was an expedient at the time,(ag wa s",the case).
--

,.
lb

,.
.- a '.

.This' "wearing of two hats" has used concern .among' users. Xh'e4West4 TO .--or

. Virginia.University users-cla the "other guys" ace getting too large a
. V

/

'share of computing and)or attention--the other users in the Netwoik claim
ro. t, .

the University gets too much. The DireCtor ofttn gets confused as tb,which
. , Nor , . %

, -

.
.

AO ."hat" he"s wearing-:other personnel of the host 'site similaly get confused
-,c--,

.

N . A s 'to their roles 'or allegiances at any given :instant. This seemingly "goes .

A .
. b.% f' a

with the territory." ..

.%. t- ,-
s/..

At this time,
.--;

st appeari_Mbat A n organizational change is imminent:

1

. EFFORTS4TOWARD$ DEVELOPING "COMMON ADMINISTRATIVE
AULICAtIONS SYSTEMS"

;,

One 9f the mandatekof
ot . ,,,a , .

/ ,.-.
.1,.. trati/e APplicatifna:osystems. Thos of us who are.most involved', viz.,A,11.

-,.
0 ... ! - ..---.1 .,

, the Computer;Services"Directors at the Network salmiAs; "kind, of know" whiE
,.., o

St Plan was to "deveiop common,admiriis-

we mean; Yet, consi rabledatitude-exists in how' to push-Ahead! I believe 11-

J-

4 464
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111

P I

as

we are &lad generally aware thatwe could mess things up pretty badly if we

were to pUsh lleadimprudefttly. ,

Bearing in nand thaf we wane to eventual'y move into "mbdern knowhaw"
% .6

.. .,-- ,ik 4.

g40..., IA's, DBMS, or whatever buzzwofds one.prefers), but bear in mind

,

also that one mu survive day=to -day i,n the meantime, we inten to push Alleid
. .,

. as .°1 .
.

by trying to ,develop a few modest, but meaningful, systems during the next
e , .

. .

---, ..

year or two.
..,

4

I'`Quite possibly, we are talking about a common "ledger or accounting sys-
-

tem", orpay5e a "personnel system", or some form of "student records" pro-

cessing. Perhaps, we should mo4gy West,Virginia University's "payroll sys-
,

tem" to serve all.

. 1,
. . .

.
In-theSE-off tErm /We-af-e-albost'aUte-Irtalking about Arrilptur9qnt "one'r

41w'
. r ti

knowhow ", perhaps a set of well writ'en COBOL, or PL1 programs, with careful,

,

4
. 4.1k

meaningful,.innO4iitive thought being given to such seeminglymundane areas

.

as.file"TayouN, disk pack layout, minimization of run time, -arid the like.
,

I should sincerely hope welloyld inuAuaea matins whereby softie appropriate

kirichof 1Preprocessinglof dat" at the remo41[PDP 11/40's could occur.

Why is there merit inswillg with this style at., present? Because one

must survive (and hopefully make life more bearable in the short.-termYwhile

. , formulating. the f4ttufe.. I must 'emphasize thatas of now we are juft getting

-a
.
start oAis'effort.

t

We remain about two people. shoranded as reckon'
, .

,I
.,

...-

.
oll

it, and we are le deffning exactly which need is most needy!

:
.. N.

.

. ,-,*

"But,
.

we should be making some. progress this Siring...
.._ f

.

;
,' U : t

1 :
'

I b t,

ft ; r ,. 0 -' , . \ 6-

" '- - - -.0, - + 6 . . ..-,.11ir1 . =1\ 1
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR DISTRIBUTED CQMPUtiNG2-=

Firs let's make'sure we 're using the-same buzzword definitions.

.. t

A"sim e network" is one'camprised of a central host system with remote
.-- ,

batch_te;M/ha s ,accessing the host. A "multi-function network" is
.

.

«

76.

of ar cJentia ost system with nicely configured remote minicomputers accessing

:the ,host.

cient :main me

low speed totals i

In a narrow sense, WVNET is then a "m

These minicomputers. should include Printets, card readers, suffi-

, secondary storage (tape and disk drives),- and connected
. ,

1 - function networ0" Or

,'only if one cleverly employs the fu. capal tiet of therembte minicom-
.

pute4 And we're surely not doing tbat in WVNET.

We have some attractive op ort ids* at hand -- opportunities which Match.

up to our equipment and' to
r

presentknowhow(of, thepeo in the network;

Just'foi starters, as illustration, cons cter the payroll. application.
2) ,

6" i .
.

.,,

N i .
.

At present, each school,is prett much on its awn as it process4 its awn pay-,

."IroT1 informaUon_leaoling np-to.a finc/ step ,whereLn the State issues the paSTJ
6 , °

''''-',toll Checks: from the Slate's computer system in Charlaiton.
. . a ,

t . .- '
,

1"!"Consider hag attractive the following.prodedure would be as
. .'-

S

an alterva-,

Aw :

1. PCollege X"'suns iel; raw-payroll data against a mo#AS "cti-
Uquingiprogiast" using the EDP 11/40 in standalone'mode.

A i
- .

f 0 .

2. An, exceptOln repdie is produced\localfy with ,good turnaround'
i

. time; \
.

.

.
.

.

\
. ,. 3% Loca l payroll personnmi l examine the ekception report,-juggle

* "trial balances' as appropri4te, and perhaps make ieyeral quick
.dr. -' reruns as neceStary; . ; ,:-.

--', ) .
.

I r1 I

4* . W 4-
.. - f . 466
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a

$ .

-1
1

ti\inking on a management informat
-.

system ip basically that implied in the.

..8
.

1
* _

usual triangular drawing which ays,- from top to bottom, (1) MIS for
4 . .

strategic. and policy_ planning, (2) management information fore tactivl

planning and decision making( (3) man'agemett infotmation foi* operatiogal '

'

41k 1:
4. College X", now satisfied with tha a raw 'data, ships the data

down tlit phone line to4the'hodt site;

5. The hat. site, Awing' chledted the p yr 11 information from
all schoolas, 'executes a single run i culmitlates in a com=

puter 4apit being shipped "to Cherie t (at which time every-
one involved can simply' sit back and await delivery of the

4

..

.

,,it

paychecks).'

Other examples of how one could a plo WVNET's (hardware are easy to-
r

1,

spot., And, ene has only .just.begun to be lever. The illustration above if

,4,

"Bush league" in its aftistry; but attractive nonetheless. Similar,opportun-
. ,

. . / -

ides:or
serving professors, and resea chers with their needs

exist.

HOW CAN WE Eyavi T,0 AN APPROPRIATE
. STANCE 'IN-MIS AND/OR DBMS?

z.

What, Do We Mean?

1 .

.Agarn,e'rt's,probabIykielpful to clarify usage of the buzzwords. ,Opr _

, ,

planning, and, finally., (4) transaction procelosing'. iilmost_ surely, irrour . ;

v

case, we'ire talking 'about batch rather than on-fine processing --=and we\would ,

.

c,ertaini aspire to emplo ,"dittributed ssing", appropriates., By '.

>ate base management system -(DBMS)" we arethinkingalong the same

By

a$ most of you at this conference, viz,, some software if.yetea for manipulat-

/i ans large, dat lases--one which apprOpriately interrogates, maintains efant .4

/ 9 9 l'9,
8 : /'.

analybes the infbrmation at land.
.

.

. '
.

; 4 !

. AA ;
s-. ... $4 ,

f .
. y ,

' ..



.Evolvekto an MI.S Stance

.
Alt
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Clearly, at this time, Kt- havePsomie eidmentaof an MIS whtch.could form

.

the basis of some "gfandev-stheMe,of things."' Vest Virginia university has

a number of systems (e.g. payroll,'budget, 'and flitan+1 aids) which are of
.--, ,

-,

recent vintage and Ildr well. These individual systems are certainly MIS-like
t

/ I,
.

in that they satisfy. e -netien of the "triangular drawing" mentioned the
1 .

t- . Ilk
....

pievious paragraph. TheY'aie; however, riot, as intelp.ocked with each otheeas
. ,

. '

or.

'a

one might like. /
itip

.4

,These sysidms, and others; could be expanded upon with a finite expendi-
.

)

.
+6-

x - . , .

,,% I

ture of manpower. Ali-scbccola could run 'against common, systems. , MAny of the
.

.
bnefita implied by the "ttlengular "drawing" would be realized.

4 .

..

., .

, ,'
.. ,.

Several of the-gMaller colleges also hold svthe specific application ..p.ro:.__

.V.
/...

grams whiCh.are quite satisfactory. Sbme sharing already exists. EUort on
p ..

expanding these could be considered..

'Certain common pr1WIrams for the processing of inforitAtion leading to
e , ,

1

, '
certain- "Board of Regents reports" are 411 toe..

.

These .coild be' enhance . 1
- f t

0 '

AllOf the usage noted, would bOMbehind state -of-theIart
. ,

.

COBOL- or MARK
.

.
.

IV-type proc\ gksing. lut,
,

if;the programs'work,
i
and are satisfying; and4get

, .
0. .. ,

the job dohe...
: .

."

. Althou
.

11V,

we .do not' feel that `a DBMS is mandatorytfor a satisfying MIS
.

.04,

'the short term, mani_of 'us 'feel that a move' toward
.

appropriate some day cluite

'
p'

468

some specific DBMS is

it

'1
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Evolving-t 4 DBMS Stance I

There is, as yet, no formal move being made.-toward a Dine acquisition.
. '

Xet, some efforts haxie'been undertaken *116 seem right,aft&proper toward the

"- . ,.

endsqf getting us there someday. ;
_

iirL1(
. .

.

At this point in .4me, it app reordained that wherever we end.up
. .

%.

.

-

1. . I .

will be- strongly.influenced both by the needs at West Virginia Univeraity
.

! ..

and by the manpower which an be brought to bear at the; University in the

.
years immediately ahead. I,feel there is nothing elai4ingabout this sltud-

. / - . -

Zion. Prop rlyoverseen; mush good can come fromreccignilinglkhat-tbe "din"N
(the 1.:Thf.v ty) must), of neceisiy ;'.wag the .tail he.reat of the Netwbrk)

'. _

in certain efforts. ft

11 for a n ber of years, the "style" of data 'pro .dasilg at West Virginia

University has been what,,I'd'call "old fashioned"- nonetheless, thi4"styiew.

proved satisfying to needs- Nov, howeAier, ne, Se a signs of inadequacy in.

-meeting irlformatio nLneeds.

/

gut, there Sas'been stage truly encouragingjJprogress by West Vliginie
4 -

University recently,. "Administrative, Info Group't drawing together

the bulk of the previously far ilimg "administkaelve computer people" was

establishedlin J uly. Experienced personnel have beqp4dded. 'An increased'
v0. ,

.LOR. level management aw4reneAs at OeUniver ity of the need to improve

,and/or."Aghten up'the operation" exists; etier efforts at organizing the
(

day-to -day job scheduling are being -made. fter Name years of'fafse starts.,

activework on a "data diCtionary"0,is unde way. All these signs are most'',

tlAely and encouraging: (Letateadd, A that r see somelencouraging41P4
. .P 0

r

at s veral °Ulcer institutions In the Ne Ork which seem to,depfct,"awaren4s"
,,k 4 -

at the Computer center ievel,and/or "to management level: "),

-

4 6.9
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I should hope that personnti.frOWVedikVirginia Univerki.ty alOrig with

* "" , .

personnel representing the Network 04se ,can begin shortly to gcti'vely,

J 4465

ponder alternatives for pushing=ahead.
os

1 4

While many of you have been pushing ahead with DBMS in the-pas4few.

years, we have not. This does not alarm me and I should hope we can profit

by having had some "pione rs" go before-us. Ldqn't.feel it's too,late'by.

any-means if move ahe d Adently in the next few years

0

,A key factor in pus ng ahead will ,be whether or not ttad same top. level
.

management awareness coupled with the providing of appropriate resolicei Can,

be established an or maintained at all of our State's higher education in-

sti,tutions. Th: variOus."computer people" (i.e. the "woiking people ", if

you will). in a Network, at all sites, are to ented andfresourceful. Lack.

of exR.r ce existavresently, but this be overcame.
.O

44,

summARi
t .

r . : . . 4
,

'computerThe capabilities'within WVNET are superior, overall, to those
. ( s

,.

which existed -in the recent past. This has Wen accomplishe'd.at Modest extra.
.0_

..

. -

cost. When one i lUdes the added cos'''ts of -tie capabilities which would have....

,

^ 4a .
,

to have been added ata.number of the schools even had there been no nefkork,
- .

we ate saving money.

t

Thg de facto network of the earlier days;, 1109 to 19 evolved because

l'itillput a good idea." -The subsequent growth came because a mandated cc urse

.

t

of action frOm the-Board-of,Regents, Althpugh other persons in=West Virkinia
. 1

.higher education (o; higher education anywhere, else for that .matter) might

.#1 ..

.

. , a ,

like one to believe othetIee, 12hOnestly feel that the networkWas mandated

. Ii

4$

111
O.

4,

.
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due to valid economic and echndlogical reasons,, pot (using the -popular term)

for "political reasons."

,Assuming we all work hard, and assuming that reasonably,decent,funding

is provided, I feel the is much promise for the future. I feel we have

progressed nicely thus.far.

4

/

e

110

4

I.
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THE OBSOLESCENCE OF THE

UNIVERSITY DATA'BASE'SYSTEM

E. I., Lowenthal
MRI Systems Corporation

Texas

Cheryl M. Traver
-MRI Systems 'Corporation

Auitin, Texas

467

The Oniversity Data Base has become oyersized, unwiedly,

overly complex, and tempermentaf. expensive tastes

4

and unrelenting demands, it tends to rule tits users

rather than support their informditiOn needs. * It is time

we realize- the data base concept has been badly misused

and the forced co-mingling of data does not guarantee

system..Thedata
down intointo controllabl*uni This paper discusses how'

mbdern eSource managerde echniclues such as speciallr

zation, division of labor elegation ofauthorityi aridI. A
departmentalism, could be of ctively applied to computer
as well as .to human information resources. Thwteclinology

for stripping the data base of its awesome control is

available today.

472
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The Obsofescence of the

University Data Base, System

Dr. E; I. Lowenthal
Ms. Cheryl M. Traver.

MR/ Systems Corporation

Austin, Texas

469,

Thetis& of the large-scale data base system in the university, is no

longer a novel concept. In fact, the literature of Nigher education in the past

several years has included countless tales of the perils and struggles

surrotin&ng-the attempts to control such 4steMs. To date most of us, these

authors included, have insisted that the reasons for problems and for failure

havebeen in the

stated that with

-data base system

users and not in the sys4s themselves. We have ileeatedly

proper foresight ancilplanning and continued super/Ilion, a
., t

:can, produce alb the results it promises, The very emphasis on

the Data Base Administrator was a direct result of- warnings that data base_...
. \--. . ,

, .
.

,
-.-

syttems are difficult to control. and need very careful supeivision by a staff of
, _ .

.
-super technicians, teacherss_anddiplit 7 Numerous articles have chastised

. ,. --.

the data processing ,Manager,7the Mini iadmirlstrator, the vendor,.and the
' a.

programming staff for not ning-itiOuture environment properly; for not'
- -

investigating future interlaces. eepty enoigh to prepare [Sri:ter structures for
.,,,

the initia* data; for not syst atically evaluating needs versus :capabilities pf
.

the prospective DBMS, f over-sellingthe early; for embarking ori .

. A first systemthat wai too large and too critical; for cutting `controls and edits

and error traps in order to meet urireglistic schedulesrnd last but certainly

riot least for Vuying (or selling) a DBMS in the first place. -*it 4

-

'T
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Eactiand every one ofifese--ckiticisms was apt to a large class early
, .

data base users; Many of the errors are still being rated. Hbweve Al-

though. there are now many successful and cost-justified DBMS environments in
. .

our colleges and universities, here .are also countless uncontrollable, eyer-
. . ,l J

growth& demanding data base systems about -which unhappy administrators
,

ponder where they failed, when in fact they were guilty of none of the ihort-

Ar

sighted planning or poor implementation techniques cited earlier. The planners.

and implementors were capable, The earip systems were stkcessful.. But the_
.

system grew through timeialp become urdearable. Those responsible wonder

why. The answer to the quandary isiievethiplft often inherent in the data base

management systems themselves.

Typically the problem revolves around the fact that the,maturing DBMS

insists er. "running the show": Its peak demands c ctate the rescheduling of

other non -data base; systems, even other _users rrorder to satisfy CPU and

. memory requirements. Its dependence on a given tructural relationship forces

conformity emonCall kinds of data. Its rules for d velo'ping ieg-file or "inter-
.

%,

data-base" relationships place further restricti on the structuring of

infrequently but definitely related data to the fr quent detriment of the more
,

commonly accessed patterns. The fragility of the typical backup/recovery

. system imposes further festriciions on the usage pattern of the entire systeM
.

to protect the integrity of the data base.#

In its'iniami the above problems are not usually noted, at least Apt. with

much concern/ The first data base applications tend to be ones whose natural

structure ateb those of the DBMS, usually because thug applications are

very frequently the very' ones which caused, the selection of the particular DBMS

.19

474 0,h
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. . _

inlie first place:. 'Thpse initiatdata bases are usually' of a_ manageable- size, .
,

, P . i%, .
(and frequently test or pilot 'applications) so that backup/recovery weaknesses

4

are not stressed and failur6s.are not viewed with\great criticality.?
..

Through time the database grows and becomes accepted,\even depended
. . ,

_

. .
upon. Paltephs of usage and response expectations are-elliablished. Various

applications finally reach production usage. The becomes heavair ,-

committed to the DBMS. HoweVei, they tyricaldata base grows beyond its

initially carefully planned_phases:

Often this growth is a positive indicator_ of the usability of the data base
r

.
concept. Unfortunately, this'is the point at which the weaknesses of the DBMS

begin to make themselves known. Much: as the true serviceability, of a new

highway bridge cannot be ,tested until' thgaild bridge is torn down, thereby

removing both user ability to a'oid the new and builder ability to reip6tate the

old way should the new one fail; stresses ;on, the DBMS are not usually. great .
tc

until the time and money commitment makes a new choice _prohibitive.

phis is ttre point at whichinterrefitidnshiirstresses appear. -For example,
41111

suppose )astudent fees ubsystemunexpecte* becemes_adesirable addition to
v

I : .4""
existing student and financial in Formation systems and thdt this data is the

only data thus far in common between the two systems. Depending on the

DBMS, his _could cause a tedefinition of the original two files into one (in

''ordei to perform unprogrammed user' qtieries), the programming of 'tailored

. application programs to."talk across" the files, the addition of th inforthation
4111 t . - .

..

to both files with resultant redundant data and highertupdatifg requirements,

..or degraded access to the "awkWarcl' data: frojectiag this phase to full and
.

comprehensive university 'system, where almost every defipeable.file can be ,

4. 7 5
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related
.
to some other file (i.e., in a university it is difficult to find any sing:le

disi of logical data which is totally isolated), one Of the fcilloviing usually

resuits:, *

(I) One hute data 'we with all the -data structured in a.manner.which
. _ ,

attempts to pirodtite reasonable respOnse times for the critical hiihWolume

dem-and;
-/i

' . :
14

( 2Y1-' Several large data bases, each structured as in (l) and.with.taflored
.

_;-adfiL ,t_ , _ d' , .

supping for interrelating the data baseS;
. % ..-

)

(3) Many smaller data bates, each optimized fora given ap cation
.

t
e---. .

and with most gateral accessing controlled bytaildred programs. .

0 .

,

Alternative (1) was, of course; the origin* ideal of the data base` .
. ';- At /

, ,

cor*pt;. one base containing all of the related data with little a -plicati n .
. $ t

.

support to access it. Most who have traversed the .data base route, h
,..

admit that few could afford the frontend planning timocto predict' accurately i
all future relationships4d Ines. Even if this could be done",--Cinive-rtity-Aik55

. .

_ fear thatthe sheer _size of a single data base to serve Their needs, would be

prohibitive from_ st;ridpoints of processing speed, memory requirements, and

the risk of downtime.

Priternatite (2) is becopling- more common. A fompromise between (1).
and (3), it attempt s to avoid the bad drawbacks of each but demarldst.gra4t
a _

: ,

deal of- expertise _On .how to capitalize on tliestrong features of sil4particult
a ;

DBMS.
( . ' , t" .t .

*

Alternative (3f is acaualljf evidence of a trend back toward more ,con-
irt . .. i ^

.1 I

-L_

" a

\ . .r
xentional data procesiing systems with high ongoing suitkrt for the program-

. -...... ,
4 ming of new sy;tems arid modification to existing °ties. How. ever; the ustRof .

C. - . .4- ., . -b -

t - f

4\
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tailored applications to relate files avoids the nbed for clairvoyance in the
g

other...two alternatives. a

:
These alternatives to the structuring of the data base have much in

s

common, wjth those associated with organizational management. In the small
-.

organization acsimple central structureoworks effectively. However,as the k

organization grows in size and complexity, direct communication by a pre-

sident to all .levels of a' centrally4idated,homogeneout stafftpecomes awkard.
1 ,

dblthishandle resource rnanagers
.

ihaveTo hane s proem modern resoue ave recognzed the need to
:

,

introduce smaller units- of authority, to break the or.4anization down,into

-mariageable
a

parts. The cdncepts of specializations division of labor, delegation

. of authority, and departmentalism have been successfully introduced. . A'4\

' 4 The data base
*
Management 'systems of today have addressed a- small

subset of these organizational problems: they do provide specialized control
.. .

permit limited partitioning of the data. However, basically logiCal divisions of

the data are dealt with in a superficial (or external) way: user access to/
J ,

various data is restricted through complex security* schemes; the data ..

theniselves are 'usually centrally stored in a highly interdependent manner. It

is this internal structuring which places such high demands on the environment.
..

Because the external organizaionalernseare dealt with effectively,
, -.

. .
-the university manager has been slow fh realizin. that, With his large. and

highly interrelated data base, ine demands of the internal organizaftn can
,

become exdrbitant. The set df problems inaudes the following:

(1) Because'of cost and interface problems, the university can usually
,

4

support a maximum of one DBMSAConseqUently, all data base systems must
1. . ..

. be structured according to a singl DBMS, 6e it hierarchical, relational, or
0

IL .

y w
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something else. However, university data are ill-behaved and diverse. A
.

structure which Maps we'll for one system will not necessarily apply easily to

other systems.

(2) Because the'typical DBMS requires explicit relatibnships in order to

perform automatic nonJprogrammed Processing, data structut'es must often

queries.
/

(3) Because the various data become physically intertwined,. the size of

the entire, erata. base becomes critical" 'during any processing by the DBMS. For

. the maturing data base, this size will dictate the online peripherals and the

machine memory for the entire installation.

(4) BeIause data base processing operates in the same environment and

within the tared CPU, it'will dictate strict backup/recovery patterns onto the
/ ,

non-data base applications.

(5) Because of the CPU sharing, it is dgficult to design reorganizations

and optimizations to automatically occur when load is light in the data base.

(6) In order to'permit other system's to use the critical CPU resources,
. ,

the installation manager will usbally.relegate the, data base-to a "parttime"

status and remove it completely during certain- periods, 'Because the DBMS is

dependent on the CPU no data base access is possible during those periods.
.

(7) Because of the complexity of the data base. systerriloftware and its

dependencies on the CPU architecture, the installation becomes boynd to a

given computer mariufacturer the vendor of the DBMS, and the whims of both.

In, addition, even if a second)CPU is available, it cannot be shared J;ty the

DBMS. Even if a second DBMS is', available; it cannot be easily interf acred to

the original one, muck less to a common base of data or application programs:

6 4 78
4
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the increments may be smaller and more econ ical, the load willl still approx-
...--

imate the DBMS demand peaks (as was true/in the mainfram7 setup) except \
,_

that in the mainframe the peaks might ha4 been counterbalanced by lower
....___ .

demands of other non-data base system's, 'thus permitting at least some

resource sharing.

An alternatilk solution would involve coMbining the mainframe with one

or more, mini-tomputers which would perform data management services.

Such a mini-computer is termed a- "backend" Since it ythe product of
_ .,'

offloading some pqrtipn of a data base management system- from the

0 mainframe "host" to an "outboard" computer /which' is the backend. By

r
mI ramt

e o another,offloading d a processing work from the. ainf to intelligent

device uch as terminal accessing is offloaded to a "frontend" processor), the
. /

C power and rnernog of the host can/be used for other tasking, thereby,

xtending the life of the mainframe. On/the other hand, the decision to leave

/application support and an interface for natural language requests in the host

provid s the power and memory of' the entire main4CRl (and access to anyentire

no data base, peripherals needed), fo complex application support while yet

voiding many 4.40*.:secirrity and b kup problems associated with application

interference with the data base and its access.

Since lhe backend performs actual data base 1/d operations and because'

it copptains the DBMS, capabilities to digest and reformat the stored data, it

possesses enough power, to perform standard inquiry/retrieval functions in and

of itself. Furthermore, since the. backend is not sharing its cycles and memory

with other applications, it rs free 'to spend idle time in various tuning and

AIL ti
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(8) Control hierarchies and security setups can be circumvented by a

clever but malevolent programmer who modifies the ever- present operating

system to bypass the DBMS entirely in accessing the data under its control.

In summary, the DBMS that shares the main ,CPU -with non data base

applications dictates the size, character, and power of that CPU. In addition,

the DBMS becomes yulneiable to the other applications on the system and

restricted by the demands of thost systems.

These problems of the complex and large data base are finally being,

'recognized and much worn has already been done on the searchfor a replate-

merit for the current type of data base management system.

Some of the researchers have become proponents of substituting mini-

computer data base systems for the current mainframe s stems. The argu-

ments.are substantial. By performing DBMS activities in a separate machine,
ti

the main CPU is free to handle other problems. Besides providing a manner of
. -

- 'expanding which is more cost-effective than mainframe expansions, this

method- addresses other data base problems since interference with other

concurren' processing is non-existent and backup/recovery _.is mote controllable

because'the environment-is restricted from non-data base apOic Z ions:
A

However, the mini-compUter DBMS shares certain of 'the problems with

its mainframe counterpart: because ahy appplication stip t (which eyen most r
.

vendors will admit' is a strong necessity) also reside in the rriini,'security

circumvention is still an issue as4S the prbblem of 'recovery froin applkation
.

pr,ogram 'failure; Further, the mini also suffers from overlo7ding. of .memory.

I

and cycles, only it occurs, much more rapidly on a smaller device. Althpugh

0
479
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reirganization function. In addition, it can be programmed to operate

independent of the host, thereby giving it utility in tandem with the host or

even when the !lost is not operable.

The backened could be thought of as the "workhorse" of ttle mainfran*

.frost, or, for that matter, for multiple hosts '(since a simple interface would
6

enable host-sharing). If designed so that its primary function is to handle all

interfaces with the data base (as differentiated frond traditional controllers

which handle all interfaces ,with a data base device), the backend becomes

Data Management Machine (bMM). We might refer to the D.MM as a "data

munching machine". Since one of its greatest advantages is the fact that it

acts as a data redUction device for the host: in the 'typical data base

environment, the common data base function, causes many device requests;

thus by offloading device accesses from the host, that host is freed from much
.

4
I/O handling and the intermediate, buffering requirements.

vr .

The backened DMM atsVavoids several of the problems not soled by the

stand-atone mini-compute/DBMS. Because the user applications arereiident

in the host, the backup/recovery complexities caused by unrealiablo
,

applications are not problem because the only ikay intct_the DMM is, through

its hs5st interfac access method, the risk of security circumvention,via an

operating syst m or external application which accesses the data base devices

directly is e iriated..

The D M concept has other advantages. Since the DMM contains all of

the co plex data management code, with little host:dependent DBMS code,

- and nce the DMM could support multiple host accessing, 'the installation

co d utilize its DBMS fro. different types. of mainframes and from

481
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distributed locations. Further, by introducing another DMM and 'a switching

mechanism, the installation can improve throughput and reduce the risk of

failure or downtime by servicing requests at a slower rate (i.e., degradation of

performance rather thafino performance).
.

In summation,jor the university which intends to make substantial use of-

the data base concept, the D/c4M- has the potential to avoid many of the pitfalls

commonly experieficed with the maturing data base system.- -However, even

the DMM DBMS -- if it.were currently available == suffers from -some of ,the

problems of the mainframe DBMS, namely those problems associated with

dependency on a particular vendor. The university manager will be dependent

on the producer and supplier of his4 DBMS, and ultimately of his Data

Management Machine. 9us, problems of reliability, problem detection,

technical obsolescencex servicing, and the numerous disadvantages cited

earlier of being dependent on onjy one costly and restrictive product wwill

-continue to exist. However, the Data Management Machinerould certainly, be

one means of beginning to 'strip the data base of its awesome control over our
.

information-producing organizatioqs.

A Q 0s,
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A MINI FOR MANAGEMENT

Johnilli. Gwynn
Asslstant Director, Computdi. Services

.- University of Wyoming
Laramie, Wyomirig

This paper discusses. a system that serves as a responSive

administrative ipformation resource to high-level

university managemetit, college deans, and department'heads ;

at Ilike same time it is 'Ming used for daily operations.

It has an integrated data base, is on-line for both

=inqUiry and update, and.runs on a mini-computer. The

data base includes financial data, student files, and

personnel detail such as faculty activities and academic

.performance. An illustration of management use is the

Vice Pre'side'nt of Acadtmic Affairs using the system to
.

study facu4ty loads, personnel costs per credit hour,

library resource'consumption, and departmental manpower

allocations. A college deah may use the system to examine

the impact of service course instruction.

ti
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Colleges and universitieS are on the brink of discovering that minicompu-
40 . , \

ters are a viable alternative to midi and maxi hardware for administrative data

processing and management information systems. With a history 'of solid perfor-

mance for highly technical users, the minicomputer has emerged ad a low-cost
a

contender in the medium to modestly high performance-range,for those of us %:tho

are less sophisticated in technological detail.

Minicomputers are not new. Data base management systems (DBMS) are not

new. BA the'advent of high quality data baSe management software on minicompu-
-

ters is recent. The use of such a system in the development_of a so-called

managements information system (MIS') is only now being seriously exploted.

Such a-`- system Ada heerf-dveloped at the-

used to support daily o erations, management.

Univerlsity-41:4-Wyoming a ;ts 'belug

decision making, administrative

data analysis, an& some high-level planning. The minicomputer used is a syn-

thesis of technical 'developments which is unique. A full configuration is

modestly priced and performance rivals older hardware costiefig eight to ten

.times as much. The system ias an integrated data base and is on-line for

inquiry and update. The data base is people-oriented (rather than financial)

and includes student files and personnel detail such as faculty activity and
.

. .

academic performance, as well as some financial data. It is being used through-

out

S

the University administration and particularly'in the.gcademic/faculty area.
I

The-system dtveloped at the University of Wyoming illustrates use of a mini-

computer to support activities formerly thought to require larger (and more

expensive) hardware. In addition; the managementactivities supported by the

system ar4rthought to be Of considerable interest to other universities.
!.
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The Problem 4
... , / .

t

- 4
facing

f
Much' has been .written aboutithe'problems university administrators

I. 1.

*

today. The list is long.andthb prbblems are often very complex. In response

.
to the call for help, enthasiastiC data prodicssingitechnicians have misrepre-

- .sented and oversold 65mputer automationas an' answer to the administrator's .

0dilemma. As deadlines passed and funds wereexpended beyond estimates, a dis-

enchantment set in. "Unfulfilled expectatidns" and "dfsappointn' described

the'reaults of all too many management information.sygtem projects.

With administrators and technicians wiser for the exverience, we'are seeing

* .

the dawn of a new perspective on the' use of computers in high-level administra-

tive probleI solving. Of major importance in thft perspective is the under- .

standing that the computer is nothing more than a tool whiCh is useful in

o

manipulating and managing large quantities of data. Along.with this understand-

ing has come the realization that a management informatdon system is more than
A

a set of computer programs. It is now recognized that a management informatioq

system is really a management support team with a compUter system as a common

tool. The computer component-must include good data base management sdftware,

**
a data resource consisting of an integrated file set, some generalized programa

which may he Used to respond L'givariety of.unanticipatsdrequestS, an adequate

assembly of hardware, andia talented gtaff capable of ke4ng it all working.

Some members of the MIS team must collect the data-and load it to the data base.

Of.ten this is:.a problem of speed, accuracy, and thoroughness. Other members of

the team must be capable
4

of probing the data base for combinations or selections .

oil, data that will provide information to the administrator. Often this is a

problem of communication, timeliness, and adequacy (of the data resource).

,Still'other team meiers must resolve security, design, access, zesponsibility,

and a host of other problems that arise whet eriseveral different offices

'around campus are involved. 435 y
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' The demands_ on the support teaneusuallyexceed that.which can be satidfied

4i33

by information: "Herein lie& the, source Of much confusion and discontent. It'

id incumt upon management to realize that

%ill do po than it is designed to do.

will not .solve management problems. It 1011
A t.

ba!d upon data not collected. Managemen t

Aolve the problems, and administrators'must

:the Management.Anformationirsystem

It does not, make decisions. It

not produce inforMation that is

must make the decisions; people must
/ 11

articulate their data needs.

06

At the University a Wyoming, the management informs team consists of
.

,1,
the president; -four vice-prqsidents, several college deans, a representative.of

the Faculty Senate, and*r data base administratOr. In addition to carrying on

the daily ,Vsinesa ofthe Uoiversity, this group is responsible for the data.

,----\resource,and is a user of information from the system. They respond to

inquiries from the Wyoming State Legislature regarding budget, faculty activity,
. 6 -

t .., .

, credit hour costs, etc. For internal. manage-.

4
'

_-. 1

course loading,ifaculty assignment (research,

departmental position allocation

'anent they use the data to study'

instruction,,servile, committee4work), and,publicatiOn type a d yolume. They

0
work on grant.acquisition and management through skills invent ry and academic

interest data Academic piograms are examined for cost/benefit by a study of

' . .

enrollment
;

data, course level, student degreetype, student level, etc. Response

4 _ , .

to Federafiand institutional questionnaires is done as needed. A.recent devel-

opment is the use of'the system by the Faculty _Senate to suppart interactiqn

with both faculty. and facult y administration.

0 . I
The ,problem, then, is ,one of assembling and, educating the team, collecting

I-

the data, and responding.to the variety of Perceived information needs.
o

The Computer Support System

Using a computer is a common experience for many administrators. Using a

minicomputer islesd'commOn. Back in the days when computers-were first coming
.

into wide use there was an affinity developed between men and hardwire.
. . .

...,
.

-.,.

A.
CS *
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dla
Computers were ahends-on-tool that were approaehable though mysterious. As

.

data processing centerA grew and lore iperonfl, the affinity. waslost.

large, comillex computer sAstem became the tol of the cybernetic professional.
1

I . .

1 When tianagemenr veeded Ninforma on itwas no Inger available.dia-ectly'frOmthe
A' .q '

____
,

computer. 'It was.nece'ssary to make areqUest fo the datd processing ofgahiza-
...

t
,

tion which in turn used the c4oputer and responded to management's request on

,.
a schedule, in aifiknner, and at a cost that was often insensitive and alien.

if

Aside from'all Ise that vinicomputers.offer, the return' to personal compUting

wIthAlands-on.contact is possibly the most significant, tactor'in their wide:-

. 0
spread use. Again, it is possi1Le to lave an affinity with the. hardware in much

,41*

the same way a family grows close it itltutoMobile. ,Thee are many things that'

minicomputers can't do or don't do well. But, like the family car, these are

overlooked as long as the job gets done. As the discussion of magi ven8Us

I

. J
. "

mini goes on, it is worth noting the gleam in the eye of Abe owner of the mini

o
... a gleam that may be signaling,the beginning of a great new American lie

, ,--
afflb air- And, after all, what technical:. argument can hold 'its own when love is -,

._ %.
. . le

..'`s involved? ' . % ,

, .. r
. . \

. .

The return to pefsonal computing, though very real, is being stemmed by
0

'

professionals.professionals. Prokrammers, A44ysts, and computer cenol. management
t .

. I.

are using minicOMpu'O10 as their personal tools4o do what midicomputers did
---.

in the past. The tvaditional file structures, languages, and systems,Oesigns
.

..
are being reinstalled on minicomputers daily. The effect of this tr nd-ig to

preserve the present 'gulf between t e administrative user and the computers \.
,

resource. We are finding that minicomputer sige stial being used,as tools for'
41

16.
programmers rathar than aS tools for admipistrators. Although th2 hardware

.01m.

expert's:. is less, tie cost
m
of developing applications is still high and the

time lags are v ery long.
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."The notion .of parsonsl computingyfor admigistraeors is being actively pur-
1 /

1 .

;stied at.the Uni4ef,ifq'of Wyomilip The minicomputer being used significantly
, i......- ,..1q -

depaitsfibm..61efast,,O,.prevdding rvices dfrectir to, administrative users

,

and ik" ,rep c trrc eunder-thgir control indbch the sapit way a filing cabinet

itunder:their,control. .They dtetLiiie what goes in, hew it is filed,
/

and how-.
.

1
it is used. Of course,

abilities not available

;, .

minicomputer ;ystemtrovideS.loy proceaSi ng cap-
/

tai a Wing cabinet.
. '

,s

At the Unopersitof Wyoming, three minicoMputerivare being used fok
'

p

administrafille data prOcessing in.Laramie antwo more have been set up' at
a

community colleges. These systems have a combination of hardware,`Iirmwate,

andioftWare thit radA control of the'computing tesoUrce and the data

.

. ...
.

.

resource to the administrative waer, Use of the system requites very yitle

\ =.ft...10 .

aiming ... a couple of hours gets plople started. Some applications don't-
.

. et.

- even need special gprogramming. For .these the generalized services are suffi-
f .. , r

. .
ent., Projects requiring special programming like the MISxquireas'litfle

. .

* . .

7

as one-tenth the

methbds.

development time'ak

Figure 1 spows-__ane

sbrage Unit, low -speed

The Data Resource

previous comparable efforts using tra4007

. *---

the minicomputers witka Magnetic tape drive, a disk
.'

minter, andlonsgle CRT .terminal.
.. ....4 .

.--

Within the University data is'

miry different-offices, ande used

the data needet f

task. The rule govb

timelipessmill be impr

lected 6h a variety of torMs, kept, in,

in unknown number -ot purhoges. _gathering,

ent informatiorssYstem is a large: and difficult'

the'collection of .data 4 that'tEe accuracy and

those reaponsible'4r supplyingthe,data benefit

if a follegedear,ii exA L"Nd-to'input data to
N

the system,(there must be-a-re ,henefit to that dear. which 4:6 a,direct

\
, . 1 ,

. "tesul of ard is depe.Ident:upon Oa data entered;
s. 1 ..; . , ..-

,
. 0

nq

f-el -doing sn. This means
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Figure 1

The initial phase of the MIS data base
Alb.

at the University of.Wyaming his

resulted in the collection of a large volume of data about personnel. InCluded

1.--....0.

, .0,4
are: ...

-

.: 019
,

I- Faculty service recordS with annual supplements,
1 1

k , 1,40 . ..
,

- Faculty performance evaluationi,

;

40.

V
..or

V.

- Faculty resumes,
.

- University committeeirassignments,

4

.
Soon tQ be added are the accounting files.4

ISO Since much of this Asti is very sensitive, considerable security surrounds

-.Instructional work load of faculty -and teabhing assistants,

Student data base wits cuvent, semester course enrollment,

Personnel/Payroll file,

*- Faculty publicatiOn records, andfitt,

- Facultyfields af interest and expertise surveys.
,

its use. SaeeguardS are built into the computer syStem and er xterbal measures
.

have also been implemented:
- .
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Use
r

-4The,system codsitts Of a4aipicomputer, some general ed services, some

0

e

487

spenihc services, an integrated, and' shared data'base% a;d, some TV-type termi-

,nals. Figure
4

1

f

. Data is

form is disp -yed on the terminal screen ti-Mt is very similar in layout to the

documen fro', which, the data ins being taken. This is illustrated inligure 3.
P.

".

2 shows one of the types of terminals used.

0

Figuee 2

entered on.-the omputer by a cierk.using one of the .terminals:A

li

4

*

Figure 3$

* With the fort othe screen .it is possible to enter new data, :correct

4 9 0
VF
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existing data,`diSPThg-itored data, and delete data. Examples f how they

system is us for daily operations, data analysis, and es support to planning.

aad-decibien king are given2beloW.

,

.

Daily operations presently include personnel/payroll and student records
A

management. Accounting is to be_added during 1977: Much of the basic data
,

'about people that is needed for management
. -. . .

t .

purposeS-comes from nOal universi
,

, .

operation's. This is illustrated in Figure 4, which shows a terminal screen

format used by the Personnel office to vpdate personnertecords. By.using. the
4

terminal it is possible to ed4 new employees, change data, delertbose who'' 0°
(0,

terminate, as4-obtain many differ t reports:

!A*

4.

'Figure 4

Inquiry into the database is, also done using the terminal. The response

0

May be displayed on-the terminal, printed.oin a printer located near the computer

or printed on a printer attached to the terminal. The English-like inquiry

language makes it possiblq for the risers to request reports of browse through

thedata directly without having to go through the data pro cessing organization.

pf course; access to and modification of the data is regulated by security pro-,

/edures in.the computer.

Recently the Assistant Registrar was filling out an H.E.W. report and

-- -
needed the answer to the following question: "What is the average number Of

-V. 491
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hours that a full-time'junior or senior 'political science majof political-
. .

scienee,courses at the gvtduate level is enrolled for?"' Figure 5a shows hii;)

typirein the-Anquity and Figure 5b illustnotes the respons on the,terminal.
,

'

screepe

11

2

3

5b

3

Becauses.OW one copy of basic data is kept about each_perSon in the data
.

.,) /
,

base, manakemle is always assured 'hat their use of the system is based upon\
the,most curKeni data possible. Howe ef, some of thedata needed for management

Ire
is not uSed for daily operations. THis also Faust be collected and loaded to the

. ,

)

6a

:Figure-6
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data bate. The responsibility for the collgption of the data rests wtth the

administrative office that uses it. Figure6a shows a clerk loading a nual

merit ratings, for the Academic Affairs Office and Figure 6b is an illustration

- .

of the.screen format she is using (the'screen format has been filled wink

sample data).

Data analysis at.this point in time.is primarily confined to the useo

or
the generalized inquiry capability of the system. .0nePsimple illustrations

flown in Figure 7, which is a re onae to an inquiry from-a vice presiderit"
,

regarding fall semester cl ses with less than ten studanteenrolled..

-

I
qd

Figure 7

The stem id also being used to study-discrepancies between*reported
. w,_ . .

; ) .."-':-...- .

tructipnal responsibilities of faculty and-thqseof graduste assistants.

Thi study is supported by a specific service which is a program,.that produCes

the. ports shown in Figur, 8,

0 er exathples of analytical use inc dei,thel comparisons berween,acadimic

20/legas on .facillty course ,loading, number of advisees,Xby degree type, etc.)

Jiina6Pt c dit'hours generated, courses per `faculty position by.course'levell

,and publicO ions in relation to research and teaching assi nments. The system

4'9
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°

i
does not directly display these comparisons but rather'faciltates the Study by

,

.

N
ripidlY'accoAmodati4 tbeexamination'of the data. .Since the data displayed by

1 4. .

the system in sup rt of. this type of work is confidential, it is not possila
, # C , -

to show an illustration in this paper.

-- Planning and decision making is an outgrowth of data Analysis. A later
,

phase of the.develspMent at the University of Wyoming will include modeling and

sidulation. So far, the system has been used to plan for faculty position.
. *0

41ocation rearrangements Within and among the academic colleges. Also,' the -

=

minicomputer'has.been used,4n a.liinited way in budget planning and development.

However this activity has'yetdto be integrated into the management infoumation

fsystem.

\
Data Collection

0 .

. ,
.

c
The data base has been assembled from many sources. Basic payrol ran-

i-

n" and imudent data was ,converted from files used on a larger comp er. Some
, #

ficulty data was converted from max4l files., Othei'dadiacame from question-
I1 .

.
Se . , .

Idairesaent.to faculty and graduate teaching assistants. igure 9 illustrates

the.dar sources for.,the initial organization of the data/base. The conversion.
, .

/

#

-. I .1
..

of manual' files is-a massive.pne-time-effort. Conversion
.

of computer, files,is
V .

7
,

a,severai-otime-e% lfort at applications are run in parallel on'two computers.
.

.

$
"

494 .
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QuegionnaiCes are periodic and on -line.,updates are daily.

.I

6

'
.(y°

'4411141;

tip° NE.
Ark-

*R

,

.

.

Of particular significantes the faqttthat datapapture is done by

'personnel indite office respons,01-e.foi. the data. This means that payroll
I

Figure 9

data isloaded by peke in the-payroll office,. Faculty activity Ata 16

0 -

lohded by people.in"tlie offide Otthe V4e-President of Acad0104iffairs and
eeI I

Provost. The 'entry blidata:by thmoe bot the dal.* operationsand mailage-*

lent levels'produces arriPh data resouree.that is shared to the'benefit of all.
,

Figur* 10 Shows, people in,tbe Personnel OffiGe an the Prov6gt's!Office using

the system'..
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/Figure 10

Conclusion -arid Futgre Plans , ' .

/.
.

.

Ti.
t

ale minicomputer t the University of Wyoming has proven to be a -duccessfni
.

,"-tool for direct use by management. The hardware id reliable and inexpens±ve.
.

. i
.

The management information system is directly usable by people of varying skill
.,.
- v

levels ranging from clerical to top management. It is possible to do daily
. -
..

'operations, data analysis, planning/projection, and system.develfment simulta

neously.

,There are six phaseS to the MIS projea. With phase two completed, the
k' O

,

system is"being used by the University management on.eiternal matters and will

e used during the upcoming session of the Wyoming State legislature. The data
, .

base is adeqnatef o support these activities .

1

Future plans include enhancement of the data .base management system, enrich-
, /1". ,

ment cofthe data base, and enlargement of, the user community.

bBMS woris very well on single tcey.direct accesd record retrieval, but

needs iMproved performance on processes requiring multiple key access or large
. /

file sorisi

I r:

Theiclita base consists primarily of data Irom existing manual filed or gap

which fe;alkeady,being collected. For inst&nce, faculty assignment ia used
,

it

496,
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. , ,

rather than:actual activity. Plans include the inclusion of many additional
. - ,b.

. .

data apes. Alsothe financial,filse's of the University are to be integrated
.

1
..

into the data base. .
.

/

Finally, use of the systeni.will: be extended to academic college deans a

4

department heads. This will give.scademic administrators end university off ers
.

,

a ehared management tool..

p

le

I ,,,,, ...A-e:..,

C.
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IIHE "PA D" APPROACH TO MIS:

HEPS vs. NCHEMS

'Don E. Gardnei
Coordinator, Information Systems

Arizona State University
v,

Tempe, Arizona.
s r

T. V

1
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X

TOe.dissemiriation and use of NCHEMS software (student

Flow Model, Costing and Data Management System, RRPM-l.6,

A -etc.) has had a definite impact on the development of

management information systems in postsecondaty education.

In addition to the NCHEMS information system products,

la cgmputer software package called HEPS (Higher Edllf#tion
.

Planning System) is also qvailable which provides the.

same kinds of outputs as the NCHEMS (software, as well as

reports in.ateas riot covered by NCHMS. Based on an

.11

analysis of documentation and, informal interviews with

- current users of both syitems, this paper compares the

A

.b0ic approach of HEPS vs. NCHEMS, will outline some of

the basic assumptions unde-rlying the computer programs,

compare representative data input requirements and output /

report formats, and diseusies the basic alternatives

available to administr s and technicians presented

liltwith thecavaiiability o wo major higher education

"MIS packages."

/- 498
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THE ",PACKAGED" APPROACH TO MIS: HEPS vs. 14611M4S

Proponents of principles of "scientific, management" and "ra tional policy

..analysis" seem to be ap pearing in increasing numbers in postsecondary educa-

tion.
_7

tion. While some administrators have acceded only reluctantly to tote demands

of regu/at agencies for improved managem4nt practices af their institutions,

others have

will also pr

survival'in

Within
4

to believe that implementation Of new management techniques

substantial internal benefits that may be essential to

ong-run.
4

ontext, an increasing number of different resource alloca-

tion and plapi Cdecisions are being perceived as requiring informatioriel

inputs ofth47,:typt that' can-only be produced (in practical terms) from a

computerized "management information sislph" or "MIS.'.' In recent years, the

postsecondaryi Utation field has been flooded with articles and papers

describing the atious attributes and uses of MIS technology. For purposes

of this paper, Oht definition of,MIS recently described by Service will be

. used, i.e., an HO is the combination of people, processes andcomputer soft-
?

yore that "inteer ates,and transforms operational data into information use-
1

ful in planning Iii'management." 1

There are a 6arsber of computer_software "packages" currently available

that might be used to assist in performing the function mentioned above. For

1

example, Plourde his recently completed a survey which resulted in responses
,.1

from individuals at 10 institutions which had acquired, tested orvimplimented:

at least one of four e omputerized analytical models, namely, CAMPUS,,HELP/

PLANTRAN, RRPM and SEARCH.
2

Within the framework of the Information Ex-

change Procedures Program (IEP) much effort has recently been devoted by

. the staff of, the National Center for HigheF Education Management Systems

.
1

OCHEMS) to diSsemination of information concerning their Costing and Data

.Management System (CADMS)., The CADMS package includes RRPM as one of seVen

.499
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basic '%oduleslrhich-might be used in supportof planning and management.

a+vities. In addition, a set of computer progr46 pickaged under the

title, ;'Higher Education Planning System" (REPS) is befit 'marketed success-
.

fully by a private firm, Education,and
4

For obvious reasons, no two of the

Economic Sxstems, Inc. (8/4).

softWare products mentioned above

.

are strictly comparable; they were deOgned by different individuals wl.th

.
(toone extent or another) different purposes in mind, under differing as-

eumptions, and for different institutional environments: However; significant

overlapping exists, and descriptions of similarities and differences are

of interest to persons responsible fbr the selection and implementation of

analytical tools at specific institutions. This paper compares and contraio,
,,

1.--
. ,

.
.

1 ,
.9

NCH EMS/CADMS with HEPS, in. an attempt to illuminate some oE the major differ- .,

ences between them, and highlight:those areas where they overlap to some

extent.

Marketing Philosophy
. .

At a very basic level of interest) there are sever41 differences between

*Ng

CADMS and HEPS in the way 'they may be acquired-and installed. Because NCHEMS

has been largely,supported by federal funds, its products are essentially in .

the "public domain." For this reason, the CADMS package is available to

requfsting individuals.basically for the cost of reproduction. Furthermore,

in some cases institutions areeencourased to acquire the computer programs by
r

obtaining copiesfrom other schools with identical computer hardware and CAMS

successfully installed and tested. In the past, NCHEMS placed major emphasis

on disseminating information about the p tential uses of the outputs of its

sofiware products../More recently; inc eased attention has-been turned toward

rcpMe of the basic/aspect's of installation and implementation, as for example

in the`,Costing acid Data Management system Seminars which hatre been offered ,

I
500
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since last summer. Also, under certain circumstances/ft may be possible for

ti

-A 4

. . .

schools to obtain on- site -= assistance from NCHEMS in the installation and *'

".0
iimplemintation process. .

1
'..t

. '

.
.

HEM on the other hand, is strictly propaetary,, and. may only be ob.-, 1

. ._
tamed As the result ofa purchase agreement with EES.' As of this writing, -

aa .

the package may be obtained (,whole or-in part) for "self - installation" by

,.

In-house personnel, oz, on an "installed and tested" basis at an approprilotte-

intrease in cost. (There is also available a Spahish-lani4age version of

'REPS, and a scaled-down verkion for institutions with approximately

5,000'students or less, whfch does not require on-site processing capabilitd

ffacquired on a "self installed" basis, EES representatiwes.have'stated

that they provide software and documentation and a limited amounts of techni-

cal assistance. The other basic option. is to purchase the-package (or one

or more modules) "installed and tested" by EES. Arizona State University

(ASU)-, acquired the total package under this type of agreement. .After final-

iiation of the contract, in-house staff proitrided code sets; definitions and

report frat specifications to EES. ASU personnel also constructed test

files from existing Lnstioutional files. According to a pre-arranged

schedule, these steps were followed by on-site installation and testing of

/
the s9/Etware (including educatiOn of systems support personnel) until a
/

pechted level of performance had, been reached.

packageare similar in that they are "supported," in the sense

' that NCHEMS,has distributed several recommended program code changes to

known owners of CADMS, and it appeais that EES personnel will "ffx" non

ser-caused problems with program_code that surface after the testing,period.

Users may make in-house changes to programs in both packages,. but- -for

obvious reasons- -this action voids any responsibility on the part of the
t ,

Aeveloper (NCHEMS or EES) ,for subsequent problems that may arise. As "Of
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the time this :.-zas written, both systems appear 'to be relatively s'atic" in
, . .

-,-

--the sense'that:thete appears VI be no major effort ,on thie part of either
.

.
.

NpHEMS dr EES to develop improved versions of. the Or

distribution to current o wners.

Basic Content': NCHEMS/CADMS

ogramsfor futu;e

-

1,4

Before a comparison of the two packages can be:possibleptit will be

i necessary to briefly,suMmarize their contents. An pverview of the NCHF4S/ (--,

1 .

CADMS-softwate his been prbvided by Haight and Martin in, "An introduction

to the NCHEHS Costtn, end Data Management Sy§tem.
4

As describe4A.n this
,

report, CAWS was put together to facilitate production of two liesic kinds of
. . .

colt information.: historical,, i.e., Aesciiptive of costs incurred -by activities
, % A

already complete I in a specified time period; and predictive, which'eStimates
4-

or projects costs of specified future activities under a given settf assump-

tions. As depicted in Figure) , the CADMS-structure is modular, and incdrpo.
i- .

rates a number olf possible interdependencies. The Data Management Module is

the principal source of summarized Historical cost information, while RRPM is

the tool used to generate predictive cost studies; both require inputs from

.`t\

sources other than ttoperational data files of the institution, eitherlrimm___
-

one or another of the other CADMS modules (as showm)i-Aihrough manually genetl6t..

ited inputs, or from interface 'software developed in-house.

, Although_ CADMS is being marketed as 'a tool for-fulfilling the objectives

of-the Information Ekchange Procedures program (which promotes exchange of

-hisprical cost information between schools), NCHEMS ersonnel are quick to

point out that it. was designed withAfficient fleiibility to potentially

serve a variety of in-house purposes. Furthermore, in addition to supplying

necessary inputs to RRPM and. the Data Management Module, the remaining five_

Aisdules petfertstain functions and produce certain. reports that may or may
r
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FIGURE

NCHEMS/CADMS BASIC SYSTEM STRUCTURE.
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not be useful in amt of themselves.

A poinv_td remember for the later comparison with HEPS, is that although

'a variety of edits are performed on the data coming in to eachimodule, CAMS

.does not include any Provision for direct interface with institutional files.

In other wordl, extracting, formating and sorting of the data from operation-

al files mist be accomplished through in-house program dev4lopment.

A brief summaryf each of the moms modules is provided below. -Because'

'A(

of tlle'coMplexities of the various modulgs and subrsystems these summaries

'could-not possibly describe (in thi space alloted) all characteristics or

attributes of the software.\ Selected basic assumptions and features are

'presented to facilitate comparison with REPS at a general level.

9

Si mmary of Individual. Modules: NCHEMS/CADMS

*

"Student Outcomes Module.- The principle function of this module is to

,-*

-provide the capability to edit, store and displeyqueseionnaire responses

-collected frOm students using theCHEMS "StudentoPutl'omis Queitionnaire

'for Program Capieters." .Optional, questionnaire response data might
.

.
, -

also be linked with historical-cost information by generating formatted or

.

records 'for input to 'the Data Management Module, although =HEMS persOnnel

frahkly admit that the resul s would.probatalrbe of highly questionabrg'

4
validitx,or utility.

_

9 The Student Outcomes Module,is the least flexible o the NbHEMS'-soft-
'

.

ware products, although provision is made for processing of up to 20 re-
*In

spon'ses'to questions designetin-Iduse. The only required inpu ;s are data
-V

*
and

from the questionnaire; optionally theF.statient's major and level may be .

Obtained through a matching process using ,a student file input. ,Basic
.

. 4

. ,..0

'outputs include 'an -editedit report and two summary repOcts delaying question-.

1

.....

-

naire responses sorted and arrayed in a variety of0ays (g:g., by.degeee'
.

..

A $t
. 50-4 ,

. 4

.
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type, student leyel, etc.). A complete dear iPtion of this moduli is foUng

in the NCHD4S/WICHE Technical Report 4161,.'21tHEES Costing and Data Management,

41. System Student,Outcomes Module ference Manual."

Student Data Module This module was.designed for the princip#1
I

function of converting student registration data into summarized relation-

ships between "disciplines" and majors, expressed either in terms of an

induced workload matrix (IWIJK) or induced course load matrix (ICLM). A

typical IWLM might

a particular level

aggregate studint credit hours generated by students of
.

.Ili ,

,
(freshman, sophomore, etc.) within each major, in courses

(by level) across all-disciplines in thtuniversity. The ICLM is constructed

in the same way, but expresses the unit of output selected (credit hours,

enrollments, etc.) in terms/Of averages. (Suslo has recently prb/ided'a more
. J;

detailed description of 50e concept and use of an ICLM.)5

Student Data Module also produces summarized enrollment statistics

and formatted data inputs for REIM, !le_PersonnekData Module and the Data

Management. Module.. To'produce a typicay1WIM or ICLM the only required data

elements would be 'student I.D., discipline of the.cirse, course Level, student

variety, of other elementsmajor, student level, and credit hours generated; a

might also be input, dependineBn the na lAre,44,the desired matrix. In

addition to a file Containing- summarize eroliment data and IWIM records,

the module produces a "ConsUmPtion Report" showing credit hours "consumed"

if

by students'-(by level within major) from the various courses (by level) with-
4

,, .

in each discipline, and a "Contribution Report" showing hours "contributed"

by each discipline to studts in particular majors.. Complete reference

is found'ia4NCREMS/WICHE Technical Report AO; "MUMS Costing and
,

Data Management, aysiema Student,Dati nodule Reference Mental."

Faculty Activity Module. ',-The principal function of this software is

505

v
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. -

lo provide the capability to ed/t, store Ind display data from'faculty

activity analysis questionnaires. The NCHEMS "Faculty Activit( and Outcome

Survey" may be used as a collection instrument, orthe institution day define

an instrudint of its own. A high degree of flexibility was designed into

thVAIMIle to allow institutional definition of data elements, such as the
4

various faculty,"activities". In addition to faculty T.D. information and

the Average hours per week spent on the. various faculty actimities4 funding

account'information isrequired to facilitate distribution oesaiptry dollars

.
.

to faculty adtivities On the basis of the "reported time spent." Basic out-

put include a."Detailed Distribution Report" listing all acti)ities by'type

and,indrtating the percent of an individual's time (and associated salary)

devoted,lo each activity. A "Summary Distribution Reinifaggregating the

j data'for specified organizational units (e.g., college, department, etc.)
-

is Also produced, as well as formatted input records which can be passed'ethe

'Personnel Data Module. Complete reference information is found in the NCHEMS/

' 4
MICHI Technical Report #58, "NCHEMS Costing and Data Management iystenFaculty

Activity Module.Reference Manual!"

Personnel Data Module. This module was designed to relate "compensation

paid" information to "activities performed", e.g., as reported on a,faculty

- ,

activity analysis questionnaire and processed through-the Faculty Activity

eltLe, The amount of Compensation paid is distributed to the activities in

proportion to the effort-expended in each area. The. design,ot this module is

flexible to allow institutions to relate cost infdt9mation to ayariety

"outputs" such'as courses taught, student credit'hours produted, contact

d, or "hours of effort expended.". The moduieproduces three
4 .

;document the processes and display the "results
1

results of the calculations

inputS to RkI'M and the Data ManageMent Module may be

hours produce

reports, that

performed. 1

50,6
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f "distribution percentages" (based on "contributed".

, and "received" attivAtes ove various course levels and bpwsen

departments, etc.) for fofwarding to the ACcount_Crowver Mod". Four,

types'of data elements are required for inputTperson type, activity, DibC/,

DEPT, course level") but each is institutionally defined, and might cane from

a variety of sources. Complete. reference information la contained in NCHEMS/

WICHE Technical Report #59, "NCHEMS Costing and Data Management System
.

Personnel Data Module Reference Manual"."

Account Crossoverrndule. The principal function otfthis Module is to

"distribute" or "translate" dolliFyounts (either budgeted or expended) from

institutional account balances to a structure that will fadilitate_historical

. unit costing. For'example, based on, the "distribution percentages" forwarded

from the Personnel Data Medule,dollar amounts from various kindi of accounts

(e.g., wages. travel, supplies, etc.) might be allocated to teaChiUg activities

5

by course le41 within each )epartment. Input data may originate either boot .

the Personnel Data Module, the institution's generalledger file, or may be'
f .

.ii

input Manually. In addition to formatted input recd1rds for the Data management
.

. o I .
.

Module, a "Contribution Report," and a "Consumption Report" 'are produced which

show the results of "crossing"-the% nsti utional account dollar' 'amounts:into

the new structure (as defined, br the. institution). .Ctimpldte refertnce

tion is foundiit NCffEMS/WICHE Techni 1 Report #57, "NCHEMS Costing and Daii

-Management System Account Crossover Mediae Rdfereaca Manual'4''
7

ti

Data Management Module. This module was designed, td prOvide the capability

to create and maintain a file'of stored 'values related to institutionally

'.defined "cost centers" for costing purposes. In effece,".the software creates

a two dimensional matrix of values (such as credit hours,:direct vise,' in-

direct cost, enrollment., etc.) associated with individual,coSt cenpers such

0 .
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as ',slower -diyisibn biology,.uppirdi sion biology, lower division chemistry,"

- 4* * ,/
, . .

-.. etc. Once the file has bier' created (from inputs generatedc-by the Account

Crossover Module, Personnel, Data Modulep.Student_DataMbdule, or from manual

sources) values in .the teiUltingimatrix may be displayed virietfirof ys.
,..

, .

.

Also, various kinds of qrithmetic calculationsmayste made (4.g.,, convert ng
. ,

T.
, , %

,

quarter credit! -hours to,sebester credit hours) as well as transactions
% A.

.1
_

..

. .

, o. .

i

.,
.

adjusting the basic yalues n-the file. In each case, reports are generated

which _show. the 4ffect of -0e,iransaCtions applied to .the file, and,. since
1

file ptocesjihg is strictly sequential, back -up is provided through the
1

II'. IIgeneration ofrfather/son files.
% ,

The module also p oduces two spedialited,reports,which reflect the most
.

-

.

Probable-uses ofihi stored data. One report is an "Allocation Report" which
--

r ' 6 1

describes the proration of-summary mounts to cost centers bn some ipstitu-

tianallydefined basis (typically,' allocation of indirectcosts to "primary
fm.

. .

acti..14ty centers" such as an academic department). The other specialized

.

A . , 1'
A
6,raport.is a "Unit Cos:t'RePot" which gelculates and diplays unit.costs as

.. .

.

defined'b the'Cnstipytion;r example, calculation of 'cost per student
- ; -

...
17

credit hour, cost per level of.inttruction, etc. In allcasew, the flexi-'

x -
'bility desieed into the systet allow? the institution-to.dirfin* cos. centers

. .0-
0 P,

i

, arid units inThatever way seems appropriate,at the time. Full, reference

information is fdurid in NCHEMSfICHE Technical Report #62, "NCEEMS-Costing and'
,

, ,-

.0 ...
.4.,.-.:. Data Manaien.i 'System Data Management Module Referen0- Manual."

! -

Resource Requirements Prediction Model.(RRPM). This sOftware has been AP
.. ,.. ,

available indepenght of- CADMS for a,ne-r".:4 years, butsit,includec rin the
.,.

, i s /. - . -- (Z
C,8a4S'Peoichge at the, simulation instrument for developing predictive cost

\
, -,-

tnformation: As was noted in the discuidabh.ofthe individual modules abo;re,
,./

pueh of the input data required to run RRPM can be generated frOm the Student
s

,

.. 1.
-

Data. Module (i.e. IOW data) and the trotnel. Data Module. Based on ,

,. .
. ., a.

-.. :

# s' 1: II.
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historical cost information and the derived enrollment projections, RRIIK
. .

produces reports that,are infended.la; help administrators "bracket unlv-

,
'ig

tainty" in le future. An "organizational-budget," "program; budget," and
1

"institutional summery" arb produced'whiCh project future costs in terms oi

\: i 4
support dollars and FTE faeqlty requirements. The module was designed with,

.

sOfficient flexibility to allow institutional experimentation with a variety

I .

Olf bases for projecting costs, as well is testing the impact of assumptions

'- --- # . . v..

regarding enralitaft trends,_etc. Pro jec ons may be based on.cuMh/ative.

.
\

iterations of the model beginning with data from a particular yar, or

may be developed for future years usting independent iterations.

complete description is fou70 in NCHEMS/WTCHE Technical Report

/
duc54on to. the Besource Requirements Prediction Model 1.6," and

A.. more

#34A, ."Intro-
. ,

Technical

Report #34B, "Resource Requireme:nts Prediction Model 1.6 Reports."

Basic Contents: REPS
A

The total HEPS package Consists of fourteen "target modules" that produce

reports in three areas (as defined by EES): (1)-assessitnt reports, (2) budget

reportt, (3) simulation reports. Unlike NCHEMS,-HEPS does provide the capa-

bilitybility to.create and maintain operational d ta files, as well -as a small

variable report writer and several utility routines,for maintaining and

displaying files.' The complete sxstem is "dictionary driven" in the sense

that basic data eletitent definitions and code sets are maintaineihin independ-

ent files Whj.ch are accessed by the file maifitenance and report writing
.

prograis.

The "Data Element Dictionary" and "Codit" files provide for staA4ard-
.

ization Of data elAents across all function l'areas.that support HEPS opera.;

time]. files. The package provides 3vely flexible mewls for creating

and maintaining fixed length records in a hierarchical file structure

11,
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The fle ink expandability of the-HEPS fil/structure Ls's
oar 4

offset by lie ,ict tha th4 ftnerteen "target droidules" consist, in eS

collecti;ns of, "fixed format" report writers. In other words, Provision-4 for

That -14

encet of

axed dat element characteristics, resort. headings, and column headings are

'hard-Coded" into the report generating.programs prior to installation.

Therefore, subsequent changes,to

reoire_gatamies to program code.

the REPS reports (in .basic content or format)

. .-

TOVIthset this type of "rigidity," it

appears th'r-EES has attempted to provide a, variety of report format*

anticipating a large number of information requests. Also, acapability

is provided ("Groupd-Opt") to permit theuser to obtain any standard HEPS

'report produced for a particular group (e.g., students in biology), for any

.,
,availablesub-group supported by the l data (e.g., in-state freshmen in biology).

. Many of the-so-called REPS 'assessment reports" provide information of

the type commonly produced by existing systems on many medium, to large

campuses. HEPS personnel have statedthat viosay of these reports would be of

primary interest to an institutfon-deve'lop ing its initial capabilities in

these areas (for example, at-a newly organized:comunfty college). Each of

the modules (as ;dell as the Tile management software) may be. purchased
.

1!,

separately, which makes it possine' to obtain only those report capabilities

Which are needed.

The basic configuration of REPS is°depiat-d--infigure 2. The*"Master
_

------L .
-1 files" depicted are operationaldata files. If they are etokted and main-

.

., . .
% ---,

, ,,-.
pained -ding HEPS file management- software them no special interface are

required toproduce the "snapshot" historical files from which most of the'
.

i
.

, '

reprts are generated. Otherwise, in-house interface ptograds must be
,

written to'witract and re-format dati from institutional-files.

Information on REPS is available in a variety of promotional and reference

510
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1. ,

documents from Education and Economic Systtmse Inc. (Boulder,

'As wi4h the NCHEMS/CADMS1material'i, only a brief iimmary'of se

, characteristics and outputs is provided here, for purposes of

oampirisod.,

Colorado).

lected major

a general.

Summary of Indivitial Modules: REPS

Target Module .1: -Application /Admissions. As its ranuk4ndica4es; this

module provides information dasignel to a sist in monitoring the flow of

student applications and aamissions.' Tie report programo require data from

Oran oierationall student file which retains application and admission inform-

tion, which is not a routine practice at some schools. One report

shows the nuniter of applicants by type (e.g., first time freshman, transfef

students, 'and graduate students) from specified geographical areas, and a

-summary of institution/applicant actions taken. the amounit of detail desfied

i'y the geographic information is determined in4house,:andmay be changed
.

a installation. Another report provides information concerning the

se ondary schools attended by first time freshmen, while a-third report4is-
.

plays origin information for transfer students.

Target Module 2: Financial Aids. The *Financial Aids module proviOns a
%

method of monitoring various kinds ofAictiOns taken in the financial aids

program., Ofie report in this statistical series shows the dollar amounts'

recommended for each applicant and the amount actually awarded by type'
.

(e.g.,' grant, loan, workstudy, etc.). The report requires input from a

HEPS student history file in Which this type.of financial aid information

f
. .

ismaintained. The module alsd produces areport Summarizing the number ofs

awards, total amounts, and average amountssyarded by type grid source.

Another set of reports displays information regarding students applied, ad -Ti-

mitspd, and ,registered, distiuguishingdnitjsrfien those students awarded full

01-43/
(J
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amounts as oppoied to thoiewho received a pirtiai amount, were d nied, or did

'

not request aid.
4

Target Module 3: Student Characteristics. the report series in this

module provides basic student data for the current year, as camiared to two

.previous years, for both full and part time students. Each re ort may be

produced by-student level and student admission type andlgives breakdols

male and female. Reports inilude profiles of student enrollmnts by age,

S'

ethnic origiri,type of enrollment (new freshman, transfer, etc.), geographic

/ -

origin, rank in higz school graduating class, relative ranking on en trance

test scores, and student major. Input from a REPS studentistory file

containing appropriate data elements is required.

Target Module 4A (Student Progress)4 Retention/Progression. The'basic

source of data is a REPS student history file, and collection of appropriate

data elements is assumed. The reports in the retention/progressioniseries

provide statistics regarding student progress through Chinges in majors,

transfers, 'dropping out, etc.
f

Target Module 413 (Student Progress): Grades. DraWing from a REPS student

listoiy file with grades posted, the'grades series of reports shows distri-

bution of current grades by level (undergraduate stAdents, graduate students,
.

etc.) and currentGPA or cumulative GPA for students y sex, major and College.

Target Module 5A:f Basic Instructional'Interacton. The reports in this

. -

series require data from the REPS course, student a d personnel history files,

I .i,

and assumes collection of ate eaments such as="imStructor contact hours",

and "type of instruction"
)

r course sections) whh may not be routinely

# 1

collected at sane schools. e
JP
module generates data to drive several of

the budgeting and simul ation m ules dedcribed below, as well as 39 differ-
.

_.

1

variety of potentially usefill informationtint report formats displlaying

13
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Some f the rep rts in this series include: faculty contact hours by

type of nstruction, listed for each individual faculty member and comparing

the current year-with the previcips two years; faculty contact hours by type

of instruction by rank within college (summary report); faculty cost per

,41,6

course, credit hdlir and contact hour; student credit hours generated by

student level within course levelran "Instructional Profile" report which

divides faculty contact, hours by course credit; and, reports dealing with

class size and the production of student credit hours by rank of faculty.

Other reports within this module depend on data of the type collected from a

faculty activity survey, and display distribution of faculty time (and

associated salary) amongithe faculty member's various_activities (teaching,
p

administration, counseling, etc.). .Another Series of programs establishes

the basis fOr course costs by linking course information with instructor

saolary and'activity information to derive cost per course credit hour and

contact hour.

-mow-

Obviously-the discusiion here only touches upon die many functions and-

complexities of this module, although. it should be apparent that the contact .

hour concept is relatively important
--
in HEPSe-iA standard feature of theie

reports is that, where appropriate, data for the carent year As compared to

the preceding two years. ,Probably the most important report in this series

his a report which reflects the computation of !'FTE faculty required for

instructiori." FTE faculty in this case is defined on the basis of a full

tY.

instructional load for one individual for one semester (e.g., 12 contact

-

hours per semester). Basically,.the REPS algoAhm determines FTE instruc-

tional faculty Aquired by relating student credit hours, faculty contact

hours, course credit; section size, and the institutional standard for

faculty teaching load, to determine hypothetical requirements for: individual

I
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courses,. courses ol a particular level,/'r an entire instructional program,

department, college or university.

Target Module 5B: Enriched Instructional Interaction. Reports in this

series deal with distributioft of faculty members by rank across departments,

amounts of faculty time (by rank) devoted 'to teaching at the various levels,r. ._..,

t- ,*

Fit faculty instructional effort by level, amounts of time (and alleociated

dollars) "contributed" by faculty members to departments other than their

own, and a summary of courses taught in the current term showing type of
4

amount and credit, maximum minimum sizeand current enrollments. Data

elements required to produ:e thee* reports are the same as for Target Module

5A.
I

Target Module Space Control. The reports'produced by this module

displiy information -the condition of buildings, number and sizes of rooms,

comparises Of actual utilization with institutional targets, and-depiction

of times (by hour'and day) of heavy and light room use. One reports

from t module is simply an inventory of space (rooms) by size and e of

, .

use, et . The data for these reports come from the HEPS physical facilities

, , i

inventor file, and the course ,file -for space utilization statistics).

Tar t Module 7A: Bud tin for Facult . This module requires info -

cation gen rated from module 5A (Basic Instructional Interaction). Fran the

inputs.provi ed, a "parameter file" is constructed which incliedes student

-credit hours subjeetu field and level, atudent,comtact hoUrs divided by

course credit, lass size, teaching hours per FTE faculty.(defined in terms of a

full contact hou Toad) distribution of studentcredit hours by rank, and

.

faculty salary by .ank. A "gaming process" is-employed to allow the budget(

administmator to ent r desired changes in any of the parametery and then to

4.
examine-the effects o those,changes in subsequent reports. The reports

515
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AP Y , 4
. r

--.. produced display FTE faculty and dollars required for instruction, FTE faculty,

J

and,dollars required' for all'Iiinctions,'and an appropriate summary.

Target-Module 7B: Full Budgeting. Unlike module 7Bi which facilitates'

budget "gaming" fOr faculty only, this =chile supports a fulr-budgeting system'

for.the institution. In addition to the basic inputs-required for modules

5A and 7A; this module also requires data fromithe Personnel file and the

institution's budget file. For a more detailed account of the HEPS budgeting

process and.philosoPhy,Intereated persons may wish to obtain the "Administrative

Haildbook No. 2, Budgeting inHEPS," and, "Budgeting and Simulation in.IEEPS: A

Brief Case Study," Eduction and Economic $ysterna-r-Inc. twenty-eight different

report formats'are generated

rameter generated budget", a

by ads module in-ths-protess of oreatink a "pa-
.

.

"fine -tune budget", and an actual. "adopted"

- operating budget, as well as a monthly "comparison of actual to budgeter 41.

expenditures" report.
r-

TargeE Module Ms Basic Simulation. 'This is,ont of three meaufes

involving simulation in REPS. This module proddces only one report,.a pro-
'

jection of student credit hourS by -field and level. This module is eIsolo

known as HEPS,subsystem SCALE ( kudenA4redit-AdjustmentOlalgetity), and

will rim from data selected,from )a REPS- mathtained student history file', Or-

data in HEPS student history f

if installed 'it stn

format (stand -alone version):

.

ne system, SCALE requires inpdt of the leap
-

.,.)
.

oaf firsCegistration, and type of registratidri(transfer, first timearesh -
4.. ; .

man, etc.) for each student, and a record olfwhich students registered in

'
,

\.......

which subject fields (by level) for the current term and
.

f6r either one or
I, .

two terms immediately preceding. The input'of other,kinds of student,informa-

tion (sex, ethnic,prigin, entrance test score, etc:) will expand the basic

capabilities for simulatrbu., Using a "weighted slope averaging technic*"

4 *

. 516 t
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- (nore4etentkata is weighted' more heavily an o r data)'S
ir

pr\ ojects
. *

tuden't credit hours and displays them in the --form of a matrix with "Allts,
I

4) -;,..:,7.;?If -

- iJn'the future" as column heading, and subject fields (diVided Intl, levels) '
.

,

- as row headints.J InstitUtionalludgements can ,be entered to modify, the result
,

. 4 e
r 0

by adjUsting paradeters in fourareasL changes in the popularity of dariods6
__

student majors, changes in the course patterns taken by various audent sub-

ups,' 'changes in the attzitiono_rate, and aanges in 'the length of time taken
.04

if*
to, complete. More detailed information concerning SCALE is provided in the

. ,

"Administrative Handbook No. 3,#Simulation in REPS; from Education and 491101111. C
11,

*

Systems, mac. ,,l . 4

--

- Ilik 0. .
,

- Target, d leie: SimUlationlFacultv,Predictor. Based on the outp ut
.

% .

from Module'8A-(or,an,optional paraMeter file) this module calculates 'a
" / .

.projected budget for E fiCulty and dollars for instruction, FAlifaculty and'

1 . . fl Q

40
dollars. for all functions, and a,d6Mniary report that reflects several fiscal

I . I,

.

years at the semeippe. Three reports are
#
produCed in the same format as the ,

, . .

4

,- .repotts generated frOM Module 7A (Budgeting for faculty).
. .

A.

_ lqj

r

this

cse:,delictiptiona Icave). Assuming all of the dataelement requirements'for 1/7

-Target Module 8C:" Tital Resouifie
111

_ _

teddule, thig'institution must 'have

Predictor. Teproducethe reports from

instdlled modules 3', 5A, 6 and 8A

' Aill

those-four modules' have' been met, this-module provides the capebpitj to
- ,t. 1 . . . ,

. - -
,

.

.

ure budget requirements for dollars and perseqne er thanAh. P.
.

.

. . ,

. .

short and long rang* space arojection requirements, and guture'emounts
--. '' 1

.,11

prOjaited for supP106, equiment and other egpenses. Various parameters are

I in-established iiy the,nstiiptiOR as the basiq7for pr' eations each ar4a.. A
.

. , al,7. if ..'
. .

tofh1JO 16 report formats aregloduced in tilts rep f series.
.. . I ,

%

i et Module-9: USearch. Frost specialized data stored in altHEpS budget_

411
w- .

I
,

°-

...
. .

file, this-module produces reports In 6 formats tha.t.displayldata,concerning
i

4 project

fiacu4

. , I
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sponsofed

department,

format inclu

40e.
'sponsor information by name and type and amount, the names. of participants,

ilk'
i

inv*ved,.and a listing of any research-rgelated equipment purchased costing
.. . .-

. ,

n a'SpeCified

'

amount (e.g.l. $10,000). .-"-**

AV
, '

.
11

search projects at the individual project level, disciplina'level,

-
diyision, school (or. "college") and institution. Tile basic report

.` . . . , ,
.

, . ,

des general informition
,

(beginning date, ending date, etc.)
.

more

jifommatisons: CADMS vs. lign '. . .,
,

basic comparison between CADMS and-REPS bised on differences' and
, .

. 4

).
similarities.iii the type:Of'outPuti produced it summarized iivirigura 3. It

-7-744- .
)

N

. 1.8 clearathae\CADMS*uid duce- outputs in several areas that are clOrly
, ..

.4c
erf,-4, exclusive. For example, as lot disigned to producegistatistial reports

), ,*.4..
-

4 . e 0 , Ir
.-

4

J of the4prOutliied in item through eight of Figurer3., On- the other
.

mod, REPO does not provide le capability to collect end process the type,

; -
of "student outcomes" informati, alluded to iteml.,7.",t,

In-a few areasothe'ourputfeof the two systems may be #ireltly 1ompare&.

. -
beckuteAthey$6ttempt to show similar kinds of_ relationships, as iri th casqk

.. , , ) --._ . t ,

. ,

.

of Item 10i 1:Factary Activity Data." Wcomparisonof * sample REPS Repprt'

No.43-01-A, "Time and Dollar Allocationa,P (Fig 4 ?, 1011 a sample

, . ',.,

1: : G /. . .

Report No, FAM-02, "Facully'Actifrity Module Detailid Activities Distrpution
.

.- ..

Report;" (Figure 5),311Witrates some of ,the'pasib differences' ii focus encl.
.

.

phills onhy be en the' ilwo systems. In tiie'Case, the UPS report reflects T

t.../4

'

A.- .

a pre-defined structure ,of 15 adtiVitytypes (identified prior fo iffimallation)
a .,

'. i .

lath correspopding "hard-coded" col headings. Alsoi.norethax the amounts
A

d

of time. reported as being' deftted to
.

e various-activities is expressed in
.0,- / S

iefui of a propo4ion of "full lytru ional'Iditd;" .definetiheie as 12

"contact hours."' Tim folLmat of this report results in a nmeler of indiliiduals

is i department Appeiringenea04Page, witki the Salary dollars for each
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...
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I
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individual'prorated across the various activities, on the basis of reported

C.time.

) 'N
In contrast, the-NCHEMS report reproduced as Figure 5 displays the

distribution of time to activities, in terms of actual hours reported. The

various row heidings give some indication of the options available in ,perms
.

oflevel of detail and types of activities which may be defined by the

institution in a "..parameter input" process. The format of this particular

;
report may result in several pages being printed for each individual, depend-

ing on the number of different activities. Also, note that theAndividual's'

specific course load is 2rinted, along with "contact hours, ". credit hours,

and total student,credit hours generated.
qe

Comparisons between CADMS and REPS in the "Unit, Costing" and-"Simulation"

areas become much Mae difficult because of thp complexities inherent in

both systems, because of redundancies inherent in both systems, and because

certain kinds Of processes which are explicit in CAMS (e.g., ICLM production,

and the "Account Crossover" process) appear to be implicitly handled in HEPS,

. .

and *de versa. Only a preliminary investigation of requirements and

capabilities has been done to-date at ASU in these areas. However, a few

generalizations of interest can bd made.

For example, in,the unit costing area,. HEPS is designed to produce

detail and summary reports within an institutionally defined (ad, presumably

adopted) framework which assumes the primal utility of-certain kinds of -cost

information and spicific report formats. CADMS, on the other hand, is

defined to handle an almost infinite variety of cost' relationships and,

A'
accordingly, its report-formats are "non-specific" and would not be generally

viewed as appropriate--or'intended--for direct. anagement consumption. To
1

illustrate; coMpare Figure 6, a sample output from the REPS 22-02 series,/

594
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.

"Faculty Salary Costs per Course, Student Credit Hour, and Contact Hour," with

Figure 7, a sample page from the NCHEMS DMM-07., "Program Unit Cost Report."

In practical terms, the difference outlined here may be Of COnsiderable'

.- importance in some circumstances. For example, an instructional cost study

was recently mandated by the Arizona State Board of Regents for completion

by the state universities. .Because of the particular underlying philosophy

and report format required by the Board, it appears that HEPS will be of no

use in meeting the tequirement. However, CAMS might be of assistance in

performing some of the necessary irorations and allocations because of its
a

inherent flexpility.

In the area of simulation (cost and resource prediction) the same kind .

of generalization described above for unit costing seems y. While a

similar function is purportedly served bybptth. es, HE1;$ requirei the

existence of MPS-comp lata, and a HEPS-supported institutional

philosophy- cept, perhaps, in the case of stand-alone use of Module 8A).

.---- .

RRPM, o the other hand, was designed in the hope of providing adaptability

%eto a wart of institutional settings and uses. Although an intriguing

capability in MPS simulation,Which is clearly lacking in CAMS is the

.

predi&pn of physical space requirements./'

V

on

From thelfoiegoing discussion, it should be apparent that the two -soft-
.

wart products discussed here differ greatly in terms of scope, input require-
.

meats, quantity and type of output report formats, basic philosophy and

intended use. At the same time, there is a more on less clearly identified

area where the two products overlap in proposed function, if pot in specific

method.

52
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Informal telephone interviews with a number of HEPS users has led to the

conclusion that pew,. if any, institutions might expect to effectively use all
.

ofilEPS.:varied data hfindling'and report writing, capabilities; a general
..._. -

.., your 4 .
recommendation-would seem to 'be "elamolpe your needs carefully," to aetermine

-'-',,

those specific areas where HEPS might be of most benefit. This would Beata
,

1.

,

'particularly true in view of the fact that the HEPS report generating programs

Appear to _be nO Iron. or ,less flexible in terms of specific content and format-
.

once installed - -tan. applications prografrLidevelop4d in-house,, and,would be

nomore or less easy to replace or modify. .At the same time, assuming general

. I

institutional acceptance of the style, content andlphilosoihy of HEPS reports

adoption of the HEPS file maintenance and reporting system might-lead to

:-
significant gains in data, elebent standardization and improvements,in reRort-

ing\Prnedures.
. .

A commonly voiced complaint. against NCHEMS products is that they generally..

p do not produce _simple, easy-to-read reports for immedbstema;iagement consuinption.

On the other hand, this has nemer.been.the printipal focus or intent of.the
/

NCHEMS software development effort. In attempting:to provide programs which.
4 .

are readily adaptable to a/variety of-different environments and Specific

uses, MOMS has sacrificed the kind of reporting simplicity thalkaight result

from a more narrow approach. As with HEM probably-few; if any, schools

will find all parts of CADMS useful or desirable. However, because °fits, 4:
.

relative low cost and built -in flexibility, many institutions'may find tt
.

. - 4 .

worthwhile to experiment in certain areas with the =HEMS approadi-bekore-
'

proceeding to More.expensive alternativis..:

7:c

4

.453,
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* 4 While many higher education institutions nowhave sFlie.

4, as )-'form bticompUtetized data rieVil.system to provide.,?
0

P need affirmative action a, th estiori hasfrioW .,.
. .

.

;
' turned ftom "Do nu have a sstem? to "siryour system %.

.
,

1

.
effident and econbmieal'?"' It is pow, tiMe\to.; .

.
think. of a datagetki'sval and analysis systeM that will1..i ,k

.
.

meet entire university persondel needs. The Univ0s.ity
.orMass4chusets *affirmat'veaction integrated data System

... .11; 4,

achieves a level of 4.ency . an4 economy 1.ehroligh. t .e

multiplicity of purposes it .serves in addition to .,t
.

'affirmatiye aCtion' persdhrikl needs. TI.is Paper provides -A
it. ,AOR description of the planniONliganalysis: of such a

i

program, as well *as'a serious discussion of primary and
i

' secondary:Rrogram benefits.
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4-MULTI-USE AJYrOMATED AFFIRMATIVE ACTION

DTA.RETRIEVAL'AND ANALYSIS SYSTEMIntroduction,

529

Todaye,ione almoSt guaranteed way to stfike fear into the_hearts and minds

of colgege rsonnel officers and high level administrators is to bring -up the

topic of afffrmative action. 'Just the mere mentioning of the-term typically

conjures upnightmarish visions of hiring statistics, compliance plans, self-

study and progress reperts..personnel\grievance interrogatories, and law-suits
.,

data requirements! iveh the casual, observer in acideme is aware that the gen-

erafion of a rage of Oerso data to meet equal opportunqy guidelines, is
. 4 -

.

becoming' an increasingly szig fi.cant activity *n institutions of higher learn-

' ing. You might say.that tte data appetite of affi tive action has progressed.*

- from Oildhobd to adolescence. .The once limited-federal data requirements have

,

become a'voluminous maze of state and federal requirements expanding in sevgal

. directions at one time. Title"IX, Revised-Order 4, EE0-6, Executive Order

,.

11246, Title VI 'St VII; etc. have become common in the-jargon of college ad-

ministratorst This increase 10 breadth has been accompanied by a comparable,

increase in the depth of the datwequirements. Specifically,,governmental

agencies responsible for the enforcement of affirmative action have spun out

414their,eArlier phase of confusiOn.;andare 'qu'ckly developing,the capacity to

tianslate'the regulations into sophisticated da a specifications. In turn,
.,

.

this dynamic hasresulted in _frequent changes 4n the data requirement specifi-

cations coupled with multipietimetablAR and reporting deadlines. 0.0 summary,

.affirmative action compliance now requires more data,, for more agencies, in

A

more forms,. for more. proteated groups at greater frequency.

,

. 4 . I .-t

r '' It is obvious from what has been.tated thus far. that any serious attempt.

. .

t- 630 colleges Anil yniversifies to` meet federal and state affirmative action data
ie ,

. w
requirements, as well as to provide datalor their own eq4all'Opunity

'. 4 .
5, . . /

.
.

.
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400
andprogramthing will best be supported by an integrated data system--

4
a system which skins several data birds with one program. Wiathe increasirtg

4

complexity of the affirmative action mandate, it is important for institutions'

to act not4:to develop data retrieval and analysis systems which address anti-
..

cipated futUre,

transform what

thehd .and cl.ear,

as well as cmiTen, data needs. ,*In effect, the system S'hotild

government has made complex into data that is gimple to compre-
.

in its' application to planning.

"When thought is too" ak to be simply expressed it is clear
.4

proof that it shotili be rejected. " !
MarquiS de Vauvenargues

0

Perhaps.fRe most impelling rationale supporting the implementation of,a:

_ .

comprehensive affirmative action data sAtem is to"provide colleges with more

time td take action steps to.improveledual opportunity. currently,-far too

. many higher.leaisning institutions firld themselves a situ4ion where such a
lg.

reservoirod aff time is, invested, in data generation (summary andst.

analytical), that), that little timer is left for the pinning and'actual 41ementa-
/

tion occhangeS tecessary to improve `the institution's performance in ftovidin

eq4a1 gMP10thent and educational opportunities.. W:iert V. Goode,. speaking of

affirthative action in_a paper presented at the'LY/5 CAU5C,National'conference,

.11
tiled university administrators to "manage if no., We_would add to

,

this
. .

. .
.

suggestion that an efficient data base system is requisite to effectiVe
. .

.

.

. . . .
.

. mqagement.
' -

_ Thcpurpose of t{ paper is fb present a brief\discussion and descrip-
11.414. 4.-

_. .
.

. ,

tion of the University of Massachusetts soffirmaiive action data retrievany.
.- ,

and analysis system whose very basic and simple design requires limited

2
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explanal,onl The system is diverse in its applica nsand features the
1

following general program characterlstics:
V

1. 'Data are easily comprehended-by userl*

2: Data baseis easily.mOdified and /or expanded

3. Data update is optimally timely

4

-

An Integrated_ita Based System

I

While the basic design of the University of Massachusetts affirmative

'0
action 'data base system consumed approximately 60-16 person .days (1 Person/

EldeveTopment Cite, refinement of he system hasIvolved over a two-and-a
6

hal year peribd'sarting in FY 1974. Like most

building the system was the need to meet pending

. v

reqlrements. This)-eport myrely requests basic

f
universities, the:impetus for

R,

fede EEO -6 reporting

Aatistics relative to-the

employment status of minorities and women. However, since limited informa-

tion was availabije from HEW during FY 1974 concerning the data specifications

for the EEO -6 Report, a decision was made to develop a data system which anti -

cipated a broad range of data specification possibilities: .

The Program MasterList Key- (Figue.1) shows the breadth of.the program

data,elemenisx 'in,addition to the EE04 data requirements, the program dis-

plays data su0 as positOntitle, education level; civil service rant, con-
.

tract length,_and leave:information. /* Me inclusion,of,,both the employee and

positiOn number elements enhances the capacity far high data base integrity.

i

,

Of course, how the data is reported (layout) s just as important as what data

44s presented. Accordingly,0 laybuthas beyndesigned which maximizes, data

l
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. .0 Amherst 'Student may

Campus Affairs

POSIT .

\ EMPNO NAME TITLE CD

\ Employee Position Number
-,-44umber" Title Code 1

. ,

536

9

fIGURE 1

Program' Master Key List

5999

Jo. .

Dep-artment

R/C/S
z.STP/EDUC

Race/atizenshi4Sex
Step/Education

Race Lode

A = Ainerican Indian

B = Black

C =. Asian,

D = Spanish ,Surname

E ,caucasian

"G-= OthA"..

H = aid' not wish tn'report ti

( 4 I 1

\Step - Education Code'.

(chssified employee 0 = Not coded
only)

- , 1.= No high schbol yea-iI of school or less
P.'

2 = High sc'hbol diiplorw-12 to 13 years

3.= Assbciale's Degree' equivalent--14 to 15 years
.

4 = baehelor's Degrepe

Citizenship Code

Y = American Citizen

N = Not American Citizen

ks.

Sex .

M = Male

F = Female/

I

5 '= Master's'Oegree °

.6 Masier's Degree Terminal

it 7 .- Doctoraite Degree

v00`8 0,1 Poet Doctoral

53'i
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FIGURE 1 (continued

Program Master Key L

-.11111K

4 .

TITLE DESCRIPTIOtt 'SALARY/WEEK 'APPT FIRST/LAST

WORKING TITLE . . ANNUAL LNTH-YRS NEXT
LV

DATE TIME

A = 12 month
appointment

9: 14 69 a.14 )74
hire date last reappointment data

*Non4CadeMic Professionals'

Leave Date

Leave Code

1.00 = full

time

.50 = half

time

,Ja

538

5 4 9 14 78

years years next
0414

eligible of present reappointmen!
for at contract
next

reappointment
date

*Faculty

TDY

Tenure
Decision
Year

TEN

Tenure

L = Leave
S = Sabbaticil
M = Military.

date or ' = Termination
end of current .

contract for anyo e
. .

orta non-multi-ye
.4 .

contract

2 78f 79

2nd Semester .

.4978-1979

a 4,

'kJ

n .

J03
FS CLASS

Funding Classified
Source

01 60 /2 Office/Clerical
02 70 = Paraprofessional/
03 Technical ,

FD 80 = Maintehance
OT 90 = Wiled Craftsmen

Professional

Title Function

10 Stiff Administraipr'iiith tenured faculty
status in an acadbaft department

20 Staff Administrator Staff

30 Staff Associate Staff_

40 Staff Assistant Staff .

50 Titled Stab

21 Staff Administrator 'Administrator

31 Staff Associate Administrator

41 Staff Assistant 'Adenistrator

51 Titled Administrator

Filculty

Codes al through 6'

1 Professor
2 Associate Professor

iA§s4 &pet ,,Professor

4 Lectufee
5 Instructor
6 Adademic Coordinator

1%

4
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presentation, while minimizing user\comkehension problems (Figure 2a and

Figure 2b). Our experience has been that once given the Master List-Key, users

have experienced little or no difficulty in clearly, understanding the Master

List.

Again, the comprehensive yet 06sic design of the Program Master List .it

characteristic Of the hardware and software. requirements which in turn result

in a simple but streamlined integrated data base system design (Figure 3).

The fact that the implementation 1/4601the UniVersity's affirmative action data

systim required nb new additions lo,its basic hardware and
A
software package is

one of its strongest selling points. The .hardware installation at the Univer-
)

sity of415;ZiMbsetts toftgists of an IBM 370/155 utilizing a DOS/VS operating

system and time'sharing facilities...The software. consist; of ANS COBOL

program (generation of basic reports) and the Data Analyzer Retrieval Package
1.I..

(DART -.generation of analytical reports).-

While there are many important features in the system design, perhaps

the most important is that the system data base is linked to both the Personnel

and Position Master Files. These two files comprise the core data 4iefor

the Univer4ity's overall DBMS. The benefits of this integrated c on data,

base are obvious. Another system feature wdkhwhile contenting on is the

option to generate two different types.of reports. Users may requestan

individual listing (Master List) or analytical tables (DART Statistics). The ,

DART oRtion also allows for almost unlimited,additiob of new analytical tables.

ipktwise, the Master List is designed tq allow for reasonable expansion. The
.

lteleclion criteria utilized in requesting both report types- are hown.in
*

Figure 4. A future option of the prdgram will involve the generation of

A

..._ prediction tables.

ore

540 .
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''FIGURE 2a

UNIVFRITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION

PER3280
PAGE: 199ORGANIZATION UNIT: 71 22 10 1702 MATHIMATICS II

EAPNO' NAME
POSIT R/U,S TITLE DEACRIPTION WEEKLY SALARY FIRST OPT

TITLE1 CO STP/EOUC WORKING TITLE t. ANNUAL SALARY LNTH-YRS

1

LAST
NEXT

00S87 G- K -
1

, 5201648 E Y F PRINCIPAL CLERK 178.90 5 15 66 9 03 67CLASSIFIED 095 7 7 , SECRETARY 9002.80..

08487 E , 52000725 E Y M PROFESSOR U OF M ,420:06 9'01 72 9 01 72FACULTY 90077 PROFESSOR 21_043.12 TEN,
- '27127 E E '52000436 E'Y M ASSOC PROFESSOR U OF M 429.52 9 01 69 9 01 69FACULTY 900,2.8 4 ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR . 22.335.04 TEN-

432363 G H, .. JR 52000204' E Y M PROFESSOR U OF M IlL 612.74.9 01-70 9 01 70cAeULTY 50077 PROFESSOR 31.EQ2.46 TEN
35217 G M 52000392" 'EWM ASST PROF&SSOR U OF M 295.11 9 01 68 9 01 68FACULTY 90014 ASSISTANT PROFESSOR 15.345.72 TEN
56208 L 52000656, E Y M INSTRUf8PR U OF 210.P4 7 25 71 7 25 71FACT Y 90071 INSTeUCTOR TM' 74 75

64560 A V, 52001124 E Y M ASST PROFESSOR U OF M 256.13 .9 01 73 9 01 73FACULTY 90014 ASST PROF 13.31d.'6 TDY 1 78 79
71444 P 52000253 E Y M ASSOC intwEssoR u OF M 396.23 9 01 67 9 01 67FACULTY 90028 ASSOC PROF% 20..3.% TEN
84003 -di- 52000303E Y M PROFESSOR U OF M 453.45 9 01 66 9 01 66FACULTY 90077 PROFESSOR 23.839.40 TEN
86418 S . H 52000210 E Y F ASST PROFESSOR U OF H 274.R6 9 01 69 9.01 69FACULTY 90014 ASSISTANT RROFESSOR 14.297772 TOY r 75 26
90886 T 52000263 M CHRMN. OF DEPARTMENT U OF M 645.30 8 01 65 9 01 65FACULTY 90034 CHAIRMAN OF DEPT. & PROFESSOR 33.555.00 TEN 144'

92293 T 04 52000215 E Y K ASST PROFESSOR U OF M 326..08 9 01 6# 9 01 69FACULTY 90014 ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
r-

96673 W 0 52000367 E YM ASST PROFESSOR U OF M 410.50 9 (1 67 9 01 47FACULTY 90014 ASSISTANT PROFESSOR 1,6,146.00 TEN,

M F ARCOEFO HPROFESSIONAL **

CeISSIFIEO /.**

SEX * .011 001
H F

* SEX * 000 oal

* RACE 000- 000 001 000 011 000 000 000A-8 C'D E F C m
.* RACE * 000 000 000 COO ,001 000 000 000

if

LV TIME FS JOd
CLASS

1.00 01 060

1.00 01 001

1.00 01 002

1.00 01 001
as

1.00 01 003

. 1.03 01 005

1.,00 01 003

L 1.00 Q1 002
8 31 76

oft

1.00 01 001.

1.00 01 003

1.00 01 010

1.00 01 003-

1.00 01 Oe

LnW
Ln

542.
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DATE. PUN 12/16/7$ .

UNI VERSI TY UF 41-7:SSACHUSETTS1-
AFF IR mAT1 VE: AC T IUN

ORGAP I 2A TIM --ttfti-T-1 51-30_20 5551 FINANCIAL AID OFF ICE

FIGURE 2b

P-OS I T R/C/S TITLE DESCRIPTION. MEEKLY SA: ARY FIRST APPT LAST LV TIME FS JCR. E M P NO NAME TITLE CO OP/EDUC R9RK 1NG TITLt ANNUALS tt_ t Y `NEXT DAT;

CO
ON

PER3280
PAt;E: 7*1

06358 5 A 02C00048 E Y F JUNIOR CLERK ANIU TYPIST' 11-1.10 8 13 74 - 8 13 74 1.00 101 060
CLASSIFIED u3520 2 3 .SEC.1E TART 6...720 .40

11150 8 C 18015650 B `t' M STAFF ASSOCIATE 1d JF M 357.V) 11 la 73 1I 18 75 1.00 OT 030STAFF 90085 4- ASSOC OIR OF F IN.AN AID' SERV 18_.544./4 r 1 11._18_7
-22573 0 R 020)0763 E Y IM STAFF ADMINISIRk TOR U OF M 428.57 8 12 73 d 12 75 1.00 01 021

90083 ..,_ STAFF_ 8 STAFF ADMINISTRATOR JOIft, Fiti._,__22 , 31% 14 3 1 _d_.1 2_26

27315. E C ;020,11961 E Y F JUNIOR CLERK /1NO TYPIST 113.:1117 2 02 75 2 02 75
52.i11.60

1.00 01 060 -CLASSIFIED_ 03520
.1 4 SECRETARY

130350 G 02002251 E Y F PR INCIPAL CLERK
CLASSIFIED 09557 3 5 SECRETARY .6/81'1/9.

_, 157.11 .1/ 0.9 71 11 09 71 1.00 01 060

56231 L 0 180 L51.157 B V F STAFF ASSISTANT U OF M 201,00 , 5 '24 74 5 24 74 1.00 OT V 040
_._____-_____ _ __STAFF , 90084 4 AS5T t5IR OF NTIcl 41D SERI., 101407.00 1 1 7 41 75. . -- .

132913 S D 02014538 E_Y- '4 STAFF ASSISTANT U OF M 296.12 8 30 70 7 02 74 1.60 01* 040
STAFF 90084 ._ 4 STAFF ASSISTANT 15.300.14 4 3 7 02_37

83407 S I , 02000408 E 7 M. ASSOC Dig PLCMT PIN AID U OF M 37Z.47 11 01 6:. .. 2R 74 --',":1.0 01 051
STA/ F 90257 tSSUC. iiIRECTUR (31; FINANCIAL A M31'6.44,6 5 4 21_79_ ....... ..._____ _____. ______

Cal S G $ 02007272" E. Y fl AS ST ON OF STUDENTS U OF M 39.3-.91

,

12 t9 65 2 02 79' 1.00 01 35J
STAFF

i

90265 - 5 COCRU I.CF STO EMPLOYMENT.
,

, 20...d3.32* 5 1 2 e2 76

86711 w M 18080002 E Y F SENT UR CLERK AN) TYPIST'' 145.0i 7 21 a ,t 29 69 1.00 OT 060
CLASS I FIED '06530 5 2 SECRETARY A: 70:47.1,0-

93816 w 18050006 E Y F SENIOR CLERK AND TYPIST
CLASSIFIED 06530 6 2 SECRETARY

** PROFESSIONAL **

* CLASSIFIED **

H F
SEX 1005 001

M F

* SEX * Q00 005

543

* RACE *-
A

000
13

002
C

000
0

000
E

004

* .RACE *
A

040
ti

000 000'
0

000
E

005

144.30 4-17 66 4 17 66 1.00 OT 060
7;763.60

F G H
000 0,20 C 00
F

000 . 04 000

9
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4

Ai'FrRMA IvE'ACTJON 'REPORTING SYSTEM

=

5376 "'

'

APPOINTMENT TYPE
'' APPOINTMENT DATE.

POSITION f
. TITLE ` ,''

FUNDING
STATUS

JOB -

SALARY

IiirItipRMATION

'DECISIONS('

;): NAME
. SEX

EDUCATION

CITIZENSHIP
RACE

APPOINTMENT
NOTIFICATION

f

PER-

SONNEL
MATER

SITION
MASTER

oro

AFFIRMATIVE
ACTION+

A_4<ditLYTICAL--

ltfTRIEVAL

of

I A
. - .

F1IRMATI16E,
ACTION
OFFICE

- 4J
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'FIGURE 4

6

1RMATftE,ACT I Oil REPORTING SYSTEM
. RUN REQUEST

I

PROG QUESTED: PER3280
PER3280F

. PER32801I
PER32ZOT

GOMA CARD F T :

. (
'

-CAMPUS
:AMHERST = A
BOSTON =

WORCESTER = 11

PRESIDENT = P
'COMMON SERV: = C

1. ALL CAMPUSES = )5

4.., e
t AREA:

STUDENT AFFAIRS' = STD ,
ACADENT AFFAIRS = ACA
ADMIIISTRfiTIVE SEP.V.= AM;
CHANCELLOR'S OFFICE .--CHO
ALL AREAS = ALL

*

(All Stlff )
(faculty Only)

Hires)
Termi natl onlif

sy

REPORT TYPE: 461, 1 I

INDIVIDUALITISTS =

RACtigk TABLES = TABLE
LISTS AND TABLES = `0,

,

DART OPTION:

DART TAPE 'WANT'ED JAPE'
-NODART TAPE

,

0

S.

PERCENT,: (PF.R3280 AND PER3i8c2IF ONLY)

' FULL ,TIIIEZLY =

PART TIIIE VNLY =

ALL A, =
, w

-

START /STOP DATES: (PER32011 AND PER320T wry)

O. 411
1110W

S

(cc

(cc 3- 5)

, (cc , .71 (

4

4,

18)

.
"s

...
.

r9RMAT IS Yymmoo

START: I- t I I 11 cc 18-23)

STOP :" 1 I I f .10 2-5-30)

.. 10546 k
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Cost andiBepefits
r
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. Since' the purchase 'of new hardware or softwareWas not requi rede=--.putting up, the system, the only cost involved programmer time and materials.

It ha Zarlier been noted that 60-75.0erson days (FTE) were'reguireid to design

.

and implement thg system. Translated into development/redesign cost of $65/
4

1

day -this amounts 'to a total cost of $4,000 - $5,000,- This investment compares::'

akvery favorably with the commercial packages available for affirmative lttion

all data retrieval: these packages consist of basically two types:

1. Separate affirmative action data. retrieval packages prime 7 «. ',/

from $7,000 to $10,000

2. Complete personnel system packages priced froth $20,000tb

440,000 ; .

...,.

Comthehting-further on these commercial packageS; it is important tidote that
.1 le- .

these, data' retrieval analysis systems apilear to'be less.comprohensive
-

than the .-

. . 1.,
.

'.system at-the University of Massachusetts. Besides' the 6St. benefits tyf the. C.
1 . , ...

''.-- system (deri-epment,and maintenance cost,) there are other ben0fits such as the
7 '1, .

' \
4, ,

multiplicity of applications', timely updating, and ease of program expansion.
. _ .

The following is a list *some dethe system's applications:, .
". 4 - .1 . .

. 1. CompletiOn of federal

..#

.

affirw tive action repo rt. ing requirements
0- .

A 2. CopOetion

..,

of state affirmative.action reporting-requirements

;. Assessment of salary equitirequests ",
. t

-r sv 4. Jnformationfbrinternal affirmative action planning

5: Verific-ation.of staffas of a partic,ular diale .

.6,,. Calculation of personnel salary savings

7; Comparison of varibus.staffing varladles by cimpds
. .

8. Analyosis ofo teiminati4n characteristics

,

It
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.

.
,

: 9.. Assessmept40144. stiff promoti Op patterns..
( , ,

,10.3Tvacking Of tenure.
,..

. ..- -.... - 4A. , ., .-

,,As-an, integrated data sy4tern, a single update of common data provides
, , , -

.4-0. . I,. /
, I

all, applicatiops with tiervinformatiOn simultaneously. therefore, the total,
- .-. .-

) ...
iltegrated system is able---- to'prOces new data imaltgiately after update. The/ ,, .
ot4er noled ,qstem.benefit relates `theuse of the DART option. The .DART

.. . ... 4,.
package not only facilitates system Olpansion but also proVides users' the

, 1:4 0,
opportunity ,to design their oWn sub-progrAms.

. This bene.fit, lerhaps moise

l ' iI,..
than any ether, captures the essence- of 'the data'. systemSiropticity. k

I
.,

t

. -....
l''

.
_. . \

i r .' '47
In character, in mannerp, ieotyrel'in-all, things,

,

e 'suer dli ccellegetz is S licity."
''. ..

. ' f k,1-. . .
Henri' Wadsworth bong feloi,i

is

lot

1.(

;
.5.4 S .

,

4

12 i;'S

I

.

42,

110.1

S
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TRENDS 2N ED CATION DATA BASES:
,

PRESENT ANWUTUAE APPIJICATIONS AND CAPABILITIES
,_.

Natio

John R. Roberts
Staff Assobiate
EdUcationData Library

Washington, D..' C.

4
This'paper di'gCusSes the present.natiohal databases',

-

situation in bigher education; tilat is, availability gif

data methods ofretereVdl, and uses made of the retrieved

L. data. This paper also diicusses trends -which will' greatly
_ .

543

f

enhancp the uses of databases; inciudi0g: a:computerizedlt

cataloging system for classification of data elethentS '
,:-,.

.

a modular reitrieval,system-IEDSTAT is GuX:rentlYworking ,

-
on this) v increasing reliance on microfiche; and somputerd- ..4-_.

graphics. Some ,of teese techniques have already been
,

,devel,oped; others are still being developed-

,
-.$ .

a

11
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- TRIMS IN EDUCATION., DATA- BAIES .

=BRESE/Alr;ND7 PUT rt,CoPtirCAT (NS AND AP:ikiiir,,I;11

1. INTRODUCTION .

545

f '

This paper discusses
t
the present Situation ofnational data bases in'

. higher education and givessuggestions for future developments and en-
.

hancementi. The paper limits itself to data bases collecting information
. .

on a national level becaUse more and more administrators and decision

Maker'sfare realt2ing that they need national data to formulate a viable
, N\

'policy or'make a good-decision. In discpssing data dissemination,

; t
. the papertrefers to the dissemination of data which are in the public

domain. It.is.hopeCi that some-of thdltuggestions will not\ only serve

as food tor thought, but will in fact be implementild in the near future.
),

4

/

THE PRESENT'DATA'BASE APPLICATIONS

lh

A t offices, of institutional research,at major universities or )

Colleges .ill agree, there is a wealthof data about the.universitiev

and colleg for,ppi decision makers to use. As most,decision or

olicg,ma ekl s in hiper'educaton will agree, there just aren't enough

0e-data. ailablie for policy decisions. The data are being. colTected,

4
.:

b t they are'notjaeing Oft into a form which*the,policy makers can'easily
, ,, t

. GollegeSand universities fill out myriads.,of forms and put out
. . , 4 40 .

.

,t: ihOusands of reports a year. Who does anything-with all this informa-
..,

V

.

tioo oncethereport is published or the:form is completed? ObVivuslY,

there are usually in-house, one-time uses for mast of this information;

but mny times the report is made with almost no one notiCing'it; let
o.

*alone Bing the information in the report. The problem
-is 4

that 'there

,?11/' -is not a central Oface or organization to take care of data in higher
vt,

.

ducationsodthere is no one source to'which to go to find data in

55f
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There' does exist a, vastiquantri4y-ck'indiArAdirel data,iourceS in

y ,hijher every institution has some type of informs-.

tion.system. But brNing all this information 19gether is a tremen-,

dous task, std probably not worth the tithe and effort for most pe8ple.
. -

There are several national sources for data in higher ic.tcatten which

have tried to select forms-of data which a policy'maker or researcher

might be able to use., These organizations have put-together data ipses,

seeing that the only efficient method to deal with the'quantityl of

information is in an automated fashion.

What Data Is Available?

Theilloare essentially three central sour for locating data in

the field,of.higher education. The-broadest these sources ii the

ReferenCe.Guide to Postsecondary Education Data Sources.1 Thi.5 is

pilished by the National Center for Higher Education Management Systems.

.A second tource,is'the Catalogue of Selected Machine-teadable-Data?4

Bases for Postsev'ondaryEdLcation2 published by the National Education

Data Library. This is an inventory of data from both public and private

sources which is in machine-readable form. It *limits itself eo d a in

higher education. a 4 I
Othe thiresdurce fs the Directory of Federal Agency Education Data

Tapes3 put together bk the National Center for Education' Statistics. This

* . -/

p

M.

1Katherine R. Allman, A Reference Guide to Postsecondary Education
Iv.

Data Sources '(Boulder, Colorado. NCNEMS.at WICHE, 1975). ...
;

A ,

2john R. RoberRoberts Catalogue of SeleCted Machine-Readable Data-Bases

for Postsecondary EdOration (Washfngton, D.C.: National Education Data

Agency 'Education Data iapes4
ion Statistics, 1976).

552.
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contains a'listing of data from the federal governmentlhich has been put.
Ago

on magnetic tape., It does nollltmit itself to data about higher educa-

tion, but also includes data from elementary and secondary education.

It looks at. education in the bi-oad sense of the word and.includesinforma-

tion about manpower' supply and demand, demography, libraries, and federal

outlays for education,*

All three of the above sdurces furnish the reader with information-about ,

where the data can be obtained and in what form.' They Also give We name

of a person who should be contacted.to obtain the desired data.-
. ,

"resent Data Bases

There presently exist three natOnal dat bases dedicated to higher

education whicOcan'be accessed by the beneral public. These systems are

the Education ResOuvces In- formation Center (ERIC) of the National Institute

of Education, EDSTAT II of the National Center for Education Statistics;

/and the data4base of the National Education Bata Library (NEDL).
I

4

ERIC is a biblidgraphical retrieval system and was designed to pro-

vide ready,ccess to education literature. Abstracts from Research in

Education and from Current Index to Journals in Education form the basis

for the data., =ach abstract i5 indexed with a series of descriptor5 from
-.

the Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors. Sejarches are therliundertaken by coma;

bining aftsertes of escriptors through Boolean logic to the subject cate-

gory or categariesia which the user wishes to look. The user obtains

alist of abstracts though a search, and from this list he decides at

which articles henor sh wishes to look. There are 16 clearinghouses in

the ERIC system, each hav ng a speiiaAy area about which it isrespOnsible

for acquiring eduCa ongl cl;ta. ERIC will provide the user with -; list

of abstracts and so the articles on, micro'fidhe if theNuser wishes. The
I

5 5.3
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ERIC system can be'accessed by an ERIC staff person, and the length of

time to service a request is usually about a week because the desired

information is printed on a high speed printer at the computer site, then
.4

mailed to the office where the request originated, and thgt, in turn .

mailed to the person originallirequesting the information.

This is mdt a very efficient way of, accessing the. ERIC data base.

A time lag of one week is just too long. A research assistant could go to

a library and find the appropriatearticles in one or two days'. For this

reason, the gener#1:public is given access to the ERIC data base through

41P

the IlOckheed.DIALOG Information Retrieval which is a division

of Lockheed Aircraft Corporation based in Burbank, California. Access

is, of course, interactive and on-line. Once the desired abstracts are

dif
located, the user still has to request from ERIC that the actual articles

be sent to him or her either in-hard copy-form or micro fiche.

The ERIC system is a very comprehensive system' in terms of educatiwial

research, and many articles whichmight be difficult to find can be 6-

tained in micro fiche through the ERIC system. ERIC is the best biblio-

graphic retrieval system which higher education has.

EDSTAT II ifa data base containing actual information About higher

education institutions as opposed to a bibliographic data base. Raw data-

from the Higher Education General Information Surveys (REGIS} make up the

''bulk of the EDSTAT I-I data base; however, tfie data base also contains

data from some of the other, federal governmental agencies. EDSTAT II ,

an be accesseddy the general public using a terminal with. an accoustical

hdok-up. The system is operated through INFONET. ,EDSTAT II uses a retrieval

language called "System 2000". System, 2000 is fafrltlexible.and can be

o

-used for a-variety of statistical analyses. The disadvantage is that only

55A
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a limited number. of people are familiar with the language, and It takes

Someone with a basic understanding of computers to learn the latuage.

EDSTAT II is the largest data base,organized by institutionslhich

Provides access to the.general public. The information which one can

access includes almost all of the HEGIS data over the pist three or four,

years. So one can conceivably put together trend data for the past few
,..

. .

Years, and from this data put to they forecasting models. At the present

time EDSTAT II is trying to puktogether a broader scope-Tf,data by putting

on-line other federal Aata bases which relate to education. Also,"VeAT II.__
.

at the present is relativelfixpensive compared to the data base of -the
.

National Education Data Library. The National Center for 'Education Statis-
,

tics is working on keeping the cost of EDSTAT II low so that a greater

nftber of users can access the system.

The National Education Data Library's data base is similar to EDSTAT II

in that it contains data about institutions in higher education. The Data

Library hi3'data from private as well as public sources. The retrieval

language which the Data Library uses is callfd the Data LibYary Access Langu-

age (DLA). . It is a user-oriented interactive language designed so that

someone with- little computer background can le(rn-the language in a very

short period of time. in is designed as .a retrieval langpage so that

Iboustati'stical analysis that one can do using DLA.is limited to fairly

'simple descriptive statistics such as standard deviations and means,

The National .Education Data Library!s.data be can be' accessed by

-the.general public ising a terminal with_dfl accoustical coUPT. Since the

Data Library does nct keep'as many files on=line a's EDSTAT II (although

both data bases.haveLthe ability to put up new files in a very 'short

the cost,of. rkieval is significantly- less. 'The Data Library is also
.4

attempting to expand_its libTary of tape's to inclvde not only 'education

5 5 5'
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data by institution, but-any data which might influence education decisions.:

This would include 'state and local.governmentexpenditures or manpower

supply and demand data, for example.

How Is the Data 'Used?
file

This is a question whil0 should be given more consideration than it

- is presently getting. Informationesystems containing data about higher--

education on a national level are a relatively new thing. The information
.

has been available, but no one could afford the time'or amount of effort

to-get-the information.- SQ decisions were made without using the most

precise data which wereevailable: Asa member of a New York state legis-

lature's staff on a-recent Information in Higher Education Seminar put

on by the National Education Data Library -said, "There aretwo things that

you aon't want to see being-made: -hdtdo4s and laWs." This also applies

4

to'laws about higher education and decisions, made at the -state level in

higher education.

Until fairly recently, decision makers didn't have access to good
.

. (- ,

data and the?bfore had_to make'decisions the best they could with what'illey

had available to them. This is no longer the case, however. Among ERLC:.

EDSTAT II, and the'Nationat Education Data Library, inforMation,about'higher

.

education is being collecte -and pVtain a form where' it. can be easily;
,

i.
.

retrieved and analyzed at a minimal cost...No longer does one haveto wait
dr

. several weeks for a. repont comparing enrollment 'at state schodlis in California

.

to enrollment at state'schools in New York. ,

4
-,

.

f 'This can be done-in a couple of minutes oneither of II

oriEDL systems

recent articles

with minimal effort andilow cost. If one wanted to find

or restarch abo/ut enrollment in the7 se two states, NtCyould
,. , . A

be.a convenient way of doing this. It.i# beyond the scope of this paper to.
0
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'discuss the best method of.making a decision','but it seems apparent

41.
that the, more reliable.data that a decision is based upon"; the.better that

.decision
. .

OP The_stateof the art for higher education at this time is such that
; .

the only major automatedsyit4ms for retrieving information which canbe

accessed, by. general public es the ERIC, EDSTAT LI, and NEDL'systems.

1

Each-of these 'systems is primarily a retrieval system with the EDSTAT II

and NEDL systems having the capability of doing simple analysis. The next

* section of this paper deals wit6applicationo.gf data bases in:other-dis-

ciplines as an example.of possibilities or.future uses of data in'higher
*.

education.

-.

Ar 1
, Data Bases in Other Disciplines

. .,

There are numerous commercial Aata bases, in other disciplines besides
,

.
4 '4

higher education,currently jnause. fhis'paper will' present a few441.- give
..

,

.
examplet of possible directions which higheNseducation data bases might take.

a

1),CEXIS is 'a data bass provided by Mead Data tentral, Inc, It is
. . .

AP

used for cesearchiRlaw. It currently contains laws and Cates for

41 .4 .

.

approximately ten stites. for-example, the "librar y for the state N.

IL'

of New York contains
- . ,N,

;Consolidated Caws Of Alltork
New Yomk-Reports and NN,York Reports 2nd Series
New York Appellate/Division Reports 2nd Series
New York Miscellaneous Reports 2nd Series

LEXIS is available throughremote terminals to anyone who wants to
.

.
Essenttally it is a.retrieval ystem:for laws and iburt

.

1

cases. The retrieval 4anguage is very imple and ndt dependent'Upoil
-z

s eific index words.- For instance, i/V the user -requested a.search,m,
. ,

for the worknpollution",.eVery case i the specific library witO

'5 5 ;
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which thb search was requested'Which contains thp word 1.'pollotivr

would ,:be cited: This means, that there-is no abstracting of the,
'

lawS or cases and that a-syStems person does not have lo,categor- ,

ize all the laws and cases into some index* system. Once the

huiber of se or taws hat been narrowed down, the user can serth?

through.thepertinent laws and oases using KWIC (key work in con-.

fext40. -This permits .the p$er. to view .only those textual portions

which contain one or more of the search words or phrase; used in
,

the request.

,The nice feature of this system is that there is...no need for

a thesSuru f index words for retrieval of information. "It does .

save a tremendous amount of time for:the law firms whiCh denuses

'the system.-

." 2rCRIS (Current Research Inforinatlen..System) isa:data.base put to-

,.,

ftgether by the

.

United State Department ofsAgrimatum It was'

Jesigmed to help people keeptbreast,Rf re§earoh.in.agriculture.
-. . 111, ' .

.
. ,

It is sitilar to the ERIC system in that it contains abstracts
. t

_

,---

from research reports, but ft is mire current iwthat tleslso
. . .

keeps track'of on-gbing research projects:, Therefore, thus data 40P. :
.. .

base is continually up-dated. The retrieval system is similar to

ERIC's in 'that both use a key word retrieval method. The advarill
.''

..!..

,. .
.

talb of this system is that it,coritains abstracts'from.,reiearch -.4

projects which haven't been published yet. ,

. ..

. .

. r-

.A:
..

.

'3) SCORPIO (Subject-Content-Oriented Retriever for Professing -

,

motion On-Line) Ss a 'system developed for the United States Congresi.

4iS data base contains, among other data, alitthe-laws which have
-iim- , .

..,
. .

been proposed in the present session of Congress.and for the previous

. ".....* ,

_ .

558r-
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.. session. The user can retrieve abstracts or SuMnia.ries,of specific
.

,..
4 .

laws or print the entire law. A user, can search on a Variety of
p ' '

subject key wOrdsor he can search on the name af the Senator or
. .

4° Congressman.Submittidgthe bill. SCORPIO is designed fOrsthe person' ,

.. ,

w,bo is not famigiall.with -computers or computer stistenh. _. el,

, . * c> . 0 ..

. 4)Theinfonnation"Bank of the New York Times is' a data base containing

, Slistracts from Current perActicals. The retrieval method is similar-
.. 4

.
.
tor ERN' s

I
retrieval method. , Abstractig- can be vet rieveil by Xearch-CIO. -

ing "witl-t combinations of designated key.words. The Information
. ,

4Bank dan be accessed by the general public throughyiemote termi,nats. -

. . - The si-gnificaweof this database is its scoper Seelktable 1 for
, ''' / b--

. a 'listing of periodicals and newsparitrs included in this data base.
. . .,

v. 5) Data Resources, IncorpOrated is a privati,finn which haja date e

. Oil ' .

) t . .
base o'fb:e'cpnonfic Indicators available for use by the general public

,

- ` .
, i

an a subscription basis. One can access several different;"cata '
, )

1 - banks in, the system. A sti g of thescape of, the' data is leo-
.

videcj. inTable,"2. This syst is accessed by a remote terminal.
11P, -

0 ,
, . , i . ..i .... . .

-The significance of this system is in 4ts,software paekages. One
* , .

-. . . ,.. ,.can
c

print-reports and retrieve, information,, but als.o there is
- _

......9
an interactive facility f2r disjiaying time series data in graphic:. . . .

.,
t ,* - . ,

- ,;. .

..
*. dorm'. The, software also Provi'des a vanigiii ,of"estimation and statist f

. ... -
.

4 te a

V, .: . : . tjul proCedures used in "economic analysis... Although this system
. -..., \

4 ..
is one of the mor6-expensive ttystemsitliousSed.in this. paper,-1t

^

,

i' one of the mot sophjsticated. Titaining: in the use of this. systefii...
, .,

, ,.,*
only ekes three consulting days. ' . .I:. ;.....,,

,, . 4t.

,.\
The above terns.' are,rurrently -in operation and .bWrating successfUl ly.

.
, .... ,

!
...

Each systen.Cis.different and each has s Which Vie' present' national' ' v
« -.-

. 0



TABLE 1 ,
111

.

PERIODICALS AND NEWSPAPERS INCLUDED IN THE NEW YORK TIMES INFORMATION BANK
.

Or General Circulation Newspapers:

Ajanta Constitution
Chicago Tribune
Christian Science -Monitor

Houston Chronicle
Los Angeles Times
Miami Herald
National Observer

=Nev./York Times
.San Francisco Chronicle
Waihington Post

Business Publications:
4.1

Advertising-Age
Afieriean Banker,

AutomotiveAdws
Baron's
Business leek
Editor and' Publisher
Forbes'
FortuneAv-
Haryaid Business 'Review

Journal of Comm0Gee
Wall `Street dournal

bv

I

-14

4

.

4

'Foreign Affairs:

Atlas
Eqanomist of London,
Far Eastern Ecbnom
Foreign Affairs
Foreign Policy
Latin America
Latin America Economic Report
Manchester Guardian.
Middle East.
imni.of London

e

.
Newsweekfies, MAthlies,

Ameriehn Scholar
Atlantic ,)

w Black Scholar
Commentary
CommonWeal
Consumer Reports
Current Biography
bony
Harpers- ,

Nation (The)
Nat-tonal Journal

National Review
New Republic -
"New York,
New York Review-bf Books
-New York",
Newsweek
Psychology Today
Saturday-Review, ,

Spqrts Illustrated'
Time , .

US.News and World RePoit
# Varietj, se c

.Village Voice 1. ,

WaShingtoh Monthly
.

Stience PubliCations:,

Astronautics
Bulletin of AtoMic Scientists
Industri ',l Research

-Science
Scientific American

i.

46

k

Quarterlies:

(.11

41.
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. TABLE 2

.

A

DATA SOURCES OF'6ATA RESOURCES, INC: DATA BASE

FDIC CalloReport Data

HUD Housing'Survey - Public_Housing Default Study

NABE Economic Outlook Survey
ik

*.
._ .

Multi-National*Corporations Survey

ederal Budget
147.47.-0.

'6) Justice Department Victimization SurVey - 13 Citi

-

7) OECD Trade Series C

8) WPI,prIce Data Bank

11
4 ,9) IPI Price Data Bank

T.

r .
10.4

,

.r

141

o

14

=4",
' _et

44
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1

Mit a base systems in higher education do not pbsess-. In the neaefuture-
,

.

some
a of .thes,e features could very easily1 be incorporated into data. systems

°..__,- .. siff- 7 .
in higher ,eavcatiOn.

41 ,*

. .

/IN FUTURE CAPABILITIES

Future 'Directions

4

The five Systems 4n the previous section 'each demonstrate one feature
(4,.

wivi-ch_night be ;fruitfully "applied to,t higher education'informationdata".

bank. LEXIS ks the. feature of beio able to s_earch on virtually any word

which°G. :the u r can come up,with. The:user does' not have to categOrize

tilt research area into a,- narrowly defined, indaing -system. Any reference

to specific worts dr phrase4 can be retrieved. This ,feature might be

:useful 4-n `a sytetn 1 ike ERIC ,when the researcher wants to find any research
40.

which has any.conneotion whatsoever with hjs 'subject area. ,_)
CRIS, is constantly being updated and contains abstract's of research.

pr'ojects' Which ha,

Ver1/4y useful fOr. a

en pu-bl shed. yet, This type of system might be''
w .

ir maker wtio wanted the very:latest in,.,.formation,

-. abdut a specific subject .area., Through, thistype bf' sysfitm the decision
. f

. .... , 't P .,
A '1

'Nicer would be able to- get in contact with'e'ople who.are just finishing- '
,

p
,. .

. . t

or in the process of doing resetrA inn the area, ;n which the decision maker 10±
w

1

'

k

is interested.-
. . . .

SCORPIO carries CRIS one sep further in timeliness41 In SCORN() the

user surveys bills that have been proposed - sometime they pass, oinetim@s

. .. tm. ,......
they die. One possible use in higher education for this fy ein .

4 . s , . .
(

woU3d be for govirnment grant proposals, It might be ofAlue or\ Pt.
.

grant .for the Office of Education or other ijovernn!erit or .private
i

r.eview-_pasi, proposals which were given moneyor rejected.,
.

.

Writing a

tgency

, *63 s
mm.
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'The Information Bank of the New 'York Times is important because of
1 r . p

..,

.
57

the scope of the,data in that data ase. It draws upon science publica-

4usiness.

often in higher

publicalions, nelOspapersk,' and general' periodic011w Too

education re,searchers, and decision. makers get stuck in
.

,

the 'ivy tower:, and d,on't know how to .get out. At the present time thl

most°*id y used data in higher education,research and p licy decisions

1 .

are.tV Higher information genera . InformatiOnlierey da . JUowever, if

one, makes a decj,sibn or i-esdai-Ch s a problem' VI a matter _as simple as

%410 --* , .

.. . ;

raising tuition at state inst4tutions within a particular state,' there

are a wide variety of parameters which influence the eff4t of such a
,

A

change. At thepreseot time the e'nrol'lment projections would be-the most
1

likely fig'ures'tp look at for,a change of
.

tuition decisjon: However, there

.

is a ,vniety of reasons why enrollment would fall or drop.. One has to

44 'look at job.supply, and demand, 'family income of Students attending the.

-school , and the inewns which the students attend school., to naive just

a few things affecting the decision. Most of this data is aveilatle,

but it it.4.much Apo time consuming and expensive to put together. For this

reason it would e benefifial .forsystems,likeEDSTAT II. and DL to eg-
t t .

.

i:
9 ppd. the type of'data which they ate irlakinavailabje.tO users. As an)! '

.1, 4 -
,

, ,
, . .

manageffal Srhopi will attett to, /in making a decision, the gOodOnager .. 4
.. ,

O

looks at the whole pictureand,the effe4s of his decision Pe the future,,

4 . 1 .
.

.

it

ratIkr than .just looking at the "jimmediate effect. To ad this a variety of
, 1/ ...., ''

. %
, - ,

iffqrent "types of dita needed. ` *,
,

Data'Resources, proOde's a variety of tdols to do interactive
.

statistical .analysis: There no teehni`cel reason thar the
,
-catton data bases Which-curr

# .. .,. - 1

tfc 'PeCkage fo r the ,ocial.
. . .

tie system: The only drawback of 14.0 .at the
v ,

. s
._ 4

. .9

lkTxist con'tmake .
software such

ciences CS

' t. 56

as Stat-

available to the users of.

esent tiple ise.the cost. . ,

71 .
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A

...
1 . r

. .

4 of Taking-this software hai able. I--am ronfideni' nat, in the near future 1,.

a softward similarisystem smto Data sources, Ac. will be made available

to the higher education community:9n natioMal Apta bases,
AP.,

4
Data Fivments Catalogue_ 0 00

*
.

One -of the mai° lems

0

6f a d6cision.moker.or researcher is knowing
a

. .

. . . ..

what data' is available for his'or#her use. 'Once the probable sou'rce-is
. . :

,

. .

located: one is stillsuncertOin if the exact data needlwill be in the source'.

For example, ifsohe wants to know the'number.of,vmen enrolled as graduate.
.

, .

.

.

majors in education in the state of New York,.:where cn'this'information-
. .

,
.

, be found? After...1°61d 'through..the 4fi6uS sources listed ifithe sub-

section entitled "What dataare available?". one .Wou.ld probably come up.

(With two possibilitiets sources fbr this Iota. The HEGIS enrollment

data' and' the,HUIS ebrollment fo;adVanCed degress jita-Wouldbe. Probable

r . ,

.

sources for obtaining thfSda a. As it turns'out,thisipiecific question
,, .

can be.answered in the HEGIS enrollMentfor adyariced Ogrees.data. The

.

.

only. way to ce, rtai n this at,th,preset te,is to .sit Own and.Todl .

./. .

, .
. thrOUgH the actval ,surve/ forms orr:the data

. .

se directories.put out by
,,

. both EDSTAT II and NEDC/(set Figure 1). As one can see,,this becomes A

9.

.0%,

long, drawn-put process.

4 The .64estion then'becomes -,why not. organize 'the' data elements intoc

,/it, 10,

. some sort of clossifitttion.system? Af er all, libraries containing books

Iv
have had classification systems for-y rs. Data elements are like books. ..

a

If onehas, large Civaritity of. them Ithout some sort of clasOffcatiOn
.

system; some will becessarily,be m ssed in)any retrieval process.

it' would be
4

It seems, that a'subjec area as,small as educatice,,
,

,

li ..

.

fairly easy to come up with so sort of klass'ificatfon systiM. On a' .
.,

data base 'system this,classificatfon could be part of.tWe data base.'

$65
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A

the'classification system worked on Boolean logic, the example above might

be found by searching
,

. ENROLLMENT AND WOMEN AND.5RADUATE AND cDUCATION MAJOR;-
The classtfication system would-then'indicate the, file or files We're this-

,
information would be found. ,This type of system would save a't-remendous

amount of time in searching for the'proper information.ordata source. One .

would know immediate)y if the data which he or she reqtested were on
A

the data ba'se and also if therewere several sources for the 'same informa-
. .

tion.

Combining Files

A,problem withinteractive clata"hases is that search time always

has to be kept down to aminimam. To keeptsearch time down to a minimum

both interactive data bases in higher educatign (EDSTAT II and NEDO divide

their data into,files. This not only keeps search time down but makes
e

putting additional data on-Tine and taking unused data off-line al easy
. si

task. Also, with# lar volume of data itis, easier to'keep'try of

the several small.fil an one huge file c'Ontaining'data from a variety

of sources. The difficul 6perienCed by,Xhe user of.such an interactive '.

system is that when printing reports (dueto present software constraints), .

/,...
.

,
,

the-report, is limited to a specific 'ile.. Different reports.can.come

from different fil'es, but data withtn a report are limiXed to one file.

This is inconvenient when one wants to do trend analysis, since' mot
.

-files contain,onlyone yep of date. There should be some procedure

.written into the software whereby-files. could be merged 09-line by a simple
ell sa

command. Then the User would be able to access more than one file at a

time. It is important to keep the.softWare simple so that someone with'.

,minimal computercomputer background can use the system. Both EDSTAT II and NEDL'

+Ma
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I

are looking at me4ods to combine files on-line,

Compiter'Graphics .

.
To the layMan a computer can be' a scary experience; liSts of numbers

. don'A mean much; and the/laymen doesn't even- want to hear theword statis-

, gj!"
?r,. a picture is worth a thousalfTliords:,' Ilicommunicating art

idea,

This

k e is much easier to understnad than "a series of numbers.

Cially'true when trying to communicate to a grouip of people.

-
At motOresentations of technical or nontechntbal material, the Speaker'-

. .
.

.

.,wiUse visual,'aids in A ford of graphs or chart's.

.. 'Mott, graphs or charts are made by the research; assistant or the secre=
1, :

tary by sitifng down and painstakingly'drawing lines' tb match.the numbers.
;

It -would save much time and aggravatt6n, if the charts and graphs Could be.

printed directly on the Computer It would be a tremendoug con-

10
Thom

-t

venience if, insteadiof getting.a report with a list of
)
numbers Thom thel

'

reppte terminai, one received a pie-,grapti ora-bar graph:',' Software

iiiihilatile for creating either of these graphs and also many others. The,

1

onl thing that has to be is adapting the' software 0' th e specific

system.
--., .,

-.\ 1 - :
. ,

: , 't

iii.:.,,/
.. . .

.f !". ,
' .

'IX. ASSUMPTIONS WH Cki THEPAPER HAS MADE .

. . .

1 . ,.

There are three baic%ssdmptions which.thi's paper has made. The

b. .. ,
. ! ..'

first alsuMptiir is,.that national -da.ta in hi0erseducation canand,should
II

be used in, decis'ron andpcil icy makinatthe natiQual, state, and institu-
. A.. s

.,
,

% ,
.

tional , level.

'Of that data.

,A prime concern of anyonseing data should be the accuracy:

The most 'sophisticated analysis doesn't mean anything i.f

ig

,the data it -was based upon were incorrect. However, .it is better tot, make

o

5 69,
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.

a-

. , . ..
.

. , ,. i . ir .

a %leciSion from dill for which the level of confidence is. known, from

'suppositions because tOtally accurate data4fmnot avatla le; The natikal
.

,
1

. . data op higher education are, not 100% accurate by-any means; however,-it
, ..

,.
.

.
.- .

.

is .only by use of data that they become marl accurate. Data are used'---,,,,,,

l J
- constantly in making business and economic decisions. This is because .

.1 ,
y

the data have-been well tested by widesPread use; % .

I

The second assumption is-that anyone who wants to use the information

and data collected in higher, qaucation should be permitted to.do so. -This

assumption necesirly means.that information and data will be misinterpreted

and misused.. Especially40 ,thef4jeld of education,. one has to .have faith

enough to pass on information. ,That pis what'educdtion rs all about. ,To

limit access to a select few would be like not.teaching science in/school

to certain'sfudents.because they may M' use-it. It is the respocisibility

'of the perlon or organization provid AS the information or.data to furn

/

enough documentation .so that the cha ce of misinterpretation will be minimal-)

The third assumption is thatif ata shou14 --be availabli&everyone,

then the exchange and'use of:_data sho ld assume a high priority in higher

education: It seems futile to filli6ut the vast number of forms and reports

which most institutions of higher education submit to one -agency or another

'* arid. then neverto be able to use- that infOrmation.,,,arganizationS like.

4

. 'ERIC, NCES, and NEDL should Make an orgalized effort to let people know

Whattinformationvis available about higher education.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1 00,

This paper has been designed to. point out the present situation of

dP
national datt bases A. higher edu4T-O"riand to suggest some future capa-

!4,

'Jv .
.bilities of -data. bases iri high4 6ducation. The present situation in

/'

4

1,57 0
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.

national,highereducation data bases is a relatively new,field.

..

Computer- `... ',,

.11 . . .
- .,.

. ,
. ,.

Ized methods ofsdata,dissemination until recently Were,,t000ipensiie to
.

. .

be practical for most groups:: However, now data disseMinationby computer -*

. ,
i

data base is becoming an estab.liti4d-practici: The future capabilities'. :

. _

. . .

Which were.discussedwere.not bold and innovative. Most of the suggested 4

....--../
.

.
s 41

capabilities already:exist on information systems An fields other than .

, *
highereducation.

The future 14ecommendat
/

ns made'in this piper wereardest,ned to make
.

,, a,

access to information easier for "the'user. The computer:should beused
.

r
as a tool and as a means to an end. -The retrieval system should be simple.

enough so that a person with minimal training and computer background

use the system.
ar

It. i's- hoped that some of the ideas, expressed in this paper will b'

initiated, but more importantly that the ideat will stimulate More thought (-
, ,

°' for further improveMeat of data bases in-higher education. The art of

.. - .

using data, as in-most disciplines,'is_still in its infancy in highertedu-

. . .
,

cation. People still---4on'Alknow where to find or even look,for data.' As
,

i''0 . -

people gain access more pertinent and more accurate-Idatlacis hoped

!

,

that better and more. equitable decisions 'an be made abtut higher education.

b
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'MANAGEMENT OF THE DATA REOURCir

INFOMAIYION ABOUT INFORMATION'FOR YOUR INFORMATION

4

I
,Jangt Wixson . ,

Data Base Analyst
.7UriThie-ramain Birmihgham'

,..-
.

.

1.

This paper addressed_UAB s efltorts in managing na.

,controlling the. University's data_r_eaburcd. SU topir
covered'inclifle: the UAB techniques and p 'los phy of

data administiation as a signffidantofactor in the manage-

Ment of the data resource; the coOrdidation of the data-
Iresource it pertains- to ire data processiag,funct*on;

the data administration functioni and the user.Community;

rand the .specifidtechniques employed at UAB utilizing

the IBM Data Dictionary'Syotem as a major management tool.16.
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I INTRODUCTION.

'
'.

4

567

Any concept of Data Administration is strongly influenced by the ,organi-
.

zitional environment in which it is ittplelipted.. There are probably as deny

data administration concepts as there are organizations which recognize this

function. good.yard stick by:which to judge data adminibtration philosophies

7
V .

is: If it is-effective in theenvironment-in which it must function,'fhen it's

good.

. Forexample, in lb-organizational environment where the lines,of manage-

meneare well defined, Data Administration which projects the image of "DATA

CZAR" may be efficient and effective. However, this same approach may be
4

.

, totally unworkable in an environment where the lines of management are not

well defined. Thus, data administration philosophies are generally.not trans-

pdrtahle across institutions.

This-paper addresses UAB's...concept of Data Administratlon and our experi-

ence in its implementation. Both are influenced by UAB's needs, organizational ,

4

environment and personalities involved. The reasons for the cognition developed

are married the environment. To undersioand the plilosophy divorced from the

environment as no meaning. 0P.

II. THE UAB DATA 4DMINISTRATIVE ENVIRONMENT

The'ttructural,organizatiOn of UAB can be described as a loose coalition
t

of institution. Departments are organized into divisions or schools. EaCh

of these in turn have.a representative at the Vice-Presidential level who

report directly to the President.

The UAB data administration function is,organized within the Department

of Central Computing Facilities. The Department -of Central Gomputing'Facilities

573
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ol

is organized within the Division of Biophysical Sciences. The Director of
/

Biophysical §ciences has dual responsibilities. He reports to the'Vice-
(

President for-Health Aff4irs, and also to the University Presidept as Assistant

t

to the President, for Computing Affairs.

Air

The role of CCF in this organizational'environment is:

1,. To meet the administrative data.prOcessing jteeds

of the University by designipg, developing, and,

supporting ap,licatiens in that area.

To #44 the generalized research comp)Iting needs

of the Univergity by pr"Ovidlog specialized education,
4.00

consultation, and hardware/software facilities.

3. To meet the academic data processing needi of the
-

University by providing consultation and dilehard-

ware/software facilities to support student computing.

The UAD data'adMinistration environment has functional relationships that

extencrbeyond the structural relationships. These functional relationships

provide a' communication media between organizational ma94gement and the ad-

ministrative data processing user cammunity.

14 The Data Adlitinistratorfunctlons as a communication

.interface between thejndividuals in the Administrative,

'Data Processing user environment. The administrative

data processing needs of the institution ace represented

by the'colleslive needs of the institution in the user

environment. The needs of the specific individuals in

the user envtweeftnent may sometimes be in conflidt with
.

I

OD, 0
. %NA
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4

:the.colleclive needs of the user evirvironment. The

Data Administrator acts in the capacity of advisor

and consultant to, the Administrative Users in
A

resolving differenCes, thereby, unifying the col-
.

lectiVe needs.

. 4
2. The Data Administrator functions as a communication

interface between the Administrative user environ-
,

went aAd institutional tanagement. The_Data Admin-

istrator perforis this funct

policies and procedures'whic

z
needg/Of.the user community.

iedUres are then passed up't

fpr approval. In this capacity the Data Administrator

ion by the origination of

h represent the collective

These policies and pro-

o institutional. management

is giving advice and assistance to institutional manage-, ,

4
ment. ,,..

11,1,.

3. The Data Administrator communicates the needs of insti-
aa.

St:geme*t to.th-adtinistrative user community

by enforcing policies awl psbcedures within the user

envirG;hment.

569

A specific example of hbw this process has worked atUAB_follaws.

first major inmolvement of xhe UAB Data Administrative function was in

he design of an INS based fayroll/Per6onnel System. This system was de-
/

signedto meet ,lwide. variety of user department needs (Payroll, Personnel,

Faculty, etc.). ReprOsentative§ from each user\group participated extensively
\

in the system_ definition, including the definiti

necessary to meet the systent requirements.' From

of eadh data element

575 \
.*1

'disqussinn it became
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. ,
,

apparent that guidelines pertaining to element access were seeded. The
,

f
.-

( Data Administrator reconmded a security ,Ode policy to' institutional manage-
;

:

went. DA COMMUNICATES USER.NEEDSiTO INSTITUTIONAL MANAGEMENT. Approval of,
1---._.

P
:=-this policy by institutional management enabled the Data Administrator to

establish and enforce data security standards applicable to all data elements

,and all administrative' users.- INSTITUTIONAL MANAGEMENT COMMUNICATES NEEDS

"- TO' USER ENVIRONMiAT.

,.
..

.Thil,p-olicy served as a basi/ for discussions and the resolutiob of

410... . .

user differences regardingthe"Security and access of system data 'elements.
, -

-, .....14 . d
'I't is interesting to note that these differences were resolved by the user .

themselves with the Data Administrator acting in an advisOry role: DA

COMMUNICATES WITH USERS TO OLVE CONFLICT. INV

MANAUMEN I Or 1 8 t. RESOURCE--

The justification most often adyaneed for installatiqn of a Data Base
w

Management, System i to improve the acquisition, stokaAe, quality and avail=

,ability of data; s well as to pfovide additional security and maintainability

of tbe data ha :e The most important facet of the current movement toward
. ,...., /

-/,'" ,'data base, s -terns is centralized control
i
and supervision of'the.data resource

throUgh- a Data Administratilie function. Implementation of this functiOn

involv s data definition methods, data standarization, and changes.in the use

and prOcessang ofdata. The primary responsibility of the Data Administrator

the Management pf this)centralized data resource.

. TAE AB_ DATA RESOURCE

At AB the data resourceaonsists of those data which meet the admin-

istrative, data prAiessing needs of the iRstitution. The'critezia

.11

clusion of'data,into'the UAB Data Resciutce include:

K._ \

5
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1. The data must be in machine proceipable form.

2.1 The,data in machine,procissable foim must be,

physically resident in data base structure.

3. The data must be documented and available.

to' the user community in standard maintainable

format.

I

ti

.z.. Two basic approaches to the development oT the data resources have been
. . /

taken.by most institutions. Some institutions attempt to doctIMefft all exist-
. .

.
.

ing data in machine processable form thereby incorporating that data into

s

data resource. Other institutions have elected to start at some point and

. dOcument all new or selected new data thereby incorporating4t into the

data resource.

At UAB we have elected the latter approach for the followill, reasons:

-J. If we attempted to document all existing machine

processable data then most of it would probably

a

be obsolete by the time we finished--if we ever

. finished.

2. Starting with the design of new IMS based applAcation's

Nauld permit us 'to develop procedures -and standards

on a workable subset of the total data resource. In
. .

1 a few years thg majority of the machine processable

. data would be defined in the data resource since

All new'major applications will be designed

as IMS ba.Sed applications when such is'ap-

propriate.

.

hi Needs for older application tend to go away after

ti
..s

%
, 6 period of time' or be so extensively modified.

.-
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that'consideration-will be given to rewriting as
. _

IMS bas9d applications.

r
.

B. MANAGEMENT CHARACTERISTICS OF THE DATA RESOURCE

Management of the data resource separates itself into two functional

areas: Management of the Organteational Data Resources and Ma.nagement4of

the Ehysical Data Resources.:

.MANAGEMENT OF THE ORGANIZATIONAL DATA RESOURCE

Management of the Organizational Data Resource is the responsibility

of the Data Admiiistrator. His function this area is analogous to the

University Controller in that he, serves as custodian of the data .resource.

Responsibilities in this area include:
4

1. The selection and provision of the necessary

tools to manage the data resource'.
.. ../

2. The definition of data attributes and firo-
. .

cedures for their documentation.

,

3. ?Be interpretation ar6 enforcement.of policies

on dataipaess'Qlity.

MANAGEMENT OF.THE pHYSiCAL DATA RESOURCE"
t

$

Management of the Physical Dat'a Resource is the re4onsibility of ther

'Data Base Administrator. This person revorts directly' :to the Take AdMinstratoi.

Responsibiliti, f the'DataBase Administrator

t.
Implement and maintain the data 'resource management tools

:selected by-the Data AdmfnistratOr.
*

`'2. techpical gonsurtation aitd education ,to the Ad-
le

,._.

ministrative piogYamming staff in the areas of program

implementation, progFam perfopmance, and program debugging.

1'

.
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*3. ,Incorporate policies and procedures in

by the Data Administrator into the des

terpreted

ign of the

iseeTre to

physical dat'a resource:

4. Provide technical consultation and as

the Data Administrator.
I

These two areas of rdata resource management are d erent in precept

but correlativeli;"function. 4For-elampie, in our experience with the Payroll/

Personnel System, policy-dictated that one department access only a subset

of the employdp records. The Data Administratoj requested that the Data Base

Administrator investigate and recommend a technical solution to implement
. .

this restrictive access. The solution, a sparse secondary index, reflected

the requirements of-the organizational data resource in the processing capabilities.

of the physical dat resources.

:_

C. FUNCTIONAL RESPONOIBIL/TIES OF THE DATA ADMINISTRATOR

How the Data Administrator at UAB performs his functional responsibilities

in the management of the data resource will be considered in some detail.
.

- C.1. SELECTION OF" MANAGEMENT TOOLS

, -

The basic tool selected for management of the organizational data resource

is the IBM-Data Dictionary Directory System. The function of this-tool can

be stated quite Sibply. The Data Dictionary contains "information about;lpfor

.\ mation for your information" in machine processable f..0f7. The decision to

acquire such a to1114 was made coniOrrAntly with the deicsion to formally
7

If /

recognize the Data )k.dministrative funttion.
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The At.m!slti to acquire'sukh a tool as an aid in the management of the

data resource cannot ge'soaggerated. The 4fective management of data requires ,

a specific knowledge of.data attributes, source, values, editingcriteria'and

1

- 4-- _

avai ability. This "information about information" isjully, documented and .
I t

maiAtained in, machine processable:form in the Data Dictionary Directory.

,From this machine processable documentation, reports are produced and

made available to the Data Administrator and user community. These reports
_ .

are cons dared public documents. Every member- of the institution has a right

to this documehtation in order to investigate the existence, validity, time-

liness, security, maintainability, and definition of the datum in the dap
.

resource...

Knowledge of availability does not'neceSSaiily imply authorization to

accessability. An analogy is: Every shareholder, in any company has a rigtit

to know what, funds; profits, expenses, etc., are associated with that company.

However, knowledge. of the'funds does not imply the right to access 'those

'funds.

C.2 DEFINING THE DATA ATTRIBUTES

Data attribute, selected for documentation include data quality, data

availability and data maintainability.

- MANAGEMENT OF .DATA QUALITY

In managing,n* data resoure the Data Administrator is' concerned with

the quality of the data. Data quality includes: data validity, data time-
a

linessdataqefinition, and data standarization.

DATA VALIDITY

-
The Data Administrator examines the need for the existance of each

s
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data item in order to reduceor eliminate,extraneous or irrelevant data from

the data base. 'In cooperation-with the user, the DatalAdministrator-securea

agreements which define the tests of acceptability for each element.

*

FILexample, in our recent design of the Payroll/Personnel System, each

element involved in that system was discussed with the user represel101ive

and documented. The discussion of each element always included references

as to what tests of acceptability
shoul.d.be applied, to that element before

,

that value could be entered into the data base: In technical terms--what's

the editing criteria. This discussion had three benefits:

N

I

1. It made the users more aware of element relationships

since valid element values arebften related to other

elements. lids awareness enabled the, users to identif3i

more specifically the system requirements.

2. Element editing now had a recorded standard. The

programmer must uie this criteria in editing the element.

before inclusion 'in the data bale..,,Editing standards
.

are no longer left to the imagination of the-pr yammer..
1 ,

3. Enforiced standard editing results in increased pro-

ductivity. The necessity for programmers, to dupliFafe

editing code f1om program to progrpm was eliminated.

There evolved many patterns of similar editing; element

value must be a valid code; data entered must be valid

date, etc. Subroutineswere ri(ten to,accb4lish like

editing functions:. the name of the subroutines and any

parameters necessary ttr call it were kncicuded as part

I

5S-9- 1
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of-the element docuffients.. Hence tncressedsprogrammer,"
' J

10 -productivity and happier programmers. "

Data Timeliness r
,-,

. t,
.

...
.

.k
The timeliness, f data is an equally

,

mpiortanof#t aspect of Data Admini-
-, .

, .

gtr-ation for assuring the qual'ity of data. The financial world-places con-

siderable emphasis Upon the 'time value Of money. Rules and formulas are

available foi.calculating the time valge of money. Lack a universally:

applicable standard, ar similar calculations doe's not diminish the time

value of data; it lust makes it difficult to determine that value. Data

.

Administration must
o
recognize that data does have a time value 1tnd select

.

sources of input tQ the data base to maximize that value., The major tole
, ) . . 4 s

,, C ..-

of the Data Administrator with regarT to the timelinessof data is to de-

1, . \ ,..r
welop and coordinate with considerable input fro# m users, appropriate time.

.
,.

.

.

standards for data: to determine apd establish sources of. data which meet.
0 l

thege Standards; and to establish and initiate both internal a external
4

.

controls to insure compliarite. V.g
Docurrtation of the standards of data timeliness are recorded fn the

-
lic

. datadictiOnary.. This includes the form name, number or description from

which each element originates, the department(s) responsible for updatild?.

the element and tile mode av1,410.1e forupslate (bgtch.or online.

'3

.Thbse elements which, have the capability of being updated in an on-

lime-mode are considered-to always reflect the latest most current value =of,

the respective element. User department management is responsible for th

ti
timeliness of data .elements updated on=line.

The timelines S. of data updated in batch mode is the'joint resporisibility

582
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f the Oniginiting department al; the computer center. Schedules are es-

...

. tab shed with the originating department for ubmission of data. Thy data

Processing departatent,,is responsible for establishing and maintaining the
. ,

actual updating run. Quality control of the batch updating process is

,,

assured hy the regiotting of actual updates against scheduled updates. .This

,'

in-bouse designed application is an extensidn of lihe IBIS Data Dictionary
4

.
.

, ..

'pirectory System. -. A

Data Definition

The process of data definition encompasses all the ittributes sp far

discussed. These include: designaLio

)

of functional responsibilities for

data input, spuroe documentation from'Whia--aata input originates, frequency

of input by responsible functional area# and editing critikia for each data'

element. The Data'Administrator exerts significant influence xpon the form

90 content, as well as the polidies and procedures of the'data definition

proteAs.
.0 *a

6
4

a
.The VAR appioach has been-npdorient iht-Data Dictionary Directory report

I. ,

format and contents tow a the non-data,pcocessing personality. 'rata element

descriptions, for ekarkple, Oere discussed at some length with the users prior

to inclusion in the'Data Dictionary.

.

..4, .
.

The Data Dictioqary document b cam6(ER`bible for discussing the needs' 4

A .-and plans for the Payroll/Personnel System. The 1114 group accepted several
. .

4.

newiconcepts relative to data- definition.. Only those elements actually s`
,

documented in'the Dictionary, were to be a part of the system. Elements

not in the Data Dictionary were not to be included in the.system.
.

All .edit:

, .

fhg was to b4 implemented exactly 'as deScribed
-

in the feta Dictionary. Screen,,---
:4; -

, fl

4

,
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designs? and tectort :forplats were to be formulated from the informationv -%. -. /.
A co,I.

lltained "in ehe, Data.ractronary, .- .

0 , ts,,,-T. 5,,,,i,,,, .4,
I.- 1

, .4
(Data Siandardiz lion

4,,
. .

- . -
, .Data indeendence ftlearis that. 5 single eleinent of 1:jaa stored, once, in

. t - t
the computer can serve'more,;ham one application. -This C9ncept, to be. ...- ..

-effective, '4emand4 that datd be "standardized "., Fo-r' example,' the data I
...

,. , I ;,
element "gross pay" 'car) be accessed'by bath- the Payroll -and Personnel' '

._ is. . . . V3

s . ;applications. If they agree, 'rand the data element is used by boA offices,

its meaning c'annollialichanged without , the agreenlefit of both departments. Is

.

. I
'5...

The effective communittfon ofs information within an, organization,' tyre-', ,. .
..m. 0 s

, 4
fore, depends 1311-,mutual'agreement aid understarit1.1.ng of all commonly used

13

4

,

4 elements, The coordination of definitions cannotLbe left to, chance but-
.must-beCome the' responsibility of a designated function within thd organi=

zation. Date Administration is' the logical functions,,to .as me, this co- illip. ... )
..

o*Liatirrg responsibpity. In this. role, it 'can help resolve any conflicts
/

wilich may aritse byenc raging a continuation of dialogue, by' of fering corn-I
.

promise or, perhaps, acjudicating 4* The UAB apprOach to the man.stge-
3 ' 'ment of the data resource in..the design of the Payroll/Pefsonnel System re-

4
. , . .., .

v-./
sult d in a standardization Of tire data elen-refts in that -Sifitem as yell as-..

'an ,ap lication design which meets the stated Ifeeds of- the users., .... .
,,,

- .
.. ,

rt 3

fi-

. DATA AVAILABILITY , ' ,
.. .

. 40,. . ,
To be useful, data muit be available Ulf' authorized users.- Data '

. - . .

ta
e

Admiiklitration
,
MUst balanae" this requirement against the need for 'data security.' . , - . -

Maximum availability of data to all users. implies little ois no data security.
' ,

41:1
.

I
,
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Maximum data security implies limited or no data accessability. 'Therefore,.
,

. r.. .
since Ehe physical' ilmesence of dqa irea'data base does non necessarily con- Ili'

, , ,z, , ,
.

.
. c ' .

stitute accessability-br a given user, a major function of Data Administratorr.
Ai to monitor the accessabilit'Y by enforcing proce ures in regard.to security

. '..:0 ' . ' /

\
1

. l'poliCy. - ,
,

1 .k
kS

77.

In balancing data availability against daea accessabilityi-dIfidrences
,.. , -

the'

. ,

in interpretation of eeCuritY.polioy bythe user and the Data Administrator
. . .

..' t 4

.

'.. .
evolve. If,tbese:difterences cannot be.resolvd,atithe Data Administration .

level thn the user(s) have a path of appeal to higher authority. The'

provision for this path of appeal is important in maintaining the Air's
,

perc6pfion of individual rights4odatA access. Without thissath of appeal,-
.

the uses may feel that their individual needs are not iiope'rl& met

The advantages gained-from centralized Oita availability are offset

".
;

Sa 'Awhat by the necessity for more stringenesecUrity'measures to protect
. 7 .

the data base againelwaccidental or intentional destructiop; or diaclosure

of data to nauthotizd4lersons. Secbrity polici4S and procedures must con=. %r
.

'

- ,
_

. Fair legal requirements as well as the technical capability of current
f * ', '..

hardware and *software to provide data. security. It iVAen necessary to
., ,.

4

. ,
.. . . .

sacrifiCe program efficiency and optimum data base structure and processing
.-..1 .

efficiency in order to provide for maintainabfe-security
I,

requireMents..
, I . :- .

u

In designing security measUres,.it is important to establish, thr:Ough-
.

.
a.

4

out.the organization, recognized'

\

responsibilities for the security .of'the-
..

.' irk,
data ,ba e. Ill ouf:Payroll/Petsonnel discussions, the users collectively

. .

i

''-,c

secutity,code,,associated with each'elenient; the user...group
-.. . .

,

ting the element; and tile uses groups.authorized to
, t 1t a

f

;agreed 66.

responsible for u

44 .
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a

access that element., All or these items were included as part of the
0

documentation. Furthermore, i(e following areas of security organizational
4

responsibility were,identified.

1. irser Responsibility

a. Assume responsibility for safeguarding issued passwords.

Physical decurity foirAt computer terminals.

c. Security of Signon procedures. .

d.. Protection of printed reportscontaining sensitive. data.

e. Presence ,of an authorized persOrrat the terminal.

2. Data Processing Department'Responsibility.

a. 'Proper'and'agreed upon data-displayed at terminals.

b. Distribution of computer reports only to authorized

personnel. 4

4

c. 'estruction of undistributed reports containing sensitive

r

I-

data.

3. Data Administrator's Responsibility

a. Insure that security levels are incorporated into the

data base structure.

b. Consider the physical security of the data medium and

computer hardware.

Insure adequate'backup and e4ror recovery proce.5gres

are established and maintained.

. .

d. ,Enfor e the aaeed upOn security polfcies.and procedures.
a

DAA MAINTAINABILITX t

The next_ functiOnal ii6act of Data Administration on data related

activities to be discussed' data maintainability. Maintainability may be

0 586
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'considered fionli o points of view.

1. Maintainability of data is a function.of the specific

DBMS in use. In this context, maintainability includes

.a diversity of fact4s: 'maintainability of the aata;

maintainability of pointers; endices, or other internal--, ,
--

schemes used to establish datfrelationships, or main- ' t

tainability as a mess e of physical storage requirem n

and access capability.
a OW

embodies..the concept of flexibility --

the capability for modifications to meet.changing con-,

ditiong. The major:responsibility of. the Data Ad-
_

4

5'81

ministrator regarding maintainability are to be aware
.

.

of the Ilynamid nature of Opr requirements, and to

anticipate these needs by deigning data base to fsgili-

,
. .

. tate changes. The Data Administre,tor must encourage'A

the user community to paaticipate in this "design fot

. '

'flexibility" by vancing planning,

iV

'The UAB appro hed the first concept of maintainability primary by

providing technical education and experience for th% people responsible for

technical -support. There Is, of courses no'substituee for experience. On
00

the JO]) disasters have Trovided'inValuable education and expeCience to our -

-1%fttechnical,peoile7in two areas: First, we've learned slot of things not to

do sid how to proviae,ftaxi.mum flexibility in back-out and errpr recovery.

. Second, painful experience has taught us that under the worst conditions we

.. ,

, can unscramble pointers. We feel comfortable with our.technical competen-
*e

.
.

--,/ ..
tency in data base maintainablity.

. .

5.87
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The-UAB

W
apprOaokbed the second concept of stadntainabiltty by facing '

. . it.
.

our inexperience indesigning data bases with the capability to meet
. 0-t

.- 1

chppgiirs. user needp.-%%:We pain to fill In this gap,ot experience by utigz-
,,

ins the°epertise of consultants who have proven experience in this area.

t
.,

D. FUNCTIpNAL.REiPONSIBIITTY.OF Tti TA BASE ADMINISTRATOR

. A
The funAicnal reSponsibilities of the data base administrator in the

.0 . .. . .

.
.

management of the, physical data resource at'VAB is currently performed by
ao-

<

a three tervillgroue.

e D.I N7 NTA0tNN AND MAINTENANCE OF MANAGEMENT TOOL$.

The 1.0,Data Base Administration function is responsible for.the
at

.generation,,leintepance, performance, and reliability- of IMS,, CICS,, and '

,,the Data tact nary System. The rationale for including MRS' in'this area
.

. is that CIet.is
*
presently our telecommunications access method fof IMS.

Additi6na1 software totals which ate-incorporated in or sustain these major
4

tools are.s orted by-this group.' These include the selection/design of
.

randomizing modtmaes; preprocessor,programa for updating the data dictionary

.
system; and the,use and maintenance of various CICS and IMS field deyeloped

programs.,
r

-

The Data Base Administration function routinely t*ilates the per-
A'
A'A -

formance bf tie various IMS access methods'inrelation to processing types.

In addition, ,selected parametets of An-t e-ouse'data bas s.are re- lusted
, ,

.

on-a routine, to'irisure that ogiimum p- rocessing.efficiency s main-
s .

\-.

tamed. ...

i.d.---
i..

- D.2 PROGRAMMER CONSUWATION AND EDUCATION
/

The Data $ase-AdMinistrative group pr6vides technical consultation and
. g-. . '.,' .

1 education tope administrative programming staff in OCareas' of CICS and .',

0
i 7 -'5S

t 1.61. 4 0,
A M

4
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INS program implementation, data base design, program performance and

program debUgging. Two extensive IMS courses were taught by this group

523

I

to the Inforpation Systems Programiting staff. A'Data Base Design course

was directed towaTd.the Systems Analyst. This was a 60 hour course

of lecture plus labs.. It included sub-topics of IMS access method pro

gram performance, and logical re ionships. Ir
!

.

. .

,
. ''

An IMS application class was oriented toward the application pro-
fit/.

1

-

grammerl: This cou rse was 30 hours of lecture plus labs. It included'

:
1

4:

material on the-types of IMScalls, program languages consideration and

program performance.

)
.

D,3 INCORPORATION OF POLICIES AND PROCEDURES INTERPRETED BY THE DATA BASE

ADMINISTRATOR INTO THE PHYSICAL DATA RESOURCE..

Data Base A4ministration is responsible for all data base Aesigis. Much

.

of the data base design for a given application is:done by the responsible,

systems analyst of the application. However, this design is feiularly re-'

viewed with 'Data Base Administration in various stages of the dev4thent.

The filial d to base design must be approVed by the Data Base Administrator.-
.

In addition, all control block generations (DBD's, PSB's, etc.) are the

responsibility of Data Base Administrat and are not implemented ty the '

1 . r I"

progr amming staff. Confining these activ ies to0 single group maintains
..1 ,

1

and sustains centralized ccintrol'of the physical;d to resource.

PROVISION OF TECHNICAL CONSULTATION TO 11E DATA"AD INISTRATOR

. Technical implementation of policies and proc dure5.xmiesent follow-

thrOugh'of organizational decision9s. There is and Must be a closeworking

relationship betweep the Data Administrator and the Data Base Administrator.

589
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Policies and procedure,in relation,to the data resource which are technically

imposSible to implement are only words. Therefore, the technical feasibility

or follow-through of the data resource decisions are a contin- '

ui discussion between the Data Administrator and the Data Base" Administrator.
.

IV. 'SUMMARY

The data Administrates philosophy dmilemented at UAB has been.Success-
.

i
-',......-

.,pl. This function has provided a voice for the Administrative User Community
1

Management. This communication interface been effectiveto Institutio
,

.

n meeting the needs of the- sers In a more d and timely fashion.

1

There were some unanticipated benefits which resulted from the implemen-
.

't' i'od of the Data Administration function. 4Decause our philosophy requires
,--

. .

onsiderabie input fromthe' user environment, the users becomd more involved
..t. 1

in fhe debign of the appliation. *a user in the group perceived that
si

1. * :
. , 'they had gained control in,the date(AecisioU-making process.' This resulted

(

in the users percepti6n that. the new Payroll/Personnel System was "theyr

systeth" not the Data Processing -Department's system.
,

".Fear of loss of data control and-decision making input" by the user,'

community-has been a concern frequently expressed by organizations wh

considering the implementiation of Data Administration function. fir ex-
--,>

.

Wience at UAB in the implementaiton of the Data Administration function
._. .

. I .,, . .. . .
'proved the contrary to Ale true. Perhaps, this co ern should be re'iewed

.
A n a light by,orhr organizations contemplating such an iraple0enton. .

,,,,

4 ,

r . i
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MANAGEMENT REPORTING:
- - ,

.ANAPPLICATION
FORTOMPUTER HICS

. ,..,r.

4 Pau . Xenepp
.TUttems'Planning Specialist
dOfTiceofflitudget' and Planning

, Pennsylvania'Sta.te Univ'ersity
laniveTsity Park, /Pennsyilyania-

. . \ ..

. , ,- , 1
ifithincreasingly0, 4rge

. , ...

quantitids-9fmanagementToriented

':inforill'atili;n being ivoducedfor,aecisic4-inaking, #dMinig-
f,,

tratora,ake":fi46.ng tfiat th*'hitveinuffi,Cieht time to" . .

, 15e.auatetly revId1;I:And.Aigist its 'meaning. The use of

Ale compAerlh,;s la;ggt Contiiit;utpd- to this massive---,.

guantity..of 'information prbduction. Howver, computer-
. ,-. , 9 .

0
'.driveri syste vpplshould ha'ability.to. aggegAte,
,Y-summari'ze, Od present information concisely And cbTpre-

heniVell>,:-. This. paper will discuss the deyelOpment' of a

cbmputrizbd-graphics,, syhtem that'will permit nearly all
.

types of tnanagvntent .information to 'be ',displayed in graphic

forai. 'OraphAc-inloilication,ismore understandable and helps

take. the, drud ery,out bE the information review proc16.. This41' `'
.

..

, .

paper' will di:scuss;thelmbtiveand'approach for systems

. develppment along with specific'applj.cations fOr higher
. .

v.

education tnstitutibns. . .,.
. .4 .

-4
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- MANAGEMENT REPORT]NG: AN APPLICATION'FOR COMPUTER GRAPHICS
...

.

,_ .

,

I

;
INTRODUCTION .0.

,

In recentyears4pch.attention has been given to managem 40ortipg

in higher:education instituttons. Administrators are being plagued with'

voluminous amounts ordita which purports to assist their understanding

the nature and operation of the institution. Information'systems have

.typically produCed information so as to better support

the'decision-making role of administrators. 'The. increasing complexity. if

higher education processes and volumes of data dictate the use of the

compufgr to achieve comprehensive, indepth reporting. The result, however,.

3

has beeil an exc s of computer output that is useful for review and analysis.
.

This data explosion has resulted in much useful information falling by the

wayside due to the lack of time and energy for proper digestion byjthe ,

e,
_

institution's administrators, managers, executivesoor other decision- makers.
.

Little relief from this data explosion i) anticipated. Increas

'emphases on the managememt of higher education dictate.anincreaSe in the

4
Volume of necessary information. However, no matter how many computer-

generated
10 ,.

reports are available, they havet..,littlp,. if any, value Unles. s-
. 1 ""..110 ( 4 ,

we
.

they can be presented in useable form to, he decisitinrmaker. information

must be comprehensible. -Graphical rePre tation of data enhanCes.szpre-:

, :

hension and the translation of data to information and intelligence. The.

a dvantage of graphics is that the data can be communicated to:Ahe_adminis
,

trator in more compre e nsible,,4etelligible, and, hopefully:luseable ways

than by conventional reporfi.ng paradigms.

Too many reports are hastily reviewed by the administrator without

real visual understanding of the results To,extracf required infqrmatipn f

and meaning from tabulated raw dlta, one must, analyze the numbers and make

.5,92
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..r
I ..1 ,

.
. .

the required translations. Computer graphics can, systematically accomplish
.

this in a more rapid and accurate fashion than human processes. In addition

t
to addressing the,problems of vOluirie and basic comprehension of certain data,

computer graphics can.deepen_ttitradministrator's understanding of realities`
\

whrchlthe data rEpresentsithan would otherwise be possible.

N-ot all information is conducive tojraphicAresentati7n. However,

those, research.findings Snd managerial reports that use it should require

less time and energy b' the,busy administrator to absorb the data and their

mettling.,7Thus, insight to decisions can be achieved with minimal confusion

, which normally arises out of poor dita formats and contextual misunaerstand-
.

ings. Rather than spending the time on "what do the numbers in the table

say?" administrators, with the use of gcaphics71, will more readily arrive at, f'.
,

"how'should I respond to the situation?"

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
fork NV

Graphic reOrtin4 syStems must be designed with essential suppOt from

-"known" hardware and software systemi. Design begins with hardware/software

impsupport
one currently has (or expect to have by imp.lementation time). This

includes a plotting device, computer and software to process data and dri4/e

the'device, ;and prbCedans that make this configuration functional,

tompdter graphics products May be produced in either an off-line or.
t

on-line mode. JHisprically the off7lin* approach has been more popular due

primarily to trends in the evolving development of graphics technology.

systems are.becoming more attractive due to recent advances in

graphic display terminals by way of lower costs and incre plotting

versatility. It doesnit matter which plottin%,mode one usts, assuming

or,

1lLt-

'4
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the basic components are in place, the task is to'design a .system to

transform managelt information, research.findings, 'or raw data to

graphical representations.

Many computer graphics systems have been developedto produce

,specific graApht for specific purposes. Often these systems lack the

flexibility to Support 'fbikoad range of information needs normally re-
.

,,,guired by the user. The Penn State Management Graphict Systemo/MGS)
,

was designed to accept a variety of-data types, (viea free format mode)

interact with existing information-producing computer systems, and pro-

duce a variety Of output displays. It was.feltjhat the degree Of

acceptance. of .the system "by the user would be based on how successfully

14F\,
these objectivs would be _incorporated into the final system design.

The overall design consisted of two major modulls: ('1) compilation

and summarization Of data' from magnetic files and (2) the analyst-s and

preparation of that data for external display. These separlte modules'

were defined-so that an operational distinction coup be made between

,

these two very, different func\tions. Further sub-modules were defined

for.clearer definition of specific functional processing such as

analyzing the incoming data stream, lating graph sizes and Component'

relationships, and determining positions of labelA, titles, and comments.

The modular design approath also facilitates multiple data-entry intp'

the system. Thus, Lata for graphics display can be prepared from'
-

"Jsting computer files;.completed reports, or even' from ,working note's.

Nature of Information ri

at.
Initial design efforts involved -a stud); to untprstand the natore of
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information as used by decision-makers so that the system would

accommodate a variety of data types and information relationships. From

this investigation, we identified.the basic compOnents of management

information to be characterized as "what" and "how-much." -These two

elements are necessary to "identify and

quantify" dat'a. As we apply these two items

successively, we can depict relationships for

graphic repreientation: The presentatiOn of

similar relationships in a successive riper

should then represent meaningful information.

Figure I 11ustrates how one might graphically

show comparisons of "what" and "how much."
lar

For example, consider the following four questions:

4

1

A 8
w HAr

1

. Figure 1

1. How many students are enrolled at lhstitution A?
402.. How many faculty teach at Institution A?

3. .4-Sow many students are enrolled at Institution B?
4. How many faculty teach at Institution B?

Question I, in'and of itself, has limited graphic value. If we combine

question 1 and 2, some information emerges--namely, a student/faculty ratio.

Likewile, if we graph this relationship for several similar institutions.

as. in Figure 1, we can make a visual tompar,isot of student enrollmdnt,.

.faculty, and student/faculty ratios among these institutions. .By'further

qualifying these questions-to consider only students and faculty in

specific academic prograMs, the informitional value of these graphs will

Improve significantly ThiscperceptiOn of information influenced subse-

quent design decisiobs.

4:1

4
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Acad is administrators at all levels 'need to uhderstand)ttends.

distriburions,.and comparisons of many Ifistitutionalophenomena and char -"
.lw

acterfstlics. Some eXamplgs are distribution of faculty time among the

-variousiprofessionalactivifies; comparative-trends on-enrollments among

r.

the va /ious academic programs in the institutions; average sectiorisize

,of ceritain (any) courses; comparison of one academic unit with the in-

!

situtional averages; comparison of average faculti/teadhing load among

selected idepartments; and many mojoL.

/ MGS was designed to generare'pie graphs, histograms, and line graphs

tosupport these kinds of information needs. These graphs. an be used to

show trends over time, comparisons between similar outcomes, and item

distributions. These three display options accommodate4nost types of

management-orientW information:
0

%

0

Operational Aspects

The MGS produces its output either'off -line or on -line. The main

computer summarizes. and anaVs(zes data and prepares a magnetic tape for the

off-lineplotting by a smaller computer. This relatively sJower process of.

,

actual graph productionls more etonomically handled by a slower,, less

o

expensive machini. For the off -line production mode, plot time calculations

and procedural feedback loops to the user were defined to control this

operational activity.

The on -line mode of operation requires a graphic display terminal"to

be connected to-the main computer. In this mode, the graphics requests can

be initiated from the terminal and theresultihg display kodOced immediately.

5
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Considerable effort was made to interlace with existing computer
. 4111

systems. 'Output from tMlese syttems is cuitomarilytproduced in tabulated

form. Thus, it -was necessary to'examine thelleformattimg requirements
.1.-

.
.

to have this tabulated data passed tq the MGS with a minimum of program

modifications. This programming change tb existing computer systems
.

,--

-

t .

usually resulted in ati"add-on" subroutine that prepared data for the
A.0011--o

.
, --1

graphics displaieodule.
.. ..

.

_

lh
In addition, it is Important to have the manual data preparation-

,chore as Watural and straight forward as possible. Often when 4 system
. ,

provides several options and extensive flexibility, its data can dnly be '

prepared by a technician who it familiar with the inner workings of the

k

system. To help insure wideracceptance and use of the. system, it was

1

desirable to have simplified rules for data preparation.

r

SYSTEM CAPABILITIES

4

A primary consideration in designing computer base systems is tb

maximize flexibility and user options while minimizing -the drudgery for

the user in communicating his options to the system. A system that is

characterized by a few well-designed capabilities with nominall.input re-
,

quirements will be used more than the "do eVerything" system that has'a

lone list of special rules required or its use.. TOptioni are communicated
lr

to the MGS with few Tormat'rules and are designed to provide-substantial

flexibility to the user in formulati.ndiappropriate display types and

descriptions,

Options

Pie graphs, line graphs, and histogcarfis represent the mostcommon

6
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gfaphs used in busihess applications. The,users mar choose -any of tResi

%

three types for, his data display'. .;p3 determine

4,-
selected, or7 must considee the relationships of

er

Meaning is to bederived

y

from theM. Pitats
17

the relationships of parts4the whole. Line g

4 4

-trends over time, while=h4tograms are asefUlin shoWing.relatimal status

the one that should be-

the data and what

showdIstributibns and

raphs.efrively show

at a given point in time:

I. ,

The line, graph and 'histogram may be used to display- several "levelS"

1
V.

several l' es onof inforMation simultaneously. This Option will produce
,\

.

one graph or segm ted barS on`the histogram.

sons-can be-analyzed on the same graph.

In this,way veral comPari-

The user may formulate the title and comments for each of his graphs,

These should describe such things as data source, information time.,rame,
0

arld other factors'that clarify:,the meaning of the display. Titles

y1.11 be ,centered beneaA:each graph and comments are listed near the

bottom left margin- t,"1

For the line graph and histogram, categories are,noted tong the_

4r.

borizonal axis (in.Figure 1, A and B represent categories). e,value

associated with each ,category is plotted lend referenced to a vertical scale.

The; are 'no restrictions on these values since' appropriate internal scaling,

Is calculated for "best fit" on the output graph.

Some graphs may be used for repprts or maintained in "working folders"

for subsequent referral and

'tions or for= wall displays.

merious graph s I zes, ranging

study. Other graphs may be used for presenta-

,

This syst01,40t' permit. the use} to select::,.

from an 8 1/2" x 11" to approximately 22" by .

v.596

4
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Theuserjaho does not have a graphics display terminal and wishes
K.

4.

. to have Immediate response foraphics displawaY request a printer-
. ,F

producecbistogram. This eliminates the "wait" time required for normal
% 1/43,' $

- .

'off-llnetplotting. \Appropriate internal calculations are made' scaling

,-.

,

fle--,-,,'
1:c. : "aria iposj.tionng the on the printed page. Fige 2 illustrates

,.',;,. .-.

../ .xlmple,of a printer-pliduced histogram.
. ,..

Other options include,a grid for the line .graph and provision to

P .,

,4dentify the various display levels (foe the line graph and histogram),

_

' through the-use of comments. In addition, individual lines of a multiliiw

. line graph may be'identified with appropriate labels printed near the .

.. k.,

.
endipleach line. .

1

...

IV
i

.

Grouping

Often-information cannot be effectively display ed in one graph f)
' .

1.. ,

.
"shad the desired ,relationships among its components% By producing sever ar .

. r
graphs and smploying the use of the size option, the MGS can gentaate a

\ 7/

:series of 'graphs to,facilifate visual comparisons.

* %a
ft

pqr example, the grouping qption may be used to compare the dist 1--
.. -

hation of faculty ,by rank of several colle-ges within the instftuZiOn,against

0
'a aorresPOnding.distribution of all facaltyin the institution. FOr this

the rank distribution of all faculty would be dlsPlayed via.a

large,pie.grah ar the smaller pie graphs ybr each college wouid be .

. .

1\411.00sitioned.appropriatelyaroUnd ft.

,
Free F440/14!

. , . ..
'Wherr,data are prepared manually, all, oPtipps are.sommunicated to the

b e. .
4

.
t. ,. ..

. ,

1

14 ye

,
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system by coding ip a "free format" mode. The "key word" concept it

used so'a-natural left -to -right keying procedure can be used. It also

., **
eliminates the need for a specific ordering of the data items.

a.

figure 3 'represents a request for a pie graph with 5 categories to

be plotted on page-size paper (8 -1/2" x 11"). The graph will illustrate

a'di,stributidnof faculty rank for agiven college.

.

I, TYPE = PtE, SIZE = PAGE, -CAT = 5

2, FACULTY RANK DISTRIBUTION FOR CO4EGE

3; AS OF .9/30/76

4, INST,60, ASST, pc), ASOC:'120, FULL, 92, OTHER, 30

Figure 3
a

The "1" lihe identifies theoptions that are to be used for the display.

, The "2" line identifies the title for-the display and the "4" line contains

the data that are.to be plotted. Comments for this display are noted on the .

"34 line. Figure 4 repretents the resulting display.

AM%

Sources for Graphic Display

Existin4 computer systems cab readily adjust to the datajormatting

requirements of the MGS. With minor modification,. these systems can use,the

MGS to produce' graphic output that complimenfs their"standard production

reports. Normally the addition of a subrouttme.to the existing system'will
)

provide the necessary linkage to the display module of MGS. It is not the

intent to have the MG.S displays replace existing reports produced by these

.

10

602
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FACULTYTANKOISTRIBUTJON FOR CQLLECE A

4.

A )$ OF 9/50/76

/-

5

Figure 4
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1 '

'eystemA (although this may happen),. but rather to provide the option to

review the information via a graphical representation. Each existing
.

computer reporting system is a potential candgdate.to use the MGS.

'
'New infptmation systems, and institutional studies can, by initial

. ,*

Aesign,incoi-porate,the MG'S capabilities for information display. Know-
,

. . .

ledge of.its atipabilitie4 may assist 4n the design of meaningful.output
-.

. . .

to depict tWe required outcomes:

AnOther
/
source of data ifor,graphics display is the numerous reports

that-haVe,already been produced. Twobtain a "new look" at'these reports,

data can be extracted and formatted for processing by the MGS. This manual

process would re sult in producing a graphics request similar to the,one shown

in figure 3. Ingenerating graphs from existing reports, one can select

any, of the available graphic displays and options.
.

k.-

Operations -.fonfeol

.

Sinde the MGS priocesses graphic requests serially, there is no limi4

4.4e the number of graphs that can be produced at one -time. Graphic request
1

.dati.',1accepted in any combination of types and groupings. Theicontgol

variable'iNthe "plot time" for,final .graph productipn. 1-rie- off-line
.

.

mode the plot time ft4 twelve graphs is forty minutes. With an on-line.. -

graphic terminal, twelve graphA would take approximately seventy-five
.

\
minutes. The one -line plot time would be dependent on the type of graphics\

\

terminal used.. /..-1-
)41

.

.

As part of opee'ations control, the MGS generates a control document

for each grpah. This document idenf_1181Nes what options Were lected,

11

numeric values on the giaph, labels,- titles, comments, and'an e imated

12
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plot time. It can. be used

assist scheduling off,l_rne

total graphic production.

for one graph.

latIEJAWUJEL,

Figures 6 through It illustrate examples of available graphic displays.

-, 1

to identify:what graphs are being produced,

plotting time, and as a.detalled record of

Figure 5-shows an example of this document"
.

ti

'599'

, .

These graphs show the various display options available frOM the MG and

how they might be used to repr,ent pertinent information( in some cases,.

graphs were reduced for printing purposes.

The pie graph in figure 6 shows a distribution, age group, of

tenured faculty. This distribution pattern could be compared to simil

graphs of specific colleges within the university. Graphs of this type

could be used'io support institutional tenure studies.

Figure-7 shows the "average" distr1butiOn of how the typical

faculty Amber in college B spends his/her professIdnal, time. Ciommeqts

are used to define the abbreviated labels in the pie sectors. The in-

,.

formation revealed bythis.graph may raise questions regarding the ratio

of class preparation hours to class contact hours.' AlAci, one could

discuss with the college dean the significance of the differThce Atween

"RES NBGT" and."ORG RES".

:FigUe 8 and 9 show enrol

respectively. The multiple li

grdups and'how they IAluence

lment trends historic and

nes effectively ihoktrends

-projected

of various suL-

the total. Sevep lines)may be ;Slotted

simultaneously. The labels at the litie

.
.

emrties'are optional. These

may appear as coMmerlis at the lower left portion of the graph. The grid:

.0"
'13
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also optional. However, its use. assists the viewer in identifying

kncreases or decreases over specified intervalp.

Figure 10 shows the number of students who took speech 500 of

caMpus locations A-R during the Academic Year 1975-76. Each bar is

segmented to group fhe students bute04h'-st anding. Since the course
lop

607

Is 'designed to be offered to fourth term students, one can review, the .
.

offering pattern of the course at each-campus and determine if most of

it, students are in fact taking this course during their fourth term,.
4 . ii,.

.

Campus F shows the most desirable student-scheduling pattern for speech 200.

Figure 11 illustrates the ratio of port-time studen to.furi-time
. .

14' students at the various campus locations. This graph readily shows

f
4 "undesired" proportions that may exist--such as the approximate 40*.part-

.-, .

time cpunt at Campus H.

These examples illustrate just .a few of the numerous applications

areas that might use graphics to display managemeqg information., Those

graONDAhat prove to be particularly useful may' be "programmed" to be

part of the standard output of the reportirg system.

CONCLUSION

5\ As decison makers in today's .institutions are called opon to review

and digest more and more infrmatien, it becomes imperativeto devise
.

methods and techniques that will assist the admlhistrator in understanding, N

what is reported. Computer graphics can play a significant roleln re-

c . ,

"Y

ti

. 4

'4, 11 '
.

moving much Of the drudgery in analyzing reports. The MI is attempt
. 1

. 1

to minimize confusion and time in the-information review process.

ti

1 4

.1

21 617;
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.40 "Tile adaptability of the MGS to existing compUter Systems aad its

fg accept data from historical reports has pnaTo to be useful

qualitiei. Often management information is beit preserved in graphics

,Arm . In tbis wa y,

accomplished.

subsequent review and understanding is more readily

Future efforts will no doubt involve an extension of the capability

, .

to serve a broader segmget of academic administration. As the use of

. . , .

graphics terminals becomes-more wide,spread, development could-move into
4

AO
the interactive graphiCs arena to explore the potential for tbSeering

"what if". type q estions.-1;is would be particularly useful duridg this 4

period in higher ducation when problems such as program re-evaluation,

ti

budgeting reallocations,

fronted.

Graphics may notbe
A

However, since it is not complicated by numeric tabulatiop

and changing/jenrollment patterns must be coh-

,-

a panacea for management information reporting.

adfinistrator can better grasp its true meaning. Thus, he

,time deciding what his alternatives should be rather than

the data. Those information systems employing graphici wi

le

, the busy

can- spend more

interpreting

11 most likely

be more popular and will no.doubtbe called upon.regularly to provide

Information to.the decision maker:

22
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A

Clemson University his recently develop ed a financial

infOrmation system that-servesas a focal point for 'all

accounting, budgeting, and grant data: The system,

designed along NACUBO guidelines, records all 4ata in a

data base used togenerate.financial information in a

batch and an on-line mode. The software design is such

that the system can be transferred to other institutions,

having a different data base management system. This

paper describes the daily Weration of the syitem from

a financial management as well as a data processing

perspective. .

I
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Tlii-IESIGN AND MXNAGEMENT OF A UNIVERSITY FINANCIAL DATA. SYSTEM

I. "AN INTRODUCTION TO CLEMSON UNIVERSITY

Clemson University is a land-grant, state supported institution near

the mountains of South Carolina. It was founded in 1889 as the result

of a bequest by Thomas G. Clemson, son-in-law of John C. Calhoupcb,e

former South CarOlina statesman and Vice President of the United States

during 1825-1832. Clemson was origin lly Clemson Agricultural College,

and became Clemson University in 1964.4 .

There are nine colleges on the main, campus which contains 600 acres

and represents an investment of approximately $125 Ilion in permanent

.facilities. In addition, to the Main campus in Clemson, South Carolina,
1..,

there are about 32,000 acres of farms, yoodlandi, and camp areas- that

are used for research in agriculture, forestry, and:4-H kork.

Clemson has in excess of 10,-000 4tudents and a biweekly payroll of

over $1.3 million for 5,000 employees. During filcal 1975-76 our current

-funds operating budget was approximately $69,248.00.

D4TA PROCESSING FACILITIES AND ORGANIZATION

The Compdter Center serves the academic, resedroh, and,administrative

needs of the University. Inorder to meet these tieeds, we have an IBM JJ

370/158 computer with 3 megabytes of main storage. Additionally, we have
. .

.4800 megabytes of storage on 26 CAI:COMP 235 -11 disk drives. This hard
,

ware is interfaced with the users through OS/VS2 release 1.7. .

414

"N..

We have approximately 170 CRT terminals which are managed by TSO.

During March, 1976, we processed 4,0103atch jobs in one day; o

average is 3500. The administrative applications comprise approximitely

23% Of our daily work load.
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We are presently in the process of upgrading our hardware tC an IBM

370/165-2,1eith 4 megabytes of main storage, which will provide three

times the power we presently have,

406
The Division of Administrative Programming Services (DAPS) was

organized in July, 1974, and its purpose is to serve the administrative

functions of the University in the areas of new systems development

and systems maintenance.

It

We have three programming teams: one for the business office, one

for gtudent applitations, and one for dthenadministrative areas. Each

Akt has a eelm-chief and consists of approximately 5-10 programmers and

--'
analysts. Each individual system has a project leader and a backup pro-

,

ject leader and utilizes other programmers as needed.

In July, 1974, shortly 'T'Eer the Division of Administrative

Programming Services was formed, we began the detail design of phips'

first'major project, an.Expenditure Accounting_.System. During the pro-

cess of this development, we progressed from an EXpenditure Accounting

'"

System to a General Ledger System and finally to our end result which

r441
is the subject of .this paper: he Accounting Information System&

III. DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT

A. ' SYSTEM (DESIGN

4 Exhibit III-1 shows the components of the daily operation of the

Accounting Information System. The structure is such that one step

must be completed before the next step(s) can be run. Thus, a new
,

account number must be added to the data base during the account

maintenance step so'that budget or encumbrance data can be added in

subsequent steps.

2 622
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The. Accounting Information System is designed in a modular fashion'

, and is coded in structured programming. All programs are written in a

clear,' straightforward manner, in ANS CO'BOL. The data base management

system is IDMS, which is based upon the specifications of the CODASYL

Data Base Task Group.
'qv

All data base access is executed through called modules. The system

is designed so that it can be transferred to other institutions having
4

a simnel:. application, but possibly different file' management software.

B. PROGRAMMING APPROACH

Several members of the systems development group have attended

schools on and experimented with structured programming. Almost all

members of the staff have experience in modular'programming.. It was

de

\
ermined that this project would use those techniques associated with

str ctured programming. The following techniques were employed:

1 Top-Down Design. Each major sub-system (such as budget maintenance)

is broken down into smaller functions (such as read transaction-1

edit transaction, apply change update, ienerate report record, etc.).

These functions in turn break into smaller functions (gpen file,

call generalized date edit, etc.).

Highly Modular Design.' Each module accomplishes usually one major

task (edit account number, write accounting transaction, etc.)u
I

Each sub- system has a mainline module that drives the ,activity

necessary by calling lower level mo , which may in turn call

stilt -other modules. The completed system has 350 modules that '

are linked into 40 composite modules.
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OM.

Mostly Structured Code.. The basics of structured ,programming

. were used with very-few excejItions. It.was4liscovered,that,
1

after oriettation, programmers were able to read other

programmer's code quite easily and were-able to produce clear,

readable modules in a very favorable time period. 'Alsd, main-

0 -J
tenance of the System.has proven easier than that of some of

our more traditional systems.

Walk-Throughs. All programmers presented the most critical-,

modulesin walk-through sessions. These served as an incentive

for the programmer to write clear and readable code and also

served to catch many major errors bedore mod les were unit
4

tested. It was noted that the prese6ce of hi er leyel managers
-

at the sessions tended to suppress participation and thus cause"

less real accomplishment.

Top -Down Implementation, Using this technique, testing of

40

higher level modules was done before loWet- level modules were

even coded. 'Stub,' modules that displayed a trace code were

fnserted in composite modules so that call.ng modules could be

tested.

Librarian. k project librarian was used to maintain all COBOL

'copy code' and to notify pirggrammers of changes in%his-code

during the design phase. Each pliirammer maintained the-aaurce__

modules that-she/he was assigned by using the TS0 Edit facility.

At project implementation, all modules were -Out in a production

library. These production modules'are not changed by the

programMer, but are replaced by the librarian when the programmer

4
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has tested, a change using., other libraries andthe Project leader

has notified the librarian that the replacement should be made.

-C.:MANPOWp REQUIREMENTS AND OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS

The general dehign of the system was completed in six calendar months,
'l-

and the detail design, coding, and testing were done in about Five

,.calendar months of isktense effort with a team of eight programmers. The
7

total effort represejted an investment of five programmer/analyst years

and two manager ears.

The daily ,portion of system runs an average of four CPU minutes

on an'IBM 370 /158.. The elapse e varies depending upon conditions

from ten minutes to ninety minutes. The monthly data base reporting and ,

.maintenance requires about fifteen CPU minutes and runs about ninety

minutes elapsed time;

The operational results of ?the system have been very good. All

financial reports have been correct and in balance, and only four.errors

in, production mookaleeiltave been discovered to date. Also, the fact that.

. the system is designed in a modular fashion has greatly facilitated the

maintenance effott.
9 -

D. FEATURES OF THE SYSTEM

7

1. A diagram of the Accounting InformAtion System data base is

shown in Exhibit 111-2 and shows ttie"set" rel.;tionships of the

a..

13 record types. The record types are:

1-6'.Debit/Credit Accounting Transactions,
7 Account Master
8. Encumbranofs
9 Expenditure Budget Accounts

s 625
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10 Fiscal Year/Project Life Budgets
lt11 Project Master

,cl12 Revenue /Transfer Accounts Budget
13 Monthly Summaries of Debit/Credit Transaction

Direct access is provided to-project records, expenditure budget

account record's, and detaillaccount.'mapter records. Records

under these record types are stored pfrysically h'earptheir parent

. , ..
records. All t,he accounts in a given project are members of a

/ -
,

"set" and can be referenced directly when Omen the project
1 .

identification Also, all expenditure budget accounts for a
7-

project can. be referenced'in a like manner, and al/ detail

accounts for a gives expenditure !udget account are in a%!'set.."'

2. The System proviges for daily updating and. maintenance of .the

data base through batch inRuts The input can be.fronf.elthet'

punched cards or generated by other'auwmaied ems such

payroll or vendor payments.

4

was

All data is thoroughly edited before being accepted for
. 111

A .

recording on the data bbse. If an error is found 'in aq.batch

Of debit/credit transactions, the entire hatch -injected arid- .

the error must be correcteAn order for that batch of'trans-
. -. N.

actions to be posted. An Arrof in any of. the other type'eo,
9 .,

V
,

trbnsactionp will cause that particular transaction to be

rejected.

a

. .

il
. ,

---\ 3. The Accounting Information Systemsproduces all, financial reports
. . ..

.,,

required by the University/- These repoTts'ar roduced monitly

et

.00

and/or yearly, and also on demand.
- ,

,e,

A report request is entered into tge System by keying in the

, . -
report eode/name... requested and the, range of batch numbers and dates

6626 \ .
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f__.- ,

.

. ,

,to be included. 'Ttit report data) extractor program will then .

,
.

i

,
. *-

.
.

,
A 0
4

analyA therequesti and extract the required 'information from '.

"
the data base for each report rl

,

ted. The extracted data
.

IS then sorted and printed by the report superyisor prog ?am.

. '''

In this fashion, only one pass of the data base is required
4- [

t- lit

to 4enerite as many repliKas 'are requested at a time.

.

he'. --.,- . . ,, ,...

. .

.
Aq Aftef all atentlrily financial staftments have been produced and it
i',

,

Ao'
.

js
detef ined thtt the month can be closed, we perform certain

-data base maintenance 'functionsi These functions include v ng ---;

4,
all detairdebit/credit transaction records and placing them on a

.

`these records are also summarized by avount4humber

and totd1 records are posted to the data base.
.

.

.

--
t. ,.: ',.0n7line-inquiry to the data-base is' supported by the Accounting

., ,

'Information
. .

Sy§tem: All data iii the database can be retrieved,
)

.

,

but typically only account summary, budget status, or ' statU'
..4 - . : . , ../

data is obtaine0. 'A detail listing of accounting transaotioons,'

4-

Ia.

budget amendments, or encumhrahce dataican be obtaihed for1an

400

account
V
or a grOup of accgunts.. The o;ganization of the daNa base.

_p eemits direct access at the grant, budget, and account'number

-4

levels.

Iv: -CAGEMENT OFTHE ACCOUNTING INFORMATION SYST : t
.

k

,

.

- ,c6, July 1,. 1975 ClemsOn University .Triple nted the Accounting
. . . . .

....z,,,. . .
,

r '411144116.114^ JilfOstti011 Sys Whiall'vrx_7$0 as a focal point' for all accounting, , ir

<
",,,1 ',',1.

Ni. . ( '' - -

go);
, budgeting, And grant d4ata. -.In ad ,' it maintains all histdrical .

*. 4or.

requirements iMIE... ltiding encum-

,

-111W -**aCcpunt data and facilitates all fis
4

I

a

1 re.-
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/ .. : .
'01' , *

0 ,,
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.. :. .t. tl 0 . . ,..,
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" s

ft gp
brances and salary projections. This. portion emportion facuseson they,

1,:-:* 'Of

-,daily option and Managelent this system.
,

8,

The Account ing Information4ystem embraces the College, and Univer-
.

. , ,
t,/

-s
(

;

ityylPu! ness 44ministration accounting principles are re expansions

td4kitl:o or the uniqueness of
,

management and operational deairabilitits
* .

at Clemson University, e..g.,-Clemson University -hap .chosen t,o divide both

: . .
,

the unrestricted and restricted'current funds, into additional 'sub-groups:,

as foil

'Unrestricted Curtent,Funds.-

AP-

4

..

''To account for the Current fund's Which,are dverminedi
s

to be withiTpt444:efinition of "Uurestricted,V such as
. ,

.,.federal/state appropria io s and general purpose opera.i4
4 ')

. ?
.t, revenues.'

. . .''
'- A

.
,. ... s

, .

Unrestricted Current Funds Auxiliary. nlerprlats 1, .

, .

st 1 , ,
.e

.. To account Wor seprate self- supporting entities within `
I. t

' -
I . .

the Unrestricted Current Fuiis, wit} each having,italWu
.. ,

self-balsncing assets, iabilities;and ftindl)Lance: *
,

4

r

1

A

Restricted Current Funds

Grants and Contracts
-1k*Illomms

Scholarships A ndStu4ent (

Othe r'
'1 4

To account sep.. arately'for each of the above Restrict
' --'4 ...

Current Funds sub- groups, with each hamiAg its;own se
, .

" . .
./'.

balancing assets, liabilities and fuddipalehte.
.:-'',..

'
....

/1,....
.

.

s
.....-

:
.4 . .

'.
-..' $

v . .

)1-..
.

... . 7...
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,
. Fund groups in addillion to th4 'current funds are:

Loan Funds

, Epdbwment and Similar Funds

Agency Funds

621

.
A.' ACCOUNTNUMBE 'LURE

informationInformation System is bas upon a six field, seven-
40

t
teen digit account number (Exhibit IV.1). The components are as follows:

1. Field l,of the account number represents the Major Fund Cron(

, lignrestficted Current Funds, Loan Funds, Endowment Funds, Plant
.

. .

Funds, etc.).
.

,

. 4 .

..

2. The second field of the account nuither indicates the Type of

ACcounf (Expenditure, Revenue,.Asset,, Liability or Fund Balance

Account) - (Exhibit IV.1). Th field's'importance cannot be

ik**over Field 2 of t account .number determines the

reports both monthly and yearly - upon which the activities
-

of the account will appihr. Additionally, Fipld 2 of the account
0i,

number determines the coding entries of Field 3.
,

3. Field''3 further detaps Field 2 - specifying the ,Object Class

.

of Expenditures, Detailed Source of Revenue, or the, Identification

{

I.

0 . le

"of Assets, Liabilities, Additions and Deductions. For example,
#

/
.

0 Field 2 of.the account number indicates an asmat account,
.f .

IrwN
, V .05

. field 3 wiAl specify Whether the asset is cash, investments,
/ i

,e

inv,ories,'etc.
,

I329
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ti 4D, 4
r

4111.

2 401

4. Field '4 of the account number is the Department/Unit identi-
f, .

fication_Number. Every expenditure is charged to a depart-:

mental/unit budget: hen Cjemson electi to impleffient a cost

prediction model,.Field 4 in conjunction with Field 2 Will

44
facilitate this un rtaking):

%A 5. Fie.ld 5 idtntifies and describes 61e primary source from which
eb

0.funds were received and- expended.

p
.

6. Field 6 indicatei`-the smallest breakdown of'a Fund Balance.

Far example, numerous research

e

ch projects are betng,cOnducted-

c
in the Agricultural ixperiment Station. Field 6 permits the

breakdown of these. research funds to specific Project.funa

a

-, balances:

- ,,.,

/
i...

,

13: ACCOUNTING CONTROL_SECTION
..

I

Needtitated by the implementation ,of Oe'Accountine'Infotm;tion

4 =

,

, .. System, a new/ operational section was esthblished uncles the'ASSistsnt

sr
. ... r

Vice President for Financial Management (Exhibit-fVi3). Thissectioni
V /

11 known as AcCounting Control, has a Director and a staff of iodr - one.
..

r

professional position, two quasi-professional positions, and one all'
, . ".

, clerical position. Existence of this section Is e'ssential to the oper-.4,0
I,,..

i
. - 4tion of,the Ac tidg Information System for controlling the input

vm"..4v

to the System, thus controlling the output of the System.

,4

Data contra and financial- reporting are,the two prfmary respon-'

sibilities of Accounting Control. All input to the System is c4tandeleds

'through this section, as is all output. Cut-off schedules for the

A 10
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4

i

a

generation of monthly budget status reporfg are

by Accounting Control, as well.

. , . '.

t 4

, f 4

. C: ,BATCH INPUT

. 623

4

4

established -and coordinated

1

The Accounting Information Systei proVides,ait'er_the fact. recording
1 -'

. .'",..
of all accounting transactions at Clemson Univers'ifyi.

P

Input to the *

',-----.
e

. ,

.System cbmes directly fromfbther automate&,systems (such as payroll* or

check writing system) and from manually prepared transactions (such

journarntties ). All input, wiwther.manual or automated, is batched.
.4 6

.
.

A "batch" =is defined to be a collection of transactions that -have a
.

specific relationship.
A .

There are fifteen diffellt Batch Types utilizedv,
g ,

in our Accounting Infoviation System (.Exhibit Ili...4). As you can see;

A °
1

- these Batch Types are separated into two groups -- Accounting Transactions
..--

and Update4Transactions -- to facilitate the editing protess'in the daily

cycle.

,

Within each Batch Type there are several transaction type. codes.

These ;codes are utilized in the following ways':

.

1. Reference - All transactions to be posted to the Finincial.Data

Base have:a uniquebnineodlgit reference numbe;. The first three

digits of this reSprence,pumber constitute the transaction code
1

which indicates a type Atransaction. The last six digits de's-

.

ignate.a speific transgctien in that type. When questions arise
.

111.
concerning.a.transactiOnc\he tiansaction code is the key ,used in

locating theoriginal source document.
4 4-

_

. - 1. .

2. .
Edit,-- All transactions must pass several basic edits. Additiona4....,

*

and differing edits are peffoimed on data of certain transaction

.

*31
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types. For example,' a Cash Receipt Transaction (types 001-004)

1

Must contain a teller number whilea Vendor Check transaction

4 (type 010-014) muscontain a valid vendor number.

40-

A
0

3. Creation of.Automatic Journal Entr - As batches are procee;40,

, .

the System generates automatic cash equity journal entries and
. , ,

/ ....
.

postings to revenue andexpenditure control accounts. Tht type
A -,

-

of transaction deterinines the automatic journal entries*to be
.

generated.. For example,''a Cash Receipt TransaCtion.(types t01-004)
. .8

... '. .
.

requires the. creation of-a Cash EqUity
.
Journal Entry.,

.

* . - ,

D. DAILY MANAGEMENT

, .,,, -

Eaeh functional area of ,the(Rdsiness and,FinanCe-organizatibn prepares
,

,
.

batches of pransactions and sends them to theccounting Cont rol Section,
0.

accompanied by a batch control ticket, (Exhibit IV.5) Illciii.ng:
,

., 4
': : i ,.

a 4
1. The type of transactions in. the batch - .

.

- T Q.,

2. The number.oftranoactions, where apgiOable
e-

3 The total debt amountoof.die transactions, where applicable

4," . .14. The total- credit amount of the transhttiongywbere-applicable

! ,

.

', . Personnel'of Accounting Control assigna five digit batch'control

41
, " .

.

,

numb4if to each manually prppartd bataand record the batch. on the Batch
lif ...,

Control Log (Exhibit The fitst"tOtroligras of the.baich Control

number indicate the month of.the year 01-12),t6 which the tripsactions

apply. The actual batch number within the month:0 the last three digits

of the batch control number. 14heinput is received fro another auto--

mated system, such as payroll:, the batch Control number, is computer

generated. * s

fij2
0
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The 4ccounting.Control'Sectiom sill:mats the batches to data processing

for keypunching and'entry into the daily processing cycles After the,

Punching function has'been completed, tAP batches of source documents are

returned to-the Accounting Control Sectionwhere they are held in a es- 10

penst file until such time as they are posted to the data base'. The

Batch Contiol Log, augmented by the Data Control Log (Exhibit IV..7), is

. 1
-

the key to effective management of the Accodrityng Information System,

viewed-from a financial management perspective. Vos

The daily processing cycle is typically executed overnight Jith the

activity and exception reports being the first printed .the following

morning. Whis schedule allows the Accounting Control Section maximum

time in which to locate and,resolve any errors which resulted in the.re-
'

jection of batches from the evious night's prvetsing cycle"

Each batch is thorojghly edited, and any error within the 1:1-;11,-.1.1

°., causes the entire batch to be rejected. Whellon error is detected within

a batch of, any accounting transactions, the entire batch is routed to the

error pending file, and an error report is generated. The Accountihg

Control Section works with this report each. day to prepare correcting 0

entries and thus release the corrected batches for re-entry (Batch'type

30) in the net daily cycle. A batch which has an erro' remains on the
--,:-

error pending file and is reported each day until if is removed or cor7

rected. Ag batches are processed, the System geniptes automatic cash

equity journal entries and postings to revenue and expenditure control

accounts. In this f

Ar
hion, the System is kept in balance at all times.

The System pro,ides complete audit, trails of,alt transactions.
_

The following.activity and exception
%

reports are'produced daily:

13a3
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4 i.

1. Daily Transaction Intro' Report- This report lists all the-
*,

accounting transaction batches whidh were accepted or rejected

for that day, accompanied by debit/credit control totals for

each batch. oat

.Daily Tranviction Error Log - This retort is genetated for eery

,batch of accounting transactions which werNejected for that day.

Each.record in the rejected batch is listed with the record(s) in

error being lagged by asterisks.

Register of Daily Transactions - This repoit is generated fore

ery batch of accounting transactions which was accepted for

that day. Produced in three sequences - account number, trans-

action,number,,and automatic journal entry-number - this report
:. t .

lists each transaction posted to an account, including any

aAropriate automa entriee.,:

E. AUTOMATIC JOURNAL- ENTRIES AND BALANCING ROUTINE

As batched of debit/credit transactions' re processed and found.to,

be error-free, the System automat cally.geneintes cash equity journal

entries'nd'postings to the revenue and expenditure control accounts. Thus,

debits always equal credits for each batch, major fund group, project,or,

41r

, the entire date base. These automatic entries!'arid theirsappropridee trans- .

action type codes are: e

090 Posting to Reveque Control Account

091 Postipg to Expenditure Control Accounts

' 092 Reduction Of Vendor, Aciount for Cash Disbursements
. .

Pf . 14
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093 Recognition of Increase/Decrease in Cash Equity at State

Treasurer Expense Clearing Account Level

.*
094 Detail Distribution of Cash Equity at State:Treasurer Level till'.

.4

enterThe accounting data base contains allbtransactions that are ented
lir.

into the accounting system. Basel' on Field.2 (Type of Account) in the

account number, these transactions can be separated into three ledgers:

0

1. General Leger Field .2 = 50-51k 70-99

2. Revenue Ledger field 2 = 01-09

3. Expenditure Ledger Field 2 =,20-49, 60

The following edits are performed throughout the daily processing

cycle to insure that the accounting transaction file is in balance:

1. General Ledger Field 2 = 70-99v-the total debits 9
4
must e>Nal, total credits for all transactions in the genetal.

ger accounts.

.2. Revenue Ledger -.Field 2 = 01-09; the total of all trans-

-actions for each major fund group - Field 1 must equal

the revenue:control account in the general ledger for the_'

same Major4fuid group.

3. Expiture Ledger.- Field &_-= 20-49, 60the total of all.,

transactions for each major fund group - F,ield r - Must equal

the expendisture control account in the genetal ledger for the

same major fund group..

F. OTHER FEATURES

BUDGET MAINTENANCE SUB-SYSTEM

635
15
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I

The purpose ofthis sub-pystem is to provide a means to record and

.

maintain the budget amounts for revenues= expenditures and- transfers for,

Aiven fiscal period.'

The budget'information by account number is used primarily in prep-
,

.1.\
,

'.-

aration of tile Budget Status Report for Expenditures and Realization of
:,141 .

Revenues. A further use of the budget information and budget amendment

transactions is to-produce., as needed, summaries of tudget information

,
a ross categories of account numbers in order to provide more viable

relporting, and accounting.

, -

Fiscal year beginning budget information is input at the beginning
11,

of the'Year by way of an original budget entry document. Accounts that

are established during a fiscal year have beginning budget data input

at the time-they are established. Budget amendmenti are Input at any

time during the fiscal year in the daily accounting,cycle by toy of a

budget amendment document. A budget.maintenancealsg and err r report,

are provided or all budget transactiVhs.

.

PROVISIONAL DESIGN FOR GRANTS, CONTRACTS AND OTHER RESTRICTED FUNDS

. Special provisions are made for accounts where ti;cal periods extend

beyond oil are other than Clemson University's fiscal year, primarily

/*-

0Grants and Contracts. Project life -to -date budget and accounting Aanges

at the detail level are shown tin cegtain repOrts until project termination.

Information carried in the

1. Project identification

base under these provisions are:

2. Beginning and ending dates of the grant.

J.36
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3. Original direct and indirect award

4. Revised direct and indirect award_
...

5. Cumblative expenditures for the fiscal and life period e

6. Cumulhtive additions to. fund balance
*O.

7. Cumulative deductions for overhead recovery IL

8. Computed revenue to the extent expended by source of revenue

These data elements facilitate theopreparatlon,of annual reports for

the restricted funds such as Statement of'Current Restficted Revenues,

EXpenditures and= Other Changes and the,,Statement of Changes tin the Re-

stricted Current Fund Balance..

The viability of these special provisions also allows for budgeting

and report preparation over the life period of the accounts as well as

budgeting and reporting restricted to the-TIscal year period.

ENCUMBRANCES

Encumbrances are entered from purchase orders or other appropriate

documents which may commit budget funds.
41(

EriCumiirances'are relieved inthe daily accoun ting cycle as postings
. .

are made to the accounting data base. Payments are coded either "Full"

1

110.

or "Partial," and are handled as follows:

k
1. Full Payment

In -this case the encumbrance is relieved in full,' irrespective

41111.

of the amount of the-payment as noted in the payment Zransaction.

The en brance no longer exists and will be physically removed

from the data base.

17 -.67

'41
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2. Partial Payment

A partial payment never totally relieves an encumbrance. The.

encumbered amount is reduced by the amount of the payment

transaction. If the encumbered amount becomes less than zero,,

it is set to zero.

k report is printed of those encumbrances that are zero.

These can then be reviewed and modified throggh the encumbrance

maintenance subsystem..

CASH FLOW REPORTS

Each major fund group at Clemson University is'assigned a corres- '

ponding cash account at the StatesTreasurer's Office. Funds received
A

throughout the month are deposited to a Revenue Clearing Account at that

office. A report is produced at least monthly which summarizes by major

fund group and, in some instances, funding source within ebe fund grdup

4

the automated cash equitIOniurnal entries generated for cash receipt
411

batches, This report facilitates the Comptrolleeg distribution of the

balance in the Revenue Clearing Account to the appropriate cash' punts

of each fund group.

All disbursements are made from a 11Vtdar or Payroll Bank Account.

. ,

These accounts are replenislled for those disbursements from'funds held

.,,in arAxpenditure Clearing Account Itthe State Treasurer's Office. This

I

account is 'established at-an-approved level at the beginning of'each

fiscalorear. Monthly, the Expenditure Clearing AcAnt is reimbursed for

the funds which were deposited in the Vendor or Payroll, Bank Accounts.

As disbursements are made throughou't the month, no attempt is made to

detdtmine the source of funds to be charged for such disbursements. At the .

18
6 98 ,
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end of the month, however,'a report is produced which- summarizes by "major

fund group and, 'in some instances,lunding source within the fund group

the automated cash equity journal entries-generated fdr allbatch-types

other than cash receipt batches., Thit report facilitates the. Comptroller's

replenishment of the Expenditure Clearing.Account fromthe appropriate

cash accounts of each fund group.

I

..

4f

0

639
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DAILY 0

DAILY RUN CYCIE

PAYROLL SYSTEM
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE SYSTEM
ACCOUNTING CONTROL

4

DATA ,LOAD

IF

GRANT AN6 CONTRACT
MAINTENANCE

.

AMIOUNT MAINTENANCE

Nv ktt
e D'ATA BASE

BUDGET MAINTENANCt

,.

VENDOR MAINTENANCE

A

0
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EXHIBIT 111.1

ENCUMBRANCE MAINTENANCE

"w

'
ACCOUNTING TRANSACTION

ERROR CORRECTION

1r

ACCOUNTING GRANSACTION
EDITING AND POS,TING-

.

DAILY REPORTS

... #

BACKUP-
4
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ACCOUNT NAB STRUCTURE,:
o

ILD
SIZE

F

&

E

FORMAT ,

1

XrZ XXXIC

.1 EXH113111V ,

*
A

FIELD NUMBER
..,0;

.1
s .

.

2
,

. , .

..,,._

. 7 ' '3A : .

\
4. .

3B'

. .
3C 00.

1

'.. %
,' 3D - ii- il. .

. A

e . 3E- ADD!TION IDENTIFICAfiON
,.

i

,
,...

. 3r
..

,_ ,

1
4
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e

4
..

, 5; ,
;.

6 \ PROJECT

co.

-
1-

.MAJOR FUND GROUP'` 1

-PPE OF.ACC064- ''. ' --: ,,

OBJECT CLASSIFiaTION OF'EXFNDITURE

-DETAIL SOURCE OF REVENUE

ASSET'IHNTIFCATION

CIABItITY,IDENTftICATION

-

DEDUCTION IDENTIFUTON

-. UiIT NUMBER

FUMOtN(WiOICE .
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0 REVENUES OX-IX.'

.10

19,

it

CAMSON UNIVERSITY

TYPES OF CCOUNTS

FXHIBIT 'IV,2 -1
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.

Q1 REVENUES TuiTiO4 AND FEES/ ;
14

02 REVENUES -GOVERNMENTAL APPROPRIATIONS

)03 REVENUES -, GOVERNMENTAL RAIii/5 k CONTACTS

04 REVENUES PRIVATE"-.GITTS,,,,GRATS CONTRACTS

-4/

" U5 REVERIES- ,LINDOWOT 4,14-COME:

s

uu rvEVE1411:- SALES, &:SERVJCES OF E4UCATJONALACTIvIIIES,nc n

'REVENUES SALES &-SERVICS ®F A01LiARY ENTERPRISES

09 REVERVES OTHER

,
,

,(?

2,-

ZX EXPENDITURES AND TRANSFERS 2X-4

'41,'EmiltAlioNAL AND GENERAL 2X-5X

20 INSTRUCTION NI,

3u n RESEARCH

'31 RESEARCH'- AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION

35 EXTENSION & PUBPCSERVICE

36,EXTENSION & Pulift4c SERVICE 7\COOPERATIVE A

EXTENSION SERVICE

37 EXTENSION & Pitnic -'REGULATORY SERVICE

40 ACADEMIC' SUPPORT

42 STUDENT SERVICES

44 INiTITUTIONALIINPFORT `

46" OPERATION AND MAIN4ENANCE OF:CLAA

.148 SCHOLARSHIPS AND FELLOWSHIPS%

53 MANDATORY TRANSFERS'FOR LOAN FUND MATCHING

\ 54 NONMANDATORY TRANSFERS 0;4A ;
.1, I ' u

. .

,

1 9

, t
.4" a

b. V
)

ti
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*. : AUXILIhRY ENTERPRISES 6X-7X $ .
60 Auxi LIaRy ENTERPRISE EXPENDITURES .. a

r 71 MANDATORY TRANSFERS FOR PRINCIPAL gi, INTEREST

al

72 MAN TDATORY .RANSFERS FOR RENEWALS & REPLACEMENTS
' .

76:NONMANDATORY 'TRANSFERS

,
t

8X- OPERATING ACCOUNTS

80 REVENUE CONTRth.

.82 . Ex P Eri'D uFt's torn-ROL:

84 ADDLT IONS TO FUND BALANCE:.. 1.

85 ,DEDucfl ONS FROM.' UND . BALANCE
.

.

#

9X BALAPCE SHEET ACCOUNTS

90 Assgi-s

ir;

LIABILITI$

it2 FUND BALANCES' --UNALCKAlp

93 Rom BALANCES , ALL COED-

94' FUND BALANCES 16yED

2

4

a
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ORGANIZATION OF ACCOUNTING CONTROL

- EXHIBIT 1V,3
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(

VICE PRESIDENT'

%BilSINESS,4 FINANCE

SST. VICE PRESIDENT.

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT, .

4
DIBOtTOR FINANCIAL

INFORI*110N & REKIRTI;16.

.,r

.a

.

SECRETARY:

S

Ir -

ACCOUNTANT

5-,

a

ACcOlIN#INfiCLERK

0
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CLEMSON UN I VERS I fY

ACCOUNTING TRANSACTION CODES

. °BATCH. TYPE, TRANSACT ION TYPE

-
02 CASH RECEIPT'S
A

*V '

VENDOR CHECKS

P

f

EXH I MI IV.4-1

TRANSACTIODESCRIPTION

1, 001 STUDENT PAYMENS

002 MISCELLANEOUS RECEIPT T .

663 RENT RECEIPT

004 STUDENT BANK
.

k;'1
4

k

010 VENDOR CHECKS DIRECT VOUCHER
INCLUDING LIBRARY PURCHASE
ORDERS '

)
011 VENDOR CHECKS-PURCHASE ORDER

012 Y VENDOR CHECKS-HANDWR I TTEN-
D IRECT VOUCHERS

013 VENDOR CHECKS-HANDWR I TTEN:-

PURCHASE ORDERS

014. VENDOR CHECKS=VO IBED

4, 00 PAYROL4 'CHECKS
.

F 020 PAYROLL (BIWEEKLY)
,

, 021 PAYROLL ("PANDWR I TTEN)
. !

.

022 .. PAYROLL (VOIDED CHECKS )

023. Palau_ (CLOSEOUT CHECKS) .

025 I PAYROLL (ACCRUALS

16
035

036, v,

.647:

IDT .Di SBORSEMENTS

IDT RECEIPTS, ,t-

pS
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, BATCH TYPE

12 JOURNAL VOUCHERS

14

'I.

TRANSACTION TYPE

040

041'-

042

043

044

045

046

047

048

049

-.050

051

.052

053

EXHIBIT IV..4 -2 .

639

TRANSACTION"DESCRIPTION

TRIP QUEST /

MOTOR POOL MAINTENA CE

CENTRAL STROES

CEN . PHOTO

UTILITIES

FRINGE B EFITS

INSURANCE

.CENTRAL MAILROOM

WORK FOR 'DEPARTMENTS

-(WORK- ORDERS)

WORK FOR DEPARTMBITS

(ROUTINOAINTENANCE)

INDIRECT COSTS.

CENTRAL SERVICES

TELEPHONE...SERVICES,

1

JOURNAL ENTRIESa(CORRECTItS TO ACCOUNT NO.)

ar-

A

060

061.

062 '

'063

064 1".

065

066
.

ir-
_

648 ,

BOOKSTORE PURCHASES

RECEIPTS ComigctioNs

PAYR044*CORRECTIONS

NENYOR CORRCTIONS

REFUND CHECKS pRECTIONS

JDT DISBURSEMENT VRRECfRiNS

fDT RECEIPT CORRECTIONS

JOURNAL VOUCHER CORRECTIONS

MISCELLANEOUS JOURNAL

ENTRIES
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BATCH.TYPE

-16 WARRANT RECEIPTS

s

4IP

TRANSACTION TYPE

079

18 JOURNAL ENTRIES' (OTHER'THAN CORRECTIONS).

411.

S

0

r

080

081

41$3

0114

089'

64

,
f

1

I

I

EXHIBIT'IV.473

TRANSACTION DESCRIPTION
,

WARRANT RECEIPTS

_CLOSING ENTRIES

INTERFUND ENTRIES.

REVERSING & ADJUSTING

ENTRIES'.

PAYROLL CLEARING,DEPOSIT§

MISCELLANEOUS JOURNAL.

ENTRIES

0

.
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CLEMSON UNIVERSITY

UPDATE TRANSACTIONS

EXHIBIT IV,/,4 -4

'641

4

BATCH TYPE TRANSACTION TYPE TRANSACTION D.ESCRIPTION

.

30 ACCOUNTING TRANSACTION RE-ENTRY
$

mir 101

tr 102

49 '''. 103

104

. 4

.40 ACCOUNT KEY CHANGES

42 ACCOUNT qpmBER,CHANGES

dif

201

202

203

251

252

255

256

DELETE ENTIRE BATCH

ADD TRANSACTjON TO A BATCH

CHANGE ,TRANSACTION DATA

DELETE AJRANsA N

ADD KEY ENTRY.

CHANGE KEY ENTRY

DELETE-KEY ENTRY

ADD SINGLE ki-ALL ACCOUNT

NUMBER

EXPLODE ON FliLD 3

CHANGE DETAIL DATA

ADD SINGLE BUDGET ACCOUNT

NUMBER

:44 BUDGET'AMENDMENT -301 FiscALYEAR BEGINNING'
BUDGET-EXPENDITURE ACCOUNTS

302 46JECT LIFE BEGINNING
DGEt EXPENDITuRE'AccOuNTS

303: FIscAL YEAR (BUDGET AMENDMENT'

EXPENDITURE ACCOUNTS

304 ' PROJECT LIFE BUDGET

AMENDMENT EXPENDITURE

650 ACCOUNTs
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BATQH TYPE

,EXHIBIT

TRANSACTION TYIE .TRANSACTION DEScRIPTION

44 BUDGET AMENDMENTS '(CONTINUED)

305

306

46 PROJECT AWARD INFORMATION'
401

402

41, 403

404

48 VENDOR MITER INFORMATION

50 ENCUMBRANCE CHANGES
601

602

603

a

651

r

FISCAL YEAR BEGINNING BUDGET

REVENUE & TRANSFER ACCOUNTS

FISCAL'YEAR BUDGET

AMENDMENT REVENUE & TRANSFER

ACCOUNTS

ADO EXTERNAL.PRQJECT,

-CHANGE EXTERNAL PROJECT

CHANGE INTERNAL PROJECT

DELETE PROJECT

ADD ENCUMBRANCE

CHANGE ENCUMBRANCE

DELETE ENCUMBRANCE



BATCH CONTROL LQG

MONTH: NOVEMBER

et.

EXHIBIT FVI&
643 "--N

BATCH laTCH DATE DA E S T . nATE R MRNEDi POSTING
NUMBER TYPE RECEIVEDI BY DATE

4

112)6 42 11/2LL 11/24 1.) /24 11/24

11217 06 11/24 11/24 11/24 11/29

.11218 42 11/29 31/2Q 11/29 11/29

11219 12 11/29 11/29 '11/31 .

11223 14 1),/3!) 11/39 11/39

c

a

"OP

\

652
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!I/NTH: NOVEMBER.

_TYPE OF DATA

.CASH RECEIPTS -

%VENDOR CHECKS VIEGULAR)

VENDOR CHECkS (VOIDED)

VENDOR 6ECKV(MEMO)

PAYROLL CHECKS (VOIDED)

PAyfebou CRECKS (HANDWRITTEN)

IDT
V

-JOURNAL VOUCHERS ,

, J

JOURVAL ENTRIES (CORRECTIONS)
0 0

'WARRANT RECEIPTS
,t

JOURNAL ENTRIES-(0IHER THAJICORRECTIOS):

DATA CONTROL LOW

IIUMBER OF
BATCHES EXPECTED

at

65.3

r,
1

.11
ti

NUMBE2,0E A
BATCHES [1ECEPED

r

A

EXHIBIT IV,7

11U4ER OF BATCHES
ENTERED IN AIS

ear

654
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DATA SYSTEMS AND ANALYSES:

'DECISION MAKING PNIM
.

,

DEMAND TERMINALS
.

.

r

If one peruys theritirature on dAiii9p-making, it
:

.

.

.
- . . .

beComes apparent that many diffeiinq theories are i g expounded.'

One aspect that each of them have in common, however; is the

647

involvement of choide. The continuum of this theoretical

'discussion, ofchoice ettends from a definition of decision%making
.

. -
as an elimination of choices" to decision making as an accumttlation -

,
, . ..

''.., , , r
0, 4

tif iftchoices,wth many ,complex variations of these Aldo extremes in

,a
, . , -

betiveen. There are, howevec,'statements we,can=mak about
oink 4-.

decision making or the decis Makingprocess which apply wittiO
,i, ..

.

.

most theoretic framewoiks:
a r

1). decision making is very personal
\ 4

o , I .

2101,decision making is'hever totally objectiVe
.

3) decisiod making is rarely democratic.
.

t
. c .

4) a decision is usually not made in isolatiori .

.. ,

5) decision making is not° a sebctatorts sport - 11.:3 ',\
,

.. -- .
. ..

6) decislOn making is often times an'unco cious

Ar procest
4

.
7) decision making is frequently lonely -

,"1

-

Regardl the theory tailized,eaCh implies that
,....

dec p,ion making is th resolution of/conflict,of one kind or
. - - .

"anoihr, yhetherbet: en people-to-people issues,'plces-to-
,

C

0

. . .

,peoplel, things-to7people, things -to- things', etc. ,It islpheiefore c .,414C
. ..,

.1
Simply so e-area of diSagreement.between r more parties, .

placesor things.

There are at least, four. broad sources Ofotential.
.

conflict in the Wor king relationships df,lidividuelp which can-
t

, *

656

.
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.

. interfere With the decisibn making jocess. These conditions

which can lead to conflict include: differences in organizational
,

,

role, differences in status, communication b akdowns,resultingf

ffom the lige of speciakzed language ,or .jargon and the 'absence of

synChroni,zatio4 between decision makers and the providers of the

ipformation for decision making apd the definition ,of problems.

in the 'identification of solutios.,,

How can these sources of conflitt.be reduced and the

deciiion makingprocess enhanced? What associated factors can'be

identified which will slow individualso proceed throUgh the
_-

decision mak3ng_procebt.withthe Ieast_outgide,distractiont

Soft of,theheasures suitable for .the reduction of Conflict
, ,

0
include: ' A Ji.,

A

'1) . linkage - Tajs refers to the degree to which,

ind4iduarsppan establish satisfactory interpersonal

contact,.
. % ., 4

21 structure-- The division of.labor should be established

in eclearand'acceptable 9ty. it is important Arat'

individuals understand whose responsibility it is to

t 'da what and who makes" the final-decision in what areas.

3, openness -.This is thereadinets to gibe and receive

*whit4kople must be willing and ableto deal 'with.

4) capacity .1 The needlto.expand ones ability to seal

with large voltmes oArinformatibri efficiently:

5) reward - The extent to which person i4 positively

reinforced.
't

t

651'
io%
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3

1

= 6) proximity - The degree to,which individualikhave eatyw
.

.

access to one another.
I

7) persistence - The desire to prOmote consiste cy in

the ommunication of ideas, problems, soluti hs, etc.

When'dealing with:the design establishment andxise'Of

.,comple. data systems we almostalWays design :these systems to

accommodate operational processes and bnlyOricidentally or as a

by-product consider the inform4tional neOs reqUired by decision

makers. Yet we can never expect the clecision:making process to
I . .

`-'''' makimize itself i,,f data systems do not'exist which c
I

esppnd. .

., .

,

efficiently,_ of
At

in.ively and a timely ;manner to tle needs et

.-, ...
,

those in the decisionmakinq pkocesq% Therefolle it 's important

.

,0

- -for each institution Or org nizatiofi to decide what combination

=-)
.-. ', .

.

., 4"

.% of factor are required td M imize the' decision tailing process, ...
. .

4., .

what data-ase is needed. to puppOrt tliat-proeess, ad, whatrole .

.

1 . . .

,.

data systems management will have in the act of decliding.
. . 6 , 2.

,
Wewere determined .at Florida' In.ternational.pniverisitytb

. .

£nterface
o ,A ' l1

'

evolve a man/woman/machine, 1, which would tk, kize the :;.'''

*
.- ,

-

a
technologies 'available. to the fullest so as to eriib e the-

'detision makers to hage,data available whet t wasneeded.
.

We were 5Anvinced that. mos\operational files,.Ain.not being

originally designed fOr.administrative decision making, we ,e

, *
.in need of modification. ,

,

,.. .
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0

)1117%,*
< .

In order to accomplish i!hc..; aims elaborated above, ,ther Office

of InstitutiOnla1

OPAFLOW (re

'Researc created's special file, knownf,
ferred to s the fldwf4,1e), containing

information" for every _s't'udent who 'ever attendedand terra -N7terril

information consists of entries

as

demographic,-,

therUnil>ePsiti. The terk-by-te

major ant.; level-
.

such as hou

the flOwfile.

d, is available tby term only on ,

.

The STUDENT- tilASTER_ the other major file accessed

is used to update the' flowfile for. each qljarter.

The STUDENT _MASTER cont*.ns in
s.

each' student than does the fl

y more pieCes of information on .

file. ,

. 0.
,

/

TheiF:ml.U. 'Computing Center wipote a special linkage
.

program taking it possible to analyze all ddta on the flowfile

and.tbe,Student-0 "using an extensive- series of canned .

i

, ,
.

.

0!ir
n

w . d

statistical progra 's: (palle0 STATJOS) available from the University .

.,
..

and the.files as:.describedf
i

-'of Wisconsin. Thus, with statjob

above, an almost ihfln,ite variety of analyses iL)came feasible

and it became possible to respond to'awide rangef questions

5

r

from University decision makers.'
. _

The following are seacted excerpts,from-i.lmanual prepared

to aid in the use of the demand terminalond the special'
.

.institutional research 'files.
-1-

Pi:

' duestIont: Wheltshould the flOWfile;be used rather' than the.

-
.-

.. ,student master?
; *1. .

,

%._. /.
.

.4 ,
lingwer:, *Sih the flowliie is only source of term-bp-tend

.

_. .
infOrmation, wheneverftan"ani&sis tequires examination

.s -111"
41/

of more than one term at time, it- is. the f le'to be
f-

.)1

'vs

f.

1

a

4
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-
,

. ,' , /
Iftalow

.

Pot examOleto Otain'thelinUmber of students
. r .'

7
,

who enroi.led.Fall
''n

aird Fa .I 173 and Fall '74,-

(

-.
, ithe flowfile would be.scanned for students-current;

'tcle4ignated,by°"c") nil '72 ( nc" irliplumn 77),

. , ' 10
current-Fall '.73. " !Sin. ociltirnn 149 and current

Fat, 7.4 ("c"'in0column 221)'.

,.

In general, any analysis requiring data from a ,

-/ term other'tban thecurrent term ih6trdsiDe handled
.

.

via the floWfile.

.. . 45 , A

Ai -1
/.11eStIOlin: Howdoes'ope apply.a statjob procedure 'to the'flowfile?

Answer: i- Initially t i
. familiar-ith'biAsr: nay s necessary to become amrwasc

- . . j

. ,
. ,

I

1

statjob procedures which are described in.-the-documentation
. .

Ak available froMthe University of Wisconsin',-and with the
.11k

*

University of' Maryland text editorlih is the tool used

ford file creation ,and mbdifi.cation.. Es entiall1r, the

. 07.'
' steps tchimphe_program

Identifioatiozi of the program,to

.a. ..Cr.o'sstabuiations Thisuis-the ta--ogr.ammost

.
frequently used, and since, itorovides. baSic

frequency data and it enables to vievrthe-
.

,extent of theirelationship existing be`weeh

, i , .t
,two -or more variable,s. .f

. ' . ..

;
<0,

. -Trans 1.- ThiS es Any 'elements oft the file
P

.

4 to be cbriverte 'many manner to,either-create

414.

.

a new file,ontput in'itsneu"form or' %.
,

*.; . .

. ,
. :,
e ' -analgke it. .1f

,
.% 4. , . 1 ' ,

,c. PICT 14, Th se allow for the creation of4grajihs

1--- '''illk A . %

. and/or tables Awillustkate relation4ipt.°
-... ,.,t 100(y :- ,'

.

/
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.

ars

I

O

. -2!

-,I

, *

d. OneaY 1.(etc) - Th .is'the 1;asiC apalysis

,_of-va'riance pcoceduke which enablercle to

determine whether significant difference,

exist betven two dr more groups, on. .

- ,

eontinuously Measuredvariathe.
4.1

2. ,Location'of the data elemelis of .interest (using

. "F." and "A"fortatS).

3. Dete nation of rO column and control variables.
.

(where necessaryrif.Csosstibulationsare desired

'or of'other variabl4g ;there Any of the other
.

.

Ma

'analyses are to be,performed.

,For eX le; if one desirekl,to'know thenuMber

tk

"I-

77-

of Black mates and,females,in attendance for the

Winter;Q uafter-1976, t4;e4ollo+g,informition

would be invoWed:

r

1. .The p.rogram to ube'is crosstab.

variables' ihrlved are "current" for

. .

, ,Winter 91976,1976, race and sex. .

% , p . .

. The location of .the variables are,ag. follows:

.. .

. .
Column 'Field Wi'dthf..

Cdrrent Winter 1976 = :311 = C--1. field
.,

0 .

.. /Cage ., . .4 11 .= 1 field
1 f %

..,

'Sex
,

= A-
%,e. 1(5' -is 1 field
, .

4. The row variables could be race, t eolUmn. ''''

, . 1
. ,

variable sex and the thirdclassificgtionxdkpown

as,contrcil, is current. ]fihe 'table will print
,

.
4 0

9 ..

'4;

. I

otAtgas foliowi: .

61.* :
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rif.

7
4,

- t

.
.

.
,

Row. . . mo . -. . - . '. .race
... ,

V
N

ColUM11 . 1 sex e
4

Contr . ... -Current .

'7. 4

1. -ex 2 total

ceRa 1
.

4

5'

6
c

.----41ote-that tor--raoer-the-numbe.rs-1-through 6 correspond

to Black, *sian, Indian, 44 spanic, White' and-other;end the

653

requestdr has the,choice_of having a .label or the number printed
,k 4 A. %in

butt. The ,same applies fbr sex and, instead: for any other

- , . . .

variable 4.1S,,possible to (44.Spiathe actual value it takes

.6

° .

tin e. file) or-any qther eebel one wishes `apply.apply.
i

. - 4

w ,

4 ,.

QUestion: *what kind of analyses hai the Office of Institutional
..

t , .4 '''Retearch alrdy performe arid are they 'available for.

. ._

,. ,

. . ..
nbw applications ?- .

.
, -. ', 1 :( i

. ,

.
Answeri.' The Office 'has performed b reds of analyses using

,s,
6

.th.e-flowfile and ttie students Master. 'since the linkage

f ., ..

.program was written. Most of 'these programs are 4

,

avail 'in-our own'file, Stored on disk,*(reierred.-
..., . .. .,

to a,s FILENAME in' this request) through any of the
. . -.

demand terminals located oh Campus..
4 o

. 4 -.

r;
4

62
t:
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e

Example of Runs

. Cro'sstabulation using as the row ._FILEVAME.7ATJOB -10

variable.the student's institu- The following statement

1

Location on IPAECL

Lion .of last 'attendance and the

quarter in which he first reg-

istered as the cOlumn;variable.

The number in e ach cell theme-
.

fore represents the number at-

' tending F.I%U. fra; a particular

achool for a'particular job.

__THUS_TO__OaTATN AN ANALYSIS OF IN*ITUTIOM OF LAST-ATTENDAKE-

.
BY QUARTER REGISTERED BEGIN BY ASSESSINSTATJOB-10'AND

MAKE CHANGES A. NECESSARY.

. Crosstabulation of the degrees FILENAME. PROFILE-:10

ou the terMinal will

retrieve the piogram:

run .r.

@.ED FILENAME. STATJOB -1Q

rggleOned by.major for every

/'
quarter. -

THUS FOR UP-TO-DATE GRADUATION STAIISTICS, BEGIN BY ACCESSING

PROFILE -3.0/

.-,41For analysis of cleree's earned

by sex .

By program spe

4

I

Profile r- 06'

. Profile - 07

44. Profile -t 08

3.. .Crosstabulation ofinumberg of
. ,

new stUdentl.by first quai\ter

re§istered,

1

FILENAME. STAiiJOB -13

663
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*%Example of Runs,

4. CrosStabulation of.major in'
,

. .

one quarter by major in future

_ quAters (Changes ire .rtaitr) .

5. Attempt to discover total hors

4v

A

needed to grad(a"tion by trans-

formation. of total hours earned

with current hoprS with hours

transferred in:

Enrollment for current quarter

by major, race, sex, etc.

7. Line graphs and tables for

r e Headcount for al.l quarters

for FTE fof 41 quarters

8. Fortran.. Program w

a TRANS 1 "pick" off

,

r.
accesses

`Transcript file in order to

compute G.P.A. or veterans.

Transformation to comitrt'ye'ar

of birth to studen# age.,

Random. sample check' using -Last

655

Location on IPAECL
4

9.
A

rr

FILENAME. FLOWJOB -13

FILENAME. PROFILE' -.01

Ar

FILENAME. SELECT -02 through

% 'SELECT - 08

. 4

fFILENAME.',

ZILENAkE.
ti

r

FILENAME.;

FILENAME;

GRAPH'721; 22

GRAPH .-31;

CLARK - 2 ,

KARIM 7 501

'-FILENAME. KARIM - 15

.
, .

dAgit of social security numbez. !

141

FILENME-MNDOM - 01

Question: How may interested user avail themselVes, of the many.

, available prograMS?" *,
.

.

er: .
Since most prograts,are.stored on disc' they a're available.

ffo modifjation according,-to individual needs and,.thereL

. ./fr ,

pow fore, it is not necessary to, Construct theft over entirely

.4
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10

for each new situation: For example; to do a crosstab

4

on the flowfile, begin by accessing onealready done'

and stored on FILENAME; FLOTOJOB-kl. Look at this. program

on the scope, as follows:

@ED FILIMME. FLOWJOB-11

P (for' print) * (the entire, program)
4 1

(This is tlik Langliage of the University of Maryland

Text Editor,- which is used to modify existing file

.

elements and to, create new ones).'

,

Looking, at Flowjob-11, you willi note it deals with 'the ....

variables. level and major., To-Modify it,'you,Imust first cop

another
.,.

,Flowjop-11 into nother element sp that i'lowjob-11 is '.

,

, .

. .

. .

. ,_,,
,

, i . , .

available
0

in its, original form; as . follows: . t '

\--. r
@ ED FILENAME) FLOWJOB-11. `FILENAME. rLENAME.: NEWJOB -1' ,:

. /.

FILENAME. r4B- e,1 is'now,a duplicztof,Flowjob-11_...

and, available tcir while. the original Flowjob -)l is of
- 4 .

course, unchan d an ,,,'Oaitable,in its original form for;' other
....,

.

. .

.

Rafe ncingJthe,documentatkon:.of the- flowfile will enable

b , , _ ' vo...

'you td,dete mine' the 1pcation of thevariables of interest to you..

Use this, to alter. alaf statem s of NEWJOA-1 which neid.changing.

When ,you ahve completed your editing',, the command4,

editing.

a

@START FILENAME. NEWJOB-1 will initiate the rpm.
,

Obviously, NEW:JOB-1 is now available to ypu for futute

665
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Question:'

Answer:

f

4
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: 657

May filed!, other than delpwfide a student *ter

be uti-li7zed in the manner described above.
.6

All' University files can be aiCessed f6r STATJOB

processing though s.ome may recd ire preparatory type
---

runs- (through a STATjOB'proce ure) prior to.rilhding

the desired analysis. The Office of Institutional

Research hastQ date, utilized ;tatjcb with the

folivfng,additti.onal

Academ* Passianment File

Transcript File

Catalog File

Student ..Fee Syste File

Course Schedule 41,5ter File,

Course Master Fi e

For exampls ofhow hese films have been utilized,

Academic Assignment

Transcript File:

FILENAME1. SELECT-14
(Analysis by rank & salary of
faculty)

. FTLENIVE. .SELECT-62
(alysi's of credit hourscby.
department by quarter as part
of I:E.P. study)

,

'Student Fee System File: FILENAME. STATJOB-5
(Analysis of student fee

. balatice according to total
je,e assessed)

The 6.I.R.. is conVinced, that thi-s' approach to data,
*

analysis makes iepossible toApe responsive.tc a much grete4p.

number of requeStithan would-otherwise be pospiple.,and to do so
4

.

with amore Acceptable degree of adcuracy and Within tighter time

.Y 1
constraints...46e 'fact of the mktter ,is that autonomy, coupled with

--- 666
,e----
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4

ease of_aCcess leads to mpre-effic4encipthan is ever avaiible

the-locus of control is:elbewheAD.'

ifie location of a demand terminal 4i the 0.I.R. has

made it possible,tosup ly analy4les when.they wer needed and to 6so
/

, V
pin an effective and icient manner. In so Ming,. e.Office ha-

. 4

been able to become involvedin the mainstreamof policy-making

4

and to ,provide,meaningful assistance td the University-in its

quest for data-based deciiionr-making.

0

-

-1

,

, I.

1 .

/'

_
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GAINING "-INSTITUTIONAL .INVOLVEMENT 40,'
9

IN THE SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT~ PROCE4t:'

le

Charles R. Bluirtz-
Fissistant Dieetor
;Management $ervices'....

Pennsylvania State'Uniyersity
Unive;pity Park, Penasylvnia

"

3

All services orientbd data processing organizations involve ' their users

the design and impitmeptation of information systems. 'A the systems ov6lve

.

f
400

in

t
- .

towards a shared data base environment, hoWevithe inat ion across ',.,

.

organizational boundaries .4)ften becomesiirre9Omplex. For the,past three yezu,
#

the develblint.of administrative data procesSingsystem's.arienn State have
.

9-
-. ,.. - .

been the responsibility of a central adviestrry-g ,cpmprised-ofinstitutional
.

9 1

.

, . .

officers. A central fund is used to support:the fea915ilit)r'study, systems

design,"development, and systems Implementation. The operations' cbsts are

.., borrfr by the, admjni4traeive user asiliubsequent systems enhancements sr .
.,.''

V Olt
4111X

(mtlditaiion). ' .
, ' 6 , Nilf . .1. ____.

. 1 ' i

. ,

. . (.. ; . . . --;- ;, .

.

The achilsory group evaluates and ranli.S proposAls for selection. Priority

.
. . .

.......,
, ,

projects are staffed with user-representatives,from the apfiapriNite sectors or :

'- ,.e , . . '
,

. tht
e

Univfrsity
1 , 1
as well as systems analyst vs. All 4oelopment efforts are coif-

.

.

0' 1
.

ductecr-in a series of phases; the first ill' S' (Sylqems Study and kvaluation) .

. . / ,,
,, .

. .
.

.. .. .
, - . -,

. is reviewpd.by the advisory, group whiihibiak Alp,no-g6 igcision: If "approved,
,

' '' or ,., '
w

subsigcent phase reviews are conducted by,00dtsign'ate4 tomiittee memberfs) wbo'
, ...

representS the-psCr(s) the'system.

:.1

V68
----r
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4

Some. of the advantages gained by Lhis central focus towards systems

development include the'following:

1. Precoordination is achieved for systems which cut across

. organizational

systems

zational bouridaries (e.g. Colleges supply data which
ill.

are processed. by Payroll and are used by the Offices of

Affirmative Action and PerSonnel).

2. Opportunities exist to adjust the scope of a systw to ,/

encompass morp information problems than may be perceived

by the proposal originator.

5., Return on Investment evaluation is performed at a level

where costs and benefits can be weighed relative to a

Vide range of problems and opportunities for the institution.

4. Judgement concerning systems priorities are debated'among

commupity ofusers; alleviating (somewhat) the pressure

on the Data Processing organization to satisfy each user's

demand for scarce personnel resources.

5. Pro -ject proposals and, reviews provide an excellent forum

to exchange infOrmation and viewpoints between the.DP

organization and the using community.
4

Furthermore, this central focus towards systems will beecritical to the

requirements Or administering an integrated daja base shilred among a community

of users,

This paper describes the communications and,decision process for allocating

the System Development resources. It also describes the methodology used to

,

balance the pqrsonnel demand between systrs development (a central responsi-
.

bility) and systems modification (a user responsibility).

66J
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A SALARY SOLVENCY MODEL: UPDATE

Edward Bernstein
Director

Management Informatic5n Systems

Erfk Eriksen
Analyst

Management Information Systems

H. P. Nicely
Dean

Sysetms, Planning acrd Research-
. ,

Miatl-Dade Conimunity Colblege
Miami, Florida

A paper was presented at th 1975 CAUSE National. Conference

'on the Salary Solvencli Model. This "Update' presents

an actual Case history pertaining to the application of

the modei..w, In addition, 'a status, report is given with

respeCt to technical impfbvements to the computer program,

particularly regarding an exact solution'versusla Monte

Carlo simulatiOn.,

;

A 1

6.70,
M 4
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MANAGEMENT.AND CONTROL OF SYSTEMS plHANCEMENTS

'Carlos Frank Ellzey
System Co=ordinator

Florid.% State Board of Regents')
Tallaha§see, Florida

This paper,provides an 'insight into the org nizaion and

'management of the gistems enhancement.functi n. It

outlines personnel resource requiments, pr ceduke

,development and operational. methods. The inf rmation

r-

1

in this paper was compilbd during the establis ent of an

enhancement unit .serving/n±ne State university users of

a uniform_Irailsaction,accounting system. It is adaptable

to Any size maintenance unit and may be used over a wide

range of computer applications. Tliis'poaper stresses the

need for the enhancement team to be a beparate unit pf

highly. skilled 47Chnicians.

I

iso

.1

671
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Administrative Systems in Administrator's Hands

A. Wayne Donald
Systems Development

yirainia Polytechnic Institute and State University
, Blacksburg, Virginia

Tech

667

The Systems DeV4opment Department at Virginia
,

..

hag been developing' and impLkmenting administrative

system since 1969. The emphasis has been to produce a

syst upon requeSt and then have the user offiCe accept

the' responsibility for its operation,

its maintAance.

and in see cases,

This paper examines the approach of administrators

owning their systems at Virginia Tech with emphatis on

operational systems such as Accounting, Studeht Records,

Telephone Billing, Library,' and Alumni.. It examines the

various steps taken thus far by administrative pfficet

to exercise control pVer. their own data processing/system,

and their interaction with the ovvfall.univeriity

managemeht infortation system,.Systems Development, and

the University C puting Center.

41 -
672- :*

'
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ACQUIRING A COMMUTER:, 10 EASY STEPS

W. Keith Evans
. Vice President, Operations
Jolson County Ommunity College

Overland Park, Kansas .

669.

this paper discussesneed-assessment procedures, constituent

involvement, RFP organization, vendor relations, evaluation

techniques, bench marking, legal coMplibations, and

bcitli academic and administrative needs for &multi-

campus community college.

4

r
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INFORMATION SYSTEMS FOR PLANNING PANACEA OR TOOL

Jamef L. Strom
_Director

1. ,.... Planning and Corporate Relations .

Clemson 'University.
Clemson, South CArolina

The use of-comp terized inform'ation systems for'educational planning
s Ns- ) . 1\,

has increased drama ically in the past few years. Thi;
1

is the resm)t of .

. *
. .

edudationalk institution operations becoming more sophisticated -'and complex

in response to deniands fir better fiscal ,accountability,'imProved resource

allpcation, and mandated public access and 4iSclos.ures. HOwever, the value of

tbe higher education entespriseproduct is ,not so easily quantifiable, as is.

4

the value of an item froea production process. Faith, judgment, and value are

4
at,the core of -the educational process and not production rates, material costs

or inventory control.

The peculiar nature of the eduational enterprise strongly suigests that in-
,

formation systems for educational planning are best usedias tools. Total acceptance

of information system .will- result in time and resources being wasted in tbose areas

where benefit/cost rat-ids are marginal, or wbere administrators'vie reports -id' 6

lethargic mander. The primarpresponsibinty should be, on' the info6a system
i-,,': ,

user.:to'requestrepdrts'in those areas where the need' for data_Outweighs the
,

,

capibtljty of beinq able to collect the datab The measure of truccess of an infor-
_; _.

.

mation system is the u
,

e of system; reports and not: the cbMpleted;scstem ,

implewtation. . -'

li Certain areas of univec5itY.operations are not pri?ne candidates for th use ''
-t --1, r-., ..

of'information.sy5tems, because the---1!Rroducts" df uniy sitiesfare educ;3ed.peopie
I 1

and knowledge, which'aYe not to easily meaibred. However, nformation syStems_do

have a significadt role in universities, and we sh604not'ca,pitulate in our efforts

to lure that justifiabtle-systems contribute. to their maximum potential:

674
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MARSHALL MCLUHAN'S REAR -VIEW MIRROR:

INFORAATION SYSTEMS1 J.,ND 'INNOVATION ;& '

I
P/ . . .

Joel M. Jones
-

v
Asgociate Provost
Academic Affairs 0

,.'

University of New Mexico . c

Albuquerque, New Mexicd
4

-McLuhan, Me(ad Lock Land, Toffleri puller and Ducker allti

suggest that AirlY administrators drive ouy institutions.'into

the future with.theiv eyes ixed on the rear-view mirror..

This criticism is 6articularly pertinent t&higher educatiol
4

4

Vgiere even though decision-makers are increasingly inundate

with' information, our decisi'ons.re often more uhihformed than

' ever. As a consequence, much. "innovation" is an illusion., A
1

basic problem in pllnning is our absence of vision, our failure

of ImaginatiOti;'1Which results in seeing the future only as a
. .

form and function of the past.. Using ideas frOm the sooial

analysts listed above, metaphors from several:children.' ,

stories le.g., "The Emperor's New Clothes, "Aaristmas Carbl!)' .*

.°

- %,/ . F
-

\\`
and statements by experienced adminittrators. we will seek a .\

. . , . 1
.

.

, . . ..- .
-.

. \.

(synergetic symbiosis of RRM1.6 and, imaginative vision which ..,
.

will enable us to face, the futur94openly. ..Oniy-,-When we,recon-

cile the dualisms
,
of past and present, quantity and quality,

O

efficiency and effectiveness, verification and val -laden
f.

A
..,

4( '--

vision, can information becOme energy; and only the can infor-

m ption-,stimulate (not simulate) transformation and
:
innovation:

,
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ON -LINE'REGISTRATIOMSYSTEM ,

- 4

pale W. Washburn
Directdr, Data`Processing
Palm Beach Junior College

Florida

. 675

The-papet prfsented At the CAUSE Seminar dealt wifh the design of an On-line

Registration System. The entire systeirl concept was desetibed7by means of the
4

flow of information that result% ,as a student preceeds ttiru the entire-registration

process. It beginswith the admission OT a'student application and describes A

sequence what functions occuriand how the system handled the,flow bf data in the

registration procesr.-

, 'An IBM System370/125 computer with 256 memory using DOS/VS and employing
. .

CICS/VS is used. Information is entered via TIN 3270 video terminals located

in the Registrar's Office.

The system uses its own data base and integrates the master 'sch ed ule file,
''

student maSterofile, student'scnedule file and student payment file:'~ The basic

system/concept is built on a transaction driven function, usin g videok displays,

that prompt the terminal operator. Ease of operation is a significant,tactor in

system design and an operator can be4trained in several, hours. Programs aie

written basically in assembler language using CICS /3S as.the communica ion`

language.

The.paper stresses the-main attributes of the system as to the41--'im 'rtai4e

of bringing student and'computer process toegether in performing an On-l'ne '. %

Registration function. The importance of conflict identification, ease f charil'ing

master' schedules and quick identification of problems are prime atcribut of "k.

the system.

.

1

'FrOm the faculty standpoint, the grinding burden of registration.hae been
1

.

,

I,
k

removed andtheit AMe cah now be channeled to their, many instAictional d tits. / t, t:

r

1.0

They have been unanimous in,their praise and in their support of the systeM.

Instead of working oneto twd'weeks full time each registration period, often

.inyolvin4 day and evening, they are only rOquired to counsel students during

regular conseling hours.
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I,

,From the student viewpoint, he nit: longer needs to makelmore than on visit
unless he decides

.

to drop and add Claises. Also,'he -knows immediately if he has

.

. ,

the schedule he has requAstScrrincluding the exact tees whiCh must be paid..
.

.

In case of a conflict in his schedule, he can solve it imftediatelye and oft
,

41
..

L-dsthis entire kyness can be accomplished Igetween classes. For the student who
can't seem to ,make up his mind, he can have as many changes as he desires.

. .

In general, it Was made_the regisi:lation process much simpler, easier,

.
*

faster for to student;

favorable :toward this system.

From the administration standpoint itt

indirect benefits. one of the main benefits IC that the volume of the drop -and-

add processing has decreased substantially since the student i's able to get what
he desired. The drop and add has decreased nearly 80 percent. .

.
.

_0 Another benefit is'in the time required to process registration. No over-. ,
. i

time expense has occurred fOr t 'he registration process since the system his been
installed., In the past entire weekends were,spent by many departments to process
the volume of work.

1Y
hence,

and

because of these.benefitee they hive been very

has, provided many direct'as well as

The students and faculty can besure that the class lists and student schedules
are accurate. This was not so during the manual registration processes. The *9
accuracy of the process has been extremely effect* in determining FTlifor

.

state reporting. t

Administratively the System has provided better control of t14§
I calculation of fees and collection of fees, as well,asbeiter-oontrol of student

obligations, graduation requirements, co- `requisites, lab requirementi, etc!
With the Ilse of off-campUs terminals, remote registrations have been effectively

tied into the system and has'splilLified
the registration procels. ,Now a student.

can register for any class on.iny/campus alid.pay his fees at the site in which.
0

he registers.

Since all data'is entered On-line-and Validated immediately, the collection
and reporting of information hap been greatly simplified az well as being more
accurate. More information can be collected in a shorter period of time
notably chaAges in student addresses, carper goals and financial recording
of fee changel.

Finally, the system provides better methods for control and accountin4 of
student lAns, scholarships, etc. which is essential'tb'our auditing procedure?.
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lkhe Ideal Generalized Data Management SysteM

the UWSP- Model

,

1, . ),

L. I. Pete Morgan

k

577

0 O.

(Adversity of Wisconsin-Stevens Point,

Stevens Point, sr,Wigconsin

1

9
. .

4
The subject of the paper is the. ideal Generalited Data Management

System (a 4S) as conCeived by a special project team at the University of

Wisconsin- Stevens Point (UWSP); an evaluation of several current offeringg
, *

with respect to the UWSP Model; some predictions of what_rekains to be

developed before we'have 0 real GDMS; and'same suggegtionsonhow the

gm*

4

uster community can hasteriith delivery. ,The anphasis will be on the

4 - c . \,_

.deve/opment and use of a comprehensive model that speaks toq alized
. . *

data entry and retrieval,as well as generalized Alta base mana t.

Generalized data management systems (GEMS) are addressed at the

conceptual level. The model provides a basis for specifying what

t`

facilities a'eneralized data baseiranagemmit system (GOWNS) Should

provide and how a GDBMS-shculd4nterface to the user. 'A similar apOloach

h our data entry and data retrieval needs resulted in ,the identification 1.

Of an\i,Qtegrated list of facilities tnd Capabilities to support tte ideal.
P .)

This list'of features'includes.pirdvislons for:. '

. 1. A cosirr9Ldabe element dictioiary,to satisfy all data element'

C-
definitions fcetal processing.

`21 A common forms-dictfonary to satisfy all logical file/record-.

'definitions for all prccessing.***
. r

3. A omonFin "values" dictionary tip satisfy all data editing and

cOnversicn riquireatents: 6'78..
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HOW' TO WIN `THE MAINTENANCE BAT/PLE

A
r

0 - 'Robert E.: Fenton
Manager,.SystemslAssurance Group

4
Virginia'Metiger

Senior Analyst/Programmer

Indiana University
Bloomington, Indiana

-

'Several years ago Data Syst ms apd Services at Indiana Utliversity dnderwe

I
... .

a structural reorganization to separate the syems development function from
,J.

\ 4i _ .

#

the systems Maintenance function. The following two rouns were established:
.., r

The Systems Development Group which was assigned the functiolis of designing
! P

programming, 'and implementing new M. I. S; systems And the Systs Assurance

'Group tihich was assigned the functions of emergency and pldhned 'maintenance;

The organizational separation of the,syetemsd4velopment and_systems mainten-
.

ante. functions necegsitated the creation.of new teciuiiques and procedures tccen-

6
j 4 4.

ableSystems Assurance'to learn, maintain; and CopiErol the N. I. 5 systems being

'implemented bylSystems Development. These techniques-and procedures

of,

I

1. avopportgnitl. 4pr Systems Assurance to learm!the M. I. S.

systems while thy are,being developed;

2. an interface between Systems De;;elopment and Systdms Ai.siiranee

to insure that the new systems #e properly documented, and '

implemented;

` 3. cowitteejinsisting. of the major data processing users

,at-the university to review all enhancements and essential

maintenance to the systems once they are implemented; and

14";-, a. form and workflow procedure ,io coordinate and {tbt rol

maintenance requests rrom both Dperations and tAe,user. I.
679
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DEVELOPIim A.FACILITIE0 DATA BASE

,-FOR THE UNIVERSITY,OF TENTESS:Et.

-
Georg4 Jen4dh

Management' Information Systems
UniVersity ofTennesaee-
KnoxvilleTennessee..

:

gt -

ig

so

,
4- ta-

t81

.I

The,Universftyafnnessee4adopfed,anoveralf MIS developmentThe.
qk

plan in July 1974. This pfam called: for develop4ig each oe.the

five NCHEMS recommendeildata.ttreasin a three -step proCess, Toe
1 .

tirlt setip-ts to develop.a.data base strOcture into .which data
, cfr.

may.be.loaded,and from which reports may be generated. Vie

second step is to develop a way te'datt may be kept updated in
-

the-data 'bae without reloading all. of the flate:eachfliMe.. .

The third_ step is the conversion ':of 'existing operational *systems

.
to in Bract directly' with the data. base.

*7. . .

Si'8e-thiswas,a,new approach for deVeloping computer..systems

for the Uniyiprsity'af'T

Dat' Base Should be'dev

main reaidn,for having a
--

necerary to educate the

a data base as well "as- -t

reasons for selecting Fa

nnessee,.it was decided fhat the Facilities.
- J

loped firs as a pilot project. The

pilot$rolect was education. It was

ReoPe.involved in the development of

he userS'of the SYstbm. There.were manly,

cilitdesas `the da,ta area to 'use for the

Pilsot project. Size and eliailability of existing 'data twia
,

t
important ones. .

,Thid pilot prdjectlhas been\.completed. A Pictorial represen-

tat4.on
__ .

tatl.on of the data bAse structure and security access method are
_IA

u /given ind'his-paper -in Figares 1 and 2,-iespectively. Also some
, . -. .

''of the thinO that were learned about develoibing.lata bases
_

4 . , 7,t
and Management OrifoimatiOn Systems-Sre presented:

, , .

.
,

/
. ..-

; ....

.
. -

.
.

t*
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DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATZOtrOF AN

) ON-LINE DATA BASE SYSTEM- -

--
Richard D. Barker
SystemS,Analyst

IntormationcSystems &
University of Illinois

,

,MaryP. McKeown
, ,Coordinator

Administrative projects
...UniVersity of Illinois FoApdatiOn.

» Urbana; Illindis

-d

0

68'3-

'

,-.4...... ! .
.

,

. 41.'phis peper.will cover tfie,design,and implementatidn of an
- , .

-,A,'40, . 07
, .

nlinv,data base systeM for educational fund-raising,-using

IMS-VS. Ale system kaas'designed foi the Uniiiersif'Illiirois

Follndation, thefund-r4sing arm of the University of Illinois,

.i.:+5140ie4t the, following objectives:' % w
v.

>..4i- . .., .., . .

.1: ,Provision, of needed data for management decigion-
, .

.

making. ..4., ,
. ..

2. Ease of use by develdpment personn4-.
.4.

7 .: t .

144'',` .0,/. 3: Support!of selective fund-raising campal4ns.

Utilization of hew:software end hardware technology.

f.
t

This systep services all threelCampuses'of Lhe University

of Illinois.andvaintains data on.80,1',100 donors. Over' 2 ©,000
. .

gifte are' processed annually with -data entry made On all three
Aro

campuses, and processing performed by an IBM 37Q/168.

..,.. The data base is structured around information 7segmentS."
.

;

."'Any one. rebord,Inay have one or more segmentsiassociated with itiv
,

. tkill pro ding. Maximum efficiepcT and,flexibility in the'srage
+
. and retried of data. Other unique features of the system and

'the' Operating, ironment will 'be discu'ssed% -
i.

681
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Library Circulation and Finding System "at

, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University-

:

Vinod Chachra'and tndal Crockett

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

Blacksburg, Virginia 24061

The Virginia Tech library circulation and finding system

developed on a HP.L,3000 mipicomputer..This paper gives..a brief

overview-of theefunOtional areas of the system. One of.the primary

Objectives of the system is to provide a Vick and,efficient. /-

me thud for, tie ch ck-in and CAL-Out process. 'Bar-code and light
.

t

pen technolog ar, used facilitate this process. The system,

however, is much moil than 41 circulation system. .It has several , .

.

searching and finding capabilities built iltf The searching- .is
t .

q

hierarchic in nature in that starting -at any higher level, it is

possible to retriqve at lower leyels withoutlekeying any

information. Data may be searched using'it5m number, call number,

author or author-title-date key. Two.formats are available ..or

data entry. The short format includes only_the minimum/elta

necessary for. circulation operations l The long format/ used for
.

newly acquired item and items processed during a she* by shelf

conveesi6n, consists of approximately 200 bytes ofbibliograellic

data. The system is complete with data base logging as well as
.

*-

- , ,buick-'up-and^recovery procedures- '!
4

.

, # 682i 1
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PURCHASING /ACCOUNTS PAYABLE DATA RASE

4P I I

Don MCDowell
Vice Chancellor

Business Affairs
Vanderbilt University
Naihville, Tennessee

gle

Jim Redmon
Div

Administrative Systems
Vanderbilt U iversity- .

Nashville, Tennessee- .

681,
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This is a hierarchiaIly structuced base.linked to a bud-

get/acounting base by an encumbrance,block.

Input is.from Purchasing, Receiving, *nd Accounts Payable.
41%

using C.R.T.'s. Purchase order:detail is keyed in, using a

vendor reference. The Receivin4Thepartment entry of units re-
_

ceiv ed is by orailLreferenbe. Accounts Payable, 417 reference _.

to the order ntimbet on the invoice, scant the order, then keys

in the invoice units and dollars by line item of the order.

Either receiving or invoice data is simply entered by "ALL"
I

when in agreement with the order. Pur hasirivestablishes, for

eacil."-order,' whther receiving data is required and a code ief-

t

erence to measure invoice sums against the order. This varies
/

fPom exact price to a percent tolerance. When the invoice

does not pass the measuring t"4,_then en exception is generated
i

to the buyer.

e683'
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The daily outputcof'routine runs includes purchase °orders

for 'review and:signaue 17...y the buyer. Each buyer else, re-
.

,. ..

ceives an invoice exception .reports for .review and adjustment on
. - -". t,

kbhange Acreen. Ilebsage Cdp4bili is included'to secure a
. ..

e S

4' 1
Ot

copy of the invoice or other communication heeded. Inquiiy
,

-..

'screen for individual status display 5f oeder/invoice data is
0.-

f

, .

'as neede ,by.anvruser,of the system.

RetriTa1 of filVoice data ,for checks and registers is by

routine payment periods. This includes an automatic journal

set for entry into the accounting base. Cash flow and other

general. status r orts are also generated at this time,/'which
.

-reflect perfor ce by buyer and-the exceptioill Status by vendor.

/

684
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ADMINISTRATIVE SYSTEMS DEVELO MENT
xi

THIN THE CALIFORNIA STATE UNI RSITY

AND COLLEGES (CSUC)

/4/:

Ray L. Clark
,

Associate Director
N:risiori,of Informatton,Syste

Calif rnia4State Univ rsity and Co
Los Angeles California

S

leges

r

689 '

The CSUC "stem, consisting SUnineteen campuses and a ChancellOr's Office,

is committed to satisfy expanding administrative data proessing needs by sharing

resources and talentg_ and by not proliferating effort and costs. Within),the

Chancellor's Office, the Division of Information Systems haithe task of,

developing administrative systems to meet the needsof the nineteen campuses

and"the Chancellor's Office. In Accomplishing this task a number of problems"

musi.be solved: difference); between campuses, campus desire for decentraliza-

.tion,%changing personnel roles, time lags, multi-vendor computing environment,

competing programs, and unreasonable expectations. To achieve the Objective,

DIS hailprganized its Administrative

encourage campus pepcipation, nine

Support Group along functional lines. To"

positions have been transferred to the,
- ..

campus to work on mutually acceptable systemwide projects.

In addition to other major planning, input, r task forc

eight campuses.were formedto determine needs and

pirsoinel, students records, curriculum planningi and,buiiness.

gress to date has resulted in agreements to develop and .install

, .

systems. Further pr&gress is expected until's completely integrated systems

environment is achieved.

oritie iu

of from six to

the areas of

Current pro-

a number Of

685
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THE CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF THE ILLINOIS **

RD,OF HIG2iER EDUCATION:MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM 4

DaVi F. Nyilin .

i Associ te ,Director c

Illinois Board of Higher Educatio
Springfield, Illinois

-/- , .

.

/10 .

This paper.presente the-Illinois Board of qigher Educationle

approach to the development of a management! information
. ,

,

. system. This approach-was dictated by certan environmental
. .

.

realities; these being, the goals which the information
1

system is intended to achieve, an analysis of the present'

opqratiqns of the Boad, and a prediction of the future
.

. Alda-ea procesging technolbgy which will drive the system.
l

ti

This paper discusses hovvtfiese environmental factors

affected the conceptual, design.

4

,1

'

'
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UNDERSTANDING THE INFORMATION NEEDS bF

COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY DECISION MAKERS;
-

CHALLENGES TO SYSTEMS DEVELOPERS
1,4

4 -

,Yoseph Gubasta
AshiAtant Director !I ,' ,

, ,

.

-,Acaciernip A Finandigi.Pianning
.

University of"Ufah
Salt Lake City,Ut'ah

,

,Recognizing that computerized inforMation systems have ahoeMportant role
i ..

. ..,

_ toplay.in meeting the inf 'ation needs areducational'decision'makets;-sys-

tem deveiopvs are encouraged to'become aware of their utility fnithe oontW
.

.

.

,..'7p mallogerial Planning, organizing, controllig.and,eluating. -'This paper
. 4 .

,

Outlines several- fActors.system gevelgpers must consider beforedevelopillg or
-,,. .

se: T.
. . . .

modifying automated: infofinatfpn systems useful to.educhtiopfl mapageri. For one,
,- , . . , .

. 4..

systemdevelopers should idellfy"th4.managemOnt strength sancOhortcomings of
... . f ' ,

infprmat -lon users, e.., departaiepthairkrtons,Aeans,and executive officers.
. , ,

---,. ,* I-
' The paper discUsses several reasbns, Why these mana9eet,typically lack familiarity

with: 14, the wealth of data thilable'totliediV2) the information 'system liev- -40
. . .

elopment anti procesiingssapabj4ities of their institution; and 3) .ways to:utilize
.,.(

these resources to aid iii,d'cademtc man'ageWnt. Another factor'cohcerns identi-

fyin§ the differences'between operatiOnal and manigerfal ,uses'of information. A
. - .- ,

,

thitd fac tor focuses on iden9fying'tte'06S.ofdecision information'in the con-,
.

i'. .
'text of managemeritresponsibilitSes. Problems relating to tO0 management in-

4 0 e

. . e I V .r..
P . .

;-VolveMent in information'system, development and the implementation bf POChased
V

planning and management fools are also discussed.

The paper conclUdesby re-Commending that system developers inipatOnformal
* ,

,dtscussionswith academic mana9erg and their- staff who prepare management',infor-
`

Marion. Concern isTexpressed 'about the luality of data fypically, derived'f.rom

,-
` operattbnalrepoi-ting systems and systeM developers are chal4enged to, share this

cojicern. Finally, system developers are encouraged-to careful* deterMine

the applicability and feasibility of implementing, purchd planning and'manage=

ment tools-before trying to operationalizelAeT
r"
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UNIVERSITY ADMINrSTRAiiIVE STRUCTURE:

WHAT SHAPE WILL YOU BE IN? -

Jennifer' A. King
Coordinator

Academic AdminirstratiVe Systems
Alnerican University

. 'Washington, D.C.

.The successful atsimilati94 of EDP

on that organization 's readiness for t p

haclcrept.into many of ouF organizations

reacted to, nk planned for.

.

695

o

t.

eohnology, by an'organization depends'

technology.. However,-to date, EDP

and 1. ds forward thrust is one we have

Thru an analysis of:001e evolution tie University adminintrativeotructuie, 4

..0de' and the movement of EDP1tithin thestructure, we can asses where. we are in

- t
.

the progression and perhaps get some ideas on how to plan for what

-

AI*

for our organization.'

. %

For many, EDP begins as a function of the accounting department; under the

. . .

controller. In/that position it grows, to the point where it requires its own

.
management and thus becomes an individual department still under the controller

,

but on the,same level with accounting where it can begin to perform otkier than
4.0. r.

just accounting functions. As more
t non-financial areas,become aware of EDP,

autonomy of the department within ie structure is required to facilitate Or;

ganizational access witif less involvement of the financial area. Thus EDP" moves
'.

from the financial.arena to a.posititundei the Provost or Vice-President for

Administration. This move is usually accompanied by the Raining pf a Steering

Committee under the President whose function It is to assist in the management

and direction oflehe computing servi e irea. Finally., the organization takes 6%

. .

- -
the step of naming a VicelPfeatikentfor MIS who oversees .no,t.-Otiry-the

ate area of cmnputing service, but also the user involvement in th

ment and use of -the ser,vida.

t. 688
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These administrative structural changes are the result of orgattzational

.,growth and iovement. As managers, we must familiarize ourselves wieh.the

forces whichtrigger these changes,'guide and direct the progression of

specialization in data processing personnel, in technology,in user personnel

.

,

T
-and finally develop the manageiial talent required to stay ahead' of re growth.

_ ;----1

I

-

t
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STATE LL HIGHER EDUCATION INFORMATION'SYSTEMS
IN A LIIMIT.ECtROWTH ENVIRONMENT

Thomas M. Rawsaft,
Kal4sas Board of Regents,

Topeka: Kansas

ti
't

"A
697

During th1 next decade higher education enrollment in this Country is

expected to stabilize. However, the environment within which higher

,edutation operates will continue to be dynamic. That environment will

continue' to be influenced by changes in 'federal policies, state policies,
4

demand for trained manpower, student choice, etc.
.

timeAt the present time some states are Aising automated information'

systems to assist in the governance,-and coordination, of higher education

(e.g., New Mexico), while similar agencie.sin other states have made"no use of

computer technology (e.g., Kansas). The NCHEMS State Level InfAmation

Base project can assist in the development of such automated information

systems:' Future demands for different types of statewide higher education
.

funding formulas, new types of data elements (e'.g., program quality indices),

and new requirements of federal agencies h, as the National Center for

Edtication Statistics will have a direct impact on the development of state
;

level higher education information ystems during the next ten eSfears As '

higher education enrollments decline and as financial resources become even

more limited, state. level higher education information bases will -probably \
_become increasingly mor.e important.

410

ca
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ARRANGEMENTS FOR MEETING STATE.INFORMATIOM.REQUIREMENTS:

INTERMEDIATE FILE STRUCTURES

James J. 'McGovern
1 .

Director
Statewide Information Systems

Connecticut Commission for Higher Education
4

The procedure developed in Connecticut was to establisk common definitions

.
and computer file formats for a limited number of data elements. Institutions

.

'placing data in this format are relieved of comialing data to answer a multitucte
41,

of st.ate questionnaires. Programs written to coliftle data,for a particular

.

questionnaire can service all participating institutions.

4 The elements listed iri the intermediate files-were derived by Making '

,

at various questionnaires and listing the data needed foiac6mRletion. For

f 1000 '

.

instS'nte, the
?

student file page gives the various HEGIS report,numbers o(right

.

. -

columni.which usikparticular data elements. Conversely, the twelve pages for

the twelve months list the data element numbers required for each questionnaire.

Thus, an institution knows what data will be requested and when it will -be

requested.,

-

)
The,message conveyed in studying questionnaires throughout the year is

that there is a large amotht of redundancy in requests. If, institutions answer -,41

questionnaires by manual completing, the workload will grow with each small

'addition or change. On the other. hand, if institutional responsibility is

limitetto providing the data and maintain the data as prescribed, state

digeneies can increase their requests for new arrangements of.data (information)

, j

without seriouslyimpactingthe institutions. Most importantly, the separate

breakdowns and arrangements of data needed byjlarious state agencies can be

--
tolerated; various application programs can compile data in various-ways with-

out effecting institutions in any way.

.

"1.
691 7



THE USEFULNESS OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS

IN SUPPORTING CURRICULUM INNOVATIONS:

, WPI PLAN EXPERIENCE

R.,Grogan
Deanbf Undergraduate Studies
Worcester Polytechnic Institirte-

Worcesterr-tvlassachuseits

Kenneth W. Rodgers
Senior Staff

Arthur D. Little, Inc.
I Cambridge, Massachusetts

This paper assesses the usefulness of information systems in supporting the
-implementation of academic program innovations, citing the WPI Plan. experience as a

case example. It is based upon the experience of a project in which Arthur D. Little,

Inc. (ANDO' is assisting the staff of Worcester Polytechnic Institute (WM) of
Massachusetts. This project is partially sponsored by a grant from. the Exxon
Educational' Foundation, under its Resoikce Allocation Managements/Program. The

objective' of the project' is to design and iinplemset an information system that will
assist WPI academicians and administrators in better monitoring student progress
under WPI's new academic program the WPI Plan, a nationally rencvned, individual,

competency-based approah to undergraduate engineering curriculum.

The derloprOnt and implementation of the WPI Plan constituted one of the
most dtamatid changes undertaken by WPI in its entire 110-year history. The Plan

stipulated that an academi; degree would-be awarded on the basis oNcompetencies
demonstrated in four degree requirements: (1) A qualifying project dealing
problem in one's major area of study; (2) A qualifying Project relating science and

technology ,to societal concern; -43)-.A sufficiency or minor in an area of humanities;
anc) (4) A competency examination in a major field of study. .

e
- The implementation of this new acadeMic curriculum required ixtteiltiai
Modifications and restructing of the administrative infrastructure used to support

WPI's academic Programs.

c. e.f.
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4"Implementation of the WPI Plan ha placed severe administrative demands on all1
, WPI adininistrators. .Some, of the pro items faced. inchtde more frequent student

registrations; Multi-disciplinary teaching. approaches forSmost fatuity members; and
student participation in academically relevant projects-:toname just a few. An on-

- line, compUter-supported registratiOn system has'been developed which students may
use i4lanning,their academic programs for an entireyear. During the coarse of this
roect, the ADL and WPI staffs have ,been working collaboratively o develop an

information system that will perfnit academic administrators t o m dlitor student
performance under thee WPI Plan more effectively. The systems planning ,.process,

h .
separates the major dita processing functions: 1) Systems planning, includinea 'needs
assesfiment and 'a conceptual deign of the information system; 'Systems
development, .including detailed design, ,coding, testing and implementation; and 3)
Systems operation. This systems planning procest, developed by the ADL staff forour
work in The business sector, is being modified to meet the unique needs of educational
institutions. ,

The information system developed at WPI has proven useful fr(orveral
perspectives' (student, facility and academic adminiEtrators) in supporting the
implementation of the, academicprogram innovations. The system permiPs,students to\plan their individualized programs, one or two years in advande, and to gain access to

.the requested courses and project, given priorities and resource, available. Students
are also assisted in disseminating information concerning projects in their area of
interest. From a -faculty member's point of view, more timely and accurate
information is available for advising students' in the development of an indiiidualized
program, and in assisting faculty_members in registering students and assessing' their
progress Under the WPI Plan. From the academic administrators point of view, the
informatiog system helps monitor the resources necessary to support the learning
experiences of the WP1 Plan. The currently available components of the piPI Plan
focus upon controlling the resources available for achieving the objectives of the WPI
Plan, but we are working toward the deVelopment of a planning system which will plan
educational activities orf a term by term and year by year basis for one to five years in
the future. While the faculty do hive several concerns about the use of information
systems at WPh the sheer volume of information which must be maniptilated to.monitor performance under the WPI Plan necessitates the use of computer, based
information systeths to plan, manage, and evaluate the. effectiveness of-the innovation.

64,3
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MANAGEMENT NEEDS FOR ttIFORMATION
, ,

A I

. Betty K. Keens
Director--

Institutional Research
Metropolitan State College

, Denver, ColOrAdo

1

, /03 ,

This paper discusses the increasing denlands on
;111-

higher education, by faculty, students, and state and

federal government ageadies in a time df diminifhing

reskrces and increasing complexities. An information

system to support decision makers in this environment is
,

also disbussed.
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PERATION,OF A PRIVAT _

1 %
COORDINATING BOARD o.

,Betty Stirling
reCtor

Instiji-onal Research
Board oY Higher Education

Conference of Seventh--day Adventists-
Washington, D. C. 4
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State coordinating boards are well known in higher education. Private 40,

coordinating bo rds have not been as prominent. An exampleof a coordinating

boaid which hat unified a group

. -

the Seventh -dat Adventist Board
' 1 .

coordinate the church's

of independent colleges and universities is.,

of Higher Education,'eteated in 100:41 to
dr,

twelve NorthAmerican One the.most

imOtirxant_ factors Irrthe unification Was the immediate launching-of a maned:-

ment inform ati n system. Plans.were comprehensive, though the system was

developed unit 14 unit over a period, and is still being added

.

and improved.

to, modAied

The computerized information system now includes academic alOr

finandial4proglams,_discipliri summaties,, enrollment

file. ti here i

universiA! ar
.1111

eotensive mast

er

invaluable to t
. r ,

'among the s

of the reports,.

tots L'ihternu
4

analysis, and ma ter
. .

also A uniform masterplanning guide,'and We c011egps nd

e in various stages in the preparation of their first eally.

planes which will then be ueed as the, basis for a syst

.
mparative data provided by theinformation syst4m has p

4 -

e Board in imprQ efficpricyand fos4tering eooperati.dh
''74It'f ,
ot ,

. As the sthoolw eve heCOme educated to the possi ble uses

oved

the information.system is also bellci Used mire by administra-
.

management!
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'EFFICIENCY, EFFECTIVENESS, AND MANAGEMENT -

INFORMATION SYSTEMS IN HIGHER EDUCATION

Eliot S. Elfn4i
Assistant Professor

-Business Administration
St. Norbert College
De Pere, Wisconsin

'707-

/ This papgr focuses on the definition and differentiation

of the two terms "efficiency" and "effectiveness." ;Efficiency

'is said .to be primarily concArned with coat minimization con-
_

.

cep Effeotiveness On-the other'hand, is presented as a

goal achievement type of copcept.. The impartake,of this
. Ar.-

distinction to, institutions of higher eOucation is discussed =

and differentiated from that ofthe mpre ttaditiOnally profit
. .0'

oriented types of orm4nization.

9 Next, the rel&tionship of Management Information SysteMs
,

to the decision-making process in institutions ofdhigher eau-
.

4

cation id.discussed a-recpnt paper by A W. Astin

on the use of student outcome data in Information Systems.is

discussecitas an example ofvroviding input for effectiveness

in the decision making process.- It is concluded that the use

of management.information systems in higher education must in-

rlude student, outcome data related to effectiveness riteria

as well as.to traditional efficiency criteria..

4-
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DEVELOPMENT OF ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION SYSTEMS:

Mark Ragel
Manager

Administrative Data Processin
University of Petroleum' and Mi erals

Dhahran - Saudi Arabia
"4r-

..

The early attempts t develop administrativd systems

are discussed, inclyaing pique problems of geographic and

technological isolation, recruiting difficulties; and

managerial discontinuity. Information,service previously
,

considered sufficierit, is currently recognized as totally
,

.

inadequate by a rapidly Maturing'Saudi Administration.'

A plan'is,aescribed that will move the lin' ersity from

a primitive, fragmented environment to soIfisticated

integrated systems including modeling for University

planning and data ase management systems for personnel,

Sinaricial and student records "applications.

.

.
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Wachovia
713,

,

Wachovia Educational Setvices
P.O. Box 3176

Winston-Salon NC 27102

STUDENT LOAN SYSTEM AND SERVICE

Roy L. Cooke
Systems Sales Coordinator

Gary S. Houser
Director of Marketing.

Waehovia Services, Inc..
'Winston - Salem, North Carolina

Wachovia Services, Inc., the data processing subsidiary

of the Wachovia Corporation, presented. an overview of their

student loan'billing,system. - The system, a product of tem
k

years involvement in'student loanprocessing, is currently

'serving over 500 colleges and universities. This. session

provided a detailed-insight into the system and the service

o4fered by Wachovid Services.
1

r

J
4

4

For further information on Wachovia Services contact,
the.aut,llors at (9Z9) 748-5608 .61, write to -the address'
labovg.
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PAYROLL/PERSONNEL SYSTEM
- FOR

INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCA1ON

The ISI Paytoll/Persoiinel System is _a modular information system designed

to accommodate and .sup[Sort,the special, and often complex adMinistrative

requirements of colleges -and universities. The system components (or.

modules) include:, f

. Payroll Processing and Reporting 10,

Benefits Administration
Posi tion Control

irPersonnel Recore and Reporting

All,of the components, and,the edm istrative offices'whch they serve,

amodernare supported by a flexible, expandable ployee Data Base an

report generatio'n 4.acility for meeting, immediate and_onetimi report require-,

ments.-

The modular design permits independent implementation of system func.tions; ,

for example, Personnel ReCords and Report ng may be implemented as a stand-

alone system separate from an institution>prayroll process. The components

are integrated, however, if an information system 'with bhoader management

capabilities is desired. Whichever components are selected (or imple-

mentation,"the results are significant improvements in.clerical efficiencies,

'employee connunigations, management reporting, and fiscal controls.

Integral Systems, Inc.

, 35 Quail Cpurt
Walnut Creek, California 94596

(415) 938-7600

8,, Main 'Street

Flewingtop, New Jersey -08822.

(201) 782-3600'

/
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SYSTEMS & CbMPUf ER TECHNO OGY CaRPORAT1ON

717
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lid

SEVEN NORTH FIVE POINT ROAD WEST CHESTER/ PENNSYLVANIA 19380 215-692-7990

lb

THeSHARED.COMPUTER FACILITY:

A CASE HISTbIRY

Jahn Bairns
General Manager

Spftware Development --
.Systems &:Computer TechnOlbgy

Harold Mohamed
Executive Director

Cooperative Computer Center
Illinois-Board, of Governors

ThisOreSentatibn de'scribed the environment in which

three sister bniversities'found themselves several' years
.44%

.

ago, the decisions they made to solve their computing

prPblems, 'and the result (toda'te) of those decisiolis.

410

l be

For urther-information on-this presentation contact
Sy.st s and Computpr Technology at., the'address above.
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International iNnliness Machines Corporation i10eethe01sZkrnwood Road
Maryland 20034

L

301/697-2000

1 _IBM SEMINAR

Joseph F. Movizzo
Educational Industry MaMketing

IBM Presents: ADVANCED, NEW NETWORKING CAPABILITIES:

. Computer Systems NetWorking Job Interfaces

. Interactive Terminal Multisystepetworking

Multiple.-new ISM software products for networking, were
announced in the period'NoveMber 9-15, 1976. .These.new
tools are: 4..

BATCH JOB NETWORKING: .

1

NJE for JES2 Releases 1, 2 & 3
NJI for VM,ikASP & ASP

,IJES3 SNA Rft,

ADVANCED COMMUNICATIONS FUNCTION - SNA:
ACF/VTAM & ACF/TCAM
ACF/NCP/VS
SSP-System Support Programs
NOSP-Network Operations Support, Program
TCS-ACP

The Network Job Entry (NJE) Facility for JES2, a4program product, offers a
significant new function to MVS installations. It supports transmission df
selected jobs and-in-stream data sets, system outpuf data sets, system operator
commands and messages,4 and accounting information from one JES2 MVS computing
system to another across a communications link.

A job entry network consists ot a number of computer systems, called nodes,
-which can communicate with one another to pass job information from one node

to the next. The number 'of nodes within a job entry network ranges from

r to 99.

Each node can be a single CPU (UP/AP), tightly coupled. multiprocessing tPlis,

or multi-ac spool systems running !4ith NJE for JES2. Ita node contains

more than oreTPU,.the connections to the job entry can be made to anylEPU

or combination of CPUs in the node.

The Network Job,Entry Facility for JES2 Allows the customer to define a
configuration of computer systems that are either in immediate proximity i

to oneanether or that, separated by great distances and connected by 'Ii..

common - carrier links. Usip'g NJE, computer users-can submit their work through
any of the computer systems and direct their jobs%to the systems which meet the

requirements for the work being submitted. Such requirements include: ,

. Required Data Sets. A job may be directed to e compdper system which

has access .ho the data sets needed to run th ob.

. Special Hardware Features. A job may be irected to a computer system

which has specitie hard*are features-requiredto ruff the job.

. Special Configurations. A job may be directed to a.computer system which
hasip specific configdratiOn requited to run the job4

. ,

. Application Trogram: A job may be directed to a computer system which
;runs the particular programs to be used by the job. /

701
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. Load' Levelimg. 'Jobs which do'not have particular reguirements for data
sets, special hardware features, speCial configurations, or particUlar-

- application programs cap pe directed to the system which has the shortest
work queue.

SYSOUT Destination. Asystem<output data'set may be directed to.one or
more locations in the jOU entry network.

The 3790 as an RJE terminal is supported thtough VTAM by NJE Release 2.

Release 3 of NJE'for JES2 aliloWs job entry nodes to communicate directly
with each other through ACF/VTAM with the Multisystem Networking FaCility
andACF/NCP/VS.

The Network Job Interface Programming RPQrs (PRPQ's) transmit card and/or print
image data between any combination of systems runnidb HASP II Version 4.0
VM/370 Release 3, PLC 3 and above, and 4tP Version3.2:1. These PRPQ's enable
jobs and/or data to.be transferred over,4binary synchronous telecommunications
facilities or channel-to-channel adapters. NJI communcates with the Network
Job Entry Facility for JES2 program-product using compatible protocols (binary
synchronous only).

Advanced Commungitions Function for VTAM (ACF/VTAM) is a program product for
users of DOS/VS, OS/VS' and OS/VS2 (SVS and MVS) that can provide new capabilities-for data communication in a network wittra single System/370 or with Multiple
System/370s. -1"

ACF/VTAM Multisystem Networking Facility supports cross-system message
tduting, through which data may be transmitted across systems to its destina-
tion Without host intervention after initi*fses'sion establishMent by the
user terminal.

The ACF/VTAM Multisystem Networking Facility can support croSsivsystem
communication for the following types of configurations:

Multiple System/370 configurations,,operating with any combination of
DOS/VS or OS /VS Terating systems, where each host processor has a,'
network controlled by ACF/VTAM with .the Multi-system Networking Facility
aidACF/NCP/VS. Optionally, some of/the host processors may have networks'
controlled by ACF/TCAM with the Multisystem Networking Facility and
ACF/NCP/V8.

. A network controlled by a 'single System/370 with two access methods,
ACF/VTAM and. ACF/TCAM, each with its own Multisystem Netwqrking Facility,
in conjunction with ACF/NCP/VS.

;pt..

dOmbknations of the above types'of configuratiOns.

The ACF/VTAMMurilsystem Networking Facility; in conjunction with ACV/NcP/VS;enables the user to have cross - system communications providing.resource
sharing,distributed, processin., and increased resource availability tnfough the facilitieg.

Por furth,ot' ;rfor-ation, .-..,7,74a?t IBM Corr",r7,--"on at the adqreas above..
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4 An Easy Path to Data Base Management

ef
.

X

by A,
$ . Richarcd B. Bagby

. .

Senior!. Vice Pte&idet - Intionmation:Auociate4,.Inc.

Thi.6 pkezentation deacaibed 4tep4"taken by Inicormation A44ociate4, Inc.,
(IAI) in the dehign 06 th&'t 4olituake 4y4tem4'whicii-have made the impteMenta-
tion of thue 4y4tem4; taing a data bane management 4y4tem (DBMS) an economieat.
and eA4ity accompti4hed .tack. , .

Prior to the development of the most common DBMS that are available today (e.g.,

_Total, IMS, System 2000, Etabase, DMS, etc.)? ZAI had-many of the same problems

of a college or university administrative data processing center. IAI needed

software that was:

Not hardwafe dependent

* .Easy to maintain and-enhance

Mo,dular in form --

For maintenance

For jnstallatior, ease

To stand alone or to be part of a larger system

/Economical of machine resources ,k

In addition IAI needed hierrchical data structures for some systems such as

Payroll/Personnel and Student Records.

Early steps to improve the quality and flexibility of -the programs were ultimately

very helpful in prdviding an easy way tdrimplement and integrate the systems w

a DBMS.
A

One of our first steps was to remove all of the statements relating to the re4ading

and writing of magrietic data from .the functional programs and to perform this

pTipsical read/write function in an I/Ohandler that was "CALL"ed 4y the functional
r._

program.

.

ta's isolation of functional logic from the input and output Of data served two
*

.
c

major functions: 4 ,

70'3
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, THE TERMINAL MN: RT OF WRONG?

Robert Briggs
Vice President

Pansophic Systems, Inc.
do\

Mr. Brigs discussed-on-line programming and programmer

productivity with emphasis on Pafi'sophic's,--newest {product,

PANVALET/ON-LINE.,

l*r

'

Ear_futhar infnrynrztianpleo_se contac PANSOPHIC at the
4 address listed below.

,

vi

7

1

PANSOPHIC SYSTEMS INCORPORATED

. .

709 ENTERPRISE DRIVE OAKBROOK, ILLINOIS 60521 312 986-6000

704
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AMDAHL CORPORATION PHON 312-68741000
2021 SPRING ROAD
sunt
OAK B245ROOK, IAMBS 00621

AMDAHL: THE COMPANY AND

THE COMPUTER SYSTEM
. .

Kim C. Kelley
District Marketing Manager

.

This presentation discussed the background of the

Amdahl Corporation, the Current computer hardware and

softWare technology, site support, and other aspects

of this new computer company and its product.

(

725

For further information on_AMVAHL CORPORM'ION contact

Kim C. Kelley at (3Z2) 887-8590°or write to the address/

above.
705
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4 Informatics Inc

MI6

727"
21050 Vanowen Street

Canoga Park. Califor4 91304
(213) 887-9121 Telex 69-8473
Cable 1NFORMAT

INFORMATICS: FULFILLING THE COMPUTER'S PROMISE c

Informatics Inc. is the recognized industry leader of independently developed
software produdts and services. The capabilities of the Corporation and its
people are totally dedicated to "fhlfilling the.computer's ipromise"
Worldwide satisfaction of its customers' diverse requirements is achieved
by the Informatics operating structhFecomposed of multi-faceted autonomous
units; specializing in the following areas of software expertise:

Software Products: A group composed of...

... Implementation Systems (MARK,IV, CL*IV, SCORE, SHRINK)
that p&vide tooli and procedures to increase people/
machine productivity. 4

... Application Products (MARK IV/Auditor, MARK IV/EEO,
ACCOUNTING IV,0Production IV, Corporate Shareholder
System) Which are ready-to-use, modular software
systems for specific application requirements that
eliminate internal development costs and produce
immediate results.

....Teleprocessing.Monitors (INTERCOM, BETACOMM, MINICOMM)
it that provide full transaction control and ProcesSing'ffor

simple on-line systems up to total communication and'task
scheduling for large computer networks.

Data Services.and\Communications Systems: A nationwide computer
network offering a broad spectrum of business information handling
applications and on-line access teiany major data bases covering
such subjects as population growth, litigation management, labor
arbitration, medical and drug data, cancer".rrearcht'data and
environmental protection information.

* 1, ,

Support Services: A comprehen ive range of custom support-and
-contract-programming capabiliti that range from management
consulting to turn key installati of major systemlbeyelopin4
MARK IV -based appliions, is well as custom systealwritten in
any programMing language, are part of the snort capabilities offered.

One of the key proddcts of Informatics is the MARK IV. System, which is without
question the most successful software product of its kind. Within the college

-"and university communities, MARK IV is an extremely well accepted aid highly
regarded software fool which increases the prod ivity and ROI of all people/

Ittmachine readurces. More than 100 educational in utions an attest to the
superior,unparalleledbenefits of MARK IV.

For additional information pertaining to Informatics and/or anc, of its products
or- services, please-contact your local Informatics office, or call or write to:

r

Mr. John F.IBentivegna.
Product Manager

*706
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ADABAS-the Adaptable DAta BAse System is an efficient; flexible and powerful

generilizid data base management system (DBM4 ;

* ADABAS provides host and query language facilities, repOrt kenexator capability

data - program independence, complete data protection and data security, concurrent

online and batch processing, and operating system and tepioceising System

compatibility.

ADABAS man\ its the creation of complex hierarchic and netivork structures 'without

extensive redesign or 'reprogramming of existing syetems, and requires mix..1

. traillingo $

IP I '
5 1

ADABAS data compression, 'inverted file design, mid sopiistioitted buffer management
. .

make it tjie most effective DBMS to install and operate.
. I

For further information please contact Software AG at the address
!

.
libtd below.

;

118Q0 Sunrise Valley Drive Reston, Virginia 22001 (703) 8204577. Telex '80 -9122

70 7
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Cincom ifyiterni Inc.,

,
x

-.
2300 Montane hienue,Cindnnoti3Ohio 45211 Tel. 513 662-2300 TWX 810 461 2732

THE EVOLUTION AND FUTURE OF, -DATA BASES

A MANAGEMENT PERSPECTIVE'
Matt Peterson

Manage4
Marketing Admi4Otration

CINCOM Systems,.Inc.

y.

t

iii

414

The discussion in this-special Sessiongpasi centered
Ar

around the evolutionary second and third generatiop file

management an4 data base management syStem (DBMS) approaches.

These approachei provided a foundation for,further-discussion

of advanced approaches a4d ccill%elits and theiAmookvin
the future.

p

1

I

. i .

For farther.informatio'n. please contact CINCOM Systems, Inc.
-vat 'the addl'ess above. --\ ..

-. '108,, I.
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. ...-% SPECIAL DiTFOST GROUPS
. a

133

"If

_ Tuesda) afternoon befee the Conference the folloWing Special Interest
G ps 'Met. These meetings provided an- opportunity for individettits with 4

in ests in specific, areas. of higher education managemZent' kriformation
ins to share their experiences. -The Special Interest Groups, were

conyer\ed by the persons listed belOw.

\

!

.1

CICS .leoberttSte'arks, Universit f#Georgia

a

IMS and Data bictignory William McKelvey, Ohio State Uniyersity
JanetWirson, University Of Alabama, Bierningham

MAR 1( eN: DOrottlY li?pkin, University of Illinois

;. .
e

NCHEMSCOmpileer Products Jerry Brown, Rider College
Michael Mullen, Va Council of Higher Education

I

..

a '

Small college Informatien-Systems., Will m Shoemaker., Council for the
- Advan ement of Small Colleges,

o.,t..

.. t' S4TEM 2000 Miirtha Fiskds,, State University System of Florida -.
1 ( 17

. -*
14.' ., ,, a r

., TOT ENVIRO N1- Robert'Schaulis, Coasr Cern munity College
Robert Ogilvie, American University'

-, -
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